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NOES.

Mr. Mackay,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McDonnell,
" McKenna,
" McLellan,
" :Miller,
" Russell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" F. L. Smyth,
". Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Vale,
" Walsh,
" Watkins,
" Witt.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Baillie,
" Bates,
" Bindon,
" Blair,
" Bourke,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Butters,
" Casey,
" Cohen,
" E. Cope,
" Crews,
." Davies,
" Foott,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Higinbotham,
" Jones.
" Kerferd,
" Lobb,
" MacBain,

Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
" Farrell.

The motion for the second reading of
the Bill was carried without a division.
The House then went into committee
on the Bill.
Claus~ 1, giving the title of the Act,
was agreed to.
Mr. McKEAN then moved that the
Chairman report progress.
The committee divided.
Ayes
1H
Noes
41
0

Majority against the motion 28
AYES.

Mr. Connor,
" Cunningham,
" Everard,
" Foott,
" Kernot,
" King,
" Macgregor,
" McKean,

Mr. Macpherson,
" Richardson,
" Whiteman.

Tellers.
Mr. Carr,
" Longmore.
NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Baillie,
" Bates,
" Bindon,
" Blair,
" Bourke,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Butters,
" Casey,
" Cohen,
" E. Cope,
" Crews,
" Davies,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Higinbotham,
" Jones,
" Kerferd,
" Lobb.
" MacBain,

Mr. Mackay,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McDonnell,
" McKenna,
" McLellan,
" Miller,
" Russell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Snllivan,
" Thomas,
" Vale,
" Walsh,
" Watkins,
" Witt.

Tellers.
Mr. Dyte,
" Farrell.

Public Loan Expenditure.

Mr. CONNOR moved that the Chairman
do leave the chair.
After some discussion, the motion was
negatived without a division.
Mr. CASEY moved that the Chairman
report progress, which was agreed to.
Progress was reported accordingly.
The House adjourned at twenty-four
minutes after midnight, until Tuesday,
September 15.

LEGISLATIVE OOUNOIL.
Tuesday, September 15, 1868.
Public Loan Expenditure-Constitution Act Amendment
Bill-Friendly Societies Statute Amendment Bill-Reform
of the Constitution.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at n.
quarter past four o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
PUBLIC LOAN EXPENDITURE.
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY.-I beg to
move"That there be laid on the table of this House
a return, showing in detail how the sum of
£850,000, and premium thereon, raised under
the Public Loan Act, 12th October, 1865, has been
expended under the head specified in said Act,
viz. :-In completing the construction of the State
railways; for the purchase of arms, guns, and
ammunition, and the erection, building, furnish:'
ing, and equipment of works, ports, and ships,
and the providing of all other things necessary
or useful for the defence of the colony of Victoria against invasion or attack in time of war;
for the construction of works for supplying water
to divers mining, agricultural, and other districts, and to towns in Victoria; and for the
purchase of land, materials, and plant required
for or in connexion therewith."

The object of the motion will be self-evi·
dent to honorable members. If we are to
be called upon to discu·ss the propriety of
a further borrowing of money, it is only
reasonable to inquire, in the first instance,
how the loan raised two or three years ago
has been expended.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER seconded
the motion, which was agreed to.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL.-I
rise to move that the report of the select
committee to which was referred the COIlsideration of the Bill for the amendment of
the Constitution be adopted. It has long
been urged outside the House, and it has
been admitted by many honorable members
in it, that a reduction in the qualification
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for both the members and the electors of
this House might be made with advantage.
When the Constitution 'Act came into
" operation in 1856, the qualification for
members was fixed at £5,000 in land, or
land of an annual value of £509; while the
qualification for electors was £1,000 in
land, or land returning £100 per annum.
The qualification for members of the Assembly was fixed at £2,000 in land, or land
of the annual value of £200; and the
qualification for electors was the possession
of property valued at £50, or of the annual
value of £5, the occupancy of a house or
leasehold of the annual value of £ 10, the
receipt of an annual salary of £100, or the
payment of rent for the occupation of
Crown lands. With regard to the latter
qualification, it was found, after the Constitution ha.d been worked a short time,
that, as no mention was made of the amount
necessary to be paid, any person paying for
a licence to occupy Crown lands, no matter
how small the sum, would be entitled to
vote; and therefore it was thought better
to concede the sufiTage at once to every
one. Thus we became possessed of manhood suffrage; and then, as I am ashamed
to say, for I introduced both. measures
here, it was considered advisable to do
away with the property qualification of
members of the Assembly, so that now
any person without a stake in the country
can be elected to that House, and any person without a stake in the country can
have a voice in the election. This arrangement has caused a great discrepancy in
the constitution of the two Houses. The
high qualification for the Council has been
retained, while the qualification for the
Assembly has been done away with.
Under these circumstances it has been
considered neither unreasonable nor undesirable that we should reduce the qualification of Loth the members and electors
of this House. And, in connexion with
this, it is proposed to remedy a defect
in our present practice. Any person
elected a member has only to declare that
he is possessed of property of the value of
£5,000, and, unless his declaration should
be formally disputed, there is no way of
testing the value of the property. In the
same way any person possessing a piece of
land worth £10, has only to declare that
it is worth £1,000, and he can place his
name upon the electoral roll. The committee have recommended the introduction
of a Bill which, while it lowers the qualification of members to the possession of
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property of the value of £2,500, imposes
the test that such property shall be rated
at £250 per annum. The qualification for
electors is reduced to £50 per annum; but
the elector must show that he is rated at
that sum. With these safeguards, the
committee believe that, although the qualification may be reduced, yet the trust will
not be placed in the hands of an inferior
class of men. When the Constitution Act
came into operation the voters for the
Assembly numbered 60,021, and for the
Council, 10,775; showing a proportion of
six to one. In 1867-the latest returnsthe number of voters for the Assembly
was 119,389, and for the Council, 11,614;
so that while the voters for the Assembly
have increased nearly 100 per cent., the
voters for the Council have not increased
10 per cent. Now according to the ratepayers' roll to the latest dates, a £50
qualification would give 17,559 electors,
and, in addition, there would be 1,528
professional voters, making a total of
19,087. It is a remarkable fact, therefore,
that, by adopting the Bill, we shall restore
this House to precisely the same position
it occupied when the Constitution Act
came into operation. There will be about
one-sixth of the number of voters for this
House that there are for the Assembly. I
will, however, defer any explanation of
the provisions of the Bill until the second
reading is taken.
The Hon. J. McCRAE seconded the
motion, which was agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL.-I have now to
move that the Constitution Act Amendment Bill be read a second time. The
first part of the Bill relates to the qualification of members of this House; and it
proposes to reduce that qualification to the
possession of freehold property of the
value of £2,500, and rated at £250 per
annum. It continues the existing law,
that no judge nor any minister of any
religious denomination shall be a member,
nor any traitor or felon. It requires that
every member shall make a declaration,
before he takes his seat, that he is possessed of the qualification required by
the Act, and shall set forth in that
declaration in what municipal district
the property is situated, and how it is
rated on the rate-books of that district.
It is also provided that this declaration
shall be repeated at the commencement of
every session, before a member can resume
his seat. The qualification for electors is
reduced, as I have already described, to a
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which is known in England as the great
middle class. Houses rated at about
£25 per annur1l, and rented at about £1
per week, are occupied here by a class
as well qualified as any in the community to, possess the franchise. In
committee I shall move an amendment
to give effect to my views.. With regard
to the qualification for members, I think it
may be doubted whether every useful purpose would Dot be served by expunging
that qualification altogether, so long as we
keep a qualification for electors. No
honorable member will contend that the
mere possession of a larger amount of
wealth shows a man to be mora useful and
intelligent than a man possessed of a less
amount. There is no property qualification required in the Senate of the United
States; and that body holds a position in
"The members of Council and graduates of . the country which the most ambitious of
the University of Melbourne shall together form us scarcely hopes that this House will ever
an electoral constituency, and shall· return one occupy.
member to the Legislative Council, which shall
The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER.-I hope
henceforth consist of thirty-one members; and
at every election of such member every member it never will.
of Council and every graduate of the University
Mr. MURPHY.-No public body stands
shall have one vote."
in a higher position, or has greater influProvision is also made for the infliction of ence in the country, than the Senate of
penalties should any registrar, or other the United States has. It is the most
person, be guilty of any wilful misfeasance, conservative body there, and I would be
or any act. of commission contrary to the glad to see this House occupy a similar
Act.
position in Victoria. I do not think that·
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY.-! may any honorable member, looking round this
congratulate the honorable member who House, will say that the possession of
has brought forward this measure upon wealth to an extreme degree qualifies any
the progress he has made. After four honorable member above his colleagues.
years' delay the House has the Bill before It will be my duty to move in committeeit. Some of the provisions of the Bill are although I do not think it will be carriedsusceptible, it appears to me, of consider- an amendment to abrogate the property
able improvement.
For instance, the qualification for members. My belief is
reduction of the qualification of electors to that, so long as we have a moderate qualia £50 rating qualification will be found to fication for electors, those electors will see
be no concession at all. A reduction from to their interests by electing the men best
£100 per annum, as a man values his own qualified to represent them. The honorproperty, to .£50 per annum, as the pro- able member (Mr. Mitchell) has not alluded
perty is rated on the municipal rate-book, to any redistribution of the provinces. I
will not increase the number of persons regret this, because the expenses entailed
qualified to vote. The question is whether by a contest under the present arrangethe change will not result in a decrease. H ments are such as to prevent many judithe object of the Bill is to widen the basis of cious and suitable men offering themselves.
this House-to give it greater authority, by It costs at least £1,000 to contest some of
resting it upon a greater number of elec- the provinces. There are now six pro-·
tors-it will signally fail, so far as this vinces; and I think that number might
clause is concerned. It will be for honor- easily be altered to ten. If" that were done
able members to say, in committee, whether it would increase the facilities for useful,
their object will not be better attained by practical, and independent men entering
a £25 qualification, tested by the rate- this Chamber.
The Hon.J. P.FAWKNER.-I do not
payers' roll. Such a reduction would place
the franchise in the hands of a most intel- believe in tinkering the Constitution. I
ligent and independent class-the body was opposed to the alterations formerly
rating qualification of £50 per annum, provided the elector resides in some district
where rates are levied. There are some
places, though they are so few that it
hardly seems necessary to provide for
them, where no tnunicipal bodies exist,
and, consequently, no rates are lev~ed. In
such cases it is not proposed to alter the
existing law. The man must make his
claim, and must take out his electoral
right as at present. The provisions regarding lessees and joint occupiers are the
same as those now in existence. The
third part of the Bill provides that the
clerks of the various municipal bodies
shall make out electoral rolls for the Council, from the local rate rolls, in the same
way as they now do for the Assembly.
Part 4 provides for an additional member.
It declares that-
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made, and I warned the honorable member matter? The honorable member (Mr.
(Mr. Mitchell) at the time that we were Mitchell) admits the evil results which
sinking fast, and now the honorable followed from the abolition of the qualimember turns round and condemns those fication for the Assembly, and probablyalterations himself. Property, it seems to for my part, I have no doubt that such
me, is at a discount. The' acquirement of would be the case-two years after the
property sinks a man. Now, for my part, event, he will admit that a like mischief
I have always found that men of intelli- has followed the lowering of the qualificagence acquire property here, unless they tion here. It is said that, by adopting a
are drunkards. The honorable member ratepaying qualification of £2,500, as
(Mr. Murphy) speaks of a redistribution proposed, we are not really lowering the
of "provinces," but his observations point present £5,000 qualification. Honorable
rather to a redistribution Qf "property." members, I believe, take that view. I
The honorable member speaks of the "confess I do not share it. I believe that
United States. He should rather say the the honorable members who form this
dis-United States. There, thanks to the House are possessed of property to the
extension of the suffrage, the blacks are in amount of £5,000, as they have declared
some parts overpowering the whites, and they' are. Very few honorable members
the very man who has endeavoured to would be capable of making a false
settle matters upon a right basis has nar- declaratiQn Qn the subject; and I do not
rowly escaped impeachment. I trust this know any Qne .of them not possessed Qf
country will never be placed in a like the qualification. One reason given for
position to that of the United States. As an extensiQn of the franchise is that, by
to the Bill before us, I dO' nQt see why a widening the basis. of this: House, we shall
member shQuld be given to' the University. give it a greater influence in: the State.
We shall have an odd number Qf members But is it desh:a.bfu that this House should
here, and that may lead to' confusion. I have a greater· influence? If the qualifiquite approve, however, O'f the proposal to' cation for-this House w.ere reduced' to the
adopt the ratepayers' roll as a test Qf the level Qf the other House,. how frequent
qualification of both members and electQrs, would 011r cQnflicts be ? We ·aremuch more
because people vote now who have no likely to, get on smoothly, by occupying
right to vote; but, at the same time, we the· pqsition we now do. Men who have'at
should be careful nQt to reduce the fran- stake in the country have no interest in.
chise too low. If we once sink to man- I gettingupconfiicts fO'r party purposes. Very..
hood suffrage as a basis for this House, then 1 few.' men in this House care a;OOlilt, Qffice;· orr
farewell to gQod gO'vernment, and farewell i are iniluenced by a desire·"to·featbel"·theit'
.to the prosperity Qf the colony.
: nests;" but abolish the·qualification, and
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I cOllSidell' : needy men may get iIi;. Would the House
it my duty to offer a few remarks, lest it ; be more respected in that case? On the
should be supposed that I have Msented: ! contrary, it WQuld be .lo.oked upon with
to the Bill. I am QPposed to' it" but I : less respect. Altogether:·the. proposed rethink it would be a waste of time· for me ; duction is an unwise step, and I must
to trouble the Ho~se with any lengthened; ! express my dissent from it; . I refer more
expression of my sentiments, as ] do· not : par.ticularly to the qualification for· mem~
believe that the measure can pass this. ses- : bers.. The reduction of the qualification
sion. It will go down to the AssemblY"as : for electors I do not O'Ppose so mitch, seeing
a matter of form, and will then meet the . that property has altered considerably in
fate it deserves-it will be put in the.' value since the Constitution. Act _was
waste-paper basket. I understood that : passed .. One hQnorable member has stated
the question we referred to the committee· : that property does not qualify a man to be
appointed in the early part of the session . a representative; but what other· test can
was the whole subject of the reform of the we have?- -We cannot define intelligence,
Constitution. But the committee·have . nor· yet education. It was the intention
not kept faith with the House. They pro.. ·Qf its. fr:amers to assimilate Qur Constitu..
pose merely the reform Qf this House, and tion to that of the mother country;: but we
not the reform of the Constitution. I have no men of hereditary rank-we have
would like to know why they departed no men of any class to put in a second
from their instructions-why, as a com.. House, except men Qf property. Moremittee appointed for a certain purpose, over, it will be found that men of property
they should have dealt with a smaller generally COme to the front. The fact
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that so many of the members returned
here under a high qualification were also
members of the old Legislative Council, is
8 proof of this.
I would point ou t that
the proposed qualification of £2,500 is
only equal to an income of £150 per
annum, for we cannot take real property
as r.eturning more than 6 per cent. If we
maintain the qualification at £5,000, the
inoome is only £300 per annum, and that
is not excessive for a member of this
House to be possessed of. Such a qualification is not too high, because it was
intended that this House should be a
selec't body, and a property qualification
is the only way of keeping it select. As
to the redistribution of the provinces,
such a step is very desirable, and it is a
great fault in the Bill that it proposes
nothing of the kind. I think, also, some
provision should be made with regard
to the prevention of dead·locks. This
is the reform the country desires, and
the Bill does not touch it. As to an additional member being created, it appears
to me that, following the analogy of the
British Legislature, the University, if it is
represented at all, should be represented
in the Assembly.
The Hon. J. McCRAE.-Mr. President, I rise to support the second reading
of the Bill. I am glad to see that the
House appears at last to be dealing with
the subject in earnest; for its previous
position with regard to the question of reform has been very singular. One reason
stated by the honorable member who introduced the measure, as showing the
necessity for a change in the Constitution,
appears unanswerable. According to his
statement, the number of electors for the
Council has only increased, since 1856,
from 10,800 to 11,000, while the number
of electors for the Assembly has nearly
doubled. I would ask honorable members
how legislative harmony can exist between the two Chambers so long as their
bases are so widety apart? The basis of
this House ha!:! not enlarged with the
growth of the colony, and the increase of
its population.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.--There is
no increase now.
Mr. McCRAE.-In 1856 the population
was only 300,000 or 400,000, while now it
is nearly 700,000; and yet, notwithstanding this-notwithstanding the additions
which have been made to the freeholds of
the country-the electoral basis of this
House has remained stationary. I only
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regret that the Bill does not go further,
and does not propose such an increase in
the number of members as would bring
us more into proportion with the other
House. The number of members might be
increased to forty-five. Instead of continuing the existing six provinces, the
provinces should be made smaller, and the
present number of five members each should
be returned by nine provinces. The effect
would be most beneficial. I feel bound to
express my surprise at the remarks of
my honorable and venerable friend (Mr.
Fawkner), who went before his constituents, two years ago, as an advocate of
reform.
Mr. FAWKNER.-So I am.
Mr. McCRAE.-Then my honorable
and venerable friend has a curious way of
giving expression to his views. He appears to me to be as obstructive as ever.
I quite agree with the observations of the
honorable member (Mr. Murphy) as to the
effect of a rating qualification. A rating
qualification of £50 is virtually equal to a
rental franchise of £75. We may as well
say £75 in the Bill, and take the actual
value of property, as is done at present,
as adopt a £50 rating qualification. It
was upon that very point that the Russell
Ministry was forced to resign. If we
mean in good faith to reduce the qualification for electors to £50 we are not
doing so now; a rating of £35 per annum
would give an actual qualification of £50.
As to the qualification for members, it
should be borne in mind that the qualifica- .
tion for members of the House of Commons has been abolished altogether. And
is the status of that body one whit lower
than it formerly was?
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-They have not
manhood suffrage there.
,
Mr. MURPHY.-Neitherhas this House
manhood suffrage.
Mr. McCRAE.-I am sure we may
safely depend upon the discrimination and
good jud'gment of the electors to select
men who will properly represent them.
A respectable body of electors will return
respectable men. Another point to which
I desire to call attention is the irresponsible character of this House. It is one of
the most irresponsible legislative bodies In
the world. The members are elected for
ten years, and the House can neither be
dissolved nor yet reached in any way by
public opinion. The prototype of this
House, the House of Lords, can be reached
by public opinion, and some alteration in
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our Constitution is n'eeded in this direction. This House may stand out on
a~y great question against the public
wIll, as expressed by large majorities·
and I think some method should b~
devised to bring the House under the
control of public opinion in such cases
~y re~orting. either to a complete or a par~
tIal dIssolutIOn, or otherwise. Any such
arrangement would increase the popularity
of the House. I throw this out as a suggestion, and I trust that at some future
hope honorable
time, it will he adopted.
me~bers will en.deavour to pass the Bill as
rapIdly as poss~ ble, in order that it may
become law durmg the present session.
The Hon. J. O'SHAN ASSY.-I do
not propose on this occasion to enter into
the question of the Constitution as a whole
b~cause I find that more than a majority
of the members of the Council pledged
themselves to a limited reform before I
e~tered the House; and that, in dealing
'wIth such a measure as the one before us
they al:e. only :edeeming their promise~
·to their constItuents. The honorable
~ember (Mr. Ca.mpbell) ~as asked why it
IS that t~e committee, WhICh was appointed
to consIder the larger question has not
kept faith with the House but h~s brought
up this Bill? As a me~ber of the committee, I feel as disappointed as any honorable member can be. I entered the House
pl'epared to deal with the Constitution as
'a whole, and I went down to the committee in perfect good faith to do so. My
personal views remain unaltered' but I
did not think that I should obtrude them
too much on the other members whose
'constituents might expect them t~ redeem
their pledges. As a smaller measure is
now before the House, it. is for the House
to deal with that measure. One extraordinary circumstance has occured in connexion with this matter. At my instance
the co-operation of the other House was
invited, to consider the larger question of
the reform of the whole Constitution.
Considering our late experience of the
defectiveness of the Constitution, by the
occurrence of dead-locks, one would have
imagined that such a reasonable request
would have been at once acceded to more
especia1ly when we know that th~ head
of the present Government addressed the
following words, in April, 1868, to Her
Majesty's representative here : -

i

" There is then no final authority to which all
the branches of the Legislature of Victoria are
content to dtJfer, and there seems no escape
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from the conclusion that the Constitution, as
interpreted by the Legislative Council, has
failed to provide any adequate remedy for the
existing complications."

So recently as April last, the present Chief
Secretary was of opinion that the Constitution had failed, owing to the Council
having put a wrong interpretation upon the
instrument of government itself. That, I
may remark, is the real difficulty which
the country desires settled, and J only regret that the Bill does not deal with it.
However, the remarkable fact to which I
now desire to call attention is that, when a
message, couched in frienuly terms, was
sent to the other House, inviting its cooperation in the work of reform, the very
gentleman who had signed that memorandum to the Governor gave some of the
most extraordinary reasons for not complying with the request which were ever
advanced in a legislative body. It appears
to have been urged,.as one reason for not
complying with the request, that the desire
of honorable members for a joint committee implied that they were favorable
to the conclusion that only one chamber
of legislation is necessary. A more lame
and impotent conclusion could not be arrived at, and yet it was accepted elsewhere.
We have a joint committee regarding the
Parliamentary stables; and that does not
seem to have turned the two Houses into one.
We have a joint committee to manage the
Refreshment-rooms; and,. notwithstanding
the joviality to be expected there, the two
Houses have not been brought into harmony. There iSB joint committee, also
for the Library, which present reports t~
both Houses, without evil or inconvenience
having occurred. The strange part of the
affair is that there is ~pecific provision
made in our joint standing orders for the
appointment of joint committees, and those
standing orders have the force of law. It
was also said that it is not the practice of
the House of Lords and the House of Commons to have joint committees, but that
they prefer conferences. Now this reference is rather unfortunate. There is not the
smallest provision in our standing orders for
a conference, so that we are thrown back
upon the usage and practice of the Imperial
Parliament, which are binding in such
cases upon both Houses. Yet the leader
of the Legislative Assembly tells us that
a conference is far better than a joint committee.
Mr. McCRAE.-It is this House which
has always suggested conferences.
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Mr. O'SHANASSY.-And I do not
think that the result has been altogether
favorable. The honorable gentleman who
advocated conferences elsewhere does not
appear to have read the concluding portion
of the passage in May which refers to their
management. It is-
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the ancient Constitution of England for
the House of Lords to do such a thing.
But here we have a written Constitutionboth Houses were called into existence by
statute-and therefore any attempt at analogy with regard to the amendment of the
Constitutions of the two countries entirely
"The Lords have the following standing orders fails. It was urged that the Houses would
in regard to the manner of holding conferences:- be bound to accept the suggestions of a
"The place of our meeting with the Lower joint commfttee; but who ever heard of
House upon conference is usually the Painted either House being bound by the decision
Chamber, where they are commonly before we of any committee it may choose to appoint?
come, and expect our leisure."
A committee brings up a report, and, if the
I am not aware, however, that' we have a recommendations of that report are not
Painted Chamber here. The standing approved of when they are considered, no
orders proceedmember of the committee feels in any way
"We are to come thither in a whole body, and slighted. What is the reason, then, that
not some lords scattering before the rest, which while honorable gentlemen elsewhere deboth takes from the gravity of the lords, and clare in authoritative language that a defect
besides may hinder the lords from taking their
propel' places. We are to sit there, and be exists in the Constitution, they decline to
covered; but they are at no committee or con- adopt a reasonable course of action, having
ference ever either to be covered or sit down in for its object the amendment of that
our presence, unless it be some infirm person, defect? There is no reason that I can
and that by connivance in a corner out of sight,
see, except a dread that dealing with the
to sit, but not to be covered.
"None are to speak at a conference with the subject will lead to unpleasant results.
Lower House but those that be of the committee; This House has invariably treated the
and when anything from such conference is re- proposals of the other House to reform
ported, all the lords of that committee are to·
itself with respect and courtesy; but I
s.tand up.
"No man is to enter at any committee or con- cannot say that that is the treatment our
ference (unless it be such as are commanded to proposal has met with. Honorable memattend) but such as are members of the House, bers will admit that I took the proper
or the heir apparent of a lord who has a right
course in this matter, fot, if we had
to succeed such lord, or the eldest son of any
peer who has a right to sit and vote in this attempted to amend the Constitution as
House, upon pain of being punished severely, a whole, without consulting the Lower
and with example to others."
House, it would have been said that we
I do not think that such arrangements had no business to interfere with the rights
would be very satisfactory here. And I and privileges of that body. If the Bill
regret that the Chief Secretary should before us should not pass this session, it
have quoted one part of a book, and for- will show that the outcry elsewhere for an
gotten the other part of it. Practically amendment of the Constitution is a mere
joint committees do sit at home, because party cry; and that there is no desire to
when two committees are dealing with place our -Constitution on such a footing as
the same subject they communicate with will make it respected at home and I:\.broad.
each other, and the one knows what is The honorable member who last addressed
passing in the other. The only reason the House (Mr. McCrae) has touched upon
that the system has been abandoned in several important points in connexion with
favour of conferences is that the Commons the subject of reform. He spoke of the
complained of the advantage which the irresponsible character of a Chamber not
House of Lords, as a judicial body, has in subject to the power of dissolution.. Now
examining witnesses, and claimed to have if we were going into the whole question, I
two votes on the committee for every vote would be disposed to ask the honorable·
of the Lords. This was obviously unfair, members to consider that point with parand conferences were abandoned, on the ticular care. The representative of the
pretence of the Commons that the Lords 'Queen has at present intrusted to him the
had too much power, as I have stated. power of dissolving one branch of the
But the state of affairs there does not Legislature, and I would like honorableat all apply to this colony. The House members to consider the important circumof Lords being an hereditary body, there stances connected with the recent exercise
is no occasion for it to introduce a Bill of that power. The honorable member
to reform itself. It would be setting aside would extend the power of dissolution to.
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this Chamber; but I believe many honorable
members elsewhere are not enamoured of
its existence there. An experience of
three or four dissolutions has convinced
many, who were ardent reformers in the
first instance, that the system; if continued,
may lead to the impoverishment of gentlemen who desire to be members of the
Legislature. And for whose benefit?
The power of dissolution is exercised with
peculiar care in the mother country, because there the Sovereign is really responsible. Here the case is different, and I am
by no meanS clear that a~ unlimited power
of dissolution should be given with regard
to either Chamber. I begin to thjnk that
a Governor, coming out to preside over a
colony for five or ~ix years, has no great
interest in its affairs, and that to grant
dissolutions which excite the passions of
the people, though they may appear ex-.
pedient to him to assist him out of a difficulty, is not the wisest course of action.
Mr. McCRAE.-The Governor is the
Queen's representative. .
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-But he bas not
the same interest in the country be governs
as the Queen has. He can scarcely be said
to have any real interest or real responsibility.
Mr. IVlcCRAE.-He is responsible to
the Queen's Ministers.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-That is responsibility of a very light character. The despatches recently received show how very
little attention politicians at home, engaged
in their own party struggles, bestow upon
the affairs of distant colonies. I do not
believe the panacea suggested by the honorable member would at all tend to a
solution of the difficulty of working the
Constitution. With regard to increasing
the number of members to forty-five, I
have heard it stated that there is no difficulty in finding any number of gentlemen
of a very respectable class to come forward
as candidates for seats in the Council. I
confess I do not share these sanguine views.
I do not see these patriotic gentlemen
rushing forward, and incurring heavy expenses to obtain seats in a House possessed
of only limited powers in the State; nor
do I see any large class of men possessed
the requisite leisure and property to
enable them to do so. And this brings me
to the question of property qualification
itself. Now I do not see why, in a new
country -like this, we should place a man
at such a great disadvantage as to compel
him to have a sum of £5,000 always tied
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up in real estate. There are many men
who would rather invest a portion, at all
events; of such a sum in other pursuits;
and in what worse position are such men
placed for making efficient representatives?
The original proposal, when our Constitution was being drafted, was that the qualification should be £10,000, and it was only
lost by one vote. As the provision stands
now, it prevents many good men from
coming forward. If we are to have any
such arrangement we should follow the
example of Canada, where they have a.
joint qualification-a qualification in chattels, and a qualification in land. A member
there is required to make a declaration
that he is possessed of the requisite property; and 'what is sufficient for Canada
should be sufficient here. With regard to
the question of voters, it is said that the
Bill will give the Council an addition of
8,000 or 9,000 electors, thus restoring the
:original relations existing between the two
Houses. But how does this meet the
difficulty stated by the Chief Secretary in
the memorandum I have read? What
guarantee does it give for the harmonious
action of the two Chambers? The power
of dissolution would not do it. That is only
a mode of inflaming the passions of men.
My experience is that when once men have
pledged themselves to a certain line of
action, they will adhere to that line to the
end. It was proposed in the committee of
1855 to meet this difficulty by giving a six
years'tenure of office, joined with a system
of retirement by rotation, thus effecting an
entire change in the composition of the
House in a reasonable period. I am still
of opinion that a rotatory system is preferable to a power of dissolution; and if this
system were applied to districts rather than
to members, it would give us a better reflex
of the opinions of the electors at large.
But I see that the same fault which exists
in the composition of the Assembly is to
be perpetuated here by this Bill-namely,
that a member is to represent the majority
of his district only. The minorities are
to be no more represented here than they
are in the Assembly. The end I have in
view might easily have been obtained by
the creation of three-cornered constituencies, the electors in which would have
the pQwer of voting for two candidates.
Such a proposition would have received
my cordial support; but the members of
the committee were pledged to a certain
course of action, to which they felt bound
to adhere. I am glad, however, to hear a
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general expression of- opinion that some Council would be the best constituted
change in the composition of the provinces body which ever appeared in creation.
is necessary. The North-western pro- All the difficulties which existed at
vince is as large as a kingdom, and to that time. would have been _solved by
contest it is a matter of great expense. these proposed alterations; but subsequent
The system really at work against this events have shown that such alterations
House is the size of the provinces and the are only a very small portion of the reform
mode of election. What encouragement is which is required. We want to make
there for men to offer themselves as can- the machine of the Constitution work
didates, so long as the contest remains smoothly; but to set one wheel in motion,
most expensive, the result beyond calcula- and leave the other fixed; does not give a
tion, and the reward nothing? At present, rational man much hope of' reaching his
when the term of office of any member journey's end. I am, therefore, placed in
expires, he finds himself a stranger to his a somewhat difficult position, for though I
constituents. He has been forgotten, be- do not regard the Bill as a complete meacause it has been impossible for him to sure, and while I consider that our overmaintain any relations with them. The tures to the Assembly were rejected on
Bill does not propose to remedy this defect. insufficient grounds, I do not desire to force
I am aware, from my own experience, that my opinions unnecessarily upon the House.
the work of subdividing the provinces We need only glance at passing events to
in a satisfactory manner is one for the see on what points our Constitution requires
Government departments rather than for a alterations and additions. Take the postal
committee; but if a joint committee had question, for instance. The Home Gobeen appointed, some of the administrators vernment finds it necessary to despatch
of our public affairs would have been on one of its officers to negotiate with the
it, and they could have obtained the colonies, as, even if the colonies enter into
committee such assistance as would have a postal contract. there is no power by
rendered the work simple and easy. The which that contract can be enforced. The
proposed rating qualification is also subject carrying out of a contract must depend
to a drawback. It is possible that no rate upon the honour of the colonies, and,
may be struck ill some district, or that a changeable as Colonial Ministers and Legisrate may be illegally struck and set aside latures are, but little reliance can be placed
by subsequent litigation; and, in such a on such a bond. This difficulty was forecase, how is the member whose qualifica- seen long ago; but Lord John Russell detion is affected to make the declaration clined to sanction the proposal which was
required by the Bill? The 7th clause made to meet it. The feeling at home
also struck me as imperfect:appeared to be that, if the colonies were
"Every member of the Legislative Council allowed to unite, they might become too
shall, before taking his seat in the said Council, powerful, and might separate from the
in each and every session of Parliament, make
and subscribe a declaration in writing in the United Kingdom; but public opinion has
form set forth in the second schedule to this changed since then, and English statesmen
Act, and shall deliver the same to the clerk of . are willing to give the colonies all they
the said Council at the place where and while desire. New legislation is certainly rethe said Council is sitting with the President in
the chair; and the said clerk shall file and keep quired on the point, for, at present, if it
every such declaration with the other records of should be deemed advisable to adopt the
his office."
Cape route, there is no power for the coloI do not see how the President is to get nies to enter into any contract for the purinto the chair under this clause, nor how pose. Time and expenditure to a large
the Council is to sit because there is no amount would be involved in such a conCouncil until the declarations are made. tract, and no one would undertake it unless
These may be small matters, but the Bill its provisions could be enforced. The same
will receive severe criticism elsewhere, remarks apply to the question of immigraand they should be attended to. With tion. We were told that, when once the
regard to the Bill as a whole, I have Tariff was altered, there would be no obalready pointed out that it only affects a jection to our population being increased;
small portion of the general question. It
but a convenient silence has. been observed
may be said, in justification of the action
since.
taken by the committee, that the cry before
Mr. McCRAE.-Mr. Jenner carried a
the late dead-lock was to lower the qualification for members and electors, and then the resolution in this House on the subject.
Eon. J. O' Skanassy.
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Mr. O'SHANASSY.-And what response did the honorable member obtain
from his friends? I am afraid they have
sold him. The expenditure on immigration
ought to be £200,000 per annum; but last
year it was only £70,000, and this year it
has dwindled down to £56,000. Our
Constitution is so defective that it permits
a Ministry, which has a majority at its
back, to set the law at defiance. The Bill
before us will not affect this matter, nor
yet any of the real questions at issue~
Mr. McCRAE.-They can be attended
to afterwards.
Mr. O'SHANAS·SY.-What guarantee
have we that they will? As to immigration, we have tried a liberal land law,
'and we have tried a protective Tariff.
N either has attracted population; and yet
politicians hesitate to enforce the law and
encourage immigration directly. I do not
blame any particular class of politicians,
for the case is the same in the sister
colonies. It appears to be thought that
immigration will reduce the price oflabour,
while our experience shows us that the
influx of population gives the workman
the best security he can have that there
will be a demand for his labour. I have
referred to these matters, to show the
necessity of the powers of our Constitution
being enlarged. I might also have referred
to the position of the Governor, which
recent events and recent despatches show to
be most anomalous, and which politicians
of all parties admit requires to be defined.
Then, again, there are the judges of the
Supreme Court, who, according to the
opinion given by the English law officers,
do not occupy the independent position it
was intended that they should hold. I do
not feel myself at liberty to enter upon
these and other matters; but I feel bound
to set myself right, in this matter, before
the House and before my constituents.
As to the Bill before us, even if it should
not pass this session, we may hope that
the discussion which has taken place will
arouse public attention, and will prepare
the way for a larger measure in the future.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I am glad
to observe tbat there is a real desire
on tbe part of the House to reform itself.
As to the remarks of the honorable member (Mr. O'Shanassy), I would like to
know why he did not give effect to his
ideas when he was at the head of the Government? What good did his Government ever do the country? We have
these "long-winded yarns" from the hon-
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Ol'able member and nothing else. I think
the Bill is brought forward at an unseasonable period-because all the Government desire to do this session is to repair
the financial confusion caused by the action
of this House-but I do not oppose it.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and was committed pro forma.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES STATUTE
AMENDMENT BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Assembly, intimating that they had
agreed to this Bill with amendments.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration next day.
REFORM OF THE CONSTITUTION.
The following message was received
from the Legislative Assembly:"The Legislative Assembly acquaint the
Legislative Council that, as the resolution of the
Legislative Council, a copy of which was transmitted by message to the Legislative Assembly
on the 20th of August instant, proposes a
method of legislation unknown to the British
Constitution-legislation having for centuries
been carried on by means of a Bill completed
and passed by one branch of the Legislature,
and transmitted to the other branch for their consideration when so completed-the Legislative
Assembly ueem it inexpedient, in view of the
proposed purpose, to accede to the recommendation of the Legislative Council for the appointment of a joint committee of both Houses of
Parliament."

The House adjourned at six o'cloclc.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, September 15, 1868.
Charitable Institutions-The Charge against the Minister
of Railways-Intercolonial Exhibition-Lands for Railway Purposes-Privilege-Mr. Andrew Tobin-Railway
Loan Bill-Melbourne and Essendon Railway Vesting
Bill-Bir Charles Darling.

The SPEAKER took. the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
GOVERNMENT APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. McCULLOCH, in compliance with
an order of the House (dated August 12),
presented a return relating to Government
appointments.
THE ABORIGINES.
Mr. McCULLOCH, pursuant to an
order of the House· (dated August 18),
laid on the table a return in reference to
the aborigines.
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CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS.
Mr. FELLOWS asked the Treasurer
when the money voted for charitable institutions would be available? He was informed that application had been made for
a sum of money on account of one institution which had been in the habit of receiving a grant from the State, and the· reply
was that there was no money at present
available.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the proportion of the grants to all charitable institutions due up to the 30th of June was
available. He did not know what case the
~onorable member referred to, but, if the
honorable member would give him the
necessary information, he would make
inquiries and have the matter attended to.
CHARGE AGAINST A MINISTER.
Mr. CASEY b~ought up the report of
the select committee appointed (on August
25), to inquire into the complaint of the
Minister of Railways relative to imputations made against him in certain statutory
declarations.
The honorable membei.~tated that the committee, during t.he whole
of their proceedings, had not had one
division.
On each occasion on which it
was necessary to take the opinion of the
committee the decision arrived at was with
the unanimous consent of all the members.
The CLERK read the report, which was
as follows :...;."The committee appointed to inquire into
and report upon the complaint of the Hon.
C. E. Jones, relative to certain imputations
against him contained i,n the ,statu.tory declarations laid upon the ,table of the House on
the 25th August, 1868, have the honour to report to your honorable House as follows :" 1. Prior to entering upon the inquiry submitte.<J to them, your cP,mmittee agreed to t.b.e
followjng resolutions :'" I. That the specific issue they were appainted to try was whether the statement, that
Mr. Alexander had given to Mr. Jones sixty £1
Union bank notes, was true; and
" 'II. That they would be guided in the inquiry, as nearly as possible, by the rules of
evidence, relaxing them, however, where doing
so appeared to lead to the elucidation of any
import~nt fact i,n controversy between the pa,rties.'
"2. Mr. Alexander and Mr. Jones were permitted to be present during the inquiry, and to
examine and cross-examine witnesses through
the chairman.
"3. Mr. Alexander stated that, in consequence
of a conversation with Mr. J. W. Randell, he
undertook to collect a sum of money for the
purpose of assisting Mr. Jones to oppose the
McCulloch Ministry ; that, on the 9th February,
1867, he received'from Mr. Rosenthal, in exchange for five cheques so collected, the ~um of
£60 in Union bank notes; that he proceeded to
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Mr. Jones's house on that day, exhibiting to
Mr. Aronson, who accompanied him, a bundle
of notes, and, while passing Mr. Jones's house,
pointed out two gentlemen who were standing at
the window as Mr. Jones and Mr. Longmore, a
member of your honorable House. Mr. Alexander
further stated that, on arriving at Mr. Jones's
house, he saw that gentleman with Mr. Longmore, with whom he spoke and shook hands
while the three stood on the steps of the verandah,
and that, after the departure of Mr. Longmore,
he went inside with Mr. Jones and handed to
him the £60 referred to.
H 4. Mr. Rosenthal proved the changing of the
cheques, as stated; and so much of Mr. Alexander's statement as concerned Mr. Aronson
was confirmed by that 'gentleman, except the
alleged meeting and shaking hands with Mr.
Longmore on the steps of the verandah leading
to Mr. Jones's house, which is not reconcilable
with Mr. Aronson's account of the transaction
"5. Mr. Longmore was also called by Mr.·
Alexander; he, however, contradicted the account of the alleged meeting, and stated that he
never, on any occasion, met Mr. Alexa.nder at
Mr. Jones's house.
"6. Mr. Alexander's statement was supported
by Mr. J. W. Randell, who said that he had conversations and correspondence with Mr. Jones
respecting pecuniary assistance which he sought
from the Free-trad,e party towards conducting
an agitation against the McCulloch Government. He further said that, having accidentally
met Mr. Jones a few days after the 14th February, he acknowledged in conversation that he
had received a sum of money from Mr. Alexander for that purpose.
" 7. Other witnesses proved the existence of
this correspondence, which would appear, by a
document set out in Appendix I., to have been
treated by Mr. J. W. Randell as still existing
when this charge was made last month, but it
was not produced; and one of the witnesses
(Mr. James Randell) affirmed that he destroyed
it in February of the present year.
"8. Some further evidence was adduced by
Mr. Alexander, on which he relied to show that
Mr. Jones, about the time in question, was contemplating an alliance with the free-trade party
against the McCulloch Government; and that he
had stated to one of the witnesses that, for
£8,000, he could secure them a working majority
in Parliament.
"9. The charge specifically made by Mr.
Alexander was specifically denied by Mr. Jones.
He acknowledged to have had correspondence
and conversations with several persons in the
early part of February, 1867, with respect to
contributions towards the political movement
then on foot, and he did not c.all in question the
fact that £60 may have been given to Mr.
Alexander for the purpose alleged; but he insisted that, if it were so given, it had never
passed from Mr. Alexander's custody to him.
In support of this view, Mr. Jones adduced
three instances in which Mr. Alexander, within
the last few years, had been accused of misappropriating moneys, none of which afforded
a greater temptation to fraud than this sum
would have furnished. Mr. Alexander examined
a number of witnesses to establish a rebutting
case, but failed to satisfy your committee as
respects two of the charges in question.
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"10. It will be observed that Mr. Alexander,
in addition to the original narrative contained in
the 'declaration' referred to your committee,
stated the new fact that Mr. Longmore was in
company with Mr. Jones on the 9th February,
1867, on the occasion of his visit. Being required to explain why he had omitted Mr.
Longmore's name in his 'declaration,' Mr. Alexander did not specify any intelligible motive;
but distinctly stated that he had not informed
Mr. Butters, a member of your honorable House.
that his motive was to avoid the probability of
Mr. Longmore denying it. Mr. Butters positively contradicted Mr. Alexander on this point.
"In the opinion of your committee an accusation, the aim of which' is to destroy the reputation of a public man, requires to be supported
by undoubted integrity of character and purpose
on the part of the accuser, or by exact and
conclusive proof of the facts alleged. Mr.
Alexander's accusation against Mr. Jones has
been found wanting in both these conditions;
and your committee, after careful and protracted investigation, feel bound to report, as
their unanimous opinion, that Mr. Alexander
has failed to establish his allegation that he
gave Mr. Jones the £60 mentioned in his declaration."

The report was ordered to be printed.
INTERCOLONIAL EXHIBITION.
In reply tp Mr. WHITEMAN,
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that arrangements had been made for the immediate payment of the accounts in connexion
with the'late Intercolonial Exhibition.
LANDS FOR RAILWAY PURPOSES.
Mr. MACPHERSON asked the Minister
of Lands whether the Government had
taken steps to withdraw from selection or
sale all lands which were to be enhanced
in value by the proposed line of rail way to
the Ovens and Upper Murray district?
Mr. GRANT stated that the lands on
both sides of the line were withdrawn a
month ago
PRIVILEGE.
THREATENING A MEl\IBER.
On the order of the day for the attendance of Mr. Andrew Tobin,
The SPEAKER announced that he had
received the following letter from Mr.
Tobin:" Melbourne, 15th September, 1868.
"To the Honorable the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly of Victoria.
"Sir,-I have to express my regret, through
you, to the honorable the House of Assembly,
that I should have made use of an expression to
an honorable member which has been adjudged
inconsistent with the privileges of Parliament.
"I cannot remember the exact words made use
of by me to Mr. Longmore, but, whatever they
were, .they were uttered whilst I was in a state
of great excitement.
" I have the honour to be, Sir,
"Your most obedient servant,
"A. TOBIN."
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Mr. MACBAIN.- I beg to inform
honorable members that Mr. Tobin is in
attendance, within the precincts of the
House.
Mr.LONGMORE.-Although I brought
this matter before the House, I have no
personal ill-feeling whatever towards Mr.
Tobin, and it affords me great pleasure to
move-·
" That the expression of regret contained in
the letter just read be accepted as satisfactory to
this House."
.

Mr. FELLOWS seconded the motion,
which w~s agreed to.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved that the
order of the day requiring Mr. Tobin to
attend the House be discharged.
Mr. FELLOWS.-I beg to second the
motion, and, in doing so, I wish to make
one or two observations. I have no doubt
that I shall be threatened with expulsion
from the House, nevertheless I will
venture, on the present occasion, to give
utterance to what I feel, leaving the House
to deal with me afterwards as it thinks
fit, in its pleasure, to deal with anyone
who it thinks has infringed its privileges.
Of course these privileges can be enforced, .
at any time. There is no doubt that,
rightly or wrongly, the power to enforce
them exists; but, to quote the language
of a man whose opinions are entitled to
respect 011 all occasions, I will warn
honorable members that"There is not a privilege of either House
which, if pressed to its extremities, would not
justify robbery and murder with impunity on
the highway."

Now this question has been brought before
the House-for what? To vindicate its
character. That involves the inquiryMr. GRANT.-I rise to a point of
order. I submit that the honorable member has no right to make use of the
opportunity of seconding a motion for the
discharge of an order of the day simply
to abuse the members of this House and
to degrade the privileges of the House.
Mr. FELJ.JOWS.-I do not see that
there is any point of order in that.
Mr.FRANCIS.-May I submit another
consideration, which I hope will influence
the honorable member? The terms of
the apology were agreed to by the honorable member for the Wimmera and myself,
and have been somewhat altered in order
to prevent any discussion. The opportunity for argument has thus been waived,
and I trust that the House will assent to the
terms of the apology without discussion.
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Mr. FELLOWS.-I am no party ·to
any arrangement. Until I am expelled I
shall avail myself of the opportunity of
expressing my opinion whenever I think
fit to do so, and I think fit on the present
occasion. When I transgress the rules or
orders of the House, I shall be quite willing, Mr. Speaker, to submit to your
decision that I have done so, and to make
any reparation or apology which the circumstances ~f the case may require. I
am now alluding to the order of the day
requiring Mr. Andrew Tobin to attend the
House, and I am seconding the proposition
that it be discharged from the paper.
The SPEAKER.-An order of the day,
or a motion for its discharge from the
paper, does not require to be seconded.
Mr. FELLOWS again rose, amidst
cries of " Question."
Mr. LONGMORE.-I rise to a point
of order. I submit that there is no question before the House.
Mr. FELLOWS,-All these little interruptions show how very worthy this
House is of the respect and confidence of
the comm!:1nity. The order of the day
which it is now proposed to discharge
from the paper should never have been on
it, in my opinion. (" Question.") Of
course it is a question. All matters discussed in this House are questions. If
there were no difference of opinion, there
would be· no questions, and, perhaps, we
should all be on one side of the House.
I will not, however, be prevented from
giving utterance to the opinions I entertain; and, if they are unpalatable, I cannot help it. I presume that the order of
the day requiring Mr. Tobin's attendance
was placed on the paper to vindicate the
privileges of this House, and this leads me
to inquire whether the House, as at present constituted, is entitled to the respect
and confidence of the community? ("Oh.")
I ask the question, at all events; and I
think honorable members will do well to
consider before they give an answer to the
question, either in the affirmative or the
negative. The first thing to which I
shall call the attention of honorable members is this-can they reasonably expect
people outside the House to obey the
laws, when they themselves sit inside the
House and see laws violated? Now how
does this· violation take place? I am
aware that I am about to allude to something which will be peculiarly unpalatable,
but I can't help that. My maxim simply
is that the laws were made for all-for the
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rich and the poor, for the members of the
Government and for those who are not
members of the Government-and that all
men are called upon to obey the laws. If
laws are bad, that is no reason or justification for violating them, though it is a
very good reason for altering them. Can
this House fairly expect people outside its
walls to obey the law in matters regarding
the privileges of the House, when the
House itself, I won't say sets an example
of disobeying the laws, but connives or
winks at a disobedience of the laws. I
wish to call attention to the -12nd clause of
the Land Act. An extension of the provisions of that clause is a popular thing,
and the Government, instead of altering
the law to make that extension, do it
without altering t.he law. Regulations
have been'laid on the table of the House,
which I, "for one, have not the slightest
hesitation in pronouncing to be utterly and
entirely illegal.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order.
Mr. FELLOWS. - The question is
whether the order of the day should ever
have been placed on the paper.
.
The SPEAKER.-In discussing the
discharge of an order of the day relating
to the privileges of the House, the honorable member is not in order in referring
to the 42nd clause of the Land Act.
Mr. FELLOWS.-If I am not in order,
I will not press the point any further. I
will refer to another matter. We - the
guardians of the public purse, forsoothhave been sitting here idly for three
months, allowing the Government to go
on as declared insolvents, not paying the
liabilities which they owe to the public
servants and contractors.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Did your
Goverriment pay?
Mr. :FELLOWS. - No, because we
could not pay. But that is not the case
with the Government now; yet the House
sits idly, and allows claims to be nearly
three months in arrear without raising one
word of remonstrance against the delay iii
the payments, and then asks, forsooth, that
the outside public should regard it with
confidence and respect.
The SPEAKER.-I think the honorable
member is not in order.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I must say that
I regret the conduct of the honorable and
learned member for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows).
I can assure the honorable member that
there is no desire to expel him from this
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House, because he is much morA harmless
here than he was in another place. I delight to see him sittiog opposite, because
·he is correctly estimated here, and can be
kept in the right groove. The remarks
which have just fallen from him are very
unbecoming. The honorable and learned
member ought to have been in his place
when the question of ordering Mr. Tobin
to attend the House was under consideration. It was a gross breach of the privi~
leges of the House for Mr. Tobin to say
to a member that, if he acted in a certain
way within the walls of Parliament, he
would horsewhip him. How can the
honorable and learned member for St.
Kilda justify that?
Mr. FELLOWS.-The wonder is he
did not do it.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-I am still further
astonished at the conduct of the honorable
and learned member.
The honorable
member has, for a length of time, not only
set himself to disregard the privileges of
the House, but his desire has been to
lower it in the estimation of the public.
Sir, the character of this House is more
lowered by the exhibition which the honorable and learned member has' made of
himself to-night than it ha~ been lowered
during the existence of the present Parliament. I will not detain the House
further than to say that I believe it was
understood and arranged, with the consent
of all sides, that the letter which Mr.
Tobin has sent to the Speaker should be
accepted as an apology for his improper
conduct.
I think the honorable and
learned member for St. KHda has been
doing an injury even to Mr. Tobin by
prolonging the matter in the way he has
done.
The motion was agreed to, and the order
of the day was discharged accordingly.
RAIL WAY LOAN BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 2, which was as follows"It shall be lawful for the Governor in Council, from time to time, or at any time, to cause
to be made out and issued, debentures, secured
upon the consolidated revenue of Victoria and
the growing produce thereof, for such sum or
sums of money, not exceeding £2,107,000 sterling
in the whole, as may be required for State railways, and for repaying to the consolidated
revenue divers sums of money heretofore or
hereafter to be advanced for or on account of
the said purposes,"

Mr. EVERARD said that he had 1'e.frained from addressing the House on the
VOL. VI.~3 Y
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second reading of the Bill, in order that he
might have the advantage of hearing the
observations of all the honorable members
who took part in the debate before he
offered any remarks on the subject. Honorable members had decided that a sum of
money should be borrowed for railway extension, and a majority were apparently in
favour of carrying out the North-eastern
scheme. Before any scheme was carried
out, he should like to see such a saving
effected in the ordinary public expenditure
as would be sufficient to pay the interest
on the proposed loan. Indeed, when railways were first projected in this colony, a
system of economy should have been established in the public expenditure which
would have allowed £500,000 or £600,000
per annum to be devoted to railway purposes out of the ordinary public revenue.
If this amount had been annually expended,
he believed that there would have been a
larger extent of railways in existence than
there now was, and the railways, instead of
being conducted at a loss of about £250,000
every year, would have yielded an annual
profit of £200,000 or £300,000, which
would have been available for the still further extension of the railway system. How ..
ever, it was never too htte to do a good thing,
and he would therefore impress on the
Government the necessity of at all events
showing how the interest on the new loan,
which would amount to about £100,000
per annum, could be provided without
requiring any addition to the present revenue of the colony. He had no doubt
that, if they put their shoulders to the
wheel, they would not only be able to save
that amount of interest, but some hundreds
of thousands of pounds in addition, which
would be available for the construction of
other railways. Of all the railways which
had been advocated, he believed that the
line to Gippsland was the least reasonable.
The honorable member for North Gippsland would have acted wiser if, instead of
suggesting the expenditure of £1,000,000
in the construction of a railway to Gippsland, he had brought under the notice of
the Government a scheme for opening the
Gippsland lakee, according to the plans of
Mr. Wardell, the Inspector-General of
Pu blic 'W orks, who estimated that the
work .could be done for about £40,000.
He (Mr. Everard) believed that the people
of Gippsland would be satisfied with
access to their district by the opening up
of the lakes, and it was not too late to get
a scheme of that sort carried, if the matter
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was duly pressed upon the Government. much lower than this amount; but he
As to the proposed rail way loan, he begged to tell the Treasurer that, if his
thoug'ht it was very important that the statement that he only expected to get
Government should go to work in the best £100 or £102 for five per cent. debentures
way to borrow the money, so that the went forth without remark, he would find
charge upon the community might be as that, in a very short time, the six per
light as possible. No doubt the honorable cent. debentures, now quoted at £ 114,
member for West Melbourne (Mr. Lang- would scarcely fetch £110. If it was the
ton) was substantially correct in the desire of the Treasurer to have the new
figures he gave the other evening to show debentures always quoted at or about par,
the value of :five per cent. debentures, as the honorable gentleman could not do better
compared with the present price of than fix the rate of interest at four-and-aVictorian six per cent. debentures. If half instead of five per cent. Upon the
£114 was anything like the market value same ratio of calculation as a five per cent.
of the six per cent. debentures, :five per debenture was worth £107 16s. 6d., a.
cent. debentures ought' to realize more than four-and-a-half per cent. debenture would
par, which was all that the Chief Secre- be worth £lOJ 13s.3id. If they could
tary seemed to expect would be obtained save half per cent. in the interest paid on
from them. If the quotation of £ 114 was the debentures, and still realize par, or a
worth anything, the calculation of the little over par, as he believed they ought to
value of :five per cent. debentures must be do, an annual saving to the country of
based on that quotation; and their value £10,535 would be effected, or an aggremight be ascertained with mathematical . gate saving, during the whole term of the
exactness. He had been in communica- debentures, of £263,375. The Governtion with one of the first mathematicians ment ought to take care that any statein the colony (Mr. C. D.Annaldo Friedlein) ment sent to the London money market,
on the subject, and he would state the as to the value of the debentures which it
result of that gentleman's calculation. On was proposed to float, was of an exact
the 17th of July last, the six per cent. de- character, and not such as would inake the
bentures were worth £114, but deducting colony laughed at.. It was strange that
£1 15s. 6d. for 108 days' accrued interest, a gentleman occupying the position of
the net premium at which the debentures Treasurer of the colony, should make a
stood was £12 4s. 6d.; thus showing that mistake of seven per cent. in the value of
the interest which the holder of such de- an article which he wished to sell in
bentures purchased at that premium would another market. He intended to move an
receive was at the rate of £5 6s. lld. per , amendment' on the next clause, to the
cent. per annum. That, however, was effect that the interest on the debentures
only the apparent interest, because, at the should be four-and-a-half instead of five
end of sixteen years, the £12 4s. 6d. per cent. He believed that the debentures
premium would be entirely lost.' To as- would always sell at par if they bore foul'certain the exact rate of interest paid, it and-a-half per cent. interest, and that it
was necessary to allow for the loss of this would be a decided advantage to the colony
£12 4s. 6d., and· the compound interest to fix the interest at that sum.
Mr. McCOMBIE desired to offer a few
upon it for the sixteen years, reckoning
the interest pa.yable half-yearly. Making remarks on that part of the financial aspect
these deductions, the rate of interest on of the question which related to the matter
debentures purchased at £112 4s. 6d. was of interest. This was a detail upon which
not £5 6s. lld. per C~l1t., but £4 ,1~s. ld. he differed, to some extent,' from the
per cent. If a six per cent. debenture, Government, and still more widely from
with sixteen years to run, was worth the honorable member for Collingwood
£112 4s. 6d;, the question was-What was (Mr. Everard). He objected to the dea five per cent. debe'nture, with twenty- bentures being issued at five per cent.
five years to run, worth? It. would be Still more did he object to their issue at
found that the sum was £107 16s. 6d. four and a-half per cent. He thought the
He was aware that he was merely stating most profitable course would be to issue
a mathematical problem. He did not the debentures at six per cent. He had
deny that alterations in the money-market, alrea.dy expressed the opinion that the
caused by the dodges of brokers, and the Chief Secretary had acted wisely in deinfluence of bankers and others, might not termining to place the stock proposed to
make the quotations of the debentures be raised by the Bill, on the London
Mr. Everard.
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market, as debentures. The Victorian
stock was already known as debentures,
and, to alter the form of stock, would be
not only to interfere with the success of
the proposed loan, but also to impair the
value of the present debentures. He held
that not only should there be no variation
from the character of the stock now in
existence, . but the new stock should be
uniform with the old. The debentures
should be placed on the market at the same
rate as the former loans, if the position
which Victorian stock' occupied in the
London market was to be preserved. He
had made some calculations, which showed
the advantages of the loan being floated at
six per cent., and these he would explain
to the committee. According to Morgan's
British Trade Journal, the New South
Wales five per cent. debentures stood at
£100, and the Victorian six per cent. debentures stood at£116in the London money
This showed a
market in July last.
difference of sixteen per cent. in favour of
the higher price debenture. Well, the
interest on £2,000,000 (which was about
the amount of the proposed loan) at five
per cent. was £100,000 a year, which, in
twenty-five years, would amount to
£2,500,000. The interest on the same
sum at six per cent. was £120,000, which,
in twenty-five years, would amount to
£3,000,000, This showed a difference in
favour of the five per cent. rate of
£500,000. Now a premium of sixteen
per cent. on £2,000,000 amounted to
£320,000; and the interest on £320,000
at five per cent. would amount, in twentyfive years, to £400,000. These sums
added t~gether made £720,000, which gave
an advantage to the six per cent .. debenture, at £116, of £220,000 over the five per
cent. debenture at £ 100. Allowance should,
however, he made for the interest at five
per cent. on £20,000, the difference between the annual interest at five per cent.
on £2,000,000, and the interest on the
same sum at six per cent. This wou ld
accumulate in twenty-five years to £25,000,
which, taken from £220,000, would leave
£195,000 as the net advantage to be
derived, in negotiating a loan of £2,000,000,
between issuing debentures at six and five
per cent., provided the former were taken
up at sixteen per cent. premium, and the
latter only at par. He had rio doubt, from
his experience of the London Stock
Exchange, which was more recent than
that of the Chief Secretary, that, if the debentures were issued at six per cent., the
3y2
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present premium would be maintained.
The debentures were originally sold at
£102; now they sold at £116. The
Victorian loan .had been known for
a considerable time as the largest
colonial loan on the London market.
It was because the Victorian loan was a
large consolidated loan, and thereby suitable
to the wants of large capitalists, that it
stood so well. This being so, why should
not the Government go into the London
market and try to obtain an extension of
that loan, instead of trying to start a new
loan, which might take years to establish?
Having shown that, if the debentures were
issued at six per cent., there would be, in
the end,:a saving to the tune of £195,000,
he asked whether it was not the duty of
honorable members to see that such a
saving was effected?
Mr. KERNOT observed that, if
the clause were carried, the committee
would affirm the propriety of borrowing
£2,107,000 for the purposes specified in
the second schedule to the Bill. But
there were certain items in that schedule
to which he objected as excessive. He
referred to the item of £105,000 for a
new goods station at Melbourne, and to
that of £64,000 for additions to engine
shops at Williamstown and Melbourne.
According to the report of the Railway
department, the present station at Melbourne had cost £141,000, and the Minister
of Railways had stated that the greater
portion of this money had been spent in
buildings which were placed on the wrong
side of the line; and the additional expenditure now proposed was for placing them
on the right side of the line. He did not
wish to enter into the question as to whose
fault ·it was that this money had been
squandered. The Hobson's Bay Company'A station in Flinde]'s~street, which
had about one-third less traffic than the
Spencer-street station, cost £35,000. If
an additional expenditure of £105,000
were to take place on the Spencer-street
station, it ought to furnish accommodation
for all the traffic that might be anticipated
for many years to come, even when the
Western line was formed. He considered
that an expenditure of £55,000 on the
Melbourne station, and £14,000 on the
Williamstown workshops, would be ample,
and therefore he would move that the
clause be amended by the omission of the
words, "one hundred," which amendment would leave £2,007,000 as the
amount of the loan. He trusted that
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honorable members would see the necessity
for economizing. His own opinion was
that the Bill was very crude-very much
like the information which had been got
up in support of the North-eastern line.
Re was sorry that the Government had
Dot seen fit to insert in the Bill a clause
..Il.roviding for the repayment, by means of
,. sinking fund, of the money it was proposed to borrow. He believed that such
a course would tend, more than anything
else, to establish the credit of the colony
ond to raise the price of the deben tures in
the English market. There was no information as to how the money borrowed
should be repaid, when the period for
which the debentures would be issued
terminated. He would recommend the
adoption of some such principle as that
adopted in Belgium and France, and,
while the land revenue was still flourishing,
-the making of proyision for the gradual
extinction of the railway loan.
Mr. MACPHERSON suggested that the
amendment should not be pressed at this
particular stage, inasmuch as several honorable members intended to endeavour to
effect a radical alteration in the second
schedule.
Mr. KERNOT asked that the clause
should be postponed.
Mr. JONES explained that, if it became necessary to reconsider the clause,
the Bill could be recommitted for that
purpose.
The amendment was withdrawn, and
the clause was agreed to.
On clause 3, providing that the debentures should be for any sum not less than
£100; that they should bear interest at
the rate of five per cent. per annum; that
they should be redeemable at the expiration
of twenty-five years; and that the debentures and the interest thereon should be
payable in London,
Mr. EVERARD suggested that the
clause should provide for the payment of
deb~ntures, and the interest thereon, in
Melbourne as well as London. He did
Dot wish to interfere with the arrangement which the Government might have
made with the banks for negotiating the
loan in London; but there might come a
time when the debentures would be worth
more in Melbourne than in London.
Moreover, people in the colony might
become purchasers of debentures, and they
would prefer receiving the interest in Melbourne.
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Mr. McCULLOCH said the proposal
would not work. If the loan were negotiated with such a provision, it would not
find favour with English capitalists. The
payment must be fixed for one place or
the other; to make it optional would be
to damage the whole transact.ion. Besides,
the arrangement would involve the necessity for money lying at both places. He
trusted the House would not adopt any
suggestion of the kind, because it was desirable, in managing such a transaction, to
conform, as far as possible, to the requirements of the London Stock Exchange.
Mr. McCOMBIE opposed the suggestion on similar grounds to those advanced
by the Chief Secretary. With regard to
the percentage, if the Government were
not prepared to postpone the clause with
the view of considering the propriety of
altering the rate of interest, he should
propose that "six" be substituted for
"five" per cent.
Mr. FRANCIS remarked that the Government had no desire to treat with indifference the recommendations advanced by
the honorable member for South Gippsland, but certainly it would be impossible
to please honorable members who differed
so widely in their views as that honorable
member and the honorable member for
Collingwood (Mr. Everard). The latter
proposed that the interest on the loan
should be four or four and-half per cent.,
while the former advocated six per cent.
It was not without a great deal of consideration as to the financial expediency of
the proceeding that the Governmen t determined to substitute five per cent. for the rate
of interest (six per cent.) payable on the
loans hitherto negotiated by the colony.
The value of a debenture was what it
would bring in the ordinary course of
commercial operations. The only colony
which at present had both five and six per
cent. debentures was New Zealand. Now,
according to the Home News of the 17th
July, the value of those d~belltures were in
the London market, for the six per cents.,
£108 to £110; and, for the five per cents.,
£97to £99; showing a difference in value,
between the two kinds of debentures, of
eleven per cent. The Victorian six per cent.
debentures were quoted at the same date,
from £112 to £114. Taking the mean at
1148, and deducting eleven per cent., the result was £102-the very price which he
interjected, during the Chief Secretary's
speech on the second reading of the BiIJ,
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would be the price which Victorian debentures, at five per cent., would bring in the
London market. The paper from which he
quoted did not sny whether the two New
Zealand loans to which he referred were of
equal currency. The currency that a loan
had to run, of course, affected its value in the
market. For instance, the premium on a
six per cent. loan would be greater if it had
only twenty-five years to run than if it had
a hundred years to run. He could not
accept the position advanced by the honorable member for West Melbourne (Mr.
Langton) on a previous evening, that if six
per cent. debentures were worth £112, five
per cent. debentures ought to be, and would
be, worth £107. The facts just quoted
showed that the difference between the two
classes of debentures was eleven per cent.
In another authority, Morgan's British
· Trade Journal, the value of different
securities of different curreucy was given.
T~e five per cent. New Zealand debentures,
issued in 1864, and having fifty years currency, were quoted at from £98 to £100,
the mean being £99; while the six per cent.
·debentures of the same colony, maturing
in 1891-the same year as the Victorian
debentures-were quoted, according to the
amount of accrued interest, at rates giving
a mean of £111 t. This confirmed his statement as to the difference in value between
the two rates of interest being eleven per
cent.
Mr. McCOMBIE submitted that the
case quoted was exceptiona1.
Mr. FRANCIS said that the figures
were not given in the paper as exceptional.
·However, the question, as to the proportionate value of' different rates of interest,
might very well be left to the discrimination of commercial men in the metropolis.
One advantage of a five per cent. rate was
that it was an approach to what might be
called the normal rate of interest in England. Debentures bearing that rate were
more likely than others to retain a par
value. The disadvantage of seeing these
securities at a discount would be escaped,
while, at the sam~ time, the fluctuations
which must occur in a higher stock as it
approached maturity would be avoided.
A five per cent. security was better for
trust funds seeking permanent investment
than a higher rate. Trustee.s hesitated to
pay £116 when, at the end of sixteen
years, they would only receive £ 100 back
again. Of course they could get over
the difficulty by the reinvestment of the
additional return received each year; but
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this added to their work, and, as a rule,
they preferred a permanent investment at
a moderate rate of interest. He was
glad to hear, in the course of the
debate, his views, regarding provision
being made for the extinction of the present and future loans, endorsed by the
honorable member for Geelong East (Mr.
Kernot.) Had the honorable member
proposed a substantive motion to give
effect to his views, he woulq, have felt
bound to support it. He could only
say, as a private member, that, in dealing with the land question at any future
period, he would advocate again the necessity of arranging for the extinction of
the public debt simultaneously with the
alienation of the public estate, ·so that
when the public domain was finally parted
with the State would be possessed still
of a magnificent property in public works.
He had consulted with the Chief Secretary
on the subject, and he was glad to say that
his honorable colleague had materially
altered his" former views on this point.
With regard to another matter, he might
say, as a private member, that he considered it would be advisable, in dealing
with so large an amount as two millions of
money, to send home some competent
person to consider the applicability of the
various improvements which had been
made of' late in rail way operations. Some
person possessing both local and professional knowledge should be deputed to
make the tour of Great Britain and the
United States, and, by the employment of
photographers, he would be able to bring
directly before the authorities here the
various improvements in the entrances to
stations, the construction and the arrangement of the accommodation which experience had suggested abroad, iu addition
to furnishing details regarding the working
of both the passenger and goods traffic.
It might, perhaps, be advisable to send
home two gentlemen for the purpose, the
one a professional man to look after the
details of construction, and the other to
pay attention to the arrangements afterwards. Such a course would promote the
economical expenditure of the' loan, because, however reliable the officers of the
department might be, yet, after an absence
from home of from twelve to fourteen
years, they could scarcely be expected to
be posted up in all modern improvements.
H.efening again more immediately to the
question under discussion, he had to say
that both the Chief Secretary and he would
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carefully examine the data afforded by the
honorable member for South Gippsland as
to the comparative advantages of a five or
• six per cent. security, and would give
honorable members an opportunity for a
further expression of opinion on the subject.
Mr. McCOMBIE said that he was perfectly satisfied with the statement of the
honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Francis), and would withdraw his amendment for the present. No doubt the quotation of £116 was the extreme figure, but
then the new debentures would have ten
years longer to run, and the additional
value they thus acquired would allow for
any over-estimate in that direction, as well
as for the depreciation of about two per
cent., which the floating ofa new loan always
occasioned. He trusted that the Government would remember that in such cases
the" brand," to use a commercial term, was
everything. The Victorian six per cent.
debentures had now a high standing in the
London market. They had commenced at
par, and while their period of currency
was decreasing they had worked their way
up to £116. Victorian stock having once
obtained this good character, the Government should take advant~ge of it by floating a six per cent., rather than an unknown
five per cent. loan. Moreover, six per cent.
was the usual stock for the colonies. The
only exceptions were small loans of the
colonies of New South Wales and New
Zealand.
Mr. EVERARD repeated that the quotations he had given were thoroughly correct. A six per cent. security having
sixteen years to run, and bringing a premium of £12 4s. 6d. per cent., apparently
gave an interest of £5 6s. lld.; but taking
into account that the £12 4s. 6d. had to be
repaid at the end of the sixteen years, and
computing compound interest at the rate
of five per cent. in half-yearly terms, the
interest accruing from such stock would
be reduced to £4 12s. The inference he
drew from this was that a five per c~nt.
security must be worth considerably more
than par. If five per cent. stock were to be
sold at par, he would certainly advocate
the loan being issued at the higher rate of
interest; but he had no doubt that, if a
proper minimum were fixed in the first
instance, the full value of the new securities
would be obtained. No doubt everyone
interested would try to r~n down the new
loan, but he was sure that twelve months
hence the five per cent. debentures would
be worth £107.
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The clause was then agreed to.
On clause 9, which was as follows:"All moneys raised under the authority
hereinbefore contained shall be paid to the
Treasurer of Victoria, and shall be by him placed
to the credit of an account to be called the
'Railway Loan Account," to be applied to the
purposes and in sums not exceeding the amounts
hereinafter mentioned, that is to say :-For State
Railways, and for the several purposes and in
sums not exceeding the several amounts enumerated in the second schedule hereto, a sum not
exceeding £2,107,000,"
Mr. CASEY said that the time had
arrived for bringing under notice the
amendment suggested by the honorable
and gallant member for West Melbourne
(Captain Mac Mahon). It was the desire
of the Government to afford every facility
for the House to exercise a proper supervision over the expenditure of the money
raised under the Bill; and the Government had carefully considered how far
that control could be given by the insertion
of amendments which would not destroy
the form of the Bill when it went before
the Stock Exchange .. The Government
proposed that the departmental expenditure, the salaries, wages, and contingencies
which were involved in the expenditure
of the loan, should be subject to the ,'eview of Parliament every year. The
Government desired that all the expenditure connected with wages, salaries, and
contingencies should be subject to the
saine supervision which Parliament exercised over the expenditure of any ordinary department in the public service.
The amendments the Government proposed
to make would provide that this expenditure should be brought down in the annual
Estimates, and should be voted by the
House in the usual manner, provision
being made to recoup the general revenue
for the advances thus made. The expenditure with regard to the construction
of railways stood, however, upon a different footing. There were many works
on account of which an expenditure must
be authorized before it was possible to
submit details to the House. The honorable and gallant member had referred
to the Fortifications Act passed in the
Imperial Legislature during the preceding
year, and he (Mr. Casey), in drafting the
new clause, had· followed the section in
that measure relating to the point under
consideration. The provision was that
a statement of the proposed expenditure
for the following year should be laid
before Parliament, and that it should be
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in the power of Parliament to object
to any particular item, or to refuse its
assent to the general scheme. It would
be inconvenient, and there was no precedent for submitting the proposed expenditure, as far as con tracts were 'concerned,
to the House before liabilities were
incurred. With the Public Works department the case was differen t. As soon as a
vote was passed, the department prepared
its plans and specifications, and let the
work in one tender; but when an expenditure of upwards of £2,000,000 was involved, the depal'tment which administered
the fund ought to have its hands free to
let the work either in a number of small
contracts, or otherwise, as might be found
most advisable. It would be impossible
for the department to foresee all the small
contracts which would he necessary, and
therefore it would be impossible to submit
a detailed estimate, as was intended to
be done, with regard to departmental
salaries and contingencies. If a statement
were laid before Parliament, as was provided
for in the Fortifications Act of the Imperial
Legislature, a sufficient opportunity would
be afforded Parliament of expressing its
opinion, and of giving effect to its views.
If this plan met with the approbation of
honorable members, be would mov.e the
neceRsary amendments to give effect to it.
The honorable and gallant member for
West Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon)
had framed an amendment, the effect of
which would be that no moneys whatever should be expended, whether for
salaries, wages, or contingencies, or for
contracts, unless such. expenditure was
first sanctioned by Parliament. If honorable members in their wisdom considered
that that was the proper course, no doubt
their will was supreme; but it would be
wise. for them to consider whether, by
tying'up the hands of the Government in
this respect, they were not really subjecting the country to the risk of a considerable
loss, by depriving the Government of the
opportunity of effecting large savings in
the expenditure. What additional protection could Parliament need beyond a statement submitted at the beginning of every
year? If honorable members insist.ed upon.
the whole of the expenditure being appropriated by Act of Parliament, they would
destroy the efficiency of the Government,
and its ability to spend the loan to the best
advantage. The second schedule, which
provided for the application of the loan,
was so connected with the 9th clause that
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the Government would be willing to postpone it until that schedule was taken, if
honorable members wished to discuss both
together. If, however, honorable members would take the clause first, he would
proceed with his amendments. He would
move, in the first place, the omission of the
word "to" after the words "railway loan
account," and the insertion in place thereof
of the words "and shall and may, subject
to the provisions hereinafter contained."
Captain MAC MAHON understood,
from the remarks of the Minister of J ustice, that the Government coincided with
the view that the object of the present
Loan Bill was to take advantage of the
state of the money market, and obtain a
loan at a cheap rate; and that, subsequently, an opportunity would be afforded
for a full investigation into the manner in
which the loan was applied.. The honorable gent.leman coincided with that view,
with the trifling exception that he would
allow aU contracts to be taken, and all the
expenditure incurred, without consulting
the House upon the subject. The honorable gentleman thought fit to quote the
Fortifications Act in support of his view.
Now that Act arose out of a difficulty between certain contractors and the Government of the day, and it provided that any
contract not laid upon the table of the
House for a certain period without disapproval should be absolutely null and void.
Mr. CASEY said the honorable member, on reference to the Act (which he
handed to him), would find that its provisions were as he (Mr. Casey) had stated.
Captain MAC MAHON admitted that
the particular Act handed to him contained
no such clause as he had mentioned; but
he was sure he had a substantial basis for
his statement. There must be another
Act. He could not have imagined that
he had read the clause. Honorable members would perceive that there was no
political end to be gained by the discussion.
Had political feelings been introduced,
there never was a better opportunity to
obtain an advantage. If he had been
acting as the leader of a party, the proba- ,
bility was that he would have taken that
advantage; but, as he was not acting in
that capacity at present, he did not make
the attempt, although there were sufficient
incongruous elements in the House to
render the defeat of the Government by
no means impossible. It waS understood
that party and personal motives should remain in the background, because honorable
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members were convinced that it was necessary that there should be an extension
of the railway system. With that conclusion he agreed, but with the reservation
that it should be understood that, while
these works were being carried on, some
inducement should be held out to the
population of Europe to come to this
country. It would be impossible to continue the construction of railways at an
enormous expense, if the travelling upon
them was to be confined to the present
limited population of the colony. So far
as he could gather from the remarks of
the Government, the hostility previously
exhibited to immigration was now set
aside, and the public lands having been
thrown open to honest and industrious
settlers, every facility was to be afforded
to bring such settlers here. If the railways were ever to pay, something of that
sort would have to be done. His object, in
proposing to amend the Bill, was to provide
that the whole
of the expenditure under it
o
should be subject to the supervision of the
House. He did not believe that the House
was the best body to supervise such expenditure, notwithstanding all its egotism
as to the control oof the finances of the
country. The manner in which the House
dealt with the Estimates during the prese1)t session, voting several millions of
money in a jocular manner, was a proof
of this. Still the public belief in the
control exercised by the House had a
considerable effect. A railway station at
some particular place might be totally
unnecessary; but, when pressure was
brought to bear in favour of such a station, it was difficult to find a Minister
who would say" No.", If the Minister,
however, could interpose the weight of
Parliament, if he could say" Any expression of opinion on my part is subject too
the decision of Parliament," a great effect
would be produce<.1, both in preventing such
applications and limiting their results. He
endorsed the view of the honorable member
for Richmond (Mr. Francis), that inquiries
should be made as to the most economical
mode of constructing and working rai lways.
The application of steam to railways was
as yet in its infancy. Improvements were
continually being made, and it would be of
enormous advantage were experienced men
sent home to obtain the latest information
on all these points. His amendment would
allow time for the Government to do this.
It was a somewhat extraordinary thing
that, if a private company subscribed
Capt. Mac l1fanon.
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capital and applied to Parliament for
power to construct a railway, everypossible impediment was thrown in its way.
Lawyers had to be engaged, at an enol'mous expense, to attend before a select
committee; heavy fees had to be paid, in
accordance with the standing orders; the
levels of the proposed line had to be proved;
information as to whether the lands through
which the line would run belonged to the
Crown or to private individuals had to be
suppliea; in fact, every detail in connexion with the under~uking had to be
afforded. When, however, it was a question of the construction of a public line,
honorable members were merely supplied
with a short statement prepared by the
Engineer-in-Chief. A matter of such importance as- the line now under consideration ought not to be proceeded with more
hastily or rashly than a private line. The
House ought to be furnished with all
necessary information, to satisfy it that
the undertaking which it was asked to
sanction was likely to be reproductive. It
was also very desirable that the expenditure of the money raised by the proposed
loan should be under the control of the
House from time to time. If this had
been the case with respect to the money
expended in constructing the existing railways, their cost would have been far less
than it was. Another important consideration was, that no railway which would pass
through any lands belonging to private individuals should be commenced without an
assurance that the power to construct the
line through such lands could be purchased
at a reasonable price. Although the bulk
of the land through which the Ovens and
Upper Murray line would run belonged
to the Crown, a large portion of it was in
the hanus of private individuals. Unless,
prior to entering into any contract for the
construction of the line, the owners agreed
to give the Government the right to run
the line over their lands at a moderate
cost, he would go so far as to say that the
railway should ,be abandoned altogether.
Whether the Upper Murray Railway
would pay in the first instance or not,
no doubt it would ultimately be for the
benefit of the colony; bU,t it should only be
undert.aken with the thorough understanding that the Government were not to be
used as a mark for private individuals to
make their fortunes out of. He did not go
so far as to say that the line should be
abandoned if there was one cantankerous
property holder; but he maintained that,
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unless the general body of the owners of House in this respect, by adopting the
property which the line would traverse suggestion which, the honorable member
'Yere prepared to meet the Government in threw out on a former occasion. Una fair spirit, the district had no right to a . doubtedly the proper plan, with regard to
railway, and the House ought absolutely the salaries and contingencies of the Railto refuse it. He begged to intimate his way department, was to submit them to
intention to move the following as an the House in the form of the ordinary
addition to the 12th clause : Estimates of Expenditure, to be ultimately
" The money raised under this Act shall not embodied in the Appropriation Bill. That
be issued or applied to the purposes mentioned
would give the House the fullest opporin the second schedule, e4 cept in such sums' as
tunity of dealing with one portion of' the
shall have been first sanctioned by Parliament
by some Act or Acts to be from time ·to time expenditure connected with the new line,
namely, the departmental salaries and conpassed."
It was highly desirable that the House tingencies. Both he and the honorable memshould be informed from time to time ber f01' West Melbourne were, therefore,
what sums it was proposed to expend for agreed that the departmental expenses in
railway purposes, and there would be no connexion with the proposed line ought
difficulty in furnishing the information. to appear in the ordinary Estimates, and
Before each section of the line was com- be included in the Appropriation Bill of
menced, an estimate of the probable cost the year. The only dIfference between
could be submitted for the approval of the them, if there was a difference, was in
House. Before resuming his seat, he regard to the money expended in the actual
desired to state that the clause in the For- construction of the line. He understood
tifications Act to which he had referred the honorable member to suggest that, bewas the second clause of the Act of 1862, fore any contract was finally accepted, it
should be submitted for the approval of
which was as follows:the House. That was scarcely practicable.
"Such sum or sums as may be issued out of The Government were responsible for the
the consolidated revenue, or the growing pr9duce thereof, as aforesaid, shall be applied proper expenditure of the money voted by
. . . . . provided always that it shall not the House, and the question of whether
be lawful to apply any of such sums . . . . a certain contract should be entered into
without inserting in such contract a condition or not was n matter for their discretion.
that the same shall not be binding on the said
What was the case every day in connexion
Principal Secretary until ithas lain for one month
upon the table of the House of Commons with- with the Public 'Works department?
out disapproval; and the said contract shall
Certain sums were voted for certain public
have no force or validity until it shall have
works, and it was intrusted to the Governlain for one month upon the table of the House
of Commops without disapproval, unless pre- ment to accept the necessary tenders, and
vious to the lapse of that period such contract enter into contracts for the execution of
shan have been approved by a resolution of the
the works. He saw DO reason why any
said House."
other course should be adopted in reference'
Mr. McCULLOCH admitted that many to the Railway department. '
of the suggestions thrown out for the
Captain MAC MAHON explained that
guidance of the Government by the honor- all he desired was that an estimate of the
able member for West Melbourne (Captain . expenditure proposed to be incurred in the
Mac Mahon) were very valuable and worthy construction of the railway should be subof consideration. There could be no doubt mitted to the House from time to time,
that the Government ought to endeavour to before the work to which the expenditure
obtain the fullest and the latest information, , related was actually commenced. '
both as to the construction and as to the
Mr. McCULLOCH thought that the
management of railways. The amendment additional clauses which the Minister of
suggested by the honorable member did Justice had given notice of his,intention to
not differ materially fl'om that prepared by propose would meet the case.
Those
the Minister of Justice. He understood clauses were as follows : the object of the honorable member to be
"12. So much of the money raised under this
that the House should be afforded the Act as may be required for salaries, wages,'and
fullest opportunity fOl' discussing and decid- contingencies incident to and required for the
ing upon the expenditure in connexion purposes mentioned in the second schedule
shall not be issued or applied to the said
with the proposed railways. He had hereto,
purposes, except in such sums as shall have
already stated that it was the intention of been first sanctioned by Parliament by some Act
the Government to meet the wish of the or Ac:s to be from time to time passed.
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" 13. The Treasurer shall, every year during
ment of the public moneys and the audit of the
which any part of the said sum of .£2,107,000, public accounts."
hereby raised by debentures ,under thIS Act, shall Every possible precaution would ther?fore
remain unexpended,
cause
to be
prepared
an be taken to secure the proper expendIture
of the moneys
raised
under
this Act,
account
and of the amount of debentures issued in re- of the money, and to enable the House to
spect of the moneys so raised, and of the moneys express an opinion from time to time as to
which shall have been issued out of the con- whether it was being properly expended.
solidated revenue in respect of the sum of It was the intention of the Government to
£2,107,000 charged on that fund under this Act,
h r
f
specially showing the works or purposes for or insist, as far as they could, that t e me 0
in respect of which the moneys m~y have b~en railway to bEfconstructed by the proposed
applied, and showin~ the amount (If ~ny) WhICh loan should be indicated in the Act authoremains to be raIsed of the saId sum of
h b'
.
f th
It
£2 107000 authorized to be raised under this Act,
rizing t e orrowlllg 0
e money.
and t1i~ amount (if any) remaining to be issued had been suggested that the line of railor applied of the said sum of £2, 107,000, and way should be left out of the Bill, and
a statement of the expenditure which the Board determined at a future time; but the Goof Land and Works proposes to incur in the vernment were satisfied that, in going into
construction of railway works during the ensuing twelve months; and every such a.ccount the London money market to borrow money
shall be laid before both Houses of ParlIament to construct a new railway, they would be
forthwith after the preparation thereof, or, if in a much better position if they went
Parliament be not sitting, then within fourteen with some tangible proposition. It would
days after the next meeting of Parliament."
not do to go with a wild, undefined scheme
The object of these clauses was to provide for constructing a railway somewhere or
that, as soon as there was received from other; but they ought to be able to show
England a statement of the sale of the where the line was to be constructed, and
debentures, th~re should be submitted to what prospects there were of. it~ .being
the House a full and particular account of remunerative. Upon the desirabIhty of
all connected with the sale of the deben- railway extension the House ,:as agreed,
tures, and the net amount of money that and, in passing the second re~dmg of the
was available. Then, before any of the Bill it seemed to him that It had, to a
works were constructed, it was intended cert~in extent, been decided that the railto submit to the House a statement of the way to be constructed should be the one
particular works proposed, and an estimate proposed by the Government. The more
of the expenditure proposed to be incurred the Government had studied the matter,
in carrying out those works. At the the more they were satisfied as to the probeginning of every session, also, there priety of carrying out the line they had
would be submitted to the House a state- recommended. He believed that it was
ment of the amount of money expended the duty of the State to form ma.in lines of
out of the proceeds of'the debentures. In railway, and that the constructIOn of the
fact, the House would be supplied, from . Ovens and Upper Murray line was the
time to time, with an account current, most pressing. Some honorable members
showing how the Government had ex-' appeared to think that, if a particular line
pended the money; and, at the beginning was fixed by the Bill, the House would
of every session, a clear statement would have no qpportunity of expressing any
be laid before the House, showing the further opinion upon the subject until after
amount which it was proposed to expend' the contracts for the construction of,the
during the ensuing twelve months. What line were entered into. . On reflection,
fuller information could be submitted to ' they would see that it was impossible to
the House? . What more could be done, ,hear from Engla~d of the sale of the
unless it was provided that no contract debentures until March or April, 1869;
should be accepted until it had received and that it was impossible to enter into
the approval of Parliament, which, as he any contracts, or undertake any works in
had already stated, was impracticable? connexion with the proposed line, until
There was another clause to be added, the result of the offer of the debentures
providing that all the expenditure should was known.
be audited by the Audit Commissioners.
Mr. DUFFY expressed regret that the
The clause was as follows:honorable and gallant member for West
"14. The expenditure of all moneys to be
Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon) had
raised under this Act shall be reviewed and mixed together two questions, each of
audited by the Commissioners of Audit, in which would be better treated apartaccordance with the provisions of any Act now
h
I'
f
or hereafter in force for the collection and pay- namely, the question whet er a me 0
Mr. McCulloch.
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railway ought to be determined upon now,
and the question of what precautions Parliament ought to take that the money
would be properly expended. The latter
question was the one to which he proposed
to apply himself; but, not to appear to
evade the other question, he would, in the
first place, state that the statistics of that
exceedingly cautious and able officer, the
Engineer-in-Chief, had convinced him that
the line which he recommended ought to
he adopted. As to the precautions which
Parliament ought to take to secure a proper control over the expenditure of the
loan, he thought that the amendment of the
Minister of Justice would need to be somewhat modified before it met tbe case in a
satisfactory manner. If the salaries and
contingencies for t.he year were put into
the Estimates and afterwards into the
Appropriation Act, one result would be
that the Appropriation Act, instead of representing, as it hitherto always had done,
the actual income of the colony, would be
supplemented by money taken from a
loan. That was extremely und~sirable. It
seemed to him that the proper way would
be to bring down every year (to accompany the annual estimate for salaries and
contingencies, which the Chief Secretary
proposed to submit) an estimate of the
necessary expenditure on the sectio~s of
the line to be undertaken, and to pass
it in a separate Appropriation Bill. The
Minister of Justice thought there would
be a difficulty in obtaining from the department estimates prepared in advancethat that might be done for public works,
but that it would be very incon. venient to
do it for railways. The exactly opposite
state of things was the fact. The Public
Works depart~ent had works to undertake
all over the colony-minute works-yet
Parliament did not give it a vast sum of
money like £500,000, or' even £100,000,
for public works, and allow it to expend it
at its discretion; on the contrary, an estimate of the various works was required
before the money was granted. When it
was simply a qnestion of extending a line
already determined upon, the Engineer-inChief could easily, at the beginning of each
year, estimate the amount to be expended
during each year. The Cbief Secr~tary
was quite right when he said that, after
Parliament had sanctioned an expenditure
of money, it would be preposterous to
expect the Governmen t to come down and
ask the sanction of Parliament to a particular contract which was about to be
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entered into. Parliament authorized the
amount to be expended; it was the function
of the Executive to enter into contracts;
and it would be very improper to tie them
up by requiring each contract to receive
the sanction of Parliament before it was
entered into. It seemed to have been done
in cOIlllexion with the expenditure on
defences in England, lest the Secretary
of State should spend more in one particular dh~ection than Parliament had
authorized, the question of the particular
method and places of expenditure having
been fought with great fierceness. He
would suggest to the Government that
there would not he the slightest difficulty
nor inconvenience in bringing down each
year a separate estimate of the probable
amount which would be required for
salaries, and for all other expenditure in
connexion with the loan during the year,
and passing it in a separate Bill, along
with the Appropriation Bill for the year.
He should he sorry to see anything done
to prevent a trial of the experiment
suggested by the honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Francis.) As to the
construction of railways he knew nothing;
but, having travelled on the principle lines
of railway in Europe during the last three
years, he did not hesitate to say that this
colony had a great deal to learn as t~ the
management of railways. Upon an English
or an Irish railway, when a passenger's
journey was ended, he had a squabble for
his luggage, which was, perhaps, the most
laborious part of the whole undertaking.
When travelling upon any Continental
railway-say the line from Havre to Turin,
which was about the longest linA--all that
a passenger had to do was to procure his
ticket, and the Government, or the company
who had the management of the railway,
as the case might be, undertook to deliver
the luggage at the end of the journeythey became absolutely responsible for it.
The traveller got his luggage at the end
of the journey with as much ease and
certainty as a letter was received when
sent through the post-office. This system
was worth inquiring into, as also was the
plan of admitting passengers into the
carriages, which was regulated so as to
avoid the scrambling and confusion
frequently experienced at ~nglish railway
stations. Again, in the management of
the buffets, or refreshment-rooms, there
was much to be learned. The contrast
between the refreshment-rooms on any
Continental railway and on a colonial
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railway, or any English railway he had which the Estimates were brought down.
seen, was most marked. On the Continent The extraordinary estimates connected
the managers of the railway, whether the with the loan could be kept distinct and
line was in the hands of t,he Government separate on the face of the Estimates from
or of a private comp'any, insisted upon the the ordinary expendi~ure of the year: Any
refreshment-room keepers supplying good difficulty which might appear to be conand wholesome refreshments, at a scale of nected with this plan would be removed,
charges fixed beforehand. On a French if an amendment which the Minister of
or Belgian line a traveller could, for a Justice intended to· propose was adopted.
couple of francs, obtain bread, meat, wine, The 11 th clause authorized the issue, out
or other refreshments, of a character that of the consolidated revenue, of any sum
was not to be had for money at any railway or sums not exceeding £200,000 " towards
station in this country or at any that he any of the purposes to which the moneys
had seen in England. If, as the honorable to be raised by the authority of this Act
member for Richmond had suggested, shall be applicable;" and it further prosome properly qualified persons were vided that such sums should afterwards
appointed to collect information on the be repaid into the consolidated revenue
improvements in locomotive engines and out of the money raised by authority of
various points of railway management, "the Loan Act. By a very slight amendand to take not only pen and ink notes, ment of the clause, it might be provided
but photographs, the result would probably that any sum or sums applied out of the
weH repay the expense. One shilling per consolida.ted revenue under the authority of"
cent. on the expenditure of the proposed the Loan Act, or of any Appropriation Act
new line, or, perhaps, a great deal less, or Bill of Supply, should also be repaid.
would get· all the information that was If this alteration were made, the ~)l11y effect
of placing the extraordinary estimates of
required.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM concurred with the Railway department upon the face of
the honorable and learned member for the annual Appropriation Bill would be to
Dalhousie, that the money to be expended enable the House to see and distinguish
on the construction of the proposed rail- the ordinary departmental expenditure
way should come under the review of the from the extraordinary. As soon as the
House from time to time. He understood Appropriation Bin WI1S passed, the moneys
the honorable and learned member to could be repaid; so that, in point of fact,
" suggest that the most expedient plan of the public accounts would still show the
attaining that object would be by sub- exact receipts and expenditure 1\ of the
mi tting, each session, an estimate of the country, independent of those connected
railway expenditure for the ensuing year, with the loan. The only effect of the
and passing a separate Bill to authorize operation would be to enable the House,
that expenditure. He also understood the in the first instance, to deal wi th the exhonorable and learned member to suggest traordinary expenditure of the Railway
that a difficulty would arise in attempting department in the same way that it dealt
to carry out the proposal of the Minister with the ordinary departmental estimates.
of Justice, to embody the estimated railway He confessed he thought it was advisable
expenditure in the general Appropriation that the House should, if possible, secure
Bill, on the ground that it would create to itself ample powers of reviewing and
some confusion, by mixing the proceeds of criticising, and, if need be, curtailing the
a loan and the expenditure connected expenditure under this loan, without retherewith wi th the ordinary revenue and sorting to an annual special Act. The
necessity of having to pass ~uch an Act
expenditure of the year.
Mr. DUFFY explained that his objec- each session, before the expenditure could
tion to including the proceeds of the loan be incurred, would involve, to a certain
in the gene~'al Appropriation Act was extent, a diminution of the rightful control
that people at a distance, from whom the, of the Assembly, and it might lead to conmoney was borrowed, would not be able siderable delay and unexpected difficulties
to take the Appl'opriation Act as repre- in the prosecution of the works. There
senting the actual income of the colony, was even the contingency that tbe Bill
because part of it would be derived from might not be passed at all.
Mr. DUFFY said he did not tbink that
borrowed money.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM thought that the the objection which he had made as to
object could be easily met by the form in part of the loan going into the annual
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Appropriation Bill would be met by the
method proposed by the honorable and
learned member for Brighton. Taking
power to repay the consolidated revenue
the sums advanced out of it on account of
the ~oan, would not getcrid of the objection
that, by including the revenue and expenditure in connexion with the loan in
the ordinary Appropriation Bill, the ordinary revenue and expenditure would be
supplemented to that extent, and that this
was calculated to mislead the people from
whom the money was borrowed as to
what the annual revenue and expenditure
of the colony really were. With respect to
the danger of the railway works being
stopped if the expenditure required to be
sanctioned by a separate Bill, he did not
think there was the slightest probability
of that occurring. There would not be
the slightest justification for such a co~rse.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM apprehended
that the question was merely a matter of
account, and that it would be easy to distinguish, on the face of the general Appropriation Bill, the extraordinary revenue
and expenditure from the ordinary revenue
and expenditure.
Mr. WHITEMAN thought that this
discussion, however useful or edifying it
might be, had arisen at the wrong time.
lIe desired to protest, at its very inception, against any proposition for appointing
a staff of scientific men to make a tour of
Europe and the United States of America,
to take photographs of locomotive engines,
&c., and to ascertain the best system of
railway management. The materials for
obtaining all the necessary information
existed in the colony.
Mr. MACKAY suggested that the
occurrence of another dead-lock was not
an impossibility. If the expenditure for
railways and waterworks were put in the
general Appropriation Bill, and the Bill
were not passed by the Upper House, the
result would be that not only the ordinary
expenditure of the colony, but also the
expenditure on account of these special
works would be stopped. This was an
important consideration, and an argument
in favour of placing the expenditure for
these special works in a separate measure.
Mr. LANGTON urged that it was desirable to adopt the suggestion of the
honorable and learned member for Dalhousie, that the expenditure under the
loan should be dea~t with by a separate
measure each session. The honorable and
learned member for Brighton under-
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estimated the inconvenience of including
in the annual accounts of revenue and
expenditure any other sums than those
which properly belonged to them. It was
already a sufficiently difficult task for any
honorable member to make himself acquainted with the Estimates, and the difficulty would be considerably increased if
the loan account was mixed up with them.
It was also objectionable, on other grounds,
to swell the estimates of revenue and expenditure by sums obtained from a loan.
He had heard no valid oqjection against
the proposal of the honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie. to place the annual
expenditure in connexion with the loan in
a separate Bill. The honorable and learned
member for Brighton seemed to imply that
the House might not at the proper time
vote the money. That amounted to a suggestion that, under particular circumstances, the House would fail in its duty
to its constituents and the public. He
(Mr. Langton) did not believe that any
mere difference of opinion on political
subjects would ever deter the House from
voting the sum which would be necessary
to carryon these works.
Mr. LONGMORE failed to see that
the House would have any control over
the expenditure of the money raised by
the loan, unless it was in a position to
decide each session the amount which
should be expended, and the purpose for
which it should be expended. He was
obliged to the Chief Secretary for saying
that an annual statement could be submitted, showing what money had been expended, but that would not serve the
desired object. The honorable gentleman
was also gracious enough to say that he
would allow the House to have some interference in reference to the salaries of
the department; but the House had already
a perfect right to control the salaries of all
the public servants. The honorable gentleman had also argued that the Government ought to be entrusted with the
control of the expenditure under the loan,
hecause they had the control of the money
voted for public works. The argument,
however, altogether failed, because the
Government seemed to have the nonexpending, instead of the expending, of
the money voted for public works. The
idea that it was necessary to fix by the
Loan Bill the railway which it was proposed to construct, for the satisfaction of
the people of England, from whom the
money was to be borrowed, was ridiculous.
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In a recent directory, Melbourne was
described as a sea-port in South Australia,
close to Sydney; and, if the people of
England were so ignoran~ of the geography
of Melbourne, what were they likely to
know about the Ovens, Colac,''Or any other
place in the colony of Victoria? The
simple matter which the people of England
would look to was, whether the colony
would pay the interest on the loan, and
whether it was. good for the repayment of
the principal. They did not care whether
the railway was to be constructed through
a thickly-populated country or through a
desert. He hoped that the House would
keep the control of the expenditure of the
proposed loan in its own hands, and that it
would not at pre·sent commit itself to the
construction of any particular line.
Mr. MACPHERSON said when he
heard the Chief Secretary so readily accept the proposition of the honorable and
gallant member for West Melbourne (Captain MacMahon), he thought there must
be a difference of opinion between the two
as to what the honorable and gallant member actually meant. He was hardly prepared for the, three addi tional clauses
which had been placed by the Government before the committee. He had read
over the 13th clause three times, and all
he could gather from it was that the Government proposed' to expend the money,
and then to tell the House how they had
expended it. Now he objected to Parliament being treated only to a mere statement. He wanted Parliament to be compelled to take up the question, and say
" Yea" or "Nay." It was the duty of
the House to assist the Government to resist improper applications; and to see that
the eipenditure was not as the Government thought fit, but as the House thought
fit. The Chief Secretary had stated that
the GoV'ernment must go into the London
money market with a tangible proposition;
but was not that the difficulty in which
honorable members were placed? The
Government had come befOl;e them without a tangible proposition-without any
foundation for the scheme they" had in
hand; and, having done this, they had the
coolness to turn round and say that they
must have a tangible proposition to go
into the London market with. If it were
true that the financiers of London would
look into the scheme, he could only'
say that if they did so, as the scheme
stood at present, they would find that the
Government had gone into this matter in
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the most reckless manner; that it was the
result of a cry got up by the Govern~ent
at the elections, and that it was rushed
through in a week. Certainly the respect
in which the colony was held in the
money market at home must be relied
on to a large extent when the Government 'sought to put debentures on the
market in this hasty' manner. He considered that the House. was already committed to an expenditure of £2,000,000, and
there he thought, for the time being, the
matter should be allowed to rest. It would
be time enough, when the Construction
Bill came down, to say where the line
should be. His contention was that, whichever line was likely to be the best payingand he believed it would be found to be the
Mary borough line - that line honorable
members should support. With regard to
the suggestion of the honorable and learned
member for Dalhousie, he considered that
the sooner the annual income and expenditure were shown by the annual Estimates
the better. He should like to see all the
special appropriations go into the Appropriation Act. At the same time, he was of
opinion that expenditure of capital should
not be included in the annual Estimates,
either on one side or the other.
Mi'. CONNOR thought the honorable
and gallant member for West Melbourne
(Captain Mac Mahon) had given good
reasons why the Government should be
possessed of the latest information in
relation to the construction of rail ways,
before the House authorized the formation
of anyone line. The following letter
received by the last mail, by Mr. Nixon,
the secretary to the North-western Railway League, from Mr. Fairlie, would be
of interest to the committee:" By the last mail some newspapers, containing descriptions of my locomotive system, were
sent to you, for. the purposes of perusal and
bringing before your colleagues of the League
Association. I trust the same have safely
reached you, and that my object in desiring to
introduce 'a cheap, yet effective, system of railways throughout our colonies, may be at all
events partly carried out. To go on with the
old, expensi ve system in countries sparsely
populated, and with limited means, is like beginning business as a bankrupt. I have fought this
same question at home here against our bigexcuse the term-engineers, who have positively
nearly ruined the whole railway system of the
United Kingdom by their wasteful extravagance;
but especially ha.ve I advocated a cheap syst<:m
for branch and subsidiary lines, and what I
term agricultural lines, where speeds of fifteen
to twenty miles an hour are ample for all purposes. Such lines, including rolling-stock complete, not to exceed £3,000 per mile over any
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country. Gradients of 1 in 12, or 8 per cent.,
and curves of two chains radius, can easily
be worked by my system; and, having seen
ne\\rly every country; I am prepared to. say,
there is none existing where a surface line
cannot be run, and that with no heavier gradients
or sharper curves than those named.
"Unfortunately, our young engineers, brought
up in the offices of their bigger brethren, cannot,
when they go from home, divert themselves from
the groove thcy have been working in. Consequeutly, the same costly blunders, the same
grievous mistakes that have been made at home,
are perpetrated abroad, and the lines do not
pay. nor do they give satisfaction. Hence do
we find that English engineers, instead of leading
the world, are becoming a drug-foreigners shun
them as a pestilence-and, on my honour, I don't
wonder at it. We are a stupid, self-conceited
.people ; but if we are to succeed, we must
throw this all away, and go back to common
sense."
.

Now if railways, suitable for .traffic, could
be constructed in England and Ireland for
£3,000 per mile, would it not be well for
the Government to deal with this matter
less hastily than they proposed? It was
all very well for the Government to have,
in the present cheap state of the money
market, powers to negotiate the loan, but
he thought that the powers of expenditure
should for the present be reseryed by the
House. The statistical information which
the Government had laid before the House
had been given in a one-sided manner.
They had given all the information in
their power in reference to the scheme
which they favoured, and had neglected
to give any information in reference
to the proposed Western line, which
would pay a far larger per centage
and accommodate a far larger population than the line to the north-east.
The statistics quoted by the Minister of
Railways related to the country extending
forty miles on each side of the proposed
line to the Ovens. The statistics put forward in reference to the Western line t'elated, for the most part, to the country
extending only ten miles on each side of the
line. Calculated on this basis, the population
was from Geelong to Colac, 18,000 ; and
from Colac toPenshurst (twenty-five
miles on each side), 21, OUO ; and the population of Geelong was 16,000; Newtown
and Chilwel1, 4,000; South Barwon, 2,000.
If statistics were collected on the same
principle which marked the collection of
statistics for the Ovens line, the population
. would be double. Then there was the
population around Mount Gambier and
other portions of the Adelaide country,
numbering far more than the population
around Albury; and he submitted that
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the trade of that district deserved as much
looking after as the trade of the Albury
portion of New South Wales. With regard
to the land under cultivation, the quantity
between Geelong and Colac (within ten
miles of the line) was 35,000 acres, and between Colac and Penshurst (within twentyfive miles of the line) 38,000 acres. But,
judging from the statistics furnished in
support of the North-eastern line, there
was neither population nor land to warrant
the expectation that a line through that
country would pay anything like a western
line. Therefore, taking these reasons into
consideration, he thought the House would
do well to retain in its own hands the
control of the expenditure for railway
construction until the Government had
collected not only information as to improvements in rail way com;truction, but
also such information in reference to the
ri val schemes as would enable honorable
members to come to a proper decision as to
the line which should be first undertaken.
Mr. KERFERD called attention to what
he considered a little independent testimony to the value of the North-eastern
line, which was worth the consideration of
the honorable member for Dundas and the
honorable member for Ripon. Mr. Parkes,
the Colonial Secretary of New South
Wales, in addressing his constituents at
Kiama, recently, used these words : " We have the most dense popUlation on the
Upper Murray that we have in any part of the
colony, and I do not hesitate to avow my conviction that this portion of the colony is as
capable of sustaining a dense population as any
part of the United Kingdom. I believe it is
destined to sustain a population of millionsthis Murray river tract. The Victorian people
have pierced this territory with a railway at
Echuca, and now they are making a line to
pierce it at Albury also. If we supinely allow
our neighbours to tap this fertile district at
both ends, the whole of the trade of the country
will diverge to Melbourne, and be entirely lost
to this part of the territory. That being the
state. of the case (and I have understated rather
than overstated it), the wisest thing that we can
do, having carried out the Southern Railway, at
enormous cost, through a barren unfertile region,
would be to carry it on, and bid for the traffic
which would otherwise go out of this country to
feed the prosperity of another colony."

Mr. CASEY submitted that the provisions contained in the Imperial Fortifications Act of 1862, to which the honorable
and gallant member for West Melbourne
had alluded,could, under no circumstances,
apply to the case now under consideration.
That Act provided that, where the expenditure in any case exceeded the sum
authorized then, and in eyery such case,
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the contracts should be laid before Parliament. He had not the slightest objection
to such It provision finding its way into
the present Bill, though, of course, the
Government would not think of expending
a greater sum of money than was provided
for in the schedule. But the course which
the honorable and gallant member asked
the committee to take was' one without
precedent, either in England or the colony.
The honorable and gallant member proposed that" The money raised under this Act' shall not
be issued or applied to the purpose mentioned in
the second schedule, except in such sums as shall
have been first sanctioned by Parliament, by
some Act or Acts to be from time to time
passed."
But according to the latest expression of
the opinion of the Imperial Parliamentthe Fortifications Act of 1867-that body
considered that the interests of the public
and Parliament would be sufficiently served
by having a statement of the proposed
expenditure placed on the table of both
Houses wi thin a certain period after the
meeting of Parliament. If the Imperial
Parliament was satisfied with that course,
what justification was there for pursuing
a different course in this instance? At all
events, if a different course were desired,
some speciltl reasons ought to be advanced
for the proceeding. But excepting the
remarks of the honorable and gallltnt
member for West Melbourne, and the
honorable and learned. member for Dalhousie, none had been addressed to this
particular view of the question. Why
should an Act of Parliament be passed
every year for the carrying out of these
works?
He thought that honorable
members should be content with a statement to be submitted to both Houses.
Either 01' both Houses might express dissent from the statement submitted by the
Government, and the result of that would
be the sending down of another statement,
which perhaps might be attached to
the ordinary Appropriation Act for the
year. (Mr. DufiY-" Not in a separate
Bill ?") He saw a constitutional difficulty
in connexion with a eepal'ate Bill. He
submitted that they ought not to establish
the principle of having more than one Appropriation Act in the year. The honorable and gallant member for West Melbourne stated that, by adopting the course
which he proposed, an opportuni ty would
be afforded the Government to consider the
necessary improvements which it would
be advisable to adopt in the construction
Mr. Casey.
.1
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and management of railways. But whether
the amendment were c:;trried or not, the
result would be the same. The only difference was that the honorable and gallant
member proposed to do by Bill what the
Government proposed to do by statement.
The honorable and gallant membel' proposed to do everything by Bill-both railway construction and departme,ntal expenditure. The Government proposed to do
by Bill that which involved departmental
expell¢liture; and, by statement, that which
was necessary for construction purposes.
Now it had been urged, if special sums
were voted fOt' public works, why should
not special sums be voted for railway construction? But in the case of the Public
"Vorks department, each independent work
was voted separately by the House; and
the construction of a rail way from one
place to another was all one work. It
might be necessary to pierce a hill, by
means of a tunnel, in one place, before
making a bridge in another. The works
more or less hinged the one upon the other.
But tha Government proposed, although
the work was one work, and although a
sum was appropriated for the whole work,
to send down Jo the House each year a
statement showing the proposed expenditure for that year, and how the money
would be expended. This would be sent
down for the information of Parliament,
and, if Parliament had any objectidh to
make, that objection could be expressed,
and it would only have to be expressed to
be acted upon. How could the Government exist if the opinion of Parliament was
adverse to them? If it were thought that·
the new clauses which it was proposed to
insert in the Bill would give the Government power to spend the money first, and
submit a statement to the House afterwards, such an amendment should be made
as would preclude the possibility of anything of the kind taking place. What he
wished the committee to confine its attention to was the simple question whether it
would be sufficient to submit a statement,
every year, of the proposed expenditure
for railway construction, or whether that
expenditure should be provided for by
Bill? For the one course, they had British
precedent; for the other course, they had
no precedent at all.
Mr. McKEAN said the committee were
asked not only to bind themselves to the
construction of the Ovens Railway, but
also to the unfettered disposal of something like £2,000,000 through the Minister
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of Railways. But that honorable gentleman had enough on his hands already
without undertaking this enormous duty.
The honorable gentleman had to preside
over not only the department of Railways,
but also the departments of Ronds and
Public Works, and he was likewise a vicepresident of the Board of Land and
Works; and therefore he had enough to
do without being called upon to deal with
a question of this gigantic character.
With regard to the part.icular line of railway to be commenced, he thought the
Governme~t should have hesitated before
pledging themselves, in the manner they
had done, to the Ovens Railway. Only
that day a large and influential deputation
waited upon the Chief Secreta:ry in reference to railway extension in the direction
of Maryborough.
Now Mr. Archer's
stutistics showed that, of alluvial miners
(Europeans), the Beechworth district had
3,580, and the Maryborough district, 5,464.
Of Chinese he admitted that Beechworth
had a majority, the numbers being, Beechworth 3,000, and Marybol'ough 2,100;
but the total number of miners, quartz and
alluvial, was - Beechworth 9,713, and
Maryborough 9,505. With regard to
storekeepers, artisans, farmers, and others,
the grand totals for the district were,
Beechworth 30,490, and Maryhorough
39,855, showing that the lattel' district
had nearly one-fourth more inhabitants
than Beechworth. And yet the House
was asked to construct 200 miles of railway to open the one district, and to refuse
the 28 miles which would develop the
resources of the latter. He would be
wanting in his dut.y to his constituents if
he failed to protest against such a monstrous
wrong. In the face of these statistics,
honorable members were invited to give
the Government of the day the uncontrolled expenditure of the loan. No dOllbt
Ministers were as honest and efficient as
any other gentlemen who might be placed
upon the Treasury benches; but honorable members could not forget how the
existing lines were constructed, by contractors who were backed up by gentlemen
connected with the Ministry of the day.
Such a state of things would not be
tolerated now. The amendment of the
honorable and gallant member for West
Melbourne was acceptable, because it
would remove the suspicion of such malpractices. The hOGorable member proposed that a schedule should be laid before
Parliament before the works could be
VOL. VI.-3 Z
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proceeded with. But the 11 th clause
enabled the Treasurer to expend £200,000
from the consolidated revenue the very
moment the Bill became law. The new
clause 13, as proposed by the Government,
did not make the case any better.
Mr. MACKAY rose to order. He submitted that.it was not competent for the
honorable member to discuss the 13th clause.
Mr. McKEAN contended that he was
entitled to the same latit.ude which had
been allowed to the Minister of Justice, to
whose remarks he desired to reply.
Mr. DUFFY confessed that the honorable member for Sandhurst was right in
his objection, nnd that all the speakers
that evening had been wrong in extending
their remarks beyond the clause under
discussion. He had been one of the
principal offenders himself.
The CHAIRMAN said that, as the
clause was intimately connected with the
second schedule, which enumerated the
works to be carried out under the Bill;
and as it was understood that the schedule
was to be discussed together with the
clause, he had allowed honorable members
to be general in their remarks.
On the motion of Mr. KERFERD progress was then reported.
MELBOURNE AND ESSENDON
RAILWAY VESTING BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On the motion of Mr. CASEY a new
clause was added, empowering the M.elbourne and E~sendon Railwa.y Company
to alienate and transfer all its property to
the Board of Land and Works.
The Bill was reported to the House with
further amendments.
SIR CHARLES DARLING.
The House having gone into committee,
Cnptain MAC MAHON moved" That an address be presented to His Excellency the Governor, requesting him to cause
provision to be made for the amount claimed by
Sir Charles Dafling as being equitably due to
him from the revenue of Victoria, not exceeding
£5,000, on account of lapsed emoluments when
administering the Government of this colony."

The honorable member explained that he
did not intend to take any further steps in
the matter, but to leave it for the Government to deal with.
The resolution was agreed to, and was
reported to the House.
The House adjourned at seventeen
minutes past eleven o'clock.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, September 16, 1868.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill-Melbourne and Essendon
Railwa.y Vesting Bill-Friendly Societies Statute AmeI),d·
mentBill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty
minutes past four o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House went into committee on this
Bill.
A discussion took place on clause 4,
which was as follows : " No person shall be capable of being hereafter elected a member of the Legislative
Council unless he be of the full age of thirty
years, and a natural born subject of the Queen,
nor unless he have for one year previous to such
election been legally or equitably seised of or
entitled to ail estate of freehold in possession
for his own use and benefit, in lands or tenements in Victoria, of the value of £2,500, or of
the annual value of £250 above all charges and
incumbrances affecting the same respectively:
Provided that, for the purposes of this section,
the yearly value of any such lands or tenements,
as are situate in anyone or more municipal
district or districts, shall be taken to be the
yearly value at which they are rated to such
municipal district or districts, and the capital
value shall be taken to be ten times such yearly
value."

The Hon. H. M. MURPHY stated that
he desired to see the clause amended, so
that it should provide that the qualification
required from members should be the same
as the qualification required from the
electors. It had been already pointed out
that in many public bodies, deserving of
all respect,-notably the Senate of the
United States and the House of Commons
-no property qualification whatever was
required from members.
The Hon. J. McCRAE moved that the
clause be postponed, in order to give the
honorable member (Mr. Murphy) an opportunity of submitting his amendment.
Great complaints had been made as to the
paucity of candidates for the Council, and
the Bill, as it stood, was not likely to provide a remedy. Honorable members should
bear in mind that a great depreciation had
occurred in the value of property since
the passing of the. Constitution Act, so.
that the qualification proposed by the Bill
was in point of fact equal to the original
qualification.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN submitted
that no postponement ought to be allowed,
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as honorable members had had ample time
to prepare their amendments. He would
certainly oppose any attempt to reduce
further the qualification either for members or electors. He was surprised that
the honorable members who had last
spoken should ad vocate such a course. It
could only result in one thing-universal
suffrage.
Mr. MURPHY took exception to the
remarks of the honorable member (Mr.
Strachan). They attributed to him that
he was advocating the introduction of
universal suffrage to the Council, and no
such interpretation could be fairly placed
upon his words.
.
Mr. STRACHAN explained that his
meaning was-and, he believed, his words
were to that effect-that the course the
honorable member advocated would lead to
universal suffrage.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL denied that
there had been such a decline in the value
of property as the honorable member (1\1r.
McCrae) had alluded to. Town allotments
might have depreciated in value, but agricultural and pastoral lands were worth
more now than they were in 1856. As to
the House of Commons not requiring a
property qualification, that House was
composed of the sons of noblemen and of
large property holders. No man without
means aspired to enter it.
Mr. McCRAE asked if Mr. Gladstone
possessed much property?
Mr. CAMPBELL said he was informed
that Mr. Gladstone was a wealthy man.
At any rate there was no comparison
between the House of Commons and the
Legislative COU!1cil.
Mr. McCRAE maintained that freehold
one-half in value
property had fallen
since the passing of the Constitution Act.
That might not be the case with regard to
pastoral lands, which had long held a fixed
value of about £1 per acre; but he did
not accept pastoral land as '8. standard of
value. He was sure that agricultural
land had fallen in value, and that the
farmers of West Bourke and of Bellarine
would tell their representatives as much.
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY remarked
that he understood that the Bill was intro. duced for the purpose of redeeming the
pledges which honorable members had
given to their constituents. Acting under
that impression, he had put aside, for the
time, his own views as to property qualification, and had expressed his intention
not to interfere with the passing of the
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measure. He trusted that honorable mem- variations in a new country, yet, under a
bers would act up to the spirit of this steady Government, property would adunderstanding, and proceed to pass the vance ill value here. The fact was that
Bill.
people were frightened. They did not
Mr. CAMPBELL said that honorable know where to invest their money. They
members were merely pledged to reform did not see men of good eound moral
in a general way, and not to any particular character coming to the front. Instead of
reduction of the qualification. For his that, political power was falling into the
part, when he was questioned on the hands of ruffians, who went prowling
hustings on the subject, he declined to about the country, living on the settlers,
support reduction in the qualification of and threatening to burn their houses over
either members or electors, so that he was their heads. The Council was the ballast
pledged in a contrary direction to most of the ship, and it would be a lasting disgrace if it lent its aid to the work now
honorable members.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITCHELL pointed going on.
out that the clause embodied one of the two
Mr. MURPHY ridiculed the pseudo
leading principles of the Bill, and that to conservatism of men who had risen like
postpone it would, in fact, be to postpone mushrooms themselves. A man who had
and to abandon the measure.
' honestly worked his way up to the qualifiThe Hon. W. DEGRAVES said that • cation required by the law was as much
he had watched the Bill for a considerable entitled to the franchise as anybody. If
time, and he was glad to say he had never the honol'able member (Mr. Degraves) had
been a party to it. The Council had not studied the recent reform debates in the
been called upon, either by its constituents Imperial Legislature, he would have
or by the other House, to reform itself; learned that it was admitted that there was
and why should honorable members desire nothing in the principle of genuine demoto do so ? Had not efery step they had cracy at .all inconsistent with the purest
taken been backed up, both in the colony conservatism. The honorable gentleman
and in England? The honorable mem- would probably, in that case, have refrained
bers (Mr. McCrae and Mr. Murphy) were from uttering some of his extraordinary
too much inclined t.o the levelling system, statements. What object was there in proa system which would bring tUI'lIloiland viding that the qualification must necesruin upon the colony. Would the honorable sarily be in lauued property?
member like to be a shareholder in any
Mr. DEGRA VES.-It is ballast.
large joint-stock company, the directors of . Mr. MURPHY submitted it was absurd
which were men of straw?
to say that a landowner should be qualified,
Mr. McCRAE.-No.
but that a man who proved his confidence
Mr. DEGRA YES submitted that that in the country by investing £10,000 in its
was a case in point. To alter the qualifi- funds should not be allowed to sit in that
cation for either members or electors would Chamber.
be a great mistake. What had the poliMr. STRACHAN asked why the honortical loafers of the colony done for it?
Were not the men who had risked their able member could not propose his amendlives in developing ,the country, who had ment at once? What need was there for
forced their way ·overland through a wil- postpooing the clause ?
Mr. McCRAE replied that a postponederness, sleeping under their drays, and
fighting for their lives, and who had borne ment was necessary, because, if the qualifian unblemished character ever since, to be cation for members and electors were to
much more trusted? Would the sweep- be assimilated, as was suggested, it was
ings of the streets represent the country necessary to decide what the latter qu~lifi
better ? No man had mixed with the cation was to be.
farmers ,of the country more than he had,
The Hon. G. W. COLE supported the
and he would go to them on this question postponement of the clause. The sugwithout fear, and without any cringing or gestion that a property qualification should
humbug. It was the farmers, the yeomen, be dispensed with in the case of members,
who had bought their land at £1 per aCI'e, was worthy of serious consideration. There
and who desired the value of land main- were many P9ints, also, in the Constitution
tained, whom the Council represented. recently given to the confederated colonies
As to property fluctuating in value, he of North America which should be taken
was satisfied that, though there must be into consideratioD,~nd more especially on
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this point of qualification. While the
Council was reforming itself, it might as
well do the work completely.
The committee dividedAyes
4
Noes
13
Majority against the post-} 9
ponement of the clause
AYES.

Mr. Cole,
" J. Henty,
" Murphy.

Teller.
Mr. McCrae.
NOES.

Mr. Black,
" Campbell,
" Degraves,
" Fraser,
" Graham,
" Highett,
" Hope,
" Mitchell,

Sir J. F. Palmer,
Mr. O'Shanassy,
" Strachan,
" Turnbull.
Teller.
Mr. Anderson.

Mr. MURPHY moved an amendment
on the clause to reduce the property qualification to property valued at £500, or the
yearly v'alile of £50. This was the qualification proposed for electors, and his object
was to give the electors an opportunity of
electing anyone of their number who, in
their opinion, was most capable of representing them.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON remarked
that it was by no means complimentary
to the constituencies to suppose that they
had not men amongst them fitted to represent them, and possessed of the qualification required by the Bill. The constituencies would not accept it as a compliment that the qualification must be reduced
before they could obtain proper men. In
all the constituencies there were hundreds
of men well fitted to represent the electors,
even if the qualification were maintained at
its present high rate.
Mr. McCRAE said that it was·notorious
that there had been a scarcity of candidates for seats in the Council. All that
was now proposed was that the electors
should have power to select anyone of
their own number. The arguments 01 the
honorl\ble members (Mr. Degraves and
Mr. Campbell) would go to prove that
nothing but property could give capacity.
And yet the best public men in England
had not always been possessed of property.
Pitt was a penniless man, and died in
debt; and would it be said that Pitt was
devoid of capacity and unfit to govern a
country?
'
Mr. CAMPBELL denied that he had
contended that only men of property could
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have capacity. He knew that it was often
the case that very able and capable men
were not possessed of property. But how
could capacity be tested? A test was
required, and property was the only test.
Mr. McCRAE said the electors could
apply the test themselves.
The Hon. R. C. HOPE pointed out the
inconsistency of the honorable member
(Mr. McCrae), who would accept a property test with regard to electors, and who
denounced it with regard to members.
The Hon. W. HIG HETT stated that the
committee had adopted the qualification
they proposed, believing, as was the case,
that the country had shown a desire for
such a reduction at numerous elections,
both for the Council and the Assembly.
The Hon. N. BLACK remarked that
the possession of property was required
not as a qualification, but as a guarantee
that a man had such a stake in the country
as would cause him to hesitate before
sacrificing its interests. Would any man
of sense join in a commercial undertaking
which was conducted by men who had no
interest in it? If the necessity of any
qualification was admitted, it followed that
such a qualification should be required as
was difficult to obtain; because, the higher
the qualification, the greater was the security the country held. The only limitation
should be that which was imposed by the
necessity of obtaining a sufficient number
of candidates for seats in the House. He
regarded the Bill as springing from pledges
rather than from any belief on the part of
honorable membel's that the circumstances
of the case demanded it; and he would
support any proposition to raise the qualification above the amount proposed. Perhaps honorable members would be satisfied
if £4,000 wa.3 substituted?
The CHAIRMAN put the question,
and declared the amendment negatived.
Mr. MURPHY took exception to the
manner in which the question ~as put, on
the ground that it precluded further amendments being proposed on the same 'Part of
the clause.
After a discussion, the question was
again put, and the consideration of the
clause was resumed.
The Hon. A. FRASER denied the
assertion that the country had not demanded a reduction of the qualifications
for the Council. He was sure one constituency-the North-western Provincedesired such an alteration. He was certainly of opinion that property had fallen
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very much in value since the passing of
the Constitution Act.
Let honorable
members look at Melbourne.
Mr. CAMPBELL said that Melbourne
was not the colony.
Mr. FRASER replied that a great
number of the members of the House
qualified by virtue of property in Melbourne. His own impression was that,
while a reduction in the present qualification was required by the electors of the
Council, those electors would oppose any
reduction below that proposed by the
Bill.
Mr. CAMPBELL pointed out that the
honorable member was returned for the
North-west.ern Province without a contest,
and therefore could scarcely have obtained
such an expression of opinion as he (Mr.
Campbell) did from the constituency,
when he was returned after a severe contest, and after he had stated that he would
oppose any reduction in the qualifications
for the House. The cry for reform
originated with the opposition-the wise
opposition-offered by the House to the
Duffy Land Act. Honorable members
were then styled" obstructives," and every
candidate who had offered himself since
had pledged himself to the reform of the
House. It had been his intention to propose that the qualification for members
should be fixed at £4,000; but he would
not waste the time of honorable members
by submitting an amendment, because he
did not believe it would be carried, and
because, moreover, he was satisfied that the
~ill would fall to the ground.
Mr. MU RPHY commented on the snug
~omplacency with which honorable members prof~ssed they were reducing the
qualification from £5,000 to £2,500,
while in point of fact they were doing no
such thing. Many properties which were
valued at £500 per annum, were not rated
at more than £250 per annum. With a
rating qualification there would, in many
instances, be 110 reduction at all.
After a further discussion on the point
of order as to the form in which the
question should be put, the. amendment
was negatived.
Mr. M(JCRAE moved that all the words
in the clause after the word" respectively"
be omitted. His objection was that, with
a rating test introduced, the professed intention of the Council to reduce the qualification by olle·half was not carried out.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was then agreed to.
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Clause 7 was amended so as to require
that the qualification declaration, required
from members at the commencement of
every session, shpuld be handed to the
Clerk of the House merely, aud not to the
Clerk "while the said Council is sitting
with the President in the chair."
The clauses of the Bill to clause 10
inclusive were agreed to, and progress was
then reported.
MELBOURNE AND ESSENDON
RAIL"VAY VESTIXG BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. McCRAE, was read a first time.
FRIENDLY SOCIETIES STATUTE
AMENDMENT BILL.
The amendments made by the Legislative Assembly in this Bill were taken into
consideration, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. McCRAE, were agreed to.
The House adjourned at half-past six
o,'clock.

LEQISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wednesday, September 16, 1868.
Commissions and their Expenses-Endowment of Local
Bodies-Land Grants for Church Purposes-The Flagstaff
Reserve-Licences under the Land Act-The Forty·
second Section-Melbourne and Essendon Railway Vesting
Bill-Railway Loan Bill.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
LAND SELECTIONS.
Mr. GRANT laid on the table certain
papers relating to land selections, pursuant
to order of the House, dated September 8.
ROYAL COMMISSIONS.
Mr. CARR asked the Chief Secretary
whether, before the last general election
but one, six members of the House, and of
a royal commission, being also supporters
of the then Government, had each a
£50 cheque handed over to him for
alleged expenses? The reason he put the
question was that an opinion had prevailed
for some time, out of doors, that members
of select committees and of royal commissions were paid for their time and
services. The statement was lately published in a Geelong newspaper. He contradicted it; and he was met with an
article from the Melbourne correspondent
of that newspaper stating that, some time
since, six members of the House, who were
members of a commission, had each a £50
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Church Purposes.

cheque handed to him to defray expenses. Roman Catholic purposes, have the honour to
up the following report:His impression was that members of the bring
The reserve at the Eastern-hill.-From
House, when acting on select committees the" I.evidence
taken by your committee, they
or royal commissions, never received any hare ascertained that the Hon J. M. Grant was
payment whatever.· He had never re- in the first instance favorable, and gave his
cei ved a farthing as a member of a select sanction to the proposed reservation, intending it
church purposes, but subsequently withheld
committee. With regard to royal com- for
it on the plea, as stated by him in evidence, that
missions, he was not aware of any ex- the reservation for schoo~ purposes was contrary
penses being paid, save those involved in to the recent practice of the department, which
travelling from place to place, which requires that all applications for votes for
public schools should be made by the Board of
were discharged by the secretary.
Education. This practice, however, has not been
Mr. McCULLOCH said he was not invariably observed.
"That the Hon. Duncan Gillies, upon his
aware of anyone instance of members of
the House having been paid for their ser- assumption of office, had the application brought
him, decided that it should be granted,
vices on select committees or royal com- before
and ordered the papers to be forwarded to the
missions. He could not find any such case Executive Council, and the proclamation of the
as that referred to in the- offices either of reserve followed thereupon.
.
" That the officers of the Lands department
the Chief Secretary or Treasurer. If the
the Hon_ D. Gillies of the proceedings
honorable mem her for Geelong West (Mr. informed
of the Hon_ J. M. Grant with reference to the
Carr) would give the name of the'com- proposed reservation.
mission, he would inquire into the matter;
"2. Reserve at Ballarat East.-From the evi. b.ut he could state confidently that no - dence taken in this case, your committee find
through an error in the Survey-office, the
_money had been paid in connexion with that,
original proclamation included portions of the
any commission, except to meet the mere property and land of some of the persons who
expenses.
Commissions were usually made the complaint; that this error was, on
appointed during the recess, and he discovery, corrected by the district surveyor,
the proposed reservation is now confined to
thought it was only right that the State and
land that has been occupied and used by the
should defray the expenses, in travelling to Roman Catholic Church for many years. Your
various parts of the country, of honorable committee would express their strong conmem bers who gave their time and services demnation of the conduct of Mr. George Smith,
one of -the witnesses, who in his evidence comon these commissions.
plained of the injury done to him by the proMr. CARR observed that he was quite posed reservation, while from testimony given
satisfied with the Chief Secretary's reply. by a subsequent witness, who confirmed it by
His only object in puttiug the question was the production of a receipt, signed by Smith, of
to remove the misconception which pre- a prior date to his glving evidence, your committee find that Mr. 'Smith had some time prevailed out of doors, that members of the viously sold and received payment for all his
House never acted on a committee or a alleged right to that portion of the lund of
which he complained he was being deprived,
commission without being paid.
ENDOWMENT OF LOCAL BODIES.Mr. KERFERD inquired when the
second moiety of the su bsi<ly for 1868 to
shire councils and road boards would be
paid?
Mr. McCULLOCH said the second
moiety was usually paid between October
and December; and he presumed that it
would be paid this year about the ordinary
time.
LAND GRANTS FOR CHURCH
PURPOSES.
Mr. LONGMORE brought up the following report from the select committee
on grants of land for Roman Catholic purposes : "The select committee of the Legislative
Assem bly appointed for the purpose of inquiring
into and reporting upon all the facts connected
with the reservation of certain lands at the
Eastern-hill, Melbourne, and Ballarat East, for

and of which sale he kept your committee in
ignorance."

The report was read, and ordm'ed to
be printed.
PETITION.
A petition was presented by Mr. DUFFY,
from certain bona fide selectors. in Goldie
and Pyalong, praying that any amendment
of the Land Act should include provision
for the rent paid by selectors being reckoned
as portion of the purchase money.
LICENCES UNDER THE LAND ACT.
SECTION 42.
-Mr. DUFFY (in the absence of Mr.
McKEAN) asked the Minister of Lands if
the Government intended to confine the
new regulations issued under the 42nd
section of the Land Act to land beyond
the distance of ten miles but within a
distance of thirty miles from the nearest
gold-field, or whether it was intended to
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embrace all land henceforth selected under
the said section at the uniform rate of two
shillings per acre?
Mr. GRANT said the new regulations
were applicable. only to the area between
ten and thirty miles from the nearest goldfield; and it was not intended, during the
present year, to embrace all land which
might be selected under the 42nd section at
the uniform rate of two shillings per acre.
That subject, and the subject of the propriety of in~luding the area within ten
miles from the nearest gold-field in the
new regulations, were both under consideration.
Mr. LALOR inquired whether the Government intended to reduce the rent in
the case of those persons who had already
selected?
Mr.' GRANT said that would be a subject for the Legislature to consider.
THE FLAGSTAFF RESERVE.
Captain MAC MAHON asked the
Minister of Lands if the land in West
Melbourne, known as the Flagstaff-reserve,
had been permanently reserved for the purpose of public recreation, and if it" extended to the corner of William-street and
La Trobe-street ? He made the inquiry,
because the corner in question, which was
occupied at present by the offices of the
Penal depal~tment, bad been mentioned as
a desirable site for public baths.
Mr. GRANT replied that the land
known as the Flagstaff-reserve was permanently reserved for recreation purposes
on the 15th· February, 1864, and vested
in the Board of Land and Works as the
trustees thereof; that the reserve was
bounded on the south by Latrobe-street,
and on the east by William-street, and
therefore included the buildings at present
temporarily occupied as offices by the
. Penal department; and that the InspectorGeneral of the Penal department had been
informed that the portion of land so occupied would shortly be required for the
purposes for which it was originally
reserved!
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The discussion was resumed on clause 9,
an amendment in which was moved by'
Mr. CASEY, the previous evening, with
the view pf substituting for the words
"to be applied"-in reference to the
railway loan-the words "and shall and
may be applied." .
The amendment was agreed to.
On the suggestion of Captain MAC
MAHON, the words" su!:>ject to the provisions hereinafter contained" were inserted after" shall and may."
Mr. MACGREGOR urged the necessity
of some restriction being imposed on the
application of moneys, so as to prevent
their expenditure without the sanction of
Parliament.
Mr. CREWS hoped the House would'
support the honorable member for Rodney
in his anxiety to tie the hands of the
Government. According to common report, large sums of money were spent, not
in a very creditable way, in connexion
with the department of which the honorable member was formerly the Minister;
and, on the principle that an old smuggler
made the best exciseman, the honorable
member was no doubt best able to judge
of the advisability of the restrictions which
he wished to impose on the Government.
Mr. CASEY moved the omission of the
words of the latter portion of the clause,
with a view to provide that the money
should be applied "in sums not exceeding
the amounts mentioned in the second and
third schedules to this Act."
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 10 was passed without discussion,
as was also the remaining clause, after
some verbal amendments.
The first schedule, prescribing the form
of the debentures, was agreed to.
On the second schedule, which was as
follows, some discussion arose : -

1. Rail way from Essendon to the
Upper Murray at Belvoir,including a road approach to Albury
bridge over Wodonga-flats
... £1,720,000
2. New goods station at Melbourne
105,000
3. Addition to engine-shops at Williamstown and Melbourne
64,000
MELBOURNE AND ESSENDON . 4. For purchase and repair of Essendon line with branch to the Rl\.ce,.
RAILWAY VESTING BILL.
42,000
course
...
The amendments made in committee in 5. Contingent
outstanding claims in
this Bill, were considered and adopted.
respect of the Geelong and Bal,.
27,000
larat Railway
, .•
The Bill was then read a third time and
6. To repay the general revenue
passed.
sums borrowed from it for raiJ..
79,000
·RAILWAY LOAN BILL.
way construction and surveys
70,000
The House went into committee for the 7. Rolling-stock

further considerfttion of this Bill.

---£2,107,000
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Mr. CASEY s~id that he intended to
divide the schedule into two. He proposed that the items numbered 1, 2, 3, and
5 should be in one schedule, and those
numbered 4, 6, and 7 in the other.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
he had iutended to move an amendment
for the omission of some of the items contained in the schedule. He did not think
it was necessary that £64,000 should be
spent on addit.ional engine-shops at Melbourne and Williamstown. No doubt some
additional accommodation for goods was
necessary at-Melbourne, but there was no
evidence that such a large expenditure as
£105,000 was required for a new goods
station. Enumerating the purposes mentioned in the second schedule might subject
the Bill to criticism at home, and, in his
opinion, it would be preferable to limit
the purpose of the measure to the single
object of raising money for State railways.
Other honorable members though it desirable that the termini of the line which it
was proposed to construct should be mentioned, and he would not object to that;
but he certainly did not think it would
be ad vantageous to enumerate the other
items included in the schedule.
Mr. CONNOR said he would support
an amendment limiting the Bill to the
bort'owing of money for State rail ways,
which would enable the House to deter~
mine what line should be constructed when
it had obtained fuller information to decide
that question than it at present possessed.
Mr. MACGREGOR was also in favour
of postponing any decision as to what
railway should be constructed until the
House was in possession of -more information on the subject. The evidence which
had been adduced to show that the Ovens
and Murray Rail way was the most desirable line to construct, was of an unsa~is
factory and unreliable chal'acter. It had
been stated that the traffic from the Murray
which the proposed line would divert from
the existing railway was only £5,000 per
aunum ; but he had received a letter from
a large carrying firm interested in the
Murray traffic, showillg that, instead of
£5,000, it would be £14,700. He could
not guarantee the correctness of this statement, but he was convinced of the necessity of full inquiries being instituted before
the construction of any particular line was
determined upon.
Mr. MeCA W said he could quite understand that an extensive carrying firm
would not desire that any railways should·
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be constructed. The effect of passing the
Bill, without determining what line of
rail way was to be made, would be that a
large portion of another session would be
spent in discussing that question, to the
delay of other business affecting the interests of the countt'y. He sincerely
hoped that the House would not consent to
allow the question as to what railway was
to be constructed to remain unsettled.
Mr. McKENNA remarked that the
constituency which he represented would
receive no direct advantage from any of
the lines which had been suggested, and
his opinion as to which line was the most
urgent was therefore arrived at without
any local bias. After carefully weighing
the various argumentsadvauced during
the debate on the second reading of the
Bill, as well as the report of the Engineerin-Chief and other statistics which had
been adduced, he was inclined to support
the proposi tion for a rail way to the Upper
Murray. He believed that that line was
the one which would accommodate the
largest Dumber of persons, and also be the
most speedily remunerative. At the same
time, he was of opinion that the claims of
the Western district ought to receive attention at an early date; but he thought
it would probably be time enough to construct a railway to Gippsland a quarter of
a century hence. In the first instance, he
was inclined to look favorably on the suggestion that a portion of two or more lines
might be constructed simultaneously; but further consideration had convinced him
of the inexpediency of that scheme. If
only seventy miles of the proposed Upper
Murray Railway were made, the line would
just leave off at the point where the commencement of railway extension was the
most urgently required, in consequence of
the wretched state of the roads in the
country beyond. If, when the existing
railways were commenced, the colony had
had the experience which it at present
possessed, probably £2,000,000 might have
been saved in the cost of their construction; and one advantage of commencing
one new line instead of three might be
the obtaining of further information, which
would enable a saving in the cost of the
other lines to be effected. He concurred
with the sugg~stion to send competent men
to Europe and America to collect information as to the latest improvements in
rolling-stock, and the best method of
managing railways. The honorable member also offered some su~gestions for the
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tnore economical management of the existing lines.
. Mr. FRANCIS intimated that, in order
to economize time, he would move an
amendment to the effect that items 2, 3,
and 7 be struck out, with a view to substitute an item of £239,000 "for other
railway works and rolling-stock." This
would obviate the necessity of a preliminary discussion, while it would enable
the House to decide at a future time what
amount should be expended for rollingstock, and for, a new goods station, and
additional engine. shops, or other works.
As to the new railway, however, if there
was to be a scramble on that question in
another session of Parliament, it would be
quite opposed to the wishes of the majority
of the members of the House.
Mr. CARR considered that the time
occupied in discussing the Bill had not
been altogether uselessly spent. Before
incurring so large a liability as that
proposed, it was important that honorable
members should have full and free information as to the details of the expenditure.
He concurred with those honorable members who alleged that tbey had not been
favored with as full details as they ought
to have had. He believed that any
mercantile firm or private company,
before going in for so heavy a liability
as £2,100,000, would require to be furnished with clear and precise grounds, to
show that the enterprise upon which they
were invited ,to enter was one of a satisfactory nature. He did not mean to assert
that the line which the Government had
decided upon was not a line by which the
country would be benefited; but he contended that the Western line had, in an
equal degree to the North-eastern line, a
claim to the consideration of the House.
The otber evening the Minister of Lands
exhi bited a plan, showing that a very
large area of land abutting on the Northeastern line was still in the hands of the
Crown; and that a large extent of the
land through which the Western line
would pass was in private hands. The
explanation of this was that the land on
the Western line was of a very valuable
character, and t4at much of it had been
settled for years; while the land to the
north-east was of an exceedingly poor
description, so poor indeed that no one
ventured to take it out of the hands of the
Crown. At the same time, he admitted
the right of the i~habita~ts of the north-
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east to the line which it was proposed to
give them. He would not for a moment,
while seeking to obtain an advantage for
his own district, deny an act of justice to
another district. The princi pIe of the
Constitution was that members of the
House, elected to represent certain localities, were bound, while considel'ing the
ricrhts and claims of those localities, to
m~ke such rights and claims subservient,
w hen great general questions were in vol ved,
to the national interests of the country at
large. With regard to the loan which it
was proposed to raise, he agreed with the
Chief Secretary, that the credit of the
colony stood very high at home, and that
the interest on money was at present. very
low. But he would remind honorable
members that there was an unfortunate
facility for getting into debt, which, at
times, was as disastrous to States as it was
to individuals. He therefore hoped that
the greatest care would be taken that
the money proposed to be borrowed
should be expended with due economy.
In order that this might be done, he submitted that every inquiry shonld be made
as to the latest improvements, in .connexion with rail way construction, adopted
in England, America, and elsewhel'e. He
was pleased to hear the statement of the
Minister of Railways, that the Government intended to make a thorough inquiry
i"oto the various discoveries, with regard
to railways, now agitating the public
mind in the mother country. Honorable
members had seen the statements in reference to Mr. Fairlie's plan for constructing
railways at £3,000 per mile; and there
had been recently introduced t6 the notice
of the Railway department an improvemento, in connexion with railway construction, patented by Mr. Thomas Page, C.E.,
a colleacrue of BruneI. This improvement,
he belie~ed, was worthy of great attention.
He knew it was frequently the case, when
a certain department got into a certain
groove, that inventiolls, by which a large
a~ount of labour might be saved, had
little effect upon it. He also knew that
engineers and professional men were the
last persons to adopt the latest improvements in science. Nevertheless he proposed to read to the committee a statement
which had appeared in three London
papers-the Times, the Observer, and the
Railway News - relative to what was
considered one of the most wonderful discoveries of modern times in connexion
with railway construction. It was called
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the new patent tram-rail~ay, and was the
invention of Mr. Page.. The statement
was as follows:-

Mr. MACKAY said he had not taken an
earlier part in the debate on the question,
because he desired to hear the opinions of
" A short time since we stated that some ex· the honorable members immediately conperiments had been undertaken by Mr. Thomas nected with the districts which would
Page, the eminent engineer, for the purpose of be benefited by the North-eastern Railenabling locomotives to ascend steeper inclines way, and the districts which had the
than practicable for ordinary engines. These
experiments have been attended with results next best claim for railway accommodawhich, had they been established in the early tion; but now he thought the committee
days of the railway system, would have saved would be disposed to listen with interest
inany millions of expenditure. On a model rail· to the opinions of members who were
way, one-sixth of the full size worked by steam
locomotive, the ascent of a gradient of one in perfectly impartial in the matter. It was
ten was witnessed by Capt. Tyler, Capt. Hol- admitted that the present railways did
land, Colonel Rich, and Major Hutcheson, not pay the full interest on the money
officers of the railway department of the Board expended ; but, in estimating the value of
of Trade. Since that time another model railthe railways, they should not be content
way, on which the locomotive was worked by a
with considering the mere return of interest
spring, showed the ascent of one in foul', in the
presence of General Sir J. F. Burgoyne, G.C.B.;
on the outlay. Railways, he submitted,
Capt. Douglas Galton, C.B.; Ma.jor Wrottesley, conduced to the settlement of the country.
Mr. Brassey, Mr. Blount, and yet other eminent
engineers from Paris and Russia. On a third The fact of the Ovens not being largely
series of trials the ascent was made of a gradient settled was attributable to the want of a
one in three, in the presence of Mr. Duncan railway.
From what he knew of the
Macgregor and Mr. Herbert, of the Board of country, he could say that, had there been
Trade; and lastly, as witnessed by ourselves,
the extraordinary result was obtained of the a railway to the Ovens, there would have
ascent of a gradient of one in two and a half- been settlement all along that line. It was
one in two could have been accomplished."
important for honorable members to underHonorable members might be inclined to stand and appreciate the real benefits
. think that, such gradients being overcome, which had accrued from railway formation •
an engine might almost be taken up t~e It was known in the case of gold rushes
side of a house; but the names of the that, after the first flush of prosperity,
eminent persons mentioned furnished a there was a rush elsewhere. It was from
guarantee that the facts were as stated. something of this kind that New Zealand
was suffering at the present time. Did
The article went on to say" These inclines are more severJl than anything honorable members suppose that if no railknown in railway practice in this or any other ways had been made in this country there
country. For alpine locomotives trains could be would have been the present settlement
worked with facility at one in ten. The tram· of population in the North-western and
railway for locomotives of this description could
He contended that
be constructed at a cost of not more, at Eng- Western districts?
lish prices, than £ I ,800 a mile, as there would the formation of railways to Castlemaine,
be no occasion for incurring heavy expenditure Sandhurst, and Echuca, on the one hand,
for tunnels, cuttings, or embankments."
and to Ba,llarat, on the other, had been the
He brought forward these matters simply means of keeping the people in the colony,
with the view of inciting the Railway and of making them accept it as their
department to proper· inquiry, so that, if home. Had the formation of railways in
the proposed lines could be constructed this country been preceded by proper land
at a rate so much lower than the legislation, thousands of men would havere~
estimate of the Engineer-in-Chief, the mained here instead of proceeding to South
thing should be done. He had no wish Australia and New South Wales, and
to oppose the line to the Murray, although buying land and settling there. Already
he had a strong predisposition for a line to he had advanced the proposition that the
the westward. He considered that one Government would be perfectly justified in
line had as great claims upon the State as making three lines of railway at one time,
the other; but the point he desired to provided the three lines would pay; and a
insist upon was the strictest economy in perusal of the arguments of the Engineer~
connexion with the expenditure under the in-Chief had not altered his opinion.
Bill, so that, in the event of the cost of Whatever amount of money could be spared
the proposed railway not coming up to the for railway construction ought nt?t to be
estimate, there might be a surplus which monopolized by one line, but should be
could be devoted to the construction of spread over three lines. If this principle
of forming only one line at a time had
rail ways in another direction.
M'r. Ca'r'r.
0
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been carried out in the construction of"
roads, one part of the country would have
enjoyed the benefit of communication with
markets, while another part of the colony
would have been deprived of these advantages.
He maintained that if the
country could afford to spend £2,000,000
on railways in two years, the proper
way would be to construct three lines
of railway as far as the money would go.
That proceeding would not enhance the
cost of the railways. If the time was
limited, and t.he amount of money limited,
it would make no difference whether they
had one line or three lines. It would not
be more costly to const.ruct 70 miles of
railway, in three distinct directions, than
to construct 200 miles of one railway. It
might be objected that the competition of
contractoi's would be prevented by CalTying out three lines at once. He contended,
on the contrary, that there would be more
competit.ion among contractors by the State
undertaking three small lines instead of
one large line. He would have been glad
if the Government had submitted to the
House statistics-something like reliable
data-of the possible and probable traffic
on the proposed North-eastern, Western,
and Eastern lines. For his own part, he
considered that the North-eastern country
ought to have had a railway five or six
years ago. It was an outrage to common
sense that the large ~lDd important goldfield of the" Ovens should have been for so
many years without anything better than
the accommodation alluded to by the honorable member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan).
But there were other parts of the colony
which had equal claims to attention."
With regard to the line to Gippsland, he
was inclined to think, before he saw the
data furnished in reference to that line,
that a country with such varied resources
ought to have railway communication with
t.he metropolis. He thought that it would
be a wise expenditure. instead of making
roads in that district, and afterwards
making railways, to make the railways
first, and thus save the expenditure on
roads. A few miles of railway in the
direction of Gippsland would be beneficial
to the people there. Every mile that a
railway was carried towards its proposed
permanent terminus was of use to the
people of that locality. "Then the railway
was completed to Woodend, what a treat
it was for the people travelling from the
interior to the metropolis to be able to get
out of the coach there, and complete their
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journey by railway. In the same way,
would not the O,'ens people be delighted at leaving the road and taking
the rail way at Seymour? And so far
from the first sections of a line not
being profitable, he questioned whether
they wel'e not the most remunerative.
In estimating traffic, honorable members
should not be content with judging of the
country which would be immediately
served by the railway. For example,
take the Western line. The population
between Geelong and Colac was 18,000,
which was 400 per mile, but the population beyond Colac should be taken into
account, because that country would contribute feeders to the main line. It was
estimated that the-population which would
be served by the Ovens railway was
100,000, which would give 500 per mile;
but 50,000 of that population was estimated as belonging to a colony beyond the
railway. He understood that the area
ta.ken in computing the population was, in
. the case of' Colac, within ten miles of the
line, while the radius in the case of the
Ovens line was much larger; but he submitted that in each case the calcula.tion
should not be restricted to ten or to twenty
miles, but should apply to the entire area
of country likely to be accommodated by
the railway. He considered the Western
district had made out a very fair claim for
the consideration of the Government; he
believed the Government thoroughly appreciated the claim, and were prepared,
when proper surveys were made, to attend
to the requirements of that district. He
was in favour of a railway from Ballarat
to the west; but he considered that the
portion of the Western district which demanded the most attention was that which
did not benefit by the existing railways,
and had not communication with the seaboard. With regard to the North-eastern
district, that district was one of the oldest
settled in the colony. Along the Sydneyroad, for several miles out of Melbourne,
people were settled twenty years ago;
and it was always understood that, whenever railwaYM were formed, that portion of
the country should "receive the first attention. The requirements of the various
gold-fields, however, claimed precedence.
But even when the railway to Mount
Alexander was resolved upon, the claims
of the Ovens gold-field wel'e looked upon
as very little inferior. The proposed Northeastern line would go through a country
with which he was very well acquainted;
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several towns with a population
varymg from one to three or four thousand; through districts which, in point of
fertility, were not inferior to any in the
country. It would open up two navigable
rivers. The Goulburn, if its means of
navigation were properly opened up, would
not be inferior to the Upper. Murray. On
the banks of that river, from Seymour
downwards, was land of the finest description, which only required facilities for the
transit of produce to market to become
valuable. The Ovens district furnished a
large portion of the grain consumed in
the country, and he was satisfied that, if
the district were connected by railway
with the metropolis, the grain grown there
would be ten-fold. Where the proposed
line did not pass through rich and valuable
land, it passed tht·ough country which
promised, in future years, to develop impOl'tant gold-fields. He alluded to· the·
ranges in which Wood's Point, Alexandra,· Raspbeny-creek, and Gaffney'screek were situated. All those gold-fields
would be served by the railway being
carried to Wangaratta. With respect
to New South Wales, a very amuRing
blunder had been made about the population of Albury. Several persons, misled
by the short reports in the newspapers of
the statement made by the Miuister of
Railways, had come to the conclusion that
5,000 would represent the population of
that portion of New South Wales which
would benefit by the proposed line. What
he understood and believed to be the case
was that in Albury itself, and its hnmediate vicinity, the population was between
4,000 and 5,000; and that the distl'ict in
New South Wales which would be benefited by the railway contained a population
of 50,000. (Mr. Longmore-" From what
distance ?") He would go no further than
Wagga Wagga. The distance from Albury
to Sydney was 345 miles; from Albury
to Melbourne, 186 miles. Add those
figures and halve the result, and it would
be evident that, if even a railway were
carried from Sydney to Albury, the traffic
of the district would find its way to Melbourne. But if Victoria completed its
railway to Albury, while the New South
Wales line went no further than Goulburn
-or ]25 miles from Sydney-this railway
would take the traffic of a much larger
portion of New South Wales than the
country lying between the Murrumbidgee
and the Murray. It would take a large
portion of the traffic even up to Yass. In
Mr. Mackay.
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the ranges between the Murrumbidgee
and the Murray were the Adelong and
Tumut gold-fields. The former was one
of the most productive quartz fields in
New South Wales; the latter had been
but partially opened up, because it was
situate in so inaccessible a country, and
because of the difficulty in conveying
machinery to it. But if two hundred
miles of the distance between Melbourne
and Tumut were bridged over by a railway,
the effect would be greatly to develop that
portion of New South Wales, and increase
the population of the district and the
requirements of that population.
He
thought that the estimate of 50,000, as
the population in New South Wales which
would be served by the proposed line,
a very. moderate estimate indeed. He
thought that the remarks of Mr. Parkes,
quoted the previous evening by the honorable member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd),
were founded on truth. He considered
that honorable gentlemen who wished
other lines of railway to be made would
not improve their case by depreciating
the line to the north-east. It was plain
that the honorable gentleman who spoke
of the country through which that line
would pass as a desert had never been
there. A claim had been put in for branch
lines. One honorable member wanted a line
from Ballarat to Clunes; another went in for
a line from Castlemaine to Maryborough;
and so on. He desired to pay all respect
to these honorable menibers, but, to use a
colloquialism, he was astonished at their
impudence. He used the term to express
his surprise at the eminent courage or
sharpness of gentlemen who coolly asked
that portions of the country which had
been blessed with railway accommodation
for the last seven or eight years, should
have additional facilities, while large and
valuable portions of the country were
languishing for want of railways. The
remark had been made that, when a Bill
for a private railway came before Parliament, it was subjected to a far more rigid
scrutiny than a proposal for a Government
railway. He cordially endorsed that remark; and he hoped that, when another
attempt was made ,to carry out a branch
rail way by local enterprise, honorable
members would not present such difficulties in the way as they did in the case of
the Inglewood Tramway. He thought it
a fair and sound principle that branch railways shou ld be made by local en terprise ;
but he thought it a wrong way to
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encourage local enterprise to subject it to
costly legislation, and expose it to the
obstacles raised by honorable gentlemen
in Parliament. He considered that the
country had suffered very much from
the loss of the Inglewood Tramway.
He hoped that the Bill would pass. At
the same time, he trusted that some
assurance would be given by the Government that the claims of the Western district would receive early attention, and that
the question of railway communication to
Gippsland would also receive consideration.
Mr. McLELLAN criticised portions of
the speech of the honorable memher for
Sandhul'st, and expressed an opinion that
the honorable member ought to have contented himself with advocating the particular railway which he really desired to
see constructed-namely, the Ovens and
Upper Murray line-and not have endeavoured to delude members representing
the ¥.T estern district into the belief that he
was an advocate of a Ii ne to that district.
The honorable member was ignorant of
the geography of the country, or he would
not have spoken of Raspberry-creek and
Wood's Point as places which would be
benefited by the Upper Murray line; the
fact being that they were as remote from
the route of that line as they were from
Melboul'lle. He had no objection to the
proposed loan; -indeed, if attractions were
offered for population to come to t.he
colony, he would be glad to see a far larger
sum borrowed, in order that railways might
be constructed, not only to the Upper Murray, but to all other districts of the colony
where they were required. It was not good
policy, however, to' construct a railway
200 miles in, length for the purpose of
serving a population of 50,000, which was
really the whole popUlation which would
be served by the Ovens and Upper Murray
Railway, within the colony. He admitted
that it would accommodate a population beyond the boundaries of this colony, and in
that respect be of some benefit to Victoria;
but he submitted that the policy of the
Government ought first to be the construction of railways which would benefit
the people who had already settled in the
colony. Unless, however, attractions were
held out by the State to induce population
to come to the colony, neJther the railway
which was about to be constructed nor the
existing railways would pay. It was
ridiculous for honorable members to anticipate a large traffic on the new rail way
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from the country beyond Kilmore, because,
take it all in all, there was not a more
barren, sterile, and unproductive tract of
territory in the colony than that between
Kilmore and the Ovens. He placed no
reliance upon statistics which were got up
by persons interested in the construction of
the railway. Select committees were too apt
to examine witnesses who were interested
in the particular project into which an inquiry was being made, and many of the
questions and answers were cut and dried.
A railway constructed in the Western district, in any direction, would pass through
some of the best agricultural lands in the
colony. He would not advocate the construction of any line from mere selfish or
local considerations. He would be perfectly satisfied if the Government would
appoint a commission to inquire through
what portion of the colony it was most desirable thata railway should be eonstructed,
and was most likely to he remunerative.
Mr. KERFERD deprecated setting the
claims of one district against those of
another. He believed, however, that the
district which he had the honour to represent was fairly entitled to the advantages
of railway communication; and that the
returns of the tra.ffic passing over Seymour-bridge, collected at the instance of
the honorable member for the Murray
Boroughs, as well as the official statistics
collected by the Government, afforded a
satisfactory assurance that the proposed
line would be remunerative. If the honorable member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan)
believed that the country which the line
would traverse was a barren country, he
must have seen it with very different eyes
from other people.
Mr. WITT expressed his conviction
that the probable traffic which the Ovens
and Upper Murray line would receive was
under-estimated by the houorable member
for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd) in his speech
on the second reading of the Bill.
Mr. RICHARDSON said that, although
he was one of the members for the Western
district, he did not intend to advocate the
claims of that district to the injury of
others. A feeling, however, influenced
his mind and the minds of his colleagues in
the represeutation of the Western district,
that justice had not been done to that district, inasmuch as no statement had been
made of the intentions of the Government
in regard to it, beyond the assurance of the
Minister of Railways that its claims would
not be indefinitely postponed. There was
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no provision in the Bill even for a survey Melbourne and Essendon Railway had been
of a line in the Western district. The agreed to when it was first brought fordiscussion would, he believed, be very ward, that line would have cost the State
much shortened if some assurance was £80,000, whereas it was now, after the
given that the Ministry would seriously matter had been fully discussed, going to
take the claims of the Westero district into be purchased for £22,500. Although the
consideration. Two committees on railway discussion of the Railway Loan Bill had
extension had been appointed by the House; , been somewhat lengthy, he did not think
one to inquire as to the desirability of con- the time had been wasted.
Mr. BOWMAN regretted that the Gostructing a line from Geelong to Colae,
and the other to inquire into the desira- vernment had not proposed a larger loan,
bility of a line for the Ovens district. inasmuch as a favorable opportunity like
Both inquiries were fairly conductea. He the present for borrowing money in the
had carefully read the reports of the two London market might not exist two years
committees, and the only disadvantage in hence. As the claims of Maryborough for
connexion with the project for a line to railway communication had been alluded
Colac, as compared with that for a line to to in rather a contemptuous manner, he felt
the Ovens, was that the Engineer-in-Chief it his duty to give a few statistics for the
had added the weight of his testimony in information of those honorable members
favour of the Ovens line. But what did who did not know what Maryborough was.
that testimony amount to ? He believed A comparison of the statistics of the two
that a Railway Bill would never pass the districts would, he thought, show that the
House of Commons with· so few details as al'guments were stronger in favour of a line
the Engineer-in-Chief had given with re- to Maryborough than to the Upper Murray.
spect to the proposed, Ovens and Upper The population of the Mary borough district,
Murray line. Last session the honorable • including the cOl'porate boroughs of Ammember for Pol warth moved the adoption herst, Carisbrook, Cl'aigie, Maryborough,
of the report of the select committee on the and St. Arnaud, and the' shires and road.
Geelong and Colac Railway, but withdrew districts of the Avoca., Bet Bet, Loddon,
the motion at the request of the Chief MaMon, Tullaroop, St. Arnaud, Stawell,
Secretary and the then Minister of Rail- Talbot, Wimmera, Korong, and Newstead,
ways, who promised him that the matter amounted to 62,676, against 55,000 on the
should receive careful inquiry during the whole line of the proposed Upper Murray
recess, and that surveys should be made. Railway. The rateable property in the
He believed that promise had not been ful~ Maryborough district was £2,455,801,
filled. At that time the scheme for· the against a rateable property of £2,186,113
Ovens line was no more advanced than on the Murray line. In the county of
the Colac scheme, but during the last two Talbot there were more steam-engines
-or three months it had been unexpectedly employed for agricultural purposes than
rushed forward. He thought that the in an area embracing the w.hole of
Western district had been unfairly dealt the Murray dist,rict, Dundas and Follett,
with. A great deal had been said about· Anglesey, Evelyn; Hampden, Heytesthe Colac line being a Geelong question. hury, Normanby, Mornington, and PolA strong argument in favour of Geelong warth, the numbers being 241 to 234.
being the starting point for a line to Colac In reference to mining, the statistics were
was that a line from Geelong to Queens- as follows :-Puddling machines-Marycliff would probably be constructed some borough district, 524; Ovens district, 77 ;
time, and it would be more· convenient and whims and pulleys-l\laryborough district,
less expensive to have one terminus for 105; Ovens district, 24 ; steam engines
both lines. Although the plans of the pro- employed in winding and crushing-Maryposed Upper Murray Railway were pre- borough district, 82; Ovens district, 45 ;
pared for a single line of rails, he would horse-power-Mary borough district, 1422;
suggest that it would be wise economy to con- Ovens district, 603; horse-power employed
struct the culverts and bridges so that they in alluvial-mines-Maryborough district,
would serve the requirements of a double 703; Ovens district, 519. Maryborough
. line. Considerable advantage attended a had certainly been backward in asserting
full and ample discussion of an important its claims; but it was understood twelve
question like of that of railway extension. months ago, when a deputation waited upon
As a proof of this he might mention that the then Minister of Railways, that those
if the proposition for the purchase of the claims would be taken into consideration,
Mr. Richardson.
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whereas the Engineer-in-Chief had never
paid attention to the Maryborough district.
Seeing that a railway to that district would
only be twenty-eight miles in length, and
that it would serve a population of 62,000,
whereas the Upper Murray line would
be 200 miles in length, and would only
accommodate a population of about .50,000,
Maryborough had a very strong case for
railway communication. The data which
had been furnished in support of the proposed line to the Upper Murray was yery
meagre, and not such as would enable any
private company in England to obtain the
authority of the House of Commons for
the construction of a railway. As to the
line serving a popnlation of 50,000 on the
other side of the Murray, it might as well
be said that it would accommodate the whole
of the population of New South Wales.
Without, however, disparaging the importance of a rail way to the Ovens and Upper
Murray, he helieved that there were
stronger reasons in favour of the construction of a line to l\faryborough. He
desired to ask the Minister of Railways
whether, in the event of the Upper Murray
line' only costing £1,000,000, the remaining £720,000, which it was estimated to
cost, would be available for any other line?
Mr. JONES replied that, if it were
found possible to construct the line for
£1,000,000, there would be no endeavour,
on the part of the Government, to expend
the extra £720,000, in order to realize
their estimate; but the £720,000 would
be available for whatever other works the
House might direct to be carried out.
Mr. REEVES said that, in connexion
with the question of railwlty extension, he
had no special interests to serve on behalf
of his own constituents, as, since the
co"lony had lost that distinguished stateman, George Francis Train, n'o one had
conceived the idea of constructing a line to
Collingwood. Under the circumstances,
he could give an independent and unbiassed
vote in favour of the line which he believed
would be most conducive to the ~nterests
of the country. Having carefully listened
to the debate on the Bill, and to the
statistics which had been adduced, he -Was
led to the conclusion that he ought to support the line which the Government proposed to construct. He was decidedly
opposed to commencing the construction of
two or three lines at the same time. Common sense showed that, if three lines were
commenced at the same time, the cost of
constructing each; as well as the length of
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time which the lines would occupy in
making, would be considerably increased.
There would be an inordinate competition
for labour of a certain class, more especially ,
as Tasmania was at the present time a.
competitor for labour for the construction
of railways, and had secured some of the
best" navvys" from this colony. As to
the districts in which railways should be
constructed, he did not think that population was always the best posRible data to
rely upon. In the United States, railways
had been run right into the forest; but
population quickly sprung up afterwards,
proving that it was judicious to construct
railways even ill unpopulated districts
where railways were likely to develop
large industries and create a permanent
population.
'
Mr. HANNA defended the statistics
adduced in favour of the Upper Murray
line, and denied the assertion o(the honorable member for Ararat (Mr. McLellan),
that the Upper Murray line would pasa
through a sterile and barren district.
There was some of the most fertile land in
the colony in that district, especially in
the valley of the Goulburn. In 1866·
some 200,000 or 300,000 bushels of wheat
rotted on the ground for want of means to
convey it to market.
Mr. J. T. SMITH supported the construction of the proposed Ovens and Upper
Murray Railway, believing that it would
be of great advantage to the colony., As a.
native of New South Wales, and one who
took great interest in the progress of Australia, he rejoiced to see the efforts which
were being made to promote railway communication. He had been induced to
express his views as to the future results
which might be anticipated from railway
extension in Australia in these terms"I see looming in the distance a great and
glorious future for, 1 may say, Australasia, in
which Victoria will playa noble part; when the
iron horse shall speed its way (by comparison
with our present progress) on eagle's wings,
encircling and uniting now distant Innds-froQl
South Australia to Victoria and New South
Wales, and thence to Carpentaria-contributing
to the comfort. the wealth, and the happiness of
a nation united in their efforts to reclaim. the
wilderness, and to people this vast territory with
millions of the human family; fulfilling the
command, 'Increase and multiply, and replenish
the earth.' "

The project now under consideration would
contribute to the fulfilment of this grand
purpose, and it therefore had his hearty
support.
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Mr. WILLIAMS remarked that Victoria had already tapped the Murray in
one or two directions, and, though it was
still enthusiastically engaged in that pursuit, he had no doubt that the MUl'l'ay
would survive all the tapping which was
applied to it. He hoped that this colony
would also survive the operation. He,
however, could not understand how it
could be expected that main trunk lines of
railway would pay unless feeders were
constructed. He was prepared to show
that a line of railway, in the construction of which the district he
represented would be . most interested,
would, mile for mile, be more productive, both in passenger and goods traffic,
than the projected line to the Ovens.
If it would take three years to construct
the line from Melbourne to the Ovens, and
then three years to construct the line to
the westward, when were any other lines
to be undertaken?
Mr. JONES.-Two years and a half.
Mr. WILLIAM S remarked that the
honorable member was sang'ui~e, and very
naturally so. No doubt his lines had fallen
in pleasant places. However, he would
like some explanation of this rpysterious
policy of constructing railways to the borders without considering those districts in
which population had settled. Ministers
argued-" Where there is no population,
that is the place to make a railway line."
It was said that 50,000 people lived on
the other side of the Murray near the proposed line, but railways were not to be
made for the settlers in another colony.
Mr. JONES.-Unless they will pay for
the accommodation.
Mr. WILLIAMS said the fact was that
the settlers in Riverina would be the only
people who would benefit by the construction of the North-eastern line.
The
Minister of Railways had given an assurance that the North-eastern line would
pay. The honorable gentleman, during
his short term of office, must have devoted
himself to his duties with remarkable zeal.
In two or three weeks the honorable
gentleman had mastered all the questions
connected with railway construction. In
fact he (Mr. 'Williams) was quite prepared
to give up any ideas of his own, and to sit
at the feet of a gentleman who could talk
so glibly and authoritatively on "steel
rails," "two-story carriages," and the" disturbance of the labour market." With
regard to the latter point, however, the
honorable gentleman, when he asserted
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that two lines could not be carried 011
without disturbing the labour market,
should remember that a few years back
two double lines, the estimated cost of
which was. £5,000,000, were constructed
simultaneously.
Mr. JONES.-And they have not paid
yet.
Mr. WILLIAMS submitted that that
circumstance did not affect the argument
as to the labour market. The labour market
was in no way disturbed by the simultaneous construction of the two lines. Wages
did Dot rise, bu t, on the contrary, they
were lower at the close of the works than
they were at the beginning. The honorable gentleman dilated alsoon the difficulty
of obtaining contractors' plant; but he
would like to ask where the plant was obtained for the two lines to which he had
referred? He trusted honorable members
would not be misled on these points.. The
railway policy adopted in New South
Wales should be followed here. It was
considered better for the country there,
and fairer to the different .districts, to distribute the expenditure over a general
scheme, rather than to carry out anyone
isolated line. He could only regret that itwas
not proposed to borrow a larger construction fund. The other items in the schedule
were strictly necessary. Complaints were
freely made as to the management of the
present lines, and he was persuaded that a
great part of the expense complained of
was owing to the waRt of necessary accommodation.
Mr. MACPHERSON said that, in dealing with the general question, he had only
alluded incidentally to the question of
route which was now before the committee.
On the previous occasion he had commented on the dereliction of duty of which
the Government had been guilt.y, in not
furnishing statistics in connexion with the
Western line, and he had to repeat his
complaint. It was only very recently that
honorable members had learned that a
choice 'of routes would be made prior to
further inquiries and surveys, and, consequently, the representatives of the Western district had a right to feel aggrieved
in the matter, for had data been collected
the facts would have shown that the claims
of that district were no way inferior to
those of the North-eastern district.
Ministers talked about" the line to Colac;"
they might as well speak of the Northeastern line as the line to Benalla. The
line to Colae was only the portion of a line.
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Every line must have a terminus, and the
terminus of the Western line was the
South Australian boundary. When the
Government asked for 186 miles of railway to the Ovens, they should have shown
that I S6 miles running through the Western district would not have given a better
return. The Government spoke only of
the advantages of the North-eastern line,
and, when challenged to a comparison,
they referred to the Colac line, not acknowledging that Colac was merely a principal
town upon a main line. As to the diffi,.
culty of constructing two lines simultaneously, if the Upper Murray line, of 186
miles, was to be let in four contracts,
would it not be as easy to let two contracts
on one line and two contracts on another?
This COUl'se would be better, because the
lines, as they were complet.ed, would afford
facilities for conveying materials and plant
to the more distant sections. Let the
Government borrow money for 200 miles
of railway, and they would find that they
would contract more cheaply for 100 miles
towards the Squth Australian frontier,
and 100 miles towards the Upper Murray,
than for 200 miles in the latter direction
alone. He had no desire to offer any factious opposition to the Upper Murray line.
On the contrary, if it could be shown that
the Western line would not give so good a
return, he would be willing to postpone it;
but he was confident that that could not
be done. The honorable mem bel' for
Richmond (:\11'. Francis), and the Minister
of Customs, said' that if the Upper Murray
line were not adopted there wou Id be a
general scramble. Now that Wad unjust.
What he wanted was that the best line
should .be constructed, the line which· was
least likely to require the other parts of
the country to contribute towards its
maintenance. But honorable members
were not in a position to decide as to
which line was the best, and hence the
proper course was for the Government to
take power to borrow the money, and then
to collect such evidence as would enable
the House to arrive at a conclusion as to
the line or lines to be first proceeded with.
The great argument urged in favour of
the Upper Murray line was that it would
reach Riverina. But were we to be carriers for the neighbouring colonies? No
doubt it was very desirable that Melbourne
should be made the metropolis of the
South; but had the policy of -the present
Government been hitherto directed to that
object? Had the Government endeavoured
VOL. VI.-4 A
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to secure the trade of the neighbouring
colonies for Melbourne? Did the Minister
of Customs anticipate any such result, so
long as he ruled at the Custom-house, with
his peculiar notions as to prote.ction?
There must be a much freer Custom-house
before goods intended' for the neighbouring colonies were forwarded via
Melbourne. Of course the line would
'supply Albury, but he did not believe
that it would reach the bulk of the population of Riverin8. As the Government
were so ,anxious about Riverina, perhaps
they would undertake to settle that district as well, so as' to provide trade for the
line. No doubt it was desirable to facilitate communication to Beechw"6rth; and
the arguments of the honorable member
for Sandhurst (Mr. Mackay) were very
sound, until he proceeded to allude to the
benefits whiC!h Wood's Point was likely to
receive from the line. That place, he
believed, was as near to Melbourne as it
was t.o Albury. The honorable member
for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd), urged that
it was necessary to fix the line to be made
for the guidance of the money lenders in
London. But what real guidance was
contained in the mere statement of the
present Bill regarding a line from Essendon to Belvoir? No doubt a Construction
Bill was necessary, and what he desired
was that the Government, as soon as they
could afford the House definite information
as to the relative value of the different
lines proposed, should introduce such a
Bill.
Captain MAC MAHON said tha.t he
would now move the new clause of which
he had given notice : " The money raised under this Act shall
not be issued or applied to the purpose men~
tioned in the second schedule, except in such
sums as shall have been first sanctioned by
Par liament by some Act or Acts to be from
time to time passed."

He would have been prepared to accept
the suggestion of the honorable member
for Richmond (Mr. Francis), had that
suggestion been carried out in the new
~clause which had, been framed.
He understood that the Government accepted
the principle which he advocated, that the
details of the expenditure should come
under the supervision of the House before
that expenditure was incurred. But the
printed amendment only proposed that a
statement of the expenditure should be
laid on the table of the House, not that
any vote or resolution should be carried.
Now that amounted to nothing. Statements
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were at present laid on the table by
the Board of Land and Works; but DO one
took the trouble to look at them. There
was a great difference between laying a
statement on the table, and obtaining a
resolution to authorize certain expenditure.
The success' of the Upper Murray line
would depend upon the economical expenditure of the loan. If the House did not _
exercise a supervision, the fund was very
likely to be frittered away; and in that
case honorable members would do well to
bear in mind, that any further extension
of the railway system would, be greatly
diEcouraged. He was quite willing io
accept the proposition of the honorable
member for Richmond, if the Government
would so alter their printed clause as to
give effect to that amendment; but, as by
giving notice of his own ,amendment, he
had prevented other honorable members
bringing forward a similar proposition, he
felt bound to press it to a division.
Mr. CASEY submitted that the amendment could not be proposed until the new
clauses proposed by the Government came
before the committee.
Captain MAO MAHON said that, in
that case, he would move his second
amendment, to omit the second schedule,
with a view of substituting the following
schedules : SECOND SCHEDULE;

For State Railways ...

... £1,959,000

THIRD SCHEDULE.

For purchase and repair of Essendon line, with branch to the Racecourse
...
Claims in respect of Geelong and Ballarat Railway
To repay general revenue sums borrowed from it for railway construction and surveys

taken. Any alteration which might be
necessary to carry out this arrangement
would be made in the clause dealing with
the subject.
.
The committee divided on the question
that the first item-" Railway from Essendon to the Upper Murray at Belvoir,
&c., &c., £1,720,000," proposed to be
omitted, stand part of the schedule..;...
.Ayes
•••
45
Noes
...
14
Majority against Captain} 31
Mac Mahon's amendment
AYES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Bates,
" Bindon,
" Blair, ,
" Bourke,
" Burrowes,
" Burtt,
" Butters,
" Byrne,
" Casey,
" E. Cope;
" Crews,
;, Davies,
" Duffy,
,t Everard,
" Farrell," Foott,"
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Harbison,
" Harcourt,
" Higinbotham,
" Jones,

Mr. King;
" Langton,
" Mackay,
" Mason,
" McCaw,
" McCulloch,
" McKenna,
" Plummer,
" Reeves,
" Riddell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" J. -T. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
,,' Vale,
" Walsh,
" Witt.
Tellers.

Mr. Kerferd,
" Whiteman.;
NOES.

Mr. McDonnell,
" McKean,
" Carr,
" Richardson,
" Connor,
;, Williams.
" Kernot,
" Longmore,
" Macgregor,
Tellers.
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Bayles,
Mr. Macpherson,
" McLellan,
Mr. FRANCIS proposed the substitution of'the words-" Other railway works
and rolling stock, £239,000''' for the three
following items : £105,000
New goods station at Melbourne
Addition to engine-shops at Williams..;
town and Melbourne ....
64,000
Rolling-stock
70,000
Be explained that the adoption of the
amendment would render it necessary for
estimates to be submitted to the House,
before any "other raHway works" were
entered upon.
'Mr. KERNOT called attention to the
fact that the cost of the rolling-stock in use
on the present railways was at the rate of
£2,400 per mile, and that this rolling-stock
was not sufficient to meet the, demands of
Mr. Bowman,

£42,000
27,000
79,000
£148,000

Mr. BAYLES desired to say, on behalf
of the representati ves of the Western district, that. if the Government had furnished
the House with the information on which
the Engineer-in-Chief had based his conclusions, and had shown that the Upper
Murray line was really the one which
would pay best, no opposition would have
been offered to its construction. He believed, however, that the Western district
had in all respects a prior claim.
Mr. 'JONES wished there to be no
misunderstanding as to the intentiOBS of
the Government with regard to the expenditure of the loan. Their intention
was that no expenditure should take place
until a vote of the House had first been
0
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, the public. This being so, he desired to
know how £70,000 would be enough for
the rolling-stock on a new line of two
hundred miles'?
Mr. JONES explained that the rollingstock represented by the item of £70,000
was intended to supplement the rollingstock in use on the present lines. The
sum of £ 1,720,000 voted for the Upper
Murray Rail way included the cost of the
rolling-stock-estimated at £186~OOO, or
£ 1,000 per mile.
Mr. RIDDELL said the State had better
not build railways unless it made liberal
provision for rolling-stock.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. LANGTON asked for some information relative to the item o,f £27,000 to
meet "contingent outstanding claims in respectof the Geelong and Ballarat Railway."
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM said he believed
the payment of this sum was contingent on
the withdrawal of certain claims now made
by the contra.ctors of the Geelong and
Ballarat Railway. The works had been
completed several years, but the final
accounts had never been passed, owing to
a demand by the contractors upon the
Government for an indefinite sum. Some
time ago an action was brought by the
contractors, in respect of these claims, in
the Supreme Court. The exact amount
which the contractors demanded could not
be ascertained, at that time, by the Government; and had only been ascertained by
a private statement which was made to
Mr. Sullivan, when Minister of Railways,
and fl'om which it was understood that the
amount which the contractors claimed was
something like £180,000. At an interview given by the Minister of Railways to
the contractors, with the view of ascer-'
taining what the demand really ,was, it
was represented that, if the contractors
were willing to accept what the Government might be willing to offer, a vote of
£26,000 or £27,000 might be asked for.
But inasmuch as it was impossible to
ascertain who was entitled to the money
- because there were some eight or
ten claimants - and as, in the event of
the contractors being able to substantiate their claim in a court of law, the
Government would be entitled to a considerable set-off for penalties, it was thought
desirable to mention the matter in such a
form as would give no opportunity to the
contractors t6 say that the Government
admitted this sum to be due. By asking
for the money in this form, the Government
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would be able to satisfy the claims of the
contractors, in the event of the contractors
first settling among themselves who was
entitled to the money, nnd" in the second
place, expressing their wiJlingness to accept
an amount which the Government might,
under certain circumstances, admit to be
due. It was the desire of the Government
in this schedule-inasmuch as these persons were endeavouring to force upon the
Governmen t what the Government believed
to be an unjust claim-to avoid everything
which might be construed into an admission that anything was due to the contractors.
Mr. McKEAN sQbmitted that the expression, "contingent outstanding claims,"
implied that claims properly made upon
the Government were o.utstanding, If the
Government were prepared to admit that
view, he would suggest that the words to
be employed should he "contingent disputed claims." If the item passed as it
stood, the schedule might be produced in
evidence as an admission by Parliament
that these claims were not "disputed,"
but "outstanding."
Mr. KERFE RD observed that the passing of the item would be simply an
acknowledgment that something was due,
without saying to whom. He desired to
know whether, in the event of the claims
referred to being adjusted, this £27,000
would come before the House on the
Estimates?
Mr. CASEY said if the new clause
which the Government proposed to insert
in the Bill was cl\rried, the amount would
be included in the estimate which would be
submitted to both Houses of Parliament.
Mr. MACGREGOR remarked tha~ it
was not represented upon what the claims
were contingent; and therefore it might
be open to a juryman to infer that the
money was payable on demanq.
After some further discussion,
Mr. CASEY proposed the substitution
of the words "State Railways," for "the
Geelong and Ballarat ~ailway."
The amendment was agreed to, and the
schedule, converted into two schedule,
passed as under : SECOND SCHEDULE.

Railway from Essendon to the Upper
Murray at Belvoir, including ~ road
approach to Albury-bridge over
Wodonga-fiats...
. .. £1,720,000
Other railway works and rollingstock...
239,000
£1,959,000
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THIRD SCHEDULE.

For purchase and repair of Essendon line with branch to the Racecourse ...
Contingent outstanding claims in
respect of State railways
To repay the general revenue sums
borrowed from it for railway construction and surveys ...

£42,000

Dr. Wilkie's Seat.

The Bill was then reported, with amendments.
The House adjourned at twenty-six
minutes past eleven o'clock.

27,000
79,000
£148,000

Mr. CASEY proposed the following
new clause, to stand as clause 12 : -

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Thursday, September 17, 1868.
Term of Office of Members-Dr. Wilkie's Seat-Constitution
Act Amendment Bill-Railway Loan Bill-Ra.ilway
Loan Returns.

"So much. of the money raised under thisAct as may be required for salaries, wages, and
contingencies, incident to and required for the
The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty
purposes mentioned in the second schedule hereto, shall not be issued or applied to the said pur- minutes past four o'clock p.m., and read
poses except in such sums as shall have been
the prayer.
first sanctioned ·by Parliament, by some Act or
Acts to be from time to time passed."
PERIOD OF SERVICE OF MEMBERS.

Mr. DUFFY moved, as an amendment,
the substitution of the words "in an
Appropriation Act," for t~e words "by
some Act or Acts to be from time to time
passed."
The amendment was ag~eed to, and the
clause passed as amended.
Mr. CASEY proposed another new
clause, as follows : "The Treasurer shall, in every year during
which any part of the said sum of £2, I 07,000
hereby raised by debentures under this Act
shall remain unexpended, cause to be prepared
an account of the moneys raised under this Act,
and of the amount of debentures issued in respect of the moneys so raised, and of the moneys
which shall have been issued out of the consolidated revenue in respect of the sum of £2, 107,000
charged on that fund under this Act, and before
any expenditure shall be made or contract
entered into for the construction of the said railway or the purchase of land, an estimate of the
expenditure which the Board of Land and Works
proposes to incur for the said purposes during
the ensuing twelve months, and also a statement
showing the works or purposes for or in respect
of which the moneys during the preceding year
may have been applied, shall be laid before both
Houses of Parliament forthwith after the preparation thereof, or, if Parliament be not sitting,
then within fourteen days. after the next meeting of Parliament."

Mr. DUFFY moved the omission of the
latter part of the clause,. from and including the word" forthwith," and the substitution of the words-" and the aforesaid
estimate shall be submitted for the sanction
of the Legislative Assembly in the same
manner as the annual Estimates of Expenditure for the public service."
.
The amendment was accepted, and the
clause, as amended, was agreed to.
A clause providing that the expenditure
under the Act should be reviewed and
audited by the Audit Commissioners, was
also agreed to.

DR. WILKIE'S SEAT.
The House went into committee on the
Constitution Act Amendment Bill.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY said that,
before the Bill was proceeded with, he
desired to call the attention of honorable
members to the circumstance that it was
questionable whether the Chairman was
properly in the chair, inasmur.h as his term
of office for the North-western Province
appeared to have expired the previous
day.
The CHAIRMAN stated that the subject was not one which could be discussed
in committee. It must be referred to the
House itself.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT moved that
progress be reported, with a view of
allowing the honorable member (Mr.
Murphy) to submit the point to the House.
The motion was agreed to, and the
House resumed.
Mr. MURPHY said.-I desire, Mr.
President, to bring under the notice of
the House that the period of ten years,
for which the honorable member (Dr.
Wilkie) was elected, expired yesterday.
The first election for the North-western
Province took place on the 16th September,
] 856, and the Constitution Act says" At the expiration of every succeeding period
of two years, one of the members returned for
each of the said electoral provinces respectively
shall retire from the said Council."

Now I submit that "every succeeding
period" must be calculated from the
original day of election, and the day of
election I take to be the day of polling.
In that case a vacancy occurred in the
representation of the North-western Province yesterday, and Dr. Wilkie, who has
longest represented the' province without

. Tenure of Office.
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re·election, should have retired. None of
our proceedings can be rendered invalid
by the honorable member retaining his
seat, but the honorable member becomes
liable to a penalty of £200 each time he
sits_ here, the penalty, I believe, going to
the informer. My desire is to set the
Rouse right on the matter, and I would
invite you, Ml.. Pl'esident, to give a ruling
on the point. To put myself in order, I
will move that the House do now adjourn.
The Hon. J. P. FA'VKNER seconded
the motion.
The Hon. W. H. F. MITe HELL.-There
is no doubt that the first polling for the
North-western Province took place on the
16th September, 1856, and it follows, as a
matter of COUl'se, that if the then law
officers of the Crown had considered that
the day of polling was the date of the
election, the first biennial election should
have been held on the 16th September,
1858. But that election did not take
place until the 2nd October, 1858, show~
ing that the law officers were not of that
opinion. An opinion was given by Mr.
Chapman, when he was Attorney-General,
that the date to be taken was either that
of the return of the writ, or its endorsement.
The PRESIDENT.-As I have Mr.
Chapman's opinion here, it will perhaps
be well for me to read it for the information of honorable members. The opinion
is dated the 8th August, 1858, and it
says"I think the tw.o years from the date of the
first election must count from the day on which
the returning officer declares the candidate duly
elected. In case of a contested election, that
will be on the day of the declaration of the
state of the poll; in case of an election not contested, it will, of course, be on the nomination
day.
" Thus, in the case of the Central Province,
the outgoing member's term of office expired on
the 30th August, and the writ may issue on the
1st September. No notice· is required to be
given. The returning officer gives the necessaty
notilications, in accordance with the exigencies
of the writ; but .. when the Legislature is not in
session, the writs must not be made returnable
in less than thirty da,rs.
., In the case of the Western Province, the date
of the declaration of the final state of the poll,
when Mr. Vaughan was declared duly elected,
must be ascertained from the returning officer."

Mr. HIGHETT. - The law has been
altered since that opinion was given.
There is now no official declaration of t.he
poll.
Mr. MITCHELL. - One AttorneyGeneral has given one opinion on this
point, and one another. Some people think
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that the first biennial election should have
taken plnce on the second anniversary of
the original polling day. However, if
there is any mistake, it was committed in
1H58, and it is not for this House to cor~
rect the error now. If there is an error to
be corrected, the matter lies with the Governor, who issues the writ, and who will
of course act upon the ad vice of his responsible advisers.
The Hon. J. McCRAE.-It is clear
from the words of the Brd clause of the
Constitution Act, that the point to be considered is what was the date of the first
election. The clause states : "At the flrst election of the members of the
said Council h· ld after this Act shall have come
into operation, each province shall return the
number of members assigned thereto in the said
schedule; and, at the expiration of two years
from the date of such first election, and thenceforward at the expiration of every succeeding
period of two years, one of the members returned for each of the said electoral provinces
respectively shall retire from the said Council ;
and those shall so retire who shall have been for
the longest time members thereof without reelection."

If a mistake has been committed the House
should take some action, in order to shield
the honorable member (Dr. ""'ilkie).
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-Jf we keep
within the" fonr corners" of the Constitu~
tion Act, against common sense and everything else, as we have been so often told
that we ought to do, it appears that the
honorable member (Pl'. Wilkie) ought not
to be here. To my mind, however, the
honorable member is required to serve for
ten years after the date of his election.
·Mr. MITCHELL.-The matter rests
with the honorable member (Dr. Wilkie)
himself. I apprehend that, if he thinks he
is entitled to retain his seat, as I consider
he is, no honorable member will take
action in the matter.
The Hon. D. E. WILKIE.-I would be
very sorry to sit in this House unless I
was entitled to do so. I always understood that members were elected for ten
years, and, as I was elected on the 1st of
November, 1858, I calculated that my
term of office did not expire until the 1st
of November this year. Again, I have
always been under the impression that a
seat was not vacant until a writ was issued
for a new election, and no writ has yet
been issued for the North-western Province, nor is it, I believe, intended to issue
one until the 2nd of October. . Under
these circumstances I consider that I am
still a member of this House, and I inteud
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to attend in my place accordingly. At the
·same time, I do not desire to remain if the
House is of a different opinion. 'I do not
desire the House to shield me, and, if the
House thinks that the matter is doubtful, I
will retire.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON. - It
would not be possible for the House to
shield the honorable member. The ques- ;
tion is one for his own consideration. For
my ·part I believe he is entitled to occupy:
his seat. If his seat was vacant a writ·
would have been issued, because, otherwise, the province would be deprived of
its proper representation.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was withdrawn.
.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
The House again went into committee'
on this Bill.
On clause 12, providing that the qualification entitling freeholders'to vote for the
Council should be the possession of lands
or tenements 'l'ated to some municipal
district at '£50 per annum; or 'of lands and
tenements not 'in municipal districts, of the
value of £1,000, or the yearly value of
£100,
The Hon. J. McCRAE'moved that 'the
first qualification be reduced to property
rated at £40 per aJinum. He submitted
the amendment with the view of redeeming
the promise he made to his constituents to
support the reduction of the electoral'
qualification to one-half of its present'
amount. Now as 'there was a difference
of twenty-five per cent. between a rental:
value, the existing standal'd, and a rating.
Yalue, the standard proposed, t.he reduction
from £ 100 to £50, was only nominally a
reduction of one-half. At present very
little interest was taken by the country' in
lhe House. This was illustrated by a
statement which I'he found in one of the
journa,ls of the day:"The polling for the election of a member to
represent the above district in the Legislative
Council took place yesterday. The head quarters were situated in Brighton, where the returning officer 'resides, and . where the formal
declaration of the result of the.. poll will be made.
But the election was, like all other Council
elections, entirely devoid of excitement, a.nd
seemed as litt.Ie provocative of interest as the
appointment of a borough councillor or member
of a. road board."

An HONORABLE MEMBER. -- Not so
much.

Amendment Bill.

Mr. McCRAE urged that if honorable
members wished to make the House
popular, and give it a hold upon public
opinion, they must widen its electoral
basis.
•
The Hon. W. HIG HETT asked the
honorable member if he had ascertained
how many additional electors his amendment would place upon the roll? The
number of electors under the Bill would
be 19,000, and there were now only 11,000
on the roll. This he considered a sufficient
extension of the suffrage.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY contended
that the increase in the number of' perRons
qualified to vote for the Council, would
not be anything like so great, under the
Bill, as was stated. The number of electors on the roll was no proof at all of the
number .of persons qualified to vote, because it was well known that a very large
percentage of qualified persons neglected
to re~ister themselves. He trusted that
honorable members would not refuse the
'very moderate concession now asked for.
That concession was in fact no more than,
they were pledged to "their constituents to
make.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON remarked
that though many duly qualified persons·
were not on the roll. yet many persons on
the roll ,were not duly qualified; and, so
far as numbers were concerned, the one
compensated for the other. One advantage
'of the rating system was that it placed
every qualified person on the roll. He
was satisfied that the Bill as it stood'would
double the number· of electors for the
Council, and he was not pr~pared to go
beyond that.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN expressed
his hearty approval of the proposal to
adopt a rating test. The last case brought
before th~ Elections and Qualifications
Committee showed, how defective the existing electoral roll was. He. could name
one district in which eighty-four objections
were taken, and ·no less than fifty-three
names were struck off the roll. Men took
out rights, and bought and sold them as
merchandise. However, he would not
lower the franchise any further than the .
clause proposed. That concession was
quite sufficient.
Mr. McCRAE commented on the alarm
displayed by honorable members in reference to really widening the basis of the
House. In South Australia the possession
of freehold property valued at £50, or the
occupation of· a dwelling of the yearly
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Mr. MITCHELL remarked that when
the Bill was first drafted it was proposed '
not to give the University a representative
until it had two hundred graduates. Since
then the number of graduates had largely
increased, and, if a return were obtained
now, -it would, in all probability, be
found that that .number had been arrived at. A constituency consisting of
two hundred men of education was not
too small to return a member to this
House. As to the question in which
House the representatives should sit, it
must be remembered that the House of
Commons was the one elective body of the
Imperial Legislature, and consequently the
only one to which representatives could be
admitted; but men were frequently promoted to 'the Lords on account of their
education and ability.
Moreover, the
Council was as much the House of Commons as the Assembly was. The two
Houses here constituted the House of
Commons. The Council was entitled to
the term the" Upper House" only in a
complimentary sense.
The clause was,agreed to.
On clause 32, providing that the Government shall issue a writ for the election
of a member for the University,
Mr. MITCHELL Uloved an amendment
directing the writ to .be issued by the
President instead of by the Governor.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MITCHELL moved the insertion
of a new' 'clause· providing that every
periodical election, as r.equired by the
third section of. the Constitution Act,
should be held on the anniversalY of the
." The members of Council and graduates of first election: The honorable member exthe, University of ;Melbourne shall together pllitined that the object of the clause was
form an electoral constituency, and shall return
one member to the Legislative Council, which .to do away with. disagreeable OCCUl'rences
shall henceforth consist of thirty-one members; occasioned by doubts as to when the term
and at every election of such member every of office of honorable members expired.
member of Council and every, graduate of. the The clause would allow the writ for the
University shall have one vote."
new election to be issued before the
Mr. McCRAE said that, in his opinion, vacancy occurred. If the sitting member
the proposal to give a member to the were re-elected the Rouse would have the
University was premature. That insti- uninterrupted benefit of his services,
tution was too young to claim such a privi- whereas now a number of members had relege. It was only after a long period of tired and their places had not been filled.
existence that the privilege of returning
The clause was agreed to.
representatives to the Legislature was conMr. MITCHE LL proposed a new clause,
ferred upon the Universities of Oxford and providing that all writs for the election of
Cambridge, and it was quite recently that members should be issued by the Presithe privileg~ ha(l been extended to the dent, and, in case there should be no PreScotch U ni versi ties. Besides, if the analogy sident, by the Governor. When the
of the Imperial Legislature were followed, Electoral Act was passed, honorable memthe representative of. the University should bers thought it would be more dignified to
sit in the Lower House.
have the writs issued by the Governor,

value of £25, qualified for the Legislative
Council, and the most eminent men in the
colony were elected to that body.
The Hon. A. FRASER stated his conviction that, within twelve months of the
~- passing of the Act, there would be 22,OUO
electors on the roll for the Council. That
was double the number of persons who
possessed the franchise ,at present; and he
was sure that the electors of the' Council
did not desire a further extension of the
suffrage.
The amendment was, negati ved.
Mr. McCRAE called attention ·to the
distinction drawn between freeholders
within, and freeholders outside municipal
districts. The latter could not qualify,
unless possessed of property valued ,at
£1,000. He would move an amendment
to reduce this amount to £500, in order
to obtain a uniform franchise.
Mr. MITCHELL admitted that there
was an apparent discrepancy. The explanation was that it was intended to carry
out the policy which had long prevailed in
the colouy of inducing the population to
establish local governing bodies by conferring on persons residing within municipal districts privileges .not 'given to
perSOns outside. Practically there was so
small a portion of the country not included
in municipal limits, and. consequently, so
few persons would be affected by the proprovision, that the matter was of little)
im portance.
The ~mendp1ent, was withdrawn.
Some discussion also took place- on clause
31, which was as follows : -
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exported from the colony? There was
an impression abroad (said the honorable
member) that, since the abolition of the
export duty on gold, the same care was
not taken to aseertain the quantity of
gold exported as formerly_ It was obvious
th'iLt it was exeeedingly important that the
quantity of gold exported from the co~onl
RAIL WAY LO AN BILL.
should be known. At the present tIme,
This Bi1l was received from the Legis~ when the colony was about to borrow
lative Assembl.v, and, on the motion of the· money, it wa~ especially desirable that
Hon. J. McCRAE, was read a first time.
there should be reliable information to
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN said that, show that the yield of gold had not fallen off.
with the leave of the House, he would reMr. VALE replied that means were
new a motion for returns ordered by the adopted by the Customs department to
House on the 19th September last, and ascertain the quantity of gold exported
which, in view of the considel'ation of the from the colony. It was scarcely reasonRai Iway Loan B ill, were very necessary. able to expect that the department would
The motion wastake the same amount of trouble in the
"That there be laid upon the table of this matter as it was bound to take, for the
House a return showing the amount the Governprotection of the revenue, when there was
ment are empowered to raise by Acts of Parliaan export duty on gold; but all the officers
ment for railways; the amount expended to
clearing ships had instructions to ascertain,
date; the estimated amount due on existing
contracts, if any; and what further extension is as far as possi ble, that the gold actually
proposed to be carried out (with estimated cost
brought to the ships agreed with the
of same) under the authorized loans for railway
amount for which ent.ries were passed.
purposes; and what liabilities still remain on
Mr. HUMFFRAY remarked that, when
the Geelong and Ballarat contracts-namely, the
the corn laws were repealed in England,
amount to the credit of the contractors, and the
amount claimed by them and disputed by the
an import duty of Is. per quarter was still
Government."
retained, in order to ascertain the quantity
The motion was agreed to.
of corn imported; and he suggested that
The House adjourned at a quarter past a small export duty 009 gold-say one
six o'clock, until Tuesday, September 22.
penny per ounce-should be imposed, for
the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of
gold exported from the colony.

but this arrangement was not found to
work so well as the one adopted in the
Assembly, where the Speaker issued the
writs.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported to the House, with amendments.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, September, 17, 1868.

~port

of ~ld-Officia.l Agents-Farmers' CommnnsRaywond Post-office-Sandrldge Toll-gate-Commissions
and their Expenses-Railwa.y Tra.ffic Charges-Railway
Loan Bill-Public Works Loan Bill-Land Sa,les in .North
Gippsland-Sir Charles Darling-British Pharma.copooillr
BilL

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
GOVERNMENT BANKING
ACCOUNT.
Mr. McCULLOCH, pursuant to an
order of the House (dated July 2), laid
on the table a copy of correspondence
between the Treasury department and the
,'arious Melbourne banks which have
Government or departmental accounts.
EXPORT OF GOLD.
Mr. HUMFFRA Y asked the Minister
of Customs what system at present prevailed to ascertain the amount of gold

OFFICIAL (MINING) AGENTS.
Mr. HUMFFRA Y asked the Minister
of Justice whether the official agents were
called upon by the Government to furnish
periodical returns of their receipts, under
the winding-up provisions of the Mining
Statute; ifso, how often; and whether such
official agents were required to keep a separate banking account of such receipts?
The honorable member stated that the
complaints were loud and general that the
result of the winding-up system, as, at
present carried out, was exceedingly
unsatisfactory.
Mr. CASEY stated that official agents
were not called upon to furnish periodical
returns of their receipts, neither were they
required to I(eep separate banking accounts.
It was desirable, however, that regulations
should be made to compel official agents to
keep banking accounts, and to pay into
them the money which they received on
behalf of the various mining companies
that were wound up, and also to protect
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. the Government against claims such as
had recently been made by the creditors of
the late official agent at Ballarat. Periodical returns should be furnished by the
official agents, in order that there might be
an opportunity to audit the accounts. It
was his intention, during the recess, to
frame such regulations as would meet the
requirements of. the case.
FARMERS' COMMONS.
Mr. CARR asked the Minister of Lands
whether farmers' commons were exempt
from selection under the additional regulations of the 31 st August last, relating to
applications for and the issue of licences
under the 42nd section of the Amending
Land Act of 1865? He asked the question
because there appeared to be considerable
misapprehension as to the effect of the
regu lations.
The farmers' commons at
Winchelsea, .Ondit, Little River, and other
places had been rU6hed by a number of
person~, who had pt'gged out claims with a
view of taking out licences to occupy them
under the additional regulations. He was
informed that on pne farmers', common,
seventeen persons had pegged out claims.
Many persons were of opinion that reserved
lands near large towns would be open for
selection under the new regulations; and
he understood that some persons contemplated pegging out the reElerves in the
town of Geelong. It was desirable that
the department should publish some clear
and distinct instructions, in OI'der to remove
the misapprehension which existed as to
the s,cope of the regulations. He wished
also to ask at what hour on the 18t of
October (on which date the new regulations came into force) applications for
licences would be received?
Mr. GRANT said that the matter to
which the honorable member had drawn
attention was one involving considerable
difficulty. The farmers were themselves
divided on the question as to whether
farmers' commons should be open for selection or not. During the past few days
three deputations from the largest farmers'
commons in the counties of Grant and
Grenville, representing opinions on both
sides of the question, had had interviews
with him. Both parties agreed that, on
the whole, it was not desirable that lands
fit for settlement should be kept for ever
in a state of' nature; that valuable lands
should be taken up in small blocks; that
the commonages should be so far protected that all water, stone, lime, and
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tim ber reserves should be preserved; and
that no licence should take effect for six
months after the 1st of October. This
appeared to be a reasonable settlement of
the question, and this was, substantially,
the answer he had to give to the honorable
member's question. His own impression
was that where small commons were attached to small freeholds, as was the case
in connexion with the lands taken up for
settlement in the county of Grant some years
ago, and on which, in some seasons, the freeholders depended to a great extellt for the
sustenance of their cattle, those commons
should be preserved. No doubt there 'Would
be great rush~s to such large commons as
those at Little River, Winchelsea, Ondit,
and other places; and it was ,the intention
of the department to despatch a couple of
officers, to decide on the spot as to the
priority of the applications, as SOOll as the
applicants had shown their bona fides.
As to the honorable member's second question, of course the 1st of October commenced immediately after midnight on the
last day of September; but the official day
commenced at nine o'clock in tbe moming,
and it was the intention of the department
to issue a not~ce that applications could
only be received on and after nine o'clock,
when the applicants could go on the ground
and show their bona fide,<;. He hoped, on
Tuesday next, to have plans prepared
showing all the proposed exempted lands,
and notification of the same would be published in the Gazette.
Mr. CONNOR was afraid that, unless
particular care was taken, lives would be
lost. He knew, of his own knowledge, that
already from twenty to thirty applications
were intended to be made for the same
allotments in particular cases, and the
parties were all prepared to go on the land
and peg out the allotments. The department ought to publish regulations stating
distinctly how it was intended to decide
priority of application, and giving all other
necessary information.
Mr. LONGMORE observed that, as the
Minister of Lands had said that all .timber
reserves would be ex em pt from the operation of the 42nd section, he would direct
the honorable gentleman's attention to the
fact that the timber reserve aJ; Mount Fyans
had for years been enclosed with a stone
wall. The reserve contained no timber fit
for firewood; and the land was put up for
selection some time ago, but withdrawn.
It was within a d.istance of thirty miles
from ~ gold.field, and many persons were
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anxious to take it up under the 42nd section.
It was a great hardship and wrong to exempt from selection such land as that,
which was really not a timber reserve at all.
Mr. GRANT explained that what he
had said was that, in allowing lands on farmers' commons to be selected, care would b~
taken to protect timber and other valuable
reserves.
Mr. McKEAN suggested that, in cases
in which two or more persons pegged out
the same piece of ground at the same ·time,
priority of application should be· decided
by ballot.
Mr. GRANT stated that all -the applications would be dealt with by commissioners from the department, who were
totally disinterested. They had issued
25,000 licences to 13,000 persons within
the last three years ; and he appealed to
honorable members whether it was not
highly creditable to those gentlemen, and
a strong testimony to their ability and
integrity, that theyhad issued such a large
number of licences, and that so few complaints had been made. He would be glad
to listen to any suggestions, and he could
assure honorable members that it was his.
desire that the intentions of the House as '
to the settlement of the people on the lands,
should be rigidly carried out.

Royal Commissions.

member stated that the lessee of the tollgate, instead of reaping a considerable
profit on' the day of the arrival of the
Duke of Edinburgh, as he naturally
expected to do, suffered a 'co\lsiderable
loss, in consequence of the traffic on the road
being stopped dm'ing a portion of the day
by order of the Royal Reception Commission. The lessee made an application
on the subject to the Commission, but,
although the application was supported by
the Emerald Hill Borough Council, he
received no reply tc? it.
Mr. JONES stated that, after carefully
considering the case and the papers relating to it, he was satisfied that the lessee of
the Sandridge-road toll-gate had not suffered any grievance; on the contrary, he
believed that an examination of his receipts
for the preceding or succeeding twenty
days would show that he made a very rich
harvest·from his takings on the day of the
arrival of the Duke of Edinburgh. As to
the alleged ;want of courtesy towards the
lessee of the toll-gate on the part of the
Reception Commission, he was not sufficiently acquainted with the circumstances
to enable him to express any opinion on
th~ matter.
.

ROYAL COMMISSIONS..
Mr. HUMFFRAY said he was not in
RAYWOOD POST-OFFICE.
the -House on the previous day when a
Mr. McKEAN asked the ,Postmaster-: question was asked as to the payment of
General whether it was his intention to ·members of royal commissions, and he
allow the post-office at Raywood to continue therefore desired to take the present opto be at a public-house, to the great incon- portunity of stating that, as far as the
venience .and annoyance of a large portion Mining Commission was concerned, of
of the inhabitants of the township, who which he was a member. no member rehad memorialized on the subject?
ceived any payment beyond the actual
Mr. G. V. S~ITH said that he had no amount of his travelling and hotel exintention of putting any district to any penses. Het>believed that the members of
inconvenience or annoyance· which could all other commissions had simply been paid
be avoided. He would take care that the their expenses, and nothing more. There
people of Raywood were not put to any was· a very erroneous im pression abroad,
serious inconvenience.
which it was ,desirable to remove, that
every member of a select committee reSANDRIDGE TOLL-GATE.
ceived .payment for sitting on the comMr. WIUTEMAN. called theat.tention mittee. No.member of a select committee
of the Government to what. he considered had ever received a single farthing for his
a hardship inflicted upon the l~ssee of the services.
Sandridge-road toll-gate by the action of the
RAILWAY TRAFFIC CHARGES.
Royal Reception Commission, in stopping
the traffic oq. the Sandridge-road on the
Mr. McKENNA (in the absence of Mr•.
day of the arrival of H.R.H. the Duke of DUFFY) asked the Minister of Railways
Edinburgh, and uncourteous treatment whether stone carried on the Victorian
received by him at the hands of the Rail ways was charged at a rate three times
Commission; and asked whether any higher per ton than timber; and, if so,
redress could be afforded to the said lessee whether t1;1ere was any objection to equalize
by the Government? The honorable the rate?
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Mr .•JONES replied that the charge for
carrying timber was 7d. per truck per mile,
and the charge for carrying stone was 1s.
3d. Stone required to be raised by crane,
and entailed more wear and tear of the
rolling-stock than ihe carriage of timber.
It was impossible to carry more stone with
the present rolling-stock than was now
carried; therefore it was not considered
desirable to reduce the charge for carrying
stone, even if a reduction in the rate
would lead to an increase of the traffic.
The price charged for the carriage of wood
barely paid the cost of carriage; indeed,
both stone and wood were b!1d paying
traffic.
RAILWAY LOAN BILL.
The report of the committee on this
was considered and adopted.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved that the Bill
be read a third time.
Mr. McCOMBIE asked the Government whether they had fulfilled a promise
made by the honorable member for Richmond (Mr. Francis), that they would
further consider the question of whether
the interest on the debentures should be
five or six per cent. ?
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the
question had received consideration both
before the Bill was introduced and since.
The Government were satisfied that it
would be best for the interests and credit
of' the colony to adhere to their determination to issue the debentures at five per
cent.
Mr. McCOMBIE said he felt convinced
that it would be" preferable to issue six per
cent. debentures, and that the argument in
favour of five per cent. was fallacious. If
it was the intention of the Government to
keep the new debentures about par, that
could be done by issuing them at a lower
rate than five per cent., and by providing
that a certain portion of them (the particular debentures to be decided by ballot)
should be paid off every five years. Issuing
five per cent. debentures for the full term
of twenty-five years would not effect the
purpose which the Chief Secretary seemed
to desire.
The Bill was read a third time and
passed.

:am

PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
beg to move that the Bill to authorize the
raising of money for Public Works and
other purposes be read a second time.
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When the Railway Loan Bill was introduced, I stated that it was the intention
of the Government to raise a further sum
of money for the purpose of completing
the waterworks now in course of COllstruction, also to obtain an increased
supply of water from the Y an Yean, by
laying down an additional main from
Preston to Melbourne, and to complete the
Graving-dock at Williamstown. The estimated cost of the latter work is £250,000,
and the total amount which it is intended
to raise by this Bill is £61 0,000. We
propose to borrow this money in the Melbourne market, at the same rate of interest
which is to be paid for the loan for railway
purposes, namely, five per" cent. I may
state that it is the intention of the Government to take power to invest the trust
funds at present in their possession in the
debentures issued under the authority of
this Bill. I refer to the Police Reward
Fund and various other funds, amounting
in the aggregate to something like £450,000.
It will be impossible to invest the whole
of this amount, because it is necessary
to keep a portion of the Po~t-office
Savings-bank funds in hand, in order to
meet w~thdrawals of deposits; but I
believe we may safely rely upon being able
to invest about £300,000. I have not the
slightest doubt that the remainder of the
£610,000 will be readily taken up by the
people of this colony. I am aware that
honorable members desire" that a much
larger sum than the Government propose
should be borrowed for the purpose of
constructing waterworks. Under present
circumstances, however, and considering
that we are about to -raise a large loan for
railway purposes, I think it is well that
we should limit our borrowing. powers
under this Bill to the amount necessary to
complete the waterworks which have
already been commenced. If the loan is
readily taken up, and if, at the beginning
of the next session, the finances of the
cou1:).try show that we are in a posit.ion to
borrow further money, the question of
raising an additional sum to construct
works for supplying water to other parts
of the colony may very fairly be considered.
There" is one other matter to which I
desire to refer in connexion with this Bill,
namely, the proposed sale of the Yan Yean
waterworks. Of course the Government
have power to sell those works; but,
whatever views we might entertain on
that subject, or however high a price
might be offered for the works, we
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shall not dispose of them without first
consulting the House. If we could get a
good price for the Yan Yean works probably it would be wise to sell them. My
desire is that, if sold, they shall not be in
the hands of the Melbourne Corporation
only, but that the adjoining corporations
.shall also have a control over them. (" No.")
That is my opinion, at all events; but the
Government will take no definite action in
the matter without consulting the House.
If it should be the will of the House next
session that the Yan Yean works should
be sold, the money realized by the sale will
be available for carrying out additional
works for water supply in the country
districts.
Mr. SULLIVAN.-I am glad that my
honorable colleague, the Chief Secretary,
has held out some hope that the money
which is now about to be raised for the
purposes of water supply may he materially
increased, from some source or other, at no
distant day. At present., however, all that
it is proposed to do is to complete the
works which have already been commenced,
namely, the Coliban scheme, the Geelollg
scheme, and the works for the supply of
Ballarat West. It was allticipl1ted some
time ago that the Coliban scheme could be
completed for a less sum than is now found
td be necessal'y, but several causes have
arisen to largely increase the estimate.
For instance, & larger sum has been found
to be required for the purchase of land and
for surveys, and the quantity of water to
be supplied has been largely increased,
necessitating a corresponding increase in
the area of the·works. The additional sum
which is required for the completion of
the Coliban scheme (which will supply
Castlemaine, Sandhurst, and the surrounding districts with water) is £ 170,000; the
amount required for the Geelong scheme
is £50,000; and for Ballarat West, £85,000.
The money already expended, and the whole
details of the work are contained in an
elaborate report by the Chief Engineer for
Water Supply, which has been circulated
for the information of honorable members;
but I will take the opportunity of stating
a few facts. The quantity of water which
it was originally intended to obtain has
been nearly doubled. Of course, this will
be a great advantage, and the extra quantity of water will very much more than
pay the extra cost of the works. I know
there is a feeling abroad that these waterworks will not pay a certain percentage
on the money spent on their construction.

Loan Bill.

That is simply taking a commercial view
of the matter. Large sums of moneyamounting to millions in the aggregatehave been expended in this country, without any calculation as to the amount of
interest which they would pay; and I do
not see why a scheme of this nature-the
most be.neficial that could be introduced,
and far beyond railways in importancesl1()uld not be undertaken, even if there
was no confident expectations of a return.
For making Victoria a prosperous and
wealth-producing country, waterworks are
infinitely superior to any system of railways. We can form no adequate estimate
of the value of waterworks by simply
looking at the percentage which they will
yield upon the cost of their construction.
Iowonder if any honorable member ever
asked himself how much per cent. the vast
sums of money spent by the State on
education yielded. Did it ever occur to
anyone to look at the m'oney expended for
educational purposes in that commercial
aspect? Again, certain portions of the
community desire that a large sum shall
be spent on immigl'ation-for importing
people to the colony. Did they ever make
a calculation as to what percentage the
money so expended ~ill yield·? Was it
ever attempted to be proved that £100,000
a year spent on immigration would return
a certain percentage?
Captain MAC MAHON.-It does not
want proof.
Mr. SULLIVAN.-It has never been
proved yet., and has never been attempted
to be proved. I say that the money spent
in carrying ont schemes for water supply, .
though it may not actually yield a certain
percentage, will, by increa8ing the creating
powers of .the country, add more to the
wealth of the country than an equal amount
spent on education or immigration. There
are certain functions which the State is
bound to perform in the interests of the
people, which must not be calculated from
the commercial· or shopkeeping point of
view. The value of our Public Library,
our public gardens, and all things connected
with our social and intellectual life, cannot
be calculated by the shopkeeping idea of
the percentage which. they yield on the
money expended. N ext to the protection
of life and property and the education of
the young, which are amply provided for,
an adequate supply of water is of primary
importance. It is the great want of this
country. We have land, good land, in
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abundance, and a fine climate; and the construction of waterworks, in order to turn the
advantages of soil and climate to account,
ought not to be weighed merely by calculations as to whether schemes for water
supply will pay a certain rate of interest
upon their cost. We should consider the
indirect advantages which will accrue from
them by the increase of the productive power
and wealth of the colony. Looking in that
light at the advantages which will result
therefrom, we ought not to be chary in our
expenditure upon waterworks. Thepresent
Bill, as I have stated, is confined to providing
the means necessary for carrying out t1;le
waterworks which have already been commenced. It is with profound regret that
I am compelled to stop at that point.
Nothing would have given me greater
pleasure than to have been able to realize
the promise which I made to this House
and the country several years ago. I
regret that the circumstances of the times,
and the danger of saddling the country
with a large amount of interest for loans,
have compelled me to yield to the prudent
and common sense counsels of the Chief
Secretary. If it were not for these considerations, I should have asked the House
to sanction a larger loan for waterworks.
It is no novel thing for a State to turn its
attention to the construction of works for
a supply of water for irrigating purposes.
Such works have been constructed from
very early times, for proof of which I need
only refer to India, Italy, Lombardy, and
various other countries. If the matter
rested entirely with !TIe, so perfectly satisfied
am I of the immense addition to the wealth
of this country which would be produced
by an adequate supply of water, that
I should be perfectly satisfied to spend
£1,000,000 or £1,500,000, even without
the prospect of receiving an immediate
return for the outlay. We have a magnificent country, with enormous wealth
undeveloped, and all that we want to
develop it is an adequate supply of water.
That supply the Government must make
every effort to obtain. .At present we
confine ourselves to the completion
of the Coliban, the Geelong, and the
Ballarat schemes. To show that these
works will not be unproductive, even in a
direct monetary point of view, I am happy
to inform the House that the Ballarat
waterworks have paid a net profit of
twenty per cent. I think also that there
is every prospect that the Geelong scheme
will pay a reasonable interest, taking ihe
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value of the rateable property which will
be benefited by that scheme as the basis
of calculation. Any calculation as to the
result of a large scheme like the Coliban
scheme must, to a great extent, be hypothetical; but I think there is reason to
anticipate that the return will show a
reasonable percentage on the outlay.
.Anything beyond that I do not expect.
Impressed with the importance of the
country being supplied with water, and
knowing, from the structure of the country
and the peculiar facilities for gathering
water, that this can be done, I dismiss from
my mind the question of direct profit. I
am perfectly willing to undertake the
work, even without reference to profit.
I have collected all possible information
on the subject, and, if honorable members
will consent to the Bill going into committee, I shall be prepared to answer any
objections which may then be raised.
Mr. FRAZER.-Mr. Speaker, I am
anxious, before the Bill goes into committee, to say a few words with respect
to it. I submit that, in approaching the
discussion of such an important question,
we should do so with the broadest views
possible-with a determination to deal with
it as a question of national importance,
irrespective of all local prejudices. I am
prepared to take into consideration the
position of the Government with regard
to the borrowing of money, and also the
laudable anxiety of the Treasurer to keep
our national debt as low as possible; but
I think that, after thQ debate which we
have had on the railway question, honorable members must be taken very much
by surprise M the small amount which it
is contemplated to spend, by the present
Bill, on water supply. When the existing
Waterworks Act was under discussion,
in 1865, it was promised that the works
mentioned in a schedule, which was placed
on the table, and which was afterwards
attached to the measure, should be proceeded with. It was stated that the
money available for water supply would
be not only the £500,000 proposed to be
borrowed at that time, but £750,000, which
was expected from the sale of the Yan
Yean works; and it was said that, if this
sale could not be effected, the annual
revenue would be capitalized and devoted
to the purpose of supplying water to the
country districts. I believed the members of the Government were sincere in the
statements which they made at that time,
and we have now to ascertain the reasons
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for the complete change which has taken
place in their policy. No 'doubt they have
very good reasons, financial and otherwise,
but I don't think the House is yet in possession of them, and certainly the second
reading of a Bill is the time when the
House should know the reasons for the
general policy of the measure. At the
time the Waterworks Act of 1865 was
under consideration, some members of the
House were dubious about the Government carrying out the whole of the
schemes mentioned in· the schedule, and,
in order to satisfy those honorable members, several of the Ministers stated distinctly what were their intentions. Among
them was Mr. Verdon, and this is what
he said:"It was not intended that certain portions of
the colony should be supplied to the prejudice
of others. He had already explained that it
was proposed to increase this £500,000 by the
amount derived from the sale or lease of
the Yan Yean works. Even supposing the
Yan Yean works were not sold-although he
believed they would be-the proceeds of the
works could be devoted to the present scheme.
It was not likely that the £500,000 would be expended for two or three. years, and by that time
. the proceeds from the Yan Yean would have
amounted, at the rate of £50,000 a year, to a
sum of £150,000, which could be added to the
amount of the loan. Taking these things into
consideration, the committee were not justified
in assuming that there would not be sufficient
funds to enable the Government to go on with
these works completely, and without pause.
.
.
.
• If he thought for a moment that,
by the course proposed, the Government would
deal unjustly with one district as compared with
the treatment received by another, he would say'
at once that honorable members would be justified in rejecting this scheme. But his honorable
colleague had from the first, at great risk to his
own popularity, refused to support a scheme
which did not apply to the whole country."
Now it is a well-known fact that the only
portions of the count.ry which .have water
supply works approaching completion are
the Coliban and Geelong.
And yet,
during the same debate, the present Chief
Secretary, referring to an amendment propo set]. by Mr. Gillies, observed : "He hoped the honorable member for Ballarat West would withdraw his motion, because,
if he did not, the Government would abandon
the schemp.. It was a monstrous absurdity to
vote £1,000,000, while the Government had
already had the authority of the House to expend
£700,000, for he considered the sale of the Yan
Yean would produce that amount. . . . . In
the course of two or three years, the Government hoped to se~ water supplied to every
district in the country; and he would remind
honorable members that this £500,000 was not
to be expended· in one year; nor would the
whole of that sum be expended on the Coliban
or in Geelong."

Mr. Frazer.
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The Minister of Mines (Mr. Sullivan)
also appeared anxious to have the full
scheme carried out, because he said"He had always refused to sanction any
scheme that did not propose to deal equally
with all portions of the country, and he had no
wish to see this scheme carried out unless the
moneys were expended simultaneously in the
different districts. ,He had no intention of
making any preference; and when the Government stated they were prepared to submit a
scheme, in the event of the Yan Yean not being
sold, what more could be asked ?"
My complaint is that this promise to the
country has not been carried out. Parliament was pledged to the can-ying out of
these works, arid yet the only schemes
upon which there has been any expenditure
are the Geelong and the Coliban. The
other places are left wholly without any
water supply. Now I think we should
ascertain the reason for this. During the
dead-lock, people were chary of troubling
the Government or the House in connexion with these matters, but, when the
dispute between the two Houses was over,
they wer~) naturally anxious that the pro
mise made three years ago should be ful.
filled in its integrity. I do not know what
m~y be the reason for the Government not
asking for a larger sum. It must be either
that this is an inopportune time for borrowing money, or that they are of opinion that
these works will not pay. Three years
ago the time was inopportune for raising
a larger sum that £500,000, inasmuch as
it was calculated that £700,000 would be
obtained from the sale of the Yan Yean
works. But if Ministers believe it to be
necessary that the country should be supplied w~th water, as we may suppose they
do from the speeches just delivered, what
more opportune time can they have than
the present for going into the money
market? Money is cheaper now than it.
has been for many years. What guarantee
have we that it will remain at the same
,rate? Political complications or wars may
arise to affect the st.ate of the money
market. In the event of England being
embroiled in a war, money would rise,
foreign capital would be withdrawn from
England - I believe that a large portion of our last loaJ? was really French·
capital-and the time would be anything
but seasonable to seek to obtajn advances
from the mother country. Besides, if we
want the money, and if money is cheap, it
is preferable to have a large loan, for the
reason that a large loan is, in proportion,
less expensive than a small loan. It
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appears that, although the debentures for and irrigation purposes, and that the exthe last loan sold at £ 102!, the expenses of penditure would yield a most handsome
brokerage reduced the amount which the interest. The calculations with regard
colony had to receive to about 1~ below to the Avoca and several other dispar.
In other words, we received tricts are similarly hopeful. Then there is
£492,000 instead of £500,000. I mention the Ovens district, which, I believe, would
this merely to show the great. expense to benefit far more by a large supply of water'
which the country is put in going into the than by a railway. The last district to
market even for this sum...;..-that actually which I shall refer is Clunes. In the case
we have to pay nearly four per cent. for of that district, I find that an actual
commission and other expenses, before we written promise ,was given by the Goreceive any money at all. Well, sir, if this vernment that £20,000 would be granted
is an opportune time for going into the for water supply, and that the supply
English money market, the only reason for would be 6,000,000 gallons per diem. To
the Government not asking for powers to show the importance' of this place-in
raise a larger loan must be that they con- which I suppose there is more improved
sider the waterworks will not pay. And and more powerful machinery than in any
yet their own reports show that these other part of the colony-I may mention
works will pay more than ten pei' cent. I that, in the course of a year, the quantity
find, by the report which has been sub- of quartz crushed is 100,000 tons; the
mitted by the Chief Engineer for Water gold obtained is 48,550 ozs .. from quartz,
Supply, that the mo~t important districts in and 4,950 ozs. from all.uvial ; the value of
the country, taking them at a very low the gold so obtained is £214,000; and the
calculation, will pay from ten to thirteen consumption of firewood is 9,360 cords.
per cent.; that some indeed will yi~ld The "alue of the flumes is £11,700;
twenty per cent. In no case is the average mining plant, £80,000; mi,ning timber,
below ten per cent. It is estimated that £4,000. The wages paid amount to
the Coli ban will yield thirteen per cent. ; £130,000 per annum; the number of
that Geelong will pay a large per centage; engines at work is twenty-five, representand that Hamilton, only for domestic ing 726 horse-power; and the estimated
purposes, will pay ten per cent. I may quantity of water required by mining
say, with regard to these works, that companies is 5,000,000 gallons per diem.
expensive surveys have been made, and This is one of the districts which, if the
expensive staffs kept up, and that the Bill passes in its present shape, must be
plans and sections are ready for tendering ignored by the House. Now a proposition
upon. Daylesford and Heathcote will each has been made by the district half-officially
pay fifteen per cent. Indeed; according to to the Government. It is that local parthe calculations of the surveyors, nearly ties· will raise £40,000 to carry out an
every district in the colony will pay a large , efficient water supply, if the Government
sum on the outlay. The scheme for the , will give £10,000 towards the amount,
Maryborough district is nearly equal to the , and obtain an Act giving the projectors
Coliban. The water supply there would power to make regulations. Seeing that
benefit a larger area than the Castlemaine the Government dld nothing, under the
and Sandhurst district. The Maryborough Act of 1865, towards su pplying water to
district includes the towns of DunoIly, Clunes, one company erected machinery
Amherst, Carisbrook, Maryborough, Ingle- at a cost of £5,000 to take water to their
wood, Tal'nagulla, and McCullum's. The own works. This has been employed, at
scheme of water supply to this district an expense of about £30 per week for
would cost far less than the Coli ban ; it some time past, under the belief that, when
would be the means of encouraging mining the dead-lock terminated, the' Government
operations where they can now be pro- wonld redeem their promise, and take
secuted but unprofitably; and thus it steps to supply the locality with water.
would cause the employment of a large The district, by this time, might have had
amount of labour, and that at a remunera- a water company of its own, had it not
tive rate. This scheme. however, like the been. thought that, when an amended
others, has to give way before the Coli ban Waterworks Bill was introduced, the supand Geelong. schemes. Then, again., there plies for which they had waited would be
is Bacchus Marsh. An estimate which afforded. , But, unless the Bill is altered,
has been made shows that water could the £ 10,000 now asked for will not be
be supplied to that town for domestic given, and the State will contribute nothing
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towards a scheme which promises to yield to nearly £120,000, was covered by the returns
1857-8 alone, leaving a surplus of over .£26,000.
a return of something li,ke twenty~six per of
The annual income from the use of the water is
cent. It is believed that, even if the water about £30,000.
were supplied to mining companies at as
"The East Jumna Canal, opened in 1830, is
Iowa rate as ODe penny per 1,000 gallons, 134 miles in length. When completed, it will
irrigate about 160,000 acres. The value of the
there would be a clear profit of fifteen . crops
saved by it in 1837-8 was £500,000, of
per cent. Now I consider that, when which one-tenth was received by Government.
the Bill is in committee, a clause The sum expended already is over £81,000 ; the
should be introduced to enable the Go- net annual revenue, £19,500, or nearly twentyvernment to ad vance money in cases four per cent. on the capital.
"Government has expended altogether, in
where companies or districts offer to sup~ irrigation of the Agra provinces, about £557,000,
ply a larger amount of capital. There and drawn thence a direct canal revenue of
could be no objection to this system being nearly £546,000. They irrigate an area of
carried out, because no one would be dis- 1,300,000 acres, supporting a population of
600,000 souls.
posed to advance money under such cir" River Sutlej.-The canal from this river is
cumstances unless there was a reasonable estimated to cost £250,000, will irrigate 312,000
prospect of the scheme paying. As to acres of land, and the return from water rent
water supply schemes' paying, there can alone will be £31 ,200 per annum; from increased
land revenue, £24,000-being, in all, twenty-two
be no question whatever. In all countries per cent. on the capital invested.
where great water supply schemes have
" The GAnges Canal, w hen completed, will be
been carried out, whether for domestic or nearly 900 miles in length, including branches.
other purposes, those schemes have been Its cost will be £1,500,000 sterling, and it will
irrigate 1,500,000 acres. It is I:omputed that the
generally successful. There have been revenue will be £350,000 after paying expense
failures, Hke t.he bursting of the reservoir of maintenance, or twenty-three and a half per
at Sheffield, but, as a general rule, such cent. on the invested capital.
"The River Godavery.-A constant decline
schemes have paid. I have great faith in
the revenue from the district traversed by
irrigation. I believe that, if such a river in
this river, led to the construction, by Governas the Goulburn were utilized in this way, ment, of works distributing the water over 840
the value of the land in the neighbourhood miles by means of main channels over aU the
would be materially increased; and I have irrigable area. The result has been a return of
190,000 in increased revenue up to the year
no dou,bt that if we were to go ill for ~a £1850-51,
against an expenditure, during the same
larger loan, so that. these schemes of irrig~ period, of £ 120,000 on the works. When finished,
tion might be entertained-and if, coinci- the total cost will not be more than £360,000, on
dent with this, we were to have a large which a return from all sources of sixty-three
cent., after paying cost of maintenance, is
stream of immigration - there would per
confidently expected.
quickly be such a return as would more
., Madras Presidency, Delta of the Camery.than repay the interest on the capital Colonel Smith estimates the increased cultivation
borrowed. As I do not care to weary the in Inchinoply and Arcot, due to an improved
system of irrigation, at 86,000 acres, and the
House by reading lengthy statements, I increase
to the revenue at £43,9~0. Total exhave taken the trouble to extract, from penditure for works, 1836 to 1865, £91,874; do.
different works, some details in reference ordinary repairs, £89,372; making £ 181,246.
to water supply schemes which have been Gross returns for same period, £480,000; net
after deducting five per cent. for interest
carried out in India, Piedmont, Lombardy, returns,
and for ordinary repairs, £321,7~5 lOs.; being
and California. These I will read : a clear annual profit, on a capital of £91,874, of
"Coleroon River, India.-Two great dams,
with subordinate works, were constructed across
this river at an expense of about £30,000. Before the annual accounts were made up the
whole of this sum was repaid by the produce
from the land improved by the works; and, in
the fourth year after completion, the works
were yielding not less than 300 per cent. per
annum to the Government.
"Northern and Central India.-On the West
Jumna, canals, 445 miles in length, exclusive of
first-class watercourses, irrigate an area of over
859,000 acres. The value of the crops saved
in the Delhi territory alone during a year of
famine from failure of rains (1837-8), was nearly
£1,500,000 sterling-about one-tenth of which
was paid to Government as land and water rent.
The whole of the sum expended on the canals
west of the J umna to the year 1852, amounting

.1If'l". Frazer.

£21,448 6s., or nearly twenty-three and a half
per cent.
"Piedmont.-The extent of land irrigated in
the plain of Piedmont and the upper valleys is
over 486,000 acres. The water is distributed
through a network of channels more than 1,200
miles in length. The adliitional rental obtained
for the land thus irrigated may be estimated at
£290,000 per annum, and the direct return from
the canals at £250,000 annually.
,. Lombardy.-The entire irrigated area contains over 1,060,000 acres. The increased return
from the land from this cause may be taken at
£560,000 per annum. Through the entire valley
of the Po, including Piedmont and Lombaruy,
the extent of land irrigated is 1,600,000 acres, or
one-sixth of the total area, and the increased
rental due to its employment is, at a very
moderate estimate, £850,000 per annum .
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"In California, the Middle Yuba Canal is constructed to carry 19,000,000 gallons per twentyfour hours, at a cost of £120,000. rrhe Eureka
Canal conveys about 50,000,000 gallons per
twenty-four hours, with a fall of 16 feet per
tuile. Cost of construction, £200,000. The
charge made for water is at the rate of 169s.
per 1,000,000 gallons, equal to nearly 2d. per
1.000 gallons. Each mining claim in California
is estimated to consume about 1,750,OuO gallons
of water per diem, and the charge made by independent companies for supplying water is at
the rate of £4 to £10 per 1,000,000 gallons."
I hqve read these facts to show that
waterworks, no matter in what country
they may be undertaken, are generally
successful. Now I am anxious that the
amount which the Government propose to
borrow should be increased, in order that
the schemes promised by the Act of 1865
may be carried out. By the second section
of that Act, the Government are bound to
satisfy themselves that a scheme will pay
six per cent. before they can authorize the
construction of works. Well, by a return
which has been laid before the House, it
appears that the Government, in the exer~
cise of the powers given them by the Act,
have sanctioned the schemes for the supply
of water to the Castlemaine and Sandhurst
district; the Heathcote, Ovens, and Maryborough, and Clunes districts; Bacchus
Marsh; the dist.rict embracing Smythes• dale, Brown's, and Scarsdale; the district
embracing Daylesford, Hepburn, Yandoit,
&c.; Melton, Hamilton, and Echuca. The
question of water supply to these places
has actually been dealt with by the Governor in Council, and the construction of
works has been authorized in each case.
Now if these works are not to be constructed, the sum of £16,000 has been
wasted in surveys.
Mr. KERFERD.-£18,900.
Mr. FRAZER.-This does not include
the cost of the surveys for the Coli ban and
Geelong.
But I would ask that faith
should be kept with the people' of this
country. Is the whole of the money spent
on these surveys to be thrown away? I
submit that, before we commenced extend~
ing our rail way system a single mile, w~
ought to carry out these works of water
supply which we have pledged ourselves
by Act of Parliament to carry out. It appears that all the works mentioned in the
schedule to the Act can be completed for
£1,500,000, and some of the works may
not be necessary, while others may be kept
back. Considering the total is not enormous, 1 think the more important of the
schemes ought to be carried out with the
VOL. VI.-4 B
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least possible dehly. I know that. I may
be met with the same argument wInch has
been used in the case of the railwaysthat, if we carry out the whole of these
works at one time, we shall increase the
price of labour, and. in consequence, the
cost of the works. But I have no sympathy
with that argument. I believe there are,
in the country, plenty of menwillin~ to .
work at a i'easonable rate. When times
were much better than they are no~,
. somethinO' like six thousand men were
employelon the Ballarat and 8andhur~t
lines of railway at 6s. per day; and, _If
these waterworks were determined upon,
it would be found that there would be no
difficulty in obtaining the services of 6,000
or 7,000 men. Even if a railway were
commenced and pushed on most vigorously,
it would not employ more than 3,000 men
at one time; and thus 3,000 would be left
for these works; and the fact that we
were carrying on these works, would show
to the wOl'kinO' men of the mother country
that they c~uld come here with the
certainty of employment, and thus there
wou ld be a stream of immigration of the
kind which we really want. It is not so
much high wages as certainty of emp'lo~
ment without going, as it were, on theIr
knees to beg for it, that working men
desire.
Then, again, another ad vantage
connected with waterworks, and particularly waterworks connected with goldfields, is that, as soon as they are completed,
they create a demand for labour, because
certain mining operations are then pursued
which cannot be prosecuted without the help
of water. In the case of a railway which
require~, in its construction, the labour of
3,OUO men, when the railway is completed
300 men are sufficient to work the line,
and then 2,700 are sent adrift without any
employment whatever. The result is a .
labour panic, which is calculated to do
more injury than almost anything that can
be conceived; because, if the news goes
to England that working men here are
idle and starving, it soon flies over those
portions of the globe from which 'we may
expect to get labour for this country.
However, my object is simply, as I stated
at the commencement of my remarks, to
urge upon the Government the necessity
for increasing this amount; and I trust
that all honorable members who represent
minjnO' districts will take a similar course.
I do n~t see that there would be any difficulty in obtaining the necessary amount to
carry out all the waterworks. If the
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Government are only willing to make the attempt, I am satisfied that they will be able
to accomplish the object. If they cannot
do it now, this fuct will stare them 'in the
face-thnt the opportunity for constructing these works is gone for ever. As I
have already said, we cannot have a better
opportunity than the present for raising
the money; and, if we allow the present
opportunity to pass, we shall not have
another. Moreover, it should be remeinbered that we have organized a special
staff of officials for these works, and the
labours of that staff, in connexion with the
works now in progress, will be soon completed, because the Geelong and Sand hurst
supply will be furnished in six months, and
the Castlemaine in five months. Butif
money is not available for further works
that staff will have to be disbanded; and
if, at some future day, we, decide upon
goingon with other water supply works, we
shall have to form a new staff, probably
from men unacquainted with the main
features of the colony, and to whom the
surveys already completed will be of little
value. We have heard of the plant used
in the construction of one rail way being
useful for another. We have also heard of
the railway staff being always useful. But
if a staff is useful for railways, why on
earth should it not be useful for water
supply? The organization of that staff
has cost a large amount of money, and
now, when we have completed only a portion of the works originally contemplated,
the staff is to be disbanded. Several
rumours have been circulated with regard
to the character of the works which have
been constructed. But I do not believe
these rumours have had any foundation.
If they had been' correct, we should
have found out before this where the contracts had been imperfectly performed.
One other thing I desire to point out. I
stand here in my individual capacity as a
member of this House, satisfied that I
should fail in my duty to my constituents
if I were to allow this' Qpportunity to ,pass
without attempting to increase the slim
proposed to be borrowed. Our constituenst
have been promised, by Act of Parliament,
that this water supply would be given
them; that they would have, as well as the
Coliban district and Geelong, the benefit
of the expenditUl'e of a large amount of
labour and capital; and how' could we,
with any degree of reason, go back to them
and state 'that we allowed this Bill to pass
-that we allowed the Coliban district and
Mr. lj'razer.
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Geelong to hnve their water supplywithout making any effort to obtain an
extension of similar indulgence to our constituents. These' nre my views on the
subject, and I have endeavoured to submit
them to the House in as calm and dispassionate a spirit as it, is possible so to
• do. I have entertained' the expectation all
along thatJ when the dead-lock was ended,
Parliament would grapple with this great
moral and social question, and I hope I
shall not be disappointed.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I must congratulate the honorable member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer) on the speech which he
has just delivered. I have seldom listened
in this House to a speech, which conveyed
so many powerful arguments, and which
was delivered in a tone creditable alike to
the honorable member and t.o the House. It
is evident that the honorable member bas
thoroughly studied the subject. I admit
that the remarks made by that honorable
member, and also by the Minister of Mines,
have 'had the effect of removing some of
the objections which I.entertained with
respect to what I believed to be the great
expenditure for water supply. One statement of the honorable member for Creswick
is particularly deserving the attention of
the Government, and would, I think, even
warrant an increase of the loan proposed
to be raised for these purposes. I refer to
the proposition of a company at Clunes to
raise £30,000 for local water supply,
provided the 'Government will advance
a sum of £10,000. Now I believe that,
on a subject in which all parts of the
colony are so much interested, and
when each locality desires to have, as soon
as possible, the advantage of the expenditure of public money, no better system
could be adopted than that of the Government advancing a certain sum on the
security of the works, provided they are
satisfied- with the plans and specifications.
It would be placing the Government in a
diffe'rent position to that of recklessly borrowing, money without calculations being
made beforehand. The Minister of Mines,
in the course of his speech this evening,
referred to me as if I objected to public
expenditure on water supply. I do not
object to expenditure of that sort; but I
do object to its being made in the manner
which h as marked the previous expenditure. In other words, I do object to this
House being asked to approve of the expenditure of a certain sum which it is
asserted will carry out a scheme, and then
1
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to be informed, by reports. from the very
same officials, that that sum will not more
than half complete the works. I hold that
such a system must be disastrous. to railways, waterworks, and indeed any uuder-.
taking which the Government may seek
to carry out. If the House cannot accept
with confidence the reports which may be
brought forward by the Goyernment as to
the amount necessary to be voted for the
construction of any public work, a difficulty will at once arise in the way of
future works being approved of by ,the
I. trust, therefore, that, with
House.
regard to any schemes which it may be
desirable to bring forward in future1 the
Government will take care to see that
the estimates are really correct, and that
the works will be perforJhed within the
sum which the House is asked to authorize. I believe that the extension of
waterworks will have a. very great effect
on the, colony in the manner described by
the Minister of Miues,aud I consider that,
, if the Government are satisfied that a fair
interest, will be returned, it is desirable
that. works of this description should be
pushed forward. As the Minister of Mines
states, we should not look at. these things
merely with a mercantile. eye to the immediate return.. I think, however, the honorable member, will admit that the borrowing of money - 'Yhether undertaken by
private individual, by public company, or
by the Government-should be only for
reproductive pUt'poses ; and that, when we
propose to borrow, it is desirable to show,
both for the security of those from whom
we borrow, and for ~he ultimate benefit
of the country, that the works on which
the money will be spent will be reproductive. It is in that light alone that I
urge the necessity of showing that. puhlic
works-whether railways or waterworks
-proposed to be executed by borrowed
money, shall produce a per centage. This
can only be done by adhering to the estimates; and .therefore every care should be
taken, for the future; to ascertain that the
works contemplated can be completed for.
the amount sanctioned by the House.
Mr. KERFERD.-Mr. Speaker, I desire to offer a few observations to the
House on this subject. I feel very much
in the same position as the .honorable
member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer). Personally, I have a strong· objection to urge
local claims upon the attention of the
House; but. I may say that, when the
Waterworks Act of 1865 passed, a distinct
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promise was given thnt a sum of money
· sh.ould be set apart for the purpose of supplying water to the Ovens district. If my
memory serves me aright, the honorable
gentleman who had cha.rge of that m~a
sure went so far as to state that the works
would be proceeded with simultaneously
throughout the country. At that time
there was considerable distrust as to the
intentions of Government; it was thought
t~at they would carry out only the Coliba.n
and Geelong schemes; and a schedule
was brought down, showing the different
places to which water supply would be
extended. 'In that schedule, the sum of
£ 100,000. was put down for the Ovens
district. That was a sum totally inadequate
to· construct ·the necessary waterworks
required there; still it was' a fair proportion of the expenditure then authorized
by Parliament for water supply purposes.
But the whole of the money borrowed at
that time has been absorbed in the Geelong and Coli ban schemes. The honorable
· member in charge of the Bill may regret
his position, in being unable. to come here
and say that he has redeemed the promise
then given, still there is the fact; the
money has been expended, not as t.he
· House at that time understood it would be
expended, but in carrying out these two
schemes. Now, although I know the
importance which my constituents attach
to this subject, I fully recognise the difficulties which the Government have to
, contend with. I appreciate their intention
to complete the schemes which have been
commenced. I believe it only wise that
that course should be taken; and that, at
the very earliest mompnt, these schemes
should be placed in such a position as to
become'reprodQctive to the State. Influenced by that view, I should be content
to support the Bill if it were not for some
observations which fell from the honorable gentleman who had charge of the
measure, to the effect that there was a
sort of feeling that this was a final dealing
with the question of water supply. (" No.")
Now I hope that, at some future day,
money will be found some way or other to
carry out the other schemes. In dealing
with the question of water supply to the
people of this country, there can be, as far
as I. view it, rio finality. The quest.ion
is one affecting, not only the existing
generation, but future generations. If the
Govemment, in submitting the present Bill,
had shadowed forth any scheme by which,
after the Coliban and Geelong works were
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completed and rendered reproductive, other
works would be undertaken, I should have
felt myself justified in supporting the
measure. The claims of the different
districts must be dealt with singly. It
would be impossible to construct at once all
the works shadowed forth in the schedule
to the Waterworks Act of 1865. The
revenue of the country would be saddled
with a large amount of interest; and we
should be in the position of having a large
number of works, not one of them reproductive or contributing to the interest.
Therefore I at once acknowledge the wis- .
dom and justice of the Government completing the works which have been partially constructed, and placing them in such
a position as to be reproductive; but I
do not think that, in dealing with this
question-seeing how largely it affects the
welfare of the country-we should deal
with it piecemeal. Why should not the
Government say what system they propose to adopt-after the Coliban and Geelong schemes are completed-to carry out
the other schemes contemplated by the
Act of 1865? I believe that, if we had
some assurance with· respect to the carrying out of those schemes, the present Bill
would pass with the unanimous approval
of the House. There is no desire, so far
as I can judge of the feeling of honorable
mem bers, to obstruct or oppose the passage
of such a measure. We aU a(·knowledge
its importance. I confess that I share the
opinion of the honorable member for Creswick, that, important as railway extension
may be to the colony, it ~ secondary
to the construction of waterworks necessary
to develop the resources of the countl·Y.
There is no doubt that it is the duty of the
State to make provision for the storage of
waterl Although in some cases it may be
desirable to subsidize private companies, as
has been suggested, yet, as a rule, it would
be unwise to give a monopoly in water to
any body of men.
An HON. MEM~ER.-Local bodies.
Mr. KERFERD.-That is the only exception, and it is an exception which goes
to prove the rule; because, wher~ works are
in the charge of local bodies, public opinion
can still be brought to bear on their management. In a country like this it is of
great importance that the works should
be undertaken by the State; because, to be
successful, it is necessary that they should
be constructed upon a scale of greater
magnitude than lies within the province
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of any private company. The variations
of climate are so great over different portions of the country that any scheme which
depends upon a local rainfall is likely to
be of little use. Mr. R. L. J. Ellery, the
Government astronomer, in a description
of the climate of Victoria, saysee We remark that in the years 1848, 1849, and
in 1863, the rainfall was far above the average;
and in 1864, 1865, and 1866, it fell below the
average, especially in 1865, when it only reached
15·9 inches. In 1848 and 1849 extensive and
destructive floods occurred, and again in 1863, in
1865, and 1866, the country suffered from a
severe drought; and the year 1851, following
the heavy rains of 1849, was also a dry one,
although the amount of rainfall, if ever observed, cannot yet be ascertained."

Our own recollections must furnish us with
instances of heavy rainfalls followed by
long droughts. If we had works for the
purpose of storing the surplus waters, which
at present pass off rapidly to the sea, a constant supply might be maintained in the
driest seasons. The speech of the honorable member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer)
has left little to be said on the importance
of the stox:ing of water for the purposes
of ilTigation. In other countries that
matter receives great consideration, and
the time will come when it will receive as
much from the cultivators of this country.
In dry seasons we have opportunities even
now of perceiving what irrigation will do
here. In travelling through the Ovens
district we come across places termed "the
springs," and while the face of the surrounding country is burnt up, these spots
are clothed with green and luxuriant vegetation. The physical features of this
country offer facilities for irrigation. For
instance, we have many blind creeks, by
damming which water can be stored. The
upper portion of the Murray-where the
proposed railway will tap it-flows between
very high banks, whiCh offer unusual facilities for damming; and if the water were
stored in that part of the river, the whole
of the low lying land in the neighbourhood
of Echuca could be irrigated with the
greatest of ease. If water is supplied, that
part of the country is capable of producing
almost everything that can be grown. But
the storing of water is of more importance
for mining purposes than for anything else.
Water has been proved to be the cheapest
and best means of extracting gold.
Anyone looking at the mineral statistics
for the colony must be struck with
the importance of water in this respect.
Sluicing, as it now carried on in the
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Beechwol,th district, is the most effectual debentures, and those debentures will have
of all mining operations. There is no more to be guaranteed by the State.
An HONORABLE ME:r.IBER.-No.
working the same ground over again, for
it is all sluiced away down to the bed-rock.
Mr. KERFERD.- \Vell, the City CounIt would astonish honorable.members who cil might be able to sell its debentures,
are strangers to the district to see the but the smaller municipalities would require
enormous excavations t,here, and to see the a Government guarantee for theirs, and
men sluicing the ground away to a depth of when that guarantee is given the Governthirty feet. It is extraordinary also with ment take the responsibility. of the debt.
how small a quantity of water this can be Now the revenue derived from the Yan
done. The valuable statistics of the Sec- Yean has steadily increased from a little
retary for Mines show that, in the Beech- over £1,000 in 1854 to £59,823 in 1867,
worth there are not less than 13,624 and I conceive that this property, which is
sluices, while in Sand hurst there are only now so profitable, and the Coli ban works,
185, 'and in Maryborough 180. The sys- when they are completed and have dso
tem carried on at the Ovens is that in become reproductive, should be made the
operation in CalifoI'llia ; and if it can be basis for raising money to carry out schemes
extended to Sandhurst and Castlemaine, as in other districts. I do not see why we
I believe it can, for though the land there should part with these works. It may be
may contain tenacious clays, yet it has been ad visable to transfer their management
turned over so often that I believe it is from the Government; but in that case
available for sluicing-then the Coli ban some corporate body of "Water Comscheme is likely to pay at a fabulous rate. missioners," or others, might be appointed.
Knowing how efficacious water is, and how Such" a body, endowed with the revenues of
small a quantity suffices for the miner, I am reproductive works, would be able to issue
satisfied that, when theColiban scheme once debentures and raise money for the carrying
supplies Castlemaine and Sandhurst, the out of other schemes. As the different
returns will be something wonderful.. This works became reproductive new schemes
brings me to a point which I deem it my could be constructed, until the whole colony
duty to impress upon the Government, was supplied. During my short tenure of
namely, the importance of giving other office I was naturally anxious both concerndistricts the benefit of water supply. I ing the Coli ban and the Geelong schemes,
have referred to the numher of sluices in and I made inquiries as to their cost, and as
the Ovens district~ 'Water is the very life to the manner of their construction. It is
of mining there; but, unless some scheme only right that I should say that the inforis carried out, the miners will not be able mation I received from the Chief Engineer,
to continue their operations as heretofore. Mr. Christopherson, astonished me. I was
The quantityofwater is not being increased . under the impression that the surveys and
in proportion to the extent of auriferous preliminary work had cost a disproporground which is being opened up, and, tionate sum. I found that the permanent
consequently, water questivns are becoming and preliminary surveys had cost £7 11 s. 7d.
more and more difficult to deal with. My per cent. upon the amount expended, and
sole objection to the Bill before- the House the surveys before the works were conis that it does not propose any plan by tracted for £3 2s. 9d. per cent., ml\king a
which money will be made available for totalof about 10 per cent. on the total outlay
other schemes after the Geelong and Honorable members will bear in mind that
Coliban works are completed. I acknow- much more careful surveys have to be
ledge the expediency of completing those made for waterworks than for railways.
works, and making them reproductive, While rail way surveys are often arranged
but I consider that provision should be in the engineer's office, the levels for
made to construct similar schemes in other waterworks must be set out on the ground.
districts. We were told that the Yan Yean Disappointed contractors and others are
was to be sold, and further works carried only too ready to circulate reports as to
out with the proceeds. Well, sir, I am the non -success of schemes of this character,
here to profess my opinion that it would and as to defects in their details, and unbe unwise for the State to part with that fortunately these objections are not easily
property. What have we to gain by doing answered. It is very easy to assert that the .
so? If we sell the Y aD Yean works to water will not flow into Castlemaine, and
the different corporations, those bodies will it will take some time to prove the CODhave to raise money by the issue of trary. I am not in office~ and I am not
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saddled with any responsibility in the
matter, and, therefore, I feel less hesitation
in saying that the Government, in such
cases as these" are entirely in the hands of
the professional heads of their departments.
We may even have doubts as to the success
of a scheme; but those doubts are not based
on any professional opinion, and are not
worth much. So long as we have confidence in our officers we are bound to give
them our support, and assist them as far as
we can in carrying their schemes to a successful issue. Many rumours were in circulation while the late Government were
in office; but Mr. Christopherson, at my
request, prepared a report, which I laid on
the table of the House, and which completely answered the objections taken,as to
the levels of the Coli ban scheme. I do
not say that that scheme will be an en-,
gineering success. I cannot judge. But
I do say that, when we see that a scheme
is being constructed at a moderate cost,
and we believe that the responsible officer
is steadily discharging his duty, that officer
is fairly entitled to our support and the
support of all who are interested in the
matter. I trust that, before this debate is
concluded, the Government will give an
assurance-will shadow forth some general
scheme for an extension of water supply
to other districts.
'
Mr. J. T. SMITH.-I agree with the
Government that, as large contracts have
'Leen entered into for the supply of certain
districts with water, it is absolutely necessary that money should be obtained to
complete those works; but, at the same
time, I trust that the House will not confine
its attention exclusively to the schemes in
question. The Bill itself does not. It
provides in addition for a loan of £250,000
for the Alfred Graving-dock, Of that
amount' £70,000 has been already expended, and I think the Government will
admit that the balance of £180,000 cannot
be expended on a work of so concentrated
a character in one year. I do not think
that more than £100,000 can be so expended, and I think that the surplus may
very well be used' to supply many goldfields with water, and to give employment
to thousands of men. The honorable
member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer) has
pointed out how, at Clunes, a supply
of water would give profitable employment to many hundreds of men, and
we secure a return of 25 per cent. upon
the outlay. The residents, to show their
bonafides, are willing to advance one-half
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of the requisite funds; \mt the Government
profess themselves unable to 'give any
assistance. I ask them, however, whether
they could not do so; if, instead of taking a
vote for the completion of the graving-dock,
they took a vote towards its' completion?
, In that case, without retarding the gravingdock one jot, they might supply such districts as Maryborough, Talbot, and Clunes
with water, and a'good retllrn 'would be
secured for money which will 'otherwise lie
idle. For my part, I think the loan should
be increased to £750,000; for the State,
. having-burthened itself with the heavy
expenditure to supply water to certain
districts, cannot well refuse to supply other
districts, which offer undoubted security
that they will gi ve a good return. As to
the sale of the Y an Yean, if the Govern: ment are to supply country districts with
water at the rate of one penny per thousand
gallons, they will scarcely find the corporations willing to purchase those works on the
basis of the present rate of one shilling per
thousand gallo.ns. The time will come
when the. citizens of Melbourne will demand that water' shall' be supplied to them
for do~estic and for manufacturing purposes on the same terms 'as water is
. supplied to other districts.' 'Honorable
members may think that the' State has
caught a golden calf in the ei ty; but they
should bear in mind .that the Yan Yean
scheme was projected by the City Council
and its officers. As to the works being
transferred to a, commission, they were
once· ,in the hands of a commission, of
which, as Mayor of Melbourne, I was an '
ex officio member; and my experience convinces me that they are better in the hands
of a Government department. People have
no confidenceoin boards and commissions,
as may be seen by the case of the Board of
Education, which is unpopular because it is
irresponsible. 'They prefer the Government, because t.hey can then come to this
House and demand and obtain justice.
The local corporations, so far as I can
judge, are willing to purchase the Yan
Yean, if by that means they can supply
the 'water at a cheaper rate than is now
charged, but not otherwise. I lleed not
now discuss the great importance of wa, tel', since other honorable members have
pointed out the efficacy of' the element in
question, from the deluge to the wonderful
effects it has produced in the Beechworth
district. What I desire honorable members
to direct their attention to is the advisabilityof the Government undertaking to
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assist districts which can show a good return and are willing to contribute a certain
proportion-one-half .. or one-third of the
• outlay. lam by no means wedded toClunes;
but I mention· that district because J am
convinced that it will yield an ample profit,
and because .its local body will give ample
guarantees for a return of Bay 15 per cent.,
and are willing, moreover, to advance onethird of the capital required. If the Government will not increase the amount of
the loan, and if no other arrangement can
be made, I trust that .the graving-dock
will not be allowed to stand ,in the way.
The dock originated in a desire to compete
with. New. South Wales, and that is. an
effort which .will be made in vain. It may
be necessary to complete the dock, but I
do not think it is necessary to vote £180,000
for it next year. Nothing is calculated to
improve a country more than the construction of permanen.t works for the qenefit of
its own population; and by the means I
suggest we may take an important step in
this direction. W ~ may extend the blessing of an ab.undant water supply to many
districts, and may give employment to
thousands who otherwise will be wanting
bread.
.
Mr. KERNOT.,-The subject ~hich
now engages the attention of the House
is not secoild in importance to that which
has been under its consideration during
the last week or ten days. While rail way
communication directly affects only a
portion of. the community-the travelling
portion-water supply affects all. 'The
supply of water has a greater influence
upon the moral condition of our population
than even.quick and rapid communication,
however desirable the latter may be. I
approach this subject in· a liberal spirit.
Geelong was, for many years, retarded
by the want of a proper water supply,
the original vote for the district having
been absorbed in the Y an Yean scheme.
Justice, however, is at last being accorded
to the district. Our works are half completed, and,when the Bill before the Hous~
is passed,. Geelong will speedily enjoy the
advantage of a good supply of' water for
domestic and manufacturing. purposes;
While we enjoy this benefit, I do not think
it unjust to do all I can to supply other
districts with a similar boon. Indeed I
look upon the localities enumerated in the
schedule of th~:original Act, and which
have been gazetted as. localities which shall
receive a water .supply, as having, if
possible, more claims than Geelong, seeing
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that their vital interest of gold mining i
inseparably connected' with the question 0
water supply. The fact that an expenditure of £ 1 per head has been incurred to
supply the inhabitants of Melbourne with
water, and 'that the various schemes embodied in the original Act will, upon a
careful calculation, supply a population of
300,000 . persons at an expense of
.£2,000,000, which would be a much less
average cost, gives those districts a strong
claim upon the attention of this House.
The £2,000,000, I assume, could be
borrowed on the same terms as the railway
loan is expected to be contracted for,
namely, at 5 per cent. At 5 per cent. the
amount payable per annum by the 300,000
people who would be benefited would be
about 6s. Sd. per head, and I do not
think there is any district' in the
colony the population of which could
not afford to pay that sum for a good, free,
and equal water supply. I am referring
now only to domestic consumption. I
believe that, where the State can supply
water at the low price w4ich has been
named for mining and manufacturing purposes, namely, a penny per thousand
gallons, the demand will be so great~ and
the receipts so large, that the sum of 6s. Sd.
will be considerably reduced. It must be
borne in mind that there are no large
expenses connected with the management
of water schemes. We do not require 45
or 50 per cent. of the income for working
expenses. Not more than fi ve 01' six per
cent. suffices to conduct their operations,
and a very small percentage keeps them
in repair. We construct railways to take
the. place of ri vel'S in part1 and in' the same
way ·it is our duty to lay on water, so that
we may have all the advantages which a
country possessed of rivers enjoys-the
advantages of a.good water supply and of
easy intercourse. With reference to the
y an Yean, I consider that it would be
very impolitic to sanction the sale of that
valuable property. I look forward to the
time when our waterworks-especially if
a small. percentage be devoted to the payment of their cost-will be a great source
of revenue to the colony, whereby taxation
will be relieved when our public lands have
passed from the control of this House. I
regret that' the Government have not
brought down a Bill empowering them to
raise £200,000 or £300,000 every year for
the gradual extension of water schemes
thro~ghout the colony.
By proceeding in
this way they ,would obtain a knowledge
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of the wants of the various districts, and
the money would be profitably and usefully
spent.
The honorable member for the
Ovens (Mr. Kerferd) has referred to certain
circumstances connected with the construction of the wor ks now in course of
completion.
No complaints, I believe,
have been made wi th regard to the Geelong
scheme. With reference to the Coliban
scheme, I may mention that I have taken
the trouble to inspect the embankments, to
walk along a portion of the line, and to
enter one of the tunnels. My judgment
may not be worth much, but still it only
requires common sense to ascertain whether
a work appears useful in itself and sound
in its construction; and I must confess
that, looking at the embankments, the outlets, the tunnels, and the sluice gates of
the Coliban scheme, I felt very much
pleased. So far as the works have gone,
no complaints can be made except with
reference to the surveys. As the honor. able member. for the Ovens remarked,
surveys for waterworks require more exact
correctness than railway surveys. In the
latter case a foot or more may be given,
but in running water the whole line must
be perfectly COl'l'ect. I was pleased to see,
by a report laid on the table of this House,
that the Coliban surveys had been checked,
and found to be perfectly correct. I do
not know why they should not be correct,
seeing that competent men were employed
to prepare them. From what source ru mours
to the coutrary effect arose I do not know.
I have heard objection taken to the employment of day-labour on the seworks, and
I find, on reference to the report presented
by the Chief Engineer, that a sum of
£49,000 has been expended in that man ..
nero .Now, as a principle, I think that
day-labour is bad, and that contracts should
always be entered into. At the same time,
when the tenders are not satisfactory,
when they do not come near the estimate
framed by competent authorities, some
deviation may be allowed from the rule.
In this instance, it appears that the work
done would have cost £5,000 more, according to the contractor's schedule, than it has
really cost. It is well that this matter
should be looked into, because, when contracts can be accepted, it is objectionable
that day-labour, should be employed. I
will not detain the House longer; but I
must confess that, when I look at the number of localities which would be benefited
by a systematic scheme of water supply,
I think it behoves the House to take into
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its serious consideration whether or not
the Bill is sufficiently full and comprehensive. There is one other matter to which
I desire to allude. It is a statement made •
in a paper, which I presume may be called
the Government organ, that an inquiry as
to whethel' the works in progress have
been properly carried out is to be made by
gentlemen connected with another department. Now, I do not desire to interfere
with the operations of the various departments, nor to speak of one officer with
reference to another officer. At the same
time, when I bear in mind the amount of
work which has been done for the money
voted, I do not think this House would be
doing right if it did not retain the power
to decide as to whether or not that work
has been carried out satisfactorily. I think
it would be far bettel' to let a committee
of this House take evidence and decide the
question, rather than that one department
should be asked to report upon another .
No extraordinary knowledge of engineering
is required in such a <;ase. The good sense
of a committee would enable it to arrive
at a decision upon the evidence and materials placed before it. One of the principles of the Civil Service Act is that any
charge of incompetency shall be investigated by a commission, and it would be
better" even to carry out that principlo and
to appoint a commission in this instance.
With regard to the general subject, I trust
that the Government will see the necessity
of enlarging their ideas in reference to the
supply of water to the country districts,
as they will have to do shortly in reference
to railway extension.
Mr. BLAIR.-I should have much preferred no discussion to have taken place
on the second reading, but that honorable
members, agree'ing as they do with the
principles of' the Bill, should have reserved
their remarks until the measure is in committee.
Therefore I felt that, on the
whole, the most judicious course was 110t
adopted by the honorable member for
Creswick (Mr. Frazer) when he opened a
general discussion on the Bill. I have not
the slightest objection to take to either the
tenor or the subject-matter of the honorable member's speech; but he has placed
me and other honorable members representing gold-field districts in the false
position of being compelled to anticipate
the proper time for making our comments
on the Bill, lest we should be accused by
our constituents of neglecting their inter. ests. I feel bound, therefore not to let the
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Bill pass in silence, but I shall be brief in
my remarks. I should have been very
glad if the Government had been able to
see their way to bring in a far more comprehensive scheme. I would, without the
slightest misgiving, vote for borrowing,
for purposes of water supply, three times
the amount mentioned in this Bill, because
I happen to know-what, of course, is
common knowledge to all members who,
like myself, represent gold districts-that
in every gold district, wi.thout exception,
there is an urgent want of water supply.
In the district which I have the honour to
represent the want is more than urgentit is imperative, and cannot be. staved off
for any length of time without very serious
injury, not alone to that district, but to the
colony generally. In the schedule appended to the report of the Chief Engineer
for Water Supply, I find Pleasant-creek
set down for £5,000. A sum of £5,000
for water supply for Pleasant-creek is so
ridiculously inadequate, that it might just
as well be five thousand pence or farthings.
. Pleasant-creek is a quartz mining district
where the reefs seem to be not only richer,
but more extensive in their ramifications,
than those of any other district throughout
the whole of the auriferous regions of Victoria. Proof of this will be found in the
quarterly returns of the mining surveyors.
The very last of those quarterly returns
shows that, during the three months
ending the 30th of June, 1868, the
quartz reefs of Pleasant-creek produced
the prodigious quantity of 14,000 tOll'S of
auriferous quartz, which yielded an average
of about one ounce and a quarter of gold
per ton.
This yield of gold is absolutely astounding when compared with
the results obtained from far more pretentious gold-fields. Another fact is that
the quartz-reefers of Pleasant-creek are an
extremely enterprising set of men. They
work their reefs' with their own capital.
Nothing is done in Pleasant-creek quartz
reef shares "under the verandah," or at
"the Corner," at Ballarat; there is no
"bulling" and" bearing" in connexion with
mining matters in that district. The
quartz-reefers at Pleasant-creek are not
only enterprising men, but they expend
. the capital which they win by working
the auriferous treasures at their command
upon further prospecting-they keep their
property within their own circle: The
result is that the quartz reefs in that district have been worked at successive levels,
reef below reef, from the depth of 160
VOL. VI.-4 C
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feet to the depth of 560 feet; four, or five,
or perhaps six, several reefs having been
struck in the descent-all of them payable
-all of them more or less. auriferous.
Some of the reefers' are convinced that,
at double the depth of the lowest now
attained-that is, at a depth of lully 1,000
feet-they will be able to strike payable
quartz reefs. I know that, in connexion
with one claim, boring operations are at
present being carried on to reach a level of
1,000 feet below the surface; the holders
of the claim being convinced that reefs
will be found at that depth which will pay
well.
The district of Pleasant-creek
yielded, as I have stated, 14,000 tons of
auriferous quartz in three months, from
which an average of one ounce and a
quarter of gold per ton was obtained;
giving an aggregate of 16,000 or 17,000
ozs. of gold, worth from £65,000to £70,000,
or at the rate of more than a quarter of a
million sterling per annum. This district,
which is so rich in auriferous treasure, is a
comparatively rainless district, being west
of the dividing range, where rain is something almost unknown. The consequence
is that the quartz-reefers in that part of
the colony, enterprising as they are, and
having such a rich district to work upon,
are sometimes actually brought to a standstill, ev.en in what in more favoured
localities is known as the rainy season.
Even when rain has been comparatively
abundant in Melbourne, Ballarat, and other
parts of the colony, the quartz-reefers of
Pleasant-creek have been compelled to
bring their machinery to a standstill, and
dismiss their hands, for want of water. If
these be facts-and they certainly arethey prove that, if there be a single district .
in the colony which has a pre-eminent
claim for water supply, both on account of
the richness of its quartz deposits and the
necessities of the case, it is the district of
Pleasant-creek, which I have the honour
and pleasure of representing.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-I do not rise for
purpose of giving any opposition to the
present measure. I quite concur as to the
propriety of completing the waterworks
which have already been undertaken; and
I do so perfectly disinterestedly, because,
although I certainly was the Minister of
the department while these works' were in
progress, they were commenced before I
became the Minister of the department. It,
therefore, cannot be said that, in supporting
this Bill, I am advocating the completion
of works which were commenced under
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my allspices. Looking at the able exposition made by the honorable member for
Creswick (Mr. Frazer), and the pertinent
remarks offered by other honorable members, I think that the debate has, on the
whole, been a very fair and a very useful
one. It is a discussion, too, wholly bearing on the subject. Seeing that the House
is prepared to meet the proposition of the
Government in a fair spirit, I think that
the Government should be prepared to
manifest a similar spirit, and to propose
some scheme by which, within a reasonable time, water supply shalf be extended to other parts of the colony. I
need hardly remind the Minister of Mines
that, during his administration, certain
districts, included in the schedule to
the existing Waterworks Act, have been
promised in the' most solemn manner that
the benefits of water supply shall be extended to them-that Orders in Council
have actually been passed for the construction of works in those localities. In the
cases in which Orders in Council have been
passed, I presume there was evidence that
a return of six per cent. would be obtained on the cost of the construction of
.the works. If that is so, what objection
can there be to the carrying out of the
works to which the Government are committed, and any other works for which a
similar return can be 'obtained? The Government ought fairly and candidly to
state to the House what their views are in
regard to making provision for further
works for water supply. As to the sale
of the Y an Yean, I may state at once that
I do not think it is desirable to part with
it now. It is too great a property for the
State to get rid of at the present time.
As suggested by the honorable member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd) the
Y an Yean, if retained in the hands
of the Goverment, might be made the
basis of a very favorable negotiation
for a loan for waterworks or any other
public purpose. Considering the very
satisfactory state of that public undertaking at the present time, I believe that,
if we were to go into the English market,
we might obtain a loan at par, at four per
cent. per annum interest, on the security
of the Yan Yean works, because we should
actually be offering the security of a really
reproductive work, -in addition to the
prospective security of the works upon
which the loan would be expended. In
other words, we should be giving a double
security to English capitalists. As to the
M1·. Macg1·egor.
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remarks of the honorable member for
Geelong East (MI'. Kernot), relative to
alleged mismanagement in connexion with
the waterworks now in course of construction, all that I can say is that, during the
time I was the head of the department, I
certainly was not aware of any act of
mismanagement. It was intended, as
far as practicable, to construct waterworks
all over the colony, and of course a considerable sum was expended in surveys
and other necessary preliminary works.'
The consequence was that the money at
the disposal of the Government ran short.
I can assure the honorable member that,
if money had been obtained at the end of
last year, Castlemaine, and also Geelong,
would by this time have been supplied
with water. The non-completion of the
works is not attributable to any fault of
the department, but is simply owing to
the fact that there were not sufficient
means to complete them. There have been
rumours that the works were not satisfactorily constructed, and I am aware that
one of the public journals appointed an
engineer to inspect the works in connexion
both with the Geelong and the Coliban
schemes. That gentleman, after making the
most minute survey, and getting the fullest
information, reported that the works were
of a satisfactory character. As far as I
could ascertain, there is no blame attaching
to the officers of the department, who are
engaged in a most responsible undertaking,
in which they ought to receive every
encouragement and assistance, instead of
being subject to unjust attacks. I agree
with the honorable mem bel' for Geelong East that, if any inquiry is made
into the management of the department,
such inquiry ought to be entrusted to a
committee of the House, or to a commission. If a commission was appointed
during the recess, the House would have
an opportunity next session of judging
wliether there is anything in the management of the department to justify the
complaints which have been made.
Mr. MACKAY. - I think that all
honorable members are agreed that,
having gone to great expense in the construction of certain waterworks, we ought
to incur a little further outlay in order to
complete them and make them valuable.
It requires no arguments to convince
honorable members of the importance of a
work like the Coli ban scheme to protect a
large portion of the colony against the
consequences of a season of drought. The
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honorable member for the Ovens (Mr. There would h~ve been a gradual introKerferd) has spoken about the sluicing in duction of the benefits to be ultimately
that district being much greater than in expected when the scheme is completed,
the Bendigo district, but the honorable without the delay which must necessarily
member forgot to state that the reason pe incurred by the system which has been
why there is more sluicing in the Ovens pursued. I throw this out ~s a suggestion
district is because there is much more for the future. I believe, however, that
water there., Such a thing as a running the Minister of the department is quite
stream is rarely seen in the Bendigo dis·, aware of the necessity of having local
trict, except during the rainy season, or reservoirs constructed, in order to give the
during a thunderstorm, whereas there are localities some supply of water before
constantly numerous running streams in the full scheme is completed. A rush
the Ovens district, of which the miners has lately taken place to a portion
can avail themselves for sluicing opera- of the district which will be benefited
tions. It is an absolute duty on the part by the Coliban scheme, namely, the
of the Government to provide such arid Whipstick. Had the local reservoirs been
districts as Bendigo, Castlemaine, and completed first, they would have been
Maryborough with an adequate supply of filled with water, which, at the present
water at the earliest possible date. time, would have contributed most materiIt would be an insult to the House to ally to the development of the resources of
attempt to enter into any general reasons the district. In consequence of the want
in favour of water supply, but there are of water to try the prospecting dishes,
a few things connected with the carrying many miners had been compelled to leave
,out of the Coli ban scheme to which I that district, the area of which was as
desire to direct attention. I think that large as the wh01e mining district of
great blame attaches to the authorities for Bendigo, and, there was reason to benot completing the dam on the Coliban in lieve, very little inferior. An honorable
time to store the rains of the present member expressed a wish that more work in
winter. There seems to have been a great connexion with the construction of waterwant of the application of power and works 'should b~ carried out by conenergy at the right time and in the right tract, and less by day labour. I know
place. If the same amount of money that persons who were intimately acquainted
has been expended on various parts of with the carrying out of the works of the
the scheme had been concentrated on Coliban scheme, who have condemned in
the finishing of the dam there would no measured terms what they considered a
have been sufficient water stored within reckless waste of money. by the employthe next twelve months for the supply ment of day labour instead of letting works
of the district, by means of aque- by contract. J f certain works had been'
ducts, which could be made in a short performed by cOllt.ract, instead of by day
time. The course which has been pursued labour, they would have cost much less
has been to make an aqueduct first, to money.
leave that aqueduct for some twelve months
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No.
exposed to the action of the weather, and
Mr. MACKAY.-No doubt the bonol'to injury by the waters which flow from able member for Rodney feels it his duty
the hills in the vicinity, till rendered to defend the departmet'lt in the managenearly useless, while the darn, which should ment of' these waterworks. I don't wish
have been made in time to conserve a suf- to bring any accusation against the manageficient quantity of water to supply the aque- 'ment of the works. I am merely repeatducts, has been left unfinished. Of course, ing what has been said by practical men,
,after the dam is finished, it will take a whose opinion is entitled to respect.
considerable time to get it filled with It is the opinion of practical men that
water. In carrying out a system of water a large sum of money has been lost to the
supply, I think that the Government State by the substitution of day labour
should avail themselves more of local reser- for contract labour. The honorable memvoirs. If, in connexion with the Coliban ber for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd) referred
scheme, a system of making local reser· to a matter which formed' the subject of
voirs had been adopted-if in every in- some remarks in the newspapers at the
stance the local reservoirs had been made time. The honorable member for a little
first, to catch the local rainfall-I think while filled the position of Minister of
that plan would have been most beneficial. Mines, and no dou,bt felt himself called
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upon to endeavour, if possible, to defend
the department against the alleged mistakes in the levels of :the Elphinstone
tunnel. A short time since, a report was
issued from the Waterworks department,
stating that there was no ground whatever
for the charge. I don't think public
documents should be framed in such a
way-I don't say intentionally-as to have
the effect of misleading. I beg to tell the
House, from information which I got from
reliable sources, that there was a mistake
in the levels in connexion with the work
referred to.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No.
Mr. MACKAY.-There was a shaft
put down from the top of the hill ; it was
not put down low enough wi thin three
feet, and the levels on each side of the
t~nnel were taken to the point at which
the shaft stopped, consequently there was
a mistake of three feet in the levels. As
to whether the mistake was the fault of
the contl'Uctors or the Government, I say
nothing; but I think the fact that there
was a mistake ought to have been stated.
I presume that the work of the contractors
is snbject to the supervision of the Government. If contractors make an error in
their levels, the country is likely to
suff'er for it.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - They
remedi ed it.
Mr. MACKAY.-True, they remedied
it, but they might not have remedied it if
public attention had not been directed to
the matter. If the mistake had not been
remedied, the water would not have flowed
through the tunnel. What r desire to remark is that public documents, in clearing
up any erroneous impression, or any impression which may be partly erroneous
and partly true, ought fairly. to state all
the circumstances of the case. I have
been one of the foremost in defending
the Waterworks department against
what I considered factious opposition or
untimely criticism; but, when a question
of borrowing more money for purposes of
water supply is under the consideration of
the Honse, I think it is the duty of every
member to give whatever information he
may possess bearing on the subject, which
is likely to do any good. I wish to direct
the attention of the Government to a very
common complaint, that the surveying parties in connexion with the water supply
works have been idle for the most part of
their time. Of course I do not make a
positiye charge on hearsay information,
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but I have repeatedly heard from persons
living in the districts to be benefited by
the water supply works that surveying
parties have been lying idle for many
months. Complaints have also been made
that the letting of contracts has caused
great dissatisfaction amongst those persons
who have not been successful in obtaining contracts. I suppose it is not in
human nature to be satisfied, but it is the
duty of the Government to allow no ground
for dissatisfaction.
If I am informed
aright, the specifications which have been
drawn up in connexion with the Water~
works department have been of such a
character that it was utterly impossible for
contractors to know with any .degree of
accuracy or certainty what they were invited to tender for. It is .notorious that
specifications. have been most loosely
drawn; that quantities and other particulars have. been given which would not
bear the test of close inspection ; and that
the Government have been forced, in consequence of this want of accuracy, toaccept something approaching to, and not
exactly what was in, the specifications~
This is given as a reason why, when a
difficulty arose between a contractor and
the G-overnment in connexion ·with a certain work on Barker's-creek, the official
who supervised the work was compelled to-·
allow the contractor to have his own way.
Some of the contractors, who have gone
over to Tasmania and tendered for railway
work, have expressed themselves astonished
at the clearness of the specifications submitted to them there as c9rnpared with
5pecifications in this colony. I think it
would be well to have our specifications
drawn up clearly.
There is anothermatter in connexion with these contracts
to which I will dire(lt attention. It is
well known that a certain contract was
let for making a tunnel through a hill"
and that the work was abandoned after
about· £9,000 had been paid on account of
it. I believe the fact is that the con
tractor finished the soft work at the ends
of the tunnel, but, finding that the body of
the hill was hard and more expensive to
excavate, he served his own pecuniary
interests by abandoning the contract and
forfeiting his deposit money. It is clearthat, if a contractor can get pro rala payments for his work, without any reference
as to whether the work unperformed is
more difficnlt than that which has been
finished, it will be very easy for a contractor to make a few thousand pound3 without.
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Mr. MACKAY.-Although I may enany risk of failure or loss. There is
another matter to which the attention of tertain my own opinion as to the propriety
the Government ought to be drawn. In oof the remarks I was addressing to the
connexioll with the Spring Gully reservoir House being made on the second reading
an expensive tunnel, cut from the solid of the Bill, I shall bow to your ruling,
rock, was made, to receive a large iron pipe, Mr. Speaker. I will only observe that the
the tunnel being of sufficient capacity to sum of £170,000, proposed to be expended
allow a workman' to go in and repair the on the Coli ban scheme, is less than I bepipe, if necessary. Such is the bungling lieve to be necessary t.o complete the works.
manner in which the work has been carL'ied I did not rise with any intention to obstruct
out, that the tunnel was actually rammed the passing of the Bill, but simply to offer
round with common clay, and it is now leak- some suggestions which may be useful in
ing. Possibly the whole of the clay will be preventing waste of money in connexion
shot out and the water will burst forth. I with future works. I hope that, at no disdesire to ask the Minister of Mines for tant date, the Government will be able to
some information as to the completion of carry out, in its entirety, the scheme of
the Coliban scheme. Of the £610,000 waterworks contemplated by the Waterwhich it is proposed to borrow under this works Act, because I am certain that,
Bill, £360,000 is for waterworks, and the when carried out, it will reflect credit on
remaining £250,000 is for the graving- the country, and prove a source of permadock. Of the £360,000, I believe that nent prosperity.
Mr. McKEAN.-I have no desire to
£85,000 is to be applied for the Ballarat
waterworks, and £55,000 for the Preston prolong the debate unnecessarily, but, in
main in connexion with the Y an Yean, justice to my constituents, I feel it my duty
leaving £220,000 for the Coliban and to make a few observations on their behalf.
Geelong schemes-that is to say, £50,000 It is a matter of serious moment to the
for the Geelong, and £170,000 for the district I have the honour to represent that
Coliban scheme. It appears that the total it possesses neither railway communication
The gold-fields of
cost of the Coliban scheme is estimated at nor water supply ~
£540,000, and the amount hitherto ex- Maryborough are languishing for a supply
pended is £216,000 less than that sum. of water. With an adequate supply ot
How can a work requiring £216,000 to water for mining purposes, the quantity of
gold which that district yields would be
complete be completed for £170,000?
The SPE.AKER.-I think that the largely increased. In the schedule to the
honorable member is discussing matters Waterworks Act there are thirty-nine
which ought to be discussed in committee. districts mentioned to which it is conMr. MACKAY.-Am I to understand, sidered desirable to extend water supply,
Mr. Speak~', that it is your ruling that I and the district of Maryborough is the one
am prohibited from discussing the matters which probably has the largest watershed,
to which I am now directing the attention and which would supply the greatest area
of the House f
with water. It is desirable that the
The SPEAKER.-It is the practice to schemes for water supply which have
discuss the principles of a Bill on the se- already been commenced should be comcond reading and the details in committee. pleted as early as possible, in order that the
As the details are to be discussed in com- colony may reap the advantage of them. I
mittee, of course it is a waste of time to would also urge that a thorough system of
discuss them on the second reading, as o water supply for irrigation purposes ought
well as being irregular.
to be extended over the whole colony.
Mr. KERFERD. - Considerable dis- What was the case in India?
So
satisfaction has been caused by the practice long as the canals, aqueducts, and other
which has recently been adopted in dealing waterworks for the supply of water for
with Bills in committee. I therefore think agricultural purposes, were kept in order,
it is desirable, Mr. Speaker, that you should India was a flourishing country. The
lay down the rule as to what is the proper moment these were allowed to fall into
practice in regard to the discussion of Bills disorder, came the famine. If the system
in committee.
adopted in India were carried out in
The SPEAKER.-The Chairman of this country, in a comprehensive manCommittees is the proper person to say ner, the benefits flowing therefrom would
what is the practice in committee, if ap~ be incalculable. It is useless to discuss, at
pealed to.
the present time, the claims of the various
0
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districts in the couutry to water supply,
because there appears no disposition to increase the amount proposed to be borrowed
under the Bill. All, then, that can be done
is to hope that the other districts will receive early attention from the Government.
I would seriously urge upon the Minister
of Mines that the Maryborough district
should have his favorable consideration.
If we cannot have a railway, let us have
water supply. I believe that, if the inhabitants were polled to~·morrow as to which
they would have-a railway or water supply-they would declare for the latter.
Were this extended to them, the district
would no longer languish; farmers and
miners would benefit considerably; and
the population generally would be prosperous and happy. I hope the Government will seriously consider this matter,
and not spend their time frivolously
inquiring into vague and uncertain rumours. \Ve should look to the Ministry
to see that right is done, and we should
not attempt to interfere with departmental
arrangements.
I have heard general
rumours with respect to various of the
works. I was told that Mr. O'Keefe, the
contractor for the Barker's Creek dam,_
had used granite tailings where he ought
to have used puddle-clay, by which proceeding he made a profit of from £ 10,000
to £12,000; but it is feared that by this
arrangement, the moment any great pressure
is brought to bear, the dam may give way,
in which event great devastation would
follow. I am also told that this person had
a contract for a tunnel, but this he threw
up as soon as he was paid for his Barker's
Creek contract, intimating that he could
afford to forfeit his deposit and plant,
because he had made sufficient by the other
speculation. I was further told that the.
clerk of the works sent down reports as to .
these proceedings, but the reports were'
suppressed in the department. But if such .
things had taken place, there is not the'
~lightest doubt the department would have'
inquired into them. The fact that the:
department has not inquired into the
matter, is prima facie evidence that there .
is no foundation in· fact for the stateJ;llent.
But this only shows how reports are promulgated. I hope the Government will
complete the works which have been
commenced; and that t~ey will be prepared, next session, to bring down a Bill,
of a somewhat similar character, for raising
the amount necessary to furthe.r prosecute
these undertakings.
Mr. McKean.

Loan Bill.

Mr. BURROWES.-I should not have
said a word in reference to the subject now
before the House but for the remarks of
the last speaker. I feel I should be wallting in my duty, and be allowing an unmerited reflection to be cast upon the gentleman who had the whole supervision of
the works at the Barker's Creek reservoir,
if I did not give to the statement of the
honorable member for Maryborough (Mr.
McKean)-that the dam is built of gmnite
silt-the flattest contradiction. I believe
that no works in conllexion with the
Coliban scheme have been better supervised, or have been constructed with better
material, than those at Barker's Creek. I
can speak with confidence on this point,
because my business led me into that
locality during a large portion of the time
that the works were in progress. The
statement which I make has had ample
confirmation from disinterested persons
who are well qualified to speak on the
subject. I may take this opportunity of
asking what the Government propose to do
with these works when completed? It
was understood that the original intention
of the Government was to hand the works
o~er to the various local bodies. This
would be a very wi~e proceeding; because,
under such an arrangement, the supervision of the works woutd cost less, and
would be more effectual, and, in all probability, the revenue would be larger. I
think it is the wish of the country that,
when these works are completed, the
Government should be relieved of the
responsibility of sllperintendence.
. The Bill was read a second time, and
was afterwards passed thrqugh committee.
OFFICIAL (MINING) AGENTS.
Mr. HUMFFRAY moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a complete return up to the 1st September, 1868, showing the names of all mining
official agents appointed up to that date, together
with the dates of their appointments; the place
or places where they have officiated; the amount
received by each agent from each company,
naming the companies separately, and where
situated, also the date of the winding-up orders
in each case; the amount of dividends paid, if
any; the returns made by each official agent to
the Government, with the date of each return;
also stating the amount of uncalled capital in
each case at the date of winding-up order; and
the law costs in obtaining winding-up orders
and prosecuting the claims of creditors, together
with the charges of the official agent."
Mr. BAYLES. seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.

Sir C/wrles Darling.

[SEPTEMBER

NORTH GIPPSLAND.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the amount received
for land sold in North Gippsland j the amount
received for land leased in North Gippsland;
the amount of money spent by the Government
between the Bunyip and Sale (main road); the
several amounts of money respectively voted
and put on the Estimates or otherwise promised
to be expended in the North Gippsland district
but lapsed, viz.: line of telegraph to Walhalla j
bridge across the Thompson on the road to
Walhalla j the clearing of the La Trobe bar j
the Sale post and telegraph-office, and other
public buildings and public works in North
Gippsland."

The honorable membei- explained that the
object of the return was to show the claim
which North Gippsland had upon the
State for railway facilities.
Mr. FARRELL seconded the motion.
Mr. CONNOR suggested that the
return should include similar information
relating to the Western district.
Mr. BAYLES spoke in support of the
suggestion.
Mr. JONES said there would be no
objection to supplying the return if the
honorable member for North Gippsland
would fix some limitation as to date.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH said he would be
content with a return for the last five years.
The motion, amended accordingly, was
agreed to.
SIR CHARLES DARLING.
The resolution passed in committee on
the 15th September, in favour of paying to
Sir Charles Darling an amount not
exceeding £5,000, on account of lapsed
emoluments when 'administering the Government of Victoria, was considered and
adopted.
BRITISH PHARMACOP(EIA BILL.
Captain MAC MAHON moved the
second reading of this Bil1, explaining
that it was a mere declaratory measure,
the object being to secure the adoption in
this colony of the British pharmacopreia
"as a uniform standard and guide in the
.preparation of medicines." He thought
that, as this was almost the only measure
which had proceeded during the present
session from another place, it would be an
act of discourtesy on the part of the House
to reject it.
M~KERSOT~WM~d~eBil1,~d

took the opportunity of commenting upon
the reflections made in reference to the
acq uirements of chemists a~d druggists
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w hen the Bill was under consideration in
the other Chamber. He thought those
remarks incorrect and uncalled for.
Mr. MACKAY expressed the hope that
the passing of the Bill would not prevent
the adoption of any discovery in medicine
which might be made in the colony.
Captain MAC MAHON observed that
an objection had been raised by the Attorney-General to the provision in the
Bill for adopting such alterations and
amendments in the British pharmacopreia
as might from time to time be made under
the direction of the General Council of
Medical Education and Registration in the
U ni ted Kingdom, on the ground that it
would be giving power to that body to
legislate for the colony. He. proposed,
when the Bill was committed, to make
amendments to meet the objection.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH said he could
not see the utility of the measure. For all
practical purposes it would be inoperative,
because there were no penalties, and
therefore no provision for enforcing the
law. He thought Parliament might as
well pass an Act directing a surgeon how
to perform operations, or a traaesman how
to conduct his business. .
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Amendments restricting the description
of the pharmacopreia t() the "British
pharmacopreia, as published in England,"
and omitting the further description, "and
from time to time, altered, amended, and
republished," were agreed to; and the
Bill was repOl'ted to the House with
amendments.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes to eleven o'clock, until Tuesday,
September 22.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, September 22, 1868.
New Members-Melbourne and Essendon Railwa.y Vesting
Bill-Dr. Wilkie's Seat-Uailway Loan Bill-Publio
Works Loan Bill-Appropriation Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty
minutes past four o'clock p.m., and read
-the prayer.
NE\V MEMBERS.
The PRESIDENT notified the receipt
of communications from the private secretary to His Excellency the Governor,
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intimating that Mr. William Arthur Callander a'Beckett had been duly elected as
a member for the Southern Province (in
the room of Mr. John Sherwin, deceased),
and that Mr. Thomas Turner a'Beckett
had been re-elected as a member for the
Central Province, after retirement by rotation.
The new members were introduced and
sworn.
MELBOURNE AND ESSENDON
RAILWAY VESTING BILL.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I beg to
move that this Bill be read a second time.
I do not think it necessary for me to enter
into any explanation with regard to the measme, the object of which is to authorize
the purchase of the Melbourne and Essendon Railway by the' Board of Land and
Works.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN.-I move
that the dehate be adjourned until after
the order of the day for the second reading
of the Railway Loan Bill. Honorable
members will see that, if the Loan Bill
should be thrown out, it will affect the
passing of this measure.
The Hon. J. McCRAE.-I certainly
trust that the House will not postpone the
Bill. The purchase has been made, and,
if the Loan Bill ,should not be passed, the
money will have to come out of the consolidated revenue.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-The
honorable member forgets that no money
can be paid out of the consolidated revenue
unless there is a specific appropriation for
the purpose.
The. Hon. J. O'SHANASSY.-There
is one point in connexion with the purchase
of the Essendon Railway to which I desire
to call attention. It is this, that if there is to
be railway communication between Sydney
and Melbourne, and this line is to be a
connecting link, then the gauge of the
Sydney lines will not be found to correspond with the gauge of this line. U ntH
the Railway Loan Bill is passed we have
nothing before us to show that the Essendon line is required by the State. With
regard to the general principle involved in
the measure, I do not think that any
honorable member will defend the action
of the Government in purchasing this or
any other property firat, and not asking
the concurrence of this House until afterwards.

After remarks from the Hon. H. M.
and the Hon. J. P. FAWKNER, the
House dividedContents ..•
12
Not-contents
9
MURPHY

Majority for the amendment
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The debate was adjourned accordingly.
PUBLIC LOAN EXPENDITURE.
The Hon. G. W. COLE, pursuant to
orders of the House (dated September 15
and 17), laid upon the table returns of the
expenditure under the Public .Loan Act of
1865, and of the railway expenditure of
the colony.
PERIOD OF SERVICE OF MEMBERS.
DR. WILKIE'S SEAT.
The Hon. D. E. WILKIE.-I desire,
Mr. President, to st.fl.te to the House that,
in consequence of the discussion which
took place on the last day of meeting, I
have made inquiries, and I have ascertained that, under the Constitution Act, as
explained by Mr. Attorney-General Chapman, my tenure of office does not expire
-until the I st of October. The declaration
of the poll for the North-western Province
was made at Kyneton on the 1st October,
1858; and my tenure of office does not
expire until ten years from that date.
PETITIONS.
Petitions in favour of the construction
of the Upper Murray Railway were presented by the Hon. R. S. ANDERSON,
from the residents of Stanley; and by the
Hon. W. HIGHETT, from the residents of
Wangaratta.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
On the motion of the Hon. W. H. F.
MITCHELL, this Bill was recommitted.

Constitution Act

[SEPTEMBER

The Hon. J. P. FA WKNER moved
that clause 31, pt'oviding for the return of
a member to the Legislative Council to
represent the University of Melbourne, be
omitted. The clause would bring an odd
member to the House, and the arrangement was one which. he did not think
would work well.
Mr. MITCHELL asked honorable members to consider what they wero about to
do. The Bill had been referred to a committee. That committee had brought up
the Bill in its present shape, and the House
bad both adopted the report of the committee, and had read the measure a second
time. Under these circumstances, it would
be an extraordinary thing if, at that late
stage, they were tQ strike out one of the
principles of the Bill.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT said he
would be sorry to see the clause struck out.
He was the fit'st to propose that the
University should be represented in the
Legislature. He wade the proposal with
~eference to the Assembly, and it was then
urged that the Council was the proper
place for such a representative. The only
exception he took to the arrangement in
the Bill was that a property qualification
was required from the University member.
The fact that a person had matriculated at
the Univ€l'Sity, and had ta.ken the degree
of M.A., should be a sufficient qualification. There were many points in the Bill
which were susceptible of improvement,
and whicb, if he had been in the House at
the time, he would have endeavoured to
amend; but he did not think that the present stage was one at which amendments
should be made.
The Hon. W. A'BECKETT said that
he looked upon a member for the U niversity in the Council as an impertinence.
They did not want a professor to correct
their grammar.
The Hon. A. FRASER remarked that
he, and many other honorable members,
did not pay much attention to the Bill
during its progress. Now that he considered the subject, he thought that the
clause should be omitted. If the new
member was to correct other honorable
member's grammar, he could be very well
dispensed with. Moreover, one member
coming into the House one way, and the
other members another, might lead to
complications.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON asked
what complications could possibly arise
under the proposed arrangements? The
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President would issue the writ, and the
new member would be returned without
the House being troubled at all. ~ As to
the point about correcting·grammar, honorable members must be very hard pushed
when they resorted to such an excuse as
that. The intelligence and learning embodied in Universities were recognised in
the Parliaments of other countries, and the
time had come for that example to be followed here. The House was merely asked
to extend the principle which had already
been adopted in giving the franchise to
professional men.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY said that
while the honorable member (Mr. Anderson) contended for the representation
of intelligence and learning, he forgot
that the only qualification allowed by.
the Bill was a real property q ualification. He would have pressed this point
before, but he had found that honorable
members were resolved to differ, toto ccelo,
from their professions to their constituents,
and that it was useless to propose amendments. Now that the House was more
fully constituted, and in a more reasonable
frame, he trusted that honorable members
would determine either to strike out the
clause or to require an educational qualification alone from the representative of the
University.
The Hon. G. W. COLE said that, instead of having learned men to trouble the
HOllse with their whims and caprices, it
would be better for honorable members to
exercise their common sense, and never
mind their grammar.
The committee divided on the question
that the clause proposed to be omitted
stand part of the BillContents ..•
8
Not-contents
13
Majority for the omission}
of the clause
•••
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The subsequent clauses, relating to the although the resolutions in the House of
mode of the election of a member for the Commons, regarding the Abyssinian war,
were unanimously agreed to, Earl Derby
University, were also struck out.
Mr. MITCHELL stated that the alter- considered it his duty to submit similar
ation which had been made would involve resolutions to the House of Lords, and to
too many amendments for. him to make at explain fully how the money was to be
the table that evening. He, therefore, raised. It was thought necessary to obtain
moved that the Chairman report progress. the conCl,ll'renCe of the House of Lords to
Mr. MURPHY urged that any post- the comparatively small expenditure of
ponement was equivalent to an abandon- £4,000,000 or .£5,000,000; and that is an
ment of the Bill. Such a proceeding example which may very well be followed
would confirm the views he had expressed here. I have given a great deal of attenfrom the first, as to the earnestness of the tion to this subject since it was first
honorable member (Mr. Mitchell) in the brought forward. Professions of a very
rude character were made, in the first
matter.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT submitted that instance, with regard to railway extension.
there was no advantage to be gained by It was said that the country was ripe for
precipitating the measure. It could not . railways to the north,.the south, the east,
affect any of the forthcoming elections, and the west; but, after certain political
and there would be a long interval before contingencies in the shape of Ministerial
any others took place. There were many elections had taken place, the whole reserious objections to the Bill which he solved itself into the one line contemplated
would like to bring under the notice of the by this Bill. All the persons who were
in expectation of receiving railway lines
House.
appear to have settled down to this idea.
In reply to Mr. HIGHETT,
Mr. MITCHELL stated that he had no No doubt this step is a very prudent one,
intention of abandoning the Bill in conse- so far as it go~s. I regret, however, that
quence of the alteration which had been the Government have not followed the
ordinary course with regard to railway
made in it.
The motion was agreed to, and progress construction. When our existing railway system was introduced-and a great
was reported.
deal of attention was devoted to it by
RAILWAY LOAN BILL.
the Legislative Council of the day-a
The Hon. G. W. COL E.-I rise to move . Loan Act was brought forward, and,
the second reading of this Bill. Its object simultaneously with it, a Construction Act,
is to extend our railway system; and I which stated where the lines would start
hope honorable members will pass it at from and where they would end. In that
railway speed. I trust to see railways instance the English public, having the two
measures before them, could see that the
established all over the country.
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY.-I regret Government was in earnest; and the evithat a Bill of so much importance has been dence and statistics obtained by the comintroduced in so bald a manner. It was mittee of inquiry assured them of the
due to this House that the Government prospects of the undertakings. But, in
should entrust to some honorable member this case, the Legislative Assembly have
the task of stating their intentions and passed the Bill without deeming a comtheir policy, and of explaining the whole mittee of inquiry necessary; without plans
scope and object of the measure. Nothing and surveys; without any estimate of
can tend more to injure the just and proper quantities; and without any traffic returns
influence of a deliberative body like this beyond the simple letter of the Engineerthan to bring a measure before it in such in-Chief. That is scarcely the way in
a manner. After the long <;liscussions which a business man would set about a
which have taken place elsewhere, we had similar work. It was my intention to ask
a right to expect that such information the Council to show its business capacity,
would be placed before us as would justify by subjecting the measure to the ordeal
us, as legislators, in placing our names to which any private Bill would have to
a Bill for two millions and a quarter of pass, and refer it to a select committee;
money. Should there be any failure with but, when J consider that it is expected
the Bill in this House, the fault will be elsewhere that the session will close in
with the promoters of the measure. To two or three days, I see we have no altertake a recent case in England, I find that, native but to accept or reject the measure.

Railway Loan Bill.
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To refer the Bill to a select committee
would be to shelve it, and that would be
a very unhandsome way of dealing with
the subject. When I object to a mea:mre,
I would always prefer the straightforward
and open course of voting against it. I
am, therefore, in common with other
honorable members, thrown back upon
my own knowledge. We must rely upon
our own knowledge of the country, of its
physical character and of its resources,
and of the probable cost of the line, in
considering whethet· or not we should
sanction the Bill. The alternative places
me in a somewhat unpleasant- position, for
I confess I am not altogether satisfied with
the explanations given in the other House.
I would like to have seen a Construction
Bill introduced, giving the probable quantities, the price to be paid for labour, nnd
what the line would really cost. This
information would be demanded in the
case of a private company, and why should
we be satisfied with less? The precise
proposal in the Bill is to go into the
London market to borrow -the sum of
£2, I 07,000, for purposes set forth in the
schedules. The main purpose is the construction of a line to A.lbury, at an expense
of £1,720,000, and the expenditure of
£239,000 for rolling-stock. The first
question which strikes me, is whether a
young country like this is in a position
to incrense its existing indebtedness for
the purpose of constructing reproductive
works-whether we can do so with benefit
to' our material interests, and without
diminishing our national wealth by the
payment of interest? Should this Bill
become law, our debt will amount to
£12,000,000. The annual interest will be
between £500,000 and £600,000, and the
greater part of that sum is like an
absentee drain. The interest goes away
from the colony altogether. So far
we are in a different position from the
countries of the old world, which borrow
from themselves, and, to some extent, recoup themselves with the interest. I have
heard people here say that, so long as we can
obtain credit, we ought to go on borrowing
for roads, railways, waterworks, and, in
fact, any works which have the appearance
of being reproductive in character. Now
I do not think that is a justifiable proposition. No matter how good our credit
may be, we should never borrow money
"'unless it can be shown that it is for the
public advantage, and will yield a fair return. Again, it is proposed to vary the
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interest from the rate we now pay to five
per cent. Those who are conversant with
the English money market know that
nothing is regarded with more disfavour
there than a want of uniformity in the
rates of interest which a country pays for
its loans. I would not undertake to say,
however, that the money cannot be obtained at five per cent., because there has
recently been a plethor~ of money, both
in England and Fl'ance, and consequently
persons may be found willing to take up
an offer of this kind. The Bill does not
state, as I think it should do, what steps
are to be taken to provide that the money
shall not lie idle after it has been borrowed, and before it is actually required.
Under any circumstances the -money can
only be spent gradually, as the works proceed, and I think we should have some
information as to where it is to lie in
the meantime. There has been considerable discussion as to the price at which
five per cent. debentures should be sold,
assuming that our six pel' cent. debentures
are realizing £112 lOs. People may save
themselves a great deal of trouble on this
point, however, because those who buy the
debentures will be the best judges of their
value. We cannot dictate the price our
debentures shall fetch. The state of the
market will have much to do with it; for,
though we see our debentures quoted at
£ 112 10s., we do not know how many were
sold at that rate, nor what effect would
be produced by offering a great quantity.
It might be more satisfactory to consolidate our loans and to establish a sinking
fund, in order to place our credit upon the
best possible footing. A.s a case in point,
I may mention New Zealand, the Government of which colony recently undertook
to payoff a debt of £6,000,000 by a sinking fund of one p~r cent. The moment
they did so their debentures, which had
been very much depressed, rose nearly to
the level of the Victorian debentures,
though the revenue of the colony is not at
all in proportion to our own, and its indebtedness is greater. I mention this
matter because, in fifteen years-no long
period in the history of a colony-a portion
of {Jur first loan will fall due, and nothing
has yet been done towards liquidating it.
In taking into account the position of a
country to incur debts, we cannot overlook
the consideration of population. I have accordingly put myself in communication with
the Registrar-General, who, lfind, estimates
that, if the census be taken in 1871, it will
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show-assuming no large disturbing elements, in the shape of gold rushes or of a
large immigration, occur-a total population of 750,000 souls. In fifteen years,
when the bulk of our debt falls due, the
same rate of increase would give us a
population of about 1,000,000. The question then arises whether that population
justifies an indebtedness of £12,000,000,
on account of works which may not be
reproductive, although it is believed they
will be? I am endeavouring, as honorable
members will see, to satisfy my own
conscience that this further loan may be
undertaken, and to make it clear that we
can show the English public that the risk
is one fairly within our compass. Our
total indebtedness at the time I have mentioned-£12,000,000, with a population of
1,OOO,000-will be £12 per head, and it
will be for those who lend the money to
say whether that is an excessive amount.
For my part I do not think it is, if the
money can be applied so as to secure the
anticipated return of five or six per cent.
The expenditure of this £2,000,000 has
been advocated as a reparation for the
injury done to the trade of the port in one
direction, by securing to it the trade of a
portion of another colony. I congratulate
the honorable gentlemen opposite me who
are connected with the persons by whom
this injury was inflicted upon the new
light which appears to have burst upon
them. I am glad to see our protectionist
friends take so much interest in the increase of the trade of the port. So far, the
object of the Bill is defensible. It is defensible, also, because the proposed line
will run through a district the roads of
which have had less spent upon them than
the roads of any other district in the
colony. The Ovens district is a most impOl'tant one, and, if this railway will
materially improve its communication with
the metropolis, the Bill can be justified on
that ground. The unsatisfactory part of
the matter is that the Government have
contented themselves with throwing the
Bill upon the table of the House, and we
do not know whether the line has been
.' surveyed or not, or whether any trouble
has been taken in the affair. A gentleman
interested in the success. of this liI;te spoke
to me on the subject the other day. He
was .in Collins-street, a street which is
becoming somewhat famous in the history
of the colony. He did notappear, however,
to be excited by the emotional feelings
which are said to prevail in that place.
Hon. J. 0' Skanassy.
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On the contrary, he was beaming and
smiling, and seemed in no way under
Satanic influences. He asked me my views
as to the line; and I said that I would like
to see everything done in a business-like
manner. I gave him a memorandum of
the salient points; the necessity for a Construction Act; for plans and specifications;
the consideration of modern improvements,
such as steel rails and two-story carriages;
and the adoption of some provision that
the loan should he applied solely to the
purposes set forth in the Bill. He took
the memorandum, and the following morning I found· that these things had been
trotted out in the most beautiful manner
by the Minister of Railways. This proved
to me the necessity of the Legislature
satiRfying itselfif the Government will not
satisfy it. I have already alluded to the
question as to the gauge of this line. If
the line is to be connected with the Sydney
railway, it is of consequence to consider
whether we shall adhere to our own gauge,
or modify it so as to avoid the necessity of
a change of carriages at any particular
station. I have no desire to do anything
except facilitate the passing of this measure;
but I cannot support it except upon two
or three conditions, which I will enumerate. In the first place, I desire to see
the loan kept specifically for the purposes
for which the Bill professes that it is to be
raised. As the Bill stands, it does not
provide for this. It requires amendment,
I think, in the 9th clause. That clause
states" All moneys raised under the authority hereinbefore contained shall be paid to the Treasurer
of Victoria, and shall be by him placed to the
credit of an account to be called 'The Railway
Loan Account,' and shall and may, subject to
the provisions hereinafter contained, be applied
to the purposes mentioned in the second and
third schedules to this Act."

N ow I would like to add the words "no
other." Again, a somewhat extraordinary
amendment was introduced by another
place into the 13th clause, with a view of
bringing the expenditure under the control
of Parliament. The words are-" The
aforesaid estimate shall be submitted for
the sanction of the Legislative Assembly,
in the same manner as the annual estimates
of expenditure." Now it is clear that, if
the expp,nditure is included in the Estimates of annual expenditure, the Assembly
may go on negativing those Estimates
until doomsday; and, although the money
will have been borrowed, there will be no
power of enforcing the implied contract for
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the completion of the line. Again, if it is
intended to include the expenditure in the
A ppropriation Act, we shall be mixing up
two subjects in that measure-the ordinary
expenditure for the year, and the extra~
ordinary expenditure of the rail way
scheme. No one can object to the expenditure being brought under the review of
both Houses, but the thing should be done
properly. Reference is made in the marginal note to an English Act. On reference
to that Act, I find, however, that it simply
provides that the accounts of the expenditure of a sum of £800,000, to be applied
to fortifications, shall be laid before Parliament ill the ordinary way. The honorable
member who has charge of the Bill will
not, I trust, object to such an amendment
being made, in committee, as will carry
out the provision of that Act. It may be
said that this is a Money Bill, and that the
Constitution Act prevents this House from
amending it; but I think I can make such
amendments as will secure the objects I
have in view, without in the smallest
degree infringing upon the provisions of
the Constitution Act. If that can be done,
and if we can obtain an assurance that,
early next session, the Government will
introduce a Construction Bill, and will
gi ve the plans aUlI specifications of the
intended line, I will, though with reluctance, waive my intention of moving that
the Bill be referred to a select committee.
I am aware that the people of the Ovens
district take great interest in the measure,
and I would be the last person in the
world to check the progress of any
district in the colony in railways
or waterworks. I desire merely to
satisfy myself whether we are able
really to undertake those works, with
safety to the community.
We cannot disguise the fact that our community,
though wealthy, is very limitedjn numbers,
and that, while we are running further
into debt, we are not applying the revenue
set apart for the purpose to the introduction of immigrants, who would benefit our
national works, and who would reduce our
debt to a comparatively small sum in pro. portion to the population. I find a statement in the London Time!~ of the wh91e
of the emigration, during 1867, from England to Australia. The Emigration Commissioners only sent out 720 single females
to Victoria, or at the rate of 60 per month
instead of 150, the reason, as stated, being
that the Victorian Government failed to
supply funds for sending out the ordinary
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number. Instead of 1,800 females we
only received 720. Now whatever views
may be held in reference to immigration,
we are all favorable, I believe, to a policy
for equalizing the number of the sexes.
There is now an excess of 100,000 males,
and the present effort to correct that evil
is a very disproportionate one. We are
willing to borrow large sums to assist our
material progress, but that material progress must depend upon the settlement of
the social question to which I aUude. It
is quite as important that our men should
get wives as that they should get land and
rail ways. The Times notices the remarkable fact that the whole emigration to the
Australian colonies was only 14,000 during
1867, showing a falling off of 26,000, as
compared with the previous year alone.
On the other hand, we see Miss Rye introducing immigrants to Canada, and stating
that they are at once taken off her hands.
The same thing would occur here. I cannot see the policy of asking for loans on
the one hand, and keeping our population
stationary on the other. I do trust that
the repeated appeals which have been
made to the Government will have their
due weight, and that the Government will
see that the real progress of a new country
lies in the increase of its population. I
regret that the manner in which the Bill
has been introduced has rendered necessary the remarks I have made. Had the
Council passed it, however, without discussion, as apparently it was expected to
do, I do not think we should have raised
ourselves in the estimation of the public.
I will vote for the measure if the amendments which I have suggested are made
in it.
Mr. COLE.-With regard to the remarks made by the honorable member (Mr.
O'Shanassy) as to this being a Money Bill,
I understand that the other House does
not object to our altering any of the clauses
which do not immediately apply to money
matters. As the honorable member assents
to the principle of the Bill, I would suggest that we proceed with it in committee,
and any alterations we make in it can be
sent to the other House for its consideration.
Mr. O'SHAN ASSY.-Does the honorable member consent to the alterations?
Mr. COLE.-I cannot consent to anything: The House must act as it thinks
proper.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I quite
concur in the statement that, as we are asked
to enter into such a large indebtedness, we
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should have more details of the proposed
scheme placed before us. I am by no
means satisfied that the best line has been
chosen. It is said that the Sydney railway
is likely to meet our line at Albury; but I
know the country well-I have had experience in it as an overlander-and I know
that the Sydney line would have to cross
a great deal of broken country in order to
reach Albury. If there should be a connexion between the Sydney and the Victorian lines, it will be lower down towards
Echuca, where there is a dead level plain.
As to the Upper Murray line proving
profitable, I would aRk honorable members
whether they would take shares in any
private undertaking of a like nature? If
we call to mind the ruinous state of
things which prevailed in connexion
with the Hawthorn and Brighton lines,
and the fact that the short Hobson's Bay
line, with all its advantages, is only paying
seven and a half per cent., we snallnot be
gulled into a belief that this line of 200
miles will pay anything like the interest
stated. I do not think it will pay two per
cent. I regret that plans are not before
us, to enable us to form an opinion as to
the proper route to be adopted; for, in
the construction of our present lines, we
committed some dreadful mistakes, which
should make us very careful for the future.
On the Sandhurst line, we have tunnelled
through a granite hill at an enormous expense, while, by going a little out of the
way, we could have reached Sandhurst
along a level plain. The line would not
have been so direct, but it would have
accommodated Maryborough and other
~arge centres ot' population. I confess I
have no confidence in the engineering
talent of this colony, and I can give reasons
for my opinion. Take the Echuca line
for instance. That line has been diverted
from a centre of population at Huntly,
and is carrie~, by a long cutting, through
. a range of considerable elevation. This mistake is a permanent e,vil, because it entails a
waste of power and a needless wear and
tear. The same trains could be taken along
a level, with the same power, at twenty-five .
per cent. less cost. Weare told, also, that
the proposed line will not divert much
traffic from the Echuca line. Five thousand pounds per annum is the sum stated j
but I believe that a very large proportion
indeed of the wool and stock now brought
down by the Echuca line win be diverted.
Under all these circumstances, I do not
think that this House should sanction the
J!on. W. Oampbell.
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.borrowing of the large sum now asked for
.until we have appointed a committee to
inquire thoroughly into the scheme. Before we expend much more on our railways, we ought to see that immigration is
revived, in order that we might have some
hope of decreasing our debt. I only regret
that, even at the risk of some little delay,
the honorable member (Mr. O'Shanassy)
has not moved for a select committee on
the Bill.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-I do
not see why the honorable member who
has just resumed his seat should conclude
that, because mistakes were made in the
past, they must necessarily be made in the
future.
Mr. CAMPBELL.-We have no guarantee that they will not.
Mr. ANDERSON.-What guarantee
could be given? We have an Engineerin-Chief of high standing in his profession,
and we have his assurance that the line
can be constructed for the amount stated
in the Bill. Some honorable members are
under the impression; because they see a
sum set down for surveys, that surveys
ha\'e not been made as yet. But that
money has already been spent, and surveys
have been made, and plans and specifications prepared. The Engineer-in-Chief
has all the data he requires for his estimates. In' reference to the question of
populatiori, I remember that, when our
present lines were constructed, the amount
of indebtedness. we incurred was £20 per
head. Now even at our present slow rate
of increase of population, we should uott
if the proposed loan be raised, be indebted
fifteen years hence more than £ 12 pel'
head, and I do not consider that amount
disproportionate to the object we have in
view. That object is, to give facilities of
intercourse to a district the longest settled,
and the worst treated, of any in the colony.
The population which will be benefited by
the line numbers 50,000 in our own colonYt
and there are 50,000 people in the neighbouring colony of New South Wales, who
will also contribute towards its maintenance. The population in that part of
New South Wales is becoming very dense,.'
in con seq uence of the large exodus of
people from South Australia, who are
settling down and cultivating the soit
between Albury and Wagga Wagga..
Moreover the line will throw open agricultural lands in the valley of the Mitta Mitta,
the extent and value of which people have
no idea of, because there is no access to
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them at the present time. Wheat has been answered. I should be glad to see railways
raised there in such excess of the demand, constructed through the length and breadth
that it was obtainable at half the Melbourne of this land, provided it could be shown
prices.·· Then as regards mining popula- that they would yield a fair return to the
tion, the Ovens district is second to none State. I believe that if we had gone
in Victoria. No less than 9,000 miners in for railway construction to a greater
are engaged there, and these men certainly extent, we might have saved a large
deserve some consideration at the hands of expenditure on roads. But I object to
the State. I might occupy the time of the this Bill, because we have no data to go
House much longer on this subject, but it upon.
We are asked to sanction the
is not necessary to do so, as I believe that voting of two millions of money, and all
honorable members are disposed to accept the information gi ven to us in reference to
the Bill. With regard to the proposed the expenditure of the money is that
amendments, since the House met, I have contained in the meagre report of the
been in communication with a member of Engineer-in-Chief.. Why, even the mem. the Ministry, who states that the Ministry bers of the Government, judging by their
have no objection to the amendments remarks in another place, seem to know
suggested by the honorable member (Mr. very little about it. It would appear that
O'Shanassy). No doubt some honorable they were suddenly struck with the idea
member on the Ministerial side of the that more raihvays were wanted, and
House has been commissioned to make a thereupon the present scheme was initiated.
statement to that effect.
'
And it should be remembered that if we
The Hon. W. A'BECKETT.-It ap- pass the Bill, we cannot refuse our assent
pears to me that the hon01'ablo member to whatever taxation may be deemed neces(Mr. Campbell) does not object to the sary-no matter how objectionable it may
principle of the BiB, but to the mode in be-to meet the additional expenditure
which the Engineer-in-Chief proposes to which this railway will entail upun the
carry out the works. The honorable mem- country. It is notorious that, at present,
ber sets his opinion as an overlander against the finances of the country are in the conthe professional opinion of the Engineer- dition that both ends don't meet. Our
in-Chief. Now that, I think, is a matter expenditure i~ in excess of our revenue.
quite beside the question.
Then, again, it was the business of our
The Hon. J. F. HTRACHAN.-Mr. Chancellor of the Exchequer, when
Pref'lident, my objections to this Bill are submitting his statement with regard
different from those which have been to the proposed loan, to have explained
raised by honorable membet·s who have clearly our true position with regard
already addressed the House on the sub- to our debentures. The honorable genject. I consider that, before the country tleman was never more adrift than he
is involved in a loan of £2,000,000, we was on that occasion, and yet he was not
should know how the money is to be ex- so much adrift as several honorable gentle~
pended; and we should also know how men who came to his assistance, and really
the additional taxation to meet the interest enunciated more extravagant views on
on the loan is to be raised. I believe that fimineial matters than he did himself. The
it is the province of this House to guard Chief Secretary and Treasurer raised the
the people, as much as possible, from the . question whether the debentures to be
imposition of additional taxation; and I issued under the Bill should be issued at
say t.hat, before being asked to sanction a five or six per cent., and he stated that the
loan of £2,000,000 for railway purposes, interest on the loan, if five per cent dewe ought to have more information before bentures were adopted, would be £100,000,
us than that contained in the brief report and if six per cent debentures, £120,000.
of the Engineer-in-Chief. Why, when the Of course, anyone who did not understand
existing railways were projected, we had figures would very likely say "Let the
not only an elaborate report from Captain loan be obtained by five per cent. debenClarke, but a seJect committee of the tures." But the honorable gentleman exLegislative Assembly was appointed to cluded from his calculation an reference to
consider the subject, and the extent of the premium and currency, and left the outlabours of that committee may be under- side public and the press to work out the
stood, when I state that the printed evi- matter for him. I believe it does not
dence attached to their report shows· that signify whether the debentures are at fi ve
as many as 4,069 questions were put and per cent. or six per cent., but I maintain
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that this was a feature of the question
which the Chief Secretary and Treasurer
ought to have clearly laid before the
country. Although the Bill relates to the
construction of only one line-that to the
north-east-yet two other trunk lines are
in contemplation; one to the west: the
other to Gippsland. Now I contend that
if any line deserves precedence it is that
to the west. Of course, in advocating a
line in one particular direction, selfish
motives may be imputed; but I have no
selfish feeling in the matter. Why, in
1854, a company was formed to construct
a railway to Ballarat and the westward.
That company applied to the old Legislative Council for powers; it expended
£3,800 in preliminary expenses; and it
only relinquished the undertaking on the
understanding that the Government contemplated a railway to serve the same
country. Had that company proceeded
with its scheme, there is no doubt that a
line to the westward would have been in
existence long before this. It is amatter
of indifference to me whether a line to the
west starts from Geelong, Leigh-road, or
Ballarat. My voice is for the Lest line;
but I would not vote for any line unless I
was satisfied that it would pay, and be
beneficial to the country. It is said that
the payment of the interest on the proposed loan will not increase the burthens
of the country, because it is proposed to
make certain reductions in the Government departments. Now I think it would
be better, before sanctioning any loan, to
wait and see what those reductions are
like; and, therefore, I would recommend
that the Bill should stand over until next
session. I maintain that the House is not
justified in passing this Bill without
further explanation; and I warn honorable members against sanctioning the incurring of further debt without knowing
how the debt is to be paid.
The Hon. A. FRASER.-I cannot approve of an honorable member speaking in
favour of the second reading of such a
Bill as that now before the House, and
voting against it; or of an honorable
member speaking against the Bill, and
voting for it. I intend to state candidly
what I think on the subject. My intention
is to vote for the Bill, and I will give my
reasons for this course. I thoroughly appreciate the advantage which the colony
has derived from the two present trunk
lines, and the traffic which those lines
have created between Melbourne and the
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important towns which have thus been
brought into close connexion with the
metropolis. I suppose that the traffic
between Melbourne and the country served
by the railways has increased considerably
since the opening of the lines. Towns
which formerly were one or two days
journey from Melbourne can now be
reached in two or three hours. Formei'ly
three days were occupied in going from
Melbourne to Sandhurst, and, in winter
time, the cost of carriage was £80 or £90 ,
per ton. Something like a fortnight used
to be consumed.in getting from Melbourne
to Echuca. We know how quickly the
distance is travelled now. These advantages having been derived from the present
trunk lines, I think the House ought to
put no impediment in the way of constructing a railway to Albury, with the
view of tapping the Murray at that point,
and so securing for this colony a considerable portion of the New Sou th Wales
trade. I have never travelled that country,
but I believe those who have agree in
declaring that the worst road in the colony
is that between Kilmore and Reechworth.
I believe that the finest country in Victoria
will be traversed by the proposed line. I
admit that the information which has come
up with the present Bill is very vague;
but I believe that inquiry will show that
a line to the Upper Murray will prove not
only a p"ofitable speculation, but a most
beneficial thing for the country. I agree
with many of ,the remarks made by the
hOl1orabl~ member (Mr. O'Shanassy), and,
when the Bill goes into committee, I shall
not object to the adoption of the amendments suggested by that gentleman; but,
if those amendments should not prove
acceptable to another place, I would pass
the Bill as it is. I should not like to see
the Bill thrown out. The pa.ssage of the
measure will cause the employment of a
great amount of labour, and will encourage
people to come 'here from the neighbouring
colonies. I hope that, at the commencement of the next session, the Government
will be prepared with a Construction Bill,
and also with a measure to encourage immigration to this colony.
Mr. ANDERSON.-We have an Act
of Parliamen t now.
Mr. FRASER.-I am aware. of that,
and the Government have only to carry it
out. I sincerely hope they will set to
work, next session, with that intention.
The Hon. W. ·D:EGRAVES.-Mr. President, I rise to support the second
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reading of this Bill. I believe that it will be
very beneficia.l to the colony, and to Melbourne in particular. From my knowledge
of the country, which exten~s not quite
so far as Wangaratta, though some considerable dista.nce on the road, I think a
rail way the cheapest kind of road that
can be made. . I don't approve of the
making of macadamized roads, to be followed by a large expenditure on railways.
The best plan is to have the best road at
first, and that is the iron road. But I
would express the hope that, in entering
into heavy contracts, and thus rendering
the countt'y liable for a heavy debt, the
experience we have had, and the many
mistakes made in connexion with the construction of the existing lines, may serve
as a cause for caution. From my knowledge of railway works in the old country,
I can say that the present railways cost
fully double ~hat they ought. For instance, what an absurd mistake it was to
cart iron rails from Melbourne to Castlemaine and Bendigo, instead of finishing
the line five miles at a time, and utilizing
every five miles as they were finished. Had
that kind of principle been observed, we
should have had, instead of 260 miles of
railway, about four times the length for
the same money. I hope, also, that in
entering into contracts, such care will be
observed, that subsequent proceedings, like
those in the cases of Cornish and Bruce,
and Williams and Little, will be avoided.
I consider that before the State is bound
to any contract, that contract should have
the approval of a board of competent
disinterested men. While I am of opinion
that a line to the Upper Murray is a very
good scheme, and will pay, I also consider
Riverina should contribute something towards the cost of the boon which will
thus be conferred upon her. We have
been carrying on various public works for
the benefit of that country-in fact, we
have been giving protection to Riverinaand yet we have got nothing in return.
Riverina has had the benefit of our hospitals and gaols, and also of our immigration fund. Property in that couptry has
increased fifty per cent. in value owing
to our railways. Under these circumstances, I think the people of Riverina
should contribute something in return, by
a tax on their stock or in some other way.
The proposed railway, I believe, will open
up one of the finest countries in Australia.
It will open up one of the finest wine countries, and the best grain country . No portion
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of the colony, not even the west, can grow
grain equal to it. The country has also fine
timber, and, last not least, it has the finest
climate in Victoria. It has struck me that
it would be a good plan if the Government
were to place two-thirds of the contract on
the London market. By this course, we
should have the benefit not only of cheap
money, but of the best labour. I believe
that, by such a course, we should get out
here a large number of those who would
make the best men for farm work, and
indeed the general work of the country
....,-1 refer to such men as the "nav\,ys,"
and the people engaged in railway construction in the mother country. If men
like Peto and Brassey were to undertake
the contract, no doubt they would bring
their whole staff out here. At the same
time, in order that our own people may
have a fair chance, I would put one-third
of the contract on this market. I would
likewise have the contra~ts let simul. taneously, so that they might compete
one with the other. If' an arrangement
of this kind were to be carried out, the line
would be constructed for much less than
if the whole of the contract were taken in
the colony, where there is but a secondary
supply of labour, and where the money
market is dear. It has been said that the
people of the district which will be traversed
by the proposed line, have a greater claim
upon the State than other portions of the
country. But from what I know of the
colony, and from what I have heard, I
consider that Gippsland is entitled to as
much consideration as any district; and I
say that, if the Government have not the
means or iuclination to undertake three
lines of railway at the same time, they
ought to give private enterprise a chance.
If a private company could be induced, by
a subsidy of land, to undertake a line
to Gippsland, the inducement should be
offered, because a line so undertaken would
not only be a public benefit, but would
save a large expenditure of public moneys.
These are things to be considered, and the
sooner they are considered the better.
because the whole country has been, as I
believe, in a state of stagnation for some
time past, for want of some great public
works. I have no fear that the country will
be able to bear the burthenofits public debt,
if the money be properly expended. What
it will not be able to bear, is wasteful
expenditure. We are aU liable. our properties are liable, for this debt; and therefore it behoves ~very man, who holds any
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position in the country, and desires to see
the colony prosperous, to impress upon the
Government the necessi ty for a careful
supervision of the expenditure.
The Hon. T. '1'. A'BECKETT.-I am
one of those who are strongly in favour
of the extension of our railway system;
and I am very glad to see that the Government are beginning, in eal'Dest, to
carry out that extension. I don't think
there is anything to be disheartened at in
the contemplation of the past. It is true
that the expenditure on our present railways has not been productive of a return
sufficient to pay the interest on the debt
which we contracted for their formation;
but, although we are saddled with a debt
which amounts to £12 per head of the
population, we have, to represent that, a
property which, if it were offered to English capitalists at this moment, would be
readily taken off our hands. I should
be sorry, however, to see such an offer
made. There is a great future for this
country, and as population increases so
must the revenue from our lines increas.e ;
and it is contrary to all reason and experience to suppose that the revenue will not
increase within the next few years, so that
that which is now to a certain extent a
loss will really become an actual benefit!
With reference to the unfortunate Brighton
line, to which the honorable gentleman
opposite (Mr. Campbell) has alluded, I may
say that I was one of the largest shareholders in that undertaking, and that I
]ost every farthing which I invested in it ;
but, if that line had not been constructed
in the extraordinary way it was-namely,
by borrowed money, raised by debentures
at a very high rate of interest-the result
would not have been so disastrous. I quite
feel the force of the recommendation made
by the last I:)peaker, that we should begin
by making the best road we can-namely,
an iron road. J believe that, if a return
were furnished of the moneys expended on
macadamized roads, it would be found that
the expenditure in that way has amounted
to nearly as much as the expenditure on
railways. I should be grieved, indeed, if
the construction of further railways were
to be stopped by any action on the part of
this House; but I don't believe it will.
I shall have much pleasure in voting for
the second reading of the Bill.
The Hon. W. HIGHETT.-I support
the second reading of the Bill. I believe
that the proposed railway will pay far
more than the interest on the money ex-
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pended in its construction. The honorable
member opposite (Mr. O'Shanassy) has
stated that, unless certain amendments
which he thinks necessary are made in the
Bill, he shall oppose the measure. But
although I agree with the amendments, it
is my intention, whether those amendments
are carried or not, to vote for the Bill.
Another honorable member (Mr. Campbell) 'has referred to the propriety of the
terminus of the railway being at Wahgunyah.
Mr. CAMPBELL.-No. I said somewhere to the west of Albury.
Mr. HIGHETT.-Now it appears to
me that a very strong argument in favour of the terminus being at Albury,
inst~ad of some place north of Wangaratta-probably Wahgunyah-is that,
by adopting the latter' course, a considerable quantity of traffic would be
drawn from the Echuc.a line, whereas,
with the terminus at Albury, the Echuca
traffic would be but slightly interfered
with. - I should have been glad if a railway to the westward and a railway to
Gippsland could be constructed at the
same time as the Albury line. I speak
more particularly in reference to the
Gippsland line.
Gippsland has some
claim on the State. . That district has
been more neglected, perhaps, than any
other district of the colonY" The people
there have no means for bringing their
produce to market; the principal rivers
are without bridges; and the lakes have
not a permanent entrance. However, I
think the Government have acted wisely
in determining upon constructing only one
line at a time, because the construction
of three lines simultaneously would have
entailed upon the country an additional
cost of nearly half-a-million of money.
But, before the Albury line is completed,
I hope they will be able to commence the
Gippsland line. That I think is the next
line which should be proceeded with.
The Hon. N. BLACK.-Mr. Pl'esident,
I am far from being an opponent of railway
extension. I am in favour of the construction of railways in any direction that
may be beneficial to the country, because
whatever is beneficial to the country is
beneficial to my interests. But I cannot
help asking myself whether, in the event
of this proposed line to the north-east
being a private speculation, I would be
disposed to take shares in the undertaking
on the evidence now before me? and the
answer to that question is "Certainly not."
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And if I would not venture anything on
my own account in such an undertaking,
am I, as the representative of a constituency in this House, entitled to do so on
behalf of the general community? I am
clearly of opinion that there is not sufficient evidence before the House to enable
us to decide properly upon the merits of
the several schemes which have recently
been submitted to Parliament. I am compelled to. say this, although it iR evident
that the House has already made up its
mind on the question. With regard to
the proposition for a line to the w!3stward,
I may mention that a meeting, favorable
to such a scheme, was held at Hamilton
on the 15th in st., and that, at that meeting,
a petition on the subject to both Houses of
Parliament was adopted. One paragraph
in that petition says" Your petitioners are of opinion that the
several local governing bodies along the line of
route would readily guarantee to the extent of
their powers any deficiency in the interest that
may arise.".

Now is it not clear enough from this that
there is evidence which could be placed
before the House, and which has not
reached it? About twelve months ago,
before I left the colony on my visit to
Europe, I attended two or three meetings
in the Western district on the subject of
railway construction, and one proposition
which was made was that land in private
hands, which might be required for the
. rail way, should eithet' be bought 'by those
in the neighbourhood, or given up by the
proprietors. But there is no evidence of
this before the House. I mention these
things merely to show that we ought to
have more information than we are at preBent possessed of, before being called upon
to deal with this question.
TheHon.B. WILLIAMS.-I am glad to
observe the almost unanimou.s feeling which
has been expressed by the House in reference to the proposed railway. I was led
to believe, when I entered the precincts of
the Chamber this afternoon, that a different
feeling would be manifested; and, therefore, I am agreeably surprised. I am fully
convinced, from the information with which
we have been supplied, that the returns
will more than pay the interest on the
money expended in construction. Under
these circu'mstances, I think there is every
ground for encouragement, because it is
unquestionable that an extension of commerce and other material advantages will
result from the formation of a line to the
north-east.
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The Bill was read a second time and
was committed.
On clause 2, authorizing the issue of
debentures "for such sum or sums of
money, not exceeding £2,107,000 sterling
in the whole, as may be required for State
railways,"
Mr. O'SHANASSY proposed the insertion, after "railways," of the words "as
specified in the second and third schedules
of this Act." The honorable member. explained that, by this amendment, the money
would have to be kept for the purposes.
named, and no possible dispute could arise
as to its destination.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 9, providing tha.t the moneys
raised un dei.' the Bill should be placed to
the credit of the" Railway Loan Account,"
and be "applied to the purposes and in
sums not exceeding the amounts mentioned
in the second and third schedules to this
Act,"
Mr. O'SHANASSY proposed the
omission of the words" and in sums not
exceeding the amounts," and the addition
to the clause of the words "and no other,
and in sums not exceeding the amounts
therein specified."
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 12, which required that money
for salaries, wages, and contingencies under
the Act should not be issued "except in
such sums as shall have been first
sanctioned by Parliament in an Appropriation Act,"
Mr. O'SHANASSY proposed the substitution, for the last six words, of the
words "by an Act of Parliament."
This amendment was also agreed to.
On clause 13, providing for the preparation of annual accounts, and the submitting
of estimates of expenditure for the sanction
of' the Legislative Assembly,
Mr. O'SHANASSY proposed the omission of the words-" and the aforesaid
estimate shall be submitted to the sanction
9f the Legislative Assembly in the same
manner as the annual Estimates of Expenditure for the public service." The honorable member observed that,. seeing the
amount of the loan was, by the amendments
already made, specifically set apart for
certain purposes, it would be unwise to
place it in the power of honorable members
of another place, who, through a dissolution
or some other circumstance, might be influenced by a diversity of opinion to stop
the expenditure. It was not well to interfere with Executive authority, when the
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expressed wish of Parliament was being
carried out. Both Houses had sufficient
control over the Government, who, if
they did wrong, could be turned out of
office.
The amendment was agreed to.
On the second schedule,
Mr. CAMPBELL moved that the description opposite the item of £ 1,720,000
should be limited to these words-" Railway from Essendon to the Upper Murray."
The Government (said Mr. Campbell)
might find a better terminus than Belvoir,
and the adoption of the amendment would
enable them to make a change, if necessary.
Mr. WILLIAMS opposed the amendment, which, if carried, he said, would impede the progress of the Bill.
Mr. ANDERSON likewise objected to
the amendment. He considered it would be
very strange to agree to a Bill for the construction of a railway without mentioning
the terminus.
After remarks from Mr. COLE and Mr.
HIGHETT, also in opposition to the proposal, the amendment was negatived.
On the third schedule,
Mr. STRACHAN called, attention to
the item of £42,000 for the purchase and
repair of the Essendon line, and complained
that, before being asked to deal with such
an item in a Loan Bill, the Bill for the
purchase of the line should have been sent
up and passed by the House. He did not
think that, in this matter, the House had
been treated by the Government with the
courtesy to which it was entitled. Not
only had the Government consented to
purchase the Essendon line, Lut they had
spent a considerable amount of money upon
it withou t any authority whatever.
The Bill,. having been gone through,
was reported to the House, with amendments.
. On the motion of Mr. COLE, the report
was adopted.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. G. W. COLE, was read a first
time.
APPROPRIATION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. G. W. COLE, was read a first
time.

Essendon Railway Bill

MELBOURNE AND ESSENDON
RAILWAY VESTING BILL.
The debate on the motion for the second
reading of this Bill (adjourned from an
earlier period of the evening) was resumed.
The Hon. J. F. STRACHAN observed
that there could be 110 objection to the
passing of this measure, now that the RaHway Loan Bill had been dealt with in its
The only objection
principal stages.
which he entertained in connexion with
the matter was to the Government incurring expenditure before submitting a Bill
to Parliament.
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY remarked
that, as a matter of practice, when the
State was asked to do anything, it was not
well for one portion of the State to set up
itself as the entire judge in the matter. In
any case where joint action was expected
on the part of both branches of the Legislature, the Imperial practice-adopted the
other day in the case of Lord Napiershould be pursued, and both Houses should
be invited concurrently to deal with the
question involved. 'This could be done by
message, or report, or by a statement from
the representative of the Government. If
that course were pursued, no objection
could be taken subsequently to the action
of the Government.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
'The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes past nine o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, September 22, 1868.
Transfer of Land Statute-Publio Works Loan Bill-Appropriation Bill-Cha.rita.ble Institutions-The Dominick
Dillon lnquiry-Sa.le of Land at Kolora-Charge against
a Land Officer.

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS.
Mr. MoCULLOCH presented a return
to an order of the House (dated August 21,
1867), relative to the children in the
Industrial Schools.
HOSPITALS IN -THE WESTERN
DISTRICT.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a return
to an order of the House (dated August 26),
relative to the grants-in-aid to the hospitals
at Hamilton, Portland, Belfast, and Warrnamboo!.

Public Works
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Minister of Justice had in preparation a
Bill which would enable the Government
to assist private companies in supplying
water to localities; and this would be one
of the first measures to be submitted to
Parliament next session.
Mr. KERFERD asked whether the
Minister of Mines would have at his dis~
posal sufficient funds to complete the
surveys in connexion with localities which
had already been gazetted as places to be
supplied with water under the Act of 1865 ?
Mr. SUL~IV AN said he hoped to be
able to finish the whole of the surveys
which had been commenced.
Mr. EVERARD called attention to the
rumours in ~irculation as to the manner
TRAXSFER OF LAND STATUTE.
Mr. McDONNELL brought up a report in which certain of the waterworks had
from the Transfer of Land Statute Com- , been constructed, and asked whether the
Minister of Mines proposed to institute
mittee.
any inquiry?
The report was ordered to be printed.
Mr. S ULLIVAN stated that he had
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL.
heard rumours, and some of them he knew
This Bill was recommitted, when several to be untrue. But sufficient had transpired
amendments, proposed by Mr. CASEY, to render necessary some inquil'y for the
satisfaction of the public. The Engineerwere agreed to.
in-Chief of Railways had accordingly
In reply to Captain MAC MAHON,
Mr. CASEY stated that salaries, wages, been requested by the Government to
and departmental contingencies, in con- make the necessary investigation.
The Bill was reported to the House
nexion with works to be executed under
the Bill, could not be paid without being with further amendments.
At a later period of the e\"ening, the
passed in the same way as the ordinary
report was adopted, and the Bill was read
Estimates for the year.
Captain MAC MAHON suggested that a third time and passed.
the amount which might be required for
APPROPRIATION BILL.
this purpose during the current year
should be included in a supplementary
On the motion of Mr. McCULLOCH,
estimate.
this Bill was read a second time and
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the committed.
amount required could be met out of the
Mr. McCULLOCH, in submitting a
Treasurer's advance, and be properly voted schedule showing the proposed distribution
next session.
of the grant in aid of charitable institutions
Mr. MACKAY called attention to the (£100,000), stated that he had endeavoured
fact that the estimate for the completion to distribute the vote as fairly as he could,
of the Coliban scheme was £216,000, but he was not altogether satisfied as to the
whereas the amount which would be avail- apportionment of SQme of the amounts, beable for this purpose under the Loan Bill cause, in many instances, he had not had
was no more than £170,000. He desired that full information before him which he
to know how this discrepancy arose; and ought, ~o have received from the instituwhether the £170,000 would include the tions, He found, however, that some of
salaries and wages for the last six months? the institutions were much more expen. Mr, SULLIVAN said he hardly knew sively'managed than others. In addition.
what the honorable member required. He to the 'o'rdimiry conditions upon which the
was not aware that it had been stated that paymell't of the several grants d~pended,
the amount proposed to be raised under the following· Jlew condition had been
the Loan Bill would complete the works.
added:Mr. MACKAY.-I certainly under"That the, requisite facilities for auditing
stood it.
(half-y~~rly) the accounts of each institution be
Mr. SULLIVAN observed that this giveu to tho~e officers who may be appointed
)VaS not intended as a final measure.
The for that purpQse by the Governor in Council,"
GENERAL CAREY.
Mr. McCULLOCH presented a message
from His Excellency the Governor, transmitting "in accordance with the address
of the Legislative Assembly, copies of all
correspondence on the subject of the refund
by General Carey of a portion of the salary
received by him when administering the
Government of the colony."
The message was ordered to be printed.
LAND SELECTIONS.
Mr. G RANT laid on the table, pursuant
to order of the House (dated September 8),
papers relative to the selection of certain
land at Ellerslie.
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He had recently issued instructions to the
country receivers and paymasters to examine and audit the accounts of all charitable
institutions in their districts in the receipt
of aid from the State. No further money
would be paid to those institutions until a
report was received from these Government officers as to the general management
·of the institutions, and showing, also,
whether the subscriptions necessary to
enable the institutions to claim the grantin-aid had actually been received. In one
or two instances he had- been compelled to
put down a less sum for this year than the
institutions received for 1867. '1'he Kyneton Hospital was one instance. As the
honorable member for Kyneton intended
to draw attention to it, he would explain
that, at the beginning of 1868 (according
to the returns furnished him by the officers
of the institution), the Kyneton Hospital
had £430 4s. lOde in hand for maintenance. The total amount expended by the
institution for maintenance last year was
£1,803 6s. 5d. The gl'ant which he proposed to make to it this year was £1,300,
which, added to the money in hand at the
beginning of the year, made a total of up- .
wards of £1,700 for maintenance this year,
exclusive of voluntary su~scriptions, which
amounted to £616 last year. Although
he had mltde a reduc·tion this year in the
grant to the Kyneton Hospital, he doubted
whether £1,300 was not too liberal a grant.
The number of patients on the books of
the hospital seemed to be decreasing. In
1865, there were 48 in-door, and 401 outdoor patients; in 1866,45 in-door, and 496
out-door patients; and in 1867, only 37
in-door, and 243 out-door patients. The
honorable member moved that the schedule,
which was as follows, should be appended
to the vote:For Maintenance : Ararat Hospital .•.
•••
Ballarat District Hospital
.••
Beechworth Hospital
Belfast Hospital...
. ..
Castlemaine District Hospital
Dunolly District Hospital
Heathcote Hospital
Kilmore Hospital .•.
Kyneton Hospital...
...
. ..
Maryborough District Hospital .••
...
, Melbourne Hospital...
Melbourne Lying-in Hospital
Pleasant Creek Hospital ...
Portland Hospital .. .
.. .
Bendigo Hospital ...
Warrnambool Hospital .. .
Amherst District Hospital
...
Maldon Hospital ...
Swan Hill District Hospital
Creswick Hospital. ..

Mr. McCullock.

£

1,200
4,500
3,500
500
2,500
1,300
500
350
1,300
2,500
... 16,500
1,500
1,600
500
3,500
500
1,400
300
1,200
1,200

Charitable Institutions.
£

Daylesford Hospital
The Upper. Goulburn District Hospital,
...
...
...
Wood's Point ....
Inglewood Hospital·
Sale Hospital
Ballarat Benevolent Asylum
Beechworth Benevolent Asylum
Castlemaine Benevolent Asylum
Melbourne Benevolent Asylum ...
Bendigo Benevolent Asylum
Geelong Infirmary and Benevolent
...
Asy lum ...
Hamilton Benevolent Asylum ...
Melbourne Ladies' Benevolent Society...
Geelong Female Benevolent Society
Protestant Orphan Asylum, Melbourne...
Geelong Orphan Asylum...
Ballarat Orphan Asylum... ....
Our Lady's Orphanage, Geelong
St. Augustine's Orphanage, Geelong
St. Vincent de Paul's Orphanage,
Emerald Hill
House of Mercy ...
The Refuge, Madeline-street...
The Female Refuge, Abbotsford
Deaf and Dumb Institution, Prahran
JewishPhilanthropic Society
Eye and Ear Institution ...
Asylum and School for the Blind
...
Charitable Societi('s not provided for in
the general grant
...
Immigrants' Aid Society, unconditional,
as far as regards private contributions
Wards for Lunatics, ditto...
Total, Maintenance
...
For Buildings-Melbourne Home

1,000
600
300
500

4,000
800
1,200
8,000
3,000
4,500
600
3,000
600
5,300
1,500
1,000
700
700
2,800
200
200
800
1,500
300
200
400
2,000
5,000
2,750

. .. 99,800
200

Mr. McKENNA urged that the Kyneton
hospital was entitled to a grant of the same
amount as it received for 1867, namely,
£ 1,800. The decrease in the number of
patients was accounted for by the fact
that, in consequence of pecuniary difficulties caused by the dead-lock, the committee
had been compelled to restrict the admission of patients. It was treating the
institution most unfairly to reduce the
grant £500, simply because the committee
had not been lavish and reckless in their
expenditure. There was no doubt that a
grant of the same ~mount as last year's
o.ught to be made, to enable the institution
to meet the demands upon it.
Mr. KERFERD reminded the Government of promises made, on different occasions, by Mr. Verdon, when Treasurer,
that a measure should be introduced to
provide for the better management of
charitable institutions, and for raising the
funds required for their jUaintenance in
the localities to which the respective
institutions belonged. The funds which
were raised to enable charitable institutions to claim a subsidy from the general
revenue of the colony were teally contri. buted by a very small portion of the
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population; and, in many cases, the collecting of the subscriptions entailed great
expense, in the payment of the collector's
salary; &c. As a rule, the persons who
benefited by the institutions did not contribute anything to their support; but the
funds were raised from a few charitably
disposed persons. He thought there ought
to be as little delay as possible in introducing a measure to provide for the raising
of the funds for the maintenance of charitable institvtions by local taxation, and
be desired to know whether the present
Treasurer would renew the promises which
bad been made to introduce such a measure?
Mr. McCULLOCH agreed with the
honorable' member for the Ovens (Mr.
Rerferd), that the collecting of subscriptions
for charitable institutions cost an enormous
sum of money. He knew of one or two
instances in which the expenses of collection amounted to nearly one-half the S,um
collected. He also fully admitted the
necessity of something being done to make
the community at large contribute towards
the cost of the maintenance of charitable
institutions. He thought it would be very
fair and proper to im pose a sort of tax
for that purpose. Without committing
bimself to the adoption of any particular
course, he assured honorable members th~t
the matter should receive the attention of
the Government during the recess.
Mr. REEVES asked the Treasurer if
the £800 put down for the Abbotsford
Female Refuge was substituted for a sum
of £1,000 which ought to have been paid
to that institution last year, but which had
not yet heen paid?
Mr. McCULLOCH intimated that the
institution had received £750 for building
purposes.
Mr. LALOR stated that last year a
distinct promise was made by Mr. Verdon,
the then Treasurer, that a sum of £1,000
would be placed on the Estimates towards
the buildings for the industrial school
under the superintendence of the :Quns at
Abbotsford. This was. to be quite independent of the grant for maintenance.
All that the Government contributed
towards the cost of the maintenance of
the children in the institution was 5s.
per head per week. T~is was only £13
per year for each inmate, while the
cost of the maintenance of children in
Government institutions was nearly double
that sum. About £2,000 had been expended by the nuns on the buildings
4E2
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in connexion with the Abbotsford Industrial School, and it would be most
unfair not to give the £1,000 which had
been promised them. The Treasurer was
mistaken if he supposed that they had received £750 for the industrial school; and
probably the mistake arose from the fact
that the nuns had the care of more than
one institution.
Mr. McCULLOCH remarked that the
Legislature, when it passed the Industrial
Schools Act, decided that no encoUl'agement should be given to industrial schools
of a sectarian character, beyond the 5s. per
week per head towards the maintenance of
the children in those schools which was
provided for by the Act. If 8 sum was
given to one industrial school of a sectarian character for building purposes,
similar grants would have to be made to
all other institutions of a like description.
He believed that Mr. Verdon's promise
referred to another institution, and not to
the industrial school at Abbotsford; at all
events, it was never intended that there
should be a grant for buildings in connexion with two institutions there, and, he
repeated, £750 had already been granted
for building purposes in connexion with
tile female refuge.
Mr. KING called attention to the fact
that the grant put down for the Melbourne
Eye and Ear Institution (£200) was £100
less than the institution received last year.
This institution had rendered great benefit
in cases of ophthalmia, which were of frequent occurrence in this colony, especially
amongst the poorer classes, who were unable to pay for medical aid. He thought
that such a valuable institution deserved a.
more liberal grant from the State.
Mr. McCULLOCH explained that the
grant for this year had been reduced to
£200, because he believed that sum would
be sufficient to enable the institution to
meet all the demands upon it. The total
cost of maintenance last year was £328
lIs. 2d. At the beginning of this year
the institution had £230 in hand, so that
a grant of £200, in addition to this
amount (even without any private contributions), was sufficient, presuming that the
expenditure would be on the same scale
this year as it was last year.
The claims of the Eye and Ear Institution to a SU~l equal to the amount of last
year's grant iv'ere urged by Mr. MaKEAN,
Mr. MCCmIBIE, Mr. LONGMORE, Mr.
BYRNE, Mr. HARCOURT, and Captain MAO
MAHON, who spoke in high terms of the
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value of the institution; of the skill of Dr.
Gray, its honorary medical officer and
founder; and of the zeal with which he
had devoted himself, gratuitously, to the
treatment of the special diseases which the
institution was established to (mre. It was
also pointed out that, but for the existence
of such an institution, the number of persons in the colony afflicted with blindness
and deafness would greatly increase, and
thereby entail additional expense on the
State in connexion with the maintenance
of the asylum for the blind and other
insti tutions.
, Mr. WATKINS believed that the Chief
Secretary must be mistaken in regard' to
the financial position 'of the Eye and Ear
institution. A little information as to the'
number of patients treated at the institution would show that it was fully entitled
to such a small grant as £300. Last month
366 patients were under treatment. During
the year there were 2,008 patients, comprisin~ 935 adult males, 645 adult females,
and 419 chiluren. ' The in'-doOl' patients
during the year numbered 50, of whom
10 were in destitute circumstances. Eighty
imp9rtant operations were performed. The
number of patients was increasing; and,
even as a matter of policy, this institution,
which prevented many persons from becoming permanent burthens on the State,
ought to be liberally dealt with.
Mr. KERFERD observed that, if a good
case were made out, an additional sum
might be placed on a supplementary estimate, next session, for the Eye and Ear
Institution.
Captain MAC MAHON suggested that
the Treasurer might pay the additional
£ 100 \ out of the item of £2,000 for
"charitable societies not provided for in
the general grant."
MI'. McCULLOCH remarked that no increase could be made in any of the items in
the schedule, wi thou t a corresponding reduction in some other item or items. If, on
the examination of the accounts of the,
Eye and Ear Institution, at MIe end of the
year, it was found that there was a de ..
Dciency, not exceeding £100 or so, he
would have no objection to ask the House
for, an additional vote to meet the de ..
ficiency.
Mr. RICHARDSON asked the Treasurer if he would grant a small sum out of
the £2,000 referred to by the honorable
.member for West Melbourne, in aid of
'the funds of the homreopathic dispensary
at Geelong1

Gippsland Lakes.'

Mr. McCULLOCH replied that, if a
good case were made out on behalf of the
institution, it would receive a portion of
that sum.
The schedule was then adopted.
On the consideration of the portion of
the Bill relating to the department of
Trade and Customs,
, Mr. McKEAN complained that an arbitrary coui'se was adopted by the Minister
of Customs in the infliction of penalties
for breaches of the Customs Act. In
some cases of irregularity a small fine had
been inflicted, while in other cases, of a
similar character, the goods in connexion
with which the irregulai'ity had occurred
had been confiscated.
Mr. VALE said that, in certain instances of a gross character, where fraud
had been attempted, the goods had been
confiscated; but in cases in which the
breach of the Act arose from error or
irregularity, and not from any attempt at
fraud, a small fine had been imposed. The
same 'practice would be pursued in future.
On the section relating to the Roads and
Bridges department,
Mr. McKEAN suggested that a verbal
alteration should- be made to authorize the
Minister of the department to pay a sum
of £2,000, which, he understood, the Government had promised towards the cost
of the opening of the Gippsland lakes.
Mr. KING observed that if £2,000 was
given by the department towards opening
the Gippsland lakes, it would be money
thrown away. From his own experience,
he knew that harbour bars were of a
shifting character, and that no amo~nt of
money expended on the entrance to the
Gippsland lakes would keep it open.
Mr. JONES stated that the honorable
member for Maryborough (Mr. McKean)
was under some misapprehension. A deputation representing various portions of
Gippsland had an interview with him, to
urge the claims of the district to a grant
for public works. He told the deputation
that, if they would agree amongst themselves as to what portion of the roads or
bridges of Gippsland would be best served
by a small expenditure of money, a sum
should be placed on the Estimates for that
purpose. The deputation appeared to
have decided that the opening of the lakes
would be the best thing that could be done,
but this did not come within the scope of
the object for which. he promised the
money. He trusted, however, that at
some future time money would be voted
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for opening the Gippsland lakes, if they
could be opened practically and effectively.
Mr. EVERARD recommended that the
Govemment should give their serious c.onsideration to a report of Mr. Wardell, the
Inspector-General of Public Works, showing that the Gippsland lakes could. be
opened at an expense of £40,000. If the
work could be done for this amount, a
small charge for tonnage on the vessels
entering tile lakes would be sufficient to
pay twenty pet· cent~ interest on the outlay.
Mr. McCOMBIE remarked that the
opening of' the lakes would not be of the
slighest benefit to North Gippsland. What
that district required was money for improving its roads, which were in a dt'eadful
state. North Gippsland had received less
from the State for public works than any
other district.
The Bill was passed through committee
without any alteration, witn the exception
of the addition of the schedule of distribu ..
tion to the vote for charitable institutions.
The Bill was then reported to the House
with amendments, and the report was
considered and adopted.
Mr. McCULLOCH moved that the Bill
be read a thil·d time.
"
MI'. LANGTON.-Mr, Speaker, honorable members on this side of the House
have no desire whatever to delay the passing of this Bill. They have shown their
anxiety not to delay its passing by the
fact that they have offered no opposition
to the consideration of the report, al though
it is contl'ary to the standing orders to
adopt the report of any Bill amended in
committee on the same evening that it
is reported. Although I do not int.end
to offer any opposition to the passing
of the ~ill, I feel it my d~ty to enter
my protest against the preamble. It is
the same preamble that caused the past
difficulties between the two Houses of
Legislature; and, inasmuch as we have
recently had one dead-lock, and as the
salaries of the civil servants are already
near.ly three months in arrear at the present time, it seems matter for regret that a
preamble should be adopted which does
not in the least increase the rights and
privileges of this branch of the Legislature, but which is calculated to prov.oke a
contest nnd conflict between the two
Houses, and to lead to further. complications.
,The Bill· was re~d a third t~me and
passed.
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RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT
AND FEDERAL UNION.
Mr. McCOMBIE withdrew the following notice of motion standing in his name,
and, in doing so, expressed his intention
to bring it forward next session:" That a select committee be appointed to inquire into and Ileport upon-I. The best means
of reforming. the system of responsible government now in operation in this colony, in order to
prevent such collisions as may be likely to create
dead-locks between the co.,.ordinate branches of
the Legislature. 2. ~f the time has arrived when
a federal union of the Australian colonies would
be desirable; and, if it has al1ri ved, the best plan
upon whi~h such a union could be carried into
practica,.l operation."

DOMINICK DILLON'S CASE.
Mr. LO:8GMORE moved : "That the report brought up by the select
appointed to inquire into and report
upon the circumstances connected with a certain
application for obtaining a mining lease, with
whieh Dominick Dillon and others were connected, be now taken into consideration."
commi~tee

The motion was agreed to.
The CLERK read the report, for which
see page 879.
•
Mr. LONGMORE.-Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move"That the document laid on the table of the
House by the Hon. Mr. Aspinall, on 9th September, IS6S, which purported to be the report
of the select committee of til~S House appointed
to inquire into and report on the cirl'umstances
connected with a certain application for obtaining a mining lease, with which Dominick Dillon
and others were connected, be referred back to
the select committee, for the purpose of enabling
them to comply ",ith the resolution adopted by
this House on the 11th August, ISliS, and with
the standing orders, which require the chairman
of every select committee to prepare and bring
up the report."

Mr. ASPINALL.-Mr. Speaker, I rise
to a point of order. The words ~'w hich
purported to be the report" clearly imply
that the ~'eport which I brought up was
not the report of the committ.ee. Such an
insinuation is an insult; and I submit that,
as a matter of order, these wOl'ds ought to
be withdrawn.
The SPEAKER.-I do not think that
there is any question of order involved.
The proceedings of a select committee may
be brought under the notice of the House
by any honorable member, who may submit a motion in such form as he thinks is
calculated to effect the object he has in
view. In the present instance the honorable member. fOI'Ripon and Hampden has
thought propel' to use the language contained in the motion which he has just
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and the committee thereupon decided,
without any formal motion, that he should
not be examined. Again, the task of
preparing the report of the committee was
taken out of my hands by the honorable
member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd), who
pencilled down the report which has been
brought up, and moved that it be adopted.
The motion was seconded by the honorable
member for St. Kilda (Mr. Aspinall). I
considered this proceeding a most deliberate
"It sh~l be the duty of the chairman of every
insult to me, and I left the chair. It was
select committee to prepare the report."
an interference with my right as chairman
It will be within the recollection of the of the committee-an attempt to override
House that I moved for a committee to my position altogether. I maintain that
inquire into certain things, but the motion the document which has been brought up
was defeated, by the adoption of an amend- is not a report, but something purporting
ment "for the appointment of a committee to to be a repol'.t-a paper which has no right
inq uire into" the circumstances connected to be on the table of the House. In
with a certain application for obtaining a my opinion the committee' did not attempt
mining lease, with which Dominick Dillon to get evidence which they might have oband others were connected." At the time tained, because they were determined not to
that the amendment was carried, I stated arrive at the truth. Hardly had the comthat I would not serve upon the committee; mittee commenced its sittings before it.
but, on looking at the authorities, I found was seriously discussed whether we should
that I had no right to make any such state- go a step further with the inquiry; and, at
ment-that the House has the right to every stage of the proceedjngs, I found
compel any member who is chosen upon a that I had very little chance of getting quescommittee to serve upon that committee. tions asked. It will be necessary that I
Consequently I set aside my private opinion should refer to the subject-matter of the
as to the way in which I had been treated, inquiry, in order that honorable members
and I determined to serve upon the com- may understand the case. On the 16th o£
mittee. As to what occurred on the com- March, 1866, the claim of the Grand
mittee it is, perhaps, not necessary to refer Trunk M,:ining Company-of which comat length. I will, however, mention that, pany the honorable member for. South
on the last day of meeting, though I sat as Grant (Mr. Lalor) was the chairman-was
chairman, the other members of the com- sold by auction, the highest bidder to be
mittee seemed determined not to take any declare.d the purchaser. The' gentlemen
notice of me whatever. They had appa- who bought it had as much right to buy
rently come with a foregone conclusion it as any men in the world.
that certain things should be done, and do
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The Suthem they would. I stated that I had got preme Court said not.
important information respecting a Mr.
Mr. LONGMORE. - The Supreme
Walters, who had already been examined,
but who could give certain very material Court said nothing of the sort. The Suevidence which the committee had not got. preme Court may have decided a question
I asked that Mr. Walters· should be sum- as to whether proper information was gi ven
moned and examined again; but the com- or not, but that is a point I have nothing to
mittee, without any notice being recorded, do with. On the 20th of April the lease of
decided that Mr. ' Walters should not be the 92 acres of land, which had apparently
again examined. I also stated that the been held by the Grand Trunk Company
honorable member for South Grant (Mr. for two years, without any rent being
Lalor) could give information which it was paid for it, was declared forfeited for
very important to obtain, in order that non-payment of rent. On the 25th of
certain transactions might be placed in June the parties who bought the company's
their proper light, and I requested that he claim (Messrs. Hassall, Anthony, Boughtshould be examined. Mr. Lalor was called man, and Janssen) applied for this piece of
in, and he was asked if he would be ground, or rather for a portiop. of it, some
examined. He replied that he would, if portion having been taken tip. On the
the committee wished to examine him; 29th of June, the honorable member for

proposed. I cannot rule that the motion
is out of order, but of course it will be for
the House to decide whether the terms of
the motion are justified or not.
Mr. LONGMORE.-I will explain the
reason why I have used the wCll'd "purported," before I proceed to address myself
to the substance of the motion.
The
reason is that standing order No. 167
provides that-
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Creswick (Mr. Frazer) wrote to the purchasers of the claim to this effect:"The Minister of Mines has ordered instructions to be at once sent to the warden to entertain your application."

Mr. FRAZER.-As the honorable member is referring to a private letter of mine,
perhaps he will read the whole of the correspondence.
Mr. LONGMORE. - The honorable
mem ber can read such portions of the
correspondence as he thinks fit. Messrs.
Hassall and Co., the purchaserR of the
claim, appl,ied, as I was stating, to the
Mining department for a lease of a portion of the claim, which had lapsed, or
become forfeited, in consequence of the
,non-payment, by theGI'and Trunk Company, of some £180 for rent. On the 30th
of June an objection to their application
was lodged at the department, the name of
the objector being Robinson. The committee failed to find out who Robinson was.
The warden of the district advertised for
Robinson, and sent letters to the addl'ess
which he had given, but E,obinson failed to
appear. There is, however, this fact-that
Mr. Lalor co-operated with Robinson, at
the office of the Mining depart.ment, to
prevent the issue of the lease to the purchasers of the claim, '
Mr. KERFERD.~The honorable member is st.ating what he capnot justifY from
the evidence taken by the committee.
Mr. LONGMQRE. - The honorable
member fOl' South Grant (Mr. Lalor) objected on behalf of the Grand Trunk Com,.
pany; but the company had not put in any
objection at the time, the only objector
being Robinson. On the 16th of August
instructions were forwarded to the warden
to inquire into the objections. On the
22nd of August, Mr. Lalor wrote to the
Minister of Mines, stating that the Grand
Trunk Company were not in a position to
meet the warden that day - that they
were about to commence legal proceedings
pgainst Messrs. Hassall ~nd Co. - and
asking that the inquiry should be postponed. On the 28th the inquiry took
place, and the warden, in the meantime,
advertised for Sobinson to attend and state
what his objections were.
The letter
which Robinson had written to the Minister
of Mines was as follows : "I must respectfully beg to object to the
issue of a lease to the Grand Trunk Company,
near Creswick, for ninety-two acres as a special
lease. This lease is applied for by a portion of
the same company which forfeited the previous
lease, the tQ~feit~re being for the purpose of
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defrauding the Government. They allowed it
to be forfeited, and, having the information that
they intended to forfeit, were of course the
first parties to make application for a new lease.
There were a large number of persons and companies ready to take possession of the land,
under miners' rights, if they had got an opportunity of doing so. I was not aware of the
time when the warden was hearing objections,
or I and a number of others would gla.dly have
availed ourselves of the occasion to place our
objections before him. Presuming that you will
not give a lease to persons who have endeavoured
to defraud the Government, to the prejudice of
many miners who are anxious to take up the
claim and work it energetically, I earnestly hope
you will not grant the lease until you have
fully inquired into all the circumstances,"

This letter is signed " James Robinson."
No person had a right to make such l\.
charge unless he was prepared to come
forward and substantiate it; but, when the
day appointed for the inquiry arrived, no
James Robinson appeared. After a great
deal of difficulty, the cO,mmittee ascertained from the manager of the Grand
Trunk Company that James Robinson w"s
known to the company, or that it was
known he was objecting. I thought it
was very necessary to ascertain from Mr.
Lalor whether· he knew anything of Robin ..
son, but I had no opportunity of getting
that information. On the 29th of August,
Mr. Warden Dowling reported to the
department that Robinson had not appeared to support his objection. On the
31st of August, Mr. Morrison, the legal
manager of the Grand Trunk Company,
preferred certain very serious charges
against Mr. Warden Dowling, to the effect
that he had acted partially in the matter.
On the 5th of September, Messrs. Hardy,
solicitors, of Ballarat, wrote to the Minister of Mines, requesting that no further
steps should be taken towards granting
the lease to Hassan and Co., and stating
that legal proceedings had been commenced
in the matter. On the 19th of November
a petition, stated to have had 509 signatures attac4ed to \t, was sent down from
Creswick, praying that the lease should be
granted. Whether that petition was a
genuine one or not I don't know, as all
that we got was a copy, without signatures.
It would appear, however, that the Minis.:
tel' of Mines considered the petition a
genuine one. On the 1st of December,
Mr. Morrison, the manager of the Grand
Trunk Company, withdrew his objections
to the issue of the lease, on the advice of
the barrister advising the company, who
was of opip.ion that the issue of the lease
to Ibs;;aU ~nd. Co. would strengthen the
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case of the Grand Trunk Company against
those persons. On the 5th of December a
minute was put on the papers in the Mining department, to the effect that the objections to the issue of the lease were
withdrawn. This was after hearing what
1\11'. Frazer, Mr. Wheeler, and Mr. Davies,
who waited on the Minister of' :vIines, had
to say in reference to it.
During the
time that the lease was being applied for,
Mr. Boughtman, who is at present a
prisoner by order, of. this House, made
130me offers to Mr. Lalor, for the purpose
of getting him to withdraw his objection
to thA issue of the lease. We have it in
evidence that frequent offers were made to
Mr. Lalor to induce 'him to withdraw his
opposition. He withdrew his opposition
at last, upon getting 400 shares in the new
company. This was after the counsel for
the Grand Trunk Company had ~d vised
the company that all oppositioq. to tlte
granting of the lease ought to be withdrawn. After that advice was given, the
400 shares were bargained for, and, perbaps, so far as we know, £·100 also~ What
right had MI'. Lalor to bargain for any
shares for the withdrawal of his opposition? As I understand from the evidence,
the promoters of the new company paid
lOs. per share on the 400 shares 'which
Mr. Lalor succeeded in getting before he
would withdraw his opposition to the
issue of the lease to them; that 160 of
these 400 shares were given to the Grand
Trunk Company, but that those who got
them were compelled to pay lOs. per share
for them. Nothing can be more clear than
that· Mr. Lalor had no right whatever to
obtain 400 shares for the withdrawal of his
opposition. The oppositiQ,n was withdrawn
on the advice of counsel that the issue of
the lease would help the case of the Grand
Trunk Company, of which company Mr.
Lalor was chairman, against Hassall and
Co.; yet. before the opposition was withdrawn, Mr. Lalor succeeded in swallowing
up half the claim, or nearly so. There were
many very important things which it was
necessary to ascertain from Mr. Lalor, to
enable the committee to arrive at a just
conclusion.
Fo~ instance, Mrs. Agnes
English comes upon the stage, and gets
200 of these shares. We never could learn
who Mrs. Agnes Engli,h was. Again,
there is evidence showing that the honorable member for Creswick (Mr. Frazer)
received £10 in connexiop with the agreement by which Messrs. Hassall and Co.
gave the 400 shares to obtain the with- .

Mr. Longmore.
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dl'awal of the opposition to the issuing of
the lease. This is Mr. Janssen's evidence
on this point : " Was there anything about £5 notes ?-Yes.
" Was not that about money?-That was outside, not in the office. .
"Before you went in or after?-After.
"What was it ?-Mr. Anthony-bad £10, and
he gave it to Mr. Frazer.
.. That was after you came out ?-Yes.
" By the Chairman.-For what purpose ?-We
aEiked Mr. Anthony what those £10 notes were
for, anq he said' They were given for the 400
shares, with the understanding that we had to
give them back again to Mr. Frazer after the
document was signed.'
"By Mr. G. P. Smith.-Did you see Mr.
Anthony get the £ 10 ?-No, I could not say that.
I believe he got them in the office, but I could
not say."
"You did not see it ?-No, I saw him give
them back to Mr. Frazer.
"Did Mr. Frazer make any observation?No, not that I heard."
This was Mr. Anthony's evidence : "By the Chairman. - You said something
about £10 ?,..,...In the agreement there was, I
believe. However, £10 'was paid over, supposed
to be in consideration for the shares; but there
was a private understanding that it should be
returned, which I did.
" To whom ?-To Mr. Frazer.
" By Mr. Aspinall.-Had you received it from
Mr. Frazer?-No, from the solicitor.
"Then what do you mean by returning it?It was understood privately that it was to be
returned.
"I!!J the Chairman. - Who gaye you the
money?-Mr. Sandilands, the solicitor.
"By Mr. Aspinall.-What do you mean by
returning it to Mr. Frazer; you never got it
from him, how could you return it to him ?-It
was an understanding, that."
Mr. Frazer's account of the £10 was as
fo11ows:"By Mr. Kerferd..-Do you know anything
of the nominal consideration of £10?-Yesj Mr.
Lalor gave Mr. ~andilands £10 to give as a consideration for the 400 sbares. Mr. Anthony
stated that he did not wish that the £10 sllould
be taken, as he was anxious not to cbarge anything for the shares; and when he came out he
handed me the £ 10 back. Some days afterwards I met Mr. Lalor, and informed him that I
had £10 for him, as Mr. A.nthony had refused to
take it. Mr. Lalor said, it was giveQ as a consideration, he could not take bac~c the £ 10; but
he said.-'You have had no interest ~n this
matter, you have been at a considerable amount
of expense in travelling to Ballara.t and other
places over it, and you may keep that for your
personal expenses in travelling;' but he refused
to take it."
It would appear, from the evidence, that
Mr. Anthony was a particular friend of Mr.
Frazer, and that he used Mr. Frazer to
assist him in striking a bllrgain with Mr.
Lalor. It would appear, from Mr. Frazer's
evidence, that Mr, Anthony'S desir~was to.
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Company had advised the withdrawal
of opposition; that any portion of the
400 shares which went to the Grand
Trunk Company had to be paid for by the
shareholder-s of that company; and that
the honorable member for Creswick (Mr.
Frazer) received £10 for what he did in
connexion with the bargain for the withdrawal of the opposition to the lease. I
desire to add that, since I have been a mem.,
ber of the House, I have never been treated
as I was upon this committee. Mr. Lalor
interrupted the proceedings in a manner
which I thought very unbecoming; but, as
I did not like to make personal complaints,
I only complained on one occasion, and
the remark which led to the complaint·
was retracted, I desire also to st~te thnt
Messrs. Anthony, Hassall, and Boughtman
were not allowed to heal' the evidence which
each other gave; but the honorable member
fOl' Creswick (Mr~ Frazer) remained in the
committee room during the whole of the
time. I asked tlIat he should leave the·
room while Mr. Lalor gave evidence; but
he refused to do so, and stated that, if he
was sent out of the room as a witness, he
would claim his privilege as a member of
the House to remain.
The committee
held that he should be allowed to remain;
but that does not justify the honorable
member's unwillingness to leave the room
while the evidence was being taken.
Mr. E. COPE seconded the motion.
"They, the said Thomas William Anthony,
Thomas HassalI, James Boughtman, Heinrich
The SPEAKER.-There appears to be
Nicholaus J~llssen, and Tpomas Durose, do, and a slight irregularity in the uature of the
each of tltem doth, hereby transfer and assign
The merits of the report of a
unto the said Dominick Dillon, his e~ecutqrs, motion.
administrators, and assigns, 400 undivided parts select committee are dealt with on a motion
or shares (the whole into 1,000 parts or shares for its consideration; but, when it is inbeing considered as divided) of,~in, and to all that tended to refer the report back to the comthe mining claiJ!1 hereinbefore mentioned and
referred to ; a~d of and in to the l~ase to be mittee, it is not usual to make a motion for
issued thereof as aforesaid, fl-nd all the benefit its consideration. The honorable member
and advantage to be obtained from or by the for Ripon and Hampden has, therefore,
said lease, or the application therefor, or any acted rather at variance with the usual
claim or title of them, the said Thomas William
practice, in moving that the report should
Anthony, Thomas Hassall, James Boughtman,
Heinrich Nicholaus Janssen, and Thomas Durose be taken into consideration, and that it
anterior thereto.",
should be referred back to the committee.
"Anterior thereto" refers to an equal
Mr. ASPIN ALL.-I must again appeal
proportion in that £1,000, or it refers to to the House whether the word" purnothing at all; and I have the opinion of ported" is not a personal insult to myself?
two eminent barristers to that effect. It Whether the House agrees with the report
is evident that the clause is one which or not, it is the report of the committee;
requires some explanation. Whether aaum and I must protest against an honorable
of £400, as well as the 400 shares referred. member alleging, as this motion does, that
to in this deed, was promised or not the report was not the report of the comis immaterial to the points to which I mittee, but a fictitious report.
have directed the attention of the House,
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I trust that
namely, that 400 shares were taken for the the honorable and learned member for St.
withdrawal of the opposition to the lease Kilda (Mr. Aspinall) will allow the word
after the counsel of the q-r~lld Tqmk " purported" to stand~ because it goes very
detach Mr. Lalor from the Grand Trunk
Company, and that Mr. Frazer was the
vehicle through which all the arrangements
were carried on. Hassall and Co. uniformly agreed in their evidence in saying
that they were to have given £400 to Mi'.
Lalor as well as the -100 shares, This was
denied by M1'. Frazer and others; but the
main point remains, indisputable, that 400
shares were given to Mr. Lalor as a condition that he should withdraw his opposi.,.
tion to the lease. As Mr. Lalor was not
under examination, we could never ascertain how many of the shares went to himself; but there was a deed drawn up, purporting to be between Dominick pillon,
who acted as Mr. Lalor's dummy in the
transaction, and the four applicants for the
lease, Messrs. Bassall and Co. Mr. Lalor's
name did not appear in the deed, which
was drawn up by Messrs: Anderson and
Sandi lands, solicitors. On the ground in
question there was a shaft, valued by
Hassall and Co. at £ 1,000, which was to
be given to the company for a considera~
tion of £1,000. The capital of the company was to consist of 1,000 shares, and
400 of these shares, as I have stated, were
to be given to Mr. Lalor. This deed, after
reciting that Messrs. Hassall and Co. had
bargained to give Dominick Dillon 400
shares for this nominal consideration of
£10, contains this paragraph !~
,
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far to show the animus of the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden in taking
the course of procedure he bas taken. It
was not to inquire into the conduct of any
honorable member of this House that the
committee was appointed; but, having got
the committee, and having failed in the
object for which he procured it, the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden now
turns round and seeks to injure the reputa..
tion of other members of the committee.
·This report is either the report ~f the
committee or it is not. The hOQon\.ble
member has adduoed no single reason why
it should' not beconstdered the report;
therefore, if the word "purported" be
allowed to remain, it will place the honor ..
able member in a most unenviable position,
because it will show that he has introduced
into a motion a most objectionable phrase,
which he has not supported by a tittle of
evidence. As a member of the committee,
I venture to state that the report was
agreed to unanimously. And, if the report
was not brought up' by the chairman of
the committee, he himself has given It
reason why it was not brought up by him.
The honorable member has stated that the
House has power to compel any honorable
member chosen as a member of a com·
mittee to serve on that committee. If that'
be the honorable member's conviction, why
did he abandon his position in the midst
of the proceedings of the committee, unless
it was because he did not like to see a report
brought up which did not carry out his
foregone conclusions? I venture to say,
with all respect to the honorable member,
that he entered upon the inquiry with It
foregone conclusion and determination, not
to vindicate the honour of this House by
finding one of its members guilty 01' innocent, as the case might be, but to bring up
a report adverse to the member accused,
and that the sole reason for this abandonment of' his position was that he could not
carry out his intention.
Mr. LONGMORE.-The reason why I
left the chair was because the preparation
of the report was taken out of my hands.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH. - As the
honorable member has brought this upon
himself, I will recall to his recollection the
fact that an attempt was made to have the
committee balloted for; but, though the
honorable member proposed that the com ..
mittee should be chosen by ballot, be en..
deavoured secretly to arrange what members of the House the committee should
consist of.
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Mr. LONGMOHE.-No; certainly not.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Lists were
handed round the House of tbe names of
the members to .be chosen. I shall endeavour to follow the honorable member's
observations, and to comment upon the
evidence as far as I recollect it. The
honorable member commenced by observing that a gentleman who had 'been
examined had impo'rtant evidence to give,
and that he wished to have Lim recalled.
The honorable member forgot to state that,
in the first instance, the witness was not
of his seeking, but was called by Mr.
Lalor, after it had been agreed by the
committee that the case for the prosecution
-the prosecutor being the chairmanshould be closed.
Mr. LONGMORE.-It was not agreed.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I most distinctly state, in the hearing of other members of the committee, that it was agreed
that no more evidence should be called.
After the honorable member had been
allowed a latitude' which I consider was
most unfair to the person accused; after
the inquiry had been dragged on day after
day, until it became doubtful whether a
report would be brought up at all; after
Mr. Walters had been calle4 for the purpose of proving that Mr. Lalor was the
victim of a conspiracy by foul' persons, to
whom he bad been opposed in a lawsuit;
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden (after visiting the locality, I
believe) discovered that, from the witness called on behalf of Mr. Lalor, he
could extract some more evidence. I may
be rather absurd in my notions as to the
procedure of any tribunal which pretends to act in the interests of justice,. but
it occurs to me that, at some sta,ge Qr
other. a man should 'know what is the
charge against him, and be enabled to call
witnesses in his defence. Evidence should
not be raked up, and, possibly, cooked, for
the purpose of defeating previous statements. The honorable member most care".
fully avoided aUuding to the evidence of
Walters; but I will draw attention to it,
because I think it will enable the House,.
at the outset, to arrive at a clear under.,
standing as to the nature of this case, Mr.
Walters stated that, at an hotel in Mel ..
bourne, called the City Buffet, he met Mr.
Boughtman, the gentleman who is under ..
going the penalties of his prevarication in
the cells below this chamber. A conversation occurred between the two, in the
course pf which Boughtman said he would
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have satisfaction. The witness (Mr. Waltel's) was th us examined:"By Mr. Lalor (through the Chairman) .-Satisfaction to whom ?-Mr. Lalor; and he said, as
far as it was possible, that nothing should remain
undone on his part to bring these parties-to
damage them in the eyes of the public. He said,
he would not mind doing six months in gaolno, he would do it freely and willingly--if he
could only damage these men in the eyes of the
pllblic; and, as far as he was concerned, nothing
should be left undone to accomplish his object."
The witness went on to say that Bough tman stated he considered that he had been
injured, and he was bringing this charge
to have revenge. " For what ?" asked the
chairman; and the witness replied"For losing this claim , , . He said they
had been defeated in the law courts and had lost
the claim, and this charge wa~brought forward
to revenge."
A member of the House, who overheard
the conversation, was examined, and confirmed the evidence of Mr. Walters. These
were witnesses brought forward to show
that Mr. Lalor was the victim of a base
conspiracy. Is it not monstrous that the
chairman of the committee, who is pledged
by his position to conduct a fair and an
impartial inquiry, should go behind the
backs of the committee, and endeavour to
extract something from this witness-Mr.
Walters-which would be prejudicial to
the accused, and defeat the evidence the
witness had already given? If every case
was re-opened because fresh evidence
could be had, there would be no end to
litigation. If select committees of this
House are to drag on because nn officious
chairman, with a rail way pass in his
pocket, can pick up evidence to bring forward b.it by bit, and stage by stage, when
will their reports be brought up? The
honoraQle member says that the committee
were determined not to arrive at the truth;
he casts, though perhaps unconsciously,
an imputation upon the character of some
seven or eight members, who are quite as
reputable and as incapable of falsehood as
even the honorable member is. I went to
the committee with a desire to arrive at the
truth, and, should my 'questions be sCl'uti ..
nized, they will be found to be as pertment
as those put by any honorable member.
Between the honorable member who was
accused and myself there is little personl:j,l
sympathy. If I chose to be vindictive~ I
have personal reasons in this case; but I
would never allow my feelings to carry
me away so far as to fix a gross and scan ..
dnious charge upon 11 political opponellt.
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I was somewhat staggered by the statement of the first witness, Mr. Hassall.
His story was so plausible, and apparently
so veracious, that I confess I thought it
affected the character of one honorable
member of this House; but I presently
found what the state of the case really
was
It lies in a nutshell. The statements made by the honorable member for
Ripon and Hampden can be readily explained; but I would like to ask the
House, in the first instance, whether he
has advanced anything to show that this
report is not correct and proper? What
is there to show that any improper influence
was brought to bear upon the Mining department to procure the lease referred to?
The honorable member has gone into the
private affairs of two gentlemen, who have
seats in this House~ and he has given a
history of the Grand Trunk Mining Com. pany ; but has he shown, in any way, that
an improper influence was exercised upon
the Mining department? I put it to the
House whether, on pretenc.e of public
grounds, committees are to be appointed
to inquire into the private affairs of honor·,
able mtlmbers, and to report as to whether
they took the advice of their counselor
not in· the matter of withdrawing an opposition to'a mining lease? Hassall made
out his case to the committee; but as soon
as the next witness was called there was
an end to the whole thing. For all reasonable purposes, the invest.igation might have
closed then and there. Mr. Sandilands'
evidence made it clear that Hassall and
his three companions had been engaged in
perpetrating a gross and scandalous fraud
upon the honorable member for South
Grant (Mr. Lalor), which he was justified
iu defeating by every means in his power.
Mr. LONGMORE.-By another fraud?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I will leave
the House to say whether a fraud was
committed or not. These persons wero
directors of the company which was working the claim. They represented, to a
meeting of shareholders, that the claim
would not pay. One of them moved that
it be sold, and another one ~econded the
motion,
Mr. LONGMORE.-And Mr. Lalor
putjt,
Mr. G. PATON SMI'l'H.-Mr. Lalor
did his duty ns chairman, which the honorable member has not done. The claim
was sold to these four persons, who had
made a secret compact to buy it. The
mover of the motion knew that the claim
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contained payable ground. The others
have admitted that they knew that it did,
and yet they stated they were only purchasing to remove the machinery; a",d they
p'Qrchased the claim for £1,200, though
th~ machinery had cost £3,000. If the
honorable member calls that an honest
tr~nsaction, and one which the honorable
member fur South Grant had no right to
resist, I do not envy him his noti9ns of
morality. Then these e~tremely honest
persons, on getting possession of the claim,
discovered th~t the ren t for a part of the
year had not been paid, and, instead of
having the lease t,ran8ferred in the ordinary
course, t4ey resolved, in order to do the
Go"ern~ent out of t4e back rent, to dt'op
the lease and to make an application for a
new one. This is the circumstance upon
which the whole affair turns. In the interval, Mr. Lalor and the other shareholders
discoveted that they had been swindled, .
and they objected to the fresh application.
We then come to the celebrated individual,
James Robinson, who the honorable member for Ripon and Hampden would lead us
to believe is a myth. Now, for the pur~
poses of my argument, I do not care whether the man is a myth or not. All that
I care to know is that the facts stated in
his letter to the Mining department~ 'objecting to the lease, are true •.
Mr. LONGMO~E.;-:Wh9 ~aq~ the~?
Mr. G. PATON SMITU.-That iS1mmaterial. I stand here for the purpose of
defending the Mining department from the
&ttacks made against it, and, independently of any cop.siderntio~ as to who
Robinson may be, I contend that" i", his
letter, he stated what WftS true, ap.d that it
was sufficient to tie the han !is of the department. It is true that, when an inquiry
took place before Mr. Warden Dowling,
~obinsou did not appear; but the honorable
member for Ripon fl,nd :aampden forgets
that a shprt time afterwards a proper and
l~gal <?bjection to the issue of the leasean objection l),b9ut which there could be
no doubt--:-was sent in by the legal manager of the Grand Trunk Company. It is
upon tbis objection that the case turns.
The various pal,ties appealed to the Minister of Mines, who then stated that, as
litigation was going on, he would no~ issue
the lease; or, in other words, that while
there was a dispute as to the legal rights
of both parties, he would not put either
in possession by the power of the CrowD..
This state of things existed for some time.
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During this period the honorable member
for Creswick (Mr. Frazer) visited Cl'eswick, and endeavoured to mediate between
Ml:' Hassall and his party and the honorable member for South Grant (Mr.
Lalor). The latter, for some time, absolutely refused to come to an understanuing;
but at last it was arranged that Dominick
Dillon, ~s tr~stee for somebody, I care not
for whom, should receive 400 shares in
the new company, on condition that the
ol~jectton to the' lease was withdrawn.
The objection was not the objection of
J ames Robinson, but of the legal manager
of the Grand Trunk Company. Now the
position of Dominick Dillon is not a matter of which Hassall and his friends have
any right to complain. They were made
aware that he was a trustee for others
before the shares were tran.sferred. They
knew perfectly well ,that he was trustee
for the honorfl.ble member for South Gl'ant
and others. If the honorable member for
Ripon ap.d ~ampden knew a~ything of
legal matters, he would be aware that
proceedings of this sort take place every
day. The Mining dep3:rt~ent is a court
of adj udication in these cases. Anyone
may lodge an objection, just the same ns
in court of law, and may agree with the
applicant to wit.hdraw it. Where is the
immorality of the transaction? If there
was any immorality, why did not Hassall
and his' party say to the Minister of Mines,
" We m;e entitled to our lease, and why
should we submit to this extortion of 400
shares?" Had Mr~ Lalor been a stranger,
there might have been e::x::tortion; but
Hassall and his party knew that his objection was a valid one~ and they ~greed to
give 400 shares for its withdrawal. That
part of the bargain was kept. The shares
were given, and the 'lease was withdrawn.
Now I would like to know what the House
has to do with that? Why should the
country be put to expense; and why should
the members of a committee be dragged
through the dirt, to inquire into pri vate
matters of this na:ture? The investigation
was 110t pqrs'Qed further i but the fact is
admitted, that the honorable me1I\ber for
South Q-rant only retai~ed the s~are~ in
prC!Portion to his own interest i~ the
original c0:trl:pany, and that the other
sh{~res were to be diyided amongst the
ot~er share.holqers, if they wQultl accept

a

the~r

Mr. LONGMORE.~How many were
distrib\lted ?
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Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I believe
eighty-six were. No blame can be attached
to the honorable member for South Grant
in this matter, because he was always
willing to distribute the shares.
Mr. LONGMORE.--'-To sell them?
Mr. G. PATON SMtTH.-I will not
say a word on that point. It is not supported by evidence. The honOl'able member
said there was evidence to show that lOs.
each was charged upon these shares; but
he forgot to re'ad the evidence or Mr.
Alexandei' Morrison on the point ':"What did you demand from those persons in
the Grand Trunk who were to take those shares?
:"'-1 made a call of 1Os. for expenses. I did. not
know what it might come to, and I was money
out of pocket j ,and I made a call of lOs., and
we did ]lot expend all the money.
"Did, you return that to any ofthese? .......To all
that applied fot' it. I think that one or two have
not applied for it; they can get it if they come
to my office.
"What was the amount of money that Mr.
Lalor received from you, per share, for the shares
he harided to you for the shareholders who
might be willing to take them up ?-About 2s.
per share. I think he was more money out of
pocket."

~

The honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden has referred to the agreement
drawn up in the office of Anderson and
Sandilands, in support of the charge as
to the payment of £400. He has scrutinized the deed in a way which no
lawyer would venture to do.
I may
confess, however, that I do not wonder
that the honorable member went into the
committee with erroneous notions, because
these men, Hassall and Boughtman, were
positive on the point. It was Boughtman's statement that he saW the sum of
£400 expressed in the deed which sent
him to the custody of the Seljeant-atArms. But the deed will not bear the
constructIon that the honorable member
puts upon it. No sensible man, who knew
anything of legal phraseology, would endeavour to argue that the words" anterior
thereto," as used in the deed, mean
the payment of £400. The honorable
member has been carried away by his
morbid belief in the corruptness of other
people. The words mean the interest the
four persons named had in the scheme
before the lease was applied for. The
honorable member has a legal fl'iend, and
that gentleman must know that no payment can be enfOl'ced unless it is clearly
expressed.. No court of law would enforce
the payment of £400 on account of these
words" anterior thereto."
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Mr. LONGMORE.-The payment could
not be enforced.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-Then are
we to suppose that the acute solicitors who
prepared the deed would put in words to
destroy it ?
Mr. LONGMORE.-Why did not Dominick Dillon sign it ?
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-The honorable member, driven from one post, flies
to another. It was n'ecessary, as most of us
are aware, that' a consideration should be
named in the deed. Thesumof£lOwas paid
to Dominick DilIon on that account, and was
afterwards passed to the honorable member
for Creswick; but I have yet to learn that
one member of this House cannot pass
£10 to anothei' member, without their
private relations being inquired into.
Show me that this lease was obtained in
consequence of this £10, show me that any
improper influence was brought to bear
upon the Mining department through this
£ 10, and I will follow the matter to the
utmost; but what does it concern this
House, that the honorable' member for
Creswick, having visited Creswick and
having been at all sorts of expense and
trouble in the matter, the honorable member for South Gral}t did not choose to take
back £10 from him. I think I have
shown that there is not.hing calling for the
interference of the House in this affair. I
would have been glad if the honorable
member for Ripon and Hampden, instead
of bringing the subject forward again, had
expressed his gratification that the character of the accused members had been
cleared. His conduct in that case would
have been far more praiseworthy. The
honorable member confessed, on the second
day of the inquiry, that there was nothing
in the case which concerned the public, and
yet he protracted the ptoceedings, not perhaps on account of private enmity, but to
pry into matters with which no committee
should have any business. I think J have
said sufficient to vindicate the report of the
committee, and I trust the House will
negative the motion.
The House divided-Ayes
3
33
Noes

...

Majority against the motion 30
AYES.

Mr. Burtt.

Tellers.
Mr. E. Cope,
" Longmore.
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NOES.

Mr. Aspinall,
" Bindon,
" Butters,
" Casey,
" Crews,
" Davies,
" Duffy,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Harcourt,
" Humffray,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Lobb,
" Macgregor,

Mr. Mackay,
Capt. MacMahon,
Mr. McCulloch,
" McDonnell,
" McKenna,
" McLellan,
" Miller,
" Russell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Walsh.
Tellers.

Mr. Baillie,
" Whiteman.

MR. THOMAS BURY.
Mr. WHITEMAN asked the Chief
Secretary whether the Government would
offer any opposition to the motion standing
in his name"That a select committee be appointed to )nquire generally into and report upon the claims
of Mr. Thomas Bury on the Government for the
delays in delivering to him a coal mining lease
granted to him some years ago, and other matters relating thereto; such committee to consist
of Mr. Bayles. Mr. Watkins, Mr. McLellan, Mr.
Frazer, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Reeves, Mr. Humffray,
and the mover; three to form a quorum, with
power to call for persons anq papers, and to sit
on days that the House does not meet." .
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that the
Government objected most strongly to the
motion.
Mr. WHITEMAN saId that, in. that
case, and in view of the close of the session,
he would withdraw the motion, but he
would bring it forward again next ·session.
LAND SELECTIONS AT KOLORA.
Mr. LONGMORE moved"That there be laid upon the table of this
House all papers and reports having reference to
the occupation and sale of lots 19,20, and part
of 34, Kolora, selected by Mr. Farmer."
The honorable member said that a person
named Thompson wrote to the Lands department regarding this land, .and was informed
that it had been purchased under the 14th
section of the Amending Land Act. Now to
be purchased under that section it was
necessary that the land should be occupied
for three years, and Thompson's statement
was that Farmer had never resided upon
the land, but was resident at St. Kilua. If
these proceedings were allowed, the public
estate would be alienated from the Crown
under the Amending Land Act as it was
under the Land Act of 1862.
Mr. E. COPE seconded the motion.
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Mr. GRANT said that he did not oppose
the motion, and as he had the papers with
him he could state at once what they contained. The land in question was 573
acres in extent, and a certificate had been
given that there were permanent improvements on it to the value of £625. There
was also the statutory declaration of Mr.
Farmer, that he had resided on the land
for three years. With reference to this
and other cases brought before the House
by the honorable member fOT Ripon and
Hampden, he might mention that papers
were now before the law officers of the
Crown, with a view to the prosecution of
the persons who had made false declarations.
The motion was agreed to.
VALUATIONS UNDER THE LAND
ACT.
MR.

R. D.

SCOTT.

Mr. LONGMORE moved"That, in the opinion of this House, Mr. R.
D. Scott, district surveyor, Camperdown, sbould
be dismissed from the public service, for having
sent in false reports with reference to improvements placed on allotments selected under the
Land Act 1865, which were calculated to deceive
the Lands department and defeat the provisions
of the Act."
The honorable member disclaimed any
intention of su bmitting a vote of want of
confidence in the Minister of Lands. The
fact was that, while he desired to bring
the subject to which the motion referred
under the notice of the House, he hardly
knew how to do it. The Minister of
Lands proposed to prosecute the men who
made false declarations as to occupation,
and would he retain officers in his department who made false declarations as to
the value of improvements - improvements which in some instances never
existed at all ? A man named McDonald,
who resided at Mortiake, was about to be
prosecuted for making a false declaration.
Now if the persons who profited by these
false declarations could also be punished,
justice would be done. A poor drunken
wretch, like McDonald, who suffered from
delirium tremens, was induced to put his
hand to a declaration which might send
him on the roads for years; but men in
the possession of thousands of acres, and
who profited by these transactions, were
to escape scot free. The Minister of Lands
shook his head; but he coulu inform the
honorable gentleman that Mr. Hyland, the
person who paid the money on account of
the land in question, had obtained many
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allotments in the same way, and the district surveyor had helped him by giving
valuations for improvements which were
never on the land. He was not speaking
upon the hearsay evidence of persons
interested in the matter, but on the reports
of Mr. McPherson, an officer of the Lands
department, who "lYas sent by the Minister
of Lands to report on this case. The first
item in Mr. Scott's valuation was £60 for
a three-roomed cottage, with galvanized
iron roof. Mr. McPherson thus described
this cottage : - '
" A hut or house of one apartment, built of
sawn timber, studs, and palings, roofed with
twenty sheets of second-hand galvanized iron, 20
feet long, 10 feet wide, and walls 4l to 5 feet
high. No door, and no other chimney than a
number of fencing rails raised on end against
one corner and gable of,' the building, so as to
appear, at a distance, like a fireplace. This
pretended chimney has no sort of backing or
lining to it, and no fire has been ever lit there;
nor does the hut look as if it ever was inhabited.
It has neither door, window, nor partition, and
stands quite open at one end, e::tcept where it is
partly blocked up by the sham fireplace."
Mr. McPherson said that the hut might
have cost £20; but, from what he (Mr.
Longmore) knew of the value of such builddings, it could not have cost more than £10.
Another item in the valuation was-Ie 15
acres under cultivation, at £4 per acre,
£60." Mr. McPherson reported--"No cultivation whatever." A third item was" 73 chains drain ing, at 7s., £25 11 s."
Mr. McPherson's report was-" No drains
whatever." In this way, and by charging
extravagant prices for any work which
chanced to be done, the amount of improvement required by the Act (£ 1 per acre) was
obtained. Mr. McPherson's report on the
subject was fully substantiated by the statements of persons resident in the district.
In another case~ that of Daniel Reddie, a
return moved for by the honorable member
for Ararat (Mr. McLellan) showed that it
man named West had made a declaration
that Reddie lived in South Australia; and
the rate-collector of the Mortlake Shire
.council had declared that the rates in respect of the land had been paid by Mr.
Samuel Macgregor, who was a notorious
dummy-monger. This return also contained the following document ':" I, Thomas Whitehead, of East Framlingham,
in the colony of Victoria, farmer, do solemnly
and sincerely declare that Daniel Reddie, the
lessee from the Crown of aUotments 42 A and B,
and allotments 43 A and B, parish of Ellerslie,
has not put upon the said allotments the improvements provided for by the Amending Land
Act 1865. That the said Daniel Reddie informed me, this deelax'ant, that he had sold his
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right and interest in the said allotments to
Samuel Macgregor, for Mr. Niel Black, for one
shilling per acre."
And yet Mr. Scott reported that there was
on the land a weather-board house (with a
stone chimney), of the estimated value of
£60. This, it was to be presumed, was
a little hut, on skids, drawn on to the
land by bullocks, and set down just within
the fence-certainly not a substantial and
permanent improvement, as required by
the Act. Mr. McPherson's report on the
subject was as follows : "Red die stated that the hut or house on the
ground, wherein he resides, cost him £45, which
on my remarking that that seemed a high figure'
he admitted was too much. He stated that
McNichol (overseer to the Hon. N. Black) had advanced him the money to pay for the house· and
that he had obtained, or borrowed, from a p~rson
named Graham, the money to pay the first halfyear's rent at the time of selection. This Graham, lam informed, was a trustwotthy dummy
of Macgregor's. . . . . James Lyon, residing
for the last three years on his selection or subdivision in the vicinity, states that Reddie has
only come on the allotment since the date or
West's application."
West was the person who applied for the
land on its forfeiture. Mr. McPherson
likewise reported : " George Clanny states that he was employed
by Robert Cheek, the contractor, to erect a dam
on Daniel Reddie's selection; that he worked
there for four weeks, at £ 1 per week, and that
his wages were paid by an order of Mr.
McNichol's on the bank at Terang . . . . I
have been informed that Reddie is receiving
wages at the rate of £2 per week to <?ccupy this
land, and exercise all the rights and privileges of
a lessee, until he is in a position to hand over
the title deeds to Mr. Black. . . . . I beg
to express my firm belief that Reddie is not now,
and never was, in respect of this allotment, a
bona fide. The land in itself, and from its
position, is of such value that I feel assured, if
anyone had selected it three years ago for his
own use and occupation, he would have taken
care to comply with the conditions of residence
or improvement, or both."
Mr. Scott's report also contained a list
of other improvements, put down at a
most excessive value, which improvements
were altogether ignored by Mr. McPherson •
Another case to which attention must be
called was that of Peter McArthur, a
squatter near Camperdown, who selected
land on Mr. Tobin's run.
McArthur,
taking advantage of the provision of the
Land Act which enabled a person who had·
occupied land for three years, and put improvements upon it, to require the land to
be offered for sale by auction with a valuation for improvements, sent in a valuation
for improvements by Mr. Scott, and,
having obtained a certificate, demanded
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that the land should be offered for sale by
auction. The improvements were valued
at £290. N ow, with regard to this transaction, the following declatation had been
made : "I, Patrick Tenanty, of Keilambete, do
solemnly and sincerely declare that the undermentioned ar~ dummy' lands, as included in a
paddock of Mr. Tobin's, and are occupied by
him, and his cattle are running on the land.
There are two lots, marked A 36, containing
134a Ir. 16p. each. They were 'selected by
Peter McArthur, and have not more than £100
worth of improvements on 'them, which were
put on by Mr. Tobin-name 1y, hal£·a-mile of a
post and rail fence, a small hut, and a few acres
cleared of dead timber."

The Minister of Lands was asked, a few
nights ago~ whether, under the circumstances, he would withdraw the land from
sale by auction until proper' inquiry had
been instituted in reference to the improvements; and the h~norablc gentleman
said he would not. But, by this course of
action, the Minister of Lands was making
himself party to the defeat of his own
Act. The result of the proceeding would
be that Mr. Tobin, would be able to get
the land, wi~hout being subjected to an
adverse bidding, owing to this valuation
of £290 for the improvements. Under
any circumstances, whether the hi.nd. was
withdrawn or not, 01' whether these per·
sons were pl'osecuted ~r not, Mr. Scott
should be dismissed the public service.
The Lands department had been deceived
by its own officel', and evidently for a purpose. Selectors who lived upon the land
could get none of these things done for
them. Their improvements, to the last
shilling, must be on the land. And why,
he asked, should the district surveyor go
free while other persons Were punished
severely?
Mr. E. COPE seconded the motion. lIe
was very glad that the case had been
brought before the House, because, if the
conduct of the officer in question were
strictly leoked into, it would be found that
the cases which had been mentioned represented only a tithe of his delinquencies.
A short time ago he (Mr. Cope) was
through the Western district, and he was
informed by many settlers, persons, of
respectability, that this district surveyor
. had made it his business, time after time,
to make false statements respecting lands
occupied by dummies on behalf of squatters. He was glad to find that the Minister
of Lands had taken action in the matter;
and that he had sent a respectable and responsible officer of his department into the
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district, with a view to ascertain whether
the representations which had been made
were facts or fables. The report of that
officer substantiated the statements. He
would not like any man to be dismissed
from his office without inquiry; inquiry
should take place, and the person charged
ought to have a fair anu proper opportunity
of defending himself. But he was sati~
fied that, if Mr. Scott were allowed to go
on as he had been going on for the last
two years, industrious settlers would not
be safe in that district. He believed that,
in the Western district, there were numbers of persons who had fulfilled the
conditions of the· law; who were in
a position to prove, if they had the
opportunity, that they had expended more
than £ 1 per acre on their allotments; and
yet' these persons, although they had made
representations, from time to time, to Mr.
Scott, could not get a single action taken
in the matter, and thus they were prevented acquiring the fee simple of their
lands.
Mr. GRANT said he was satisfied that
honorable members would agree With him,
that a more monstrous proposition was
never made in the House. He cared not
how guilty Mr. Scott might be, but he was
entitled to that which was accorded to the
greatest criminal, before conviction-:namely, a fair tl'ial. If Mr. Scott had been
guilty of that which was alleged, against
him, he should be the first to order his
dismissal. But the matter could not be
disposed of. in the summary way indicate~
by the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden. Mr. Scott was entitled by law
to demand, as a right, a board of inquiry
under the Civil Service Act, and that board
of inquiry had the power to take evidence
on oath. It should also be remembered
that Mr. Scott had been eighteen years in
the public service, and, on that ground
alone, was entitled to some consideration.
And after all, the difference between the
two officel's was not very great. In
McDonald's case, the impl'ovements were
valued by Mr. Scott at £630, and by M.r.
McPherson at £417. But the'impression
left on the minds of honora'Lle members
by the honorable member for Ripon must
have been that the improvements valued
by Mr. Scott were worthless. Mr. Scott
told him that Mr. McPherson, when making
his valuation, was accompanied by a
farmer who had a, strong feeling against
McDonald, and therefore Mr. McPherson's
valuation should be taken with some degree
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of caution. The other cases which had Longmore-" Yes.") He could not but
been mentioned would form the subject of accept the distinct statement of the Minisan investigation in the public courts, and ter of Lands, that this matter had never
therefore it was not fitting that he should been clearly placed before him. (Mr.
make any comment upon them. Mr. Scott, Grant-" Never .") He thought the honorif he had been guilty of the improper con- able member for Ripon ought to be satisfied
duct alleged, would be dealt with as he with the assurance of the Minister of
deserved; but he objected to any man Lands, that the matter would be thoroughly
being condemned until he could be heard investigated. He objected to the time of
in his own defence. He would suggest the House being occupied with charges
which a slight explanation would, perhaps,
that the motion should be withdrawn.
Mr. MACGREGOR observed t.hat he completely upset.
Mr. DUFFY thought there was probashould be one of the last to judge a man
without giving him an opportunity ofbeing blya serious danger of the Land Act being
heard, but he thought sufficient evidence evaded in the direction pointed out by the
had been brought forward to warrant the honorab,le. member for Ripon, and that it
House in calling upon the Minister of was a d.u;~y which any honorable member
Lands to institute an investigation without might discharge with advantage to call the
a single moment's delay. He hoped the attention of the head of the Lands departmost stringent inquiry would be made into ment to that danger. But the more
the m~tter, because it was not right to strongly he felt that, the more did he reprosecute parties criminally, when persons gret that the motion had been shaped ina
in the Government service were accused way that not merely was it impossible for
of conniving with and assisting them in the House to accept it, but, if the House
agreed to it unanimously, it could produce
evading the law.
no result. 'rhe Government could not
Captain MAC MAHON considered that d,ism~ss a pub~ic officer in the fashion rea charge of this k~nd" p:rior to being brought quired by the motion. The Government
befol'e the House, sh.ould be brought be- could not dismiss Mr. Scott until after a
fore the Government. He desired to know board of inquiry ha:d investi.gated the cirwhether the honorable member for R:ipon cumstances, and rep.o~te.d that he had so
and Hampden had done this?
.
conducted himself that it was propel' that
Mr. LONG MORE. - All the p~pers he should be dismissed. Had the motion
have been before the Government.
been shaped so as to set fort,h that the
Captain MAC MAHON desired to kno~ House considered it right to call the attenwhether the charges now brought before tion of thc;l Minister of Lands to certain
the House had been brought before thc;l allegations levelled a.t an officer of his de ...
Government, and whether the (j-overnment partment, the EOl,lse might" p.el·h~ps,. llave
had declined to invest.igate t1Iem (
.
accepted it. But eveu then he (Mr. Duffy)
Mr. GRAN1;.-1;t is not so.
should object to the House affirming that
Mr. LONGMO~E said he had bl'ought , Mr-. Scott had sent in false reports, simply
the charges before the Mi~ister of ~ands ; because somebody else had sent in a report
and at the same time he had asked that contradictory to Mr .. ~cott's. He did not
gentleman if he considered himself justified know which report was true. It might be
in institu ting legal proceedings against the latter, or it might be the former. But
persons who had made false declarations, no deliberati~e assem,bly which respected
and in letting his own officer go free.
itself wou Id, on the evidence now submitted,
Captain MAC MAHON observed that, if come to, tlle conclusion that of these parties
the Government had refused to entertain one ~a.s. undoubtedly right, and the other
a just complaint properly brought before undoub,tedly :wrong. For his own part, he
them, it would be very proper for the believed that the honorable member's aim,
House to take the matter· into its own in this motion, and in several other motions
hands, and even consider ~hether a Go- which he l,19,d brought forward, was to
vernment who would not entertain such secure the land for the bona .fide selector;
a complaint were fit to occupy the position but really the honorable gentleman should
of n Government. But he felt satisfied, proceed more cautiously, because, supfrom what had taken place on th\s occasion, posing his evidence were conclusive as
that the honorable member had not dis- against Mr. Scott, the House could not do
closed to the Government the points which what he asked. He would, therefore, sug.
he had disclosed to the House. (Mr. gest that, after the assurance which hl;lod
YOLo YI.-4 F
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been given that the matter would be inquired into, the motion should be withdrawn.
Mr.' BURTT considered that the officer
complainetl of should have a fair trial by
his superior~ ; and therefore recommended
the withdrawal of the motion.
MI'. ASPINALL asked if the House
was going to adminis,ter the department
to which Mr. Scott b~longed? If the
Ministry were not to be trusted with the
management of t,heir own department.s, he
did not understand the use of having a
Minist.,y at all. If it were to be in the
power of any melancholy 'member, with a
pique a~ainit one particular individual, or
a pen9hant for anothel', to eome to the
House and say, "Dismiss this person and
keep that," the Ministry would be placed
in stich a position that no one with any
!elf-respect wou If! care to be a Minister at
all. Interference with the Ministry, as to
details of t.his kind, should ·not be allowed.
If the Minis'try were not fit to cont.rol the
officers under theil' direction, they were
Dot fit to be a Ministry, and the sooner
they were subjected to a vote of want of
confidence the better.
I
Mr. McDONNELL suggested the withdrawal of the motion. He thought the
honorable member for Ripon should have
paused before placing upon the noticepaper a motion deClaring that an officer of
twenty years st~mding in the Government
!crvice had ddibemt'ely furnished to the
head of his depal't.rnent that which was
false. It might be that the difference be..
tween the valuations of Mr. Scott and Mr.
McPherson would resolve itself into simply
an error of judgment.
Mr. McCA W thought the motion shoold
be withdrawn, because the matter had not
been brought forward in a practical shape.
At the same time, he hoped the Minister of
Lands would investigate the matter. Com.
plaints of this kind from the, same quarter
W81'e not new.
.
Ml:" MACKAY said he was not disposed
to si.t quietly simply because the Ministry
said that everything was right. He thou'ght
that a case had been made out for inquiI'y,
and that, 'if the facts a.lIeged by the honor..
able membel' for Ripon existed, they ought
to be put a stop to. He believed the
1\'1 inist.er of Lands was inclined to deal
leniently with an offender who might
happp,n to have a large family. But such
cases should be treated without fear or
favour; and, if the facts were as stated,
the offender should be pq.nishej.l~

Railway Loan Bill:

Mr~ LONGMORE asked if he was t6
understa.nd that the M tnister of Lands
would investigoate the mat.ter ?
Mr. GRA~Tsaid he had already stated
that he would do 80. As to the other
persons, legal proceedings had already
been commenced.
The motion was then withdrawn.
The House adjourned at twenty-seven
minutes past eleven o'dock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, September, 23, 1868.
Railway Loan Bill--Publio Works Loan BilL

The PRESIDENT took the chair at eighteen minutes past four o'clook p.m., and
read the prayer.

RAILWAY LOAN BILL.
On the mot.ion of the Hon. G. W.
COLE, this Bill was recommit.ted.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER proposed
to amend the second schedule by strik~
ing out all the words after "U ppe~
Murray" in the item "Railway from Essendon to the Upper Murray at Belvoir, including a road approach to Albury-bridge
over Wodonga flats." This amendmen~
would leave it, open to the Goverllment t9
carry the line to that point on the Murray
which might hereafter be found most suitable. An association formed in the dis,:,
trict was of opinion that Belvoir was not
the most suitable point.
The lion. W. HIGHETT reminded
honorable members that this amendment
had been considered and disposed of the
previous evening. The proposal was in
effect to make Wahgunyah the terminus of
the line, but in t.hat case the traffic on the
Echuca line would be materially interfered
with.
'
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL said that
he had already expressed his conviction'
that the best line had not been selected,
An extensive tract of low-lying country.
subject to floods, would have to be crossed
to reach Belvoir.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT urgecl
honorable members not to adopt an amendment which would re-open the whole question as to the J'oute to be taken. The matter
hud been ful1y discussed in the Assembly.
'I'he Hon. H. M. MURPHY denied
that this point had been raised in the As~
sernbJy. The Wodonga fiats, which would
p~ve to be crossed to reach. Bel VQir, w~re
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Several verbal amendments having been
This engineerin:r difficulty would involve mn.de,the Bill was repol'ted to the House
v an
outlay of £37,000. Moreover, the with further amendment.s" and, was then
Sydney line was not likely to be made to passed through its remaining stages.
Albury, as, in that case, a series of ranges
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL.
would be encountered. By going six miles
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I beg to move'
luwel' down the ri ver the lines could be
constructed on a level plain.
that the Public Works Loan Bill be now
Mi'. COLE contended that it would be read a second time. The obje'ct of the'
impolitic to make any amendment in the measure is to provide for the completioii
schedule. The effect would be to subject of the waterworks commenced u nuer the
the G.overnment to applications from all Act of 1865, and to complete the Alfre(i
the places along the ri ver.
Graving-dock.· The honorable member
The' Hon.,J; O'SHANASSY remarked (Mr. O'Shanassy) took the Govel'lltnent
that., if the engineering difficulties which to task yesterday, because an explanation
had been referred to exioted, it was an was not given of the R:LilwayLoilll Bill;
extraordinary thing that the Engineer- a matter wbich is as pll;tin as
pikestaff
in'-Chief, :upon whose credit the line was to any man who has paid attention to wha~
. to be constl'ucted, had, not called attention has been going on about him. In 1853 I
to them. The Bill was not likely to brought under' the notice of Sir Charles
be well received in England, if, the point Hotham the necessity of borrowing money
to which it was to be canied wel'e left for reproductive works, and I received his
arlopen question. it would 1?e more PJ:a~ thanks for my suggestions. I see that the,
honorable member has adopted some of the~ical, and would perh,aps meet the views
of the supporters of the amendment, were notions I then propounded ~ but he has a
it provided that the line should be canied great deal to learn yet. He speaks of our
to any part of the MUjTay be'tween two d'ebt as an incl1bus upon posterity; bllt'
given places; those' places, of course, to he does not take into account what
be not too remote.
value the works for which that Clebt is
Mr. CAMPBELL suggested that Wah- incl1rred will be to posterity. For my
gunyah and Albury should be named. He part, I consider that we ought to bOITow
would move an amendment to that effect. money to build Government offices~ in,stead
The Hon. J. McCRAE urged honorable of paying rent as we are now doing. Amembers not to jeopardize the passing of building like the Parliament House might
the Bilr, ,as any alteration itl the schedule very well have been paid for by thOSE;} who
would assuredly do. He had to state that come after us, instead of' the money being
the reason plans and specifications had not taken from the general revenue. Water·
been submitted to' Parliament was that works are very necessary, and should be
there had not been time to prepare them'; extended throughout the country. The
but that, at the commencement of the Yan Yean, which is only now beginoin§
next session, a Rail way Construction Bill to be turned to account, is an instance of
their value. There is some talk of selling
would be introduced.
Mr. FA WKNER contended that the the Yan Yean, but I trust that the "Go-.
Government should not have engaged in vel'llmen t will keep all the waterwoi'ks i(t:
the undertaking until they had time to their own hands,. and all the railways aI80.-prepare plans and specificat.ions.
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY.--=-On this
The Hon. R. S. ANDER~ON stated occasion the honorable member Qas made'
a speech, but nevertheless he has not ex> that the plans and specifications had been
prepared; but that copies could not be plained the purpose of the Bill he has
made in time for the use of honorable introduced. It was the duty of the honormembers, Shoul(~ the Government of New a.ble member to point out why-a loan or
South Wales carry their line towards £850,000 having been obta.ined in 186i>,
Wahgunyah, a branch Victorian line could the greater proportion of which was ex'"
pended on waterworks-it is necessary:
easily be constructed to that place.
Mr. O'SH.A,NASSY mentioned, in re;' now to ask for a further, loan of £610,000.
ference to the suggestion of the honorable From the ret.urn which I obtained the,
member (Mr. Campbell), that the distance other day, I l.e~~D th~t' ~um of £495,000
between Wahgunyah and Albury was , was expended on water supply. The only'
explanation I can find as tO'how a further
thirty-five miles " as the crow flies."
outlay has becomenece'ssary is contained,!
The amendment was neg~tived.
e

a
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in the report of the Chief Engineer: which
'shows that the Coli ban scheme alone' has
,been increased from a supply of 30,000,000
· gallons to 60,000,000 gallons per diem.
Now the House ought to be informed·under
,whose authority this extension has been
· made, and whether it is necessary. The
·towns of Castlemaine and Sandhurst do
not re,quire more than 4,000,000 gallons
. pel' diem, and the remainuer is intended to
be used for mining pm;PQses. Probably
the origin.al estimate of £320,000 'Would
have given a supply of 30,000,000 gal'lonst and we ought to have been shown
that that supply would not be sufficient.
· Moreover, no one has stated. as yet that.,
: when the gold diggings are washed out, this
watel' supply will be available for the irriga.
tion of agricultural and pastoral lands.
The honorable member (MI'. Cole) appeal'S
,to have no limit in his mind to the extent
, he would run into debt. So long as our
credit lasts, he would borrow for anything which can be called a reproductive
work.
Now that is a reckless doctrine, and a dangerous d,octrine. A State
ought no more to incur liabili~ies, unless
it can see its wa..y to meet th,eJD, than an
,~individual ought. And if it is pot the ,c;luty
'.:of, this House to consideli' these ;matt!3l's,
what are we here for? I take ~p this
report from the Chief Engineer, aod I per~
" cei ve that one of the reservoirs has been
enclosed with a four-railed fe~ce, at a cost
,'of £10,000, or an average cost of £200
, per mile. For what purpose hl:).s this ex, pense been incurred? The ¥,un Y can
reservoir is not fenced in. The work may
'. be necessary; but how is it we have no
explanation of the cil'cumst;J,nces of the
case? I perceive, also, that the Bill con· templates schemes which will involve a
tot~l outlay of £~,OOO,OOO. For one district
alone £400,000 will be required. rn other
· cases, land, houses, and all might be purchased for less than the amount set forth
in the' schedule. If this Iily~tem is to go
on, every hamlet which cap qring political
influence tq l1ear will bay.e waterworks
commenced, and wilf then apply for as
,much money again in order to complete
the scheme. At this rate we shall very
, soon pot b~ able to borrow money at all,
and then we sh~ll be yerging on insolvency.
· The honorable member. (Mr. Cole) complains that I do not estimate the value of
the railways twenty-five years hence. That
, would be a difficult task, for, if the works
are not properly attended to, they may
, not be worth. a shilling. I don't thill,~
Eon. J. 0' Skana88!j.

a
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that statement:........" Oh, you can have the
property itself as a security"-is a velty
glorious inducement to English capitalists.
It appears to 'me that ,,+a must 'pas's the'Bill
'as an experimental'measure~ leaving'the
public to appreciate the security offered;
but, at the same timp.; I wish to call attention to what would be 'an improvement
upon our 'present system of' borrowing
money session'after sessi~n without knowing where the' thing' is to end. In the
mother country this system of appealing io
'Parliament on account of localities is nbt
'recognised. 'It is 'a log-rolling' system
'which belongs to nnother country, and is
not a wise one. The British system is
best shown 'in Ireland, which· is 'a 'poor
. country, where the,pl'opl'ietors cannot afford
to impI'ove their lands. ' A Bol:tl'dof,
\I\·orks, altogether independent of Ministerial influence, is established there to lend
money at certain rates, and repayable at
certain periods. That system works we~l,
and, under proper control, it might be
brought into operation .here. I am informed that many of the p1acesmentioned
in the schedule to this Bill would be willing to give abundant guaranteed, both that
the interest should be forthcoming and
that the capital should be repaid'in a short
period. And when the capital was given
back to a bO,ard such as I have indicated, it
might go on fructifying until the whole of
the plans in contemplation were carried
out, and the ~oijntry as fully supplied as
the honora..bJe me~ber (Mr. Cole) desires.
It is only by a wise method Qf lending out
our money that real good· can be done. I
, am not opposed to Sandhurst, 'Castlemaine,
and Ballarat being suppJied with water. No
doubt these towns deserve every consideration. What I desire to do is to impress
upon Mip.isters, upon Parliament, and upon
the State Hself, the desirability of system atizing our ijlode of constructing reproductive works. The honorable member (Mr.
Cole) appears to comp~ain of IPY conduct
in criticising the measures he has introduced. But the honorable member knows
I can have no desire to retard the progress
of this country. I can have no desire, except to cause it to advance. lam ~fraid the
honorable member is dissatisfied with me
because, when in office, I q.id not recognise
his claims.
M~. COLE.-I must disclain all personal
motives. I do not 'doubt that the honorable member wisl1es to forward the interests of the country, but unfortunately he
. does not ~now how to do· so. When he
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" was 1at the head of a Government he did I well recollect that the scheme was
,nothing but pass a Land Act which was carried out upon a distinct understanding
worthless.
that when it repaid itself it should be free
Mr. O'SHANASSY. - The honorable to the inhabitants; but I notice that negomember has more than iusinuated that his tiations have been seton foot recently for
conduct toward~ me has reference to his its purchase. Now I think the Honse
bonds and his claims. If the honorable should have information on this point. It
member thinks that my duty is done when is an important consideration whether the
I have listened to his bald statements he is promise to which I have referred w~s
mistaken. My duty is to consider the made, and whether it is to be ca1'l'ied out.
. measures submitted to us, and to, obtain If not, then it is clear that there is lJ,0
. information regarding those measures when necessity for this Bill, because we
I need it. In this instance, I see that the have a fund of some £900,000 available
BillI'efers to a gt'aving-dock as well as to for its purposes. That fund, entrus~ed to
waterworks. Can the honorable member some non-political tribunal, which would
tell :us what proportion of the £610,000 construct works and sell them afterwards,
.is to be devoted to the dock ? "
would be sufficient to supply all the wants
Mr. COLE.-The honorable member of the colony. I hope the observations I
knows that he is putting questions J can- have offered will induce "honorable memnot ·anSwer. He knows, also, that it has bel's to discuss the measure from the
been~he custom of those who have reprelargest possible point of view. If any
sented the Government in this· House to personal feeling has been introduced into
give no lengthy explanation of financi'al the discussion, I am sorry for it.
Bills. His own colleague (Mr. Mitchell)
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-As this
did not. These transactions lie in a nut- question is of great importance, I beg to
"shell. Does the honorable member himself move the adjournment of tbe debate until
know' how much is to be spent on the Tuesday next, in order that the honorable
dock?
member representing the Government may
, Mr. O'SHAN ASSY.-I do not r~pre gi ve us some information regarding the
'sentthe Government. The honorable expenditure of the loan it is proposed to
- member, in asking for money, has under- ,raise.in this reckless manner.
taken the responsibility of showing how
The motion was not seconded.
it is to be spent.
The Hon. W. A,'BECKETT.-I do not
Mr. COLE.,-Ido not represent the Go- agree with the honorable member (Mr.
," vernment. I am _he~e only to do my duty. O'Shanassy), that a sufficient explanation
, I will assist any Government to carry its has not been given of this measure. The
- measures provided that they are good ones. discussion is an attempt, on the part of
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-And in the mean- this House, to open up the disputed questime this House is left in ignorance. This tion as to its right to deal with a Money
is not the way in which business is con- Bill.
ducted in the Imperial Parliament. When
The Hon. J. McCRAE.-In rising to
I WAS in England I attended the House, . support the second reading of this Bill, I
, of Commons during two _sessions, and I may congratulate the House upon passing
noticed that they were ten times as precise the Railway Loan Bill. Measures of this
there in dealing with financial matters as clftss, which have for their object the
, we are. Every person is held responsible development of the resources of the colony,
for any sum for which he may ask. should not be looked upon merely from a
In, .this instance I consider that I am pounds, shillings, and pence point of view.
waiving a great deal in allowing the Bill They should be regarded as measures which
to go into committee without further in- will benefit not only the present but future
formation. I think, however, that the generations. The honorable member (Mr..
House should express its opinion on the O'Shanassy) has argued that we are con, ..
subject, because, when we find a Minister tracting a debt ~hich we may possibly be
of the .crown stating that he is only wait- unable to pay. Now I contend that, in
ing an opportunity to ask for any amount borrowing money for works of a repro ...
of' money to carry out the wildest of ductive character, we are not in reality
schemes, it ,is desirable that he should un- contracting ~ debt. We are merely giving
derstand that we are not consenting parties the guarantee of the State for the payment
to such a· proposal. I have one word to of a sum of money. Whether we may
say in reference to the Yan Yean w,?l'ks. ever be required to make that payment, ,1
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prepared to discuss~; but that is'
our real position. The question for the
considel'ation of the House is whether we
are· in a position to· borrow money; and,
if so, whether we should borrow for the
purposes contemplated by the Bill .. Honorable members will, I think, agree with me,
that the colony was never ina better position for borrowing. A great deal has
been written against the character of its
people, against its fiscal policy, and against
its institutions; but we see a sufficient
answer i.n the . high rates at which our
debentures are quoted. Some of the very
purposes for which the loan is required,
increased wharf and dock accommodation,
show h-ow the colony is increasing. My"
only regret is that the Govel'llment do not
propose to bOITOW the whole of the money
it is intended to raise in this colony, instead
of in London. Employment would be
given to a' lal'ge amount of capital now
lying idle, and the' interest, instead of
going away, would remain to fructify in
the colony. The honorable member (Mr.
O'Shanassy) complains that the Bill does
nbt repr-esent the purposes for which the
ntoneyis to be spent. -Surely the honorable member cannot have read the measure.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-I want to know
h'ow much money is required for each
purpose. ?
. Mr. McCRAE.-Well, sir, the 8th clause
states the purposes and amounts ; - .
Rill . not

" Fox: the completion or construction of works
for supplying water to divers mining agricultural
and other districts and to towns in Victoria, in accordance with the pro\>"isions of the Public Works
Statute 186:', and the Waterw'orks Act 1865, and
for completing works in connexion with the
Yan Yean water supply, a sum of £360,000.
For completing the .Alfred graving-dock a.t Williamstown, and for repaying to the consolidated
revenue divers sums of money hetetofore or
hefcafter to be advanced for or on accouut of
such work,.a sum not exceeding £250,000_"

: Mr. O'SHANASSY. - A sum of
£250,000 is to go to the gra.ving-dock,
but. out of that there is a sum to be repa.id to .the consolidated revenue. I wish
to. know the difference between the two
sums?
. Mr. McCRAE.-That particular information I admit is not in the Rill. In
reference to the remarks made last evening
by the honorable mernher (~lr. Strachan),
that.· we are burthelling the consolidated
revenue, I deny tha.t these reproductive
works will in any way affect taxation.
Ml'. O'SHANASSY.-Show that they
will be ·reproductive.
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Mr. McCRAE.-If the colony progresses
at all, we may be assured that they will be.'
Probably they will pay a Jarger interest
.than is calculated upon. I recently accompanied a deputation which waited upon
the Chief Secretary with regard to the.
supply of Ballarat with water. It .was
estimated that a sum of £100,000 .would ,
be required, but it· was stated that the
district would.be willing to pay £120,000
for the works when they were once cOmpleted. The country could make a profit
of £20,000 by that one transaction. The
same principle will apply to a great many'
of the public works now in contemplation.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-Not a bit of it.
Mr. McCRAE.-Will the countl'Y lose
by the Y an Yean? The works may have
cost £900,000, but they would sell for
that.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.- Why not sell'
them, then?
Mr. McCRAE.-Publicpolicy may prevent their sale. Still it cannot be said
that the country loses by them.
Mr.' O'SHANASSY. -Name another
instance.
Mr. McCRAE.-I have no donbtthat·
the Geelong scheme, when completed; will
pay.
.
Mr. STRAOHAN.-It will neve.r pay'
rent. The Government will have to give
it to us .
Mr. McCRAE.-Well, sir,] have better
hopes of Geelong than the honorable mem..
. ber has.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-Will the Coliban
scheme pay?
Mr. McCRAE.-I believe it will, because, should mining fa;i1, it would still be
available for the irrigation of pastoral and
agricultural lands. Not one of our public
works but will pay when we get popula-·
tion here.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-When we
do.
Mr. McCRAE.-Every effort, I believe,
will now be made to induce population to
come here. When I see that, under the
Tariff, employment has been given to
thousands who were formerly idle, I
have every confidence in our future.
Before the Tariff came into operation destitution meetings were fl'equent in the dty
and suburbs, and a poor law was in contemplation. We hear nothing of that kind'
now. Our prosperity, I believe, is owing
to the Tariff and to the change we made'
in our land law after the failure of the
~u~tion syste~.
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. Mr. CAMPBELL.-The auction system
never failed.
, Mr. McCRAE.-It may not have failed
with suc~ gentlemen as the honorable
'member, but it failed so far as the settlement of the country is concerned. We
can now offel' inducements to people to
~ome to the country, and, with populat.ion;
our national works must become reproduc- .
tive. I trust honorable members will regard the Bill from this point of view, and
.will pass .it without hesit.Mion.
The Hon. R. C. HOPE.-I regret that
we have not information before us showing
distinctly to what purposes the money
raised under this Bill is to be devoted.
,Most honorable members, I believe, conceive that the Geelong waterworks and
the Coliban scheme are amongst the works
.to which the money is to be applied, but
~nfortunately neither of these works is
plentioned in the Bill. The second clause,
I submit" gives the Government power, if
th~ choose, to appropriate the whole of the
money to the purchase of waterworks belonging to private companies, and not
devote any portion of it to the carrying
out of the works to which our attention
4as been directed. The clause, in fact,
~ayB that the money may be applied,
amongst other purposes, " for the pUl'(~hase
~f all or any part of the unq,el·taking,
~ands, and wOl'ks, and property, of aollY
~ompany . established for supplying any
place with water." I do not illtend to vote
~gainst the measure, but I think that the
(:tovernment should h,ave sta.ted specifically
for what purposes they intend to expend
~he money.
" The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-I will
point out that t.he Bill provides t.hat the
~oney shall be applied "in accordance
:with the provisions of the Public Works
,Statute 1M6.), and the Waterworks Act
1865." If the honorable member (Mr.
p'Shanassy) refers to those Acts he will
p.nd,that they supply the information which
pe wishes to obtain.
Mr. O'SHAN ASSY.-I think not.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT.-At all events
.those Acts will show him that there can
pe no improper use of the money, by de.voting the whole of' it to one district to
the exclusion of other districts entitled to
share in it. I think the honol'able member's difficulty would be got rid of if he
would carefully examine the statutes to
which the Bill refers.
; Mr. O'SHANAS8Y.-In the scheaule
~o the Waterworks Act there is a list of,
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thirty-nine districts to which waterworks
are to be extended at some time or othel',
so that, if the money raised hy the Hill
now before us is to be expended according to the provisions of that Act, it may
be applied to anyone of those districts.
The Hon:W. HIGHETT.-lt is quite
clear, from the Bill, that £250,000 of' the
proposed loan is to be expended on the
Alfred Graving-dock, but we have not the
same definite information as to the purposes to which the remaining £36u,000
is to be applied. A schedule, setting forth
how the £360,000 is to be applied, would
give all the information which we desh·e.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-I concur with those honorable members who
think that we are asked to assent to the
raising of a considerable sum of money for
public works without sufficient information.
I regret t~at ·we have not that information. This Bill falls vel'y far short of the
one to authorize the raising of a loan for
rail way purposes. That measure contained a Echedule, showing how the money
was to be appropriated; but this containi
no schedule. There is nothing to show
the specific purposes to which the money
is to be applied, with the exception of the
£250,00~ for the Alfred Graving-dock.
The Government may approprinte t.he
rernainder of the money to the benefit of,
anyone distl'iet, to the exclusion of other
districts. To obviate the necessit.y of
throwing out the Bill, I beg to move that
the deba.te he adjourned until to-morrow.
This will afford the Goveillment an opportunit.y of fUl'llishing the honorable melllber
having charge of the Bill with a schedule,
showing the estimat.ed amoullt~, and the
works on which they are to be expended;
making the aggregate sum of £360,000.
WiLh a schedule of this kind, if sat.is·
factory, I will most cordially concur in
rassing the measure.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT.-We cannot
amend the Bi 11.
Mr. ANDEl~SON.-We can amend the
Bill in the same way as we amendod the
R'Lilway Loan Bill, which I understand is
to be laid aside in the other House with the
view of introducillg another meaSUI'e, containing our amendments. The effect or
amellding the Bill now before us, in the
way I have indicated, may delay it for a
couple of' days, but it will not jeopardize
its passage through the Lp~islat,ul'e.
The Hon. H. M. MURPHY.-I sympathize toa considerable extent with the
object of honorable meIQ.bel's. who seek for
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;:lnore information.· It is desirable that
some member; OU" behalf of the Govern(JUent,§hou1d give full information as to
the specific purposes for which the money
~~taised by, the '13 ill 'is tabe applied. We
may, however, push this principle a little
ftoo far and be over-exacting. It appears
~to me that the extent to which it is being
pushed now goes almost to the lengt.h of
,ignoriug the 'existence of another Cham'ber. (" No.") Well, that is my 'Opinion.
'Although, I think- this House sh6uld be
~furnished with fuller fufor'nlation, we must
:not forget that it cornes up from the other
~:Chamber, -whosflchief business it is to
,deal with the details of money transactions,
;and who' W'01l'l.d not' have passed the Bill
:without being satisfied as to the purposes
~to which the money is to be applied. It
is set forth that the sum of £250,000 is
~for the completion' of' the Alfred Graving.dock,and the remaining £360,000,is to
complete certain waterworks which have
:already ,been: commehcedf, in order that
they ma.y not fall into ruin and decay.
The 'general purposes of,the measure being
statedf there is, not sufficient reason to
justify, us in. taking upon ourselves the
respopsibil1ty ofl:ejectirrg the BHl, and
postponing it may Jead to its,rejection.
Mr .. HIGHETT.~It> is my, int.en~ion
to support the adjoutnment of·the debate,'
for this' purpose 0~1y - tha;t there fuay
be no dehiy in p~ssing the ·Bill., 'If
we postpon'e the de~ate ·.until to·morrow
the G6vernment will have, in the mean-,
time, the opportunity of giving the honorable member (Mr. Col~) sufficient informa-·
tion to enable us to pass the Bill without
a schedule.
i
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT. - I have
listened with much gratification to the remal'ksof the honorable member (Mr.
~Murphy) who has opposed the adjourntnent of the debate, and I hope that they
:will be well weighed. I don't see that
:any schedule could give us more information than is furnished by the eighth clause
.of the Bill. All that we are asked to do ia
to assent to the raising of £610,000 for
specific purposes.. By the eighth clause a
portion of that .£610,000 is fixed for a
particular work-the Gr~ving-dock-and
the' temainder for other works. . I hope
that, at this late period of the session, we
shall not delay the passing of this Bill,
\vhich' the colony at large is anxiously
looking for, and which will be of immense
benefit t(}the community.... , .... ,.,
,
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TheHon.A. FRASER.-Notwithstanding that the Bill does not contain detailed
information as to the proposed expenditure,
I think it would be 'Very dangerous to
throw out the measure .at this late period
of the session. I am in a position to inform
the House that the £360,000 is' intended
to be expended on the following works for
water supply :~Coliban scheme £170,000; ,
Geelong waterworks, £50,00U; Ballarat
waterworb,:s, £85,000; the Yan Yean,
£60,000. I have authorityJrom a member
of the Government to.make this statement,
and, therefore, I have no doubt this is the
way the money will be expended. With
this information I trust that the House
will not adjourn the debate, hut pass the
Bill to-night.
Mr. O'SHA,N ASSY.-I thiQ.k we ought
to be very much obliged to the honorable
meJIlber (Mr. Fraser) for the information
whiGh he has given us. The hOIlOrable
member who preceded him stated that it
would be impossible to make the Bill more
definite by adding a s~hedule to it; but I
ask anyone of common sense \yhether a
schedule, setting' forth that the £360,000
is to be apportioned "'for the purposes, and
in the sums just stated, would not ma~e
the Bill much mOfe definite? It is clear
that the Bill, as it at present stands, gives
the Government power to purchase pro:perty without any knowledge on the part
of this House as to the nature of the
property. If the information which ha~
just been afforded us had been given, in a
business-like' manner, before the debate
commenced, much discussion would have
been saved. I think the' House will agree
.with me, that the purposes for which the
money is to be expended ought to be
definitely stated; and I will ask the honorable member (Mr. Fraser) if he objects to
set forth those purposes in a schedule to
the Bill?
.
Mr. FRASER.-I have no authority to
give any answer to the question. I have
not charge of the Bill. I should suppose
that there could be no objection to set
forth in a schedule the purposes to which
.the money is to he applied, and I hope the
honorable member who has charge of the
Bill will ma.ke inquiries if that cannot be
done.
Mr. T. T. A~BECKETT.-It must rest
with the Legislative Assembly.
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-Iobjected
to the passing of the Railway Loan Bill
on the ground that the schedules, showing
the opurposes· for..whjoa .th6money~ was
I
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,to 'be' applied, were too indefinite. I think'
Mr. ANDERSON.-The Government
;that an item of £~39.000, "for other'rail- take a power they don't intend to use?
,way works and rolling-stock," is quite as
Mr. McCRAE.-It mayor may not be
dndennite as the purposes stated in this used.
:.BiIl.' Having .passed the Railway Bill,
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-Ifit is, where is
"however, I think it would be inconsistent the money? '
'on the part of the House to postpone this
Mr. McCRAE.-The'money is to be
'measure on tbe ground that the purposes afterwards provided by the Legislature, no
;for which the money is to be applied are doubt.
tnot specifically stated.
Mr. COLE.-It appears to me that hon~. The Hon. J. P. STR.ACHAN.-J don't' , orable members have lost sight of the fact
';see why, because we have committed an that, this being a Money Bill, we have no
(error in regard to one Bill, we should power' to amend it. If any honorable
~commit an errOr in regard to another. I
member desires information from the
!think, however, that the schedules to the Government, the proper way to obtain it
~Railwaj Loan Bill clearly set forth the is. by tabling a question or a motion; but,
(purposes for which the money raised by if the House takes upon itself to amend
,that mea~ure l,s to be applied; but there this Bill, it will only lead to a repetition
'is no schedule to the Bill now before us, of the mischief and difficulties which have
~andthe £360,000 may be appropriated for ,already been caused by our interfering with
I ahnost ally purpose the Government chooses. ,
Bills which we have no right to alter. It
:The Geelong waterworks, or any of the: is useless to fHtter away time with motions
'other schemes which have been mentioned" for adjournment.
.
:may be'thrown overboard, unless the purThe House divided on the motion for
poses for which the money is to be applied adjournment9
l 11re definitely stated in the Bill.
There
Contents •.•
]1
~would 'be nothing unbecoming to the
Not-contents
'dignity of the Government if they brought
Majority against adjourn- }'
(down to this House a schedule showing
2
ment ...
•.•
1l0w the money is to be expended.
CONTENTS.
tMr. McCRAE.-I am sure that honorMr. Black,
Mr. Turnbull,
~able m~mbers will acquit the Government
Dr. Wilkie.
" Highett,
;of any intention to deceive either this . , Dr.
Hope,
~Houseor the other with, regard to the
Mr. Mitchell,
Teller.
'-expenditure of the money to be raised , "O'Shanassy,
"" Strachan,
Mr. Anderson.
'under the Bill. It is very singular that an
~pbjection should have been raised by this
NOT-CONTENTS.
,lIouse that the other branch of the LegisMr. T. T. a'Beckett,
Mr. Graham,
" J. Henty,
)ature, which has the control of the public 'I " .W. a'Becke1it,
" Campbell,
" McCrae,
:finances" has not thought it necessary to ,
" Cole,
" Pettett.
'raise. There js no intention on the part of
, ,; Degraves,
Teller.
~tbe Government to depr~ve Geelong of its
" Fraser,
Mr. Murphy.
share of the proposed loan. The money
Mr. STRACHAN.-I desire to notice
~wiU be expended, as has already been
some of the 'observations which were made
(stateq, on the authority of the Govern- by an honorable member (Mr. McCrae) in
,roent, by on~ honorabl~ member (Mr. supporting the Bill. No one is more
~Fraser),an<l :the House should have condesirous than I am of carrying out public
,fidence in the Government's honesty of works of this character, if there is a
'intention.
"
, reasonable probability that .they' will be
; ,Mr. ,O'SHANASSY. - The, purposes' reproductive. I would like to ask honor,which have been named absorb the whole able membet·s, however, if there is on~
~of the money. What, then, is the meaning
single instance in which our public works
of the words, "and for the purchase of all have paid?
~0r. any part· of the undertaking, lands, and
Mr. ANDERSON.-The Yan Yean.
works, nnd property of any company," &c.? _ Mr. STRACHAN.-The expenditure
~ Mr. McCRAE.-There is no intention' on that work is 'not yet closed. I admit
to purchase the property of any company. the desirability of railway extension, and
,It is merely taking a power to be used in alsQ of <!onstructing works for supplying
the various distr.i~ts oJ the, ,~9!ll!try_wittt
ihe.'e~ent o.f iJs_beigg fpun.d. Q~ces~arl. , ...
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,water; but, judging from past experience,
I have yet to learn that these works will
.pay six: per cent. on the outlay, or even
three per cent. . The honorable member
J3aid he had no doubt that the Geelong
scheme would reimburse the State; but I
do not believe that it will pay one farthing.
Though I do not oppose the Bill, I think
it would be more beneficial to the country
,at large, and prevent extra taxation, if, in
extending waterworks, the Government
,could obtain a substantial guarantee that
,the districts which would receive the
benefit of them would contribute a"propor,tion of the cost, as the people of Clunes,
for instance, are ready to do. They, I
believe, are prepared to expend £40,000
for water supply to their district, if the
Government will advance £ 10,000. As
t() the Graving-dock, that is a work
which should have been provided for out
of the land fund; and, as to the waterworks, I consider that we ought at least
.to have full details as to how the money
is to be expended.
The Bill was read a second time, and
was committed.
On clause 1 being proposed,
Mr. O'saAN ASSY olriected to the
Bill being proceeded wi th that evening, in
the absenc~ of the information he had
expressed a desire to obtain. The Bill
contained a new and important principle,
that of' i~\"esting the trust fund in the
debentures to be issued under the Act;
and he would like to have full particulars
as to' these trust funds, 90th with regard
to their nature and their amount.
. Mr. McCRAE repeated the ~tatement
made' by the honorable member (Mr.·'
lfraser) in reference to the proposed expenditu,re of the loan. A,S to the trust
funds, it would .be ridiculous to doubt the
integrity of the Government in the matter.
, Mr. '1'. T. A.'HECKETT said it would
be well for honorable members to recoguise
their position with regard to the Bill.
The, Bill came before them after it had
been fully considered and discussed by the
House to which was entrusted the responsibility of initiatiug all measures of finance,
while the functions of the Council were
(fonfined to the acceptance 01· rejection of
financial measures. No doubt it was a
misfortune that, owing to the peculiar
circumstances of the case, the Council
had not that free communication with the
Government which was desirable. But
honorable members were supplied with
~opies of th~ Bi1l~, and could examine
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their provisions; and they were supplied
with Hansard,and c~uld read the arguments by which the Bills were supported•
These might be indirect methQds of
arriving at the facts, but still there were
such methods, and they were furnished at
the expense of the State. He trusted
~ that honorable members would not shut
their eyes to the realities of the case. Let
them once commence to display a spirit of
conciliation, and harmonious relations between the two House would soon be restored. The influence the Council should
exercise was a moderating and not a
thwarting influence.
Mr. O'SHANASSY expressed his dissent from the view that the functions of
the Council were limited to accepting or
rejecting financial measures. There wa$
nothing in the Constilution Act authorizing the one Chamber to send up a Bill;
embracing any number of subjects, and
limiting the second Chamber to merely
accepting or rejecting that Bill.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT.-So far as
money matters go there is.
Mr. O'SHANASSY joined issue upon'
that point. Sucha doctrine was altogether
subversive ofa second Chamber. The honorable member (Mr. T. T. a'Beckett) knew
very well that" though the 56th clause of the
Constitution Act gave the power of initiating financial measul'es to the Assembly, the
Constitution Act was supplemented by the
joint standing orders, which pl'ovided that
in all cases not mentioned in the Constitution Act resort should be had to the usages
and practice of the Imperial Parliament.
The honorable member would admit that?
Mr. T. T. A.'BECKETT.-No doubt of
it.
Mr. O'SHANASSY would point out,
the~, that l,he pract.ice of Pal'liament provided the House of Lords with an intermediary course. When.that House,received
a financial measure with which it found
fault, it inserted clauses in italics to show
what its wishes were. Nay, more, a reference to the text writers would show
that in many cases absolute amendments
had been accepted by the House of Commons.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT.-The'House
of Lords claims the right of amending
Money Bills, but never exercises it.
Mr. Q'SHANASSYasserted that the
House of Lords had exercised the right.
The view the honorable member took of
the functions of a second Chainber was
unju~t and limite~. The second Chambe~
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.had a right.to consider Money·Bills; to
disapprove of a part of them, and to show
the other Chamber wlwre their disapproval
lay. The doctrine- that the functions of
the second Chamber were confined to re·
jecting 01· accepting Money Bills was a
lazy doctr~De, put forward to prevent hon ..
orable members giving due consideration
to financial questions. Borrowing money
and investing trust funds were two different
matters. He might approve of the one
and object ,to the other, anu neither the
Constitution, nor the law prevented him
.from disti:nguis~ling between them because
they were sent up to the Council sandwich fashion. ,He uisputed the statement
that . the Legislative Assembly 'had the
entit:e control of the finances of the country.
l£.so, why is the concurl'enceofthe Council
required?
,
, ,Mr. McCRAE submitted that the Legislative Assembly had the control of the
finances of the colony, in the same manner
as the House of Commons had the control'
of the finances of Great Britain.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-What is your
authority?
Mr. McCRAE.-The.Gonstitution Act.
Mr. O'SHAN ASSY.-Recite the clause.
, Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT read ,the 56th
clause of the ConstitutioJl Act.
Mr. O'SHANASSY denied that the
Bill came within the scope of that clause.
It neither imposed a tax nor did it appro,.
printe any part of the consolidated revenue.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT pointed out
,thattlhe loa-n was' to be "secured upon tlie
consolidated revenue of the colony of
Victoria." If that did not involve rn appropriation he did not know what did.
. Mr. O'SHANASSY said that the Bill
.djd not apply to an available shilling.
.Until the loan was raised the consolidated
rev.enue was not affected. The Bill was
.no appropriation 'Until after it obtained
the Governor's assent.
, Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT.-No more is
'the Appropriation Bill.
. Mr. O'SHANASSY would leave the
committee to decide whether the honorable
member had sustained his argument. To
.return to the question before the chair, he
submitted that it was not reasonable to
proceed with the Bill until some j'nformation had been given in reference to the
nature and extent of the trust funds which
:,were to be dealt with. He would take
:idvantage of the forms of the House to
,'prevent his being coerced in this matter, if
coercion was intended~
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Mr. COLE denied that there' was any'
iritention to coerce the honorable member.
So far as he was concerned, the House
might deal with the Bill as it pleased, and,
might stultify itself as much as it pleased.
Mr. McCltAE stated that the information desired by the honorable member (Mr.
O'Shanas.sy) would be furnished the next
day.
On the motion of Mr. FRASER, progress was reported.
The·House adjourned at a quarter past
nine o'clock•

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Wetinesday, September 23, 1868.
Selections.undEl'r the i2nd SeCtioD of the Land Act-,..The New
RegulatioDs - The Melbourne Hospital - The LUDaoy
Statute- Delay in making available the Supplies voted bl
the House-Railway Loan Bill (So. 2).

The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast four o'clock p.m.
THE POLICE AT BEECHWORTH.
Mr. McCULLOCH, in compliance with
an order of the House (dated August 27),
laid on the table the report of the commission appointed to inquire into the state of
the police force at Beechworth, with the
report of the Chief Commissioner' of
Police thereon.
THE NEW L~ND REGULATIONS.
Mr. CONNOR a8ked the Minister of
Lands whether there wa;s any objection to
forward plans of the lands to be open for
selection on the 1st of October to the
differe11t postmasters throughout the dis~
tricts where the lands were situated, together with copies of all regulations in
reference thereto, for the guidance of intending selectors; also, whether priority
of pegging out or priority of application
to the surveyors would have precedence;
and during what hours on the 1st of
October would applications be received by
the surveyors? ' The honorable member
stated that he was desirous that clear and
distinct information should be afforded as
to the lands which would be open for selection, 'and also as to the regulations which
would be enforced. Unless proper pre,cautions;were taken, he feared that there
would be serious riots, and perhaps Joss of
life. For the convenience of the district
which he represented, he would suggest
that the surveyors should open branch
offices ~t Colao,. 'Yin chelsea; ,and Qt]ler '
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year 1867, the House voted £18,500 for
that institution, and, during the last seven
years, it had voted an aggregate amount of
£100,704. towards its support. From the
statements which had been published in
the public journals it appeared that a patie1).t
in the hospital, named William Dawson, had
recently died from want of proper treatment. This assertion was made on the
authority of Dr. Thomas, lUi eminent
'medical man, and one of the honorary
physicians of the institution. There was
the authority of Dr. Thomas, as well as
that of Mr. Fitzgerald, one of the honotary surgeons, of Mr. Stokes, house surgeon,
and of one of the nurses, for stating that
the unfortunate patient, after being sent
into a surgi«;al ward, was transferred to' a
medical ward, sent back again to the
surgical ward, and at length died of a
chest disease, which a post mortem examination proved to have been a curable
disease. There could be no doubt that
this treatment, and the fact of his having
been placed in an impure, drafty ward,
like the surgical witI'd (where he was left
with a ticket over his bed asking for his
removal to the medical war'd), had acceIlerated his death. The committee of the
hospital had passed a quasi vote of censure
on Dr. Thomas for the letter which he
had written in reference to the case, but
his statements seemed to be abundantly
MELBOURNE HOSPITAL.
justified. He (Mr. Davies) suggested that
Mr. DAVIES asked the Chief Secretary, it would be well for the Government to
if his attention had been directed to state- consider the d'esirability of appointing a.
;ments made in the public journals, that director or superintendent of the Mela patient died in the Melbourne Hospital, bourne Hospital, who might also, once a
(of a curable disease) through want of year, inspect all the charitable institutions
:proper treatment; and if it was the inten- throughout the colony.
('tion of the Government to make.an inquiry
Mr.' McCULLOCH said that his atten~into,the circumstances during the ensuing
tion had been called to the circumstanae
parliamentary recess? He expressed sur- referred to by the honorable member for
,pl'ise'that the honorable member' for East the Avoca ( Mr. Davies), but it was nQt ,Melbourne (Mr. Cohen), who" was the within, his province to inquire into any
:treasurer of the hospital, had not drawn alleged mal-administration or neglect C011:,the attention of the Government to this nected with the Melbourne H~spital. As
matter. He .admitted that the Melbourne the law at present stood, there was no
Hospital was an excellent institution, and power on the part of any member of the
one of which the colony had great reason Government to go into the, hospital and
to be 'proud; but the' particular case to make inquiries as to any case of alleged
; which he referred was a case to which the improper treatment or neglect. He b~- attention of the Government ought to be lieved it would be the desire of honorable
directed., ; He believed that, in calling members and of the country generally that
\attenti'on to it, he was really' doing the the Government should have the mean-s
He brought the of making full inquiry into such cases.
institution a service.
matter under the, notice of the Govern- It was desirable that the House should
ment, because t.he State had contributed have the opportunity of ascertaining from
large sums of money towards the main- the Government information regarding
tenance of the Melbourne Hospital. In the the treatment of patients in hospitals; and,

places, which would save intending selectors unnecessary loss of time and money;
also that, where allotments had' already
been surveyed, a re-surveyshould not be
compulsory, unless absolutely necessary;
, and that all applications delivered' to the
, surveyor between the hours of nine o'clock
in the morning of the 1st of October and
(,four o'clock in the nfternoon should be
" treated as if received at the same time. '
(' Mr. GRANT replied that the -depart~" ment, had been engaged during the last
,;, two or three' weeks in preparing plans of
\ the lands to be 'open' for selection under;
! tb.~ 42nd section, .and, as sooU' as they
,were completed, copies would be, sent to'
,all the district surveyors, to the land
( agents" offices, and' to the post-offices.
, With regard to t.he second question, he
,must refer the honorable member to the.
,regulat,ions now in force. In reference to
, the third question, he had already intimated
that the official day commenced at nine
o'clock in the morning.
Mr. CONNOR desired to know how the'
Government intended to decide who was
,the ,first applicant in cases in which a
,number of persons selected the same allot:ment?
( Mr. GRANT stated that it would be
left entirely to the commission to decide
: who had priority of'applimition. .-
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':whei a Bill for amending the law relating' vernment appointing an officer' to' super;'to' eharitable institutions was introduced, intend or inspect the hospital; indeed they
:··the sugi?;estion of the honorable member, ,had a right to do so, considering the large
(that power should be given to the Govern- sum of money which the Stat!3 contributed
, ment to n.ppoint an officer to inquiI:e into , to the maintenance of the institution. He
the working of those institutions from , might mention that the Melbourne' Hos: time to time, would be well worthy of the pital, though it was situated in t~e heart
. cODsiderationof t)1e House. With regard of the city, received patients from all parts
:to this particular case, however, he had of the colony. At the present time, of the
:received a l~tter from one medical man, 365 patients in the hospital, 200 were
'. distinctly stating, that the death of the from country districts. As to Dawson's
: patient did not occur in consequence of case, he could only repeat, that . the
:his removal from one part of the hospital committee found that Dr. Thomas ·made.:a
to . anot.her. He was also informed that 'misstatement in reference to it, and they
hthe hospital 'committee had inquired into admonished him for doing' so .. Assn
; the case, and reported that they were satis- honorary physician, Dr. Thomas would
:'fied that the statements made in the public .have acted more consistently with his duty,
,press were not warranted by the faats of .aud more for the welfare of the institutioJ;l,
;'thecase.
if he had directed the attention of the
Mr. CO HEN informed the House thnt committee to the case in the first instance,
.. the first intimation 'which the committee instead of making a public statement
cof the hospital received concerning this :without having ascertained its truth. The
'-casewas through the public press. They honorable member might have made iii: immediately made inquiry into the circum- quiries at the hospital, 'and he would hav,e
"atances,and they found that Dawson was there learned that t.he statements made in
; admitted into the hospital suffering from' reference to the case were not true. 1f
~ skin disease; that he was placed in a sur- 'any case of alleged ill-treatment or neglect
. gica\ ward' for treatment under Mt'. Fitz~ was brought under the, notice of the com~'gerald; that after he had been there about
mittee, every facility would be afforded
~a fortnight Mr. Fitzgerald thought that
for making, proper inquiries into the
.
( be discovered t.hat the patient had a ohest matter.
~ disease, and: was fit for the medical side of
Mr. KERFERD'observed that, injustioe
\the institution, to which side he was to the honorable member for the Avoca,
;'accordingly removed; but the honorary it was only right to state to the House
(physician under whose care he was then that this was not the only case in reference
rplaced examined thp- patient arid found; as to which complaints had been made. Since
, he said, that he had no chest disease, hut . this case came before the public, he had
: was a surgical patient, and fit for the sur- been informed that a gross case had oe=gical ward; that he was sent back again '. curred in connexion wi th the same instito the surgical ward, where.he was under tution. He hoped that the honombie
the medical treatment of Mr. Fitzgerald, member for East Melbourne (Mr. Cohen)
~8nd was well looked after. After due inwould take care that inquiries were made
vestigation; the committee found that the into it•
. patient was only removed once from the
Mr. McLELLAN said he had been in\:surgical side to th~ medical side, and back formed that yesterday, or the day before,
, again. A. letter had been written by Mr. a man with a broken leg· was taken into
: Fitzgerald, stating that the . patient had the hospital, and remained there unatbeen properly treated, and that he did not . tended to for twenty-four hours. When
(die from neglect. He (Mr. Cohen) was .the doctors came to treat him, his leg was
, certain that no patient in the hospital would in a high state of mortification. He
'.be treated in a manner different from what should be glad if the honorable member
,he would be treated if he had the best ,for East Melbourne would i~for.ql tbe
: attention that he could possibly get at his House whether this report w~s correct or
:'own h01l:se. The hospital was open to the Dot. If such' cases of neglect did occur.
: public at all times and at all hours, and at the Melbourne Hosp~tal, the subsidy
"the com.mit.tee wOt!.ld be glad to see it ought to be withheld until the ~nstitution.
::visited by members of the House, or any was placed under bet-lier IO~nagement.
"other gentlemen who felt an interest in the
Mr. COHEN stated that a committee of
~ institution.
He did not see that there inquiry was sitting that day. It was ap-:
:coul~, be the sligQtest objection. to t.he Go- . ... pointed at.h}sins.tigatiotl, be,~al),s.e,; he heard
r
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that a ptttien't was brought into' the ho~~ regard to the payment' of creditors as' h~ .
pital ant! did not receive proper attention. has entertained in his political capacity;
The accident occurred a week ago. The but, if he does, his creditors must have '{\
man was brought to the hospital with a very poor opinion of him. The pOSition
broken knee-cap, caused by his falling off which the Government, have o'ccupied
It dl·ay.
His leg was not in a state of mor- durinOg the last two months and a half i8-;
tification; on the contrary, the patient was in· my opinion, extremely disgraceffll<.
improving. He believed that there was Theirs is not a case of a GovernlTielft
Borne tl'uth in the statement of the honot. attempting' to obtftin money, but there
'able member for Ararat (Mr.' Mc;Lellan), has been a voluntary abstinence on
~nd that the man did lie' in the hospital
their part, f"om the payment of the
for some time before any surgeon attended just debts' of the State.
Not only
to him. As he had already intimated; a. have the salaries and'w9g~s,due to the
full inquiry into the case was pending. public servants been unpaid during the
In a large institution like, the Melbourne last two months and a half, but for many
Hospital, no doubt, cases giving 'rise to months past contractors and other persons
complaints would oceui'; but the coni. having. claims against the Government
nlittee were detel'mined that every case ·of have been told, on applying at the
alleged neglect sh<ould be strictly inquit'ed Treasury for plltyment of their accotlnt&,
into, and if any neglect was proved against "There is no money available." This is
any of the medical staff of the institution, n matter of common occ~...rence. I do not
either honorary or paid, it would be sum- know ,what explanation the -Oliief Secre';'
marily dealt with, and the officer dismissed tal'y and Treasurer can give of the matter,
if necessary.
but I have hl'ought forward' this motion
Mr. McKEAN considered that there with a view of enabling him to give some
was sufficient to justify the course which , reasonable excuse, if· he can; for he must
the honorable member for Avoca (Mr. be regarded as' being in the main degree
Davies) had taken, in directing the atten:- responsible for allowing this state of
tion of the Government to the case to things to exist, I ask him what has
which he had referl'ed.
induced him to allow this state of insot;;;
veney. to continue for so long a period?
LUNACY REPORTS.
It is no use mincing matters; the publio
Mr, LONGMORE asked the ,Govern.. c·reditor' has, for months past, been dement whether that portion of the Lunacy frauded of the money due to him. I ask
Statute which requil'ed a report of. the the Chief Secretary and Treasurer to ex';'
state and condition of the several asylum!;!, plain fol' what purpose this has been done.
licensed houses, and other places visited by I don't know what expla,nation he intends
the Inspector during the year 1867, WQuld to give, and therefore I will not try to
be complied with this session?
anticipate what he will say. But I wish
Mr. McCULLOCH replied that the re.. , to point out that for upwards of a century
port was required to be laid, on the table of there- has not been a sin.gle instance of a
the House after the 3lRt of Janual'y in refusal of Supplies by the House of Com_each year. The Lunacy Statute, howeve:t:, mons, and there has only been orie instance
did not come into operation l\nti~ th,e close during the last century of Supplies having
of the year 1867, so that there would be heen delayed. In that case the delay waS
no report presented until after the 31st of for a very short time; and there is no
January next.
instance that I can nnd of ~ Government
refusing to take Supplies Which have been
THE SvPPLIES.
Mr. :fEtLOWS.~Mr.' Speaker, I beg offered to them., I ask what right has
this House to sit quietly by a~d allow the
to move"
" That the delay of this House in 'proceeding Government to rob the civil servants and
to make available the Supplies already voted for other public creditors? I presume that
the service of the year is a derelictioll 0-£ its the money owing to those persons would
dUty to the people."
be worth somethiQg to them for ·invest. .
I have always understood, in my inter- ment or other pu~·poses. This House calls
course with business men, that credit is itself the gU~l'dian of the public puts&,
cOl,lsidered the very life and soul of trade. and I hope that it also considers itself the
I don't know whether the Chief Secretary guardian of the public creditor, and that
and Treasurer entertains in his private it will not sit idly by and allow a GoverI1and personal capacity the s,ameviews in ment to, w~th~o~d ~he payments due h-y the
I
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State, without a shadow of an excuse for
so doing. The Estimates have been
passed long enough to have enabled the
Government to apply the proceeds of the
votes, and if Supplies were not voted
sooner the reason is ~imply because they
were not asked for. The stoppflge of payments would be considered a discreditable
thing on the part of a pri vate trader, ahd it
is cel'tainly equally as discreditnble on the
part of the Government. The Government
have };tad no difficulty in obtaining Supplies-no opposition to any of the votes
asked for was raised on this side of the
House-and their conduct in withholding
the distribution of the Supplies is perfectly
unj ustifiable. I desire to make one other
remark. Anyone who takes the trouble
to look through the Votes and Proceedings
of the House of Commons will find that., in
England, the very last vote in Committee
of Ways and Means is to take a sum out
of the consolidated revenue for the purpose
of balancing the Supplies which have been
voted to the Crown with the Ways and
Means to meet those Supplies. Nothing of
the kind, however, is done here. On the
contrary, we have voted an amount in
excess of the means available; in other
words, instead of this House apportioning
the Ways and Means to the votes passed
in Committee of Supply, the Supplies exceed the Ways and Means. The result is
that the difference between the two
amounts is a fund for bribery and corrup ..
tion. I don't· say that it is going to be
used for that purpose, but that is the,
position in which it stands. It is the duty
of the House, by means of the Appropriation Act, to check the Government expenditure, and keep it within proper limits.
When the House votes an expenditure of
£3,500,000 with only £3,000,000 to meet
it, it leaves half a million of money for
bribery and corruption. It enables the
Government to say ~n what districts there
shall be the "lapsed votes" necessary to
supply the deficiency between the tot~l
expenditure voted and the income. Is th~
House attending to its <:luty whet\. it allows
this state of things to exist? When the
Estimates of Expendi~ure are before it, and
when it appears that they exceed the anticipated revenue, the House should insist
upon the difference between the two sides
of the account being removed, either by an
increase of the revenue or I}. diminution of
the expenditure. With these observations
I should like to hear what explanation the
Chief Secretary has to offer for allowing
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the country to remain in a disgracefuf,
discreditable state for the last three months
as regal-ds salaries and wages, and for &
much lon,:!er period as reg~rds contractors.
Mr. LANGTON seconded the motion.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, 1
am not much astonished at t.he motion of
the honorahle and learned member for
St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows) after the course
of action which he has taken during the
past two or three months. He has
certainly put himself before the people of
this countl'Y in a most extraordinary light.
What is the motion, which he has now.
Bubmitt.ed to the House? Is it a vo'e of
want of confiden~e in the Govel'llment?
No, it is a vote of want of confidence in
this House. The honorable member
reflects upon every member of the House.
If he had proposed a vote of want of
confidence in the Government, the honor"'!
able and learned member would have
taken the ordinary and cOllstitutional
course, but he has not done 60. 1 admit
at once the necessity of maintaining the
credit of the colony" and meeting its payments as promptly as possible. I know,
perhaps full better than the honorable and
learned member, the value of credit to a
private individual, and the same rule that
applies to an individual applies to a State.
It is to be regretted that for so long a.
time past the public payments in this
country have not been permitted to be
made as promptly as they ought to have
been; but who has caused all this? . Who
has brought about all this irreg'ularity?
If the people of this country were asked~
there would be an almost universal
expression of opinion that the honorable
and learned member who has brought
forward this motion has been the cause of
all the delay in the payments, and of all
the confusion which has been inflicted on
the country. It may be very well t~
a.ttribute the mischief to the action of th~
Legis1ative Council; but who led the
Legislative Council? The honorable and
learned gentlema.n led the Legislative
Council, and he led it in a course which
in his heart he believes was not the course
which it ought to have taken. The
honorable and learned member, when a;
mem ber of another place, was not sincere
in the course which he adopted when
acting in that other place. I. know that
he was not from the opinions expressed
by him on other occasions. The honorable and learned member says that this
aoqse p.as voted an expenditul'e qf
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£3,500,000, and that we have only
£3,000,000 to meet that expenditure with.
Is it becoming of a gentleman _of his
position to make such an unfounded and
untrue statement? The honorable and
learned member knows t.hat the statement
is not true, and ~hy, therefore, did he
make it? Does the honorable member
wish to injUl'e the position of this
country? Has he any desire to maintain
the credit of the country? Is this motion
brought forward from honest motives?
Does he wish it to go forth to the world
that we have a deficiency of £500,000 ?
Mr. FELLO W S.-The honorable member has stated it himself.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - The honorable
member has had it demonstrated in this
House that there is no such thip.g as this
deficiency. The honorable ap.d learned
member ought to be more careful in the
remarks he makes. It may be very well
for him to make such remarks, seeing that
be only comes to the House once a' week
or so. If the honorable member would
attend more frequently he would ~ot venture on such an ext.raordinary course as he
is now pursuing. The honorable member
is not justified in making statements which
are calculated to damage the credit of the
colony. If he had applied the remark to
a private individual that he had not sufficient assets to pay his debts, would nO.t
that statement have been ruinous to the
individual'to whom it was applied P
Mr. FELLOWS.-I did not say that
there were not sufficient assets.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - The honorable
member stated that we had voted an expenditure of £3,500,000, and that there
was only £3,000,000 to meet it with. He
also stated that we should have to rob
certain portions of the community, and
that large sums were voted in excess of
the rue~ns available to meet the expendi"
tur.e ill oqier that money might be used
for the pUl'pqse of bribery.
Mr. FE~LOWS.-I did not say' that.
Mr. McCULLOCH. - The honorable
and learned member said that the money
might be used for the purpose of bribery
and corruption. A man who is constantly
suspecting other men to be rogues is liable
to be suspected Qf b~ing a rogue himself;
and any member of the House who suspects
ot~er members to be open to bribery is not
unlikely ·to be suspected of having something to do with bribery himself. Does
the honorable and learned member know
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anything of bribery in connexion with. the
members of this House?
Mr. FELLOWS.-No.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Then why .. does
the honorable member throw out the in~inQa
tion ? The honorable member dare not
come forward and say that any honorable
member has been bribed. He dal'e not
make the charge openly, but he throws o~t
an insinuation, to be taken up by the
public outside. That is the worst part of
the honorable member's conduct. He dare
not-he cannot-make a charge; but he
wishes it to be uliderstood outside t~at
there is such a thing as bribery in connexion with the House. As to the delay
in the payment of the public creditors, th,e
hardship which has been caused by the
delay during the past month or six weeks
is nothing in comparison with the mischief
which t.he honorable alld learned member
has brought upon the country. There has
been more loss of the credit and standing
of the colony by the action of the honorable
and learned member than by the action of
any other man within the entire colony.
(" ~o," and "Hear, hear.") I say that th<;!
honora.ble member has done more to lower
the character of representative institutions
in this country than any other man, or any,
other set of men combined together. The
bonorable member has only brought for ..
ward this motion to enable him to make
the speech which he was prevented from
making irregularly the other evening. I
trust, therefore, that the honorable member
will see fit to withdraw the motion.
Mr. FELLOWS.-,-I shall not.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Then I am quite
sure that the House will negative it.
Mr. LANGTON. - I seconded the
motion, not because I believe it will be
carried, but because I consider that it is
a dereliction of duty on the part of this
House to sit by and see the public servants
and other public creditors defrauded, as the
honorable and learned member for St. ;Kilda.
has des.cribed it. All the public creditors
have two lllon~hs' money overdue to them,
and many of them have not been p&id for
a very much longer period. The Chief
Secretary, having a very bad case, ingeniously trie4 tp get over the difficulty by
abusing the other side. The honorable
gentleman very carefully avoided the par.
ticular points at issue. In discussing tha.
matter I will confine myself strictly to the
ground on which Irestmycomplaintagainst
this House. On Monday, the 13th of July,
the House met and voted a sum of money for
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the service of the year 1867, and another
Bum of money for the service of the year
1868. Immediately after those two sums
were voted-the matter evidently having
been arranged by the Government beforehand-a resolution was adopted that the
House should adjourn until the 7th of
AuO'ust. Although the Government had not
a s;fficient sum to pay the salaries for July,
due on the 1st of August, they asked and
induced the House to adjourn until the 7th
of August, without making any provision
for the salaries, wages, and other payments
due on the 1st of A.ugust. That was the first
act of insolvency (" Oh "). I say that the
Government deliberately, and with design,
came down to the House and asked for an
insufficient sum-a Sllm which would not
pay the salaries for the month of July-and
that they then adjourned the House over
the day on which the salaries for July w~re
due. That is my first ground of complalllt
agaihst the Government. For several days
after the House again met the matter of
Supply was postponed, but en the 28th of
August the entire Estimates for 1868 were,
adopted. What possible excuse can there
be for any subsequent delay in the payments? The Chief Secretary has carefully
avoided that question, and, instead of addressing himself to it, he has made a series
of personal remarks and comments upon
the political career of the honorable and
learned member for St. KHda. The question for the consideration of the House is
why the Government, having, as. t~e!
allege, sufficient means to pay the habIhties of the State, have carefully evaded
meeting those payments, and allo.wed them
to become two or three months In arrear?
This is a matter which may fairly be
brought before the House on any occasj?n.
It is high time that the practice of evad~ng
the payment of obligations about whIch
there is no dispute should be put an ~nd to.
I think the House would show that It took
a 'proper interest in the community at large
·if it insisted, once for all, that, whatever
Government was in office, so long as there
was money in the Treasury, the public
creditor should be paid when his. account
became due. To bring about this result
I have seconded the motion proposed by
the honorable and learned member for St.
Kilda. The Government have neglected
to take proper precautions to meet the debts
due by the State. They have neglected
to ask this House for authority to pay those
debts. Some three months' delay has occurred, inj ury has been inflicted on indiVOL. VI.-4 G
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viduals and fresh claims will arise for
intel'es~ on the additional payments whic~
have been staved off for two or three
months after they were due.
Mr. KERFERD,~ This motion involv&
a question of practice, which is altogeth&
apart from a question of politics or the
the proceedings of members on the other
side of the Hf)use, Is it desirable that we
should have this year, or in any f~ture y~ar,
any lengthened interregnum, durtng ':Vh1Ch
there shall be a stoppage of- payments .;?
If we lose OQr character for prompt payment the State will have to pay a greater
sum 'for all contracts into which it enteret.
I be~ieve that, as a m.atter of economy, as
a matter of prudence, it is desirable tha~
the House should take care that this is not
the case.
I do not blame anyone in
particular, but I &'ty. that we sh?uld have
no more stoppages of payments m futur~.
Either by a Supply Bill, or hy some other
means, payments should be promptly made
from the Treasury, in order that the public
credi~ors may obtain their money as. soon
as it is due. This is the real POInt at
issue and I hope that it will receive consid~r~tion apart from any political question.
I hOl?e that the House will, for the credit
of the country, see that ,the public con~
tractors and all other creditors of the
State, h'ave their just claims pl'omptly paid
at the Trea.sury. Some contractors have
not been paid a sixpence thi,s y~ar. S~rely:
this is wrong. In the dIstrIct whIch I
represent, a number of contractors ha~e,
not been paid, and I am informed that th~s
is the case all over the colony. It IS
incumbent upon the Goverl;lment and the:
House to take steps, ne~t session, to securer
the prompt paymeQt of th~ IDoneys due bY'
the State.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-,-I would remind,
the h~nor~ble and learned member for,
St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows) that the reflection,
on the House contained in the motion is
unjust.. The House, in this matter, cannot
help itself. The. House. c~nnot .initiate
any proceeding III conneXlOn WIth the.
Supplies. That is the ~unction of the
Government., Therefore, If thel'e has been.
any neglect in connexion with this matter,
it is not attributable to the House. I do
not conceive that any good will result from
I trust,'
the passing of the motion.
however, as the honorable member for the
Ovens (Mr. Kerferd) has suggested, that
steps will be taken to prevent these
interregnums in the future.
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Mr. WRIXON.-It is my intention to
oppose the motion; but I wish to explain
that I oppose it, not that I have any doubt
of the correctness of the proposition which
the honorable and learned member for
St. Kilda. (Mr. Fellows) has laid down. I
think the proposition he has laid down is
the correct one, and that it is well worth
the attention of the House. I also think
that the view of the honorable member for
the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd) ought· to be,
and no doubt will be, reciprocated by
honorable members on this side of the
House.
Unquestionably it is desirable
that we should preserve to ourselves the
control of' t.he pu blic expenditure, and that
we should endeavour, in every way we
can, to maintain the credit of the country.
But I would remind honorable members
that we are just recovering from a severe
political conflict, a conflict in which constitntional obligations have been violated and
disregarded in more cases than one; and
that, suffering as we are from this distempered and unnatural state of affairs, we
are scarcely able at once to fall into that
exact regularity in these matters which we
all admit would be. desirable. Therefore I
am unwilling to agree to a motion which,
while it lays down a proposition in itself
correct, conveys at the same time a censure
on this House which I think altogether
undesened.
Mr. BURTT.-I think that, jf the.
motion had been fi'amed in different language, much unpleasant debate would have
been avoided. It was competEnt for the
honorable and learned member for St.
Kilda, if he felt there was unnecessary
delay in making the Supplies available. at
any time to have challenged the Government as to the reason. I should have
been glad if the Appropriation Bill had
been passed before this, and no doubt it
would but for the prolongation of the session by the debates in connexion with the
Loan Bills. For this delay, I don't know
that anyone in particular is to blame.
Mr. McCOMBIE.-Mr. Speaker, never
in all my expe~ience have I met with such
an extraordinary. proposal as this, which
calls upon a legislatiye body to censure its own proceedings. I admit that
considerable fault may be found with the
management of the finances of the country.
It would never do for a private company
to keep its ledger as the national ledger is
kept. I consider that some alteration
should be made, particularly in connexion
with the matter of lapsed votes, the prac-
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tice in relation to which has been a standing grievance from the time that we were
connected with New South Wales. I hope
that, during the recess, the Government'
will endeavour to initiate some reform; but,
although I say this, I camiot think of
voting for the motion, because I regard it
as an insult to myself and to the whole
House.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I will not vote for
the motion; but I may take the opportunity
of stating that there exists, at the present
time, a very wide-spread feeling that onr
finances are in an unsatisfactory state.
And I would ask, if there are sufficient
funds in the Treasury to meet t.he demands
on the State, why is it that so many people
have been kept waiting for such a length
of time for the moneys which are justly
due to them, and which they ought to have
had some months ago? I hope that,. as
soon as the Appropriation Bill is passed,
the Government .will meet all demands
instantly, so that the wide-spread feeling to
which I have .referred may be effectually
dispelled.
Mr. FELLOWS.-Certainly it was not
my intention, whet] I addressed the House,
to make, nor do I believe that I did make,
one single statement of a personal Gharncter. If I did I should like somebody to
tell me what it is.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Bribery and
corruption.
Mr. F~LLOWS.-Is that a personal
al1usion ? I said that the House voted
money in excess of the Dleans of payment,
and that the effect of that proceeding was
to leave at the disposal of the Government
moneys which might be used for the purpose of bribery and corruption. Is that·
a personal allusion? (" Yes.") Who is
the person alluded to. No particular Government was mentioned. I repeat that,
in my opinion, to vote a sum of money in
excess of its means of-payment is a neglect,
on the part of the HOllse, of its plain duty.
Now, when a man discovers that he has
made a mistake, if he has any sense or
decency about him, he will expref\S his
regret. And why should it be different
with a body of men? If the House has
made a. mistake, why not acknowledge it?
Hut I want to know what personal allusion
I rna-de? Did I tell any honorable member of this House that he was a liar?
Because I conceive no other term is
applicable to a person who does that
which the Chief Secretary has alleged
against me-namely, .that I stated in this
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House what I knew to be unt.rue. If' I
'stated anything equivalent to that while
addressing the House, 1 should be most
heartily ashamed of myself. . If I did say
anyt.hing of' the kind, why was I not
interruptfld at the moment? But I did
state noth ing of the kind. These attacks
by the Chief Se,cretary, it appears, are the
only answer which he has to give to the
motion. He has not afforded one tittle of
explanation. He said that the House
would, no doubt, reject the motion; and,
of course, it is not difficult t9 do t.hat when
certain honorable members consent to vote
by dictation. But, if the motion is negatived, the country will be -able to see the
opinion which the House entertains as to
its duty. I again ask, what single explana.
tion of any kind has the Chief Secretary
given beyond abusing me? Suppose (' am
the greatest culprit that ever entered any
branch of the Legislature, I have yet to
learn that two blacks make a white. What
reason has been given for this delay?
Why, that I am a liar! That is t.he statement of the Chief Secretary. "You came
here," says the honorable gentleman, "to
state that which is untrue." If the House
is satisfied with this explanatiou, it is satis:
fled with a very small amount of mercy. I
'am willing here, on this occasion, to make the
most abject apology for the personalities I
hllove been guilty of~ if 1 can only be supplied
with infOl'mation as to what they are. But
it is no answer to my motion-at all events
it ought not to be-that the delny in the
payment of the public creditor is justified,
because it is said that I get up here and
make a statement which 1 know to be
untrue. Now, in connexion wit.h that
observation, there has been put into my
mouth 8 statement which certainly" 1 did_
not make. I did not say that there would
be any deficiency in the meaus for meeting
the liabilities of the State at t.he end of the
year. I did not say Anything of the kind:
I stated the very reverse. I said that the
House vOled moneys in excess of the means
of payment, and, in order that both ellds
might meet, it was left to the Government
to choose which items of expenditure
should be knocked off. That is a different
thing to saying that there would be an
excess of liabilit.ies over assets at the end
of the year. And yet I am charged with
making a statement which I know to be
untl'Ue. I complained that the House
deviated f.·om its duty in. allowing the
Government to choose what the unexpended
items should be; and I don't think any
4 G2
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honorable member can say that the H~use
does its duty when it leaves that office' to
the Government.
Mr. McCULLOCH.:....J did not §ay that
the honorable and learned memuer for St.
Kilda stated that there would be R. deficiencyat the end of the year. What I said
was, that the honorable mem ber stated that
we had voted three millions and a half, and
we had only t~l'ee millions to mt-et it.; and
I also said that the honorable member uS,ed
those words and figures so carelessly thnt
he was damaging the credit of the colony.
1 have milch pleasure in announcing to the
House that the condi tion of the finances of
the country is in a ill ora satisfactory state
than when I made my financial st.atement.
I then said that there would be a probable
deficit of £61,000, which, howeve.·, would
very likely be reduced hy savings in the
different departments. Since then, however', the finances have turned out so well
that I have reason to helieve thftt, when
the transactions ot'the year are.wound up,
there will be a surplus to the credit of the
oolony.
The motion was negatived without 8
division.
RAILWAY LOAN BILL.
The SPEAKER announced the receipt
of a message from-the Legislative Council
returning this Bill, and intimating that it
had been ngreed to, with amendments.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-Mr. Speaker, I
regret that the Legislative Council huve
seen fit to make the alterations which they
have in this Hill, wh~ch is a Money Bill,
'and therefore ought to be allowed to pass
un.altered. The amendments which have
been made do not affect, in any way, the
borrowing or the expendir,ure of money
as contemplated by this House. Indeed
most of the amendments go in the dir'ection of carrying out the intentions of
this House. N:otwithstanding this, I cannot consent ~o the Hou~e adopting the
amendments as sent down f.·om another
place. But I propose to ask the House to
lay the Bill aside, and to allow the Government to introduce a new Bill em bodying
the amendments suggested elsewhere. I
will explain the nature of these amendments. In the second ~lause, which provides for the issue of debt'ntUl'es to t.he
amount of £2, 107,000 for the construction
of Statel:~i1ways, the words, "as specified
in the second and third schedules to this
Act," have been inserted. This amendment is unnecessary, because the llih
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distinctly provides that the purposes for
which the money borrqwed shall be
expended shall be set forth in the second
and third schedules. This provision is
contained in the ninth clause, to which the
Legislative Council have thought fit to
add the words ., and no other." N ow this
amendment does not affect the expenditure,
of the money; but it is objectionable,
because it affects a clause which especially
relates to money matters. Another
amendment which I very much regret
the Leg'islative Council should have made,
is in the thirteenth clause. Honorable
members will recollect that, during the
passage of the Bill through this Chamber,
certain words were inserted in the thirteenth clause to provide that an estimate
of the proposed expenditure should be
submitted from time to time to this
House. The amendment was for the
protection of this House, and in no way
interfered with the other branch ,of the
Legislature. The' words in~erted were"
"and the aforesaid estimate shall be
submitted for the sanction of the Legislative Assembly in the same manner as the
annual Estimates of Expenditure for the
public service." These words have been
struck out by the Legislative Council.
Rather than risk the passage of the measure, I will consent to the omission of
the words from the new Bill; but, notwithstanding this, the wish of the House that
an estimate of the proposed expenditure
should be furnished from time to time must
be carried out. If necessary, the House
may pass a resolution enforcing its wish.
Under these circumstances, I beg to move
that the Hill be laid aside.
Captain MAC MARON.-It appears to
me that the Chief Secretary hf!,s adopted
the position that the Legislative Counml
have made amendments which they have
no right to make in this measure; and that,
for the protection of the privileges of this
House, it is necessary that the Bill should
be laiq aside,. and a new Bill introduced.
But is not the whole proceeding a sham,
if, in the new Bill, we are to embody every
amendment of the Legislative Council?
Is it not an admission to the other House
that they have the power to interfere in
financial matters? I have read the newspaper reports of the debate which took
place on the Bill in the other House, and
I find that the chief argument used was
that there were no data before either
House of Parliament to justify such a
large sum being borrowed to construct
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a railway 'to Albury, and that it was
desirable that the matter should be referred to a select committee. Now the
amendment of the original Bill, 'so as to
provide that the application of this money
should come under the supeJ'vision of the
Assembly, was made by this House because
it was felt that we had not Bufficient
information to go upon, and not with any:
wish to place an impediment in the way of
the Government taking advantage of the
cheap money market for borrowing
purposes. The Government accepted the
position, and admitted that the House, in
taking this contl'ol over the expenditure of
the money; would be an assistance to them
in carrying out the work in an economical
manner. Then, why this point should be
given up now, I can't conceive. If it were
intended to introduce a Construction Bill
at once, and to submit the data necessary
for the proper discussion of such a measure,
I could understand the provision being
struck out. But in the absence of such·
information, as the Government require
only borrowing powers, I do not see why
the provision should not remain. True,
the Chief Secretary says that this House
.can pass a resolution requiring estimates to
be submitted and voted in the manner
referred to in the Bill; but, as the honorable gentleman knows, inasmuch as such
resolutions lapse at the end of the session,
they hawe not the binding effect of law.
The object of including the words in
the Bill was not so much to tie up the
hands of the Government as to enable the
public at large to see that a control was
kept by the House over the expenditure.
Therefore I trust that the Government, in
introducing their new Bill, will pay no
regard to this amendment of the Legislative
Council.
Mr. DUFFY.-Sir, I do not remember
'any occasion upon which there was more
absolute unanimity on both sides of the
House than when this control over the expenditure of this money was provided for.
When my honorable and gallant friend
(Captain Mac Mahon) made the suggestion
originally, the Chief Secretary promptly and
frankly recognised the advantage of it, and
accepted it; and, ~hen the subject came to
be debated, there was not a solitary dissent
to the course proposed. N ow, bas anything arisen since to induce us to, alter our
minds? The honorable member of another
place who. suggested the omission of
these words said, for his part, he thought
that such a provision showed a want of
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confidence in the Executive. Now, what- interference of the Upper House in a
ever his motive was, that, I venture to say, matter which they have no right to touch,
was not his motive. I don't think the you concede your privileges. I can well
/ honorable member showed an overwhelm- understand, and make every allowance for,
ing confidence in. the Executive when he the desire of the Chief Secretary to close
proposed to throw out the whole measure the session, and to carry this important
because the Government had not proceeded measure without further delay. But delay
in the manner which he thought the is all he has to fear. I conceive it imp oscircumstances required. The proposal . sible for the Upper House to take the reof this House-a. proposal based upon sponsibility of throwing out this Bill by
common sense, and commending itself insisting upon an amendment which they
to every practical mind-was that the have no right to make. I hope the Chief
expenditure
of £2,000,000
should Secretary will reconsider his determination,
not be left to the will and judgment and that he will put this provision into the
of one individual, but that, in this Bill; if he does, I have no doubt the
expenditure, the Government should have measure will be law before a week is over.
the assistance of the Legislature. When
Mr. CASEY.-Mr. Speaker, the course.
the former railways were undertaken, I proposed by the Chief Secretary is the
had the expenditure of several millions; course which, I find, by the practice of
and I say, from my experience then of the this House, and the practice of the mother
sort of influences sought to be brought to country, has been invariably adopted when
bear upon a Minister by Members ofParlia- Bills for the appropriation of money have
ment, by his colleagues, by contractors, been altered by the higher branch of the
and by everybody concerned, it is wise, Legislature.
necessary, and essential that such an exMr. DUFFY.-Certainly, as far as the
penditure should have the supervision of
Parliament. No Minister can have the laying aside is concerned.
Mr. CASEY.-This Bill, which has for
expenditure of such a sum of money without having suggestions of favoritism made its object the raising of money by means
against him; and his protection'--his only of debentures, provides how the proceeds
protection-is, to take Parliament into of those debentures shall be applied, and
partnerRhi p. Whatever he does, let Parlia- appropriates them for distinct and specific
ment be an assenting party to it. N ow it purposes. Now the section of the Constimay be said that all I have been urging tution Act which provides specifically for
upon this matter is provided for by the the powers of each deliberative branch of
proposal of the Chief Secretary to take the the Legislature, distinctly states that, while
vote of this House; but that, as has been Bills of this character must be initiated in
already suggAsted, is only a provision for this Chamber, they shall not be altered or
a single session. And there is a much amended, though they may be rejected, by
more substantial reason against entertaining the other Chamber. Now whatever differthe amendment of the Legislative Council, ence of opinion may exist as to whether it
to which I beseech the attention of the would be wise or not, on the part of this
Chief Secretary and his colleagues. It House, to prevent the other branch of the·
affects them so closely that I think it ought Legislature altering a mere formal clause
to be irresistible. Why were we kept which does not affect the appropriation
two or three years debating the Darling clauses of a Bill, there can be no difference
vote? Because those who opposed the of opinion on this point-that the other
vote were willing to give the money, Chamber cannot, under any circumstances,
provided it was put in a form that would be permitted to alter the appropriation
satisfy them; and because the majority clauses of this Bill. There are some Bills
of this House, represented by the gentle- which necessarily appropriate public money,
men who are the present Executive of the though only incidentally. In such cases
country, said, "If we make any change . it has happened frequently in the Imperial
it will practically allow the Upper House Parliament, and also here, that the Lower
to determine how the money is to be ex- House has not insisted upon its privileges
pended." Surely whatever was said with when a portion of a Bill, not affecting the
great force on that occasion applies with appropriating part, has been altered by the.
eq ual force to this case. If you strike a other branch of the Legislature. Now it
clause out of the Bill, and provide other- may be considered possible for the other
wise for the same thing, because of the Chamber to alter some clauses of the
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present Bill without affecting the privileges of this HOllse; but this cannot be
contended seI"iously, so fal' as the appropriating clauses are concerned. Therefore
it becomes illcumbent upon this Chamber
to assel·t it.s privileges; an~ I think the
least offen8ive way to do that will be to
lay aside the Bill. ("No," and "Yes.")
Perhaps the honoraule members who say
"No" will point out what' better course
can' be adopted. I may mention, as a case'
in point, that, on the 23rd February, 1859,
an Appropriation Bill was sent by the
Legislative AS5embly to ,the Legislative
Coullcil. The Council made in the Bill
two amendments of a formal character, and
thel'eu pon resol ved"That the Bill be carried to the Legislative
Assembly with a message to acquaint them that
the emneil have agreed to the Bill with two
amendments, one of which is a correction of an
error in the title of an Act, and the other of
which is intended to further the meaning of the
Legislative Assembly, in distributing the grant
for education, as expressed in the note directing
the mode oOts dist,l'ibution, and to request their
concurrence with the same."

Honorable members will perceive that the
amendments were of a comparatively trifling character, except so far as th.e principle
was conr>erned. Well the course which
the Assembly adopterl on that occasion is
precisely the course which we propose the
Assembly shall adopt now. On the next
day (the 24th February) a message was
sent by the Assembly to the Council
acquainting them"That the Constitution Act having prohibited
the Legislative Council from making any alterations in the Appropriation Bill, this House refuses to entertain the amendments, and insists
upun the Bill in its integrity, and respectfully
reqUl'sts the Council to reconsider their proceedi~gs on this Bill."

Now that is precisely the course we are
going to adopt in tiJis case. (" No.") I
may' point out that some of the amendmp,nts which have been made by the
Legislative Council it is absolutely necessary should be made, otherwise one of the
cilluses would be valueless. But the Government find that, if they desire this
clnuse to appear in a particular manner,
the only way of accomplishing'the object
is by laying aside the Bill and introducing
a new 13i1l with the amendment. I may
state, for th~ information of the honorable
and gnllant member for West Melbourne,
that the amendment he suggested-providing that an estimate' should be submitted for thA consideration of the Legislative Assembly-will be one of the amendMr. Casey.
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ments which will be sent up in the new
Bill to the Legislative Council.
Mr. FELLOWS.- Apparently, it is
taken fol' granted in this discussion that
the amendments made by the Legislative
Council in the Bill are in violation of the
Constitution Act. Now, instead of taking
this for granted, I should like to see it
proved. Is this a Bill for appropriating
revenue? (" Yes.") It does appropriate,
but the object of the Bill really is to raise
a loan.
Captain MAC MAHON.-And pay the
interest Oil it ?
Mr. FELLOWS..::.-Yes.
Captain MAC MAHON.-From the
revenue.
Mr. FELLOWS.-But the Bill does not
come within the definition of that section
of the Constitution Act which applies to
the ordinary Appropriation Bill, or any
other Bill which simply and solely confines
itself to appropriation. The present Bill
is a Bill for raising a loan. True, it goes
on to appropriate certain revenue for interest; but will anybody venture to s'ay
that that is the object of the Bill? That
is one of the incidents of the Bill for
carrying out the main and chief object,
which is the raising of a loan; and, if a
loan is never raised, there is no appropriation at all. I say, confidently, that this is
not a Bill for appropriating the reveune.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM. - The view~
taken by this House in reference to
amendments by the Legislative Council
in the class of Bills to which the 56th
section of the Constitution Act applies is
the view which is adopted by the Honse
of Commons. The rules of the House of
Commons, however, apply differently to
different classes of Bills. There are some
Bills which merely appropriate revenne.
These Bills have always the free-gift
preamble, and not one line of these Bills
can be altered by the other House. T~ere
are Bills which merely impose taxes.
These Bills also have the free-gift preamble,
and not one line in them can be touched
by the Upper House. There is a third
class of Bills, which are referred to in the
report of the committee of the House of
Commons of 1860, which partake of a
general character, at the same time that
they may spe~ifically appropriate revenue
or impo~e taxation. In refeJ'ence to these
Bills, the practice of the House of Commons-a practice followed last year by
this House-is that all the clauses which
don't profess to appropriate or apply
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revenue;' or to impose'taxation, the Upper
House hRs the same right to amend as the
Lower House. Now I take it that this
Bill is of that composite character. It is
a ,Bill the object of which is to raise a
loan ,for certain purposes, and, as there are
several instances of Loan Bill!:! in England
being withou't fl'ee-gift preambles, the
Minister of Justice, inconformity with
these pl'ecedents, has omitted. the free~gift
pl'~amble from this Bill; but at least one
part of the measure appropl'iates money.
eMr. MACGREGOR.-.,;Not revenue.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-That is true,
but the appropriation of moneys, once they
are raised; is part of the exclusive right
and power of this House. Once the money
is',raised, whether it be by loan or by tax,
the appropriation of it is a question to be
discussed solely by the representatives of'
the people. Now, in a clause of this Bill
which, if it does not appropriate, at least
dil'ects the application of money, an
alteration has been made by the Legislative Council. I refer to the ninth clause,
which directs that the moneys raised under
the lluthorityof the Act shall be applied
to; the, purposes mentioned in the second
and third schedules. The Legislative
Council have made in this clause a slight
and unimportant alteration-one that this
House would probably have no objection
to; still it is one which, in conformity
with the established usages of the House
of,. Commons, and of this Legislative
Assembly, we cannot permit another
Chamber to make without adopting a
CQurse which is always taken in the House
of Commons in like cases-of abandoning
a .Bill in which an improper alteration has
been made, and introducing another.
But there is this distinction between
the rights or claims' of the Legislative
Gouncil and the claims of the House of
Lords: while the Legisl~tive Assembly
have been always willing to admit the
right of the Legislative Council to make
the same changes in Bills which the House
of Lords has the power to make in Bills
sent to them by the House of Commons,
the Legislative Council have refused to
adopt thRt interpretation of our Constitution
Act. Sir, at the conference held between
the committees of the two Houses last
year, it was admitted bj the members wh~
represented the Legislative Assembly, in
opposition to the arguments of members
who represented the Legislative Council,
that the Legislative Council bad power.,
w~ic~ they thcems~l ves ~iscla.imed-n.amely,
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powers to make alterations in clauses of
Bills operating as a chal'ge upon the people,
which clauses did not either appropriate
revenue or impose 'taxation. The Legislati ve Council refused to accept that interpretation, although conceded to them by
members ~ representing the Legislative
Assembly. An~ I must say that, if that
House places this strict and literal, though
entirely inaccurate, interpretation on the
words of the Constitution Act, they have
not the power which the House of Lords
claim to possess, and are allowed by the
House of Commons to exercise. I think
the exercise by the Legislative Council of
the power of making alterations which
they disclaim should be carefully watched
by this House.
Certainly it imposes
upon this House the duty of not assenting, either by silence or connivance, to any such alterations. Therefore
I venture to submit it is impemtively
necessary that we should lay aside this
Bill. Of course, when a new Bill is introduced, if the honorable and learned member for DalhouBie does not approve of any
of these alterations, it will be competent
for him to express his disapproval, and to
take the sense of the House on the matter.
But the first questicn to be decided is
whether or not it is the duty of this House,
in defence of our plain rights, and in
deference to the assertion of the Legislative Council that it is not in theil' power
to make this alteration, to Jay aside this
Bill, and introduce a new one.
Mr. KERFERD.-I do not fnd fanlt
with the course which the Government
have proposed. I believe that, supposing
the view taken by the law officers of the
Crown be correct, the course proposed is .
the most courteous to the other House that .
could be pursued. But I am not at all sure
that this is a Bill which the Council has
no right to ~mend. The 56th section' of
the Constitution Act provides that"All Bills for appropriating any part of the
·revenue of Victoria, nnd for imposing any duty,
rate, tax, rent, return, or impost, shall originate
in the Assembly, and may be rejected but not
altered by the Council,"

Now the object of this Bill is to raise a loan
of money. Clearly then it is not to impose
"any duty, rate, tax, rent, return, or·
impost." The only part of the 56th seclion
which can possibly apply to this Bill is that
which refers to ., Rills for appropria.ting
any part of the revenue of Victoria."
The question then nat'rows itself to thisDoes a Bill to authorize a loan appropriate
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any part 'of the revenue? Incidentally it
does, no doubt, because the interest on the
loan will have to come out of the general
revenue. But is that such an appropriation
as the Constitution Act contemplates? In
order to ascertain this, we should examine
the 55th section of that Act, which provides tlint all moneys paid into the .consoli-·
dated r.evenue can be got out of it only in
oue particular way, and that is by an Act
of Parliament appropriating, in a specific
manner, the particular sums to be taken
out. NoW; the main object of ~the Bill is
to raise a sum of money; the incident of
the Bill is that the interest on the loan
shall be paid out of ' the general revenue.
But supposing the attempt to raise the loan
under the authority of the Bill should not
succeed, clearly there would be no appropriation of the revenue. Even supposing
the loan is raised under the authority of
the Bill, the 55th section of the Constitution Act is not complied with, because
the Bill does not vspecify the amount of
interest to be appropriated out of the
general revenue. Now, sir; this question
of the main object of a Bill has been
discussed over and over again in this
House; and, as I understood, the conclusion arrived at was that, where the
appropriation of revenue or the levying of
a tax was only the incident of a Bill, the
Upper House had the power, if it so desired, to amend the measure. Take, for
instance, the Waterworks Bill. ThatBiU
imposed a tax for the use of water, and
yet the Council amended that Bill. If we
desire an Dlder precedent, we may find it
in the proceedings connected with the
authorization of the loan for the construction of the.existing railways. The Bill was
amended in the Council, and the amendment was assented to by- the Assembly,
as the following extract .from the Votes
and Proceedings of November, 1857, will
show"RAILWAY LOAN BILL.-On the motion of
Mr. Ebden, the Assembly agreed to the amendment made by the Legislative Council in this
Bill, and ordered a message to be transmitted to
the Legislative Council acquainting them
thereof."

That Bill became .Jaw; and those proceedings took place under the same Constitution
that we have now. I don't object to the
course which the Government propose to
take, but, as a matter of law, I think they
are wrong. I might quote some English
precedents, but I am not disposed to rely
upon them. We have our Constitution
Mr. Kerferil.
-
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Act, and I maintain that by the rule contained in the sections to which I have referred we should abide. I therefore hope
the Government will consider the matter
well before they agree to abandon the practice established between the two Houses.
Mr. McCOMBIE.-I think, sir, it is
quite evident that the real point to be considered is how far the measure under consideration,is a Bill which comes under the
56th section of the Constitution Act; and
I am inclined to agree with the last speaker
that the Bill does not come within the
category of those which t~le Upper House
\Vith Bills
is not allowed to amend.
of this kind the Upper House has always
had considerable latitude. On many occa~
sions, since the inauguration of the Constitution, the Upper House has been
allowed this interference with Bills which
do not directly, but may incidentally,
appropriate money or' impose taxation.
Under these circumstances, and remembering that not long since we were engaged
in a struggle with the other Chamber
which has been most disastrous to the·
country, I think we ought to show a c(lnsiderable deal of forbearance. At the same
time I am of opinion that, by the. amendment in the thirteenth clause, the Council
has sought to control the power of this
House over an important money matter,
in which case I don't think this House is
justified in giving way. I don't think that
much advantage is to be gained by laying
the Bill aside over the old established
practice of assenting to certain amendments
and not assenting to others. I regard it
as doing in a clumsy and roundabout way
what we have previously done in a fair,
honest, and open manner. At the same
time, as the honorable and learned member
for Brigh t6n has said that the course is in
accordance with English precedent, I shall
not object. I believe that the proposal of
the Government is the more courteous to
the other Chamber-it has a rose-water
character-and as I consider that the two
Houses should seek as far as possible to .
conciliate each other, rather than emulate
the proceedings of the Kilkenny cats, I
will vote for the motion.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Ml'. Speaker, I
do not see, from the consideration which I
have been able to give to the subject, that
the Government are under the necessity
of asking the House to lay aside this Bill.
It appears to me that the alterations made
by the Upper House are perfectly in
ac~ordance with constitutional usage. I
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submit that, as a matter of policy, if we Act was in a different position. There an
consider that the alterations which the amendment was made in one of the very
Upper House has made are really improve- particulars mentioned here-in reference
ments, constitutionally we are 'perfectly to a question of aid and taxation. That
justified in accepting them. In my opinion measure provided that waterworks should
this is not one of the Bills contemplated be established in certain parts of the
by the 56th section of the Constitution .colony, and that rates should be levied
Act as beyond the power of the Upper within those limits. The Upper House
House to alter. Its object is to raise a made the Act general to the whole colony,
sum of money for the constructiop. of rail- and thus, in contravention of the usages
"tays, It may be necessary to provide of the British Legislature, they interfered
certain machinery in order to carry out the with the limits· of taxation. A conprincipal object of the Bill; and I con- ference took place between the Houses,
sider that, so long as there is no inter- when it was agreed to adopt some amendference with the principal object, the ments and ignore others, and pursuant to
Upper House have constitutionally the that arrangement a new Bill was brought
power to strike out any of the clauses in, and ultimately passed. But the Upper
which are not essential to the measure. I House was not allowed to alter the Bill in
do not entirely agree with the view of the anyone of the respects to which the Comhonorable member for the Ovens (Mr. mons object, as laid down in the extract
J(erferd), that we ought not to refer to which I have read. May goes on to sayB.ritish precedents for our guidance. I
"In cases where amendments have affected
think the object of the House, for a long' charges upon the people incidentally only, and
time, has 'been to maintain for- itself the have not been made with that object, they have
privileges of 'the House of Commons, and been agreed to,"
to construe the Constitution Act by" the Now it does not appear that the amendlight of British precedent. I am not in- ments of the Upper House have been
clined to abandon that position. Unless made with the object of affecting the
we insist upon our right to construe the charges proposed to be made on the people
privileges of this House by the precedents by the Bill. May continuesfurnished by the usage of the House of
"So also where a whole clause, or series of
Gommons, we recede from the position clauses, has been omitted by the Lords which,
which we have long taken up. What, then; though relating to a charge, and not admitting
is the usage of the House of Commons in of amendment, yet concerned a subject separable
from the general objects of the Bill."
regard to amendments of this kind made
by the other branch of the Legislature? Well not only are the clauses in which
It is to accept the .amendments if the the 'chief amendments are made separable
House approves of them; to disagree with from the Bill, but they were not even in
them, if the House does not approve of the Bill when it was first introduced to
It is unnecessary to bring in this House-a pretty good proof that they
them.
another Bill. If the Council have no , were not considered essential to the object
right to alter this Bill, there is no occasion of the Bill. Now it has been said that
to lay it aside. But it is clear to me that these clauses are an appropriation of
tlie amendments of the Upper House do revenue. I deny this. The appropriation
not come within the class of amendments' there alluded to can take place only when
which they are precluded from making. the estimates are laid before the House.
May, on this subject, says. It is merely a power of appropriation; and
I say that an act of appropriation, and the
I" In Bills not confined to matters of aid or grant
of a power of appropriation are two
taxation, but in which pecuniary burthens are
imposed upon the people, the Lords may make different things. I contend that inasmuch
any amendments, provided they do not alter the as no part of this Bill which appropriates
intention of the Commons with regard to the revenue is in any way interfered with by
amount of the rate or charge, whether by increase or reduction; its duration, its mode of the amendments of the Upper House, those'
assessment, levy, collection, appropriation, or amendments are not in contravention of
management; or the persons who shall pay, the provisions of the Constitution Act.
receive, manage, or control it; or the limits At the same time I am altogether in favour
within which it is proposed to be levied."
of the policy of the provision in the
Now I say the alterations made by the thirteenth clause, which has been struck
other branch of the Legislature are not in out by the Legislative Council. I think
excess.Qf thisa:uthority~ The Waterworks we ought not to leave open the question
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of the application of the moneys .made impose a charge of any description upon the
people, if sent down from the Lords, but
lIWailable by this Bill. For the protection will order the Bills containing them to be laid
of the public, for the protection of Minis- aside. Neither will they permit the Lords to
ters themselves, the House ought to insist insert any provisions of thn,t nature in Bills sent
that the estimates of expenditure under the up from the Commons; but will disagree to the
amendments. and insist on their disagreement, Of,
Bill should be laid before the House for its 'according to more recent usage, will lay the
sanction.
Bills aside at once."
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-The hon- Really the further I read, the worse be·
orable member for Rodney has used the comes t.he position of the honorable mempart of a passage from May which is most ber for Rodney. The principle upon which
favorable to his own argument. May says amendments made by the Lords have
that the Lords may make amendments in been submitted to by the Commons can·
Bills like the one before the Iiousenot be conceded in this case, because the
"Provided they do not alter the intention of concessions of the Commons to the Lords
the Commons with regard to the amount of the have always been made on the principle
rate or charge . . . its duration, its mode of
assessment, levy, collection, appropriation, or that the amendments were improve.
ments, and calculated to, further the
management."
Now the amendment of the Upper House intention of the Bill. But surely it
in the thirteenth clause is a direct inter- cannot be contended that the Upper
ference with the management of the rail- House is so much a better judge as to
way fund by this House. I am surprised what should be done, in controlling the
that the honorable member ·for Rodney, public expenditure, that an amendment
with all his legal knowleJge, and after his by them to this Bill is necessarily to he
constitutional training in this House, should regarded as an improvement. The amend·
ignore that. In the Bill, as it left this ment of the Upper House, in the thirteent.h
clause, is certainly. an alteration in a
House, it was provided thatdirection which we cannot admit to be an
H The aforesaid estimate shall be submitted
for the sanction of the Legislati ve Assembly in improvement. I think the House is satisthe same manner as the annual Estimates of fied that the Government are taking the
Expenditure for the public service."
proper course in laying the Bill asideThe Upper House says this shall not be that indeed no other course could be taken
. done, and it has. struck the provieion out under the circumstances.
of the. Bill. Surely if that be not dictaMr. LANGTON.-I think the Attorneytion as to the manner in which a public General has given cogent reasons why thefund may be managed by this House, I House should disagree with the amenddon't know what dictation is. If that is ment in the th~rteenth clause; but I don't
not a direct interference with the manage- think he has shown any reason why the
ment of the expenditure under this loan, HOLJse should regard this Bill 8S one
there is no force in words. May goes on which, by its nature, should be la.id aside,
to saysimply because, of the amendments made
-" or the persons who shall pay, receive, in it by the other House. I think the
manage, or control it."
passages from May, which have been read,
Why, if we can divest ourselves of our conclusive on that point. It is-ihe praccorporate capacity, we are "the persons." tice of the House of Commons to acquiesce
The question involved is whethet this in amendments made by the House Qf
fund shall be controlled by the House and Lords in Bills of a certain character. But
the Governme!lt, or by the Government if the House of Lords insert, in a Bill sent
acting independently of the House; and to them by the Commons, a provision for
it is in reference to this question that the imposing "a charge of any description
Upper Chamber has interfered. Further upon the people," the practice of the Commons is to lay the Bill aside. Still the
on, ffIay sayspractice is not invariable. In some cases,
H As illustrative of the strictness of this exthe Commons have agreed to amendments
clusion, it may be mentioned that the Lords
have not been permitted to make provision for whiGh aff~ted a rate or charge, A footthe payment of salaries or compensation to note to the passages quoted from May
officers of the Court of 'Chancery out of the
Suitors' Fund; nor to amend a clause prescribing gives the following instances : the order in which charges on the revenues of
a colony should be paid. But all Bills of this
class must originate in the Commons; as that
House will not agree to any provisions which

"The Prisoners' Removable Bill, 1849, in
which the Lords made the Bill perpetual, instead
of being in force Jor three years. In the Industrial Schools ,Bill, 1861, the Lords struck out a,
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limitation of the Act, and thereby extended the
charge; but the Commons agreed to the amendment."

out of the consolidated revenue.
provision I refer to says-

~ubmit that this Bill does not belong to
the class of Bills which, by the mere fact
of amendments being made in them by the
Upper House, must necessarily be laid
aside. Never before has any obje.ction
been taken by this Chamber to the Upper
House making amendments in Bills of
this kind. The honorable member for
Rodney has referred to the Waterworks
Bill of·1865. That Bill belongs to the
class to which this Bill belongs; and, if
the argument put forward to-night holds
gOOd, it would have he'Jd equally good as
against the amendments made by the
Legislative eouncil in that measure. The
message by which that Bill was introduced
was as follows ':-

"It shall be lawful for the Governor in Council
to apply and lend, towards the completion of any
works for the supply of water to all the inhabitants of the whole or any part of any district
or place in the schedule hereto mentioned, which
shall have been commenced before the passing
of this Act, and which shall be vested in or be
possessed by some person or persons other than
the Board of Land and Works, any sum not
exceeding £ 100,000."

I

"In accordance with the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends the appropriation out of
the consolidated revenue, in the manner
described in the Waterworks Bill, 1865, 'of any
rate, charge, or impost to be charged, made, or
levied for the supply of water to certain districts and places in Victoria."

Mr. CASEY.-That was a Construction
Bill.
Mr. LANGTON.-And this also is a
Construction Bill.
Mr. CASEY.-No.
Mr. LANGTO~.-It has schedules of
the works proposed; and there need be no
supplementary' Bill at all, seeing that it
requires an estimate of the contemplated
expenditure to be submitted from time to
time to the House.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH.-I beg to
assure the honorable member that there
is in existence a Bill for construction
alone, and, until that Bill is passed, the
line cannot be constructed.
Mr. LANGTON.-I desire to point
out that the Waterworks Bill of 1865
was introduced by message recommending
an appropriation from the 'consolidated
revenue, and therefore amendments in
that measure must have been obnoxious
to the same objections that have been
raised against amendments in the present
Bill. And yet that Bill was amended by
the Council, and, at the instance of the
honorable and learned member for
Brighton, some of those amendments
were agreed to by this House, and some
were not agl·eed to.
.
Mr. CASEY.-That was only a Construction Bill.
Mr. LANGTON.-Still that Bill provide.d for the payment of a sum of money

The

Now amendments made in that Bill were
acquiesced in.
Mr. CASEY.-Not amendments in that
clause.
Mr. LANGTON.-I admit that the
amendment made in that clause was disagreed with; but that is not the point in
controversy. The question now before
the House is whether this Bill shall be
laid aside; and the procedure in regard to
the Waterworks Bill of 1865 shows that,
at that time, honorable members who at
present occupy the Treasury benches did
not s~pport any pretension of the kind
now put forward on behalf of this House,
that the other HousA has not the right to
make amendments in this class of Bills.
Mr. CASEY.-They are not the same
class of Bills.
Mr. LANGTON.-Ithink it exceedingly inconvenient that, at this particular
period, a pretension of this kind should
for the first time be set up. But for the
proposition of the Government, we might
by this t.ime have agreed to some of the
amendments, and disagreed with those of
which we disapprove. But some fatality
appears to attach to this Bill. At the
outset of its career, objection was taken to
discussing the measure in committee, on
considering the Governor's message, because it was alleged that it did not belong
to the class of Supply Bills in which that
course should be adopted. And now there
is a prospect of a quarrel wi til the other
branch of the Legislature, because it is
insisted that not only is this Bill of the
class of Bills to which the forms and procedure in matters of Supply are applicable,
but that it is of the highest class of those
Bills-namely, that class in which it is
not becoming for the other branch of the
Legislature to make nny alteration whatever. I think it a great pity that a fresh
precedent should be sought to be established in this way. It may be exceedingly
inconvenient, and may lead to fresh com. plications in the future.
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Mr. EVERARD.-I am not astonished
at the remarks of the honorable member
for West Melbourne (Mr. Langton) and
the honorable member for the Ovens (Mr.
Kerferd), but I am astonished at the position taken up by the honorable member
for Rodney. That honorable gentleman,
I believe, has always been regarded as one
of the champions of the privileges of this
Assembly; but now, it appears, he is
taking an opp<?site course.
Mr. MACGREGOR.-No.
Mr. EVERARD.-It appears to me
that he is. now ta~ing .up .thechampionship of the Legislative Council. The hon..
orable member~,declares, with regard to
this Bill, that it is not a Bill appropriating any portion of the revenue of- thecolony. But, I think, if the honorable member had read the Bill carefully, he would
have seen that the Bill does appropriate a
portion of the revenue of the colony. For
instance, clause 4 says -that all debentures
issued under the authority of the Act
" shall be, and be deemed to be, a primary
charge upon all the revenues of Victoria?"
Mr. MACGREGOR.-Is that all?
Mr. EVERARD.-That is quite sufficient. If the honorable member will
look at the fOFm of debenture contained in the first schedule, he will find
that the amount of ~ach debenture, with
interest thereon, "is hereby secured on
the consolidated revenue of the colony of
Victoria." Now I say, most distinctly,
that this is one of those Bills in which we
ought to be very particular with regard to
our privileges, because once the Bill is
passed, the chargp,ofor interest of £105,000
per annum passes into a special,appropriation, and we have no more to do with the
matter. Suppose the Bill passes to-night,
and the debentures are taken up to-morrow,
where is the fund to pay the interest to
come from unless this measure partakes of
the character of an Appropriation Bill ?
It appears to me that to lay aside the Bill
is not the most direct and proper course to
follow. Our proper course, if we think
the Upper House has no right to interfere
with the Bill, is to reject the amendments,
nnd send the Bill back. If, however, the
Bill is laid aside for the purpose of
agreeing to the amendments, we shall
be giving the Council the substance,
and be fighting only for the shadow.
If we lay thisBill aside, it is possible that
the Council may amend the Appropriation
Bill, and that we may have to lay aside
that measure also. (" No.") Well, if this,
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course is followed in regard to one Money
Bill, it may be followed with regard to
others. I think it is more desirable that
the Government should adopt a direct than
an indirect course in reference to the
amendments.
Mr. JONES.-It appears to me that, if
a Bill adopted by this House has been im~
properly amended in another place, it would
be derogatory to the dignity of this Chamber to discuss· the amendments, and that
the proper course to adopt, in accordance
with the usage of Parliament, is to lay the
Bill aside, and bring in anpther which will
meet the necessities of the case.
Mr. EVERARD.-I did not say that
we should discuss the amendments; I said
that we should reject them.
Mr. JONES.-I cannot understand how
any deliberative Chamber can reject amendments without discussion; indeed, before
the amendments could possibly be rejected,
a debate might be raised by any member
of the House. The honorable member for.
West Melbourne (Mr. Langton) assumed
that there must be a quarrel between the
two Houses because we proposed to pursue a
certain course with reference to the amendments which have been made in another
place. I thiiik this House does not wish
to have, and will not unnecessarily have,
a quarrel with another place. No quarrel
is intended, and no quarrel is possible'
under the circumstances.
Mr. McLELLAN.-I should like to
hear the opinion of the Speaker as to
whether the Legislative Council can make
amendments in this Bill without inter-"
fering with the privileges of this House?
To my mind it seems clear that this is a
Bill appropriating revenue to the extent of;
£105,000 a year for many years to come;
and I think that the privileges of the As-,
sembly are involved in the amendment of
the Bill by the Upper House. I am rather
astonished to hear honorable members opposite deal so lightly with the question.
It seems to me that, after straining at a
gnat for the Jast two or three years, they
are now ready to swallow a camel. Can'
there be any doubt that this is a Bill,
which the Upper House has no right to
alter, a single tittle of? I do not feel •
competent to debate the legal aspect of the
question, and I trust that we shall have
the opinion of the Speaker given for our:
guidance.
The SPEAKER.-The House having
already taken the matter into its consideration, it is rather late to ask me for an
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op1DlOn. I may observe, however, that
there are two points upon which objection
may be taken to amendments being mane
in this Bill by the Upper House. One is
the legal objection, on .the ground that it
is an infringement of the Constitution Act
for the Upper House to make amendments
in the Bill; and the other is, that it is
contrary to the practice of the Imperial
Parliament.
With regard to the' lega
aspects of a question, it is not my province
as I have always pointed out., to interfere.
I am not the legal adviser of the House.
On legal questions the House must be
guided by those gentlemen who are much
more competent to give an opinion on such
questions than I am, namely, the legal
members, especially those gentlemen sitting
on the Treasury bench who advise the
Crown. In regard to the practice of the
Imperial Parliament, I am of opinion that
the House of Commons would not have
agreed to the House of Lords making these
amendments in such a Bill.
Mr. LANGTON.-What is the practice
of the House of Commons as to laying the
Bill aside?
The SPEAKER.-I believe it is the
most courteous course to lay the Bill
aside.
The motion for laying the Bill aside was
agreed to.

strike out were not material. They simply made the intention of the House as to
the appropriation of the money more Clear
and definite.
Mr. LONGMORE inquired whether the
words which had been inserted would have
any effect on the Bill? (" No.") Then
he agreed with the honorable member for
Collingwood, that they ought not to be
'.
allowed to pass.
Mr. WILSON urged that, if the words
were mere surplusage, the committee
should insist upon passing the clause, in
the same form as it previously left the
ssembly.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM submitted that,
'f there was no objection to the words in
, uestion, it was a good reason fo1;' assenting
o them. The mere fact that the Council
ad made an alteration of no effect in a
lause which they had a right to alter,'
as a reason rather for accepting than
rejecting the alteration, because, by accepting it, the Assembly might probably
with more confidence insi.st upon refusing
to accept alterations which they did not
approve of. He was disposed to go with
the honorable mem ber f~r Collingwood
(Mr. Everard) any length for asserting the
rights of the Legislative Assembly; but
this was a clause which the Council had a
right to alter, and the alteration made was
merely verbal. To show that it was not
acting
from mere caprice, the Assembly
RAILWAY LOAN BIL~ (No.2.)
ought to accept a harmless alteration of
On the motion of Mr. CASEY,
this kind.
.
Mr. EVERARD remarked that the
. The CLERK read the resolutions agreed
to by the House on the 3rd September, in Speaker had given an opinion that the
House of Commons would not submit to an
favour of a railway loan.
Mr. CASEY then brought, up a Bill alteration of this Bill. He (Mr. Everard)
entitled "A Bill to authorize the raising therefore thought it was the duty of honorof money for railways and for other able members to insist that it should be,
purposes." He moved that it be read a passed exactly as the former Bill left the
Legislative Assembly.
first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
Mr. MACGREGOR bowed to the dewas read a first time. It was afterwards cision of the Speaker that, according to
read a second time and committed.
parliamentary usage, the House of ComOn clause 2,
mons would not submit to any alteration
Mr. CASEY explained that the amend- in this Bill. After this ruling be was surment made by the Council in this clause prised that the Minister of Justice and the
was the insertion of the words "as speci- honorable and learned member for Brighton
fied in the second and third schedules of should state that it was quite competent'
this Act" after the words "State rail- for the Assembly, without any derogation
of its privileges, to accept the alteration
ways."
Mr. EVERARD moved that the words which had been made by the Council in
this clause.
inserted be struck out.
Mr . HIGINBOTHAM said he was not
Mr. DUFFY trusted that the honorable
member' for Collingwood (Mi>. Everard) in the House at the time that the Speaker
would not insist on his amendment, be- was asked for his opinion, but he was
cause t4e words. w:l1ich he.. proposed to . formed,. and he believed his ioformation was

in-
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correct, that the Speaker intended to express the opiniorr that the House of Commons would probably refuse to accept the
amendments which had' been made, and
would lay the BiH aside, but that he did
not intend to express any opinion as to
whether the House of Commons would
not, under the circumstances, accept any
of the amendments made in the Bill. If,
honorable members had any doubt upon
this point, it might be well to' ask the
opinion of the Speaker again. If asked
his opinion, the Speaker would probably
say that this was a Bill which, according
to the practice of the House of Commons,
the House of Lords would not be permitted
to alter in some respects. Either the Bill
was altogether wrongly constructed, because it had not the free-gift preamble,
or it was a Bill which the Legislative
Council had power to alter in those clauses
which did not relate to the management,
levy, appropriation, or application of money.
Did this Bill relate to any of those purposes? (An honorable member-" The
schedule does.") The clause merely provided for the raising of money, and did not
direct the application of the money. The
words relating to the schedule were merely
a matter of reference to the schedule. The
Council had no doubt the power to alter
the clause, as it did not direct the application, levy, or .management of money.
Mr. EVERARD observed that the
second schedule did.
Mr. HIGI~BOTHAM replied that the
second schedule merely fixed what the
railways were. The alteration had not
the effect of making any provision for the
management, application, levy, or appropriation of money to be raised under the
clause.
Mr. D UF~~Y remarked that, when the
House consented to lay aside the Bill, it
abandoned the intention 'Of rejecting all the
amendments. (" No.") If the HQuse intendt.'d to disagree with all the amendments, the obvious course was to move
that they be disagreed with. He would
also point out that, logically, the first Bill
having been laid aside, this clause had not
been,amended at all, but was a clause introduced hy the Government in a second Bill.
Mr. EVER.ARD stated that he and
other honorable members found it was
impossible to defeat the motion to lay the
former Bill aside, but it was their intention,
if possible, to make the new Bill pl'ecisely
the same as the first Bill was when it left
the Assembly.
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Mr. JONES considered that the clause
should be dealt with on its merits, without
any reference to any .alteration whick had
been made in the corresponding clause in
the first Bill. The words referred to
merely specified mOl'e distinctly on what
railways the proposed loan should be expended, and he could not for the life of
him see why they should be objected to on
their merits.
Mr. E. COPE asked whether the words
which the honorable member 'for Collingwood (Mr. Evtrard) proposed to strike out
had or had not pl'oceeded from the Upper
House? If they had, he considered that
the Upper House had introduced those
words into the clause in order to assert an
authority t.o amend a Money Bill. This
was an interference with the rights of the
Legislative Assembly which ought not to
be submitted to. Despite the opinion of
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton, he maintained that this clause
was a money clause, hecause it provided
for the raising of a loan which, along with
the interest thereon, would have to be paid
out of the pockets of the people. Honorable members ought to be ashamed to gi ve
up the privilpges of the Assemb,ly in the
way they were asked to do, and they had
certainly no right to do so without first
consulting their constituents.
Mr. G. PATON SMITH thought that
the honorable member for East Bourke
Boroughs was insisting upon more than
the House of Commons claimed. Honorable members were no doubt, as they
ought to be, exceedingly anxious to conserve the privileges of the Legislative
Assembly; but they should take care that
they did not go too far-that they did not
go further than the House of Commons
would do. In May there was the following
enumeration of instalJces in which the
House of Commons had allowed the House
of Lords to amend MOlley lliUs:"When any amendments of the Lords,
though not strictly regular, do not appear
materially to infringe the privileges of the Com.
mons, it has been usual to agree to them, with
special entries in the journal; as that' they were
only for the purpose of making the dates
uniform in the Bill;' that' they only filled up
blanKS which had not been filled with the sums
which were agreed to by the House, on the report of a clause;' that 'they were for the purpose of rectifying clerical errors;" were in
furtherance of the intention of the House of
Commons;' '~ere to make the schedule agree
with the Bill;' 'to render one clause_ consistent with another;' 'were rendered necessary
by several Acts recently passed;' or ; were in
furtherance of the 'practice of Parliament.'"
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If an. amendment made by the House of
Lords in a Money Bill was allowed by the
House of Commons wbere it made the
schedule agreo with the Bill, surely the
Assembly ought to permit the Council to
make. the amendment made in this case,
the object of it being to make the Bill
agree with the schedule.
Mr. BYRNE understood that the
Speaker had ruled that this was a Money
Bill. As one of those who had twice
been before his constituents on the question of the powers of the Upper House
in reference to Money Bills, he did not
wonder that honorable members should be
most jealous t.hat the Upper House should
not alter a Money Bill, even to the extent of dotting an "i" or crossing a "t."
Sir F. MURPHY. - The observations which I made from the chair
have been somewhat misunderstood. I
.stated that I conceived that the amendments made in this Bill were of such a
. Dature as w·ould Dot be accepted by the
House· of Comm.ons if made by the
House of Lords. I did not, however,
allude to any particular amendment, but
to the amendments as a whole. If I were
asked my "opinion as to the particular
amendments, perhaps I might say that I
believed some immaterial; one might possibly be agreed to by the House of Commons,
but that others would not be agreed to;
and that, therefore, the proper course was
to lay the Bill aside, with a view of in':
troducing a· new Bill containing the suggestions approved of, so that they would
be sent to the Upper House as if they
emanated from thia House.
M'l'. HYR~E observed that, in accordance wit.h the Speaker's ruling, he regarded this as a Money Bill. He ·should
vote for striking out the wOI'ds which had
been objected to, on the ground that the
Legislative Council had no right to alter a
Money Bill, and also that it was a waste
of time for honorable memhers to discuss
an· amendment which had been described
as of no importance.
Mr. WILSON desired that no amendments in the Bill, except such as were
purely clerical, should be accepted by the
Assembly in any way; and he would
have preferred that clerical amendments
should have been made without going
through the form of laying the Bill aside
and introducing a fregh measure.
Mr. G. V. SMITH pointed out that,
according to parliamentary practice, this
Bill ought to be regarded as a new measure.
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The amendment, which had been made in
the clause under discussion, did not interfere with the management of money in
any way. It simply carried out the intention of the Assembly, and ought to be
accepted.
Mr. McKEAN regarded the Bill as a
new measure t but he could not ignore
the fact that it was an indirect way of
dealing wit.h the amendments of the Upper
Honse. The ninth clause ear-marked the
schedule, and therefore the amendment
made in the second clause Was unnecessary.
He would, however, vote for all amendments of an immaterial character, but
vital amendments he would most decidedly
oppose.
.
Captain MAC MAHON believed that
some of the amendments in the Bill, made
by the other Chamber, were made at the
instance of the Government. If amendments which the Government believed
were desirable were introduced at their
request in the Upper House, and, if the
Upper House had power to make the
amendments, it' would be monstrous to
reject those amendments. He would join
with honorable members in resisting any
attempt on the part of the Council to make
an amendment which they had no right to
make; and it seemed to him to be rather
a strange interference with the rights of
the Assembly for the Council to prevent
the Assembly exercising a supervision
over the expenditure of the proposed loan,
when it desired to do so. If they had
altered the provision to which he referred, so as to prevent the expenditure
of the money without .the supervision of
"the Legislature," he could have understood the reasonableness of the position
they took up.
Mr. LO~GMORE contended that the
effect of inserting the words, "as specified
in the second and 'third schedules of this
Act," was the same as if the schedules
had been embodied in the clause, He
was afraid that the honorable and learned
member for Bright.on and the other members of the Government were treading
on dangerous ground. If this was not a.
money clause, he failed to understand
what a money clause was. The argument
of the honorable and learned member fo1'
Dalhousie, that this Bill was a new measure, was merely a technical point. In his
(Mr. Longmol'e's) opinion the Assembly
ought not to tolerate any tampering with
a Money Bill by the Council, and that the
·measure ought to be sent up again exactly.
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in the same shape as it was when it first,
left the Assembly.
Mr. BURTT expressed his regret that,
so soon after the termination of the deadlock, there should be another aggression
by the Upper House o.n the rights of the
Assembly. The Upper House had already
extensive powers of amepdment in reference to Bills, other than Money Bills,
and in those they had the right, not of
amendment, but of veto. If they were.
allowed to .assume other rights, where
would they stop?
Mr. CASEY desired that honorablemembers would weigh well the various opinions
which had been expressed. Certain members declared the measure before. the
committee to be a Money Bill. Oiliers
were of opinion that, while the Bill contained money clauses, those clauses were
merely incident to the chief object of the
measure. A third class of members,
among whom the honorable and learned
member for St. Kilda (Mr. Fellows) might
be reckoned, considered that it was not a
Money Bill at all. Notwithstanding this
difference of opinion as to the character
of the Bill, the bulk of honorable members appeared to be agreed that the
measure contained money clauses, and that·
any interference by another Chamber with
those clauses was an interference with the
rights and privileges of the Assembly.
Having arrived at that stage, the question
arose as to what course should be ..adopted.
Two courses were open. "One was to
agree with some of the amendments and
disagree with others, or to disagree with
all if the House so pleased. The other
course was to lay aside the Bill, and introduce a new Bill. N ow he would ask
how honorable members would be able to
justify themselves in disagreeing with
amendments which, unless the question of
principle or privilege was involved, there
would be no reason for disagreeing with?
For instance, the letter "s" was accidentally left out, after the word "right"
in the sixth clause. This omission had
been supplied by the Legislative Council.
But, if the views of certain honorable
members were carried out, this amendment,
with others, would be rejected. (An honorable member-"Acl~rical error.") What
difference did it make, as a matter of
principle, whether the amendment was to
correct a clerical error or not? The Constitution Act provided that, after a Bill
had passed both Houses, the Governor, by
message, might recommend the rectifying
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of clerical errors. Now the Bill· whioh
had been amended by the Upper House,
having been laid aside, a new Bill had
been introduced, and honorable members
had to see whether the amendments embodied in this new Bill were good or bad.
If good, they should be accepted; if bad,
they should be rejected. To object to
them only on the ground that they were
put into another Bill in another place was
not consistent with common sense; it waS
calculated to drag privilege in the dirt,
and destroy the respect which the country
might have for the House.
Mr. COHEN said he was one of those
"who would have preferred dealing with
the amendments of the Legislative Council
as they had come down, and rejecting them
in toto if necessary. He would be one of
the first to resist any amendment which
was calculated to infringe the privileges of
the House. But he did not see that
amendments in a Bill should be disagreed
with simply because they were placed
there by the other branch of the Legi8lature. The honorable and learned member
for Brighton, who probably had suffered
more from his championship of the privileges of the House than any other honorable member, had stated that no privilege
was at stake; and surely some credit
might be given the honorable and learned
gentleman for that opinion. But it would
appear that any amendment by the Legislative Council, no matter how small, if it
were only one word, was to certain honorable members something like a red flag to
a bull.
Mr. McLELLAN regarded the entire
proceeding as a mere farce. If the Upper
House had doue what they had no business
to do, the mere fact of throwing aside the
Bill, and introducing a new one, could be
no protection whatever to the privileges of
the House. The Speaker had ruled distinctly that the amendments which had
been made in the Bill were such as would
not be accepted by the House of Commons. (Mr. Higinbotham~"As a whole.")
The honorable and learned member for
Brighton, on the other hand, was of opinion
that the Bill was of a character which the
Upper House hati liberty to amend. This
conflict of opinion was calculated to put
him (Mr. McLellan) in a great fog. But,
guided by his own common sense, he could
not do otherwise than come to the conclusion that this was a Revenue Bill. It
appropriated £105,000 per annum until
the rail way ,was constructed; and that
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£105,000 per annum would be as much a
charge upon the people as if it were imposed directly by this Bill. He was also
satisfied that the whole of the wrangling
which had taken place with respect to
Appropriation Bills amounted to nothing,
if the measure were s.llowed to pass in its
present shape.
Mr. REEVES said he could not view
the clause now before the committee as
other than a money clause, and, as he
believed that the introduction of the words
objected to altered the sense of the clause,
he must support the motion for striking
out those words. Honorable members
ought to be particularly cautious in dealing with any question in which it was
possible that the rights and privileges of
the House were concerned. For' a long
period they had been fighting for the maintenance of the rights and privileges of the
Assembly, more particularly as connected
with the public expeniliture. Under those
circumstances he should hesitate long.,
even if nothing serious were involved,
before he could lend himself to an amendment of this kind. He believed this to
be, bona fide, a Money Bill; and, therefore, he could not but regard any amendmeQt of such a Bill, at the instance of the
Legislative Council, as an infringement,
to a certain extent, of the rights and pri vileges of this Chamber.
Mr. MACKAY thought that what the
Imperial Parliament considered sufficient
for the conservation of the rights of the
Lower House could not be considered as a
farce in this country. When the House
of Commons considered that its dignity
and privileges were consulted by laying
aside a Bill returned to them by the House
of Lords, with amendments, the Legislative Assembly might at least consider
that its dignity and ,privileges were consulted when it adopted a similar course.
He could not understand the objection to
adopting, in a new Bill, amendments made
by another Chamber in the Bill which had
been laid aside. He did not yield to any
honorable member in desire to maintain
the privileges of the House, but he liked
this question of privilege to be urged with
something like reason and common sense.
He thought it was ridiculous for h~norable
members, througP. fear of being accused of
taking a hint from another place, to decline
to remedy errors because the amendments
had been suggested elsewhere. That was
the way to set up a millennium of stupidity.
VOL. VI.-4 H ,
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Mr. LANGTON considered that the
difficulty in which some honorable memo bel'S found themselves, was that the House
had been induced to lay aside the Bill on
the faith of the representation that it was
a Bill which the other branch of the
Legislature could not properly amend';
and that no sooner was the new Bill
brought in than they were asked to concur
in the amendments made by the other
House, on the ground that the Bill was
one which the other House might properl,
amend. Under these circumstances it was
easy to understand why certain honorable
members could not agree with the Government, although desiring to support them,
and get the Bill passed.
He felt
bound to support the Government on this
occasion. He did not think that the
labour of the past fortnight should be
wasted, and that a Bill of this importance
should miscarry, merely that the Assembly
might assert its right to reject every
amendment-good, bad, and indifferentwhich the other branch of the Legislature
might have made in it.
Mr. MACGREGOR said it was not a.
matter of surprise that the diversity of
opinion on this subject, to which the
Minister of Justice had referred, should
exist among honorable members, seeing
that a similar diversity of opinion prevailed among Ministers' themselves. For
instance, the honorable and learned member for Brighton had declared that thi~
was a Bill which the Upper House was
competent to alter. (Mr. Higinbotham-;"In parts.") And the Attorney-General
had endeavoured to prove that it was not ~
Bill which the other House had a right ~o
alter.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM observed that
he was not aware of 'any difference of
opinion among the members of the Government.
He thought the honorable
member for Rodney had misunderstood
some of the observations made by the
Attorney-General. He was not aware
that the Attorney-General had ever entertained the belief that this was a Bill which,
as a whole, the Legislative Council had ll9
right to alter. r.rhere were some parts of
the Bill which,undoubtedly, the Legis:,
lative Council could not alter. No doubt
there was a difference of opinion as to the
nature of the clause before the cOIJlmittee.
Several honorable members had expressed
the opin,ion that it was a money clause. In
his'opinion it'was not a money clause; it
was simply a clause to authorize the issue
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of debentures, and all the rest was merely
matter of description; and he believed
that the Legislative Council had as perfect
a right to alter this clause as to alter any
clause in a general Bill. If that were so, .
he apprehended that thof?e who thought
with hini in reference to the clause were
bound to vote for it as it now appeared,
unless they had some strong reason for
refusing to assent to the alteration. which
had been made. At the same time, he
should very much regret to find 'himself
dividing against honorable members w:ho,
for a long time past, hfl,d represented feelings, the maintenance of which he believed
to be essential to the preservation of the
rights of the Assembly.
Mr. J. T. SMITH said he had been induced to vote for laying aside the Bill by
the arguments that the Upper House were
not justified in amending the measure.
But now honorable members had before
them a new Bill containing the 'very
amendments -which- had been objected to.
This raised such a serious difficulty in his
mind that he scarcely knew how to vote.
Mr. CASEY explained that when a Bill
was once laid aside, the whole history of
the matter was swept away; and, if it
were thought advisable, in introducing a
new Bill, to take advantage of the suggestions of the Legislative Cotincil with regard to the old Bill, it could not be said
that the House was agreeing to amendments of the Legislative Council, because
no amendments could be made by the
Legislative Council in the Bill until the
measure reached that House. There was
precedent for the course now being pursued in the proceedings connected with the
passing of the Customs Duties Act of 1867 ;
and it had been adopted expressly to preserve the privileges of the House-to prevent the House being called upon to accept
or reject, or even to take into consideration
amendments in clauses which it was considered the Upper House had no right to
interfere with.
Mr. BURTT contended that the Bill
was precisely the same as that laid aside,
because no alteration had been made in the
marginal notes.
Mr. E. COPE submitted that the clause
was not only a money clause, but that the
Bill was essentially a Money Bill, and that
any attempt on the part of the Legislative
Councitto amend any clause of the measure
was an improper interference with the
rights of the Assembly. As to the Bill
before the House not being the Bill which
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had been dealt with by the Council, that
was only a surreptitious mode of introducing the Council's amendments-a mode
creditable neither to the Ministry nor to
the House.
Mr. BAYLES said he was "'informed
that the amendments introduced by the
Council, particularly that in the thirteenth
clause, were made with the sanction of the
Government. If such an· arrangement
existed, how could it be reconciled with
the remarks of the Minister of Justice?
,Mr. WATKINS regarded the discussion as most important and critical. They
had just emerged from o~e conflict with
the Upper House, and it would be a
serious matter to say that they should
enter upon another. Honorable members
should riot jump at the conclusion that the
privileg'es of the House were infringed,
unless they were well assured that an
attack was really made upon those privileges. The better course woulll be to
consider the new points upon their merits,
and not as amendments made by the Council
in another measure. Any interference
with the appropriation of the revenue he
would oppose; but he regarded the Bill
before the committee as a new Bill. It
would be highly injurious to raise any
phantom question of privilege. Parliamentary privileges and the interests of
the country were best considered by both
Houses endeavouring to avoid a collisiop.
Mr. BUTTERS conceived that the Bill
was a Money Bill, and that the Council
had no right to alter it. But, the Council
having made amendments, the question
arose -What was to be done with the
measure? To his mind the action taken
by the Government was most wholesome.
If a man went to his banker for two millions of money, and the banker objected
that the word H sterling" was not employed,
would it be reasonable for the man to go
without the money rather than insert the
word? As the alterations made by· the
Council were equally slight, he was disposed to accept them, not in the old BiU,
but in a new measure. It would be a great
mistake for honorable members to throw
obstacles in the way of. carrying on the
business of the country.
Mr. HUMFFRAY asserted that it was
absolute twaddle to say that the Council
had no right to deal with the Bills sent up
to it. 'If the Council was not to deal
with the Bills it received, it would be
better to abolish that House at once. The
Government had taken the right course,
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in accepting the Council's amendments
and introducing a new Bill, to avoid any
technical difficulty.
Mr. McKENNA said that if the objections now raised had been taken when the
original Bill was laid aside, he would have
supported them, but it was too late to urge
them at that stage, more especially when
the amendments were~f such little importance.
.
The committee divided on the question
that the words proposed to be omitted
stand. part of the clauseAyes
06
Noes
14

Mr. CASEY replied that, if he had seen
the proviso earlier, he would not have had
the slightest objection to it.
'
In reply to Mr. LONGMORE,
Mr. McCULLOCH said that he was not
party to the striking out of the latter
part of the thirteenth clause by the Legislative Council.
The Bill, having been gone through, was
reported to the House without amendment,
and was then read a third time and passed.
The House adjourned at four minutes
past eleven o'clock.

Majority against the amend. } 22
ment ...
•••
. •.

Thursday, September 24, 1868.

AYES.

Mr. Baillie,
" Bindon,
" Butters,
" Casey,
" Davies,
" Duffy,
" Farrell,
" Francis,
" Grant,
" Hanna,
" Harcourt,
" Higinbotham,
" Humffray,
" Kerferd,
" Langton,
" Lobb,
" Mackay,
Capt. Mac Mahon,
Mr. Mason, -

Mr. McCaw,
" McCombie,
" McCulloch,
" McDonnell,
" McKenna,
" Russell,
" G. Paton Smith,
" G. V. Smith,
" Stutt,
" Sullivan,
" Thomas,
" Vale,
" Walsh,
" Watkins,
" Whiteman.
Tellers.
Mr. Cohen,
" Jones.
NOES.

Mr. Bates,
" Blair,
" Burtt,
" Byrne,
" E. Cope,
" T. Cope,
" Everard,
" Longmore,

Mr. Macgregor,
'" McKean,
,', McLellan,
" Reeves.
Tellers.
Mr. Bowman,
" Wilson.

On clause 9, directing the application of
the loan to the purposes named in the
second and third schedules,
Mr. CASEY said that the words" and
no other" had been inserJ;ed to make the
clause agree with the first Railway Loan
Act.
Mr. LANGTON suggested that the
_ ordinary proviso ot' the English Acts would
be more fOl'cible"Provided always that it shall not be lawful
to apply any of such moneys to any purpose not
specifically named in the said schedules, nor to
apply to any purpose any greater sum than that
which is set down in the said schedules as the
total amount required for it."
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Standing Orders Committee-Constitution Act Amendment
Bill-Railway Loan Bill (No. 2)-Public Works Loan BillAppropriation Bill-Elections and Qualiftcations Com
mittee-South Province Election.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty
minutes past four o'clock p.m., and read
the prayer.
.
STANDING ORDERS COMMITTEE.
On the motion of the Hon. W
HIGHETT, the vacancy in the Standing
Orders Committee, occasioned by the retirement of the Hon. C. Sladen from the
Council, was filled by the appointment ofthe Hon. J. McCrae.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
This Bill was further considered in
committee.
Certain amendments, rendered necessary
by previous amendments, having been
made, the Bill was reported to, the House,
with further amendments, the report was
adopted, and the Bill was read a third
time and passed.
RAILWAY LOAN BILL (No.2).
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly.
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I have to
inform the House that the Railway Loan
Bill, sent down from this House yesterday,
was laid aside in the Assembly, in consequence of the Council having amended an
appropriation clause. A new Bill was introduced and passed. by the Assembly,
embodying all the amendments made by
the Legislative Council except the one
in the 13th clause, in reference to an
estimate of expenditure being, laid before
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the Assembly. I beg to move that the
Bill be read a first time, and that the
second reading be taken after the orders

of the day are disposed of.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
On clause 1,
.
The Hon. G. W. COLE said that he
had been furnished with some of the returns asked for by. Mr. O'Shanassy. The
moneys to the credit of trust funds on the
24th September, 1868, were-Assurance
Fund, £8,694 lOs. 9d.; Penal Esta.blishments, £3,098 7s. 10d.; Police Hospital,
£454 16s. 9d.; Police Reward Fund,
£69,937 3s. 10d.; Trust Fund, £58,520
13s.; Post-office Savings-banks, £138,655
3s. 5d.; total, £279,536. In addition \ to
the above there were other sums held in
trust by the Treasurer, which might not
be considered as available for investment.
These were-Pension Fund, £17,000; Immigration Deposits, £29,000; Overtimegoods, Customs, £4,000; total, £50,000.
This, added to the previo.us amount, gave a
total of £329,356. The following were the
purposes to which the money to be raised
under the Bill would be applied :-Constructing the Alfred Graving-dock,
£250,000; for the completion or construc- l
tion of works for supplying water to
divers districts and towns in Victoria,
£305,000; for completing works in connexion with the Yan Yean supply, £55,000;'
total, £610,000.
The Hon .•J. O'SHANASSY pointed
out that the item as to the expenditure of
the £305,000 was not given in detail, in
accordance with the verbal statement made
the previous evening.
.
The Hon. W. A'BECKETT said it was
clear that the Bill before the House was a
Money Bill. It proposed to raise Supplies
to enable the Ministry to carryon the
Government of the country. Now he
would quote an authority to show that
the House was not entitled to deal with
Money Bills in the manner claimed by
the honorable member (Mr. O'Shanassy).
Howley'8 History cif the British Constitution said~
" From the allusion of the ordinance to 'what
hath been accustumed,' one may infer that the
distinction between the legislative powers of
the two Houses in Money Bills was nothing
new, when first recognised by the authoritative
record of Henry IV. But it was not until more
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modern times that the Lords were excluded from
amending Bills of Supply. Their amendments
were agreed to, in numerous instances, till the
House of Commons, in the reign of Charles n.,
passed a unanimous resolution, 'That in all aids
given to the King by the Commons, the rate or
tax ought not to be altered.' A few years afterwards, the Commons again embodied their claim
in a unanimous resolution, thftt not only ought
the question of Supplies to begin with them, but
that it was their 'undoubted and sole right to
determine the purposes, conditions, and qualifi"!
cations of all Bills for granting money to the
Crown.' After some hesitation the House of
Lords has practically acqUiesced in the principle
of this tesolution."

Mr. O'SHANASSY remarked that the
question" as to the right of the second
Chamber to deal with matters of finance
was of great public importance. The
more it was discussed, the more satisfied
he was of the desirability of laying down
undoubted authorities on the point. With
this view he would read an extract from
Todd's Parliamentary Government qf
England, a text-hook published in 1867,
and recognised as the latest authority : ., And here it may be noticed that ~he practice
of the House of Lords, in these particulars, is
less stringent than that of the House of Commons. There is no rule or usage of the House
of Lords to forbid the presentation and discussion of a petition for pecuniary redress or
compensation, provided it be couched in general'
terms; and although the House of Lords has no
right to initiate measures of taxation,' or propositions for increasing the pecuniary burthens of
the people, yet they are not constitutionally
debarred from instituting inquiries by their own
committees into financial matters, or into questions which involve the expenditure of public
money. The consent of the Lords is indispensable to every legislative measure, whether
of Supply or otherwise; and it is desirable that
they should be prepared, by full investigation
~nd free inquiry, to give or withhold their assent
intelligently."

Not even a common jury were asked to
. decide a case without the facts being put
before them.
Todd then gave .,precedents : "Thus, in 1852, the House of Lords appoin ted
a select committee to inquire into the claims of
Baron de Bode for pecuniary relief in respect to
a certain claim against the Government; and in
the following year Lord Lyndhurst moved a
resolution, based upon the report of this committee, earnestly recommending this claim to the
favorable consideration of the Government. The
motion was negatived on its own merits, but its
regularity was not disputed. In 1860, a Lords'
committee upon floating breakwaters, &c., recommended that a sum not exceeding £ 10,000 be
placed at the disposal of the Admiralty, to enable
that department to test any plans for the construction of such works. In July 5, 1861, Lord
Shaftesbury moved an address to the Queen, in
favour of the extension throughout India of
the best systems of irrigation and internal navi-
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gation: The previous question was proposed on
this motion, on the ground that the Government
were themselves prepared ~o carry out the principle advocated as fully as possible, but would
consider 'the adoption of such an abstract resolution to be inconvenient/"

Here were authorities a little stronger than
the one just qu,dted. And now~ with regard to the sole right of one Hou,se to deal
with money matters"Addresses from the House of Commons to
the Crown, requesting an issue of public money
for some particular purpose, with the ~SSllrance
, that this' House will make good tbe same,' are
perfectly reg~ar and agreeable to precedent .
.But such addresses are only justifiable when
there is no reason to apprehend that the supposed advance wO'\lld be wsapproved of by the
other House of Parliament, whose conC1,lrrence
is necessary to give legal effect to any meaSure
of supply or appropriation. Such addresses
have generally been adopted upon occasions of
urgency, which have arisen after the Committee
of Supply has closed its sittings, as in order to
submit to the Crown a proposal to confer a
pecuniary benefit on a particular person, or to
show respect to the memory of some illustrious
person lately deceased, by the erection of a
monument to his honour, or for the purpose of
obtaining the co-operation of the Crown in a
matter affecting the privileges of the House.
But it is always 'presumed that the supposed
advance would meet the approval of the Lords
when afterwards included in the .Bill of Supply.
This mode of obtaining the issue of money has
been improperly resorted to for the express purpose of escaping.. the necessity for appealing to
the House of Lords for their concurrence, and
also in order to compel the Government, contrary to their own judgment, to incur expenditure at the mere request of the House of Commons. ~n any such cases it is the duty of the
Ministry to interpose, and, by asserting the prerogative of the Crown, to protect the privileges
of the House of Lords from violation, and the
public revenue from an unwarrantable outlay."

This authority fully confirmed the position
he had taken the previous evening, with
~egard to the relative position of the two
Chambers in· dealing with Money Bills"
The Lower Chamber had the sole power of
initiating, but not the sole power of granting. May, who was the best te;x:t authority,
although it was admitted that he had condensed so much. as not to be always so
clear as Hatsell and others, contained the
following remarks:"In Bills not confined to matters of aid or
taxation, but in which pecuniary burthens are
imposed upon tht;) people, the Lords ma"y make
any amendments, provided that they do not
alter the intention of the Commons with regard
to the amount of the rate or charge; its duration,
its mode of assessment, levy, collection, appropriation, or management j or the persons who
shall pay, receive, manage, or control it; or
the limits within which it is proposed to be
levied."
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The Il\odern practice was that, when the
House of Lords desired to initiate a Money
Bill, the money clauses were set forth ill
red ink. The text writers gave several
instances of the House of Commons being
glad to accept the amendments~ provisions,
and proposals of the Lords. The assertion
so frequently made, that the one Chamber
had the sole righ t of control over the
entire fin:;l.llces of the colony, was not supported by a single authority.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT confessed
that he did u.ot understand what the dispute was about. The Constitution Act
was a higher authority than any text
writer, and, the Constitution Act defined
. very clearly ~he powers of the two Houses
with regard to Money Bills.
The Hon. J. P. FAWKNER.-Not at
all clearly.' .
Mr. T. T. A'BECKET'l' presume'd that
the honor~ble' melllber k;new the 56th
clause of that measure by heart. The
clause provided very distinctly that all
Money Bills must originate in the Assembly, and might be rejected but not
altered by the Council. According to the
strict and technical reading of the clause,
the Council could not deal with a Money
Bill, as the House of Lords uudoubtedly
could, namely, by amending those parts
which did not relate to the actual appropriation of money. This was the opinion
of Mr. Fellows when he was a member of
the Council. However, at a conference
which took place between the two Houses,
it was agreed, that although, treating
the language of the clause technically and
with all the niceties of spechtl pleading,
the Council had no right to amend Money
Bills, ·yet that they should not bind themselves narrowly to that clause, but that
there should be conceded to the Council
the same power of dealing with Money
Bills as was given to the Honse of Lords.
The remarks made by Mr. Higinbotham,
when the result of the conference was
submitted to the Assembly, were of importance, as showing his views and the views
of the members of the conference before
any dispute concerning the Darling grant
had arisen"If the resolution be adopted by this House,
we shall have no more disp1,ltes about the forms
of preambles; we shall have no more differences
as to the duty of this House to assert its rights
in accordance with the precedents and authorities of the House of Commons to the sole control of taxation and finance. Each House will
not only have its right defined by this resolution,
but it will also have its duties, defined. It will
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be the duty of the Legislative Council to claim
for itself all the rights of the House of Lords,
and to exercis~ those rights in accordance with the
precedents set by the House of Lords. It will

be the right of the Legislative Assembly to claUD.
all the privileges of the House of Commons."

That was the impression upon the mind
of Mr. Higinbotham at the time the joint
standing order was agreed to. The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON denied
that a joint standing order was ever agreed
to.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT presumed that
the honorable merrl'ber would not deny that
the following resolution was assented to by
both Houses :"That, inasmuch as doubts have arisen respecting the forms or contents of, and the prac:tice relating to Bills required by the 56th section
of the Constitution .A.ct to originate in the
Legislative Assembly, this House is of opinion
that the practice of the Lords and Oommons
respectively be observed as to such Bills, and as
to all subjects of Aid and Supply; and that each
House should be guided in all matters and forms
relating thereto by the precedents established by
the House of Lords and by the House of Commons respectively." .

When the two Houses agreed to a certain
motion, that motion had the moral effect
of a standing order.
Mr. ANDERSON.-For how long?
Mr. 1'. T. a'BECKETT would not say
for how long. It would be a great misfortune if, having agreed to such a motion,
the Council should disregard it now.
Mr. FA WKNER denied that the resolution read by the honorable member
(Mr. a'Beckett) affected the form of preambles to Appropriation Bills. 'That
matter was settled at a previous conference to the one referred to.
Mr. T. T. 4-'BECKETT 'J;'epeated that
his honest impression at the time was that
the agreement arrived at by the conference
of 1867 included the form of preamble and
everything else in connexion with Money
Bills. He did not deny for a moment that
the House of Lords was in the habit of
originating Mo~ey Bills by putting the
money clauses in italics. The .same course
had been adopted here,. Moreover, the
Council had over and over agaiu' altered
Money Bills without any point being raised
by the Assembly. The Council should
abstain from altering money clausf.s, but
all the other parts of such measures it
was competent for them to deal with.
Mr. FA WKNER reminded honorable
members that Mr. Higinbotham had more
than once threatened the Council, and then
given way.~ His vieW' th~t the second
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conference set aside the form of preamble
adopted at the first had been declared by
both Mr. Sladen and Mr. Fellows to be a
piece of special pleading.
Mr. ANDERSON reviewed the circumstances nuder which the first conference agreed to strike out the word
"grant" from the preambles of AppropriationBills, and to substitute the word "vote."
1\.t the second conference the question as
to the form of preamble never arose, and
certainly it never entered into his head
that the former special agreement was to
be set aside. It was in consequence of
the statement made by Mr. Higinbotham
on the subject that no joint standing order
was framed to carry out the resolution
r~ferred to. Honorable members felt at
the time that either the result of the first
conference held good, or that it had beeu
set aside by a trick. The resolution was ,,,
only binding during the one session, and
now both Houses were restored to their
original position.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT .said that
nothing ever transpired to show that there
was any difference of opinion between the
two Houses on the point, until the Darling
dispute arose~
The Hon. J. McCRAE urged bonorable members to proceed with the Bilt
The information to obtain which progress
was reported the previous evening was
now before the committe~.
Clause 1 was then agreed to.
On clause 2, providing for the issue of
debentures for the construction of waterworks, and for the purchase of the works
of any company already established for the
purpose of supplying water,
Mr. O'SHANASSY asked what company it was whose works were to be
purchased?
Mr. COLE replied that the clause referred to no particular company.
Mr.O'SHAN ASSY asked if there was
any other company in existence except
the Bendigo Waterworks Company?
Mr. McCRAE said that there might be
companies established.
Mr. O'SHANASSY contended that it
was not necessary to take any such power.
If it was desirable to purchase the Sandhursi or any other works, a Bill could be
introduced for the purpose. A short Bill
of two clauses was all that would be
necessary to accomplish the object.
::Mr. McCRAE said that there was no
intention on the part of the Government
to ta~e any advantage of Parliament. The
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clause was simply a copy of a prOVISiOn under the clause. The honorable memin the existing Waterworks Act, and it ber's argument, however ingenious, would
had passed the Legislative Assembly not commend itself to the common seuse
without any exception being taken to it. of the committee. Even admitting that
The honorable member was not justified it was not an appropriating clause, he
in jeopardizing the passing of the Bill.
appe~Jed to the honorable member whether
Mr. O'SHAN:ASSY disclaimed having be was justified in jeopardizing the
any personal feeling in the matter. This passing of the Bill by striking out the
clause, however, was understood to be a portion of the clause which be proposed
specifio appropriation for certain definite to omit? Were"not the powers given by
purposes, and he di<t not see why it should the Bill sufficiently defined by the Public
give a general Rower to the Government Works Statute? The money must be
to purchase the undertaking of any water- applied in accordance with the provisions
works company. He moved that the of that Statute.
words "a~d for the- purchase of all or
Mr. O'SHANASSY stated that he
any part of the undertaking, lands, and never had the slightest intention of
works, and- property of any company jeopardizing the passing of the Bill. He
established for supplying any place with had, however, as a member of the House,
water" be struck out.
asked for specific information as to the
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT hoped that the purposes for which the money raised under
House would consider well the character the Bill was to be applied. That informaof the clause. It could not be denied tion had been promised him, but, instead
that it was an appropriating clause, and of its being of a specific character, it was
the honorable member (Mr. O'Shanassy) lumped together. This treatment was
bad admittecl that the Council had no not respectful to a Member of Parliament;
power to alter a clause appropriating and it was his duty to point out that dismoney.
respect always tended rather to the proMr. O'SHANASSY.-Where is the longation of discussion than otherwise.
money?
After having elicited such information as
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT.-The money he had obtained, he would, at the request of
is to be raised by debentures.
the honorahlemember(Mr.T. T.a'Beckett),
Mr. O'SHAN ASSY submitted that the withdraw the amendment.
money must exist before it could be
The clause was agreell to.
appropriated. This clause, however, did , The remaining clauses were also passed,
not relate to any money which was.in verbal alterations being made in some of
existence.
them, at the suggestion of the honorable
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT contended that member having charge of the Bill.
the clause appropriated a portion of -the
The Bill was then reported with amendconsolidated revenue of the colony for
ments, the report was adopted, and the
special purposes.
Mr. O'SHAN ASSY pointed out that a Bill was read a third time anu passed.
subsequent clause provided that all the
APPROPRIATION BILL.
money raised under the Bill should be
The
Hon. G. W. COLE moved that the
paid into a separate account, to be called
Appropriation Bill be read a second time.
" The Public Works Loan Aocount."
The Hon. W. H. PETTETT seconded
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT still maintained
that the clause appropriated public the motion.
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON.-Mr.
moneys.
Mr. O'SHANASSY replied that money President, I think it will be a matter of
could not be appropriated until it was in regret to every honorable- member that
this Bill is presented to us in the same
existence.
Mr. T. T. A'BECKETT admitted that objectionable. form as it has been the habit
, the issuing of the money was prospective. to present suc~ ~ills to us for some time
In point of fact, the appropriation was past, llotwithst~nding the distinct resolupostponed 1,lntil the money was obtained tion arrived at at a conference between
by the sale of the debentures; still the the two Houses, t'ha~ the form of preamble
clause provided for the appropriation of to Bills for appropi-iating revenue should
the money when so obtained. It was, be ~nother and a very different form to
therefore, mere word-fencing to say that that of the preamble to the Bill now before
there was not an appropriation of money us. 'rhe resolution arrived at by both
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committees at the conferenQe, and assented,
to by both Houses, was that in the preamble
to the Appropriation Bill, and other Bills
tuvolving the expenditure of money, tbe
word" voted" should be used in referellce
to the Legislative Assembly, and "grant~d"
as to the joint power of botll,Houses.
Notwithstanding that arrangement, th~
Legislative Assembly have again arrogated,
to themselves th,e full right, as far as
words can do so, of having the exclusive
power of granting" these moneys. W.e
have this word" grant" .used in the pre- .
amble as if the Assembly could of themselves make the grant. I put it to honorab.le
members whethel'" in addition to the fact
of the aCLion taken by the Government,
and by the Assembly at their dictation, in
reference to this Bill, being a violation of
a distinct arrangement come to betweep.
the two Houses, it is not also a violation
of common sense? If the Assembly can
grant this money, why come here? Why
should they ask our concurrence to 'Yhat
they themselves can grant? If I can
make a grant I don't go to any person' else
to assist me ill making the grant; I make
it of myself. If I cannot m/tke it of my,:IeIf, I don't attempt to be so insolent as to
say that I can. Wl:l have here a Bill sent
to us from the other branch of the Legislature, alleging that. t1,ey have absolut~
power to grant this money, yet a~ the
same time acknowledging that. they m:ust
have our concurrence in the grant.' I feel
that, with the House in its pre,sen~ s~Jtte,
and as at present constituted-'Yith various
of its members away, some of th,em having
gone to their constituents for pe-election,
and some being unavoidably absent from
other causes-this would notbea desirable
time to again raise this questiop. a.n,d have
an issue between the two Houses upon i.t.
I think, however, that this House would
not be true to itself, or to the constituencies
and interests which it repres~nts, if it
allowed this preamble-obnoxious.as it is,
and untrue as I hold it to be-to pass without comment and without protest. Under
these circumstances I will propose an
addition to the motion for reading th,e Bill .
a second time, which will take the form of
a protest against the pre am ble. J do this
with lJ, distinct intimation that, when the
House is properly constituted, I for one
shall join issue with the Assembly upon
this question of the preamble. Atthe
present time I simply ask the House to {
re-affirm the protest which it passed when
the last Supply Bill was under consideraNon. R. S. Anderson.
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tion" on the 13th of July, 1868.
therefore, to move'-

I beg;

" Tha~ this Bill, notwithstanding its preamble,
against which this House protests on the ground;
that it is ,not in accordance with the form of
preamble settled and agreed upon by and between committees of the two Houses met in
conference in ,April, 1866, on the sllbject of the
differences between the two Houses with reference to a Bill then before the Legislative
Council, intituled 'An Act for granting to Her
Majesty certain duties .of Customs, and for
altering certain other duties,' and subsequently
confirmed by both Houses, be now read a second
time."

The Hon. J .. O'SHANASSY seconded
the amendment.
, Mr. COLE.-I would again remind
honorable members that not only are we
bound by the Constitution Act to follow
the usage and practice of the Imperial
Parliament in reference to this Bill, but
we agreed, in a conference held between
the two Rouees last year, that we would
be guided by that usage and practice in aU
matters relating to Money Bills. If honorable members will look at the preamble
of Appropriation 'Acts passed by the Imperial Parliament, they will see that it is
followed as closely as possible in the Bill
now before 1,1s.· I reaJIy hope that the
IIouse will not stultify itself by adopting
the amendment.'
The Hon. W; A'BECKETT.-:..Jn re"
ference to the right of the Lower House
to " gran t" Supplies, I will. read an
extract froJ)l .a high authority, which
explains the matter better than I could
attempt to do. In Howley's History of
the English Constitution I find these 1'emarks:"When the Commons admitted the Lords to
join them in bestowing money on the King, they
would not suffer the Upper House to originate a
tax. This seems to have been, at first, only a
custom, which was adopted because the number
of commercial imports induced the Commons to
take most interest in questions of taxation. An
occasion for the successful con version of the
custom into an acknowledged right presented
itself in the reign of Henry IV. In the presence;
and doubtless under the influence of the King,
who, like his successors, till the accession of the
line of Brunswick, used sometimes to frequent
the debates of the Upper House, the question as
to what Supplies would suffice for the safeguard
and defe~ce of the realm was discussed by the
Lords, who, having determined the amount that
they d,eemed necessary, requested the assent .of
the Commons. With great agitation the Coin·
mons affirmed that their liberties were violated.
The King, listening to their murmurs, declared,
w;i.th the concurrence of the Lords, that neither of
the Houses of ParUament should ever signify to
him 'any grant bestowed by the Commons and
assented to by the Lords; nor any communica.tions upon the said grant, before the said
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Lords and Commons were of one mind and accord
in that matter, and delivered in manner and
form, as hath been accustomed, that is to say,
by the mouth of the said Speaker of the Commons for the time being.' Such are the most
important words in the document, styled' The
indemnity of the Lords and Commons,' which
was at once placed on the rolls or' Parliament in
compliance with the wish of the Commons. It
is this ordinance which has been generally
thought to prove th/Lt the function of the House
of Commons is to grant a Supply, while the
Lords can merely assent to whatever is granted."

Mr. O'SHANASSY.-I do not like to
occupy the time of the House on this
question, because I do not believe that the
issue which will finally have to be raised
on the subject between the two Chambers
can be discussed to .. night, for the obvious
reason, stated by the honorable member
who proposed the amendment, that nearly
one-third of the members of this Chamber
are absent at the present time, some from
having to go to their constituents, and
others on leave. This is not the time,.
therefore, for the full discussion of a matter
of so much importance. I will take the
opportunity of stating that, as a general
rule, I don't believe much in the value of
protests. I think that this House, when
it is duly constituted, will be able to express its opinion, and to give effect to its
wishes, by something more tangible than
a protest. Therefore I wish to guard
myself against continuing this practice of
protesting. I trust that, if another Supply
Bill with this preamble comes before us,
honorable members will be prepared to
test the question in another manner than
by protest. If it could be settled by
reasonable argument and suggestion, 1
should be much more pleased than that
any difficulty should arise such as that
which is shadowed forth by this pre",
amble, which sets up a right, and therefore invites a challenge from one branch
of the Legislature to the other. Those
who have to defend their position are
in a very different situation to those
who make attacks. I think it can clearly
be proved that this preamble is in the
form of an attack, The Parliament of
Victoria, from the inauguration of the Constitution until within the last two or three
years, was content to have such an Appro ..
priation Bill as would not create any difficulty between the two Houses. The
revenue was nearly as large then as it is
now, and it was appropriated substantially
in the same way as the Legislative Assembly proposes that it shall now be applied. . I never remember any desire on
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the part of the Legislative Council to
interfere with the Appropriation Bill in
any particulay way, except upon one occasion, when Mr. Fellows proposed to alter
a vote for educational purposes, in order to
correct a clerical error. That, I believe,
is the only interference by the Council
with the details of the Appropriation Bill
in the history of constitutional government in this country, and it was prevented'
by myself, in the Legislative Assembly,
because I conceived that it was an interference wit,h the rights of that Chamber.
The observations which I made on that
occasion have b~en strained and per':'
verted. to mean a totally different thing
from what they really did mean. The
two Chambers maintained their respective
<'~l'ights for ten or twelve years with the
form of preamble which was adopted
during that period. It is clear that it
created harmonious action between the
two branches of the Legislature; but the
persons who have adopted a new form,
instead of promoting harmony, have produced disorder. It would be very easy to
prove that the perSOns who have been
the means of altering the preamble to
Money Bills are in the wrong. This is
the logical deduction from the facta. Oli
looking over the various Money Bills with
which we have had to deal, I find that the
very persons- who have been the means of
causing the dissensions between the two
Houses have themselves regretted their
wrong-doing. For example, the preamble
to the last Supply Bill referred to moneys
"granted" by the Legislative Assembly,
but in the concluding portion of it there
was a clause pointing out that the money
was "voted." It was my duty to call
attention to this inconsistency, and I find
that it has not been repeated, which shows
that the persons who are introducing these
new preambles are not clear in their own
minds as to the course which ought to be
pursued. On the present occasion they
are still unfortunate. The honorable memberopposite (Mr. Cole) stated that all that
the Government wished was that the practice and usage of the Imperial Parliament
should be followed in the preambles to Appropriation Bills. Anyone who will take
the trouble to compare the preamble of this
Bill with the prep,mble to Appropriation
Acts passed ·by the British Parliament
will see that they are totally different.
Consequently the honorable member and
his friends are not carrying out their own
theory. In the first place, there is no such
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word as "preamble" in an English Act appropriating Supplies for the year, although
it is used in the marginal note to the prea.mble in this Bill. ~n this respect the
usage of the Imperial Parliament is departed from.
Mr. COLE.-It is simply a qqestion of
t4e use of the word" grant."
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-The words with
which the English Act comme~ces are : "We, your M;aje~ty's most dutiful and loyal
Bubjects, the Commons of the United K;ingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland."
It is not confined to the House of Commons;
it is the Commons of Great Eritain and
Ireland. This preamble sets forth an
historical fact. It does not say what
is voted or granted by the House, but
it sets forth what was done from time
immemorial, when grants wel;e made to
the King, by the Com,mons of England;
alld the Commons of England are more
than the Honse of Commons. This pre~·
amble is the recit~l of an histor~cal fact,
and not a declaration that the House of
Commons has granted the Supplies of the
year by its own authority~ I think I
can make this clear by an extract from

Hallam's Constitutional History of Eng~
land : "The peers alone, a small body, varying f~om
about fifty to eighty persons, enjoyed the
privileges of aristocracy; which, except that of
sitting in Parliament, were not very considera-r
ble, far less oppressive. All below them, even
their children, were commoners, and in the eye
of the law equal to each other. In the gradation
of ranks which, if not legally recognised, must
still subsist through the necessary inequalities
of birth and wealth, we find the gentry or
principal landholders, many of them distinguished by knighthood, and all bearing coat
armour, but without any exclusive privilege;
the yeomanry, or small freeholders and farmers,
a very numerous and respectabl~ body, some
occupying their own estates, some t~ose·of landlords; the burgesses and infetio~ illha~itants of
trading towns; and, lastly, the peasantry and labourers. Of these, in earlier ~imes, a ~om!ide:rable
part, though not perhaps so yer.y large a pr9portion
as is usually taken for grallted, had been in the
ignominious state of yillen~ge" incapable of
possessing property hll;t at the 'fill of their
lords. Tbey had, however, gradually been
raised above this servitude; many had acquired
a stable possession of lands under the name of
copyholders ; aud the condition of mere villenage
was become rare."
This is a des<?ription of the Commons of
England given by the highest constitu.
tional authority to which we can refer.
Looking, therefore, at the preamble to
an English Appropriation Act, and reading it by the light of history, we see that
the words " Commons of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland"
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do not mean the House of Commons.
The presumption that the word "Commons" means the House of Commons is
entirely unwarranted by the constitutional
history of England. " The Commons of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland" would be more nearly represented
by t4e voters for and the representatives
of the two Legislative Chambers in this
Gountry, than by the Legislative Assembly
alone, or by any other body. Persons of
property, labourers, tradesmen, artisans,
and merchants are all united in the
de.scripti~n of" the Commons of England,"
and they may fairly be described as the
Commons of this country. If the preamble to the Bill now before us had
recited words to this effect, " We the
Commons of Victoria in Parliament assembled,'~ I should not have had a single
syllable .to say against it, because it
would have recited the truth. The two
Chambers, both being represe:Q.tative bodies
and elected by taxpayers, join in making
the grant, and they properly and fairly
constitute what may be described as
the Commons of Victoria. The word
"granted" as introd~ced in this preamble
is novel; it was not in any preamble for
many years! This Ho~se has protested
against it once, Qr twice. There was a
conference in relation to ~t, D:nd we know
that for some time toe word" voted" was substituted for "granted'" in connexion with
the,Legislative Assembly. Once or twice
we find an attempt to set up the word
"grant." Now what can be the oqject of
this? The obj ect of do~ng it is~ of course, to
express the feeling of those who propose
it-namely, that it is their wish that it
should be understood that the grant comes
from them alone; that it is their property;
that they have the sole and uncontrolled
right in the matter, Otherwise, as a mere
matter of fact, this preamble is not worth
one penny in law. It does not establish a
right, and would not, though it were to
pass a thousand times' without protest by
this House. ~ will show, on very high
authority, that the preamble to an Act of
Parliament is not· essential to an Act-is
of no value to it. I quote from Dwarris

()n Statutes;"The pream'Qle to a statute usually contains
the motives and inducements to the making of
it; but it also has been held to be no part of the
statute; or, rather, it is not an essential part,
and is frequently omitted, as in ard and 4th
William IV., c. 27, on 'Suits relating to Real
Property,' and 7th William IV., and 1st Viet., c.
26, on 'Wills.'
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"A preamble is not only not essential and
often omitted, but it is, strictly speaking, without force in a legislative sense; being but a
guide to, and not the vehicle of, the import of
the statute. And to :\vhat is it properly a guide?
To the mea.ning of the enactment? No; but to
, the intentions of the framer, which is only the
first stage on the road in the construction of
statutes."
" The influence of the preamble" (says Story, in
his Commentary on the Constitution of America)
"has a foundation in the exposition of every code
of written law, upon the universal principle of
interpretation-that the will and intention of the
Legislature is to be regarded and followed.
" The preamble is entitled to great consideration. It is, indeed, that introductory statement
to which both reason and authority point, for
ascertaining the intention of the enactment.
"The preamble is properly referred to" (says
the American commentator) "when doubts or
ambiguities arise upon the words of the enacting
part. The preamble can never enlarge; it
cannot confer any powers per se. Its true office
is to expound powers conferred, not substantially to create them."

Now on this authority, I think I am justified in the observation I have made-that
the gentlemen 'V'{ho make these preambles,
varying them from time to time, overshoot
the mark if they think that they are
creating any rights or powers, or doing
anything beyond expressing the views
which actuate them. 1 may be asked,
that being the state of the case, why is it
necessary for this branch of the Legisla,.
ture to take any notice of words which
can have no legal effect? I hope my
answer on that point will be satisfactory.
It if:! a doctrine which cannot be disputed
that, under constitutional government,
usage and precedent become law. If you
allow a thing to go by usage, and do not
'object, you consent to the doctrines that
are set up. Usage is almost the very
essence of "parliamentary governmeJ?,t.
This being so, it is the duty of those
whose constitu~nts may be affected by
any usage of th,is kind to protect the rights
of those constituents against alterations
which, being accepted from time to time
as usages, might ultimately affect those
rights. Thus we see the jealousy with
which both Houses treat the matter of
Money Bills-the jealousy with which
they guard their privileges. Usage, then,
is a powerful ingredient in the constitu~
tional govei'nment of the United Kingdom,
and also in the constitutional government
of a country like this. True we have a
written Constitution; but the framers of
that Constitution could not determine
upon a code which should include everything-in the same way as the Ten Commandments or the Rom~n law-a ,code
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which' would take many centuries to perfect. Consequently the scope and object
of the Constitution are enlarged, and
resort is had to usage and precedent with
respect to all matters which are ~ot pro ..
vided for in the written law. That I hold
to be a substantial reason why tlle mem ..
bel'S of the Legislative Counci1 should not'
allow this form to which I object to become
a usage. Now in connexion with this
word" grant," I have to call the attention
of the House to another passage in H allam's Constitutional History of England.
Hallam says"The originating power as to taxation was
thus indubitably placed in the House of Commons; nor did any controversy arise upon that
ground. But they maintained, also, that the
~ords could not make any amendment whatever
in Bills sent up to them for imposing, d~rectly
or indirectly, a charge upon the people. There
seems no proof that any difference between the
two Houses on this score had arisen before the
Restoration; and, in the Convention Padiament,
~ he Lords made several alterations in undoubted
Money Bi1.ls, to which the Commons did not
object."
,

In a foot .. note to this passage, I find the
following : '
"In the 37th Henry vpJ., c. 25, both Lords
and Commons ~re said to gra.nt, and they pray
that their grant may be ratified and confirmed
by His Majesty's royal assent, so to be enacted
and authorized by this present Parliament as in
s-q.ch cases heretofore has been accustomed."

I also find in the same book a statement
that, in 1661, the Lords sent down to the
Commons a Bill for paving the streets of
Westminster. The Commons laid the Bill
aside, on the ground that, as the Bill went
to impose a charge upon the people, it
should originate in that House; and they
caused a new Bill with the same object to
be brought in. Hal~~m observes"When this was senF ~p tQ ~he Lords they
inserted a clause to which the Commons disagreed, as contrary to their priyi1~ges. . . .
The Lords resolved this assertion of the Commons to be against the inherent privileges of the
House of Peers; and mention~d one precedent
of a similar Bill in the reign of Mary, and two
in that of Elizabetb, which had begun with
them. The present Bill was defeated by the
unwillingness Qf either party to recede; but, for
a few years after, though the point in question
was still agitated, instances occur where the
Commons suffered amendments in what were
now considered as Money Bills to pass, and
others, ,where the Lords receded from them,
rather than defeat the propqsed measl,lre."

This is almost a description of what is
taking place at present in the Parliament
of Victoria. Hallam winds up by saying" This brought on several conferences between
the Houses, wherein the limits of the exclusive privilege claimed ~y the Comn;lOns ~,ere
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discussed with considerable ability . . . but, as :r
~annot

help thinking, with a decided advantage,

both as to precedent and
on the side of the peers."

~.

cons~ituti9nal

analogy,

That is as to the right of rejecting Money
Bills, and altering them. The next question
that arises is that if all the words of the
preamble preceding the enacting part were
struck out, the proceeding would be an interference with the privileges of the other
branch of the Legislature. N ow, assuming
that the question had been settled that no
alteration should be made in a· Money Bill,
I venture to say that it would be within
the power of this House to strike out the
preamble to a Money Bill, and yet leave
the Bill substantially intact. The 56th section of the Constitution Act says H All Bills,
&c." The question arises, what is a Bill
in view of that section of the Constitution
Act? A Bill, according to the legal'definition which I have read to the House tonight, may be without a preamble; and
therefore the preamble to the Appropria..
tion Bill could be struck out without any.
violation of the Constitution Act. If the
preamble is of no value to a Bill, a Bill is
not affected by the preamble being taken
away. If the preamble were taken from
the Appropriation Bill it would uot be in
the power of the Assembly to say that
their privileges had been in the smallest
degree interfered with. I have now
endeavoured to show, first, that we have
the right to do tbis; secondly, tht\t if we
do not do it we establish a usage; and,
thirdly, if we establish a usage, we do so
in the words and language of the persons
who submit this preamble for our consideration and adoption. By adopting it, we
certainly" accept their interpretation of the
Platter. I think I have shown that the
word "grant," as understood in this
country, is not the grant of anyone
branch of the Legislature, but of the
several members of the State. It may be
asked-" Is it for a merely pragmatic
reason that this discussion is raised, or is
it for showing the superiol'ity of one
Chamber over the other, or for the purpose
of entering upon a contest?" I hope I
sha'll ever be free from any imputation of
that kind. I have no desire to court a
conflict between the Houses; I desire rather
to avoid it. Then again it may be said,
what advantage is to be gained by this
proceeding? To that point of view I will
endeavour to address myself. You want
to govern the country by a mixed or
halanced constitution. That government
Hon. J. 0' Skanass!J.
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is carried out by a division of authoritynamely, by a Governor, representing the
Sovereign; by a judiciary, independent
until some- offence is committed by a.
judge; and by two branches of the Le~is.
lature, who divide the authority of makmg
laws. N ow if you allow anyone of these
powers to encroach on the rights of the
others, and absorb them into itself, you
destroy the object and purpose for which
the Constitution was called into existence.
If you substitute one for two Chambers
you destroy the balance of the Constitution. If you make one Chamber the
mere echo of the other, you accomplish
the same end. You have not the pro. tection which society has a right to look
for under a balanced constitution when
you allow such proceedings to prevail.
Therefore there is the highest inducement
for maintaining intact the form of Government which is best adapted to preserve
the liberties of the people. With regard
to the division of power under the Constitution, I h~ve never yet found any people
who have understood the value of preserving intact the principle to which I
have referred but the British people. No
other nation has ever discovered the true
value of that prin'ciple, or has ever acted
upon it. We hav.e had imitations of it
in modern times-....-in Italy, Franoe, and
Prussia; and various countvies of' the
world have endeavoured to assimilate their
form of government to that of the British
Constitution, under which the distribution
of power is kept so nicely balanced
that all the parties to it have their
rights preserved, and thus the great
bulk of the people enjoy liberty. It
is only for the maintenance of such a
state of things that anything partaking of
a contest is justifiable. A contest for any
smaller reason-for the indulgence of any
combativeness, or for the assertion of
supremacy or superiority-I consider vain
and futile. A thing which is continually
operating on the passions of mankindtaking mankind individually or collectively
-is the desire to absorb power. To use
a familiar phrase, give a man an inch and
he will take an ell. Examine the history
of corpol'ations and legislators-trace the
action of judges, governors, and kingsand it will be found that each has been
animated by the desire to absorb aU power
within himself. It is therefore essential,
if you have to conserve the rights of
others, that you should have at your command suoh means as will enable you to
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check this desire for absorption. At the
same time, you should not set up for
powers .ahove other bodies in the State.
As a citizen of Victoria, I should regret
to see this Chamber have· a· superiority
over the Legislative Assembly; and I
should equally regret to see the Legislative Assembly have a superiority over
this Chamber; or the Governor having a
control over both. I could never see any
reasQn why one branch of the Legislature
should agitate for superiority, unless ani. mated by the notion that the constitutional
struggles of Great Britain must be .repeated in the colony. The intention with
which this word "grant" was originatly
used, was to curtail the power of the
Crown. It was to show the King that,
although he desired to exercise supreme
authority, he was entirely helpless. It
was to curb the power of the King. He
could do nothing without Aids and Supplies from Parliament. Here, however, in
this colony, where the Crown, I may say
without disrespect, is practically a cipher,
the condition of things is not at all
analogous to the condition of things in
England, when the Commons had to battle
for their rights and privileges. Why,
then, should one Chamber seek to set up,
as a doctrine, that it is its exclusive right to
grant all Supplies and Aids to the Crown?
The language of the preamble to this Bill,
when read by the light of common sense,
seems almost to approach the ridiculous:"Whereas we Your Majesty's most dutiful
and loyal subjects, the Legislative Assembly of
Victoria, in Parliament assembled, towards
making good the Supply which we have cheerfully granted to Your Majesty in this session of
Parliament, have resolved to grant unto Your
Majesty the sums hereinafter mentioned."

Now what does Her Majesty get? Does
she receive a shilling ofthis money? Does
any portion of it go towards the cost of
her military operations or naval warfare?
No. Then what sense or meaning is there
in these words? Originally, I admit, they
had significance. They conferred substantial advantag·es upon the King. The
King could not go to war, he could not
have a navy, he could not keep up his
household, he could not do anything
without the assistance of the Commons;
and this form of petition, this mode of
giving him the money, was a polite way
of keeping him in check. But in this
country, where the Queen does not ask for
sums for these purposes, it seems almost
farcical to continue the use of this form,
and attach to it the importance which was
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attached to it by the House of Commons
in former days. The fact is that every
sum of money voted in this country"
except the Governor's salary-and for,
that I hope we get some value-is foJ' the
benefit of the people. It is spent not in
wars, nor on a sovereign's luxuries, but it
is spent substantially for the people themsel ves. - This being so, and the legislation
of the country being vested in two Chambers, why should this exclusive right to
grant be set up by one Chamber? I do
hope that this discussion of the subject
may have its due weight in course of
time; that we will avoid these unnecessary
conflicts, which are not creditable to the
progress of the people of a new country;
and that we will turn our attention to·
practical legislation. Having had very
many·blessings conferred upon us, having
been given the power of governing our~
selves without much effort on our partwithout having, as people in former times
had, to make great-personal sacrifices both
in money and blood, to secure to them-'
sel ves and their posterity the blessing of
liberty--I hope we may prove ourselves·
worthy of the position we occupy.
But I am afraid that,· having got!
the privilege of self - government so'
cheaply, we do not value it so much
as those who had to struggle for it
in former ages. Having obtained self-)
government, it ought to be the object of
every good citizen to use it and not abuse
it. Bu·t it is a great abuse to provoke
these contests for the purpose of establish~
iug the superiority of one Chamber ovel'
another. I do not desire to say more. I
hope that these few remarks may have
their ~egitimate influence; and that, wherr
the question comes up again, we shall be
in a better frame of mind to discuss and
settle it. I trust it may be settled without
the creation of difficulties which may lead
to evil in the community. All ~hat we,
as members of this House, have to do is
to stand on the defensive. I shall regret
to be called upon to stand on my defence.
If forced to it, I shall fight unwilli~gly ;
but I shaH fight to the last.
The Hon. T. T. A'BECKETT.-Mr.
President, this question has already been:
.discussed on two 01' three occasions, and r
must express my regret that the matter
should again be renewed; that this
spectre, for spectre it is"'::""it has no substance,-should still come to ," trouble
Joey." I fear that, if the spectre be not
quickly laid, it may lead to frightful
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calamities, and all for a mere word which
is absolutely insignificant, so far as it affects
the exercise of rights. We l,lave used the
word" vote" and "grant" indifferently in
Appropriation Bills, and the question has
never affected the right of the Council to
reject these Bills. An Appropriation Bill,
containing this very word "grant," has
been rejected; and therefore it cannot be
said that any restraint is imposed upon the
House by letting this word pass. If we
had to look for a word which would most
properly express the action of Parliament
in the matter of granting supplies, we
should adopt the word" grant" rather than
the word '" vote."
We know perfectly
well that this House has had no part in
the discussion of a single item of expenditure in this Bill. We don't know what the
items ·al'e. We take the Bill, and see that
it has no foreign matter, that it contains
nothing but votes or grants of money, and
our authority is asked to the appropriation
of sufficient public revenue to pay the
grants; but whether the word used in the
preamble be "vote" or "grant" matters'
not. All that we have to do is to consent
to the appropriation of the public money
to this object. Now I think the preamble
expresses very accurately indeed that state
of things. It begins by setting out that
the Legislative Assembly 'have agreed to
grant this money. Well that is a fact
which no one can dispute. But before any
money can be paid, it has to be enacted
"by the Queen's Most Excellent'Majesty,
by and with the advice and consent of the
Legislative Council" that the money shall
be paid. Our consent is necessary for the
payment of the money. The Legislative
Assembly may grant as much as they
please, but, unless we are willing that the
money shall be appropriated, their grant
amounts to nothing. Therefore, whether
the word used be "vote" or " grant" is of
no importance. I have asked over and
over again that some honorable member
who takes the view put forward by the last
speaker, should point out how the'existence
of this word " grant" operates prejudicially
to the rights and privileges of this House.
Why, on the memorable occasion when the
Appropriation Bill was laid aside in consequence of the" tack," the amendment proposed by Mr. Fellows which had that
effect referred to "the Supplies granted
during the present session of Parliament."
Mr. Fellows did not use the word "voted."
We know that the address which the
representati ve of the Sovereign makes to
Hon. T. T. a'Beckett.

.Appropriation Bill.

both Houses of Parliament at the close of
the session is prepared by the Ministry of
the day; and I believe it will be found
that, during the time the honorable member opposite (Mr. O'Shanassy) was Chief
Secretary, the Governor, in his speech,
thanked the Assembly exclusively for their
grants-for the Supplies they had granted.
We also know that the Appropriation Bill
is always presented to the Governor, not
as the Bill of the two Houses, but as the
Bill of the Assembly alone. So completely
and entirely is it considered the act of the
Assembly, and not the act of the Council
-except in so far as the Council gives its
consent to the payment of the moneythat while, at the close of the session, all
the other Bills are presented to the Governor for his assent by the Clerk of the
Parliaments, the Appropriation Bill is
presented by the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly. I am exceedingly grieved
that we should be laying up for that which,
unless it be accommodated, as I hope it
may before another Bill of this sort comes
before us, will lead to great calamities to
this country and will end, I was almost
going to say, in the destruction of this
House.
The Hon. J. McCRAE.-I have no intention whatever of d~elling long upon
the question of precedent raised by the
honorable member opposite (Mr. O'Shanassy). If I remember aright, the honorable gentleman commenced by stating that
the preamble to the Bill sets forth what is
untrue. I distinctly deny this. The preamble states fairly and openly what has
taken place in the other branch of the
Legislature, and simply asks for our concurrence, according to the terms of the
56th section of the Constitution Act. It
does no more. It is also stated that the
Legislative A.ssembly, by adopting this
preamble, are assuming a superiority over
this Chamber. Now I cannot see that
the Legislative Assembly are assuming
any superiority over this Chamber.
They only claim the right accorded
to them under the 56th section of the
Constitution Act-the right to vote or
grant Supplies-and they simply ask for
our concurrence. They claim the same
right that the House of Commons claims
as a part of the British Constitution, and
no more. The honorable member (Mr.
O'Shanassy) has likewise. endeavoured to
show that the House of Commons does
not grant the. Supplies. But if the House of
Commons does not grant the Supplies what
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body does? I may state that a very
different opinion to that advanced by the
honorable member this evening was held by
Sir George Cornewall Lewis. That distinguished statesman says that the Committee of Supply, in passing the votes,
make substantially the real appropriations;
and I contend that the Committee' of Supply of the Legislative Assembly, in voting
the Supplies for the year, substantially
make the appropriations. Sir G. C. Lewis
goes on to say :~
"The votes were brought by the Executive
Government before the Committee of Supply,
and discussed in committee, and each vote was,
in fact, an appropriation. But, technically
speaking, it was necessary to have an Act ofthe
Legislature; and, in order to that, the votes were
combined in a Bill appropriating them to their
several destinations. The preparation of that
Bill had always been considered, very properly,
the act of the clerks of the House. It involved
nothing but a clerical function. There was
nothing in the Bill on which any discretion
could be exercised. It had never been, until
lately, the practice to print even a single clause;
but, a few years ago, there was a request made
that one or two clauses might be printed, and
they were printed."

24. ]
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something like nonsense. Farcical, t
think, was the term used. If it be farcical,
it is most extraordinary that the same
form of preamble should be adopted by
the Legislature of New South Wales.
Mr. O'SHANASSY. - The second
Chamber in New South Wales can alter a
Money Bill. They can alter a vote.
Mr. McCRAE.-Yes, but the Legisla~
tive Assembly of New South Wales assume
the same right to control the finances of
the country as is assumed by the House of
Commons, and is claimed by the Legisla:o
tive Assembly of Victoria. For the information of the honorable. member I will
read the form of preamble adopted by the
Legislature of New Zealand:" An Act to apply a sum of money out of the
consolidated fund, and out of the special fund,
to the service of the year ending the 30th day of
June, 1868, and to appropriate the Supplies
granted in this session of Parliament.
"Most Gracious Sovereign-We, your Ma,o.
jesty's most dutiful and loyal subjects, the
House of Representati ves of New, Zealand, in
Parliament assembled, towards making good the
supply which we have cheerfully granted to
your Majesty in this session of Parliament, have
resolved to grant to your Majesty the sums
hereinafter mentioned."

Mr. O'SHANASSY.-What is the date
of that?
Mr. McCRAE.-This doctrine was laid This is the very sa~_e form of pl'earn ble
which has been adopted in New South
down in 1861.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-The whole are Wales, and which, in substance, has been
now' printed and circulated in the House agreed to by this Chamber as the preamble
which should be adopted by the Legisof Commons.
Mr. McCRAE.-The House will recol- lature of Victoria. There is no use,· I
lect that, not long since, at a conference think, in discussing this question-any
.between the two Houses, it was agreed longer.' The honorable member (Mr•
that, in all matters of Supply and Appro- O'Shanassy) has entered into a long dispriation, the practice of the House of quisition on what has occurred in the
Lords and the House of Commons respec- mother country, and from this he draws
ti vely should be carried out by the two the inference that we should not adopt
branches of the Legislature in this country. Imperial practice because it is the growth
The honorable member who has proposed of ages. But 'Ye have adopted the instithe amendment appears to think that, as tutions of the mother country. We have
this resolution was not embodied in a endeavoured to copy t~em as closely- as
standing order, it is· not binding upon this they could be copied in a written constitution. I hope the protest will be withHouse.
Mr.ANDERSON.-Beyond the session. drawn. I do not see what good these
Mr. McCRAE.-I distinctly deny the protests can serve. The honorable memprinciple laid down by the honorable ber (Mr. O'Shanassy) has endeavoured to
member. The understanding entered into show that the preamble was nothing-that
at that conference, whether it was em- it was of no value. Then what use is
bodied. in a standing order or not, is there in the protest ?
morally binding on this House for all time.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-We should not
It was proposed by Mr. Sladen in his place allow the usage to creep in, as thereby a
in this House, and I contend that the Le- right may be established.
gislative Assembly, if they had sent up the
Mr. McCRAE.-If the preamble is of
Bill in any other form, would have been no value, what difference does it make to
violating the principle of that contract. .this Chamber, even as a representative
The preamble has been referred to by the Chamber, whether the form be continued
' .
honorable membe~' (Mr. O'Shanassy) as or not?
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Mr. O'SHANASSy;-It expresses the orders S!LyS that, with regard to anything
not specifically provided for in. the Constifeeling of the persons who make it.
Mr. McCRAE.--No doubt. But I tution Act, we are to follow the usages of
think the honorable member cannot deny the House of Commons. I do not attach
that it is made by the responsible branch much importance to the use of the word
of the Legislature - the branch of the " grant" instead of "vote." Still it was
Legislature more immediately responsible a gratuitous thing to make the alteration,
to the people of this country. I hope the and to send"up the Bill in a form known
House will unanimously, without any pro- to be objectionable to this House. On
'
these grounds I feel bound to support the
test, pass the Appropriation Bill.
Mr. W. A'BECKETT. - I do not protest.
wish honorable members' to pass the Bill
The 'House divided on the question that
under the supposition that the words the pr,otest be inserted"vote" and "grant" are unimportaht. I
Contents...
8
consider they are all-important. I believe
Not.. contents
8
that the design of the Constitution was
CONTENTS.
that this House should be a counterpart of
Mr. Anderson,
Mr. Turnbull,
the House of Lords ; but, for my part, I
Dr. Wilkie.
" Black,
believe that, if it had not been for the ancient
" Graham,
" Highett,
Teller.
barons of England, such an institution as
" Q'Shanassy,
Mr. Campbell.
the House of Lords would never have been
N OT;,CONTENTS.
invented. If this Chamber were to have,
Mr.
T.
T;
a'Beckett;
Mr. J ..Henty,
as the honorable member (Mr. O'Shanassy)
" W. a'Beckett,
." McCrae.
appears to claim for it, the pri vileges of the
" Cole,
House of Commons as well, we should
" Degraves,
Teller ..
" Fraser,
Mr. Pettett.
have the anomaly of· two Houses, each
exercising the functions of the House of
The PRESID'EN'f gave his voice with
Commons; and I believe that,. under such the contents.
,
a system, parliamentary government woutd
The protest was accordingly carried.
be utterly impracticable and unworkable.
The Bill was then read a second time,
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I wish to and passed, through its rem~ining stages.
say a few words in explanation of my
ELECTIONS AND' QUALIFICAreason for supporting the amendment of
TIONS COMMITTEE.
the honorable member (Mr. Anderson).
With reference to the word "grant,". I : The PRESIDENT laid upon the table
have never attached much importance to his warrant appointing the Hon. A. Fraser
it. I don't think it circumscribes our a member of the Elections and Qualificarights a bit. .At the same time I cannot , tions Committee, in place of the Hon. T. T.
help recollecting that at the very first a'Beckett, whose seat in the Council
conference at which this question was had been vacated in rotation.
debated, the word "grant" was struck
SOUTH PROVINCE ELECTION.
out, and at the instance, I believe, of
the representatives of the Assembly, the
The PRESIDENT laid before the
word" vote" was substituted. It would Council a petItion from Nathaniel Levi
thus appear that great importance is at- against the return, as a member for the
tached to the word "grant" by the other South Province, of William Arthur Calbranch of the Legislature. With regard lander a'Beckett, on the ground of not
to the second conference, as I was not a possessing the necessary qualification, and
member of it, I cannot say whether the praying that the' petitioner might be dedetermination of that conference to abide clared duly elected.
by Imperial usage was to ovel'I'ide the resoRAILWAY LOAN BILL (No.2).
lution of the first conference, or was to
apply only to the particular subject then
The Hon. G. W. COLE.-I beg to move
discussed.
that this Bill be read a second time. I
Mr. ANDERSON. - The proceedings have already explained the circumstances
of the first conference were never referred under which it is introduced.
to.
The.Hon. J. O'SHANASSY.-There
Mr. CAMPBELL.-As to adopting Im- can be no possible objection to the course
perial usage, t~at was already provided for. which the Legislative Assembly has
The very first clause of OUl' standing thought proper to adopt. It was open to
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The Bill was then read a second time,
the Assembly either to accept the amendntents made by the Council in whole or in and was passed through its remaining
part, or to lay the original Bill aside and stages.
The sessional order appointing the days
introduce a new measure to give effect to
those amendments. I congratulate honor- of sitting having been suspended,
The House adjourned at ten minutes
able members upon the fact that it has
been shown that the Council is not limited past nine o'clock until the following day.
to a "yea" or "nay" with regard to Bills
containing money clauses. ,The practice
LEGISLA'rIVE ASSEMBLY.
!tdopted proves that we are not required to
deal finally with a measure part of which
,Thursday, September 24, 1868.
may ~e good and part bad. It also estaDeath of Mr. Foott.
blishes the propqsition with which most
men who have considered the subject are
impressed, that one Chamber alone would
The SPEAKER took the chair at halfbe a fatal system 'of Government, and that past four o'clock p.m.
.
a second Chamber is useful and necessary.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that he reThat principle will be admitted mote and . gretted to have to announce the death of
more as we proceed with the government Mr. Foott, one of the representatives for
of this colony. In t;his spirit it would be Geelong West, who had been for many
wrong for me, when I find the Legislative years a member of the House. Under
Assembly reciprocating the feeling of this the circumstances, and as a mark of respect
House by· accepting three out of four to the memory of the deceased gentleman,
amendments, to offer any objection to their he begged'to move that the House do now
not accepting the fourth. A reference to adjourn.
Todd's, Parliamentary Government of
The motion was agreed to, and the
England will show, however, that the House adjourned accordingly.
amendment in question is in accordance
with Imperial precedent. Various authorities
h~ve pointed out that to throw the responLEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
sibility of an expenditure of this nature
Friday, September 25, 1868.
upon the House of Commons is to relieve
the Government from its just responsiSir Charles Darling-Olose of the Session.
bility. We have seen in this country one
instance-I allude to the Kew Asylum case
-in which the influence of certain memThe PRESIDENT took the chair at
bers has been sufficient to stop a public , half-past four o'clock p.m., and read the
work, and to throw the matter into arbitra- prayer.
tion- at a cost of £10,000; and I am afraid
SIR CHARLES DARLING.
that,when interested parties find they can
'The Hon. G. W. COLE brought down
bring forward complaints and induce
honorable members to reject the estimates, the following message from His Excellency
the same difficulty will crop up in con- the Governor : nexion with the various contracts for the
"The Governor informs the Legislative CounUpper Murray line. It was with that cil that he has received an address from the
Assembly, requesting him to cause
feeling, and not with any· desire to inter- Legislative
provisi~n to be made for the amount claimed by
fere with the due control of Parliament Sir Charles Darling, as being equitably due to
over the Executive, that I proposed the him from the revenue of Victoria, not exceeding
amendment to which the Assembly objectH. £5,000, on account of lapsed emoluments when
the Government of this colony,
And when I spoke of the Executive I did administering
"The Governor has informed the Legislative
not, as was ~~sumed elsewhere, refer to the Assembly that he will take the necessary steps
present Ministry. My allusion was to'the to give effect to their address when he shall have
confusion which is likely to result from ascertained the amount which Sir Charles Darling
may be authorized· to receive, and he recommixing up the function of the Executive mends
the Legislative Council to concur in such
with the functions of the Legislative As- a provision being made.
sembly. As the Legislative Assembly
"Government-offices, Melbourne,
"September 25, 1868."
I yield the point; but 1'shall have a right
desire to retain this power of supervision,
The Hon. W. HIGHETT.-With the
to watch and note whether it does not leave of the House, I will move that the
'prove a most troublesome power.
House do concur with this message.
VOL. VI.-4 I
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The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY.-I must
ask the honorable member to give notice
of his motion. The question is one of
adjustment of accounts. If the accounts
were laid before us, I am sure no one
would object to their settlement.
.
Mr. HIGHETT.-The message does
not come before' us in the exact form I
anticipated. According to the resolution
of the Assembly, it is left with the Government to fix the amoun.t. All that we
are asked to do is to vote 0. sum not exceeding £5,000 to cover that amount. In
a letter to the Secretary of State, Sir
Charles'Darling says-

amount ,due to Sir Charles Darling, and
payment ought not to be postponed.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-If the honorable
member could make good his statement, I
would withdraw my objection. But the
fact is that the claim-the particular items
and the contra account-has neither been
before the Parliament nor the public.
The Hon. ,J. McCRAE.-I would point
out to the honorable member that the
adjustment of the claim lies with the
Colonial-office. We simply vote a sum of
money subject to the adjustment of the
Colonial-office.
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-But how does
"By a perusal of my letter of the 15th instant, the Colonial-office know what money was
Your Grace will perceive that I consider that I
spent here on the late Governor's account?
have an equitable claim upon the revenues of
The PRESIDENT.-If any honorable
Victoria, to a sum arising from lapsed emolumenti, which would, if successfully invested in member objects, the motion cannot be put
any of the modes common in 'Australia, have until notice has been given.
now amounted to about £5,000."
Mr. HIGHETT.-Then I will give
The claim is stated more fully in a letter notice for the next day of meeting.
to Sir Roundell Palmer : - ,
CLOSE OF THE SE~SION.
"My true relation to the proposed grant at
The PRESIDENT stated that he had
the present moment cannot be gathered from
the public documents laid before Parliament.
received a letter from the private secretary
"In the grant (£20,000) is merged an to the Governor, intimating the intention
equitable claim to a sum which may be now
estimated at between £4,000 and £5,000, arising of His Excellency to visit the Council
from lapsed emoluments, which were mine by chamber on Tuesday, September 29, at
law and regulation, but which, at the commence- five o'clock p.m., to assent to certain Bills.
ment of my administration, for reasons purely
The sessional order appointing the days
spontaneous and expedient at the moment, I
of sitting having been suspended,
allowed to remain undrawn; a course which I
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
certainly should not have taken could I have
contemplated the premature and abrupt termi-' past five o'clock,'until Monday, September
nation of my Government. I believe. nobody 28.
disputes the equity of this claim, or desires to
object to its practical recognition."

We are all agreed, I believe, that some- cO'LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLy.
thing is due to Sir Charles Darling on
Friday, September 25, 1868.
account of the amount which he might
have dr~wn prior to the proclamation of Rifle Shooting-Publio Works Loan Bill-Oonstitution Act
Amendment Bill-Coliban Water Scheme - Railway
the Act giving Her Majesty's assent to
Rolling-stock-Public Instruction-New Regulations of
the Bill reducing the Governor's salary.
the Board of Education - Land Selections'-Religio\1B
Equality-Table of Precedence - British Pharmacopooia
Mr. O'SHANASSY.-This is an equitBill.
...
able claim which has never been adjusted.
I am informed that the Government laid
The SPEAKER took the chair a.t half.
out a large sum for the accommodation of past four o'clock p.m.
Sir Charles Darling on his arrival, a course
which was not taken with preceding GoTHE KYNETON CORONER.
vernors. That sum should be deducted
Mr. CASEY, in compliance with an
from any amount of salary to which the order of the House ( dated September 1), laid
late Governor may be entitled.
on the table the correspondence relative to
The Hon. A. FRASER.-I trust that an application by the Kyneton coroner for
the honorable J)lember will withdraw his ob- permission to become a candidate for a seat
jection to the motion being proceeded with. .in the Kyneton Shire Council.
Mr. O'SHANASSY. - On what
COURT HOUSES.·
grounds?
Mr. CASEY, in pursuance of an order
Mr. FRASER.-Simp]y on the ground
that the matter has been before the House of the House (dated September 8). preand the public for the last three or four sented a return relative to the expenditure
months. We know that there is a certain . of a vote of £2,000 for court-ho~ses.
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RAILWAY LOAN.
Mr. JONES presented an estimate of
cert:ain expenditure for railway works and
rollIng-stock proposed to be incurred
"mder the authority of the Railway Loan
Act.
PUBLIC .WORKS LOAN.
Mr. JONES laid on the table an estimate
of the expenditure in connexion with the
Alfred Graving-dock, and for the Preston
main, to be incurred under the Public
Works Loan Act.
Mr. SULLIVAN presented an estimate
of ?ther expenditure (for water supply) to .
be mcurred under the same Act.
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at the request' of a number of ratepayers,
in order to consider what steps should be
adopted to put a stop to the dangers
attending the practice o( rifle shooting at
the Carlton butts. About 200 persons
attended the meeting, and anum ber of
bullets which had been picked up in the
township were produced. If the Government had been represented at the meeting,
and heard the statements which were made
he was sure that before now they would
have remedied the serious evil complained
of.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Council, intimating that they had
agreed to this Bill with amendments
with which they desired the concurrenc~
of the Legislative Assembly.
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that the
al~e~ations made in the Bill were of a very
trlflmg character, and had been made in
another place at the request of the Government. The principal amendment was in
the 12th clause, and consisted of the substitution of the words "towards the
payment 9f such salaries, wages, and
contingencies," for the words "to the said
purposes," in order to remove a possible
ambiguity as to· the purposes referred to.
Re would not ask the House to lay aside
the Bill, but to agree to the amendments,
as they were made in clauses which in no
way affected money matters. He had had
the opinion of the Speaker. on the point,
who considered that this was the course
which would be adopted by the House of
Commons. To explain the matter clearly,
he would move-

RIFLE SHOOTING-.
Mr. E. COPE called the attention of the
Chief Secretary to the dangerouS' practice
of rifle shooting at the Carlton butts, in
close proximity to a large population in
the municipal district of Brunswick; and
asked if it was the intention of the GovernPlent to put a stop to the practice before
valuable lives were lost? The honorable
member stated that he held in his hand a
letter from the municipal council of Brunswick, referring to the dangers attending
rifle shooting at the Carlton butts. He was
also aware that repeated applic~tions had
been made to the Government on the subject, and a deputation had presented a memorial signed by 800 of the inhabitants,
showing that persons residing or passing
in the vicinity of the butts were in danger
of their lives from stray bullets. He
regretted to say that hitherto the evil complained of had not been remedied.
Mr. McCULLOCH said he had made
inquiries into the matter, and he had been
"That, it appearing the amendments made by
assured that there was really no danger
whatever from the rifle practice at the the Legislative Council in this Bill were made
to carry out the intention of this House, this
Carlton butts. He would, however, cause ,House
do agree to sllch amendments."
further investigation to be made, and, if
The
motion was adopted, and the amendnecessary, precautions should be a.dopted
ments were agreed to accordingly.
for the protection of the public.
Mr. E. COPE remarked that, a short
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDtime ago, he was shown a bullet which
MENT BILL.
had fallen close to the wall of a house in
the vicinity of th& butts. A number of
!his Bill w.as received from the Legischildren were playing close' by, and, if the latIve CouncIl, and, on the motion of
bullet had diverged a few yards from the Captain MAC MAHON, was read a first
course it took, one or more lives would time.
have been lost.
Captain MAC MAHON desired with
Mr. LOBB endorsed the observations the permission of the House, to mo;e that
made by the honorable member for East the Bill be read a second ·tinle, in order
Bourke Boroughs. Some time ago he, as that honorable members might have the
the Mayor of Brunswick, called a public opportunity of considering it before the
meeting of the inhabitants of that borough, close of the session.
412
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Mr. KERFERD objected to a motion
for the second reading being discussed
.
without notice.
The second reading was accordingly
made an order of the day for the next day
of meeting.
AMENDMENT OF THE LAND ACT.

Mr. EVERARD withdrew a motion
standing on the notice-paper.In hIS name,
embracing a serie~ of propositio.ns as the
basis for an amendment of the Land Act
of 1865. The honorable member said he
would not proceed with the motion at this
late period of the session, but he hoped that
next session the Government .would embody his suggestions in a Bill.
SIR CHARLES DARLING.
The following message was brought
down from the Governor, in reply to an
address from the Legislative Assembly:"The Governor informs the Legislative
Assembly, in reply to their address, requesting
him to cause provision to be made for the amount
claimed by Sir Charles Dariing as being
equitably due to him from the revenues of Victoria, not e~ceeding £5,000, on aCColint of lapsed
emoluments, when administering the Government of this colony, that he will take the
necessary steps to give effect to their address
when he shall have ascertained the amount which
Sir Charles Darling may be authorized to
receive."
Mr. McCULLOCH stated that, the
Appropriation Bill for this year having
been passed by both Chambers, it was im~
possible to include in it the amount due to
Sir Charles Darling. It was of great importance, however, that the money should
be remitted to Sir Charles as soon as
possible after the amount was ascertained.
A message had therefore been sent to the
other branch of the Legislature, recommending their concurrence in the vote, and
~he money would be paid out of the
Treasurer's advance for next year.
COLmAN WATER SCHEME.
Mr. HUMFFR.AY moved"That thete be laid upon the table of this
House, copies of all papers, plans, and correspondence between the' Government and Mr.
Wardle, in, reference to the Coliban water
scheme."
The honorable member observed that Mr.
Wardle went to considerable expense;
partly under the direction of the Governmen~ in supplying professional infol'ma.tion
in reference to the' Coliban water scheme,
and his friends considered that he was
entitled to some compensation.
Mr. KERFERD seconded the motion.

Public Instruction.

Mr. SULLIVAN replied that it would
be impossible to lay. the papers on the table
this session. He was not aware that Mr.
W ardlehad rendered any services to the
Government which gave' him any claim
for remuneration .
. Mr. HUMFFRAY asked if there was
any objection to allow the'papers to be inspected at the office of the department?
Mr.. SULLIVAN.-None whatever.
The motion 'Was then withdrawn.
RAILWAY ROLLING-STOCK.
.. Mr. DAVIES moyed~
"That there be laid upon the table of this
House a return showing the particulars of
rolling.,.stock of the Victorian rail ways, as
follows :-Number of locomotives, with their
capabilities; number of passenger carriages, and
their capabilities; number of goods trucks, with
their tonnage.; number of sheep and cattle
trucks, with capabilities of each; number of
passengers carried from 1st September, 1867, to
31st August, 1868, not including those con·
veyed to racecourse, but the ordinary traffic.;
tonnage of goods conveyed for the same period
on the main and Ballarat lines ; tonnage of goods
conveyed on the Williamstown line; number of
sheep and cattle for the same period; number
of bales of wool on the main lines, with the
number usually carried, in each truck; numbel."
of tons of firewood and timber; number of
passengers carried on the Williamstown line,
with number of carriages generally used,"
Mr~ HUMFFRAY seconded the motion,
which was agreed to.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
Mr. MACKAY.-Mr. Speaker, I beg
to move"That this House is of opinion that the new
regulations proposed by the Education Board, in
reference to the reduction of the staffs in COlDmon schools, the fees for the instruction' of
destitute children, and the payment of pupil
teachers, should not come into operation until
the 1st January, 1869."
I brought this subject under the attention
of the. House a short time ago by a ques~
tion addressed to the Postmaster-General.
The answer which I received from that
honorable gentleman was not such as to
satisfy me, nor, I believe, to satisfy the
House, that the complaints of the teachers
are unfounded and that they ought not to
receive attention from the House. The
relations between the Board of Education
and the Government· are· of ,an anomalous
character. The board is a kind of irresponsible body, which, it appears, according to. the . Postmaster-General, mayor
may not attend to the opinions expressed
by this House. It will doubtless be con·
sidered desirable by many honorable mem.
ber$ that so important a department of the
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public service as that of education should lations came into force. On the face of
(be placed in a somewhat different position it such a state of things is most objec,to what it is at present, and that it should tionable. Regulations which revolutionize
,be represented in this House. I am not ~ most important> branch of the public
in favour of creating Ministers of sub- service are delayed for three or four
departments. I think that the department months before they are passed by the
:of education should be represented by Governor in Council, and one portion of
education-by a ~inister who understands them comes into operation only at a
it and who is able to give proper explana- notice of eleven days. These regulations "
tions. in reference to it, and to tell the were brought under the attention of the
House whether the numerous complaints Government at such a period in the history
so persistently urged by the schoolmasters of the colony that it was utterly impossible
throughou t the colony and by the local , they could receive the attention which they
committees have any foundation or not. deserved, and which it might have been
-The honorable gentleman' who represents expected that they would receive at the
this department was pretty conspicuous hands. of this House. With other most
when in opposition for the vigilance which important matters before us, it was utterly
be showed in his attention to public impossible that we could address ourselveR
business, and for insisting on the Govern- to these regulations. When we now find
ment of the day attending to their business. that there is so much complaint about
Some strange influence seems to have come them, I think it is quite right to ask that
over him since he has been transfet'red to time should be given for the country to
the Treasury benches. He seems to have form an opinion about them. I think
gone to sleep in reference to this important there should he such an interval of time
part of his duties. I am sure that, when as to allow honorable members to make
the honorable gentleman's attention is themselves acquainted with the regula'Pointedly directed.to it, he will see that it tions, and satisfy themselves whether they
is of such paramount importance that it inteJlfere prejudicially with the interests
would be a high crime and misdemeanor of education or not. The regulations are
'for hir;n or any Minister not to attend to it divided into three parts. The first porp).'op,erly, and m.ake himself acquainted tion refers to the staffs in public schools;
with all the facts of th,e case, in or<1er the second to destitute children; and the
that he may, if possible, satisfy this House third to 'pupil teachers. There 'are other
that the teachers of the' rising generation regulations with respect to the examina'o.re treated in a proper and' becoming man- tion of adult teachers and pupil teachers;
ner by the Board of Education. Although but concerning these regulations I don't
this House' may have :p.o control over the intend to say one worq. I believe that no
board, will anyone tell me that the board objection has been raised to the programme
would dare to disobey a deliberate J.'esolu- of examination. I quite agree with the
,tion of the House? If this House chose board that the pupil teachers hitherto have
to assert that the new regulations should been too much neglected, and that they
not come into force for three months, have not been paid sufficiently. I da:re say
would the board dare to set up its views that the alterations made in regard to them
against such an assertion of opinion on may be judicious. If there is a somewhat
:the part of the House? The board con,. trifling deduction from the head teacl;1er's
msts of gentlemen who are too intelligent fees, I observe that there· is a bonus to be
and understand their responsibility too given to him for such pupil teachers as pass
(Well .to take such a .course. Though by their examination, But,inregard tothe staff
the accident of its organization the board in public schools, the principle adopted
may be irresponsible, I am satisfied that it seems to be that, wherever there has been
would not take adv.antage of this accident a qualified I;tssistant in a school, there will
to carry irresponsibility. to such an extent now be a pupil teacher.. We all know
as to 'fly in the face of a deliberately ex- what a pupil teacher means. A pupil
pressed opinion of this House in regard to teacher is a lad taken out of the school to
so important a branch of the public ser- instruct the children. When that system
vice. The new regulations of the board is adopted wholesale-when boys come to
were drawn up in February and March supply the place of assistants to some
last, but they were not gazetted until extent quap.fied-it will be readily seen
June-not until within eleven days of that this is a very important innovation.
tbe time at ,"!VhicA... paJ.:.t, of ,the regQ.- In, SODle jllstap.~es,.,where schools have a
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certain number of children, the evil will accepting, without inquiry, any list of children
be found to weigh very hardly. In schools presented as destitute by the teachers."
with a small number of children-30 or Sir, there ar.e abuses in all public institu40 up to 80 or gO-there is no hardship. tions and in all' branches of the public
Schools with from 70 to gO children service. If, however, a thing of value is
will have one head teacher, a work- abused we ought not to do away with it,·
mistress, and two pupil teachers. We can but try and rectify the abuse. I presume,
perfectly understand that, in schools with that this Government and previous Goa small number of children, the pupils can vernments have taken proper measures to,
be well attended to by this staff. But, in provide against the ab~se in reference to
schools with from 120 to 150 children,the destitute children. Children have 'only
requirements of the' school c~nnot be pro- been received into s,chools as destitute
perly attended to with one head teacher,: children on the certificates of clergymen"
one assistant, and one pupil ~eacher. justices of ~he peace, or local patrons. If
I observe that there is a minute pub- w~ cannot depend upon the honesty of
lished by the Board of Education which clergymen, of justic,es of the peace, and of
has been laid before the House to-day. I local committees, I ask what guarantee we
will put it to honorable members whether . have for honesty at all in the observance
this is a fair way to treat the House? of such regulations P There is one sugThis is a public question of great im- gestion thrown out by the board, namely,
portance, which demands explanation, and that in all cases where parents wish their
which I have allowed to be po~tponed children to be introduced into schools as
from w.~ek to 'Yeek, in order to get in~ children whose education is to be paid for
formation, and on the last day onwhich by the State, they should make a certain
we can' transact business down comes a declarat,ion to the effect that they ar~
minute which 'we have no time to examine. without the necessary means of paying
No doubt the opinions of the board are for the education pf their children. It
entitled to consideration; on the other that were adopted I think it would make
hand, the opinions of the schoolmasters parents mor,e careful that they did not
themselves are also entitled to some 'vio'eight. intend to' impose on the State. I do not
The Elchoolmasters are interested' in the deny that there are many hundreds of
question, and naturally have at heart their children now educated by the State whose
own interests; but that is no reason why parents ought to accept the responsibility
their opinions should not be asserted, and of providing for their education; but it is
why due weight should not -be given to for the State to try and check such imposi-,
them. An these question's naturally re- tions. Because there m~y be isolttted
solve themselves into disputes between, cases in which the teachers may be to
two interested part~es. The board is blame, a whole body of men ought not to
anxious to reduce the. expenditure for be branded with the stigma of endeavoureducation, and, in doing that, they deter- ing to defraud the public revenue. I would
mine upon certain regulations which may remind honorable members that this is a
or may not be good. We have a right ,to most vital question. If I understand the
know what objections are made against opinions of this count1;y upon education,'
them; to weigh them; to consider them those opinions are that education in'
properly; and to ascertain whether the any intelligent· and well-conducted State
proposed changes are really called for. ought to be compulsory; that no parent
Sir, in reference to destitute children, I sho.uld be. allowed to bring up his child.
say that. the most unmerited obloquy has' without such education as will make that.
been cast on the schoolmasters by the child a proper member of the community.
:Soard of Education, in their report. After In endeavouring to guard against imposistating that the teachers have been g,uilty . tion we ought to take care that we don't
of introducing into schools, as destitute deter children from being brought to
children, children whose parents cau afford school; and, in endeavouring to prevent disto pay for their' educ~tion-after having honest parents from profiting by the benepublicly branded a very intelligent and volence of the State, we ought to take care
useful class, of public men with practical that we do not do an irreparable injury to
any parents, by causing them to bring up
dishonesty, the board ~o~ confess-:"It has been unquestionably found that the their children, uneducated, and without
greatest abuse has arisen from;the clergymen, such learning as is necessary to fit them to
justices of the peace, and local committees become members of the State. It appears
Mr. Mackay.
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that there is a hawk's eye on those unfor- a pauper. With a knowledge of what a
tunate schoolmasters who, by attention to schoolmaster should be, and of what he
their duties and ~y their .ability, have often is not, I say that the effect of this
established first-class schools. Merchants regulation must be to drive out of the proand others, who countenance men getting fession niany men who are now in it, and
their £1,000 a year for work of a few compel them to engage in other pursuits in
hours a day, are seized with a dreadful which they will find a proper return for
spirit of indignation at the fact that a for- their industry. When I was a younger man,
tunate schoolmaster can get some pl'izes in I was a teacher in a superior school for some
his vocation. I am ashamed of such a time,andI was the conductor,ofwhat would
moti ve as this. Because some teachers, by be called a common school. Since then I
virtue of ability and energy, have been have been a miner, and also a reporter, and
nble to ge.t incomes which any ordinary an editor of a provincial newspaper. Of
gentlemen-'"'a member of this House-can all the pursuits in which I have been
get, ther~ is all outcry raised that the State engaged, I must say that I never found any
is subsidizing these men. I think that so aruuous as that of a teacher. 1 never
is a contemptible style of treating a great found any-not even that of the editor of
subject. We ought to be glad that there a paper-which exerts such a tax'upon
is a possibility of schoolmasters getting the brain and the body. To degrade the
something like a prize-something like a position of a schoolmaster is to degrade
decent income. It is but the reward of the State itself. I do not wish to use any
their eneI'gy and of the ability which they harsh expressions, but I must say that.
manifest in t~aching their schools. In our these regulations ought not to Qe hastily
attempts to cut down what we fancy high determined upon, and ought not to come
salaries, let us take care that we are not into force until proper time has been
For a
doing a vel'1 great injury to a large number given for their consideration.
of schools and schoolmasters in those dis- country like Victoria, which boasts of its
tricts which unfortunately constitute the wealth, to act in the spirit indicated by
majority in the country-those districts these regulations, is improper, is undigwhere the population is poor, and is not nified, is unj ust. There may be difficulties
capable of giving a good income to school- in the way of carrying the resolution I
T.hers are m~ny deserving have submitted, but I do hope that the
masters.
schoolmasters whose schools are situated in Government will not treat the matter
poor localities, where the majority of the lightly. As there is at least one gentlemau
children attending those schools are the connected with the Government who has for
children of desti~ute parents. What is years past taken an interest in the cause of
the position of those schoolmasters who education, I hope that the claims of the
have a school of seventy-five' children, schoolmasters will be attended to in somehalf of whom are the children of parents thing like a sympathetic and kindly spirit
who are unable to pay the school fees ? -not in a tallow-chandler's spirit, but in
because I observe that the Board of Educa- a broad and intelligent spirit. I think
tion, in this minute, say that, in some cases, that I have shown something like a good
nearly forty per cent. of the attendance case why these tegulations should be postconsists of destitute children. What will poned. There is one matter of faet which
be the position of the schoolmasters in those I desire specially to urge upon the attenpoor localities, where the fees from private tion of the Government. . There will be
persons are very small, and where the in- from 100 to 150 assista'nt teachers thrown
come received for destitute children was out of employment by these regulations.
8~most their chief support, now that the
These teachets cannot receive the fees to
board, in their wisdom, have seen fit to reduce which they are entitled, for " results"
the fees for destitute children upwards of and for destitute children, until March or
thirty per cent.-a reduction from 9d. to April next. Would' !lny business man
6d., and from 4~d. to 3d.? Upon what consider that he was acting in a right way
data has such a change been determined if he dismissed an employe at a short
upon? Do the members of the board notice, and then kept him waiting for six
know the condition of the country? The months before he paid him the money that
condition of some poor districts, like Col- was due to him? Let the State act like
lingwood, for example, and of some parts any honorable' men would - pay the
of the gold-fields, is such that this regula- . teachers what is due to them, and not keep
tion must condemn the schQolmaster to be them hanging about until ne~t March or
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, April before they can get their money, and these regulations are an irresponsible board,
unable, perhaps, in the meantime to obtain who, we are told, can disregard the opinion
employment. Mr. Kane, the 'Secretary of of this ,House?
Mr. BURTr.-I beg to second the
the Board of 'Education, stated, ina cir,.
cular to the correspondents of the local motion. I do so because I think that a
'board having the expenditure of such a
committees of common sohools : "The board anticipated that a laJ,'ger notice large sum of money as nearly £200,000 a
would have been given, as th~se rUles wete year ought to be under some res.ponsibility
adopted by the board respectively on the 5th to this House. 'fhe appoint~ent of a
and 26th February, 19th March, an:dllth June.;
but, as it will be observed, they were not gazetted Minister. or Education was suggested
till the 19th and 2&th June.".
' .nearly four years . .ago,anq has been re,The regulations about destitute childreJ;l peatedly spoken of since;. but we seem a;s
,came into force on theIst July, the -re- far from 'havlng 'such a ~MiDister as ever
mainder of the regulations come into force . we were •. I; trust' that the rilatter will be
,on the ,1st October.',' E:very' one . must taken into' serious consideration by the
admit that the regulations which came into Go'Vernment. during the recess, and that
force on the 1st July came into"force , the educational department will be placed'
without proper notice, though, of course, on a.mor-e satisfactory footing than it is at
three months' notice has been given a,s . present. The only parallel to such an
to the regulations which will come into hTespon,sible body:ns the Board of Edu.;.
force on the 1st October. I think I, cation, in England, is the Trinity-house
have shown that the regulations will cau,se Corporation,. which exists under a special
great practical inconvenience and injustice.. charter.. ' I'don't believe that any member
All this has been done to save a miserable .would desire 'to reduce the yote for educa..
'£6,000 . or £7,000 a year.' The shop:' . tion ; but ' there. is a strong feeling that
keeper's fit of economy has seized ·the ,we ·should have. a control over its expenGovernment and the country. C" No.") .diture, and over the ~general management
,It has seized the Government, and, through of the educational .-question. I have nQ
them, this House. (" No.") Well, we are confidence in'the Board' of. Education.
·told that economy must be studied; but· The way in which that body llaspel'formed
the last thing economy ought to be studied : its functions, for some years past, has
in, I should think, is education. The last caused great dissatisfaction;' and I have
,thing which w~ should cut down .is the heard of sorne painful instances in which
fund which is set aside for makip.g the ·the ,strong arm of despotism was ap ..
.rising generation worthy members of the plied to teachers who had Tendered
State. We plum~ ourselves upo~ oUP themselves obuoJrious. I am glad that
l;berality and UpOl). the largeness of oUf the honorable member for Sandhurst has
spirit in doing what is necessary, to pro~ brought' forward this motion, and I hope
mote the well-being and happiness .of the that we shall insist that the Board of
State. But let us look abroad. . In the Education shall be under responsibility to
United States of America, we find a this House.,
.much greater amount, ip proportion, given
Mr. REEVES.~Without desiring to
~by the State for educational purposes than
criticise the neW rules' of the Board of
';we give, In California, with a population Education, I must say tha.t I belie.ve that
something like an, approximation. to' our they will press harshly upon. a class of
.OWll, the ,amount given for -education is
men'who deserve well of the community.
something like '5s. 4d.par.head of the. I refetmore particularly to the teacherer.
·total population. . If California gives such They are a,. body of gentlemen who have
,support to education, I don't: see why tbis devoted themselves-,to the cause of educa;.
countrY'sho:uld give. less: Our cir~um .. tion-who have schooled themselves.so as
·.stances are ver'Y like those of' CaHfornia. to be able to t'each:others-and they ought
Both ate gold countries; both have a large p.ot to be turned adrift just when they
a4ult pop)ll~tion,'and a c.omparatively small have al'rived at a poi'nt of usefulness. A
youthful population. California, therefore, very large number of teachers will be
may be consid.ered a very fair .guidefOl·'us. turned adrift by these new. regulations,
But if economy is necessary with tegard and at very short notice indeed. Under
. to education....;.;if the teachers are paid too the circumstances, the least that the
,high--if there. are abuses in. the system, I House, can do is to declare its non-con,.
. would ask the Ministry whether the proper currence in the determination of the Board
personji for making, this retreIichm~nt .and, of-EdUCAtion. That board is undoubtedly
Mr. Mackay.
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an -irresponsible body. I know that the Minister of Education, and by virtue of
board took away from the district which t~at position to' have a seat at the board,
I have the honour to represent a sum of he would be able thoroughly to understand
£3,000, which was re('eived from the sale the proceedings of the. board, and the
of some land, and,. though compensation motives which influence them; and, if
was promised to the district, that -promise such an arrangement were in existence, I
has liever been fulfille<l. I am decidedJy believe we should hear far less objection to
opposed ·to the new regulations coming the action of the board than we do now.
into force, so as to- send a number of At present, however, we have to deal with
teachers adrift without due notice, and these l'egulations; and the question. as it
without being first paid th~ salaries that appears to me, is simply this~Shall we
are due to them.
, p a s s a censure upon the action of the late
. Mr. G. V.SMITH.-Mr. Speaker, it Government, which, I presume with full
'seems tome that most of the observations deliberation, sanctioned these regulations?
.which have been addressed to the House Shall we pass a censure upon that Goverll!,upon'this subje.ctattack, not so much the ment and at the same time place ourselves
present system of education, as the new in antagonism to the board, saying---" We
regulations issued by the board. Now I will take from you the management of
don't, feel 'bound to protect the present your department; we are determined that
system, nor do I think that many honor- the House shall become the board?" I
,able ):nembers are very much in favour of maintain that such a course would be
it; but I am satisfied that, if we were to opposed to deliberative legislative action
direct our attention to the amendment of -to action which both Chambers would
the present .-system, we should do much recognise. We have no right to do this
,better·than we can by attacking regulations thing under the circumstances. I should
whioh have already received the sanction not say this so strongly as I do, were I not
:of the Government, and therj;lfore, in a convinced that injustice will not be done
manner, the sanction of this llouse. I am by the regulations to the teachers. There
,not going to notice the amusing attempts' is no one, I believe, more anxious than I
at severity which have proceeded from the am to avoid inflicting hardships, especially
honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr. such hardship as that of dismissal, upon
Mackay). To me those rem&rks are alto- any roan alive.
I have listened most
gether unimportant. I admit that the anxiously to the representations made to
honorable member was stating what is the ·me by various teachers as to the effect
fact when he spoke of the ignorance pre- which the working of the regulations
vailing with ~espect to this matter of edu- ·would- have upon them; and I am
'cation. I don't suppose that any man is. thoroughly convinced that the hardships
.more ignorant than I am on the subject. '-will not be anything like that which memThe more I endeavour to master its bear- bel'S of this House have represented, or
~ings the more convinced I am that the pre- which has been represented by the teachers
sent system is radically wrong. Although themsehes. It must be considered tha:t
,I have not had, in this country, the I;tdvan- this is the first step towards retrenchment.
,tage of being a pedagogue, I have in The House and the Government have
another country-in that country where, determined to take other steps; and we may
above all others, education is most univer- . expect to hear other outcries-outcries
sally diffused-andl as the result of my louder ,and more pitiful. It is impossible
observation, I can say that, if our system _to effect retrenchment in any direction
,of education were much more seculari2;ed, without hearing from those who suffer by
it would be m.uch mOre advantageoUl~ to it, .loud outcries, and justifiable outcries,
.this country. But it appears that we are, against the hardship they have to endur~.
not sufficiently civilized to have in our But.1 would call the attention of the
.schools either Christian teaching or a purely House particularly to a fact that has been
secular system; and so we are obliged to strongly repre~ented to me by the board.
adopt this board which honorable members It is that those who will principally suffer
term an irresponsible board. But perhaps are, in fact, those who ought to suffer if
the complaint.a which are constantly raised any ought to suft'er,-.-namely, the uncel'with respect to the board arise from the tificated teachers. Their period of suff'ersimple fact that very few persons know iug, I hope, will be a very short one. It
what is done at the board. Ifa member is but very few in their position who may
'of .the House wer.e to fill the pos.itionof;nQt becom~. certificated teachers, and who
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has been given. I don't think it necessary to say anything more in reference to
this subject than that, if I hadl been in
office when the regulations were first
brought forward, I might have opposed
"The number of teachers whose services will them. At present, I don't feel justified in
be dispensed with is much less than was antici-, doing so. On the contrary, I think th6
pated-probably not more than fifty or sixtYt Government and the House will see the
exclusive of the wives of schoolmasters-whose necessity for confirming the action of tba
services will be retained as workmistresses. The
bo'ard will only sanction the appointtnent of late Government, and continuing this
classified teachers in future (where such are direction in the way' of retrenchment
available) and it is hoped that the board will which I.believe the board have taken in 8i
thus be enabled to secure employment for such just and proper spirit, with no desita to
of the teachers who will be reduced as it may'be
inflict unnecessary hardship, but with ~n
desirable to retain in common schools."
endeavour to mitigate the hardship as fat'
I believe that this will be effected ; that as lies in their power. I don't think it at
In a very short time nearly' the whole of
all becoming in us to place ourselves in
these teachers will be re-engaged. I have
direct antagonisIIi to the board. I desire
reason to say this from the large number
the reform of our educational system as
of applications for new schools.
The much as any man; and I should like to see
hardship suffered tberefore will be very
the expenditure of the immense surn appro·
transitory. This minute, which I have
priated for educatiqnal purposes more
ilOt been able to submit to the House bedirectly under the supervision of the
fore, thus fullyauswers, the various objec- House. At the same time, I object to the
tions which have been made to these
passing of such a censure as this would be
regulations.
While speaking on this
upon the late. Government. Therefore, I
subject, I may mention that even fi'om
school committees we are beginning to hope the House will endorse the action of
receive information that these regulations the board, and insist upon the regulations
being carried out, it being fully underwill work favorably. I hold in my hand
stood
that the board are prepared to give,
a communication from one of these committees. It is in reference to the Aitken's every opportunity that they possibly cao,
for the admission into the service of those
Gap school, and 'stateswho are likely to suffer. I shOUld be very'
"The local committee of the above school glad if honorable members would point
beg to acknowledge' the receipt of the board's
circular 68 I 5, and to express their great satis- out some way in which more consideration
faction at the opportunity no'Y afforded them of could be given to these cases. If they
more adequately remunerating a workmistress
can, I shall be most happy to recommend
than they have hitherto been able. They re- their proposal to the board ..
gard the regulation (No .• 2 circular 68 11) as
Mr. BLAIR.-Mr. Speaker, this is one
being a great boon to a large number of schools,
and trust that circtlJllstances will not be allowed of those questions in which the merely
to retard its being put at once into operation."
personal sympa~hies of a member of this
I have other representations of a similar House' so conflict with his sense of publio
kind, and I beHeve that, in· a short time, duty, that almost despite himself he is
there will be still more. 'I believe that, at forced into the calmly judicial state of
first, these teachers will suffer great hard- mind, and obliged to give a fair and imship; the hardship will.be gl"eatest during. partial verdict upon the facts and arguthese three months, Qecause' they did' no·t ments submitted to him. In that mood of
receive six months' notice. But I think mind I have approached this subject. My
the HOllse will agree with 'm~ that~ under ~wn personal sympathies ate so entirely
the circumstances, that notice was im- with the honorable member for Satidhurst
possible. It must be remembered that the (Mr. Mackay) that in silence I shOUld have
board took action on these regUlations in supported the motion if, upon an adequate
March last. Therefore some intimation and complete consideration'of all the facts
must have been had by the various teachers and arguments connected with the subject,
concerned that these regulations were I had not been compelled to adopt a conlikely to come into operation. And when, viction precisely the opposite to that which
in JWle, the regulations were sanctioned the honorable member has so ably enforced
by the Government, I say it was impossible upon the House. The case is this. The
to give a longer term of notice to the Board of Education has promulgated a
teachers who have beep dismissed than certain series of l'egulations, not so much
Hr' G. V. Smith.

may not be always open to be engaged in
the new schools which are springing up
every day. Mr. Kane, the secretary to
the Board of Education, in a minute which
~e has addressed to me, says--
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reducing as modifying and altering the and ought to be distinctly and rigorously
staff employed in each of the public schools applied whenever such a question as th~
of the colony. I say "not so much re- present comes up for discussion. You say'
ducing," because it is d~e to the Board of the board. is irresponsible. I grant it.'
Education to .state that, when they con- You say that a board which has th~ ex.:'
templated drawing up these regulations, . penditure of so large a sum of public
they did not specifically design reduction money as £170,000 a year, or thereabout~J '
and retrenchment. The' design was so to and which spends this money at its ,own
modify and alter the composition of the free will and pleasure, without any check,
existing staff in each of the schools as that, ought unquestionably to be overruled' and
while reducing the numbers of that staff, supervised in every possible way iIi which.
the teaching force in each school would be , the Legislature can effect that overrule and'
increased. And I assert that if the regu- supervision. I grant it. You go further,
lations now in discussion can be shown to and you say that an irresponsible'board"
have this e~ect in practice-to increase with a large expenditure of public money
actually the teaching force in any given : from year to year in its power, is, in poinit
school, without at all irifringing upon of fact, a board that ought not to be
the privileges of the teaching staff, indi- continued in existence; that it ought to
vidually considered, in any school- be superseded by the appointment of ~,'
then unquestionably the regulations are responsible board or commission, or of ~
such as commend themsebres to the Minister of the Crown responsible to ~his .
judgment and the intelligence of all . House. With that also I agree. If all
who may take the trouble to master them. the arguments that have been so ably
Now that I have considered the regula- urged by the honorable member for Sandtions in full detail, I have not the slightest ,hurst go to prove anything, they go to
hesitation in saying that this will be their prove that the irresponsible board ought
effect when carried into practice. They will to be superseded by some responsible ~ody, :
not reduce so much as they will modify; or some . responsible individual. If that'
and the modification will be not to lessen were the 'principle of the motion, I should.
or deteriorate, but to increase and to aggre- . vote for it without one single word. But ~
gate the teaching force in any given school. the argument proves too much. No doubt·
The simple illustration to enforce the state- the board is irresponsible; but, then, is it :
ment I have made will readily occur to the desirable or politic that even an irresponminds of honorable members. A school , sible board intrusted with so important a
will unquestionably be better conducted public duty, and holding so high a functi.on, :
by one thoroughly good teacher than. by , .should be in the least checked by the
two medium or inferior teachers. The action of the veto which, in the last resort, ,
design of the board not being simply re- the Government holds in its hands? . I '
trenchment for retrenchment's Jlake, the , say " No." It is a principle of governboard have not at. all in view the lessening , ment utterly impolitic and unwise, and, :
of the. amount which they ask for annually, , .on 'that ground alone, ought to be oppo~ed •.
from the State, by way of subsidy for the Grant that, in a gi~en instance, the board
pu blic education of the colony. They will acts wrongly, let the Government then '
be not at all unwilling to have the amount stand forward, interpose, and check ·the.
raised from £170,000 this year to £200,000 irregular or wrong action of the 1?oard.
next year; and they will riot be at all' But the Government having failed to do
concerned about any possible or probable this-having failed, fOl' reasons which'
deficit that may be in the public revenues seem to the Government sufficient, at all
at the end of the year. Well, the object events in any given instance, to use th~ "
of the board being the consolidation of the veto which as I have said lies in its hands~ ,
staff in each school, and its modification you make appeal to the Legislative Assem..
with the direct design of increasing the bly. What you ask the Assembly to do
teaching power, I think, on this ground is to compel the Government to coml?el
alone, the Government would be obliged ,the board to retract its regulations. Now
to withhold the veto, which in the last I hold this possible compulsion, this t~o· )
resort it holds, upon any set of regulations fold veto, to be' altogether impolitic and
published by the Board of Education. unwise. Though the board be irresp'on:Then there is the general principle; and sible-though, in a given case, it ma.y
I think the general principle in this case have acted wrongly-yet I would not
ought to be laid fast hold of by the House, w~llingly giye my assent to a ~o~io.~
I I
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which would be, in point· of fact, an world. They have received with moderaauthoritative instruction to the Govern- tion and calmness the objections of the
mentto compel the board to retract its teachers to the regulations; aud they have
irregular 011· injudioiol,18' action, because the set themselves to the work of drawing up
consequence would he that you would not a series .of replies to those objections.
get gentleman, whose qualilications for a That series of replies I have here in the'
seat at the board are uudoubted, to hold form of a printed paper just issued by the
office on these terms.. Although a seat board. I have read the paper most atat the board is an irresponsible office, tentively, and compared it with the objecit is an honorary office. The mem .. tions urged by the teachers; and I am
bers of the board are uot. paid, and bound to say that my judgment entirely
they are appointed presumably on the confirms the action and the arguments of
ground of superior and peculiar quali.. 'the board in this case. First, the teachers
fications for membership. And if this, say-" This is reduction, aud it is arbitrary
two-fold check be kept constantly iIi reduction; it is reduction which, if carried
6X.ercise....,.if the veto of the .Assembly be out, will have the effect of dismissing from
held behind the Government in terrorem their posts many valuable servants of the
public, and so dismissing. them as to cast
~ver the board..:.....gentlemen will not retain
iheir seats at the board. They will . them upon the world without employment."
naturally say-" We never know, we The reply of the board to that, I think, is
never can know, that any act of ours per". conclusive. It is uot simply M authoritaformed at this board.table, and agreed tive reply-it is a reply reasoned out at
upon to the best of our .c()njoint: considerable . length, and proving, as I
judgment and sagacity,. will not be: think incontestably, by a series of facts and
set asideoy some chance motion in' figures which don't admit of question,
the Legislative Assembly carried' by. a • that in no case will there be any
.chance majority."
There may appear llumerical reduction in the regular staff
something paradoxical in a member of this hitherto allotted. 'The reduction, should
House standing up, as I do now, and ,ad- such take place, will consist in the substimitting that, heart and soul, I go with tution of one pupil,teacher for one assistant.
those who are against the whole system It is not then reduction.; it is simply sub',at present in ex.istence; and at the same stitution ; it is consolidation; or, if you
(time defending the board against the action like the word better, it is modification ......
of this House. But I may explajn the modification which will not lessen but in ..
paradox. by showing ,that this course of crease the teaching efficiency of the staff
action involves a priQ.ciple whi9h, if not in any given school. But allowing it to be
accepted by the House, goes to overthrow reduction, the teaching staff in any given
everything like efficient action on the part school will actually be higher, considera.bly
of the Board of Education. The questiou higher than in any other country in the
now arises-Ought the last series of regu- world; high.er than in New ,South Wales,
lations promulgated by the board for the where the system of education has been
administration of schools1 to stand? I say thoroughly revised ap.d revolutionized by
" Yes." B ere I am with the board, ap.d a recent Act; higher than it is in England,
consequently against the motion of the France, and Belgium;. higher even than it
honorable member for Sandhurst, Were is in the well-known and famous schools of
the case simply one of an irresponsible New England-so that .it ca.n h!:lrdly be
board putting forth an edict which, if said of the board that their. r~duction, if
carried out, would have the effect of in- we must accept the phrase, will bring the
flicting very great injustice upon a most staff in the schools of Victoria very'con-.
valuable and meritorious class of· persons, siderably, or at all below those of other
I would at once say..;..,.;.'~ I am on the side of countries. Then, again, there is the case
those ,who ,will be injured by this im- of the destitute children.' It is perfectly
perious and despotic edict." But this un- true that, in their statem!:lnt of this item
questionab~y is not a case. of that kind.
in their regulations, the board were obliged
In' this cas~, the regulations were drawn to ma~e_ use of words which conveyed a
up by. the board according to the best charge against some of the teacherslights they had, and according to the best namely, t4at they were in the habit of
information which they could obtain 'with giving, in their periodical returns, au
respect to thq, amount of the teaching staff increased number of destitute children for
in public schools in. other parts of the the purpose .of obtfl,iuing the fees for these'
Mr. Blair.
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fictitious destitute children.
Now, no you ,can take in your public schools is to
doubt, if that were a charge sweepingly train up from the schools .themselves the
and comprehensively made against the future teachers, and not to leave merely to
~bole of the teachers, it would be as false
chance, or to the play of the thousand ac"i
and unfounded a charge as could be brought cidents of life, to find teachers for youv
against that valued and meritorious class. schools as vacancies. occuI'. What is the
But it is not so br~ught. The board only monitori~ system buta training up of those
alleges that certain of the teachers are .who show an aptitude for teaching to.be
guilty of these practices. I may state that your future teachers? If, then, the effect
the very same fact came out in evidence of the regulations issu.ed .by the. board be
before the Royal Commission on Education, as I have stated, ,no possible objection. can
two years ago. Of course, human nature ; be raised against them. In conclusion~ I
could not be what it is if all the teachers shall give my vote against the motion, iQ
under, the Board of Education, somewhere the full assurance that no great degree of
about eight hundred in number, were per- , hardship will be inflicted 'on the teachers
feet both as to the qualifications for the .in the .public . schools of Victoria that
office which they hold, 'and as to their must not, in the very nature' of things~
moral virtues. To prove that they are not result from any attempt, however ,honestly
all perfect and qualified I may mention made,to consolidate and improve the
that, in 1866, a series of questipns were public service of-the colony.,
drawn up as a circular and sent, at the
On the motion of Mr. HIGINBOTHAM,
instance of the Commission on Education; the debate was adjourned until the next
to the head teacher of every school, and .sitting of the HouBe.·
that upwards of 370 teachers refused to
LAND SELECTIONS.
send replies to those questions. Those
Mr.
McKE1\N
move~questions were really in the interests of
"That there. be laid uvon the'table oHhis House
the teachers themselves, and yet nearly a
a return showing the number of allotments, or
full half of the teachers refused to furnish portions thereof, selected under the 42nd section
a reply. This fact was to my mind, and of the Land Act, transfelTed to Mr. Grant, of
to the mind of the royal commissioners, the .Clunes station, or.,any of the owners of the
conclusive evidence that a large proportion station, giving the names of the assignors an~
the reasons assigned for the transfer, and the
of the teachers in this 'colony were not area transferred; and, also, the extent of lan(l
qualified for the position they beld. If held by Mr. Grant, or the other owners of the
this be so, it is quite possible that some of station, showing whether purchased or leased."
the teachers, and only ~ome are charged, " Mr. PLUMMER seconded the motion,
may be guilty of stuffing the rolls of desti .. which was agreed to.
'
tute children for the purpose of making up
PARLIAMENT AND MINISTERS . ~
their otherwise ina:dequate income. The
lULL.
'~
third point is that which relates to
The order of the day for the second
pupil teachers. In this case, the board
have simply increased the number of reading of this Bill was discharged froni
pupil teachers by diminishing the staff the paper.
of assistants ; aud the question that
RELIGIOUS EQUALITY.
,)
arises is whether it does or does not tend
The report of the_select committee on
to the efficiency, of a school to take
this course. Given a large number of , precedence was taken into consideration. ,
Mr. BINDON moved the adoption of
pupil' teachers. and a small number of
assistants, with a thoroughly good teacher the following address to the Governor :--.
" To His Excellency the Honorable Sir J 0IIN'
at the. head, will a school be better taught
·I!ENR't THOMAS MANNERS SUTTO~, Knight
and educated than another school with. a
Commander of the Most Honorable Order
small number of.pupil teachers and a large
"of the Bath, Governor and Commander-in-:
I)umber of assistants? No person who
Chief in and over the colony of Victoria;
has studied the actual work of teaching in
. &c." &c., &c.
the public schoo,Is of the colony, or in any
"May it please your'Excellency,:
other country of the world, will hesitate as'
'~We, the Speaker and members of the Legis:
to his reply. The reply is tha.t the moni.. lativ.eAssembly, in Parliament assembled, beg
to your Excellency's consideratlon-...:..
torial sy-stem is by far th:e best. Over the I to "submit
1.' That by the preamble of an Act of Parlia,'
whole wol'ld it has been proved to be so. ment of Victoria passed in the twenty-:fi.rst year
By all the authorities on national e~uca of the reign of Her Majesty it is declared that
tion it is admitted that the very best cO,urse the civil and ~eli,gious rights and liberties of all
!
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Sir Charles Darling.

Rer Majesty's subjects in Victoria nre and ought
The PRESIDENT inquired whether
~o be equal, irrespective of their faith or form
of belief, and that the same Act provides for the the committee intended to meet during the
recognition and continuance of such equality, present session? If so, it was. necessary
a,nd for removing anything that may be deemed that the· members present should be sworn.
or construed to separate or distinguish any class
The Hon. R. S. ANDERSON said it
of such subjects in this colony from any other
was D()t contemplated to proceed with
class therein.
business during the present session, but, as
. "2. That certain revised rules and regulations,
b~aring date July, 1867, purporting to be comthe committee was bound to meet at twelve
piled by direction of the Secretary of State, o'clock the day' following the opening of
for the informatioq. and guidan,ce of the Governors of Her Majesty's colonies, .including Parliament next session, it might be as
Victoria, have recently been transmitted oy the well that the members should be sworn.
Colonial-office to the Executive of this colony.
The members of the committee present
"3. That, among other provisions in such
rules, there is one regulating the precedence (the Honorables R. S. Anderson, A. Fraser,
of Her Majesty's subjects on certain State and W. Highett, 'and J. Graham) were then
other occasions, by which a certain ecclesiastical sworn.
dignitary, entitled therein' The Bishop,' obtains
precedence, without its being stated what reSIR CHARLES DARLING.
ligious denomination 'The Bishop' represents,
The
Hon. W. HIGHETT.-I beg to
or without any provision for the status or position
of the representatives of many religious bodies move : in this country. That the provisions in such
"That the Legislative Council concur in the
rules and regulations, with reference to prece- recommendation
of His Excellency the Governor,
dence, appear to be inconsistent with that re- that a sum not exceeding
£5,000 be provided for
ligious equality which is by law declared and Sir Charles Darling. on account
of lapsed emolu.
established as aforesaid.
ments claimed by b.i.m, upon adjustment of his
"We therefore respectfully request your Ex- . account
with the colony of Victoria.
celIeney's consideration of the premi&es."
I
may
state that the amount payable to
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM seconded tit'e
Sir Charles Darling may not be £5,000,
motion, which was agreed to.
but that is a matter whi'ch we shall have
BRITISH PHARMACOPCEIA BILL.
to leave to the Government of this colony,
The amendments made, in committee, in to the Secretary of State for the Colonies,
this Bill were considered and adopted.
'and to Sir Charles Darling. It is impos.
On the motion of Capt. MAC MAHON, sible that we can fix the exact amount.
the Bill was read a third time and passed. In saying that the-vote shall not exceed
The sessional order appointing the days ~5,OOO we are. doing all that can be ex·
of sitting having been suspended,
pected from us. It "must be borne in mind
The House adjourned at nine minutes that if Sir Charles Darling had thought
past six o'clock until Monday, Septem. proper to draw the money while he was
bel' 28.
administering the Government, nothing
could have prevented him. I have made
a
calculation, by which it appears that the
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
sum due to Sir Charles Darling is about
Monday, September, 28, 1868.
£4,633 lOs. Presuming that his voyage
out was of the average duration of three
South Province Election-Sir Charles Darling-British Pha.r·
months, the amount to which he would be
macopooia. Bill.
entitled, in excess of what he has received
The PRESIDENT took the chair at twenty- for that period" would be £625 lOs., and
five minutes past four o'clock p.m., and the amount from the day he was sworn in
to the date the Act reducing the Governor's
read the prayer.
salary came into operation would be £2,650.
ELECTORAL RETURNS.
Compound interest upon this sum at eight
The Hon. G. W. COLE, pursuant to an per cent., calculated annually, gives a total
~rder of the House ( dated June 30), laid
of £4,633 lOs. There may be items which
on the table certain electoral returns in I have omitted, but that amount I think is
connexion with municipal districts.
clearly due to Sir Charles Darling. It
would be folly on our part to require
, SOUTH'PROVINCE ELECTION.
further particulars.
The Government
The Hon. J. O'SHANASSY movedcould
not
give
them
to
us
until they have
"That the petition of Nathaniel Levi be referred to the Elections' and Qualifications Com- settled the matter with the Secretary of
mittee."
State. But we. may rest assured that the
The motion was agreed to.
Secretary of State will not allow Sir
I
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Locomotives.

Charles Darling to receive a shilling more estimate of railway expenditure which he
than he is entitled to. Otherwise it would laid on the table of the House last week.
be a breach of the colonial regulations.
It is the item of £40,000 for contracts for
, The Hon. J. McCRAE seconded the rolling-stock, &c., "to be entered into in the
motion.
colony, and for locomotive engines to be
The Hon. W. CAMPBELL.-I rise to _ordered from England." .Now I h~ve
support the motion. As one of thol?e who been given to understand that locomotives
adopted a course of action which has been can be produced in the colony quite as
considered inimical to the interests of Sir ~heaply as they can be obtained from
Charles Darling, I wish to take this oppor- England. We have here firms quite
tunity o( expressing the pleasure it gives capable of executing this description of
Ip.e to see him obtain justice. I took the work; and I may remark that, under the
course I did, in common with other honor- present arrangement, the locomotives have
able members, with great regret. We had to be put together, at considerable expense,
no personal feeling against Sir Charles after their arrival in the colony. I there':'
Durling, but were actuated only by a fore beg to ask, whether the Government
sense of duty to this House and to the intend to call for tenders for the construc':'
country. I confess that I felt con~ider tion of locomotives in the colony, before·
able sympathy with our late GO'\fernor, and ordering any from England?
Mr. JONES.-The matter in questioli
that it gives me great pleasure t9 contribute
a little towards relieving him afterall-the has occupied my attention since the estidifficulties and anxieties he must have mate was laid on the table. Owing to
the session being so near its end, that
gone through.
estimate had to be prepared rapidly; and
The motion was agreed to.
but little time was given for the considera~
BRITISH PHARMACOPCEIA BILL. tion of the several items. Since then I
A message was received from the Legis- have made arrangements to receive a large
lative Assembly returning this Bill, with deputation of practical engineers, who
amendments, and requesting the concur~ inform me that such engines as have been
referred to, equal in quality and effectiverence of the Council therein.
On the motion of the Hon. R. S. ness to locomotives made in the mother
ANDERSON, the amendments were agreed country, can be constructed in the colony.
I am told that the price will be· rather in
to.
The House adjourned a.t twenty mjnutee excess of, the English price; but I should
be quite prepared to give the preference to
to five o'clock.
.
the colonial-made engine, provided it is equal
in quality to the English-made engine, even
though the price might be slightly in exLEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
cess, because I think that evil would soon
remedy itself by the creation of an industry
Monday, September 28, 1868.
which would cause domestic competition,
c
and thus in the long run diminish the cost
Railway
ConstructionSchool
and ManagementLocomotives-Sunday Trains-The
of Design-Inspection
of Mines- of such engl·nes. Moreover, the advantage
~=-~~~lt~~tt: ~~~:~;-~b~~: should not be overlooked of having locoBuilding-Constitution Act Amendment Bill-Publio motives produced immediately they are
Instruction.
wanted, and having on the spot men responsible for keeping them in order. I
. The SPEAKE~ took the chair at half- know that engines imported from the
past four o'clock p.m.
mother country are apt to be deficient in
some little matter or other, which causes a
LAND SELECTIONS.
great deal of trouble, an~ adds considerably
Mr. GRANT laid on the table, pursuant to the cost of an engine before it is brought
to order of the House (dated September 3), into working order. However, before acting
papers ;elating to selections of land by on the estimnte which has been laid on the
Henry Lynn, his son, and daughter.
table, it is my intention to obtain the fullest
possible information as to what the colony
LOCOMOTIVES.
can produce in the way of locomotive
Mr. EVERARD.-Mr. Speaker, seeing engines, and I shall be glad to give the
the Miuister of Railways in his· place, I preference, so far as it can be done honestly
beg to call his attention to an item in the and fairly, to the colonial article.,
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submit that the saving of money would be
so great thnt, even if a line lasted only
twenty years, there would be a saving in
the end, I shall be glad to place the
papers which I have relating to this subject, at the disposal of the Minister of
Railways; and, in conclusion, I beg to ask
that honorable gentleman if he would have
any objection, the subject being of great
importance to this colony, to cause a
thorough examination to be made into the
said matter, either through our AgentGeneral in London, or through any special
agent which the Government may send to
Europe to investigate the subject of railway 'management and construction?
Mr. JONES.-I am exceedingly obliged
to the honorable member for South Gipps-'
land for his promise to forward me the
papers, to which I shall be happy to give
my' attention. I may state that the whole
RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION AND
matter is now under the consideration of
MANAGEMENT.
the Government. There will be a thorougb
Mr. McCOMBIE.-I beg to call the examination into the respective plans of
attention of the Government to a paper railway construction. Certainly there will
read by Robert F. Fairlie, C.E., before the be no attempt on the part of the GovernSociety of Arts, in the month of March ment to force on an expensive system of
last, on the construction of railways, des- railroad making, if f!. comparatively inexcribing a new plan by which the cost of pensive system will be likely to serve the
such construction may be reduced to one- necessities of the colony. With reference
third, and which plan seems to have been to sending any person home, in order to
approved of by Captain Tyler, R.E., Chief gather, in England and on the Continent,
Government Inspector of Railways for larger and more economic views as to
Great Britain, and to have met with a the construction of railways, locomotive
good reception from the Times, the Engi- engines, and rolling-stock generally, I may
neer, the Mechanics' Journal, the Rail- ob$erve that the matter has frequently been
way News, &c. In doing this I may under the consideration of the House, and
mention that the traffic on our railways is the Government would be decided in this
nothing like that on the main trunk lines matter, not so much by any express motion
in Great Britain. For instance, between of the House1 as by a general expression
Melbourne and Echuca, there are only of feeling as to whether any such action
three trains each way per day. This is should ·be taken. If the House desires
not more than the traffic on a branch that a person should be sent to obtain such
line in England; and, if Mr. Fairlie's an insight into railway management and
system is- adapted for agricultural lines in railway construction as has been suggested
the mother country, there is reason to by the honorable member for South Gippsbelieve that it might be adopted with con- land, the Government have not the slightest
siderable advantage ip. this country. If objection to taking that course. If on the
the system were adopted here, the amount other hand the House is of opinion that we
proposed to be raised by loan would be have information enough in the colony, or
sufficient for the construction of three lines can obtain sufficient information without
intead of one. The telegram of European taking the course suggested, we will act
news received this day intimates that the accordingly. Certainly I think it most
Mont Cenis Railway, which has been con- desirable that our lines of railway should
structed on this plan, has, been a complete be substantially, and at the same time
success. A line constructed on Mr. Fair- cheaply constructed; that the public buildlie's principle will last, it is said, twenty ings to be erected in connexion with those
years. An objection on this ground-that lines should be at once plain and comthe wO,rks would not be so substantial- modious; and that everything should be
may be raised by the Government. But I done to restrict the cost, in order that the

SCHOOL OF DESIGN.
Mr. BURTT called attention to the fact
that orders had been issued against admitting art students to the school of design at the Public Library, between the
hours of seven and nine in the evening, as
formerly. The time was now limited to
the hours from nine a.m. to four p.m., and,
of course, for those students who had occupations during the day, the arrangement
was inconvenient. He begged to ask ~he
Minister of Public Works if the matter
could not be remedied ?
Mr. JONES said the matter was not in
his department. It was entirely in the
hands of the trustees of the Public Library.
At the same time, he thought the evil one
which, if properly represented in the right
quarter, would he dealt with promptly.
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probability of a fair return being obtained . have taken place of late years, and that a
competent person, going home, could
from the railways may be increased.
Mr. FRANCIS.-In the course of some obtain a great· deal of valuable information
remarks which I made during the dis- which would be of use in this colony. A
cussion in reference to the railway loan, I work recently published, entitled Sir
threw out the suggestion that it would be Cusack Roney's: Rambles on Railways,
extremely desirable for the Engineer-in- contains some sort of description of almost
Chief, or some other person enjoying the every known line in the world. On readconfidence of the Ministry, the Parliament, ing this work, I was struck with the cost
and the country, to be instructed to pro- of a line lately made in France. The
ceed to England, and to obtain the fullest distance is 23 miles over a most difficult
information possible with respect to the country; one of the works on the line
most modern improvements in railway con- is a viaduct, 120 yards long and 22
struction and management. I pointed out yards high, constructed of granite;
that much advantage might result to the and yet the whole line was completed
colony from the employment of such "an (including workshops, stations, and rollingembassy. I think it exceedingly fortunate stock) for £100,000, or a little under
for the colony that we have an Agent- £5,000 per mile. Our estimate is £9,000
General, from whose forethought in con- per mile. I agree with the honorable
nexion with these matters we may benefit member for Richmond (Mr. Francis), that
considerably, and that the present head there are many things which it is imposof the Colonial-office is the Duke of sible to describe in books of which, .at
Buckingham, whose personal experience in present, we have inadequate knowledge,
connexion with railway management in and about which valuable information
the mother country, will cause him to could be obtained by an officer despatched
take, probably, an active interest in a to England specially for the purpose. I
special case of this kind, if brought under refer to such things as the receiving and dehis notice. It is not reasonable to expect livery of goods traffic, and the arrangement
that officers who have been in the colony of stations. Sir Cusack Roney alludes,
for the last ten or fifteen years should be in his book, to the wonderful effect which
so fully informed as engineers in the the adoption of the third-class passenger
mother country, as to the latest improve- system has had upon railways. He shows
ments in railway construction and manage- that this, although opposed at first by all
ment; and I submit that to send home a railway managers, is the most remunerative
responsible officer, perhaps accompanied portion of railway traffic, aQd he shows how
by a second officer, both fully acquainted the railway companies adopted, one by
with the requirements of the colony, and one, what are called the parliamentary
able to digest and record the varied in- trains. Here, however, we don't make
formation which might come under their the slightest provision whatever for thirdnotice, would be an extremely desirable class passengers. I don't say that the
investment on the part of the colony. It community is sufficiently large to warrant
would be possible to have the information such a step being taken; but I think the
so collected laid before Parliament shortly matter is entitled to the consideration of
after the commencement of the next ges- those who have the managemen t of our
sion, and the intervening time could be railways. I belieye that the sending
profitably employed with the preliminaries home of a gentleman for this information
of a professional character, necessary to so will be repaid to the colony many times
large an undertaking as that of the con- over.
struction of 186 miles of railway. I subMr. CREWS.-I think, if it be necesmit this suggestion as an individual member sary to obtain the information which bas
of the House, and not as a member of the been spoken of, the best way will be to
Government, to the consideration of hon- request the Agent-General to send out a
gentleman already educated up to the
Ql'able members generally.
MI'. KERFERD--I believe the sug- latest improvements in railway matters.
gestion which was made originally by the This arrangement would have the advanhonorable member who has just resumed tage over the proposal to send a gentleman
his seat is a good one. I have the highest hence to England, to be educated as to the
confidence in our Engineer-in-Chief. At most modern schemes in connexion with
the same time I believe that great im- railways, of being more economical, and
provements in connexion with railways of securing a saving in time.
VOL. VI.-4 K
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Mr. McKEAN.-I submit that, if the
Engineer-in-Chief could be spared to make
a trip home, and personally to inspect the
various im.provements that have been made
both in railway construction and railway
machinery, the proceeding would in the
end be .cheap for the colony. Six months
might be sufficient for the purpose.
Captain MA,C MAHON.-I think that
we should look upon this matter as if we
were a body of shareholders about to
embark in a similar undertaking. If' we
were in that position, I venture to say
that we would not think of entering upon
such a vast expenditure without obtaining
the very best information as to the most
recent improvements in railways. The
question then arises, how should the
information be obtained? One honorable
member has suggested that we should have
a duly qualified engineer sent out to us.
That course, if adopted, I think would
amount to a vote of censure on the present
staff of engineers in the colony. Now I
assert that there are competent engineers
in the colony, both in and out of the
Government service, and I do not see any
necessity for casting a reflection upon
them.
Mr. CREWS.-I did not intend to cast
any slur upon the professional talent that
we have here. All that I meant to.say
was that it would be a saving of time for
a gentleman already educated up to the
latest improvements to be sent out here,
and that such a gentleman might be a
great assistance to our present engineering
staff.
Captain MAC MAHON.-I did not
mean to accuse the honorable member of
intending anything of the kind. But I
submit that the effect of importing an
engineer in this way would be to censure,
as if incompetent, the engineers already
here. And then a matter for consideration
is what could be done with such a
gentleman when here? He would have
either to supersede those already in the
public service, or be employed in a subordinate position. What we want is some
one acquainted with the colony and the
climate, to go home and find out by
observation what is the mode of. constructing and working railways that would
be most suitable to this country. How is
it thaf America, in matters of defence and
offence, in matters connected with railways
and machinery, has up to a very recent
period excelled Great Britain? Simply
from the fact of the number of ideas
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interchanged by men from every part of
the world who find their way to that
country. And I presume it is with the
expectation that a professional man, in a
trip to the mother country, would take
every advantage of this interchange of
ideas that this proposal to send home an
engineer is made. N ow in America the
system of having station-masters at various
stations, except on populous parts of the
railways, does not exist. The arrangement of the carriages is such' that passengers can get in and out, and tickets can be
issued and collected without the assistance
of station employes; and such a system
as'this might, I think, be introduced with
advantage on such a line as that to the
Ovens. I would add that if it is desirable
that the Engineer-in-Chief, or some other
engineer of standing, should be sent home
for such a purpose, it is absolutely essential
that he should be accompanied by a firstclass intelligent mechanic. It is scarcely
to be expected that a gentleman like the
Engineer-in-Chief would have either the
time or patience, or probably the taste to
in vestigate all the minutire c0nnected with
the construction of locomotives und railway
carriages. This should be left to an
ingenious mechanic who might visit the
various wo.rkshops, and ascertain the different improvements in tools, and the
improved modes of const.ructing, repairing,
and fitting machinery. I believe that the
cost of a trip of this kind, extending over
six or twelve months, may be saved a
hundred times over.
Mr. E. COPE.-I think it would be
useless to send a man home, or to import
a man from home, for the purposes named.
We have in the colony already men perfectly competent to give us any information
in connexion with this subject. I know
of a gentleman, living within a short
distance from Melbourne, who has taken
out a patent for a new plan of constructing
railways at a cost not exceeding £5,000
per mile. That system, I believe, will be
brought into operation in this country,
and, ifso; it will be productive of great
benefits. We know very well that men of
talent may be brought from England, but,
if they are· without experience of this
country, their elaborate plans may turn out
to be perfectly useless. I believe the
Government will find in the colony men
who are sufficiently skilled both in railway
construction and railway management.
without being under the necessity of importing others.
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Mr. HANN A.-.-I cannot hel p regretting
that this discussion has arisen, because it
appears to me that honorable members have
been' addressing themselves to a subject of
which they know nothing. It is well
known that the advantage of every improvement in railway constrnction is secured
to the inventor by patent, and that those
improvements cannot be made use of without respect for the rights of the patentees.
The honorable member for South Gippsland has alluded to the Mont Cenis Railway. But that railway has been constructed only for the conveyance. of
passengers and mails.
It would be of
~ittle use for the conveyance of a mob of
cattle. I hope the Minister of Railways
will not listen to the suggestions of honorable members, but will consult his
Engineer-in-Chief, whose attainments are
of the highest order, and in whom every
confidence may be reposed.
Mr. CONNOR.-I think the Government will be acting wisely in obtaining the
latest possible information, in reference to
railway construction and management. I
care not whether they obtain it by sending
home an engineer, or by importing one.
I believe that with such information they
will be able to construct the line to the
north-east for about half the amount proposed to be expended upon it.
Mr. McLELLAN.-If the Government
desire the best information with'respect to
the latest improvements in connexion with
railway construction, locomotives, and the
other machinery required for railway
purposes, they cannot do better than refer
the matter to a commission of practical
men. I could name six competent engineers in this colony, who are not only
acquainted with the latest improvements
in railway construction, but can prepare
drawings and details of those improvements;
and, if our Engineer-in-Chief is not edu,.
cated up to that point, he ought not to
occupy his present position. I should be
sorry to be the means of interfering with
a pleasure trip which may have been
determined upon already; but I must be
allowed to express the opinion that, if the
cost of sending anybody home is incurred,
it will be only so much money wasted.
Mr. MACPHERSON.-I would suggest, if this idea of sending some one to the
mother country be carried out, that the
gentlemen selected should be the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Francis), and
the honorable and gallant member for
West Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon).
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The former, who for a time acted as
Minister of Railways, could put himself
in connexion with the engineering departme-nt; and the latter, who is a first-rate
amateur mechanic, could employ his talents
in the other direction; and I am sure,
. from the great amount of comm~n sense
which they possess, that they would bring
out as much information as the colony
could require. Mr. Fairlie complains that
engineers are the most difficult men to be
induced to adopt improvements in engineering; that the· old engineers instil into
the minds of the young engineers that
railways cannot be constructed witliout
heavy expense.
George Stephenson, at
the commencement of his career, found
the engineers impra~ticable to deal with.
They contended' that his schemes were
absurd; that the stationary engine was
alone of value; and that the locomotive
was all humbug. I believe the same sort
of thing prevails among engineers at the
present time, so much so that recent improvements, which are calculated to diminish th~ cost of railway cons~ruction onehalf, no engineers will take up. I consider
that it is quite unnecessary to selld anybody home. As far as British and Continental railways go, we have all the information we can require. As to stations,
I hope they will be built of the cheapest
possible description of material; iron and
glass are quite sufficient. The only information to be obtained by a mission to
Europe would be as to this new plan of
ascending steep gradients, and that fnforUlation will probably be out by the present
mail, as the success of the Mont Cenis
Railway appears to be assured. I would
suggest that our Agent-General should be
requested to send out photographs of the
newest kind of locomotive and railway
carriages. With that assistance, why not
use up the material we have? I presume
that our professional men keep themselves
up to the most recent impl'ovements in
engineering by reading.
Mr. BINDON.-The Minister of Railways 4as promised to ascertain the difference in cost between bringing locomotives
from England and having them constructed here. Perhaps, at the same time,
the honorable gentleman will also make
similar inquiries with regard to rails.
Several lines in England are now laid with
Belgian rails, which are cheaper than rails
of English manufacture; and I don't see
why we should not have the advantage of
the same cheapness here. With regard to
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bringing out a professiomiJ gentleman, that
Mr. JONES replied in the negative.
would simply be to have divided counsels. Sunday trains did not pay; they were a
As to sending anyone home, if the decided loss.
Engineer-in-Chief thinks it necessary to
INSPECTION OF MINES.
go home to inspect the different improveMr.
HUMFFRAY inquired of the
ments which have been effected since he
was in England, that course may be desir- Minister of Mines whether the Governable, but it is for him, rather than us, to ment intended to appoint inspectors of
decide. No doubt there are many im- 'mines as a precaution against mining
provements of recent date which we might accidents?
Mr. SULLIVAN said there was in
adopt with advantage. For example, there
are the steel rails. Steel rails, I :6nd,are existence an Act of Parliament empowernow used on the Hobson's Bay Railway, ing the Government to make appointments
and the company's engineer speaks in the of the kind, but no moneys had been voted
highest praise of them. There are many for the purpose; and his own opinion was
matters of this sort which it may be very that, no matter how many mining inspecdesirable to inquire into. Some time since tors might be appointed, accidents would
I mentioned the advisability of having not be prevented, because men could not
third-class carriages, and I was told by be protected from their own carelessness.
the then Minister of Railways (Mr. Perhaps if a law were passed compelling
Sullivan) that there were no third-class employers to take precautions, and making
carriages in America. However, on look- them responsible for negligence, the aping into authorities, I find that, in America, pointment of mining inspectors would be
there are not only third-class, but fourth- of some value.
class carriages.
MINING COMPANIES LIMITED
Mr. G. V. SMITH.-Trains. Not
LIABILITY ACT.
carriages.
Mr. HUMFFRAY asked if the GoMr. BINDON.-At all events a. cheaper vernment intended, during the recess, to
mode of passenger traffic than that which prepare. a Bill to amend the Mining Comprevails in this country. I hope the panies Limited Liability Act?
Minister of Railways will look into the
Mr. CASEY replied in the affirmative,
matter, with the view of ascertaining and said he should be glad to receive from
whether we cannot have something ap- the honorable member any assistance he
proaching the parliamentary trains of the might be disposed to render in the matter.
mother country.
CIVIL SERVICE FURLOUGHS.
Mr. JONES.-,-This has been a somewhat irregular discussion, but I think ]
Mr: E. COPE movedmay be pardoned for saying that I agree
" That, in the opinion of this House, when an
with those honorable members who think officer holding a position in the Government
service
under and subject to the regulathat, inasmuch as we have an Agent- tions of (acting
the Civil Service Act) shall obtain leave
General at home, that gentleman will be of absence from his duties for any period, such
able to obtain for us very much if not all officer shall in no case be entitled to, or have
the information we require to carry out paid to him, any sum of money over and above
railway enterprise. I shall certainly, on one-half of the amount of salary to wbich he
would have become entitled when in the full
an early occasion, place myself in commu- discharge of his duties."
nication with the Agent-General, in order The honorable member explained that he
to obtain his assistance in procuring further did not mean the motion to refer to the
information. With reference to improved 36th section of the Civil Service Act,
carriages, that is a matter which has already which provided thatoccupied my attention; and I think, if we
"Th~ responsible Minister of every departare to make our railway system a great ment may, at such times as may be convenient,
success, we must furnish accommodation grant to every officer leave of absence for recreafor third-class passengers, as well as first tion for any period or periods not exceeding, in
the whole, three weeks in each year; and, in case
and second.
of illness or other pressing necessity, grant such
The discussion then terminated.
extended leave not exceeding twelve months,
and on such terms, as he thinks fit."
SUNDAY TRAINS.
The clause to which the motion referred
Mr. HUMFFRAY asked if the Railway was the following:departmen t intended to run passenger trains
" Where any officer desires to visit Europe, or
on Sundays, during the summer months?
some other distant country, if he have continued
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in the civil service of this colony at least ten
years, and have not been reduced for misco.nduct,
or deprived of leave of absence under ~hlS Act,
the Governor in CouncIl may grant to hIm leave
of absence upon half salary for a period J?ot
exceeding twelve months; but for such perlod
of absence such officer shall not be entitled to
receive any annual increment."

He referred more particularly, also, to one
officer who had recently obtained leaveofabsence and had gone to England. On putting
a question to the Minister of Lan?s on
this subject, the other day, he r~ceIved a
reply which was not altogether satlsfacto~y,
and it was in consequence of that unsatitfactory reply that he tabled the motion.
Honorable members were told that the
officer in question was only to receive half
salary during his absence,. but it was reported that he had obtained a promise to
the effect that on his return his whole
salary should be paid.
Mr, GRANT stated that there was not
the slightest foundation for the.report. ~s
Mr. Ligar had been twentY-nIne years III
the service of the colonial governments of
New Zealand and Victoria, he considered
that that officer was entitled to his full
salary; but his colleagues did not take the
same view, and Mr. Ligar- would only
'
receive half salary.
Mr. E. COPE said that, if he had obp
tained such a definite answer in the first
instance, he would not have felt called
upon to submit the motion. There had
been too many attempts to loot the Treasury by persons in the ,guise of civil
servants. If rumour was correct, Mr.
Ligar had not gone home for the purpose
of recreat.ion, but as the paid agent of a
large Ballarat mining company, from whom
he was to obtain a rem uneration as large as
that he would have received for performing
his duty here. It was a disgrace to any
civil servant to place himself in such a
position. He trusted, however, that this
report would prove to be as untrue as the
other. After the explanation given by
the Minister of Lands, he would not press
the motion.
The motion was withdrawn.
YARRA BEND LUNATIC
Mr. E. COPE moved-

AS~UM.

"That there be laid upon the table of this
House, a return of all appointments made at the
Yarra Bend Lunatic 'Asylum, since th~ 1st
January, 1868, and the authority by whicn such
appointments have been made; also a return of
all removals (if any) during that period, with the
reason for such removals."

Mr. BURTT seconded the motion, which
was agreed to.
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NEW EX;HlBITION BUILDIN~.
Mr.

E~

COPE moved-.-

"That the report presented by the honorable
the Commissioner of Public Works with reference to the New Exhibition- building be taken
into consideration.'"

He desired that the report should be taken
into consideration, because it was not to
his mind a satisfactory report. It stated"The custody of the New Exhibit.ion-building
wa,s restQred to the trustees of the Public
Library under the authority of the honorable the
late Chief Secretary, on the representation of
His Honour SiI!Redmond Barry, that-I. The
building is a part and parcel of the Public
Library."

Now he took exception to that statement.
The buildinO' was not, and never was, a
part and par~el of the Public Library. No
doubt the la.nd was granted to certain
trustees for certain purposes, but it was
ne:ver applied to any purposes whatsoever
until the Exhibition-building was erected
upon it. Had the land been utilized there
would bavf' been no room for the Exhibition-building. That building was erected.
for the use of the country at, large, and
consequently the statement in the report
was an improper statement. The report
further said"That it was built by the trustees of the
Public Library, out of moneys expressly voted
by Parliament for the erection of a museum, on
land conveyed to the trustees."

Now the building was erected out of
moneys voted by Parliament for the purposes of an industrial exhibition, and, when
that exhibition had been held, I:l co:tnmission was appointed to uti,lize th~ buUding
for the purposes of a ~useUn;l. That
com~ission was stil~ in e 4 istence, and a
quant'ity of exhibits which were l;1anded
over to ~t ~ho\llc;l still be in its p.Qssession.
The la,te Chief Secretary, in handing over
the building, however, ~lso handed over
these exhibits, thus leavh;lg the commissioners perfectly nQnplussed as to their
power to take actioQ in the matter. The
honorable gentleman ol,lght, not to have
done anything of the sort without consulting Parliament. The honorable gentleman was an irresponsible Minister; he
had neither the confidence of the House
nor of the countJ,'y; and yet he took upon
himself to hand over the building without
any guarantee that it should be applied to
public purposes, The committee of the
Benevolent Asylum desired the use of the
ball to give a concert, in, but it was at
once refused, and an opportunity of
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increasing the funds of that useful
institution was thus lost. The report
stated" No conditions were made at the time, as it
was considered by Mr. Slade:q. that the trus~ees
had an undisputed title to the building."

Now he failed to see this for the reasons
he had given. The last statem~nt in th~
report was that the land was reserved-"For a public library for the benefit, uS,e,
and convenience of the inhabitants, for the time
being, of Melbourne and other peFsons resorting
thereto, and for no other purpose whateyer; and
for a public museum and garden, and under
and in accordance with such regulations as shall
be made by the trustees, and for no other purpose whatever, with power to re-enter, on breach
of such conditions or any of them."

N ow the trustees had been guilty of II
breach of these conditions, for they had
never used the land for the purposes named,
and consequently they had no claim to the
building which the Govern~ent erected
when it re-entered qpon the land. The
Government had appointed a commission
to utilize the building, and the members of
that commission were quite prepared to go
on with their task. Under these circumstances it was the duty of the Government to see what the· trustees intended to
do-whether they intend~d to apply the
building to the purposes, of 6 museum, or
whether, like the dog in the manger, they
would neither use it thems~lyes ~or allow'
anyone else to use it.
Mr. BURTT, in seconding the motion, '
inquired if the present GovernmeI)t were
parties to the transfer of t,he building ;
because, if they were not, then the transfer ,
must have been effected with indecent
haste. He well remembered the lecture
delivered in the building by Sir Redmond
Barry, when that gentleman dwelt upon
the advantages which would fqIlow from
its use as a lecture hall and a school for
artisans. An irresponsible Ministry, how~ :
ever, came into power for a few weeks, and
inflicted a very great wrong upon the work:ing classes by consenting to the transfer of
the building. At present there was no
hall in the city suitable for lectures ~nd
public meetings. It might be said that, if
the building were made available for sqch
purposes, the Ministry of the day might
give facilities for the holding of meetings
in their favour; but he was sure such would
never be the case. If .the building was
ever to be turr!.ed to practical ac~ount, it
must be by placi:q.g it in the hands of a
body of men who would take an interest
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in the progress of the people, who would
~stablish a museum in it, and would make
it available for technical lectures.
Mr. JONE'S expressed an opinion that
it would be ~ pity to deal with the matter
hurriedly at the close of a session, when,
comparatively speaking, there was but little
information before the House. The building passed out of the hands of the Government during the short tenure of office of
the Sladen Administration. Prior to that,
trustees had "been .Dl~med, and the building
was to h~ye been used for the purpose of a
technological museu~, and lectures were
to have been delivered there for the benefit
of mechanics and others; but the Sladen
Administration, acting no doubt under the
best advice they could obtain, handed over
the building. The only satisfaction was
that they were the first to suffer by the
tra~sfer, as they were desirous of obtaining
the llse of the building shortly afterwards,
and were unable to do so. Nodoubtthe building ought to be applied to public purposes
without delay, and mainly to the purpose
of a technological museum. It would then
he ~he great lecture hall of the city. Time
must be given to the Government, however, to mature thes~ plans. The honorable member would do well to leave the
matter where it stood, and the Government
would then consider what action would
best carry out the wishes of the House.
The House would always have the power
()f control, because it would lie with it to
vote the money for the mainten~nce of the
building. He was sure that the desire of
the trustees was to carry out the trust. If
they were mistaken in their views, that waS
a strong reason why time should be allowed
to the Government to consider what course
should be pursued with reference to this
valuable property.
Mr. LANGTON said that, as a member
of a Government which had b~en char.ged
with perpetrating a gross wrong by sanctioning the transfer of the Exhibition
building, 'he desired to offer a few obser~
vations upon the subject. He knew
nothing of the transfer at the time it was
made. He presumed that the then Chief
Secretary felt that the transfer was such
a plain matter of duty that it was not
necessary for him to consult his colleagues
on the point; and, when the facts of the
case were considered, it was difficult to
see how anyone could avoid coming to
the same conclusion. Honorable members
had spoken as if there was some doubt as
to the title of the land. Now to whom did
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it belong? Clearly to the trustees of the
Public Library, as was stated in the
report. The land was conveyed in two
"separate trusts, one for a public library
and the other for a public museum. The
trustees were the same in both instances,
and therefore the trustees of the Public
Library were the only legal possessor.s of
the land. How could the Government
withhold possession of a building erected
on that land?
Mr. BURTT remarked that, no doubt,
in common law, the trustees could claim
every stick put upon the site; but, even
if the trustees went to the length of i~
sisting upon their full legal right, there
bad been indecent haste in the transfer.
Mr. LANGTON could onJy say that, in
making the transfer, the Government were
carrying out the intentions of the House.
(Mr. E. Cope, "No.") ~e would refer the
honorable member to the Estimates for the
year, in which it appeared 'that the sum of
£22,500 was voted towards the erection of
a national museum at the Public Library,
for the temporary accommodation of the
intercolonial exhibition. What else had
the Government to do, when that temporary purpose was at an end, except to
hand the building over to the Library
trustees? The honorable member for
North Melbourne (Mr. Burtt) had insinuated that the late Government were
actuated by unfriendly feelings toward the
working man, in transferring the building
to the trustees of the Public Library. (Mr.
Burtt, "No.") He failed to see what other
inference could be drawn from the remarks
of the honorable member. Now no one
would venture to say that any body of
men had shown that they had the interests
of the working classes more at heart, or
bad done more to promote those interests,
than the trustees of the Public Library
bad. Anyone who desired that the in-:-.
terests of the working man should be
promoted, could not have placed the
building in better hands than those of the
trustees who were legally entitled to it.
Nothing could be done, however, until
funds were placed at the disposal of the
trustees.
Mr. E. COPE.-Not a shilling.
Mr. LANGTON thought that very few
people would sympathize with the honor. able member. 'The question after all was.
one of voting money. If the House voted
a sum for any particular purpose, the
trustees would lose no time in applying
that sum to the purpose indicated.
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Mr. E. COPE asked what was to be
done with the e:x;hibits, valued at several
-thousand pounds, which were given to the
commissioners? 'those exhibits were the
property of' the cou.ntry, and not of the
trustees. ~t was a piece of dishonesty on
the part of any C4ief Secretary to transfer
them.
Mr. McLELLAN confessed that he did
not underst"and the object of the motion.
As a frequent visitor to the Public Library,
he ventured to assert that the country
'owed a debt of gratitude to the managers
of that institution. \Vhat object was
there in censurin:g those gentlemen? The
exhibits referred to were given for the
benefit of the p~blic, and, if they were
not made use of, the fault lay with the
House, which 4ad not supplied the trustees
with money to apply ~he hall to its propel'
purposes. If it was desired to devote the
hall to any p~rticular purpose, why not
bring forward a motion, on the subject,
when, no doubt, the trustees would pay
every' attentio.n to the wishes of the House.
~f they did not, the Government could
always step in and remedy any defects in
the working of the trust. He was sure
that the public as a body would acquit the
trustees of having been guilty of any
dereliction of duty.
Mr. BIND ON remarked that he had
too frequently expressed his high opinion
of the manner in which the trustees of the
Public Library had discharged t.heir duties,
to render it necessa~·y that he should do so
again.
There was one matter which
the honorable 1l)..ember for East Bourke
Boroughs could n,ot be aware of, or probably he would J;lot have submitted the
motion. This wa,s. that the trustees had
themselves request~d Parliament to increa,se their.numbers,. to enlarg~ their trust,
and to define their pO"fers. A Bill for
that purpose would have been passed
during a previous session, but for the
d€lays occasioned in another place by Mr.
Sladen. Had that Bill become law, the
Exhibition-building would now have been
devoted to the p~rpose for which it was
intended. The gentlemen who were appointed a sort of board to take charge
of the exhib~ts, and who were in actua.!
possession of the building, were certainly
not treated courteously by the late Chief
Secretary, who took action in the matter
w~thout opening his lips to them on the
subject. Moreover the Exhibition commission, although it had discharged most
of its duties, was not dissolved.
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Mr. LANGTON pointed out the state- ber of the Council to retain his qualificament in the report that the commission tion beyond thirty days after his election,
although, doubtless, he is bound in hono~r
had ceased to exist.
Mr. BINPON could only say that the to possess it. It is here provided, howcommission had never been dissolved, and ever, that the declaration as to the possesthat the vouchers which he was called ' sion of the qualification shall be made at
upon daily to sign were still received at the oornlI)encement of every session, a
the Treasury. If he was not a commis- proceeding which will go far to remedy
sioner, his vouchers had no right to be the existing defect. A further provision
recognised.
No men could be more is that the writs for the election of memdesirous of carrying out the trust than the bers shall in future be issued by the
trustees of the Public Library were; and, President, instead of by the Governor.
although Mr. Sladen's somewhat discour- Although the proposed reform is not one
teous action had occasioned a temporary which many honorable members will deem
inconvenience, he had no doubt. matters sufficient, yet its first effect will be to
double the number of the electors of the
would speedily right themselves.
Mr. E. COPE said that, after th~ ex- House. The honorable' and learned memplanation given by th~ Minister of Public ber for Brighton objects, I believe, to the
Works, he was satisfied to leave the matter Council being placed upon a wider and more
popular basis, unless the complete reform
in the hands of the Government.
he considers necessary is made at the same
The motion was withdrawn.
tirp.e. ~ think, however, that, considering
CONSTITUTION ACT AMEND ..
the feeling which has existed between the
MENT BILL.
two HO"Qses for some years past, and conCaptain MAC MARON.-In rising to sidering that we met with an absolu te
move the second reading of this Bill, I refusal the ;recent proposal of the Council
propose to confine myself to a very few to appoint a joint committee to investigate
remarks, inasmuch as honorable members the subject of the reform of the Constituare all well acquainted with the subject. tion, it would be scarcely courteous, and
The question is one which has been before not likely to promote harmonious action in
the country for many years. Ever since future, if we were to reject the measure
I have represented a constituency, I have of reform which they have sent us-a
always advocated the reduction of the measure which will at once double the
qualification for electors ap.d for members number of their constituents. Unless
of the Upper House tQ one half of the the~c ~re obje~tions w4ich l fail to see, it
present amollnt~ The Bill pefore the woulq. be unwise to dd anything but pass
House simply deals with that part pf the the Bill withoq.t a~endment. !Ionorable
question, ap.d does not touch any other members who desire a further reforql cau
proposed reform. That portion of the take steps at some future time to obtaip it;
preamble whjc4 refers to an increase of but, if this measure be treated discourthe number of members of the Council is teously, it will be difficult to obtain any
erro~eous, and rel!ltes to a provision, which reforrp. what~ver~ However strong the
was originally in the Bill, to give a mem- feelings of honor;1ble wembers may be on
ber to the University, but which was the point, they will uot admit that it is
omitted ~s likely to l~ad tp a discJjssion in desirable to establish a perpetual feud bethis bran ph of the Legislature. All that tween the two Houses. The other House
the Bill proposes is to reduce the qualifi- has shown a desire to ~ofk in harmony
cation for members and electors to one with this branch of the Legislatllre, and I
half of the present amount. This reduced think we shall do well to accept the pre . .
qualification must, howeVf~r, appear upon sent proposa~ as ~ step in t4e right qirecthe ratepayers' roll. , Qualifications which tion.
may exist outside municipal districts are
Mr. McCULLOCH. - I quite agree
to remain at £100 j and, in five year~, th!3 with the remarks of the honorable and
qualification is to be confined entirely to ga~ant member for West Melbourne, that
districts in which municipal institutions we ought not to treat this measure in a
exist. There is, also, a provision to make contemptuo]ls or discourteous spirit. I am
the qualification for m!3~bers more perma- sur~ no honorable member would desire to
nen t than is now the case. Honorable adopt such a course with reference to any
members are aware that *ere is nothing proposition we xnay receive from the other
in the existing law which cOIppel~ Po p:leIp.- branch 9f the :Hegislatpre. Jt is tple that
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when, a short time ago, we received a arise from this proposed change. Some
message from the other branch of the honorable members may say that the
Legislature, asking us to appoint a joint change will strengthen the Council by
committee to consider the reform of the giving it a greater hold upon the country.
Constitution, I pointed out that that was Sir, I believe that the more we place the
an unwise course, and that it would be Council in a position to have public
better for each House to act upon its own opinion brought to bear upon it, the more
responsibility; but those reasons were the thoroughly shall we prevent dead-locks for
sole grounds for the rejection of the ap- the future. If such a measure as this had
plication. I stated on that as on former been in operation during the past two
occasions that, if any proposal for the re- years, we would not have had to pass
form of the Council were submitted to through the difficulties we have had to
this House, I would certainly ask the undergo. The larger number of voters
House to give it the fair consideration to would have had such an effect upon
which it would be entitled, the more their representatives elsewhere, that
especially as coming from the Council those honorable members would have
itself. All classes of politicians admit the seen that it waf:! their duty to yield,
necessity of a reform of the Legislative and not cause the country to pass through
Council, and the public have fully made the suffering it did.
More especially
up their minds on the point. Some two would this have been the case had their
or three years ago the Government with period of office been shortened. If memwhich I was then connected introduced a bers had been elected for fi ve years instead
Bill into the Legislative Council very of ten years, the effect would have been
similar to this measure. It proposed a like most salutary. However, if this measure
reduction in the qualification for members be once passed into law, I have no doubt
and electors, but it also proposed to reduce that we shall soon obtain fUl'ther reforms;
the term of office from ten years to five. but if the Council be allowed to retain its
The omission of the latter provision from present position, what prospect is there of
the Bill before us is much to be regretted. these further reforms? It is only by
Such a provision would have met, to a liberalizing the Council, and by extending
great extent, all that I require. To refer, the right of the people to deal with it, that
however, to the necessity for a reform, so we can obtain those reforms which this
far as the existing qualifications for mem- House and the country desire. I am not
bers and electors are concerned, a glance at all satisfied with the Bill as it is. I
at the change which has taken place in would like to see it considerably altered,
the Legislative Assembly since the Con- but I am willing to take it as an instalment,
stitution Act was initiated shows that and I tl'ust that the House will accept it
something is required to restore the two as a step in the right direction. What
Houses to the relative position which they would have been the result had the people
then occupied. I am aware that the pro- . of England rejected the Reform ~ill of
posed change will not obviate all the diffi- 1832, because it did not go so far as they
culties which may arise between the two desired? When that measure was once
branches of the Legislature. I do not secured, other reforms necessarily followed.
think that honorable members should In like manner I desire to see this Bill
entertain the hope that, if the Bill passes, pass, because I am convinced it will be
the difficulties between the two Houses productive of much good in securing those
will be removed. I trust myself that they further reforms, which we all believe to be
will be removed for a long time. I desire necessary in connexion with tl\.e Legislathat the two Houses should proceed har- tive Council. I trust that honorable memmoniously; that we should, if possible, bers will pass the Bill just as it has been
apply ourselves for many years to that sent to us.
Mr. HIG INBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
practical legislation which, there is no
doubt, has suffered in the past.
We as a member of the Government I feel
might have gone on peaceably for a long that I am bound to offer my thanks to the
period had both Houses kept in their honorable and gallant member for West
proper spheres; but I have always be- Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon) for having
lieved that the Council went out of its way undertaken the charge of this Bill, because
on several occasions in connexion with if the Ministry had felt themselves under
the difficulties of the past few years. any obligation, as an act of courtesy, to
I anticipate that a great good will ~ndertake the charge of the measure, the
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various members of the Government would it simply because its promoters intend it
not perhaps have felt themselves at liberty shall have that effect. Sir, is it intended
to take the same course as they now are to have that effect? Are not the circumundoubtedly at liberty to take in dealing stances and the time at which this Bill is
with the Bill upon its merits. I think, remitted to this House such as to justify
sir, that this Bill is presented to the some doubts as to the real intentions and
L.egislative Assembly under somewhat views of the authors of this measure? Is
extraordinary circumstances. It has been, it true, as I have heard it credibly reported,
l am informed, a subject of consideration that some of those who have been active
in another place fol' more than two years in preparing this measure, in private
past. It is a Bill the provisions of which openly express a desire that it shall never
are simple, which might easily be drawn, become law? I must say that, if that be
and which certainly, I think, requires no the desire of any, I cannot conceive any
long time for its consideration and dis- means better calculated to effect that
cussion elsewhere; yet after it has been object than sending down the Bill at a
under consideration elsewhere for more time when the Legislative Assembly has
than two years, it comes down to the Le- not in its power to give it due consideragislative Assembly after the Appropriation tion. At the same time, I will also admit
13ill has passed through the two Houses, that, if that report be true, and if some of
and at a time when, I confe§s, I think the the authors of the measure really express
members of this House are hardly in a a desire that it should not become law, for
position to give it that calm consideration a reason which they do not avow, then
which a measure of tRis great importance that of itself may be a consideration which
undoubtedly is entitled to. The honor- would influence many members of this
able and gallant member has said that this House in desiring to pass it into law. I
House ought to treat any measure passed cannot believe that the Bill is wholly
by the Legislative Council, especially a without some merit, if those who have
measure of this kind, with courtesy. I prepared it-apparently with the design of
entirely concur with him; but I think he appearing, and inducing the public to bewill admit that courtesy does not require lieve, that they desire to effect a reform of
from this House its assent to a measure of another body-really desire to have it
which it cannot approve. If the members rejected, and at the same time desire to
of the Legislative Assembly should be of cast upon this House the obloquy, if obopinion that this is a measure which they loquy it be, of rejecting a measure having
ought not to pass, then mere courtesy im- this avowed object. Sir, I confess that,
poses on them no obligation to assent to with the limited opportunity I have had
that of which they disapprove. On the of judging of this measure, I feel myself
other hand, I will frankly admit to the placed in a position of great difficulty in
honomble and gallant member that the attempting to arrive at a decision as to the
differences between the two Houses which vote which I should give upon it. I reit is the intention-the avowed intention . member, as has been stated by my honor-of this Bill to remove, or at least to able friend, the Chief Secretary, that the
allay, must be a subject of regret, and I Government of which we were both memwill almost say of dismay, to any man who bers some two years ago introduced a
ellgages in public affairs in this country. measure with the s~me object as this. I
A heavy responsibility rests upon any man believe, ~owever, that the Legislative
who deliberately gives his vote against a Assembly, at all events, }jas learned much
measure which even professes to aim at since that time, and that it does not at all
the removal of those differences as its main follow that either the members of the
object. I will not yield to. the honorable Government or those members of the
and gallant member, or to any other Assembly who at that time approved of
public man in the community, in the that measure are under any obligation now
desire I feel that those difference!'! should to accept the measure before the House,
come to an endj but the question is upon even if it were in the same terms as the
what terms and by what means those one then introduced. I approach it with
difftlrences may be removed. Unless I can a judgment perfectly unfettered, at the
satisfy my own judgment that a measure same time with a judgm~nt greatly
proposed with that ostensible object is· embarrassed as to the course to be taken.
really calculated to effect that end, I do I at once ackn,owleclge the full force of the
not think that I can be asked to vote for arguments 'Yhich h~ve been used by the
Mr. Higinbotham. '
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Chief Secretary in support of this measure.

It is a question, as it seems to me, of what
the probable results of this measure will
be-of speculation as to what the results
will be-and I confess that kind of speculation is one of very great difficulty. It
is said that this measure will produce good
effects, and that, even if it does not produce, it may yet lead to good effects. I
hope that will be so. If that speculation
be founded on a sound judgment, no doubt
it is a sufficient reason why this House
should accept the Bill as it stands. On
the other hanu, I own the balance of my
own judgment inclines to a less hopeful
expectation as to the results of this
measure. I think that any member who
feels inclined one way or the other in reference to a Bill of this character should
frankly give expression to his ideas'. I
for my part do not desire to influence the
judgment of a siogle member of this House
by what I am about to say. I merely
desire to relieve myself of the doubt which
encompasses my own mind on the subject,
and to jUl:itify the course that I intend to
take in reference to this Bill, while, at the
same time, I fully recognise the difficulty
of the subject while I fully admit the
possibility of the results which are prognosticated by my 110norable friend, and believe
that those who share those prognostications will be not only justified but bound
to give effect to them by voting for the
passing of this Bill into law. There are
two objects proposed' by this Bill. The
nrst is the reduction of the qualification of
members of the ~egislative Council; and
the second is the reduction of the qualification of electors for the Legislative
Council. It is said that, if a larger number of persons are qualified to be elected
members of the Legislative Council, the
electors will have Ii larger field of selection,
and will prOQably make a wiser choice;
and that is said to be in itself a great advantage. I ~dmit there is some advantage
in that increased area of selection; indeed,
sir, I believe that the present qualification fixed for ~embers of the Legislative
Council is such as to make that qualification practicallY1 and really in effect, a
nullity. I believe that I am not untruly
representing the condition of things in
another place when I say that a consider:able number ,of those who once possessed
the qualification for that House possess ~t
no longer; that it is only by virtue of the
fact that a declaration has to be lIlade on
one day of ~ man's political life that h~
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has either acquired, or begged .or borrowed the qualification for that particular day-I believe I am justified in
saying that it is only for that day
-that this statement could have been
truly made in respect to many members of
that House, and that, in point of fact, flo
considerable number of the membeIls of
that House are no more distinguished by
this supposed qualification of legislative
capacity than the ordinary members of
this House are. Well, no doubt it is an
advantage to remove what is practically an
unreal and fictitious qualification, established by law; and to that extent I think.
there will be an advantage in reducing the
qualification. But what would be the
effect? I confess that I have some apprehensions of extending the area of selection
of members of the Legislative Council.
We must remember that any enlnrgem~nt
of the qualification, either of members or
of electors, will be accompanied by the
effect of making the Legislative Council
in reality more a representative body than
it at present can profess to be. At present
its claims to be a representative body are
almost, I would say, without the sUg4test
intention to be disrespectful, preposterous.
Some 9,000 persons out of this e~tire communityof more than 600,000 persons are
qualified to vote for the election of members of the Legislative Council.
Captain MAC MAHON.-How many
for the Legislative Assembly?
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-At all events
120,000; and until the Legi~lative Council,
aided by this House, in 1863, greatly reduced the number of electors, there were
upwards of 180,000. At present, the
number of electors qualified to vote for
the election of members of the Legislative
Council is between 9,000 and 10,000.
If you increase the number of electors, it seems to me that you are likely to
increase the dangers which now exist,
founded upon the alleged representative
character of that body. Sir, it seems to
me that the real vice of the present system
lies not so mqch in the members who are
elected, or i~ the character of the persons
Who elect those members, as in the system
itself, which permits arbitrary, and I would
say almost supreme authority to exist in a
legislative body in this community, when
it is ~naccompanied by responsibility. This
Bill does not profess or attempt to increase
the responsibility of members of the Legislative Council. They will still continue to be elected for ,ten years. It was
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proposed in the former Bill that the period
should be reduced to five years; this Bill
proposes to make no such change. The
result will be that, if you increase the area
from which members are to be selected, or
increase the number of electors, you give
additional force-or you give some forceto the argument that it is a representative
body. You so far deprive it of, I will say,
almost the contempt of the community
for it as a representative body, to which
happily it is now subject. You make it,
in fact, to some extent, a representative
body. Just in proportion as you make it
a representative body you increase its
power, while you don't increase its res.,.
ponsibility. The Chief Secretary has said
that, although this Bill does not contain all
that he desired to see it, it will lead to advantages which we may expect in the future;
that if we can, by means of an enlarged
constituency, elect a larger number of
liberal members to the Legislative Council,
we shall get concessions from that improved House which we cannot hope
for from this. That, too, is a subject
of speculation. I would hope that my
honorable friend is justified in his expectations. I myself have my doubts,
because, believing as I do that the vice
lies in the system, and not in the men who
administer the system, I am not at all
sure that any alteration in the constituent
parts of that body would lead to an improvement in the conduct of the body. It
is the conduct of the body of which we
have reason to complain. I do not, I sp,y
again, wish to speak with auy degree of
offence of anyone; but, in bringing forward a measure of this kind, it is admitted
there are causes of complaint, and therefore
it is justifiable to refer to them. There
are grave causes of complaint against the
conduct rather than the constitution of
the Legislative Council, from the very
time that it was first founded. But I
think it would be uojust to the existing
members of that body to attribute those
grave causes of complaint to themselves
individually, rather than to the system
which has made them what they are. It
is the want of responsibility that makes
men unjust, and tyrannical, and ar.bitrary
in their conduct as. politicians. If we
were to get an improved class of men into
the Legislative Council, and if they were
long exposed to the influences to which
all members are exposed in that bodythe very atmosphere of which is tainted
with the sense of irresponsibility and
Mr. Higinbotham.
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arbitrary power-I do not hope for more
favorable results from them than we find
results from the men who now compose
that body. Sir, I have great respect-a
very high respect indeed -for those members of the Legislative Council who have
long resisted the influences by which they
have been surrounded, and, in spite of
great disadvantages, and in the face of
strenuous opposition, have maintained the
rights of the House to which they do not
belong under circumstances which presented great temptation to them to abandon
their duty in that respect. But I cannot
help believing that some of the high merits
shown by the minority in the Legislative
Council is due to the feeling of antagonism
-the healthy feeling of antagonismwhich they have entertained in dealing
with those whom they saw were deliberately conspiring agaiQst the public rights
of the people of' this oountry, and against
the chartered rights of this House of
Legislative Assembly. If we were to
succeed in importing into the Legislative
Council a clear majority of members,
imbued with the same views, I wOllld hope,
indeed, that they would pursue the same
course, but I would fear-I frankly confess it-thf\t they might not be, in time,
exempt from the same influences, and
that, when they became conscious of
the possession of arbitrary power, responsi ble to no one-not even to their
own miserable constituencies-they would
gradually acquire a desire to maintain
the rights of the H9uS(3 to which they
beloQged, and would not abandon the
position of antagonism to the rights of this
House. I believe, sir, that the system itself
is vicious; and any attempt to correct it
merely by the personal composition of that
HOl~se, without strildng at the root of the
vicious system which has made these
members what they are, will not, I am
inclined to believe, be st;lccessful, and
possibly may lead to greater evils than
those which now e~ist. Now, I k now that
it will be said-it haS been thought-that
this is the only mode by Which a settlement
of the disputes between th(3 two branches
of the Leg~slature can lJe a,rri ved at. It
may be said, "You m!ty strive as you will,
but the Legislative Council have this power,
and so long as they have this power they
will exercise it and you cannot overcome
it. U~less there is hope from some measure
like thia there is no hope at all." Perhaps
there is something in that, though I confess it is a consideration that I do not like
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to allow to weigh with my mind. It is
perfectly true that the Legislative Assembly has been endeavouring for some time
past to maintain its constitutional rights
under circumstances of overwhelming
difficulty-difficulties so great that I should
not be surprised if members abandoned the
task in despair, and entirely gave up the
attempt to assert or maintain, on behalf of
this House, any rights at all. It is not
merely that the whole burthen of legislation is cast upon the members of this
House, that the whole or greater part of
their time during the greater part of the
year is demanded from them-that they
are required to' abandon their private business in order to devote themselves to the
duties of legislation-but I also find that
not only are they called upon to perform
those duties without even remuneration for
the expenditure they incur in performing
them, but that they do not obtain from the
public at large, or rather I should say from
that section of the pu blic which makes itself
heard, the ordinary tribute of consideration
and respect. The Legislative Assembly is
the only one of the two Houses of Legislature in this country which is uniformly
reviled and censured; it is the only one
which is ever criticised harshly and unjustly, notmerely byits avowed enemies, but
by its mistaken and misjudging friends. I
sa~ sir, not only are the acts of the Legislative Assembly misrepresented, and its
endeavours blamed unjustly, by those whose
blame and censure might be considered
to be an honour, but even some of those
who are its friends are so harsh and
unjust in their criticism that they really
increase the difficulties of this House in
dealing with its duty and in maintaining its rights, and expose it to fresh
discouragement and failure. It was only
the other day that I was pained to hear in
public a gentleman, who I believe is a
sincere friend of public rights and of the
rights of the Legislative Assembly, censure
the Legislative Assembly for an act that
appeared to my judgment to be one which
confers honour upon this House and upon
the country, which is represented in this
House. I actually heard a gentleman, formerly a member of this House, and who, I
repeat, is, I believe, a firm friend of its
rights, condemn the Legislative Assembly
for having made provision for the widows
and orphans of some of its members. It
was represented as though there was
such a desire for corruption on the part of
the members of this House that there was
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really a positive risk of men trying to gain
a position in the Legislative Assembly, for
the purpose-the argument, as it seemed
to me, led to that conclusion-of com
mitting suicide, in order that they might
gain a beggarly £1,000 or £1,500. for their
widows and orphans.
Sir, when such
judgments as these are passed, I confess I
am inclined to believe there is reason in
the discouragement which members of the
Assembly feel in maintaining their rights,
and in the earnest desire they may enter
tain that all quarrels should be at an end,
even at the expense of the honour and
rights of this House. But although this
discouragement is natural, I cannot admit
that it is one that ought to be yielded to.
I do not admit that legislation of this kind
is the only means by which the Assembly
can maintain its rights in the face of these
overwhelming difficulties. I believe that,
until we accept the principle which has beeu
recognised at home, that political warfare
must be fought out to its legitimate issues,
not by paper Bills-which effect nothing,
which do nothing, I believe, in the long runbu t according to the ordinary laws ofpolitical
conflict, we shall never see our end to the
true solution of these difficulties. We have
commenced a conflict in defence of our
rights, which have been unjustly assailed,
and I believe that, in order to maintain
those rights, we must fight out that conflict under any disadvantage and to any
results. Whatever the result, I believe
that, in the end, this House must be successful; and I say this because I find that
the country has for the last four years
been steadfast in its support of this House,
to a degree which has been not less surprising than gratifying to my mind. In
consequence of that steadfastness, and because the country will be steadfast, in spite
of all drawbacks, I believe this House has
yet a sure prospect of success. And, sir,
I believe that success will arrive either by
means of victory or defeat. I believe that
if this House maintains its determination
to defend its rights, and succeeds, and
teaches those who assail those rights
that they are only .bringing upon themselves mortification and defeat, that victory will be final, because the Assembly
will be supported by law in its victory.
On the other hand, if the Assembly,
which is quite possible, should be defeated
in its attempts-if it should sustain a defeat
at the hands of the Legislative Council
in the maintenance of its rights-oJ believe
even that defeat will not be disastrous,
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because I am inclined to think that
the first day of the victory of that body
which assails our rights would be the day
that would certainly be the precursor of its
final defeat. If the Legislative Assembly
were once defeated in the attempt to
maintain its rights, I do not believe that
the eyes of the coun try would be very
long closed to that state of things, but that
at last, and in reality, the insolvent autocracy which had defeated the representa...
tives of the people would be on the eve of
disastrous defeat. So that, whatever be
the result-whether we succeed or whethet we fail in our attempts-I believe
that our attempts ought to be maintained,
and that that is the only means by which we
can properly, or with a sense of selfrespect, attempt to assert our rights against
those who seek to dispute them. The
honorable und gallant member for West
Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon) has said
that it ought to be the desire of this
House to bring those conflicts to an end.
I repeat that I most cordially concur with
him in the expression of that opinion; but
I would ask him whether he sees any
prospect, in the passing of this measure,
of a cessation of these conflicts? I thought
too possibly others, like some members
of the Legislative Assembly, might be
tired of these conflicts; but the last few
days have been sufficient, I think, to
dispel any such impression. I saw, not
indeed with surprise, but with unmixed
regret, the report of a threat uttered in
another place within the last four' daysin that place from which this measure has
sprung, this measure which is represented
as a measure of peace and a pledge of
good-will in the future-I saw a report of
a threat that, as soon as the opportunity
presented itself, and as soon as a sufficient
number of members could be gathered
together to support the attempt, a fresh
attack upon the rights of this House would
be made; that the form of the preamble
which thi£ House has deliberately adopted
would be again altered, in defiance of t.he
admitted claims of another place to deal
with these measures. I cannot help remembering that this particular threat is
one that is accompanied~by peculiar significance, inasmuch as the preamble which
last year the Legislative Assembly determined to 'adopt was a preamble founded on
an understanding between the Houses
which certainly ought to be the basis of
fdendly action between the two Chambers.
If ever there was an agreement which laid
Hr. Higinbotham.
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two legislative bodies under an obligation
deal fairly and honorably with one another
it was the agreement upon which this
form of preamble rested. It was an agreement deliberately arrived at in view of all
the preceding circumstances, and intended
in form, though it was not supported by a
subsequent by-law, to have a lasting effect
in future sessions. And yet that agreement was departed from and violated on
two occasions successively during last year
by the members of one House who adopted
it. At present that form of preamble
rests not upon an agreement, for this
House would not rest any of' its proceedings upon an agreement which had been
twice violated by another body; it rests
simply upon the admitted power of either
House of Parliament to adopt the form of
its own measures. This House has deter ...
mined to adopt a particular form of
preamble; it cannotbe disputed that it has
the undoubted rigtit to determine that
form; and yet we are told from another
body that, as soon as a favorable opportunity presents itself, that opportunity will
be used for the purpose of again invading
the rights of this House, and altering the
form of preamble which we have not only
adopted with the full right to adopt it,
but which the members of' another bodythe majority of meJIlbers of another body
-are all under a distinct personal engagement in honour rigidly to respect. Now
I ask the honorable and gallant member-Does he expect that this measure will
produce peace between the Houses? I
hope it will, but it is a matter of speculation; and, when this speculation is accompanied by threats of this kind, I confess
I have my doubts. And, sir, if the results
of this Bill be uncertain-if it be not
uncertain, but most certain that the rights
of this House will be again invaded by
those who have been attempting to invade
them for two or three years-1 am sure
that we ought not in haste and without
consideration to adopt a measure the con ..
sequences of which are simply uncerta.in.
I don't like to do it; or, rather, I cannot
bring myself to do it. At the same time,
I admit the probable consequences of this
Bill are so uncertain that I don't desire,
by anything I say, to do more than express
my own apprehensions of its effects, without seeking to influence the mind of a
single member of the House. Let each
member judge for himself. It is a high
responsibility. to deal with a question of
this kind, for its consequences will be most
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important; but as I have these doubts, as
I cannot remove them from my mind, and
as I do not entertain the shadow of belief
that this measure is honestly presented to
our consideration, with the desire that it
should be accepted and form the basis of
harmonious action between the two Houses
in future, I cannot myself, personally,
give my vote ill support of it.
Mr. KERFERD.-In rising to address
the House on this question, I must say
that I cordially concur with a great many
of the observations which, in the earlier
part of his address, fell from the honorable
and learned gentleman who has just resumed his seat. On Friday night, when
the honorable and gallant member for
West Melbourne (Captain Mac Mahon),
who has taken charge of this measure,
wished to move the second reading of the
Bill on the same evening that it was
received from the Legislative Council, I
objected. I did so because I think it is
the bounden duty of this House to respect
its forms, and to see that they are observed.
In taking this "Course, I followed an example set by thA honorable and gallant
member himself on one memorable occasion, when, by objecting to the suspension
of the standing orders, I believe that
Supplies were delayed for two or three
weeks at the beginning of last year. It
is not fair to those honorable members
who may not be present at t.he time, that
such an important Bill as a Bill for the
reform of the Constitution should be read
a second time without being distributed,
or without honorable members being made
acquainted with its contents. I think this
ground was sufficient to justify me, or any
other member, in objecting to the second
reading of this Bill. I concur with the
observations of the honorable and learned
member for Brighton in regard to the conduct of the Upper House in sending down
this Bill at this particular stage of the
session. I must say that I do not look
upon the other place as treating this House
with that respect and courtesy which we
are entitled to expect at its hands, whenafter having disposed of the whole of the
business, after the notice-paper has been
cleared off, and after the Appropriation
Bill has received the assent of another
place-it asks us, in one night, to pass
through all its stages so important a Bill
as one dealing with a reform of the Constitution. It may be convenient for members of the Government that this Bill
should be taken charge of and introduced
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here by a private member; but, as far as
my judgment leads me to form an opinion
upon this subject, I am strongly of opinion
that such an important question as the
amendment of our Constitution ought to
be dealt with by the Government of the
day, and ought not to be introduced by
any private member. The question is not
a new one. .It has been discussed by the
other branch of the Legislature for several
years, it is said. At all events, if they
desired that we should give it that con"
sideration which its importance demands,
they could h/l.ve placed the Bill before the
Assembly at a much earlier. period this
session. Now what is the character of
the reform that we are asked to consider
to-night? It does not pretend-even the'
honorable and gallant member who moved
the second reading of the Bill did not
pretend it did-to deal with all the known
defects which past experience has taught
us exist in our Constitution. Notwithstanding all the time that it has taken the
other branch of the Legislature to consider
this Bill, it simply proposes to deal with a
question which has been the subject of election cries, which has been announced at the
hustings for the last three or four years,
namely, to reduce the qualification for
electors and the qualification for members
of the Legislative Council. I confess that
I do not entertain the opinion of the Chief
Secretary, that these amendments will
tend to remove the difficulties which have
been found to exist between the two
Houses for the last three years. I cannot
see how they are to lead to that result.
They do not propose to deal with that
subject. The difficulties which have existed have been difficulties arising out of
an interpretation of our Constitution Act,
and have not been difficulties consequent
upon the construction of another branch of
the Legislature. I took down this remark
of the Chief Secretary-" If this Bill had
been in operation two years ago, the deadlock would have been avoided;" and I
wrote down the query'.' How?" I do not
see how that would have been possible.
Mr. CASEY.-The Legislative Council
would be more responsible.
Mr. KERFERD.-I do not see how it
would be made more responsible. I confess I fully enter into the spirit of the
observation of the honorable and learned
member for Brighton, when he states that
to assimilate the basis upon which the two
Houses of Parliament are ~on8tructed, is
certainly to defeat the object of the framers
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of the Constitution. Icarinot conceive what
advantage would be gained to the people of
this country, supposing, for the sake of argument, that the members of the Legislative
Council were returned upon the same
electoral basis as this House. If the other
Chamber were so elected, it would at once
demand to exercise a co·ordinate power
with this House; and, as far as I am able
to understand the objects of the framers of
the Constitution, they had no such object
as this in view. The design of our Constitution was that the other Chamber
should rest upon a much narrower basis'
that it should exercise a sort of check upo~
legislation; t.hat, in times of great excitement, it should be a sort of drag, as it was
once put, upon the wheels of democracy.
The widening of the basis of the LeO'islative Council, and assimilating the c~n
struction of that body to this, would have
precisely the opposite effect to what was
intended by the framers of our Constitution. Mr. Mill, in his work on Representative Government, iu speaking as to
the desirability of a second chamber, seems
to express exactly the object which the
fram.ers ?f th.e Consti~ution of this country
had III VIeW III establIshing the Legislative
Council. He says"Of all principles on which a wisely conservative bo~y, destined to moderate and regulate
democratIc ascendancy, could possibly be constructed, the best seems to be that exemplified
in the Roman Senate, itself the most consisten tly
prudent and sagacious body that ever administered public affairs. The deficiencies of a democrati~ assembly, which represents the general
publIc, are the deficiencies of the public itselfwant Of. special traming and knowledge. The
appropriate corrective is to associate with it a
body of which special training and knowledge
should be the characteristics. If one House
represeuts popular feeling. the other should
represent personal merit, tested and guaranteed
by actual public service, and fortified by practical experience. If one is the people's chamber,
the other should be the chamber of statesmena council composed of all living public men who
have passed through important political offices
or employments. Such a chamber would be
fitted f?r much more than to be a merely
moderatmg body. It would not be exclusively
a check, but also an impelling force. In its·
hands the power of holding the people back
would be vested in those most competent, and
who would generally be most inclined to lead
them forward in any right course. The Council,
to whom the task would be entrusted of rectifying the ~eople's mistakes, would not represent
a class beheved to be opposed to their interest
but would consist of their own natural leader~
in the path of progress. No mode of composition
could approach to this in giving weight and
efficacy to their function of moderators. It
would be impossible to cry down a body always
foremost ill promoting improvements as a mere
Mr. Keiferd.
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obstructive body, whateveI amount of mischief
it might obstruct."
This Bill would have been more in accordance with John Stuart Mill's opinions as
to the functions of a second chamber if it
had proposed that the members returned
to another place should consist of the best
men this country could produce, and that,
instead of having the colony divided into
provinces, all the provinces should be
swept away, and the whole colony vote as
one constituency for the return of those
members. Such a reform would do away
with the necessity of a candidate for a
seat in the Upper House having to incur
the expense of travelling an enormous
tract of country, and it would secure the
return of members who would be men who
had earned themselves a reputation known
all over the colony. I do not see what
object is to be gained by the continuance
of the present electoral boundaries as
described by provinces. The sentiments
and opinions of one portion of such a district are often opposed to those of the
other portion.. For example, I will take the
so-called Eastern Province. The whole
line of country in that province on this
side of the dividing range, from Melbourne
to t?e Murray, has no sympathy, no conneXlOn, no natural intercourse, with the
other side of the dividing range-namely
Gippsland. If there be more than on~
candidate for the representation of the
Eastern Province, the chances are that
the electors on the north-eastern side
of the dividing range will vote for one,
and the electors of Gippsland for the
other. That was the case when Mr. Murphy and Mr. Pinnock contested the Eastern
Province; the north-eastern side gained
the election, and Gippsland was without
its representative. If the whole colony
were made one constituency for the election of members of the Legislative Council,
the return of a number of first-class men
to that body'might be secured, who would
perform the functions which I believe the
Upper House was intended to perform by
the framers of the Constitution-namely,
to act as a moderating party. Story, who
is a great authority on the constitution of
the United States, shows the necessity of
such a body, and, as it seems to me, bears
out the intention which the framers of our
Constitution had in providing that such a
body as the Legislative Council should
rest on a narrow basis. He says"A senate duly constituted would not only operate
as a salutary check upon the representatives
but occasionally upon the people themselves:
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against their own temporary delusions and
errors. The cool, deliberate sense of the
community ought in all Governments, and
actually will in all free Governments, ultimately
prevail over the views of their rulers; but there
are particular moments in public affairs whpn
the people, stimulated by some irregular passion
or some illicit advantage, or misled by the artful
misrepresentations of interested men, may call
for measures whic~ they themselves will afterwards be the most ready to lament and condemn.
In these critical moments how salutary will be
the interference of a body of respectable citizens,
chosen without reference to the exciting cause,
to check the misguided career of public opinion,
and to suspend the blow until reason', justice,
and truth can regain their authority over the
public mind."

I believe that if the Legislative Council
were constructed in accordance with the
spirit laid down both by Story and Mill,
so as to secure the very ablest men the
country could produce to act as a mode··
rating body, it would then fulfil all the
functions it was intended to fulfil by
the framers of the Constitution. I do not
see what advantage is to be gained by
widening the basis of the Council. I
believe that the agitation, which became a
cry throughout the conntry, to reduce the
qualification both for electors and members, originated partly from the attacks of
members of this House, and partly from
the attacks of persons out of doors. I
find that repeated to-night by the honor.able and learned member who has just
.resumed his seat.
He speaks of the
"miserable constituencies" of the Council.
For the purpose of my argument, if the
.Council were nominated by one man, so
long as it discharged the functionii for
.which it was designed and created, it
would be no ground of objection that it
was so nominated. I cannot see the advantage of increasing the constituents
from 10,000 to 20,000. If you increase
,the constituents to 20,000 to increase the
value of the Council, why not increase the
.number to 40,000, or even until the other
House rests on the same basis as this
Rouse? At the commencement of this
agitation it was said, as an argument.
.against the Council, "Oh, you don't represent the people, but we do. You only
represent a small minority; we represent
the whole people." I believe we should
never have been called upon to deal with
this question of increasing the basis of the
representation for the other House but for
this cry. I confess I cannot see that the
widening of the ba8is of the Council will
be the means of settling the difficulties
between the two Houses. I caunot see
VOL. VI.--4 L
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that the slightest possible good will flow
from it. I believe it will do no harm; it
will give a greater number of persons to
select members from, and a greater number
of electors; but beyond that I cannot see
what object is to be gained. The defects
which we find in the working of our Constitution lie not in the construction of the
Council, but rather in the interpretation
of the Constitution itself-in the ambiguity
with regard to the power of the Legislative Council to deal with what is termed a
Money Bill.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-It is perfectly
plain enough, and known to be plain enough
by those who raise the dispute.
Mr. KERFERD.-Well, sir, I will not
take such an uncharitable view. I think
that, if we are like wise and sensible men
to deal with this questiun, we should let
bygones be bygones. We have to deal
with the Bill as submitted to us, and we
should confine ourselves purely within the
four corners of the measure. No doubt
the honorable and learned member feels
warmly and strongly on all that has taken
place on this subject; but, in approaching
the consideration of amendments of our
Constitution, we should endeavour to deal
with the case as presented to us in this
Bill. . Unfortunately the amendments pro. posed, here do not help to remove the difficulties which have hitherto existed. This
measure does not define what a Money Bill
is, what power the Council has to alter a
Money Bill, or whether it has the power
to alter, as is contended by some members,
the preamble of an Appropriation Bill.
Supposing this Bill becomes law, for all
we Know, next session we may be involved
in the same difficulty - we may have
another dead-lock. Certainly I do hot
understand dealing with the reform of the
Legislative Council in this piecemeal kind
of way. Why should we not approach
the subject of constitutional reform in a
liberal and comprehensive spirit, with a
desire to cure all the defects shown by experience to exist? Not only is there this
difficulty as to Money Bills, but there are
other defects in the Constitution. I should
like to see another tribunal appointed for
the settlement of election disputes. It is
well known that the presentation of an
election petition to this H ousa is influenced
to a great extent by the manner in which
the Committee of Elections and Qualifications is constituted. The committee has
heJJ about twenty meetings since the commencement of the present session, and I
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think I am correct in stating that, beyond
the threshold of the inquiry referred to
them, no progress has been made. At'that
rate of progress, how long will it be before
justice is done to the parties concerned?
By the Imperial Reform Act, the duty of
dealing with election petitions has been
handed over to three judges; and, if the
member of a shire council of this colony
can be removed by the "action of the
Supreme Court, I don't see why a Member
of Parliament should not be removed in
the same way. (" Oh") Well, so far as
I am concern~d, if I were a candidate
seeking to obtain a seat (occupied by somebody else) to which I considered myself
entitled I should certainly prefer to go before
the Supreme Court than before the Elections and Qualifications Committee. In
conclusion, I beg to say that, whilst I
shall not oppose the Bill, I believe it will
not accomplish the object which its promoters have in view; and, if it should b~
carried, I hope the Government will fulfil
the promise which they have given the
honorable member for 90llingwood (Mr.
Reeves), and come down next session with
a comprehensive measure of' reform-a
measure applying to this as well as to the
other Hoose-so that we may endeavour,
by legislation, to bring the two Chambers
into harmony and remove the other defects
in the Constitution. Let this be done. and
then-but not till then-will the legislation of this country be conducted smoothly.
Mr. WRIXON.-Mr. Speaker, I can
assure you that, at this late hour of the
evening-and when we have only this one
evening left to discuss this important measure-I will not detain the House at any
considerable length; but I am anxious to
express, as briefly as I can, the reasons
which induce me to support the second
reading of this Bill. I will not follow the
honorable and learned member who has
just concluded through the drfferEmt topics
" to which he has adverted; but with regard
to one view which he put forward very
strongly, and l'eitel'ate~ more than oncenamely, the imperfection of tbe Bill in
that it does not go to cure all the ~defects
of the constitution of the Upper Housel will only remark that, if we wait until
we get a Bill which is satisfactory in all respects, and which cures all defects, we may
remain for ever in our present lamentable
state of imperfection. I suppose that in
this matter, as in a great many others in
the political and business affairs of life, we
must be content to take things as well as
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we can get them ; and, if we don't obtain
exactly what we want, we must take as
much as we can get, always provided
that what we take or accept tends to good.
This is "my short answer to the objection
as to the imperfections of the Bill; and I
put it prominently before you, because I
feel as strongly as my honorable and
learned friend, the member for Brighton,
the imperfections of this Bill. I think the
Bill presents a principle absolutely and
totally vicious which, if it were for the
first time introduced into our Constitution,
I could not for a moment hesitate to vote
against. The principle I take to be a
modification of that originally embodied
in our Constitution, namely, that in this
democracy the conservative elements of
the country are to be collected in one
Chamber, and are there to hold in check
any evil or dangerous tendencies which
That is unthe people may exhibit.
doubtedly the principle of this Bill-not
that we are to endeavour to act upon the
people. and to induce them to adhere to
that wise conservatism which it always
will be the interest of the nation to observe,
but that we are to have a separate and
peculiar people, a little section of wealthy
individuals to whose particular custody
this conservatism is to be intrusted. I
most ent.irely concur with the view indicated by the honorable and learned member for Brighton, that that principle is absolutely and hopelessly vicious, and that it "
differs from many bad principles in that it
has no good. It has two bad aspects. A
principle which is bad" may yet have a
good operation. But this principle of a
spurious and fictitious conservatism is injurious both to the people whom it tends
to repress, and to the upper class whom it
affects to protect. I believe that it tends
to create in the minds of the people the
idea that conservatism is not their business,
that the interests of conservatism are intrusted to a separate body in the State,
that the Constitution .provides that cou.servatism is to be looked after by the
Council, and that it is not their c,oncerna principle as untrue, as false, and as dangerous as can be taught to any people; a
principle untrue as applied to a people
such as we have here, where we have no
mob properly s"peaking; and where the
real interest of the humblest man in the
country is just as much served by good
and steady government, as that of the
richest man, and even more, because the
humblest man leaves the dearest pledges
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that a man can leave behind him, whereas the wealthy are not tied to the
country, and do not look upon it as theirs.
Therefore, as regards the people, that
principle -is dangerous. Equally dangerous is it, as regards the upper class.
It gives them a false notion;' it gives
them the idea that they are to act apart
from the rest of the nation or country of
which they are members; it gives them
the idea that, sitting in their own chamber, they are to look upon the interests of
law and property as their own peculiar
function, just as ifit were not the business
of the rest of the community as well.
Therefore, I say the principle is entirely
. a bad one. But I think it is most important for us to recollect, in dealing with
this question, that the Bi)l now before us
does not introduce any new principle into
the Constitution. We find already existing in the Constitution, and in an aggravated form, this principle of which we
complain.
If a Bill embodying this
erroneous principle were brought in for
the first· time, we should, without doubt,
reject the measure. But the principle is
·in the Constitution. We may dislike it
as much as we please, but we cannot
doubt that it is there. For years past we
.have felt, with living real effect, the power
of this principle. Not all the arguments
that the wisest men can urge, can spit'it
-away .the fact that that spurious power does
exist-that it is a real power, and a most
dangerous one-in the Constitution. This
being so, whe~ a Bill which proposes to
mitigate that evil, which proposes to open
the way' to future amendment, which
would make further reform possible, is
submitted to the House, I say that, how-ever much we may disapprove of the
'principle itself, we should not be acting
wisely or justly, or be properly discharging
our duty to the people we represent, if we
did not avail ourselves of this way, which
is really the only way, by which we can
get l'id of the difficulty. I followed the
honorable and learned member for Brighton
very closely at that part of his speech, and
I really could not trace how else we are to
get rid of the difficulty if not in this way.
If I could see an indiGation of some other
way, I would take advantage of it, because
to give implied approbation to a principle
we don't approve of, is what none of us
are willing to <1.0. But what other path
of safety can be pointed out? ' We ,might
have revolution; we might appeal to
force, and march a file' of volunteers into
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the other Chamber, but this no one
desires to see; or we might take what
would seem to me a more dangerous aud
demoralizing course-namely, to have a
tacit understanding that we were to resort
to a series of political convulsions, a series
of political agitations, to keep the country
in incessant conflict and perpetual warfare, in the hope that, by indirectly acting
on another Chamber, we might secure our
object. Now I think that would be a
course not just in itself. It would not be
right; and therefore whatever tendency
there may be in our mindsto adopt-it, we
ought to resist. Moreover I think that,
in this countrY"it would utterly fail. The
notion which has suggested it is based
upon a recollection of what has occurred
in older countries, the experience of which
is totally inapplicable to ours. 1 know
that many people have suffered by the
dead-lock, aud, if these dead-locks were
to fasten on this country for yeal's, who
would suffer by them but members of
this House, and those whom they represent? Honorable gentlemen elsewhere
simply sit with folded arms. I don't say
they regard with pleasure the sufferings
to which people are put; but I say that,
if a member of that House is capable of
so malevolent a feeling, he has nothing to
do but to sit there and smile at the difficulties distressing this House and its
constituents, while he and his colleagues
are utterly untouched and unreached by
what presses on us severely;-entirely
irresponsible, without need to feltr impeachment, revolution, or any other punishment. If this be so, ought we to entertain
that plan of obtaining a remedy for our
wrongs? I think not. I don't think we
could successfully accomplish our end in
that way. We would be only punishing
our own constituents-the people of this
country-and be producing a certain
amount of demoralization, which leaves bad
effects when the crisis and the complications from which it arises are over.
Therefore I say we cannot seek to attain
our objects by resorting either to force, or
to a sei'ies of political agitations. How
else then are we to do it, but by legal
reform, which we can induce the other
Chamber to agree to? If the honorable
member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd) could
assure us that, next session, we would
have a more perfect Bill, I would gladly
reject this; but my impression is that, if
we do not accept this, next session we
shall get none at all. The:refore I think
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it a mere matter of wisdom to take what The Legislative Council say that of uS;
we can get, and regard this Bill as a means we say that of them; and I think we are
right. But the object of a constitution is
for further political reform.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.- What value to deal with the unreasonableness and infirmity of many-to deal with the imperwill it be?
Mr. WRIXON.-The effect of this Bill fections of mankind. Show me a society
undoubtedly will be to increase consider- of reasonable men, and it would not signify
ably the constituent body of the Council. what constitution they had, if they had any
I have heard that it will have that' effect at all. But a constitution is to deal with
in ~ degree which perhaps was not anti .. the evil tendencies which undoubtedly exist
cipated by the honorable gentlemen wh6 in societies; and therefore, when you tell
proposed it. And the more you bring us that "the Constitution is all right,"
public opinion-the voice of the people you don't meet the difficulty at all. You
-to bear upon the Council, the more you leave untouched the fact that we have a
can act upon it, and the more open will it constitution with a population, certainly
be to future reform. It is said that, by enlightened and not very unreasonable,
this Bill, we are giving the Council power which has utterly failed to carryon the
over the country. I think the process will functions of government. In that aspect,
be just the other way; that we shall give I repeat the observation made by the Chief
the country power over the Council. We Secretary, and 1 say the Oonstitution has
cannot accomplish all we wish; but I failed. There is another point which I
believe that every ten thousand voters would just throw out for the consideration
who can be added to the constituent body of honorable members around me. No
of the Council will render that House more dou bt there is an impression on the public
amenable to reason and general intelligence, mind-I believe a wide-spread impression
and more capable of appreciating the politi- .-that our Constitution has failed in another
cal wants of the country. Time will not sense; that, in fact, the voice, the conallow me to go as far as I could wish into science, and the intellect of the people are
the various important questions involved not completely or adequately represented
in this proposed amendment of the Consti- in the Legislature. We cannot pretend,
tution ; but there is one view which I on this hasty discussion, to enter into the
desire to throw out for the consideration very wide question thus indicated. It is
of the Government. We all recollect that, clear that it would involve a variety of
some time ago, in the very m~dst of a considerations-a variety of minor quespolitical crisis, the Chief Secretary re- tions, and yet questions in themselves of
marked that the Constitution had failed. the greatest importance. For example,
Sir, I believe that this remark, made in the payment of members, the redistribution of
heat of that political crisis, at a time electoral districts, and other reforms which
when men's feelings were highly excited, might be suggested. Now the view which
may now be repeated with absolute truth I wish to throw out for the consideration
-that we may now say, with all of the Government and the House is that
deliberation, that our Constitution has we should not lose sight of that constitufailed. I believe that our Constitution is tional question, and simply say "the
.a failure-that it fails to deal with the Constitution has failed." We know the
political wants of the country-that it is wide-spread feeling in the public mind
not adequate to meet the requirements of that the Constitution is not quite adequate
this. rising nation. I need only point to to the duties which it ought to perform;
,the dead-locks which have taken place and I venture to think that the Governwithin the last few years, and which, in ment ought to give this matter their attenany populous country, would have meant tion-that they ought to take means for
absolute revolution. As yet, we are merely placing us in a position hereafter to deal
on parade; we have not entered on the with it. It may be quite true that the
conflict of national life ; but in any popu- present is not an opportune time to take in
lous country, with great and complicated hand such a very vast and difficult quesvested interests existing, what we have tion ; and yet there are preliminllries in
gone through, during the last few years, the way of investigating the question by
would have meant revolution and a break- means of a royal commission or otherwise,
ing up of society. We have been told on which will have to be taken whenever the
both sides that, if people had acted reason- whole question comes under the considera.ably, there would have been no dead-lock. tion of the country; apd I think we ought
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not to give it the go-by. I think we are
not doing our duty to the people if we
simply fold our arms, and, taking this
necessarily imperfect and undoubtedly
inadeq uate measure of reform, say we will
wait till the evil day turns up. If we dis..
charge our functions as legislators and
statesmen, we ought to look before us.
Seeing what has occurred in the past, and
recognising the voice of the p.ublic, we
ought to show ourselves aHve to the difficulty, and altxious to take in hand a revi ..
sion of the Constitution, by endeavouring
to place it on such a basis as will make it
adequate to deal with the wants of a demo ..
~ratic community. That is the question of
questions, to which all others are subordinate.
Mr. LANGl'ON.-Mr. Speaker, for
many of the reasons which have been so
well put by the honorable and learned
member who has just resumed his seat,
and for others which l will endeavour to
place before the House, I shall support the
second reading of this Bill. I may be
permitted, perhaps, to object to one phrase
which the honontble and learned member
repeatedly employed in speaking of the
Government of the country. He spoke of
it as a democratic government. I do not
wish to say anything at all in disparagementof the principle of a pure democracy;
I only wish to point out that, when the
honorable member speaks of this Government as a democratic government, he uses
a contradiction in terms, because a demo ..
cracy and a monarchy cannot cO-exist..
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-- Why?
Mr. LANGTON.-Simply because de.
mocracy is the government of the people
by the whole people, whereas monarchy is
government by a king or queen. I apprehend that, neither in Great Britain nor in
this colony, have we true democracy. In
Great Britain, we have Queen, Lords, and
Commons. In this colony, we have the
representative of the Sovereign, acting on
behalf of the Crown, and two deliberative
branches of LegiAlature. I apprehend,
therefore, that we have not reached that
stage yet. All that I wish to call attention
to is that, in speaking of this government
as a democratic government, we improperly
describe it. Whatever may be the desire
of any honorable members, however- a\1'y
considerable party may be anxious to
establish a pure democrBtcy in this colony,
we bave it not ~t the present time; and
the reform we are considering to-night is
pot the refOfD;\ of a democ~atic constitution.
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But there is one part of the honorable
member's remarks, in which he followed
the honorable and learned member for
: Brighton, to which I wish to advert.
Both honorable gentlemen have spoken of
the existing qualification of electors for
the Upper House as being one simply of
wealth. They described that House as .
resting merely upon wealth, and they
objected to that as being a system inhe. rently vicious, and calculated to be almost
unsusceptible of any improvement. Now
I submit that. is scarcely a fair representation of the existing state of things. I
am not going to defend the existing qualification of the Up.per House, either for
electors or elected. I think the reduction
made by this Bill is in the right direction;
and I should have been very glad to see,
as far as the elected are concerned, a much
larger reduction still. But it seems to me
that the existing constitution of the Legislative Council rests upon two principles
which are not so vicious as they have been
represented. It aeems to rest upon the
principles of industry aud intelligence.
The q ualificat.io1;l forau. elector is. a freehold
of the value of £100 a year. It is not
very long,. in the history of this colony,
since it was in the power of a sober,
industrious man to acquire, by patient
industry, a freehold worth £100 a
year. ("Oh.") Many bonorable members know that, in the early days of the
gold ..fields, there were plenty of such instances. I am speaking of the time when
the Constitution was framed, and not of
these days when money is not made so
easily as it was at that period. I say that,
at that time, industrious and sober men
did not find any very material difficulty in
acquiring, in course of time, a freehold
which would enable them to vote for the
Upper House, or in occupying leasehold
property which would give them the same
privilege. But, as the times have materially changed s~nce then, the reduction
which the Bill proposes seems to be not
only wise but necessary. I think it would
be well if the House were informed how
many persons there are in the colony, at
the present time, in possession of freeholds
of the value of .£50 a year. I don't think
either the honorable member for Brighton
or the honorable member for Belfast
would be disposed to say anything in disparag·ement of these men, if a list of
them was laid on the table. The principle of allowing every person possessing
a freehold worth £50 a year to have
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a ,'ote, although based on money, recognises the deserts of persons who, by
steady perseverance, sobriety, and honesty,
have managed to secure for themselves a
stake in the country. I apprehend that,
amongst the advantages of the land legislation for which the present Government
take to themselves no small credit, and
with which the name of the honorable
member for the Avoca (Mr. Grant) will be
bound up in the history of this colony,
would be one of no small character if
those who are thus enabled by their industry to secure a freehold estate ip the
colony could also secure a vote in the
election of mem bers for the second branch
of the Legislature. Therefore I say that, as
far as the influence of these men can be felt,
few influences that can be brought to bear
on the legislation of the colony are likely
to be more advantageous. As far as the
other persons who will be entitled t~ vote
are concerned-the occupants of property
assessed on the rate-book at £50 a yearI apprehend that they will include a very
large proportion of the settled population
of the colony. Therefore, sir, by these
provisions, men of industry, sobriety, and
perseverance ~ill have more political
power; and I apprehend, quite apart from
all mere questions of speculation, that
honorable members of this House desire.
that the virtuous, sober, and settled portion
of the community should possess more
polit.ical power than those who are not
sober, settled, or industrious. That being
the case, and other things being equal, as
a general rule, the exercise of those
qualities for a number of years results in
the possession of qualifications like those
provided for by the Bill. Then I say
that we offer, by this BiH, a reward for
the practice of these virtues. As to the
other qualification, which I have described
as the principle of intelligence, it is proposed by the Bill that every person who
is a graduate of any university in the
British dominions, any bal'rister, solicitor,
medical man, minister of religion of any
denomination, any schooJmaster, and any
person who has matriculated at the Mel..
bourne University, shall have a vote. for
the Upper HOQse. Now the honorable
and leal'ned member for Brighton has not
favoured the !Jouse with the slightest indication of the e~tent to which the reform of
the Upper I{ouse should go to please him.
He has not shadowed forth any means by
which the grievance he complains of can
be redressed. For my part, I don't believe
Mr. Langton.
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it is possible to redress those grievances.
It appears that nothing short of the annihilation of the other branch of the Legislature, and the making of this House entirely' paramount, w.ithout any check or
hindrance whatever, will please the honorable and learned gentleman. Certainly
his ~peech this eveni~g would walTant
anybody in forming that opinion of his
views. The honorable and learned gentleman has not shown in what direction he
would like the reform to go; and he has
intimated very clearly his distaste to the
Bill because it will place the Legislative
Council on a wider and possibly a firmer
hasis, and because it will give that body
grea.ter power, and, it may be, induce it to
act more independently in the future than in
the past. As I have said already, I should
like to see the qualification of members of
the Upper House reduced in a still greater
degloee. I believe, in spite of the views
to which the honorable and learned
member for Belfast has gi,"en utterance,
that it is desirable thel;Ef should be two
branches of the Legislature which do not
spring from exactly the same source.
The United States of America have been
frequently saved from convulsion merely
by the fact of the country possessing a
second branch of the Legislature. That
second branch bas m~nifested a character
for independence and statesmanship which
has drawn forth the commendations of the
best authorities, some of whom have declared that that body is as far superior to
the British House of Commons as the
British House of Commons is to the
British House of Lords But the Senate .
of the United States possesses powers far
larger than our Upper. House possesses.
The American Senate has the veto on important appointments. It can veto the apappointment of ambassadors. It has co-ordinate powers with the House of Representatives with regard to Money Bills; and,
strange to 'say, so far from that being producti ve of dead".locks, there never has been a
financial dead .. lock in the United States.
This would show that the mode suggested
by the honorable and learned member for
Brighton for avoiding dead-locks is one.
upon which it is possible to philosophize
and speculate, but at the same time one
for which we have no warrant, drawn from
experience, for believing that it will be
successful; whilst we have warrant for
believing that, if our Constitution were
altered in the direction of the Constitution
of the United States, if larger powers
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were conferred on the ezecond branch --=-that I support the present Bill. At the
of the Legislature, if that House were same time, I trust honorable members will
allowed to ueal as freely with Money Bills never forget that the two Houses represent
as with other Bills, there would be less totally different political powers. The
likelihood of dead-locks than there is at Chief Secretary has· expressed regret that
the present time. With regard to the the Bill do.es not reduce the time for
qualificatiop- for memhers~ the Bill propos~s which members of the Upper House are
to reduce it to £2,50.0., but I should like to returned. Many other reforms have be~n
have seen it struck out altogether. I should suggested. But I would point out that
like to see created a constituency based u,pon the nearer you bring the U ppel' to the
some intelligible principle-as nearly as Lower House, with respect to qualification,
possible upon the principle of industry and the term of office, and such matters, the
intelligence. I am not utopian enough to more likely are you to have collisions
suppose that anybody is able to draw a betw~en the Chambel's. The Upper House
Bill perfect in that respect~ . But, allow- must be Btn Upper House. There cannot
ing for human infirmities and imperfec- be two Lower Houses to represent the
tions, I say that, if .you could secure ~ people. 'l'he honorable and learned memconstituency based upon the principle of ber for Brighton has spoken in reference
intelligence and indqstry~ you might safely to the Upper' House, I think, to.o strongly
leave to that conservative constituency the and too warmly. If we are to have an
selection of whom,soever they might please V pper House it should be an Upper House
among themselves~ I should like to see such as the frl:l.mcrs Qf the Constitution
intended, and such ns statesmen like Pitt
~hat principle introduced. I dpn't believe
that a property qualification establishes a:nd Burke advocated. I don't think it
any safeguard to the other branch of the need be more. 'fhe U ppel' House repreLegislature, or is any advantage to the sents an elem,ent i~ the Constitution which
community. The constituency you create ought to be represented. If we want an
is everything; the persons from who:m,you Upper House &t all, we ought not
may choose your members is a matter of to bring it so low ns to interfere
comparatively trifling consideration. l with the duties and privileges of the
should have liked to have seen this altera- really representative body. If you do
tion in the Bill i but, as it is, l am dis- this, you immediatl;lly create a powerful
posed to take the measure as an instal:m,ent, rival, u,seless in the Constitution, and culAlthough I uon't anticipate, any more than culated to destroy it, I believe that the
the honorable :m,ember for the Ovens (Mr. true solution of our legislative difficulties
ReFferd), any great results from the Bill, I will be federal action on the part of· the
regaru it as a step in the right direction; Australian colonies. Canada and the other
and I am disposed to believe that, ~s it will North American ColO1;J,ies are now united
unmistakably widen the basis of the Legis~ as one "dominion," apd I anticipate that,
lative Council, and also. e~~end the choice before long, the .A,.ustl'~lian colonies will
of the electors, it will h~ve the effect of follow the example. B'\l:t in the meantime,
improving the chal'Btcter of that House, while we remain in our present position,
and rendering it capable of affording more we cannot be too cBtutioQs as to the alteraefficient service to the State.
tions which we may desire to' make in OUl'
Mr. McCOMBIE.-l don~t wish to give Upper House. It must not be forgotten
a silent vote on this question; l Wish to that the Upper H;o1]se was never intended
explain why I intend to vote for the Bill, to be a representative body. I vote for
It appears to me that the measure is an this reform of the Upper aouse, because
attempt ·to restorp to the Constitution an l believe that the I:I.mendment of the law
elasticity which it has lost. The Consti." will get us bBtck what we have ]ost, and
tution fixes the qunlification of the mem,- will restore the proper balance of the
bers of the Upper House at £5,0.0.0., and of OonstitutiQn.
electors at £1,0.0.0.; but, in consequence
Mr. McKEAN.-I think, sir, there are
of the depreciation in the value of pro- very few honorable gentlemen in this
perty, a large number of persons who t at IJouse who have the interest and welfare
the time the Constitution Act passed, were of the country at heart, who will not be
on the electoral roll of the Upper House, disposed to support this Bill, and take it
. are now excluued from that privilege. It for what it is worth, as an instalment in
is to remedy this-to rectify what the fall the proper direction. The honorable memin the value of property has made wrong . bel' for the Ovens (Mr. Rerfel'd) has dwelt
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at length on the negative q~alities of the
measure; he regards it as not perfection.
But the honorable member is aware that
the measures of the Imperial Parliament
do not pretend to perfection. J don't expect perfection from the Legislature of
Victoria, any more than from any other
Ll,'lgislature in the world; and I say that
the desire of honorable members of the
other House to place the franchise and
representation in that House on a more
equitable basis, should receive the consideration which any measure emanating
from the same quarter is entitled to. The
honorable member for the Ovens fears
that the Bill will not prevent the recurrence of dead-locks. But I do not understand why the honorable member should
complain of dead-locks, inasmuch as it was
through a aead.lock that he was elevated
to office. If the argument of the honor..
able member goes to prove anything, it is
that the extended basis which the Bill
will give the Legislative Council will
have tha effect of putting 'less liberal
gentlemen into that Chamber. The hon ..
Ol'able member d~elt at considerable length
upon the misfortunes which befel Mr.
Pinnock when he last contested the Eastern
Province. A chaise-cart, it appears, broke
down with three of Mr. Pinnock's voters,
and, in consequence, Mr. Murphy won the
election. Why the honorable gentlema.n
won his own election only by a few votes.
The honorable member also referred to
the large provinces over which candidates
for seats in the Upper House have to
travel, and in the same breath he told us
that the colony should be one vast
province, by which arrangement he
argued that the area over which candidates have to travel would not be increased.
The drift of the opposition of the honorable member for the Ovens is that the
Bill will extend the basis of the Fepre,.
sentation of ·the other Chamber; but his
late colleague, the honorable member for
West MelbouFne (Mr. Langton), says-" I
think that the extension of the franchise
is wise and necessary." What can have'
come over the honorable member for the
Ovens, that he is thus diametricaUyopposed
to his honorable friend? Does he come
here as the representative of those members of the Council who sent us the Bill,
not desiring that we should accept it; but
rather hoping that, by rejecting it, we
should give them a good election cry? Is
he the special pleader for such gentlemen,
if they exist? If not, what does he mean
Mr. McKean.
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by pointing out the defects of a measure
it is too late to amend? Surely, seeing
from whence the Bill proceeds, the honorable member should have been content to
.pass it sub silentio. l'he honorable mem'ber, who represents a population as mixed
as that of any gold-field in the colony, to
descant upon democracy, indeed! to talk
largely of aristocracies, and to dwell upon
the good qualities of honorable members
elsewhere, to the exclusion of those qualities here!' The honorable member quoted
from John Stuart Mill, but he should
have wread another passage which stared
him in the (ace" I am inclined to thin~ that, if all other constitutional questions are rightly decided, it is but
of secondary importance whether the Parliament
consists of two ch~mbers or only one."
Again..,.....,
"I attach little weight to the argument
oftenest urged for having two chambers-to
prevent precipitancy and compel a second
deliberation; for it must be a very ill-constituted representative assembly in which the
established forms of business do not require
many more than two deliberations,"
Now the view put forth by the honorable
mem.b~r w~s that the Upper House should
be a drag up,on the wheels of democracy,
and that therefore it should rest upon a
na.rrower basis than this House does. The
honorable member will not feel comforted
by the reflection that he is diametrically
opposed to the very authority he quoted.
The .honorable member might have gone
a little further, and read this passage:"If, however, for the reasons already mentioned, the decision were taken that there should
be such a chamber, it is desirable that it should
be composed of elements which" without being
open to the imputation of class interests adverse
to the majority, would incline it to opJlose itself
to the class interests of the majority, and quality
it to raise its voice with authority against their
errors and weaknesses. These conditions evidently are not found in a body constituted in
the manner of our House of Lords. So soon
as conventional rank and individual riches no
longer awe the democracy, ~ House of Lords
becomes insignificant."
A second chamber, Mill s~ys, ~hould be
"a body of which special training and
~nowledge shoqld be the charaoteristics."
Now wiP anyone say that the members of
the COJ.lncjl refl~ct these qualities? If so, I
must plead guilty to possessing an amount
of obtuseness beyond what 1 imagined.
Again"If one house represents popular feeling, the
ot"4er should represent persollfl,l merit, tested
and guaranteed by actual public s~rvice! and
fortified by experien.ce."
.
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It is true we have an O'Shanassy in the
other Chamber, and some other tried public
men of enlarged and enlightened views;
but how many are there who have no
peculiar fitness for their position? And
is a conti.nuation of this state of things
desirable? Is the Council to remain a
reflex of a class interest, or shall it be a
reflex of parliamentary experience, of, the
wealth and intelligence of the colony?
Unless \ve place the franchise upon a
broader basis we cannot expect the latter
result.
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not be in the other. It is to be regretted
that the measure was not submitted at an
earlier stage of the session, in order that it
might receive the mature consideration it
deserves; but we shall only be doing our
duty by passing it now, and leaving a
further instalment of reform to a future
session. The British Constitution is itself
the result of gradual improvement. Period
after period has been spent in maturing it,
and bringing it to its present proud
position of representing democracy and
monarchy. I do not expect that we shall
he satisfied in our own generation with the
"~f the one is the people's chamber, the other
should be the chamber of statesmen; a cOll-ncil fruit of our handiwork. Those who come
composed of aU living public men who have after us will find that the changes of
passed through important political offices or emsociety require further improvements, and
ployments. Such a chamber would be fitted for
much more than to be a merely moderating thus the Constitution will become of a
body."
higher and still higher order. As to the
I am glad to find myself supported by Bill before us, I trust that honorable memsuch an authority. I trust that honorable bers will not amend it by crossing a "t "
members who may use this book will use or dotting an "i." To do so would be to
it fairly, and not merely qu{)te Imch ex. imperil the passing of the measure. Let
tracts as, chance to fit in with their par- us take it as an instalment, to be followed
ticular views. An author quoted in that up, if necessary, next session.
Mr. REEVES.-I must say, sir, that I
~ detached manner may be made to take
either one side of.the question or the other, would have preferred to see tpis question
but such a course is neither fair to him nor dealt with by a joint committe~ of the two
to the House. I regretted to hear the stric- Houses, because their recommendations
tures which the honorable member for West would have embraced many points which
Melbourne (Mr. Langton) indulged in on this Bill does not touch. I would like to
those who have a voice in the formation of see the rights and privileges of the two
this Assembly. It does not lie with any Houses cleQrly defined. This would be
honorable member to detract from one the best means of preventing misunderclass of electors in order to exalt another standings and dead-locks in the future.
class. The question should be dealt with It may be said that, if we were governed
on a broader and more comprehensive by the usages and precedents of the I.tPpebasis. We have been told that because rial Parliament; we should not go wrong;
the judges can remove shire councillors, but that is taking more credit to ourselves
therefore they, and not the Elections and than we deserve. Our education in statesQualifications Committee, should have the manship is so incomplete that we often
power of removing the members of this find ourselves in difficulties. The two
House. In othel' words, the High Court of Houses ought to unite in a thorough reParliament, the highest court in the land, form of the Constitution. I accept the
should have its constituent members re- Bill as an instalment; but I reserve to
viewed by an inferior court. I speak myself the right, unless the Ministry take
with no disrespect to the court of which I action in the matter, of moving, next
am an officer, but I do say that we should ,session, for a joint committee of the two
place ourselves in a most humiliating Houses to fully consider the whole question
position if we gave that court the power of reform.
Mr. BURTT.-I have been connected
'of saying whether A or B was the proper
person to represent a constituency. With with many political associations of late
regard to municipal councillors, however, years, and not one of them but has advoit appears very strange that a man who cated the reform of the Council. I must
is qualified to be chosen as the mayor of say tha.t I sympathize with the honorable
places like Ballarat, Sandhurst, and Mel- member for the Ovens (Mr. Kerferd), and
bourne should not be qualified to vote for the honorable and learned member for
a member of the Upper House. A quali- Brighton, in the views which they have
·fication of £25 is sufficient in the one expressed. I do not like this tinkering
.instance, and I do not see Why.it should, with the Constitution. The only advantage
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in the Bill is that it restores us to a
state of things from which we have receded,
in reference to the respective number of
electors for each House. In 1854 the
Legislative Assembly had 178,000 voters.
In 1864 we had 120,000, and we have
not improved much since. In 1854 the
Council had 16,700 voters; in 1864 they
had 8,000, and now they have more than
10,000. They have progressed and we
have not. One point which might have
The numbeen dealt with is this.
ber of members in the House of Lords
stands, with regard to the number of the
House of Commons, as five to eight. I
would have liked to see the Council in~reased by fifteen members, and then the
proportion between the two Houses here,
forty-five to seventy-eight, would have
been very similar to the proportion of the
old country. As to dead-locks, they need
never occur if both Houses confine themselves to their respective duties. But if
the Council claims equal rights with regard to Money Bills,- the two Houses are
bound to stand in a position of antagonism.
If there is to be a division of power, I
would rather that the Council originated
the Bills, and left the last touch to us. I
do not feel disposed to oppose this Bill,
though I wish it went further. I take a
lesser quantity now in the hopes of getting
more another time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time and committed.
Captain MAC MAHON stated that h~
would leave t.he error in the preamblethe reference to an increase of membersto be corrected by a message from the
Governor.
.
The Bill, having been gone through
without amendment, was reported to the
House, and was then read a third time and
passed.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
The debate on Mr. Mackay's motion, declaring that, in the opinion of the House,
"the new regulations proposed by the Edu~
cation Board, in reference to the reduction
of the staffs in common schools, the fees for
the instruction of destitute children, and
the payment of pupil teachers, should not
come into operation until the 1st January,
1869" (adjourned from Friday, Sept. 25),
was resumed.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.-Mr. Speaker,
I hope the honorable member who submitted this motion will not press it to a
division .. I would not have felt disposed

Second Night's Debate.

to take part in this debate but that it was
evident from the remarks of the honorable
member that he introduced the motion from
a feeling, in his mind, which is unjust to
the Board of Education, and which conveys an unjust imputation upon the Government and upon this House. Th~
honorable member appears to think that
the alterations in the regulations proceed
from a desire, on the part of the board, to
affect injuriously the status and interests
of the general body of teachers. Now. I
think that impression an unjust one, and I
believe that it is one which is likely, if not
set aside, to act injuriously both upon the
te;tchel's and the public. I do not believe
that there is any class of the community
which receives so ample an acknowledgment of their position and of the high position in which Parliament is disposed to
place them as the teachers in the common
schools of the colony. In order to prove
that position" I will ask the House to
observe the distinction between the remuneration paid to teachers in common
schools here, and to teachers in the same
position in Engla.nd. Here the average
salary of a teacher ranges "from £275 to .
£18.5, commencing at Melbourne and decreasing as the teachers are placed in
country districts. The average salary of
a certificateq teacher in England, according to the last report of the Privy Council,
is £88 19s. 5d., so that here we pay very
nearly three times the amount which is
given in England. Honorable members
may say that the amount paid in England
is no indication of what ought to be paid.
I entirely concur with them. I do not
believe that the amounts received by the
teachers here, wJ::tether we take the average
or those high rates which exist in some
populous districts, are too high for the
services rendered. They are only an indication that no injustice is intended to
the teacher, either by Parliament or by
the Board of Education. But the honorable memuer will admit that, if the country .
pays a reasonable salary, the country has a
right to expect a reasonable return. Now
there are two respects in which this exflenditure, though not too high as regards
salaries for the services given, is a wasteful expenditure, and one which needs correction. The one is attempted to he dealt
with by the regulation which provides for
a reduction in the staffs of assistant
teachers. It was proved by a large body
of evidence, submitted to the royal commission two years ago, that the proportion
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of teachers to pupils in our common
schools was largely in excess of the staffs
of English schools, and also of the best
conducted schools in other countries. The
commission accordingly recommended that
this proportion should be reduced. There
is a great difference of opinion among the
most competent authorities as to the extent
to which this reduction should proceed.
The commission recommended a reduction
very similar to the one now proposed. I
know a prominent teacher, a highly distinguished man, who is of opinion that
the proposed reduction is free from objection. I know another teacher, a still more
distinguished man, of high eminence in his
profession, who regards it as excessive.
Now where the persons who are most compet.ent to form an opinion differ, I do not
think that we are in a position to" de<;jde.
This is a question which must be left to
the Board of Education.
We cannot·
decide whether the reduction is exactly
sufficient or excessive, and we should not
make the attempt. The truth is that
the members of the board are trying to
. remedy one defect in the existing system,
but they find themselves unable to grapple
with the greater evil. The commission
to which I have referred reported"The excessive multiplication of schools and
teachers occasione~ by the competition of the
religious denominations, and the employment of
an unnecessary number of assistant teachers,
seem to be the two principal causes of the undue
proportion that exists between the public expenditure and.its educational results."
The board is trying to deal with the one
defect, but the other I fear must remain
without an efficient remedy until Parliament addresses itself t~ the very difficult
task of bringing our system of public education under more responsible control.
The fact is that our enormons expenditure,
for it is enormous, on public education is
really a. subsidy to the religious denominations. That, all who have any practical
acquaintance with the subject know is
the difficulty, and that is the difficulty
which the board cannot remove, because
the board, in fact, represents the religious denominations, and each member is
compelled, as it were, to assist the others
in turn to maintain the existing number of
schools to each denomination. Until we
have some authority-a Minister of Public
. Instruction or otherwise-who can rednce
the excessive number of schools in populous
localities, our expenditure will continue to
be wasted. It was'proved that the number
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of schools in Melbourne might be reduced,
with advantage, to little more than one
half the number which now exists. This
difficulty the Board cannot touch, simply
because the denominations will not permit
it. Their interest lies in keeping up the
present large number of schools. The
wasteful expendi ture· thus occasioned cannot be cured until the whole system is
altered, but still, I think, the Government
may do something towards remedying the
evil. At present the respective denominations are represented on the board. Now
I believe that the Government may, consistently with the Act, adopt a new course,
and no longer recognise the rights of the
respecti ve denominations to nominate representatives on the board.
Mr. McCULLOCH.-TheY do not.
Mr. HIGINBOTHAM.·- I fear the
practice has grown up of recognising them
without appearing to do so. I believe that
if the Government would endeavour to obtain gentlemen only nominally conne~ted
with denominations, they might obtain a
body of men who would be indifferellt to
sectarian interests, and would have a due
care for the interests of the State, and the
interests of education. Unless they do
that, we must wait for fresh legislation to
meet the real difficulty in relation to our
public expenditure on education. With
respect to the other regulation, as to the
payment for destitute children, I believe
that thm-e may be considerable danger in
that regulation as it stands. It may induce some teachers-l hope not manyeither to. exclude pauper children from
their schools, or so to discourage their
attendance as virtually to prevent them
from receiving education. I received a
letter to-Jay from a teacher, in which he
illustrates what teachers may do in this
direction. He suggests that every local
committee should be compelled to receive
a certain percentage, say ten or fifteen
per cent. of destitute children, wherever
there are such in their school districts.
He says-" I know teachers who are
in the habit of refusing certificated. children," that is destitute children. He continues : "Here is a case. A.B. has a school or local
committee which meets once in three months.
His method is this. A parent presents children
with a certificate. He will bring the matter before the committee, and, if the gentlemen accept
the certificate, he will be happy .to receive the
children. This sounds plausible and well when
the committee will meet in six or seven weeks."
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Of course the application is put off. Again
my corr-espondent writes"On Thursday, an equally glaring case came
to my knowledge. A poor widow with eight
children to support was sent by a city missionary
to a minister for a certificate. She got one and
sent her children to the school. The next day,
because thev were late, the teacher denied them
admittance;telling them not to come any more."
Here the certificate was received, and the
children admitted; but yet the teacher
found means to stop their attendance. 1<'
fear that this n~w regulation may have the
effect of further inducing the teachers to
discourage the attendance of these children.
The commission recommended a reduction,
but they recommended steps which would
have prevented such effects from following.
They recommended that rates should
be' struck by local bodies, whose interest
it would be to see that the children
who received education as destitute
children were entitled to receive such
education, and to recover from parents
such a.mounts as they ought to pay. If
some step of this nature be not taken, I
fear that the, very children who most want
education will not receive it. This is a
question, like the first, with which I fear the
House cannot deal. The Board of Edu·
cation is responsible. How can we, with·
out possessing any direct or official autho·
rity, interpose an expression of opinion
upon a quasi professional matter? The
best thing we can do, after expressing our
views on the general question, and after
expressing our sympathy with the great
body of the teacherfl, will be to allow the
motion to lapse. The course we are asked
to adopt is to postpone the operation of the
regulations until the 1st of January next.
It is possible that this would be more
lenient to the assistant teachers, but it
would be a dangerous precedent to say
that persons whose agreement fixes a one
month's notice are entitled to a six months'
notice. It would be hardly safe to lay
that down as a rule. Moreover, I am
aware that in some cases the teachers ap.
prove of the regulations. They think they
will be able to make up the number of
children, and to save themselves from any
injurious consequences. I trust that the
motion will not be pressed.
Mr. BURROWES.-I hope the expres·
sion of the opinion of this House will be
sufficient to induce the board to stay the
effect of these regulations until the time
named in the resolution. I think it will
be, because it was the original intention of
the board to give due notice of the altera·
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tions, but circumstances prevented them.
There are several points in the regulations
which will not work satisfactorily. One
is the reduction of the fees paid on account
of destitute children. I believe that the
desire of the House is that proper
means should be afforded for the education
of destitute children; but if, in schools of
forty or fifty scholars, we have some
twenty-five children on account of whom
only 4!d. per week is paid, I fear that the
teacher, no matter what his disposition
may be, will look upon those children with
very different eyes to those he regards the
others with. Now it is not the wish of the
House that these children should be treated
differently. I trust, therefore, that the
House will express such an opinion
as will. induce the Board to alter this
regulation at the earliest opportunity.
If my honorable colleague withdraws the
motion, I trust that the House will express
such an opinion as will induce the Board
of Education to stay the regulations until
the 1st of January. next. I do not think
he intended to say anything harsh against
the board, but merely to remedy the evil
caused by the delay in gazetting these
regulations. If t4ey had been gazetted at
the time they were framed, the teachers
would have entered a protest against them,
and there would have he en an opportunity
of discussing them in this House. As
they have ouly been lately gazetted, I
hope that the board will stay their opera·
tion. The reduction in the fees for
destitute children will, I believe, have a
very injurious .effect, and act much against
the desire of the House.
Mr. ~. T. SMITH.-I regret that the
honorable and learned member for Brighton
introduced the denoniinational element into
this question. It was unnecessary to do
so, because we ought to have confined
ourselves to the subject which the honor.
able member for Sandhurst (Mr. Mackay)
desired to bring under, our notice. I
think the honorable member will do
wisely in withdI'awing the proposition,
and thus prevent the humiliation which
would attend either the carrying or re·
jection of it~ If one branch of the
Legislature, by a simple resolution of its
own, arrogates to itself" an authority
which Parliament alone possesses, and an
authority imposed by law on the Board of
Education, where is the principle to stop?
What is to become of the authority of the
board in whom educational matters are
vested? I may regret, as sincerely as the
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honorable member for Sandhurst, the fact
that a number of persons of both sexes
will, by these regulations, be depri ved of
situations which they fill with honour to
.themsel ves and credit to the State; but
that is not the question. The question is,
has Parliament-the two branches of itinvested certain authority in certain gentlemen for certain purposes? If so, by what
assumption of right can this House presume to dictate to a body so constituted?
If they do, what body of gentlemen will
hold office under such circumstances?
What body of gentlemen can look upon
themselves as occupyiug a dignified position, if, after framing certain regulations
by virtue of certain powers vested in them
by Parliament, one branch of Parliament
arrogates to itself' the right to ignore them
altogether, and to dictate the course of
action which they should pursue? I regret
to find a motion of this kind brought
forward, because I think that it lowers the
character of Parliament, and the character
of this House. The power which the
Board of Education have exercised in
framing these regnlations is clearly invested in them by an Act of Parliament,
and this House has therefore no right ~o
.dictate to them what they should do. The
board are putting in force, in connexion
with an important branch of the public
service, a principle which for the last two
or three years the House has desired should
be carried out in connexion with the
service generally, namely, a retrenchment
of expendit.ure. The Board of Education
are the first body to make an effort in'that
direction, and they are assailed froin all
sides of the House. The necessity for
retrenchment in this direction is partly
owing to the action of Parliament, which
has not been content with providing
merely for the education of the poorer
classes, but has also made provision for
the education of those who ought to be
educated at the expense of their parentEl.
.I repeat that I was sorry to hear
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton make the remarks he did in
reference to denominationalism, because in
Melbourne the denominations are so strong
that they· are capable of maintaining
schools under the denominational system,
and it would be a pity to establish any
other system of education in connexion
with those schools. The result of the investigations of the Rev. Mr. Fletcher, who
. was lately sent from England to America,
on behalf of certain institutions, to make
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inqUIrIes as to the educational system in
the latter country, has convinced me more
strongly than ever of the desirableness of
the denominational system of education.
When you attempt to educate without instruction in the principles of religion (and
you can scarcely give that instruction
without the denominational system) you
utterly fail. You educate what? I have
heard of educated rogues; and I am afraid
that you scarcely ever succeed in making
anything else except under a denominational system of education. Though I
admire the honorable and learned member
for Brighton, and appreciate his honesty,
I cannot go with him on this question;
and I trust that he will yet have his eyes
opened to the folly of abolishing the denominational system of education. With
regard to the motion now before us, I hope
that the House will see that we are asked
to bring into contempt an institution which
we ourselves have assisted to create. If
the gentlemen who, compose the Board of
Education will subinit to dictation of this
kind, they are unworthy of the position
they hold.
Mr. WATKINS.-I trusted that the
debate would terminate without any sectarian views being introduced into it. The
matter should have been discussed. entirely
on its merits - purely as it affects the
management of the common schools. The
State certainly gives a large amount of
money for the education of the people, but
the cost is nothing if we accomplish the
object we have in view, namely, the
education of the poorer classes; beca.use
it is much cheaper to pay for educational
establishments than to pay for penal establishments. The question for us to consider
is whether the large sum of money voted
for education is expended in the proper
channels, and whether it accomplishes the
object which we try to attain? We haye
it on the authority of Adam Smith that" The education of the poor is a matter which
deeply concerns the commonwealth. Just as
the magistrate ought to interfere to prevent
leprosy spreading amongst the people, so ought
he to interfere for stopping the progress of the
moral distempers which are inseparable from
ignorance."

I contend that it is the duty of the State
to endeavour all it can to prevent ignorance ; and it certainly takes means to do
so by voting a magnificent sum of nearly
£200,000 a year for education. The
question is whether this money is directed
into the proper channel-whether it' is
not mainly applied for the education of
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those children whose parents are able and able members how many servants are thera.
willing to pay for their education them- who were bred and born in the colony?
selves, without taking advantage of the Are we not almost as much dependent on .
assistance given by the State. If such is immigration for domestic servants as ever
the case, and if this acts prejudicially to we were? A great number of the chilthe education of the poorer classes (for dren educated in the common schools, inwhose education we are responsible), then stead of being taught a humble and profitI say our system requires alteration, be- able kind of education, are taught a higher
cause it does not accomplish the object we class education, which does not tend to the
intend. The evidence of Mr. Whyte, the promotion of their own comfort and happimaster of the Model Schools, published in ness, or to their usefulness as members of
the report of the Royal Commissioners on society. I am inclined to think that we
Education, shows that a large number of are conducing to that state of things which
boys whose parents reside in the various Carlyle describes, when he says"Maid servants, I hear people complaining,
suburbs of Melbourne attend thol!!e schools,
where they receive a high-class education, are getting instructed in the 'oligies' . . . .
and are apparently totally ignorant of brewing,
fitting them to pass the Civil Service ex- baking,
and boiling; and, above all things, are
amination or to enter the University. not taught what is necessary to be known from
, Such boys belong to a class of persons the highest to the lowest - strict obedience,
,whose children ought not to be educated humility, and correct moral conduct."
by the assistance of the State, and yet I am inclined to think that we are getting
the education of each of these boys costs into this position. I am afraid that a great
the State £3 per annum. Our system has number of our youths are being brought
driven the parents of such boys to send up without the moral obligations which
their children to schools supported .by the they ought to have, and that they do not
State, because the monopoly which has try to discipline themselves so as to become
been created by the vote for education is useful members of. society. In his evisuch that no person can establish a private dence before tlie Royal· Commission on
school to compete against a school subsi- Education, the Bishop of Melbourne saiddized by the State. Merchants, tradesmen, . ., I tremble for the next generation. . . •
is impossible for anybody to observe the habits
and other well-to-do classes are compelled It
of this country, and not to perceh'e that there
to send their children to schools supported does not exist the same parental authority in
by the State in consequence of the scarcity this country that exists in England."
of other schools of a suitable character, I believe that every member of the House
owing to private schoolmasters having an will endorse this statement. I contend
unfair competition to contend against. If that the State is not called upon to give
the monopoly thus established did not the higher class of education. All that the
exist, there wou ld be a fair and honest State is called upon to give is an elementary
competition, schoolmasters would bestow education, and, in its expenditure for edumore pains on education than they do now, cation, it ought to take care that parents
and the State would be relieved of the ex- with moderate means can get their chilpenditure of a Jarge amount of money, dren educated at a small expense, and that
which could be applied to more beneficial parents of no means are compelled to send
and useful purposes. Apart from this their children to he educated. A system
branch of the subject, there is another of compulsory education is in operation
question which is worthy of co.nsideration. in various other countries, and with good
I know that I may be considered rather effect. In Russia, Germany, Denmark, .
presumptuous, and expose myself to ani- Switzerland, Sweden, and America, the
mad version in consequence of the remarks Government compels every parent to
which I am about to make, but my expe- educate his children. This system is
rience warrants me in asking whether, by fraught with great advantage, and I am
the system we have adopted, we do not sure that it would be frau·ght with advanover-educate? I would ask whether, by tage here. I am aware that many persons
the education given by the State, boys are have a repugnance to anything like comnot placed in a position that they cannot pulsory education, but, as Macaulay
bring their minds\lto follow the humble sayssphere which their parents followed, and
" It is the right and duty of the State to proto devote themselves to those occupations vide the means of educating the common people."
which are necessary to make them useful If parents have not the means of educating
members of society? I would ask honor- their children, it is the duty of the State
M'!'. Watkins.
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,to educate them. I appeal to honorable
members whether the large sum of money
annually spent by the State on education
in this country produces the results which
it ought to effect? I am aware that there
are great difficulties in the way of getting
many of the children of the poorer classes
to attend school, and the Education Commission suggest that this difficulty should
be met by special regulations as to ragged
schools, and schools ot' a similar description.
I believe that the deficiency.of the attendance of the children of the poorer classes at
school is, in some measure, to be accounted
for by the fact that the well-dressed children-the children of parents who can
afford to pay for their education without
assistance from the State-naturally frown
at and somewhat despise poorly-clad children. I do not desire to see any reduction
in the grant for educational purposes, but
I wish the money t6 be expended more
profitably than it is at present. The State
should confine its attention to imparting
elementary ed ucation in the common schools,
and it should take care that no children
are left ull~.nstructed. There are great
inconvenienc~s connected with the present system of education. In some of the
country districts it is impossible for a
teacher to have the average attendance of
scholars necessary to entitle him to a subsidy from the State, and consequently districts frequently lose the benefit of a school
altogether. I would suggest that, if a system
of dame schools in sparsely populated districts were established, it would enable a
larger number of children to take advan·
tage of the grant for education which the
State so liberally provides. If this and
other means are adopted to distribute the
grant for education for the benefit 'of
the classes for whom it is intended, I
do not think that the proposed reduction
in" the staff of teachers will cause the hardship which many honorable members
anticipate, because the teachers who are
thrown out of occupation will be able to
obtain as good, or better, employment in
connexion with private schools.
Mr. F. L. SMYTH.-The observations
of the last honorable member have, been
addressed, not to the question immediately
under the consideration of the House, but"
to the general principles of education,
which will properly form the subject of
discussion when an Education Bill is
submitted to our notice. The simple question now before us is whether the House
should express an opinion that the new
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regulations of the Board of Education,
referred to in the motion of the honorable
member for Sandhurst, should not come
into operation until the 1st January next.
An honorable member has asked what
. right the House has to dictate or suggest
to the Board of Education? I would ask
honorable members to consider the relationship between the board and this
House. Last session I had to consider
that relationship, while acting on a committee of inquiry into the conduct of the
board, in reference to a certain teacher of a"
particular .school, and the conclusion I
arrived at was that the conduct of the
board in many cases, and particularly in
that one, inflicted great hardship. It is
true that the six individuals composing the
Board of Education are nominated by the
Governor in Council, and that this House
exercises no control over their nomination
or removal; but, seeing that we anl:lually
vote about £170,000 to the board, it is
monstrous to say that we have no right to
offer a suggestion to the board, or to draw
attention to any of its acts. It is preposterous to suppose that because the
House, in its generosity, hands over nearly
£200,000 a year to the Board of Education, it has not reserved to itself any right
of control whatever over the board. Are
not the members of the Board of Education to hold themselves at least morally
responsible to the House, and to attend to
any advice or suggestion which we may
give them? They ought to be grateful
for any suggestions offered them. If next
year, when the vote for education is under our
consideration, the members of the board say
that they will not attend to any sugg~stions
we may offer, I venture to assert that the
House will refuse to make any grant to
them. I am glad that the hardship likely
to be inflicted on the teachers by the new
regulations has been mooted. I trust that
the House will adopt the motion, or at
least suggest to the board that these unfortunate teachers shall not be dismissed
without further notice. I hope, also, that
during the recess the whole educational
system will receive the consideration of the
Government, and that it will be placed
under the charge of a Minister 6f Education, responsible to this House.
Mr. MACKAY.-I must confess that I
observe with considerable regl'et the want
of interest this House manifests in a.
question of such a nature as this, where
the position and prospects of so many
deserving teachers of Y0':1th are now in
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jeopardy, and where, through them, the
interests of education generally are
affected. I do not rise" at this late hour
to comment upon or criticise the remarkable and original views propounded in this
House on education. ] have yet to learn
that education must be limited in its functions in order that it may qualify people
to become servants. It is a new doctrine
that the more education children get the
more likely they are to forget their responsibility to their parents. Such sentiments ought not to be uttered in this
House. I have no respect for opposition to my motion based upon such
arguments as these. We have been told
to-night that the House is powerless in
respect to the Board of Education. We
have been told, even by the honorable and
learned member for Brighton, who ought
to be an authority, that it is of no use
passing such a resolution as I have proposed. I hold in my hand a resolution
passed by the House of Commons to
authorize some modification in the action
of the Lords of the Treasury in granting
powers to the India board. The question
arose how far the- House of Commons
could interfere with the action of officers
created under P.arliament. A resolution
was passed declaring that it was within
the functions of that House to pafts any
resolution, to give any instruction whatever, either dealing with or influencing
the action of officers appointed under
the direction of Parliament. This is a
case bearing directly on the present one.
I am astonished to find that gentlemen
who ought to be better up in constitutional
questions do not know that the authority
of Parliament is paramount in all such
questions. Of course the advice it gives
by resolution is only valuable so far as it
will influence the persons to whom it
applies; but Parliament is the fountain of
all authority, and we know perfectly well
that anything like a disregard of such a
resolution would simply be visited upon
the person so offending. I say again that,
if the House chose to pass the resolution
which I have proposed, the Board of Education would not dare to disregard it. I
do not say this in any offensive sense; I
simply give the gentlemen constituting the
board credit for so much good sense and
good taste as to believe that they would
respect a deliberate expression of the
opinion of this House. We have been told
that the salaries of teachers in England
"are very small in comparison with what
Mr. MaclcaJJ.
n
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we allow in this country. I regret to see
the honorable and learned member for
Brighton go to England for a precedent
and an authority on this question, when it
is known that England is a scoff and a byword for its neglect of education. If there
is one thing which is a blot upon the fame
of England, and which she is accused of
by foreigners, it is the coldness, the disregard, the want of heart the people manifest in reference to education. That want of
heart, coldness, and disregard is shown in
the miserable pittance they give for education. But there is now a great movement
going on in England; Parliament is constantly being agitated on this question of
euucation, on every possible occasion. The
last mail brought interesting debates on
education-debates reported at great length
in the Times newspaper. In "England, at
the present momen t, the foremost men of
the age, including the Right Hon. Robert
Lowe and other distinguished gentlemen,
are doing their utmost to raise the standard
of education in that country-to get more
money for education, and to get better
results. Such being the state of the case,
what authority is England for us in the
matter of euucation ? England hertielfhas
much to learn in this matter. It would be
well for England if she copied the example
of some continental countries like Prussia.
It is disgraceful to see the proportion of
children educated in England in comparison with the proportion educated in Prussia
and Germany. It is a wretched thing to
find five or six times the number of children educated in continental countries as
in England. Therefore, I say, away with
all precedents and all examples drawn from
England. Even supposing that this was
not the case, how could the example of
England weigh with us at all, or have any
influence with us in a new country? The
cases of the two countries are widely different. In England, and all old countries,
there are any number of endowed schools.
Wealthy men have from time to time
given large sums of money to endow
univer~ities, colleges, grammar schools,
&c. 4fter the lapse of centuries, perhaps,
when wealthy men have done the same for
this country, the Government will have less
to do in the matter of education. But at
present the cases of the two countries are
not similar. We have to commence our
education and" provide all the funds. I
am sorry to see a desire to find an example
for this country in the do-nothingism of
England. That is not the spirit in which
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we ought to approach this subject. If I
wanted an argument to show why the
operation of the new regulations of the
,Board of Education should be postponed,
that argument was furnished by the Postmaster-General the other night. No one
aC'cuses that honorable gentleman of want
of intelligence, of want of industry, or of
want of sympathy with the cause of education; yet he tells us that he has in vain
endeavoured to master these regulations.
He confesses his ignorance, and says that,
notwithstanding all his efforts, he is still
ignorant. If such is the case-if a gentle'man of acknowledged intelligence and real
sympathy with the cause of education is
ignorant of the effect of these regulations,
I ask how is it likely, with the short notice
which has been given, that the public
generally can have made up their mind
on the merits of these regulations? There
are two questions for consideration. One
is, are these regulations proper, advisable,
and such as ought to be passed? The other
is, granting that they are good in themselves, has there not been too little notice
given of the change? In reference to the
staffs of the schools, I am willing to withdraw some of my opposition. If the hon"Orable gentleman who has charge of the
department of education will guarantee to
the House that the claims of the assistant
teachers will receive something like sympathetic consideration from the board, I will
withdraw my opposition. Many of the
assistants who are about to be discharged
are young women who have been teaching
in the schools for years, and qualifying
themselves for a livelihood. The board,
in their reports, draw attention to the fact
that young women have been largely
employed in schools. They dwell with
great pleasure on the fact that females have
been more largely employed in the schools
than hitherto. These female assistants will
be.the persons who will feel in the greatest
measure the severity of the changes. If
something like consideration is shown for
schools in which the pupils may fall only
two or three, or half a dozen, below the
required number, and if something like
consideration is shown towards all certificated and worthy teachers, I am quite
willing to leave the regulation in regard to
the staff's of schools in the hands of the
board. But there is one point in connexion
with the regulations which I insist is a
fatal blot, namely, the reduction of' fees in
the case of destitute children. It requires
no technical knowledge or intimate. acVOL. VI.-4 1\1
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quaintanc~ with the system of education
to know that a reduction of fifty per cent.
in the amount of fees paid for the children
of destitute parents is too great a diminution-a diminution not warranted by any
data that I am aware of. I see nothing
whatever to warrant such a reduction.
The board, in their anxiety for economy,
have commenced to burn the candle at both
ends. They have not only reduced the
staffs in schools, but they have cut off fees
allowed by Government -to half. A few
instances of successful schoolmasters should
. not ~lind us to the hardship which will be
inflicted upon many deserving teachers in
poor localities, by the action of this regulation in reference to destitute children.
Anyone can see that in small schools, in
poor localities, it will be very hard for a
teacher to gain anything like' a decent
living, in consequence of the reduction of
the fees for destitute children. Although
there are small hopes of my betng able to
carry the motion which I have proposed,
I dare say, if it comes to a division, I shall
make a fair show; but I shall be sorry to
see a division on the question, especially
in so thin a House. I shall be content if
the Government will give some reasonable
assurance that the reduction of the stnffs
will be carried out with something like
cOllsideration ; that any cases of personal
hardship caused by the reduction of the
fees for destitute children will immediately
meet with the attention of the board; and
that new regulations will be framed if
necessary. With these remarks I will
leave the motion in the hands of the House,
unless the Postmaster-General will give
some assurance that the matter will be met
by the Government, during the recess, in
a proper spirit.
Mr. G. V. SMITH_-I am quite certain
that not merely the Board of Education,
but also the Government, will appreciate
the spirit in which the honor£.·ble meniber
for Sandhurst (Mr. Mackay) has just addressed the House. I cannot have made.
myself understood when I spoke of my
ignorance in reference to' the transactions.
of the Boal~d of Education. In saying
th~t, I did not allude to these regulations,
because it would have been something far
from my duty had I not endeavoured, in
every possible way, to master, not merely'
the regulations, but the motives of those
who first suggested them. I may say at
once that, when speaking on the question
before, I shrank from defending these
regulations; but I said I would. not
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oppose them, because I found ~hat they
had been recommended by lllspectors
of schools, approved of by t.he Board of
Education, sanctioned by the late Government, and therefore, by implication, sanctioned by this House. All these various
bodies having given their assent, the thing
is done, and it is not for me at this stage
absolutely to condemn, 'before they have
come into force, regulations which have
been sa.nctioned by four bodies. I do -not
defend these regulations, however. Were
they now submitted to me, I should be quite
in unison with the honorable member as to
destitute children. I believe I should not
sanction the regulation in reference to
those children. I understand, however,
that the result system will give the
teachers 6d. for destitute children, in
addition to the fee of 3d. Whatever
the faults of the Board of Education
ma.y be, I am quite certain that they
are exaggerated tenfold, from the secrecy which attends the proceedings of
the board. If there was as little publicity
in reference to the proceedings of this
House, as in reference to those of the
Board of Education, I believe that our
proceedings would be more condemned
than those of the board. I am quite certain that the board will do all that the
honorable membel' has now suggestedthat they will watch with the closest
interest the effect of the regulation in
reference to destitute children, and that
they will, at the earliest moment, arrest
the opera.tion 'of the regulations if found
to be injurious to the interests of education.
I may further say that it was their deliberate intention from the first to see that
all those teachers who suffered hardship
from dismissal should at the earliest
moment be re-employed,.
Mr. :M:.A.CKAY.-I have not heard
anything like the assurance I expected to
hear from the Postmaster-General.
The motion was negatived without a
division.
The House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes past eleven o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, September 29, 1868.
British Pharmacopreia. Bill - Elections and Qualifications
Committee-Constitution Act Amendment Bill- Appropriation Bill-Visit of the Governor-Assent to BillsProroga.tion of Parliament.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at twentyfive minutes past four o'clock p.m., and
read the prayer.

BRITISH PHARMACOPCEIA BILL.
The Hon. G. W. COLE brought down a
message from His Excellency the Governor, recommending a formal amendment in this Bill, which was agreed to.
ELECTIONS .AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITT:gE.
The Hon. R. TURNBULL was sworn
as a member of this committee.
CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Th'e Hon. G. W. COLE brought down
the following message from His Excellency the Governor : ~

" In pursuance of section 36 of the Constitution Act, the Governor transmits to the Legislative Council the following amen'dments which he
reeommends to be made in the Bill to alter the
qualifications of members and electors of the
Legislative Council, which has been pre!':ented to
him for Her Majp.sty's assent: - Preamble,
omit 'to increase the number of members of
such Council and it is also expedient' in the
third and fourth lines ; and in line 7 omit the
word 'the' before 'Legislative Assembly.'"

On ihe mot'ion of the Hon. W. H. F.
MITCHELL, the ,amendments were agreed
to.
APPROPRIATION BiLL.
A message was received from the Legis..
lative Assembly, intimating that the Assembly had corrected a clerical error pointed
out by the Clerk of the Parliaments in this
Bill, namely the omission of the words
" Most Gracious Sovereign" from the preamble, and requesting the concurrence of
the Council with the ,amendment.
On the motion of the Hon. G. W.
COLE, the amendment was agreed to.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
At five o'clock, the Usher announced
that His Excellency the Governor was
approaching the building. Immediately
afterwards, His Excellency and suite
entered the Chamber.
The members of the Legislative Assembly ha.ving been summoned,
His EXCELLENCY gave his assent to
the following Bills : 1. Scab Prevention Expiring Law Continuation Bill.
2. Friendly Societies Statute Amendment Bill.
3. Melbour:le and Essendon Railway
Vesting Bill.
4. Railway Loan Bill.
5. Public Works Loan Bill.
6. British Pharmacopreia Bill.
7. Constitution Act Amendment Bill.
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His Excellency an,d suite'then retired,
and the members of the Assembly also
withdrew.
The PRESIDENT intimated that His
Excellency ·would return to assent to the
Appropriation Bill.
At a quarter to six o'clock, His Excellency re-ente~ed the Chamber~
The members Qf the l\ssembly ha-vin,g
again appe~red at the bar,
The SPEAKER presented the Appropriation Bill to His Excellency, al?d requested his assent thereto.
His EXCELLENCY gave h~s ass~nt
accordingiy.
..
.
THE PROROGATION.
His EXCELLENCY then read the
following speech pl'oroguing Parliament:"MR. PRESIl)ENT AN:D HO~ORABLE GENTLEMEN

OF

THE.

LEGISLATIV~

COUNCIL:
"MR. SPEAKER AND GJ!:NTLEMEN OF THE

~EGISL~TIV~ ASSEMBLY:

"I am happy to release you from your
duties in Parliament, and I congratulate
you that the differences between the
Legislative Counci\ and Legislative ~s
sembly have disappeared. I trust that
there is now a reasonable hope of harmonious action betweep. the tw·o Houses of
Legislature.
"I desirl3 to convey my sense of the
respect for law and order which the people
of Victoria have manifested d.uring a severe
and protracted political crisis, causing,
necessarily, wide-:spread pecuniary loss and
em barrassmen t.
" The Legislative Council having passed
a Bill for the amendment of its constitution, which, in an appreciative spirit, was
adopted by the Legislative Assembly without amendment, I trust that that measure,
to which I have thi.~ day given Her Ma~
jesty's assent, will operate beneficially.
"The high position which the public
securities of Victoria hold on the London
Stock Excha-qge m,ust be a source of gratification to the country; and I tl'U,;;t the
proposed loans for ~'a~tw~y e~te~sion and
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other public works may be successfully
negoti.ated.
"The prosperity of Victoria must largely
depend upon the establishment of railways,
and of works to secure an adequate supply
of w3:~er;, a,nd I hope that the success of
the unuertakings now projected will justify
the expectations which you entertain.
"MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:

"On behalf of' Her Majesty I thank you
for the lib,erality of your grants for the
public service, a~d l congratulate you
that you have been enahled, by judicious
economy, to mai:p.tain the finances of the
colony in a sound condition.
"MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLEMEN

OF

THE

LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL:
"MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:

"During the recess, my ad dsers will be
enabled carefully to scrutini~e the various
departments of the public service with a
view to retrenchment, and to prepare those
legislative measures which are so urgently
required, but which have been delayed
from causes already ~d ver~ed to~
"In relieving you from yOUl; onerous
duties, I am conscious that you must be
gratified to know that your labours have
been productive of benefit to the country,
and that, w~th the restoration of legislative
co-operation, there has been engendered a
better state of political feeling, to which
I trust the reforqls YQu have so cordially
agreed to will contribute.
"In the name of Her Majesty I declare
this Parliament to be prorogued to Tuesday, the 17th day of November next, and
it is hereby prorogued accordingly."
Copies of the Epeeoh were delivered to
the President and the Speaker; and the
members of the Assembly then withdrew.
H~s Excellency and suite retired from
the chamber, and the proceedings terminated.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, September 29, 1868.
Appropriation Bill-Constitution Act. Amendment BPJ.British Pharmacopreia Bill-The Parliamentary RecessAssent to Bills-Expenditure under Loans for Railways,
Waterworks, and other Public Works-Land SalesPersonal Explanation-Prorogation of Parliament.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half...
past four o'clock p.m.
APPROPRIATION B~L.
The SPEAKER read a letter from the
Clerk of the Parliaments, intimating that
there was a clerical erl'or in the A ppropriation Bill, the words "Most Gracious
Sovereign" being omitted from the preamble.
Mr. JONES stated that these words
were in the preamble of the printed copies
of the Bill distributed amongst the members
of both House5l, but, somehow or other, they
had been omitted in the formal Bill sent
to the Legislative Council! Ee moved
that the error be corrected by the insertion
of the words "Most Gracioqs Sovereign."
The motion was agreed to, aud the Bill
was amended accordingly, '
CONSTITUTION ACT AMEND ..
MENT BILL.
The SPEAKER read a message from
the Governor (transmitted by the Legisla.,.
tive Council) recommending some formal
amendments in this BilL
On the motion of Mr. JONES, the
Bill was amended in accordance with the
Governor's recommendation.
BRITISH PHARMACOPCEIA BILL.
The SPEAKER anllounced the receipt
of a message from the Governor (transmitted by the Legislati.ve Council) recommending a formal amendment in this Bill.
On the motion of Mr. JONES, the
amendment was adopted.
THE RECESS.
Mr. LONGMORE asked the Chief
Secretary when it was intended to call
Parliament together again? It was very
important (said the honorable member)
that the public creditor should be paid,
and that the Estimates for 1869 should
pe got through early next year, or, if
possible, by the end of this year.
,
, Mr. McCULLOCH replied that about
il month or six weeks ago' it was understOQq. th""t P~rliament would ,meet again

Public Works Loan.

this year-probably in November or
December-but the session had been so
protracted that there was now no hope of
Parliament being able to meet before the
end of the present year. The Government intended to press on, as rapidly
as they could, the proposed investigation with regard to financial and other
matters, and they would call Parliament
together again as early at the beginning of
next year as they possibly could, consistently with a full and proper inquiry
into the subjects with which they had to
deal.
VALUATIONS UNDER THE LAND
ACT.
'
In reply to Mr. LONGMORE,
Mr. GRANT intimated that it was his
intention to withdraw from sale certain
land in the Western district (to which the
honorable member for Ripon and Hampden
had referred on a previous evening), the
improvements on which were alleged to
have been improperly valued.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
At :five minutes past :five o'clock, the
Serjeant-at-Arms announced that a messenger from the Governor was in attendance.
The Usher of the Legislative Council
was then introduced, with the customary
He informed the Speaker
formalities.
that His Excellency the Governor desired
the attendance of members of the Legislative .Assembly in the chamber of the
Legislative Council.
The SPEA~ER~ accompanied by the members present, and attended by the Clerk,
the Clerk-Assistant, and the Serjeant-atArms, at once proceeded to the chambel~
of the Legislative Council.
Returning in a few minutes,
The SPEAKER read· the list of Bills
to which the Governor had given the
Royal assent.
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN.
The House went into committee to con-'
sider the following estimates of works
proposed to be carried out under the
Public Works Loan Act:THE ALFRED GRAVING-DOCK AND PRESTON l\IAIN.

Estimated expenditure on the Alfred
Graving-dock,Wil)iamsto'ivn, during
the (!urrent year, and including the
repayment to the consolidated revenue of the sum of £70,089 lOs. 8d.
advanced on account of it ...
... £125,000

Public Works Loan.
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For the new main pipe, and cost of
laying it from Preston to Melbourne
for Yan Yean supply,including purchase of land for same, and extension of water supply in suburbs,
reticulation, maintenance, and repairs to, and including the Iepayment to the consolidated revenue of
the sum of £19,784 5s. lId. advanced
on account of from vote of 1867,
div. 61, sub.-div.22
£55,000
Total

Mr. JONES moved"That, in the opinion of the committee, the
estimate of works proposed to be carried out
under the Public Works Loan Act, 1868, for the
Alfred Graving-dock and Preston Main, submitted to the Legislative Assembly and now
referred to the committee, be sanctioned by the
Legislative Assembly."

1. Outlet works at the Malmsbury reservoir, including iron valve tower
and pipes connected with the outlet tunnel, with works contingent
thereon
•..
...
.•.
... £22,000
2. Erecting at the Back Creek an iron
syphon-pipe, about eight feet in
diameter, ~rossing a valley about
one hundred feet in depth between
Malmsbury and Taradale, with
syphon-heads and sluice-gates, with
works contingent thereon •..
12,000

Public Works Loan.
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3. Completion of main aqueduct line
up to the end of the eighteenth
mile, including culverts, bridges,
weirs, and sluice-gates, with works
contingent thereon...
4. Completion of portions of the main
aq ueduct from the eighteenth mile
to Anderson's Flat, on the Sandhurst line,· including tunnels,
bridges, culverts, weirs, sluicegates, and drops for mill sites, with
works contingent thereon •••
5. Forming aqueduct from the eighteenth mile on the main line to
the Barker's Creek reservoir, with
branches to Barker's Creek and
North Forest Creek, including
crossing, culverts, weirs, and sluicegates, with works contingent thereon
6~ Forming aqueduct to South Forest
Creek and Fryer's Creek, including
all bridges, crossings, weirs, sluices,
flumes, &c., with works contingent
thereon
7. Erecting valve towers and outlet
works to Expedition Pass and Barker's Creek reservoirs, with works
contingent thereon .••
8. Providing and laying- pipes from Expedition Pass reservoir to Chewton,
Castlemaine, and Campbell's Creek,
and for the complete reticulation
of Chewton and Castlemaine, with
works contingent thereon...
9. Forming aqueduct line from Spring
gully reservoir at Sandhurst, to
Huntly, with small reservoirs,
crossings, and culverts, &c., complete, with works contingent thereon
10. Fencing and clearing reservoirs, and
various other minor works of construction, with works contingent
thereon

£180,000

Mr. KERFERD inquired whether it
was expected that the £125,000 would
complete the Graving-dock P
Mr. JONES replied that this was
merely an estimate of the Sllm intended
to be expended before Parliament reassembled. He should afterwards be prepared to ask Parliament for a further sum
for the completion of the work.
Mr. WHITEMAN asked whether it
was the intention of the Government to
call for tenders for the completion of the
dock in anticipation of a further sum being
granted?
Mr. JONES intimated that it was probable that tenders would be called for a
larger sum than Parliament was now asked
to authorize to be expended, but with a
proviso that no expenditure beyond that
amount should take place until Parliament
had assented to it. This would giye the
department power to arrest the works
when the limit of expenditure now proposed was reached.
The motion was agreed to, and was
reported and adopted.
The House having again gone into
committee,
The following estimate of waterworks,
proposed to be carried out under the
Public Works Loan Act, 1868, was COllsi~ered : -
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\ 7,000

28,000

10,000

12,000

5,000

28,000

1,500

6,000

£141,500
11. Iron valve tower and other outlet
works at the Stony Creek reservoir,
with works contine-ent thereon ..•
12. Aqueduct for uniting the upper and
lower watersheds at Stony Creek,
with works contingent thereon ...
13. Formingaqueduct from Stony Creek
reservoir to the Anakies, including
)ower reservoir, head of pipe track,
and relieving reservoir at the Anakie Gap, with works contingent
thereon
14. Laying pipes from the Anakie
reseryoir to Lovely Banks service
reservoir, with works contingent
thereon
15. Constructing filter-beds at the service reservoir at lJOvely Banks, with
outlet works complete, with works
contingent there lin
16. Laying pipes from the service reservoir to Geelong, with reticulation
complete, with works contingent
thereon

6,000

c-,

3,000

15,000

7,500

7,500

11,000

£50,000
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17. Purchase of land
18. Liabilities on account of 'previous
contracts
19. Expenses of office, supervision, surveys, and departmental expenses...
20. Completion Qf Ballarat water supply works
Gross total

5,000
7,000

11,000
85,000

, ... £299,500

Mr. SULLIVAN J;Iloved"That in the opinion of the committee the
estimate of works proposed to be carried out
under the Public Works Loan Act 1868, for
supplying water to divers mining, agricultural,
and other districts, and to towns in Victoria,
submitted to the Legislative Assembly, and now
referred to the comm,ittee, be ~anctioned by the
Legislative Assembly."

Mr. KERFERD asked if all the works
enumerated in the schedule were in connexion with the Colib~~ an.d Geelong
schemes?
. Mr. SULLIVAN.-Yes.
Mr. WALSH inquired if the £141,000
proposed to be expended on the Coliban
s<;heme ~ould complete the works as far as
Castlemaine and Sandhurst were concerned?
Mr. SULLIVAN stated that a further
sum would be required for the completion
of the works for Sandhurst.
The motion was agreed to, and was reported to the House and adol?ted.
RAILWA~

WORKS.
The House afterwards went into committee to consider the following estimate
of works proposed to be catried out under
the Railway Loan Act 1868:-

Railway Works.

under the Railways Loan Act, 1868, submitted
to the Legislative Assembly, and now referred
to the committee, be sanctioned by the Legislative Assembly."

Mr. MACGREGOR called attention to
the fact that the estimate contained no provision for accommodation at the Runnymede and Rochester stations. At those
stations there was no kind of shelter for
goods and passengers, and, unless the
needed accommodation was afforded, goods
from those localities would find their way
to Melbourne not by railway, but by
carriers. The wants of those stations were
. broughtt a short time ago, under the notice
of the Minister of Railways, who promised
that they would receive attention in the
event of the passing of a Railway Loan
Bill. But, as he had said, no such provision was made, although the estimate
contained items for additional accommodation at the Buninyong and Lal Lal stations.
According to the report of the Rail way
department, the revenue derived during
1867 was from the Lal Lal and Buninyong
stations, £6,3-17; and from the Runnymede and Rochester stations, £11,200.
Under these circumstances, he asked
whether it was fair that two stations on
the Ballarat liue should be provided with
additional accommodation, while two stations on the Echuca line were without any
accommodation whatever?

Mr. JONES said, pUl"SU~nt to the promise w h~ch he made~' he had caused inq uiries to be instituted as to the de~irability
of an i~mediate expenditure on the staMelbourne station-Goods shed at the
tions on the Sandhurst and :Bchuca line;
north end. To give increased accommodation for traffic for the
and he found tha,t any expe1,1ditul'e on
present year ...
£5,282
those stations, during' the wool season,
Buninyong station-Additions to sidwould
necessarily interfere with the traffic
ings, and embanked approach road
460 at the busiest season of the year. Thereand landings ...
Lal Lal station-Increased platform
fore he had resolved to defer expenditure
accommodation
180
on those stations until" it could be of' an
Workshops-For additions urgently reeffecti~e ch~racter, ~ithout damaging the
quired; ana. for machinery
4,000
immediate returns to be obtained from
Geelong and Melbourne line-Bridges
at Duck Ponds Creck and Cowie's
th,~t pvr1;ion of the railways. Within a
Creek, and cuI verts
30,000 few months he hoped to commence an
Rolling stock, and locomotive en ginesFor contracts to be entered into ... 40,000 expenditure, not only at the two stations
named, but also at Echuca.
Essendon line-To payment of purchase
. money
22,500
Mr. M1\.C:I~.A.Y objected to the minor
Repairs to same
19,500
wants of the Ballarat line being attended
Permanent survey of railway from
to before the greater wants of the Echuca
Essendon to the Upper Murray at
Belvoir, &c., and preparing con
line.
tract plans
6,000
Mr. K~RfERP directed attention to
the item of' £4,000 for workshops, and exTotal
... .£127,922
pressed th~ h~pe that no more workshops
Mr. JONES movedwould b.e ~rect~d at Williamstown. He
" That, in the opinion of the committee, the
estimate of works proposed to be carried out considered it ~o:ustn)Us that, if anything
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needed repair, it should have to travel was offered for auction at the rooms of
nine miles to Williamstown and nine miles Messrs. Gemmeli, Tuckett, and Co., with
back again.
certain improvements valued at £180.
Mr. JONES observed that the word The auctioneer was asked if that was the
" Williamstown" did not appear in the actual valuation, and the reply was that
estimate, and therefore the place for the . the valuation was subject to revision. On
additional workshop accommodation was that condition, an honorable member of the
an open question.
House, who was present, did as any other
In reply to Mr. BURTT,
ordinary mortal would, and bought theland;
Mr. JONES said the item of £19,500 and, whenever the improvements were
would cover the repairs on the Essendon valued by the Board of Land and Works,
Railway necessary to make the line work- he would be prepared to pay the amount of
able.
the valuation, and also the sum remaining
The motion was agreed to; and, the due for the fee-simple of the land. He
House having resumed, the resolution was (Mr. E. Cope) considered that these slanders
reported and adopted.
which were promulgated from time to
time in reference to members of the House
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
ought not to be tolerated.
Mr. E. COPE called attention to a state..
THE PROROGATION.
ment which had appeared in two public
journals reflecting upon two honorable
At a quarter to six o'clock, the Usher
members of the House. ,It was said that of the Legislative Council brought a mesthose gentlemen had purchased a piece of sage from His Excellency the Governor,.
land in the Western district over the head desiring the attendance of honorable memof a poor man. Now it appeared that shortly bers a second time in the chamber of the
after the original selector died, a reverend Legislati ve Council.
The SPEAKER, accompanied by the
gentleman who was the selector's legatee
and executor, got possession of the land, members present, and attended by the
and, having paid the rental at 2s. per acre, officers of the House, proceeded to the
let the land out tohis poorer German neigh- chamber of the Legislative Council.
bours lilt the rate of 20s. per acre. This
Returning in ten minutes,
being a profitable speculation, the gentleThe SPEAKER took his seat at the
man thought proper, after a lapse of time, table, and read the Governor's speech proto apply to the Government to have the land roguing Parliament.
The ceremony of shaking hands with
put up by auction. Hamilton was the
proper place for the sale, but, through the t.he Speaker was then performed by honorinfluence of Mr. G. C. Levey, the sale able members, and the business of the
was transferred to Melbourne. The land session terminated.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
A'BECKETT, Hon. T. T. (c. Prot,.)-The Crisis,
22; Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 3-19,
1013, and 1014; Reform of the Constitution,
476, 479. and 563; Consolidated Revenue
(£ I ,950,000). Bill, 59:.!; British l'harmacopreiaBiIl,759; (Introduced on re-election,
101 ~;) Melbourne and Essendon Hailway
Vesting Bill, 1012; Railway Loan Bill,
1022 aud 1042; Public Works Loan Bill,
1047", 1048, 1050, and 1077 ; Appropriation
Bill, 1085.
A'BEcKET'r, Hon. W. A. C. (S. Prov,)-Introduced and sworn, 1012; Constitution Act
Amendment Bill, 1013; Railway Loan Bill,
1019 ; Public Works Loan Bill, 1045 and
1076 ; Appropriation Bill, 1080 and 108S.
Absence, Leave of-Granted to Mr. Black, 53 ;
to Mr. Clarke, 195; to Mr. Learmonth,
8-18.
Adjournments of the House-Pending formation
of new Ministry. 5, 6, 7, II, 14, '13, and 24 ;
pending Ministerial Elections, 25 and.597;
discussion "e length of acijollrnments, 267
and 350. (See Dai(IJ Sittings.)
Agency of tile Colony in England-Questions by
Mr. Anderson, 504, 563, 621, and 708 ; by
Mr. Mitchell, 564 and 569 ; by Mr. Fraser,
569; return ordered, on motion of Mr.
Mitchell, 574~
ANDERSON, Hon. R. S. (E. Prov.)-Attempted
Assassination of the Duke of Edinburgh, 2 ;
The Crisis, 23; Charitable Institutions,
200; Constitution Act Amendmeut Bill,
348, 968, 986, :lnd 1013; Agency of the
Colony in England, 504, 563, 56-1, 621, and
708 ; Grant to Lady Darling, 5:27 ; Reform
of the Constitution, 563; Change of Ministry, 585; Dr. Wilkie's Seat, 986 ; Railway Loan Bill, 101~, 1024, and 10-13;
Public Works Loan Bill, 1047 and 1078;
Appropriation Bill, 1079; South l~rovince
Election, 1102 ; British Pharmacopreia Bill,
1103.
Appropriation Bill-Received from Legislative
Assembly, and read first time, 1024; second
reading moved by Mr. Cole, 1079 ; protest
proposed by Mr. Anderson, 1079; debated
by Mr. Cole, 1080; Mr. W. a'Beckett, 1080;,
Mr. O'Shanassy, 1081 ; Mr. T. T.a'Beckett,
1085; Mr. McCrae, 1086; Mr. Campbell,
1088; protest carried, and Bill read second
time. and passed through remaining stages,
1088; clerical error amended, 1138; Uoyal
assent, 1 139.
Assent to Bills, 597, 1138, and 1139. .
Ballot-For n. committee to consider reform of
Constitlltion,479.
:HEAR, Hon. J. P. (S. Prov.)-Governor's Speech,
38; Grant to Lady Darling, 267 and 527.
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BLACK, Hon. NIEL (W. Prov.)-Granted leave
of absence, 53 i Constitution Act Amend·
ment Bill, 968; Railw!1Y Loan Bill, 10:22.
British Pharmacopreia Bill-Brouglit in hy Dr.
Wilkie, and read first time, 7(18; second
reading, 758 ; considered in (~ommittee. 759
and 784; third reading, 814; amendments
by Legislative Asscm bly agreed to, II U3 ;
amendment recommended by Governor's
message agreed to, 1138; Royal assent,
1138.
CAlIIPBELL, Hou. WILLIAM (N. W. Prov.)Attempted Assllssination of the Duke of
EdinbuJ'j!h, 2; The Crisis, 21 and 22 ; Charitable Iustitutions, 202; Constitution Act
Amendment Bill, 252, 348,784,8-18,939,966,
and 968; Grant to Lady Darling. 266 ;
The Dead-lock, 347; Herorm of the Constitution, 477, 563, and 736; Consolidated Hevenue (£ I ,950,000) Bill, f>96; Railway Loan
Bill, 1017, 1024, and IU-l-:.! ; l?uhlic Works
Loan Bill, 10-18 ; Appropriation Bill, 1088 ;
~ir Charles Darling, 1103.
Casting Vote-Given by the President re Appropriation Bill, 1088.
Ceutral Province, Hepresentation of-Resignation of 1\1 r. Fellows and return of Mr.
O'::ihanassy announced, 2; re-election of
Mr. T. T. a'Becl)ett announced. 1012.
Chairman of Committees-Dr. Wilkie elected,
2.. 6.
Charitable Institutions-Motion by Mr O'Shanassy in fa\'our of provision by special appropriation, 196; seconded by Mr. Fawkner,
199 ; debated by Mr. ~laden, 199; Mr. Anderson, 200; Mr. Jenner, 200; Mr. Cole,
200; Mr. Murphy, 200; 1\[r. Highett, 200 ;
Mr. Strachan, 20(}; Mr. Mitchell, 201 ; Mr.
Campbell, 202; motion amended, aud agreed
to, 202.
CLAHKE, Hon. W. J. T. (S. Prov.)-Granted
le:Lve of absence, 195.
COLE, Hon. G. W. (C. Prov.)-The Crisis, 5, 6,
7, II, 14, 20, ami 2 .. ; Governor's Speech, 47 ;
Charitable Institutions, 200; Grnnt to Lady
Darling 266; Constitution Act Amendment Hm, 3-19, 9"5,967, and 1013; Ministerial Correspondence. 403; Reform of the
Constitution, 477, 563, and i36; Change
of Millistry, 58-1; Consolidated Revenue
(£ I ,950,000) Bill, 595; Ht·presentation of
Ministry in Council, 621; Agency of the
Colony in England, 6:2.1 and 7o.JR; Electoral
Regi!.t.rars, 668; Uncollecterl Customs Duties,
6iO; BIennial Elections, 757; British PharmacopreiaBIII. i59 and 1138; Railway Passes,
908; Dr. Wilkie's Seat, 985; Melbourne and
Essendon Railway Veslin~ Bill, 1012; Railway Loan Bill, 1014, 1017, and 1042; Public
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Works Loan Bill, 1024, 1043, 1044, 1049,
1051, and 1076; Appropriation Bill, 1024;
1079, 1080, and 1138; Railway Loan Bill
(No.2), 1075 and 1088.
Committees (permanent)-Appointed, 52; .vacancy in Refreshment ROQms Committee
filled up, 668; vacancy -in Standing Orders
Committee fi11eu up, 1075.
Committees (select)-Appointed, 2, 38, 48, 52,
and 479.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,950,000) Bill-Received from Legislative Assembly, and read
first time, 590; motion by Mr. :Fraser for
second reading, 590; protest proposed by
Mr. Sladen, 591 j seconded by Mr. :Fawkner,
592; debate continued by Mr. T. T. a'Beckett,
592; Mr. O'Shanassy, 593; Mr. Cole, 595;
Mr. Campbell, 596; protest agreed to, and
Bill read a second time and passed through
remaining stages, 597; Royal assent, 597.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill-Brought in
by Mr. Murphy, and read first time, 38;
ordered to be printed, 52; second reading
moved by Mr. Murphy, 203; Mr. Murphy's
speech interrupted by a count-out, 203; explanation by Mr. Mitchell, 245; debate on
second reading resumed, 246; continued by
Mr. Jenner, 247; Mr. O'Shanassy, 247; Mr.
Righett, 252; Mr. Campbell, 252; Mr.
Sladen, 252; debate adjourned, 252; resumed, 34-7; further adjourned, 350; Bill
referred to select committee on tbe Constitution, 479; report of committee brought
up, 784; referred back to committee, 813 ;
further report brought up, 848; adopted,
937; second reading of Bill moved by Mr.
Mitchell, 937; debate continued by Mr.
Murphy,938 ; Mr. Fawkner, 938; Mr. Campbell, 939 ; Mr. McCrae, 940 ; Mr.O'Shanassy,
941; Mr. Cole, 945; Bill read second time,
945; considered in committee, 966 and 986 ;
recommitted, 1012; third reading, 1075;
amendments recommended by Governor's
message agreed to, 1138; Royal assent, 1138.
Constitution, The-Reform of-Motion by Mr.
Mitchell for select committee, 475; seconded
by Mr. T. T. a'Beckett, 476; debated by Mr.
O'Shanassy, 476; Mr. Campbell, 477; Mr.
Cole, 477; Mr. Murphy, 478; Mr. Fawkner,
478 j motion agreed to, 478; committee
elected by ballot, 479; resolutions tabled
by Mr. T. T. a'Beckett withdrawn, 479; discussion as to desirability of committee continuing its labours, 563; progress report
brought up, recommending that the cooperation of Legislative Assembly by means
of joint committee should be invited, 708 ;
. motion by Mr. Mitchell for adoption of report, 736; agreed to, and message ordered
to be sent to 1\ssembly, 738; message from
Assembly declining invitation, 945.
Counts-out-On Mr. Murphy's motion for second
reading of Constitution Act Amendment
Bill. 203; on assembling of House, 654.
• Crisis, The-Adjournments of the House pending
formation of new Ministry, 5,6, 7, II, 14,23,
and 24. (See Ministry.)
Customs Duties, Uncollected-Explanation by
, Mr. Sladen, 668.
Daily Sittings-Motion by Mr. Fawkner for adjournment from day to day, debated and
negatived, 403. (See Adjournments of the
House.)

Darling, Lady-Grant to-Governor's message
transmitting despatches from Colonial-office
in reply to address from Legislative Council,
51; qaestion by Mr. Murphy, 195; motion
by Mr. Highett re address to the Queen
(dated Noyember 5, 1867), 265; debated,
266 j. motion withdrawn, 267; motion by
Mr. Murphy for despatches, debated and
negatived. 505; question by Mr. Jenner,
506; by Mr. O'Shanassy, 527 ; motion tabled
by ~1r. Jenner withdrawn, 562; Governor's
message transmitting despatches from Colonial-office announcing the re-instatement
of Sir Charles Darling in the Imperial service aud his consequent inability to accept
the grant, !164.
Darling, Sir Charles-Governor's message re
"amount claimed by Sir Charles Darling as
being equitably due to him from the revenue
of Victoria." 1089; motion by Mr. Highett
for concurring in Governor's recommenda-'
• tion, 1102; agreed to, 1103.
Days of Sitting-Appointed, 52; sessional order
suspended, 1089 and 1090.
DEGRAVES, Hon. WILUill (S. Prov.)-Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 967; Railway
Loan Bill, 1020.
Divisions-in full House-On Mr. Mitchell's
motion for inviting co-operation of Legislative Assembly re reform of the Constitution,
738; re Melbollrne and Essendon Railway
Vesting BiU, 1012; re Public Works Loan
Bill, 1049; re Appropriation Bill, 1088.
Divisions-in Committee-Re Constitution Act,
Amendment Bill, 968 and 1013.
Edinburgh, H.R.H. the Duke of-Reply to address of congratulation (adopted by the
House, Nov, 25, 1867) read by President, 2 ;
appointment of committee to prepare address to His Royal Highness re attempted
assassination, 2; address brought up and
adopted, 3; notification from Governor of
transmission of address, 38; adoption of
addresses of congratulation on recovery of
His Royal Highness, 52 ; notification from
Governor of transmission of addresses, 265;
Governor's message transmitting despatch
from the Colonial-office, 506; letter from
His Royal Highness acknowledging addresses, 736.
Elections and Qualifications Committee-President's warrant produced, 38; vacancy
in committee filled up, 1088; petition against
return of Mr. W. a'Beckett referred to
committee, 1088;' members of committee
sworn, 1102 and 1138.
Elections, Biennial-Question by Mr. Williams,
668 ; memorandum produced by Mr. Cole,
757 ; discussion re Dr. Wilkie's seat, 984.
Electoral Registrars-Return ordered, on motion
of Mr. Williams, 590; question by Mr.
Williams, 668 ; return produced, 708; ordered to be printed, 758 .
Electoral ReturpH-Ordered, on motion of Mr.
Highett, 4i9 ; produced, 1102.
FAWKNER, Hon. J. P. (C. Prov.)-Attempted
Assassination of the Duke of Edinburgh, 2 ;
The Crisis, 20; Governor's Speech, 40;
Charitable Institutions, 199; Constitution
Act Amendment Bill, 348, 938, and 1013 ;
Daily Sittings, 403; Reform of the Con~titution,
478; Consolidated Revenue
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(£1,950,000) Bill, 592; Railway Loan Bill,
104~ ; Public Works Loan Bill, 1045 and
1078.
FITZGERALD, Hon. NICHOLAS (N. W. Prov.)Grant to Lady Darling, 505.
FRA-SEIt, Hon. ALftANDER (N. W. Prov.)Governor's Speech, 48 ; the Hon. W. J. T.
Clarke, 195; Adjournments of the House,
350; Grant to Lady Darling, 527 ; Agency
of the Colony in England, 569 ; Consolidated
Revenue (£1,950,000) Bill, 590 and 596;
British Pharmacopreia Bill, 759 ; Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 9G8, 987, and
1013; Railway Loan Bill, 1020; Public
Works Loan Bill, 1048 ; Sir Charles Darling,
1090.
Friendly Societies Statute Amendment BiIlLeave to introduce, without notice, asked
by Mr. Sladen, 479; refused, 480; Bill
brought in, and read first time, 504; passed
through remaining stages, 506; message
from Legislati ve Assembly, intimating agreement to Bill, with amendments, 945 ; amendments adopted, 969 ; Royal assent, 1138.
Governor, His Excellency the (the Hon. Sir J.
H. T. Manners Sutton)-Speech of, opening
Parliament, 37; motion by Dr. Hope for
address in reply, 38 ; seconded by Mr. Graham, 38; debated by Mr. Bear, 38 ; Mr.
Murphy, 38 ; Mr. Strachan, 40; Mr. Fawkner, 40; Mr. O'Shanassy, 41 ; Mr. Sladen,
43 ; Mr. Cole, 47 ; Mr. Fraser, 48 ; motion
agreed to, and address brought up and
adopted, 48 ; Governor's reply, 51 ; visits
Parliament House to assent to Bills, 597
and 1] 38 ; speech on prorogation of Parliament, 1139.
Governor's Messages-Transmitting despatches
re Darling Grant, 51 and 564 ; transmitting
despatch re visit of H.R.H. the Duke of
Edinburgh, 506; re Sir Charles Darling,
] 089 i recommending amendments in British ,Pharmacopreia Bill, and Constitution
Act Amendment Bill, 1138.
GRAHAM, Hon. J,AlIIES (C. Prov.)-Governor's
Speech,38: the Hon. W. J. T. Clarke, 195.
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LEARMONTH, Hon. THOMAS (S. W. P'rov.)-Scab
Prevention Expiring Law Continuation
Bill, 504 ; British Pharmacopreia Bill, 759;
(granted leave of absence, 848.)
Legislative Council, Reform of. (See Constitution Act Amendment Bill.)
MCCRAE, Hon. JOHN (S. W. Prov.)-Attempted
Assassination of the Duke of Edinburgh, 2 ;
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 348,
940, 966, !:I 68, and 986; Agency of the
Colony inEnglalld, 621; Melbourne and Egsendon Railway Vesting Bill, 969; Friendly
Societies Statute Amendment Bill, 969;
Dr. Wilkie's Seat, 985 ; Hailway Loan Bill,
988 and 1043; Melbourne 'and Essendon
Railway Vesting Bill, 1012 ; Public Works
Loan Bill, 1045, 1049, 1050, alld 1078;
Appropriation Bill, 1086; Sir Charles Darling, 1090.
Melbourne and Essendon Railway Vesting Bill
-Receive,l from Legislative Assembly, and
read first time, 969; motion by Mr. Cole for
second reading, 1012; debate adjollrned,
1012; Bill read second time and passed
through remaining stages, 1024; Royal
assent, 1138.
Members, New-Introduced and sworn-Mr.
O'Shanassy,2; Mr. Sladen, 37; Mr. W.A. C.
a'Beckett and Mr. T. T. a'Beckett. 1012.
Ministry - Formation of, by Mr. Sladen, an'nounced, 25; motion by Mr. Cole for correspondence, ~ithdl'awn, 403 ; resignation of
Ministry announced, 574 ; formation of new
Ministry, 'by Mr. McCulloch, announced,
584; explanation by Mr. Cole, 621. (See

Crisis.)

Mint, The-Question by Mr. Jenner, 195.
MITCHELL, Hon. W. H. F. (N. W. Prov.)-Attempted Assassination of the Duke of Edinburgh, 2; Charitable Institutions, 20];
Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 245,
349,813,848,936,967,987,1012,1014, and
1138 ; Chairman of Committees, 246; Reform of t1;te Constitution, 475, 478, 563, 736,
and 738 ; Agency of the Colony in England,
564, 569, and 574; British Pharmacopreia
Bill, 759; the Hon. T. Learmonth, 848; Dr.
HIGHETT, Hon. WILLIAM (E. Prov.)-The Hon.
Wilkie's Seat, 985.
Niel Black, 53; Charitable Institutions, MURPHY, Hon. H. M. (E. Prov.)-Constitution
200; Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 252,
Act Amendment Bill, 38, 52,966, 968, 1013,
548, 784, 968, 986, and 1014; Grant to Lady
and 1014; Governor's Speech, 38; Grant to
Darling, 265 and 267 ; The Dead-lock, 347 ; ,
Lady Darling, 195 and 505; Charitable
Reform of the Constitution, 479 ; Electoral
Institutions, 200; Constitution Act AmendReturns, 479: Police Magistrate at Wanment Bill, 202, 246, 349, 479, 938, and 986 ;
garatta, 568; Refreshment·rooms ComAdjournment of the House, 351; Heform of
mittee, 668; Electoral Registrars, 758;
the Constitution, 478 and 736; Friendly
Railway Passes, 908; Dr. Wilkie's Seat,
Societies Statute Amendment Bill, 480 and
984 ; Railway Loan Bill, 1022, 1024, and
504; Scab Prevention Expiring Law
1042 ; Public Works Loan Bill, 1047 and
Continuation Bill, 504 ; Biennial Elections~
1048 ; Standing Orders Committee, 1075;
668; Dr. Wilkie's Seat, 984; Railway Loan
Sir Charles Darling, ]089, 1090, and 1l02~
Bill, 1042; Public Works Loan Bill, 1047.
HOPE, Hon. R. C. (S. W. Prov.)-Governor's
Speech, 38 and 48; Constitution Act Amend· North-Western Province, Representation ofment Bill, 968; Public Works Loan Bill,
Discussion re Dr. Wilkie's seat, 984; state1047.
ment by Dr. Wilkie, 1012. ~See Elections,
Biennial.)
JENNER, Hon. C. J. (S. W. Prov.)-Tbe Hon.
Niel Black, 53; The Mint, 195 ; Chal'itable
O'SHANASSY, Hon. JOHN (C. Prov.)-Introduced
Institutions, 200; Constitution Act Amendand sworn, 2; Attempted Assassination of
ment Bill, 247 and :149 ; The Dead-lock,
the Duke of Edinburgh, 2; The Crisis, 20
506; Grant to Lady Darling, 562 ; British
and 22; Governor's Speech, 41 ; Charitable
Pharmrtcopreia Bill, 758; Absence of
Institutions, 196 and 201 ; Constitution Act
Members, 848.
Amendment Bill, 247, 941, and 966; G~ant
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to Lady Darling, 266 and 527 ; Adjournment
of the House, 267 and 350; Reform of the
Constitution, 476, 563, and 736;

Consoli-

dated H.evenlle (£1,950,000) Bill, 593;
Biennial Elections, 668 ; Public Loan ExpenditllrE', 936; Melbourne and Essendon
Hailway Vesting Bill, 1012 and 1024; Hailwa'y Loan Bill, 1014,1023, and 1043; Public
Works Loan Bill, 1043, 10-18, 1050, 1076, and
1078; Appropriation Bill, 1081 ; Hailway
I,oan Bill (No.2) 1088; Sir Charles
Darling, 1090; South Province Election,
1102.
PALMER, Sir J. F (W. Prov.)-British Pharmacopreia Bill, 759 and 784. (See the Hon.
tlte

Pre.~ident.)

Parliament-Opening of, by commission, 1;
by the Go vel'l1Or, 37; prorogation by
Governor. 1139.
Personal Explanations-By Mr. Mitchell, 245 ;
by Mr. Murphy, 246; by Mr. Sladen, 668.
Petitions-Re the Dead-lock, 347 and 527;
against new rules of Board of Education,
708; for Upper Murray Railway, 1012;
against return of Mr. W. A. C. a'Beckett
for South Province, 1088.
Police Mag-istrate at Wangaratta-Question by
Mr. Highett., 568.
PRESIDENT, Hon. the-Rulings of-Address to
the Duke of Edinburgh, 2; Adjournment
of House before Opening of Parliament by
Governor, 6 and 14; lieflections "on an
honorable member in another place," 20 ;
Petitions re the Dead-lock, S47 ; Call of the
House. 347 and 527; Speeches on asking
questions, 621.
Public Works Loan Bill..,--Received from Legislative Assembly, and read first time, 1024 ;
second reading moved by Mr. Cole, 1043 j
debated by Mr. O'Shanassy, 1043; by Mr.
Fawkner. 1045; Mr. W. n'Beckett, 1045 j
Mr. McCrae, 1045; Dr. Hope, 1047; Mr.
Anderson, 1047; Mr. Murphy, 1047; Mr.
Righett, 1048; Mr. '.r. T. a'Beckett, 1048;
Mr. Fraser, 1048; Mr. Campbell, 1048;
Mr. Strachan, 1049 j Bill read second time,
1050; considered in committee, 1050 and
1076; third reading, 1079; Royal assent,
1138.
Public Works Loan Expenditure - Return
ordered, on motion of Mr. O'Shanassy, 936 ;
produced, 1012.
Queen, The-Intimation by the Governor of
presentation by Her Majesty of books to
Parliament Library, 736.
Railway Loan Bill-Received from Legislative
Assembly, and read first time, 988 j second
reading moved by Mr. Cole, 1014 j debated
by Mr. O'Shanassy, 1014 j Mr. Campbell,
1017; Mr. Anderson, 1018 j Mr. W.
a/Beckett, 1019 j Mr. Strachan, 1019 j Mr.

Fraser, 1020; Mr. Degraves, 1020 j Mr. T.
T. a'Beckett, 1022; Mr. Highett, 1022;
Mr. Black, 1022; Mr. Williams, 1023; Hill
read second time, 1023; passed through
committee with amendUlents, 1024; passed
through remaining stages, lO-t2.
Railway Loan Bill (No. 2)-Received from
Legislative Assembly, lOi5; read first time,
1076; read second time and passed through
remaining stages, lU89; Royal assent, 1138.
Railway Loans-Heturn ordered, on motion of
Mr. Strachan, 988; produced, 1012.
Railway l'asses-}{eturn ordered, on motion of
Mr. Highett, 908.
Scab Prevention Expiring Law Continuation
Bill-Brought in by Mr. Sladen, and passed
through all its stages, 504; Royal assent,
1138.
Sessional Arrangements-Appointment of days
of business and standing committees, 5~;
order appointing days of sitting suspended,
1089 ll.nd 1090.
SLADEN, Hon. CHARLES (W. Prov.)-Introduced
and sworn, 37; Governor's Speech, 43;
Sessional Arrangements, 52; the Duke of
Edinburgh, 52; Grant to Lady Darling, 195,
265,505,506,527, and 56-1; The Mint, 196;
Charitable Institutions, 199 and 202;
Constitution Act Amen(lment Bill, 246,
252, and 349; Adjournments of the House,
267 and 350; Daily Sittings, 403; Friendly
Societjes Statute Amendment Bill, 479, 504,
and 506; Agency of the Colony in Englancl,
504,564, aud 569; Scab Prevention Expiring
Law Continuation Bill, 504; Police ~ lagistrate at Wangaratta, 569; Resignation of
the Ministry, 574; Consolidated Hevenue
(£ 1,950,000) Bill, 591 ; Personal Explanation
re Uncollected Customs Duties, 668.
South Province, Representation of-Election of
.\Ir. W. A. C. a'Beckett (vice Mr. John
Sherwin, deceased) announced, 1012; petition presented against return, 1088; referred
to Elections and Qualifications Committee,
1102.
STRACIIAN, Hon. J. F. (W. Prov.)-The Crisis,
11 and 21; Formation of New Ministry, 25;
Governor's Speech, 40; Charitable Institutions,200; Constitution Act Amendment
Bill, 202, 966, and 986; Adjournments of the
House, 350; Railway Loans, 988; Melbourne
and Essendon Railway Vesting Bill, 1012 '
and 1024; Railway Loan Bill, 1019 and
1024; Public Works Loan Bill, 1049.
Western Province, Representation of-Re-election of Mr. Sladen announced, 37.
.WILKIE, Hon. D. E. (N. W. Pro v )-British
Pbarmacopreia Bill, 708, 758, and 814;
Period of Service, 985 and 1012.
WILLIAMS, Hon. BENJAMIN (E. Prov.)-Electoral
Registrars, 59,) and G68; Biennial Elections,
668; Railway Loan Bill, 1023 and 1024.
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Aborigines, The-Motion by Mr. Watkins for
return, 684; ame.ndeJ and agreed to, 685;
return produced, 945; vote for protection
of the aborigines discussed in Committee
of Supply, 752.
Acclimalisalion Society-Vote in aid discussed
in Committee of Snppl.,·, 755.
Accounts of Loeal BodIes-Government AuditQuestion by Mr. MeLel1an, 655.
Actions against the Crllwn- Heturn of costs,
ordered on motion of Mr. Langton, 77.9.
Adjournment!; of the Honser-Pellding- formation
of New Ministry, 6, 7, 11, 14, 19,23, and 24;
pending Ministerial ElectioI'!R, 36 and 620;
on Rccount of decease of Mr. Foott, 1089.
Agency of the Colony in England-Questions by
Mr. ])uffy, 253 and 255; statements by Mr.
McCulloch and Mr. Francis, 256; question
by Mr. Everard, 624; by Mr. I{erferd, 624.
Agricultural Statistics - Subject discussed in
Committee of Supply, 745; question by Mr.
Mcl~aw, 814.
Agriculture, Board of-Question by Mr. Watkins
re grant, 62·l; vote discussed in Committee
of Supply, 755; motion by Mr. Bindon for
correspondence, proposed and withdrawn,
793; qu('stion by Mr. McKean, 824.
Alexander, Mr. Moses A.-Motion by Mr. Bowman to prohibit Mr. Alexander "eoming
within the precincts of the Parliamellt
Honses," 6i9; debated, 680; "previous
question" moved by Mr. Langton and carried, 681. (See Charge again.~t a Minister.)
Amendment, by Legislative Council, of Bills
containing money clauses. (See Railway

Loan Bill.)
Appropriation Bill-Brought in by Mr. McCulloch and read firsLtime, 835; question by
Mr. Langton, 882; second reading, 1025;
considered in committee, 1026; thirl) reading, 1029; clerical errol' amended, 1140.
Arbitmtions-Motion, by Mr. G. Paton Smith,
refusing to "recognise any contra<;t for the
payment of money arising out of any claim
against the Crown, referred to arbitration,
unless the consent of this House to such
arbitration be previoUliily obtained," 428 ;
agreed to, 430.
ASPINALL, Mr. B. C. (St. Kilda)-Formation of
New Ministry, 27; Grant to I ..ady Darling,
800, 36:l, and 483; Resignation of the Ministry, 579; Dominick Dillon's Case, 641,
879, 1029. and 1033; Government Appointments, 66!); Hours of Sittin~, 667; Charge
against a. Minister, 805; Mr. Joseph George,
846; Threatening a Member, 911; Railway
Loan Bill, 933; Mr. It. D. Scott, 1042.
Assent to Bills-620 and 1140.

Mr. W. G: (Castlemaine)-Petitions re
Dead-Lock, 322.
BALl'OUR, Mr. JAMES (E. Bourke)-The Crisis,
14.
Ballal.·at East Election Petition - Referred 'to
Elections and Qualifications Committee,
255.
Ballot, The-Question by Mr. Blair, 635.
BAILLIE,

B.ATE~,

Mr. WILLTAl\1 (Collingwoorl)-RegistrarGeneral's Department, 747; Public Library,
747; Public Instruction, 754; State Gratuities, 757.
,
B.A.Yu:s, Mr. WILLIAM (Yilliers and Heytesbury)
-Introduced on re-election. 53; Gr:lnt to
LadY'Darling, 339, 41)6, -li3, 490, and 558 ;
Judgments against the Crown, 425; Supply,
604 and 610; The Builget. 700 Rnd 703;
Belfast Harbour, 777; Kirkstall We~leyan
Church. 786; H,ailway Loan 13m, 834. 8i3,
and 982; Hailway Loan Bill (No.2) 10i4.
Beechworth Police Force-Motion by Mr. Witt
for production of evi<lence, 792; withdrawn,
794; renewed and agreed to, 8ll; produced,
1051.
Beechworth Post-omce-Question by Mr. Kerferd, 740.
Belfast Harbour~Vote for improvements discussed on report from Committee of Supply,
777.
Bill, Laying asiile of. (See Railwa.lJ Loan Bill.)
BINDON, Mr. S. I-I. (Custlt:mcli"e)-Illtercolonial
Exhibition, 351; Government Arbitrations,
429 and 430; Dissolution of Parliament,
480; Greenwood's Contract, !i2.S; I.irant to
Lady Darling, 551; Hesignation of the Ministry, 578; Parliament ane! Ministers Bill,
629; Chairmanship of Committees, 66d;
Volunteers' Land. Certificates, 7 I I; Defence
of the Colony, 74 11; Legislative Assemhly,
742; National Museum, i4t<; Technh'al Instruction, 749, 835, and 8-10; Charge against
II, Minister, 767;
Sheriffs, 7i4; Friendly
Societies Statute Amendment Bill, 778;
Mining Tenements Bill, i82 j Board of Agriculture, 793; Retrenchment in the Public
Service, 800; Reform of the Constitution,
809; H~1i~ious Equality, 816, 822, 909, and
1101; Hailway Loan, 831; Railway Construction and Management, 1107; Exhibition-building, 1111 and t 112.
BLAIH, Mr. DAVID (Crowlands)-Governor's
Speecb, ) 16; Eastern-hill Heserve. 263;
Grant to Lady Darling, 400, 532, and 551 ;
Chairman of Committees, 600; Swamp
Leases, 623 and 708; Country Postmasters,
624; Board of Land and Works, 624; Parliament and Ministers Bill, 630; The Ballot,
635; Dominick Dillon's Case, 639 and 648 ;
GovernmentAppointments, 664 ; Public Accounts, 677; The Budget, 706; Legislative
Assembly, 742; Parliament Library, 743 ;
the Refreshment Hooms, 74 .. ; HegistrarGeneral's Department. i45 I Public Library,
747; Technical Instruction, 749 Rnd 8;18;
Pnblic Instructioll. 754 and 1098; the Rev.
William Young, 757; Railway Loan Bill, 833
and 898; Public Worl{s Loan Bm, 11'104.
Boughtman, James-Committal of. (Sl:e Dominick Dilloll.)
Boundaries of the Colony-(Upper Bendock)Qu~stion by Mr. F. L. Smyth, 527.
BOWlIIAN,

Mr.

HOBERT

(Maryborough)-Mining

on Private Property, 655; Railway Trucks,
663; Mr. Moses A. Alexander, 679; Railway
Loan Bill, 978.
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British Pharmacopooia Bill-Received from Legislative Council, 814; read :first time, 824;
read second time and passed through committee, 1011; third reading, 1102; amendment recommended by Governor's message
agreed to, 1140.
Budget-Submitted by Mr. Langton, 442 ; debate
thereon, 509; submitted by Mr. McCulloch,
686; debate thereon, 702 and 711.
Buninyong-shire-Petition against annexation
of portion of shire to Bungaree road district,
272; ordered to be printed, 290; motion by
Mr. Jones prohibiting" the proposed' alteration of the boundaries of the Buninyongshire and Bungaree road district," 351 ;
carried,355; question by Mr. McCnlloch,430.
BURROWES; Mr. Rom;RT (Sandlwrst Buroughs)Grant to Lady Darling, 482 and 530; Railway Traffic Charges, 915; Public Works
Loan Bill, 1010; Public Instruction, 1132.
BURTT, Mr. J. G. (N. Melhourne)-Eastern-hill
Reserve, 263 ; Grant to Lady Darling, 313,
489, and 545; Government Arbitrations,
430; Mr. Joseph George, 539 and 846 ;
the New Ministry, 588; Chairman of Committees, 601 ; Lotteries. 623, 657, 670, and
878 j Sessional Arrangements, 654; the Refreshment Rooms, 744; National Museum,
747; Public Instruction, 754 and 1096;
the Duke of Edinburgh, 755; Charge
against a Minister, 768; Sheriffs, 774;
Mining Tenements Bill, 782; Mr. Snodgrass, 812 j Technical Instruction, 837;
Land Selections at Inglewood, 844; The
Chine~e and their Vices, 910 ; Threatening
a ~ember, 914; Mr. R. D. Scott, 1042; Delaying Supplies, 1058; Railway Loan Bill
(NO.2), 1072 and 1074; School of Design,
1104; Exhibiti.on:building, 1110; Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 1129; Essendon Railway, 1143:
BUTTERS, Mr. J. S. (Portland) -Eastern-hill
Reserve, 262; Judgments against the Crown,
425 ; Grant to Lady Darling, 537 and 554 ;
Resignation of the Ministry, 579; Chairman
of Committees, 601 ; Supply, 603 and 606 ;
Consolidated Revenue (£1,950,000) Bill,
618; Gaol Returns, 772; Friendly Societies
Statute Amendment Bill, 778; Retrenchment in the Public Service, 799; Mr. Joseph
George, 846 ; Lotteries, 877 ; Scab Penalties,
880 ; Rail way Cattle Siding, 880 ; Railway
Loan Bill, 901; Threatening a Member,
914; Railway Loan Bill (No.2), 1074.
BYRNE, Mr. ROBERT (Crowlands)-The Crisis,
18; Saturday Sittings, 162; Transfer of
Land Statute, 287, 481, and 636; Land Grants
for Denominational Schools, 296; Grant to
Lady Darling, 535, 546, and 56~ ; Hours of
Sitting, 666 ;' Dominick Dillon's Case, 683 ;
Lands Titles Office. 772; Melbourne and
Essendon Railway Vesting Bill, 880; Melbourne Eye and Ear Institution, 1027;
Railway Loan Bill (No.2), 1071.
Cape Patterson Coal Fields-Mr. T. Bury's Case
-Papers ordered, on motion of Mr. Whiteman, 685 ;.. motion by Mr. Whiteman, for
select committee, withdrawn, 1038.
Carey, General-Address to the Governor for
papers, re refund by General Carey, agreed
to on motion of Capt. Mac Mahon, 880;
Governor's message transmitting papers,
1025.

Carlton Butts, Shooting at-Question by Mr. E.
Cope, and discussion thereon, 1091.
CARR, Mr. J. G. (W. . Geelong)-Railway Loan
Bill, 935 and 973; Royal Commissions, 969;
Farmers' Commons and Land Act (Section
42) Licences, 989.
Carver, the late J. C.-Deficiency in accountsSubject discussed in Committee of Supply,
757.
CASEY, Mr. J. J. (Mandurang)-Want of Con:fifldence in Sladen Ministry, 182; Land Grants
for Denominational Schools, 294; Petitions
re Dead-lock, 320; Grant to Lady Darling,
392, 406, 530, 537, and 555; Judgments
against the Crown, 408; Hesignation of the
Sladen Ministry, 580; (Introduced on reelection, 622); Government Appointments,
666; Public Accounts, 676 and 683; Mr.
Moses Thomas, 685 ; Board of Agriculture,
755; Municipal Rates, 760; Charge against
a Minister, 760 and 802; Volunteers'Land
Certificates, 769; Mining Tenements Bill,
783; Workmen's Lien Bill, 786; Civil
Service Regulations, 786; the Financial
Year, 791; Retrenchment in the Public
Service, 796; Religious Equality, 822; the
Kyneton Coroner, 823; Railway Loan Bill,
826 and 1061 ; Privilege-James Boughtman, 847; Melbourne and Essendon Railway V-€sting Bill, 850, 880, 882, and 965;
Threatening a Member, 912; Railway Loan
Bill, 954, 963, 971, 972, 982, and 984;
Official (Mining) Agents, 988; Public
Works Loan Bill, 1025; Railway Loan Bill
(N"o. 2), 1069, 1072, and 1074; Mining
Companies Limited Liability Act, 1108.
Chairmanship of Committees-Chair taken by
Mr. Francis, 281 ; by Mr. J. T. Smith, 297,
528, and 601 ; motion by Mr. l\Iacpherson
for appointment of Mr: Lalor, 598 j dehate
adjourned, 601 ; motion negatived, 667;
appointment of Mr. F. L. Smyth, 668;
motion by Mr. E. Cope for payment of
salary only from day of election, 678;
agreed to, 679.
Charge against a Minister-Attention called by
Mr. Jones to statements contained in statutory declarations published in Argus
newspaper, 760; motion by Mr. Casey for
select committee to inquire into matter,
760; debated, 761 ; agreed to, 769; petition
from Mr. Moses A. Alexander, 802; motion
by Mr. Langton for referring same to com~
mittee, 803 ; negatived, 804 ; petition from
Mr. J. W. Randell and· Mr J. Rees. 804 ;
motion by Mr. Langton for referring same
to committee, 805 ; negatived, 807; committee's report brought up, 946.
Charitable Institutions-Question by Mr. Langton, 916 ; by Mr. Fellows, 946 •. grant-inaid discussed in committee on Appropriation Bill, 1026.
Chinese, The, and their Vices-Question by Mr.
McCombie, 909.
Civil Servants-Payment of. (See Treasury
Payments.)
Civil Service Act, Amendment of-Question by
1'1'lr. Everard, 634.
Civil Service Examination-Question by Mr.
Reeves, 597.
Civil Service Regulations-Question by Mr.
McKenna, 786 ; motion by Mr. McKenna. for
papers, 823; agreed to, 824; produced,
1096; motion, by Mr. E. Cope, declaring
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tha.t no officer when absent on leave shall
receive more than half salary, 1108; withdrawn, 1109.
Cody, Michael-Appointment of, as Electoral
Registrar at Warrenheip. (See Electoral
Registrars.)
COHEN, Mr. EDWARD (E. Melbourne)-Want of
Confidence in Ministers, 189 and 573 ; La;;d
Grants for Denominational Schools, 295 ;
Petitions re Dead-lock, 319 and ::120; Grant
to Lady Darling, 326, 346, and 554; Resignation of the Ministry, 576; Mrs. A. Sievwright,756 and 776; Retrenchment in the
Public Service, 799; Lotteries, 878; Threatening a Member, 914; Melbourne Hospital,
1053; Railway Loan Bill (No.2), 1072
·Colac, Track from, to coast-Question by Mr.
Connor,710.
.
Cole's and Raleigh's Wharfs-Vote for purchase
discussed on report from Committee of Supply, 776.
Coliban Water Scheme-;-Motion by Mr. Humffray
for papers re Mr. Wardle proposed and withdrawn, ".192; qu~stions by Mr. Kerferd and
Mr. Walsh, 1142. (See Water Supp(y.)
Collingwood (East) Drainage-Questiun by Mr.
Everard, 739.
Commissions, Royal-Question by Mr. Carr,
969 ; statement by Mr. Humffray, 990.
Committees (permanent)-Appointed, 654.
Committe~s (select )-A ppointed, )59, 163, 245,
265. 287, 288, 323, 525, 538, 653, 769, 790,
and 823.
CONNOR, Mr. J. H. (Polwarth and S. Grenville)
-:-Want of Confidence in Ministers, 241 ;
Grant to Lady Darling, 386 and 548 ; Supply,
609; Railway Extension, 682; COIRC and
the Coast, 710 ; Endowment of Local Bodies,
739; the Financial Year, 792; Railway
Loan Bill, 857, 936,962, and 972 ; Land Act
(Section 42) Licences-The New Regllla-.
tions, 989 and 1051 ; Railway Const.ruction:
and Management, 1107.
Consolidated Revenue (£1,950,POO) BillBrought in by Mr. Higinbotbam and read
first time, 611 ; second reading, 615 ~ third
reading, 620.
Constitution, The-Reform of-Question by Mr.
Reeves, 708; message from Legislative
Council inviting co-operation of Legislative
Assembly" in altering and amending the
Constitution by the action of a joint committee," 739; message considered, 808 ~
. motion by Mr. McCuUoch declaring it
inexpedient to comply with request, 809;
agreed to, 810.
Constitution Act Amendment Bill- Received
from Legislative CouDcil, and read first
time, 1091 ; secon.d J'eading moved by Capt.
Mac Mahon, 1112; debated by Mr. McCullocb,
1112; Mr. Higinbotham, 1113;. Mr. Kerferd,
1119; Mr. Wrixon, 112.~; Mr. Langton,
1125; Mr. McCombie, 1127 ;'. Mr. McKean,
1127; Mr. Reev.es, 1129;, Mr. Burtt, 1129;
Bill read second time and passed through
remaining stages; 1130 ;amendment recommended by Governor's message agreed to,
1140.
Contract Moneys-Mr. Peter Mavor-Motion
by Mr. McKean for papers, proposed and
postponed, 811; renewed and withdrawn,
841.
COPE, Mr. EDWARD (East Bourke Boro1lghs)E~stern-bill Reserve, 264;. Mr. Joseph
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George, 538, 769, and 845; Grant to Lady
Darling, 558; Chairman of Committees, 600
and 678; Dominick Dillon's Case, 651; Mr.
Moses A. Alexander, 680 and 802; Exhibition-building, 709, 807, 1109, and 1112 ;
Railway Timber Traffic, 840; Land Selections at Inglewood, 844; the SurveyorGeneral, 910; Threatening a Member, 913 ;
Mr. R. D. Scott, 1040; Railway Loan Bill
(No.2), 1070 and 1074; Rifle Practice at
Carlton Butts, 1091 ; Rail way Construction
and Management, 1106; Civil Service Furloughs, 1108; Yarra Bend Lunatic Asylum,
110!l; Personal Explanation, 1143.
COPE, Mr. THOll1AS (Normanby)-Operation of
the Land Act, 285, 2!J7, and 319; Grant to
Lady Darling, 401 ; Land Act (Section 42)
Licences, 9 15.
Court Houses-Vote for Furniture, &c.-Return
ordered on motion of Mr. Russell, 874;
produced, 1090.
Cowie's Creek Bridge-Question by Mr. Kernot,
682.
CREWS, Mr. J. B. t S. Bow·ke.)-Introduced and
sworn, 49; Eastern-hill Heserve, 264; Land
Sale, Mulgrave, 288; Judgments against
the Crown, 413; Mordialloc Electoral Hegistrar, 509 and 630; Grant to Lady Darling,
546; Dominick Dillon's Case, 652; Constable
McGrath, 908; the Refreshment Rooms,
745; Government Printing -office, 776;
Geological Department, 777 ; Railway Loan
Bill, 971 ; Railway Management and Construction, 1105 and 1106.
Crisis, The- Adjournments of the House pending
format.ion of New Ministry, 6, 7, 11, 14, 19,
23, and 24; amendments on motion for
adjournment moved by Mr. Reeves, 7 and
12; debated, 8 and 13; withdrawn, 11 and
14.; statement by the Speaker as to parliamentary practice re motions" for adjournment proposed for the purpose of enabling
the Governor to open Parliament," 15;
amendment on motion for adjournment
moved by Mr. McKean, 16; ruled out of
order, 19; formation of Ministry by Mr.
Sladen announced by Capt. Mac Mahon, 25 ;
correspondence .with Governor re Crisis
read by Mr. McCulloch, 27; by Capt.
Mac Mahon, 31 ; statement by Capt. Mac
Mahon, 35; by Mr. Riddell, 36. (See
Ministry.)
Curtin, Mr. Patrick-Case of-Report of select
committee ordered, on motion of Mr. Jones,
to be pr,>duced, 526.
Customs Duties, Uncollected-Question by.Mr..
Everard, statement by Mr. McCulloch, and:
discussion thereon, 632; question by Mr ..
Langton, 658; discussion thereon,.659 •.
Customs Penalties-Question by Mr. McKt:lan;,
1028.
Darling, Lady-Grant to~.Qu~stion by Mr.
McCulloch as to intenuQIls. of the Sladen
Ministry, 163; address to. GO,vernor, asking
for despatches, adopted on .motion of Capt.
Mac Mahon, 256; Gov.ernor's message
transmitting despatches, 28.1 ;! motion by
Mr. McCulloch, in committe.e, ,for address to
the Governor to recommend the grant of
£20,000 to Lady Darling, 297; debated by
Mr. Fellows, 298; Mr. Higinbotham, 298 ;
Mr. Aspinall, 300; :Mr. Russell, 303; Mr.
Langton, 304; Mr. Jones,. 306 ; Mr. Walsb,
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308; Mr. McCombie, 309 ; Mr. McLellan,
310; Mr. Witt, 313; Mr. Burtt, 313; Mr.
Macr,herson, .'315; motion carried, 316;

•

resolution ('onsidereo. in full House, and
motion by Mr McCulloch for its adoption,
324; amelldment by Mr. Fellows in favour
of appropriating the .£:W,OOO by a separate
Bill, :3~7 ; dchated by Mr. McCul\ol'h, a31 ;
Mr. Langton. 333; Mr. Higinbotham, 3:{7 ;
Mr. Bayles, 3:J9; Mr. G. Pa.ton ::;mith, 3·H ;
Mr. Whiteman, 342; Mr. Reeves, 343;
Mr. Rilldell, 3-13; Mr. Wilson, 344; Mr,
}\i"Kenna, 344; Mr WatKins, 34;'; Mr.
Cohen, 341) ; debate adjourned, 347; resumed
by Mr Francis, 355; continued hy Mr.
Aspillflll. 362 ; M1' Jones. :J66; ~1r. Macgre/{or, 3fi9; Mr Vale, 371 ; Mr. Mackay,
371 ; debate again adjourned, 37;) ; resllllled
by Mr. I(t~rferd. 3i9; (!ontinueu hy ~Ir.
Duffy, 3f!:l; MI'. McCombie, :~8;j; Mr.
Connor. 38 1; ; ~Ir. Mal:Bain, 387; Mr.
Everard, 388; Mr. McDonnell. 390; Mr.
Casey, 392; Mr. '\:cLellan, 395; Mr.
Williams, 39ti ; Mr. Macpherson, 398 ; Mr.
Blair, 400; Mr. T. Cope, 401 ; amendment
rejected and motion carried. 402; question
by Mr. :\1cCulloch, 403; His Excellency's
reply to the address, 40-1; motion by Mr.
McCulloch for the House to sit on Sa.turday,
40-1; a.greed to, 408; His Excelleney's
reply taken into consideratioll, 4:.31 ; motion
by Mr McCulloch, declaring the reply
calculateJ "to create a misunderstanding
between the representati ve of the Crown
and the Legislative Assembly." and "t9
affect unconstitutionally the right of the
Leg-islative Assembly to determine the form
of its grants to the Crown," 4:\:, ; debaled
by Mr. Fellows, 43-1; Mr. Wrixon, 4~6;
amendment by .\Ir. Langton for passing to
thcordersoftheday,4~I; debate continued
by Mr. Francis, 455 ; Mr. Duffy, 455; Mr.
Fellows, 459; Mr. Higinbotham, 462; Mr.
McDonnell, 469; Mr. Mackay, 472; Mr.
Macgregor, 4;3; Mr. Bayles, 473; debate
adjourned, 475 ; resumed by Mr. Whiteman,
482 ; continued by Mr. Burrowes, 482 ; Mr.
Aspinall, 4:83; Mr. Jones, 485; Mr.
McKenna, 489'; Mr. Burtt. 489; Mr. Kerferd, 490; Mr. Vale. 492; Mr. Hanna, 493 ;
Mr. Wat~ins, 493; Mr. Walsh, 494; Mr.
Riddell, 494; amendment rejected, motion
carried, and address founded thereon ordered
to be presented to the Governor, 495;
Governor's message recommending" a vote
of £20,000 'to Lady Darling." 507 ; vote of
£20,000 proposed in Committee of Supply,
530; agreed to, 538 ; reported and adopted,
539; question by Captain Mac. Mahon re
despatches, 539 and S68; Goyernor's messRge transmitting df!spatches from Colonial
Offiee announcing the re-instatement of ~ir
Charles Darling 111 the Imperial service and
his consequent "ina.bility to accept the
grant," 568. (S::e Supply.)
Darling. ~ir Charles-Motion by Captain Mac
Mahon in favour of provision being" made
for the amount claimed by Sir Charles
Darling as being equitably due to him from
the revenue of.Victoria on account uf lapsed
emoluments when administering the Government of this colony," 780; agreed to. 781 ;
address to Governor agreed to in committee, 965; resolution reported and adopted,

1011; Governor's message brought down,
and statement by \1r. McCulloch, 1092.
DAVIES, Mr. B. G. (The Avoca)-Land Selections at Inglewoorl. 843; Privilege-James
Boughtman, 848; 'l'hreatening It Member,
912; Melbourne Hospital, 1052; Hailway
Rolling Stock, 1092.
Days of Sitting -Appointed, 654; sessional
order slIspended, 1102.
Dead-lock, The-Petitions praying for termination of (Iead-Ioek ruled out of order, a~ they
asked for grants of public mGney, 253 and
351 ; !:illlilar petItions presented, and discus.;ion as to receh'ing them, 319.
Defence of the Colony-Return ordered, on
moti-n of ;\·11'. llindon. 740.
Dillon, Dominick-Case of-Motion by Mr.
Longmore for selec't committee to be appointed by ballot, 63G; amendment by Mr.
MacBain naming (:olllmittee and limiting
the inquiry to the specific case, 6~6; amendment carried, 653; q tlestion by Mr. Byrne,
683; committee authorized to sit on noHouse days, 760; the chairman (Mr.
Longmore) reports that J:tmes Boughtman,
~ . witness, has be!:'n guilty of gross prevarication. 815; motion by I\-Ir. Longmore
for committing Boughtman to the custody
of the Serjcant-at-Arms, 847; agreed to,
8-18; arrest announ(~ed, 849; committee's
report brought up. 8i9 ; considered, 1029;
tpotion by ~lr. Longmore for referring
report bac.:k to committee, 1029; debated,
lO3:i; negatived, 1037.
Dissolution of Parliament-Address asking for
papers ordered, on motion of Mr. Bindon, to
be presented to Governor, 480; produced,
841 ; question by Mr. Duffy, 480.
Divisions-in full House-On ,\lr. McCulloch's
resolutions caliing for dismissal of the
Slad!:'n :Ministry. 2-15; on motion for taking
Gov~rnol"s speech into consideration, 255
and '272'; on question as to day for the
House resol:ving itself into Committee of
Supply, 282; on Mr. McLellan's motion for
reception of petitions re D.ead-Iock, 321 ;
on Mr. G. Paton Smith's motion requiring
the Attorney-General" to defend all actions
brought against the Crown," 428; on
mot.ions for adjournment of debate re Darling
Grant, 473, 474, and 475; on motions for
adjournment of debate on t.he question of
the House resolving itself into Committee of
Ways and Means, 562 and 5~4; on Mr.
McCulloch's motion for postponing all business until an "Administration has been
formed enjoying the confidence of this
House," 570; re Dominick Dillon's Case,
651, 652, and 103i; re Chairmanship of
Committees. 667 and 668; on motions for
referring petitions to committee on Mr.
Jones's Case, 804 and 807; re Railway
Loan Bill, 873 and 936.
Divisions-In Committee-Be Grant to Lady
Darling, 316; on Mr. Fellows' motion to
amend preamble of Consolidated He\'enue
(£},9.,)0,Ono) Bill, 620; re Hailway Loan
Bill, 936 and 982; re Hailway Loan Dill
(No.2), 1075.
Dock Accommodation-Question by Mr. Mason,
634; estimate of expenditure re Alfred
Gravin~-doek con!'lidered in committee, 1140.
DUFFY, Mr. C. G. (Dalho.usie)-The Crisis, 9 and
13; Governor's Speech, 110; Grant to Lady
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Darling, 163, 382, 405, 455, 531 and 544;
Want of Confidence in Ministers, 223 and
571 ; Agency of the Colony in England, 253,
255 and 250; Eastern-hill Reserve, 258;
Suspension of Stanciing Orders, 2i9;
Supply, 2M; Land Grants for Church
Purposes, :289; Land Grants for Denominational Schools, 295; Dissolution of
Parliament. 480; Scau Prevention Expiring Law Continuation BilJ, 507; Resignation of the Sladen Ministry, 5i7;
Chairman of Committee~, 599 and GiS;
Parliament and Ministers Bill. 618; Electoral Registrar at ~ferton, G31; Dominick
Dillon's Case, 651; Privilege, 662 Im(i 847 ;
Government Appointments, 666; Hllllrs of
Sitting, 61;7; Charge against It Millister,
761 and 769; Sheriffs, 77.'); Friendly Societies Statute Amelldment Bill, iiS; Wood ..
splitting Licences, 785; Immi)!mlion, 785 i
PaYlilent of M£:'mbers, 787, 790 and 850;
the Financial Y('ar, 791; Retrenchment in
the Public Service, 796; Religious Equality,
820; Railway Loan Bill, 82:l, 831, Sa3, 958,
965,984 alllll060; Land ~elections at Ingle,.
wood, 8H; Mr. Joseph George, 846; Coleman Gorman, 910; Threatening a Member,
912; Hallway Traffic Charges, 990; Mr. H..
D. Scott. 1041; Hailway Loan Bill (No.2),
1069 and 1070.
DYTE, Mr. CHARLES (Ballarat East)-Pers011al
\
Explanation, 771; Friendly ~ocieties Statute Amendment Bill, 778; the Financial
Year, 793; Retrenchment in the Public Service, 796; Treasury Payments, 815; Underpaid Letters, 842.
Eastern-hill Catholic Reserve. (See Land Grants
for Chw'ch Purposl's.)
Edinburg·h; H. R. H. the Duke of-Address re
attempted assassination, adopted, 5; select
committees appointed, on motion of Mr.
Fellows, to prepare addresses of congratulation on recovery of .His Hoyal Highness,
265; addresses brought up, 267; adopted,
280 ; Governor's message transmitting
despatch from Colonial· office, 507 and 631 ;
vote for expenses connected with the Duke's
visit discp.ssed in Committee of Supply,
7!i5.
Education, Board of~QlJestion by Mr. Russell,
683. (See Public Instruction.)
. Elections and Qualifications CommitteeSpeak£:'r's warrant prodllcerl, and discussion
thereon, 53; warrant disapproved of, 161 ;
new warrant produced, 163 i members of
committee sworn, 255; petition against retUrn of Mr. Humffray for Ballarat East re··
ferred to committee, 255; Speaker's warrant
filling up vacancies in committee, 631; new
mem bers sworn, 683.
Electoral Act, Amendment of-Question by Mr.
Reeves, 655. (See Constitu tlOn.)
Electoral Registrars-Question by Mr. Jones re
case of Michael Cody, 'l73; statement by
Mr. Fellows, 287: by Mr. Humffray, 509;
question by MI'. Higinbotham re Jamieson's
case, 508 j statement by Mr. G. Paton
Smith, 509; question by Mr. Crews, 509;
return ordered on motion of Mr. Crews,
630; return re Warman's cHse, onlered on
motion of Mr. Everard, 630; return re
registrar at Merton, ordered on motion of
Mr. Everard, 631 ; returns produced, 632.
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Electoral Returns-Ordered, on motion of Mrl\IcKean, 2i!j; produced, 323; ordered, on
motion of Mr. Langton, 681 ; produced, 682
and 849.
Electoral Roll Falsification-(Cantwell's Case)Pap(>rs ordered, on motion of Mr. Jones, 269;
produced, 323; ordered to be printed, 351.
Essendon Hailway-Question by Mr. Hiddell as
to opening, 78-1-; question by Mr. Butters re
cattle siding, 880. (See Melbourne and Essendon Railway Vesting Bdl.)
Estimates Brought Down-Estimates for 1867,
an(I Supplementary Estif!lates for 1866,
286; Estimates for 18li8, 50]; Estimates for
1867 and 1868. 686; Suppll!mentary Estimates for 1866, i 81i.
EVERARD, Mr JOHN (Collingwood)- The Crisis,
8 and 12; Grant to Lady Darling, 388; Mr.
Warman, 481 and 6aO; Chairman of Committees, 59R, 600, anll 67\1; Agl'nroy of. the
Colony in England, 624; Electoral Hegistrar
at Merton, 630; Uncollectc(l Customs f)uties,
631; Civil Sen'it'e Act, 634; ~essional Arrangements,6!H; Mr. Moses Thomas, 686;
Operation of the Land Act., 709; Land
Grants fot' Church l'urposes, 7:JS and 787;
Eal)t Collingwood Drainage, 739; Legislative Coundl, 742 and 879; Hetrenchment
in the Public: Service, 794 nJid 800; Reform
bf the Const.itution, 810; Mrs. ~nodgrass,
813; Railway Loan Bill, 949, 952, 954, and
1068; Gippsland Lakes, 1029; Railway
Loan Bill (No.2), 1069 and 1070; Amendment of the Land Act, 1092; Locomotives,
1103.
Exhibition Building-Questions by Mr. E.Cope,
70!J and 807; statement by Mr. Jones, 807;
motion by Mr. E. Cope uiscussed and withdrawn, 1109.
Farmers' Commons-Question by Mr. Carr,. 989.
FARRELL. Mr. J AlliES (Castiemtdne) - Hemoval
of Dr. Mackay, 481 and 508 ; the Duke of
EtlinbUl'gh,755.
Federal Union of the Australian ColoniesMotion hy Mr. McCombie withdrawn. 1029.
FELLOWS, Mr. T. H. (St. Kilda) - Election of
Speaker, 5; (Introduced on re-election, 49 ;)
Fisheries Protection Bill, 49 and 270;
Governor's Hpeech, 50 and 63; Elections
and Qualificat.ions Committee, 53 and 161 ;
Saturday ::;ittings, 162; Grant to Lady
Darling. 163, 256, 298, 327, 434, 459,474,
529, 532; 535, 539. 540. 559, and 568; VVant
of Confidence in Ministers, 204,228,500, and·
569; Sessional Arrangements. 90 and 253 ;
Supply, 254, 270, 282, 285, 526, 601, 602,
604, and 6 10; Eastern-hill Hesen'e, 257,
264, 273, and 323 ; the I 'uke of Edinhurgh,
265 and 281; Huspensionuf Standing Orders,
267,275, and 598; Electoral Roll Falsification, 21;9; Mr. C. P. Hac~ett, 269; Electoral
Registrar at Warrenheip, 273 and 287;
Sandhurst ::;ludge Challnel, 274; Electoral
Returns, 275; Operation of the Land Act,
286, 297, and 319; Land Sale, Mulgrave,
288; Land Grants for Church Purposes,
289; Land Grants for Denominational
Schools, 291 and 2!J6; Inspector Geary, 2!J7;
Petitions re Dead.lock, 319 anil 320 ; Boundaries of Shires and Road Districts, 322;
ISuninyong,.shire v. Bungaree, 352 and 430 ;
Judgments against the Crown, 409 and 416;
Government Arbitrations, 429; Dissolution
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of Parliament,480j Police Force Reductions,
481; Mr. Warman, 481; Scab Prevention
Expiring Law Continuation Bill, 507; Dr.
Mackay, 508; M0.rdialloc Electoral Registrar,508; The Budget, 521 and 7~3; Greenwood's Contract, 525 j Friendly Societies
Statute Amendment BiH, 527; Mr. ,Joseph
George, 538; Resignation of the Ministry,
575,578, and 582; the New Ministry, 585 ;
Chairman of Committees, 599; Ways
and Means, 610; Consolidated Revenue
(£1,950,000) Bill, 614, 617, ~nd 618; Parliament and Ministers Bill, 625; Uncollected
Customs Duties, 659, and 661; Government
Appointments, 665; the Financial Year,
740, 742, and 790; the Refreshment Room~,
744; Charge againRt a Minister, 761 and
762; Lands Titles Office, 773; Sheriffs, 7 75;
Cole's and Raleigh's Wharfs, 776; Friendly
Societies Statute Amendment Bill, 778;
Religious Equality, 819; Lands at Terang,
824; Railway Loan Bill, 826, 828, 830,
and 1062; Charitable Institutions, 946;
Threatening a Member, 947 and 948; Delaying Supplies, 1054 and 1058.
Fencing Act, Amendment of-Question by Mr.
Foott, 664.
Financial Returns-Ordered, on motion of Mr .
. Langton, 66~; produced, 711.
Financial Statement. (See Budget.)
FinanCial Year-Motion by Mr. Fellows, "That
the financial year I"hall in future terminate
with the month of June," 740; withdrawn,
742; renewed, 790; negatived, 793.
Fisheries Protection Bill-Brought in by 1\Ir.
Fellows and read first time, 49; discharged
from the paper, 270. _
Fitzgerald, Martin-Case of-Papers ordered, on
motion of Mr. Longmore, 430; produced,
480.
Flagstaff Reserve - Question by Captain Mac
Mahon, 971.
FooTT, Mr. NICHOLAS (W. Geelong)-Fencing
Act, 664. (Decease announced, and adjournment of the House in consequence, 1089.)
Fotheringham v. the Queen - Question by
Mr. Kernot, 784.
FRANCIS, Mr. J. G. (Richmond)-Want of Confidence in Ministers, 172 and 570; Agency
of the Colony in England, 256; Eastern-hill
Reserve, 259, 265, and 290; Supply, 324, 604,
and 607; Grant to Lady Darling, 326, 355,
475,530,535, and 541; Judgments against
the Crown, 419; The Budget, 455, 509, 703,
704, and 7 18; Resignation of the Sladen
Ministry, 582; the New Ministry, 589;
Chairman, of Committees, 601 and 678;
Consolidated Revenue (£1,950,000) Bill, 618;
Uncollected Customs Duties, 633; Dominick
Dillon's Case,'645; Publ~c Accounts, 673 ;
Industrial Schools, 751; Charge against a
Minister, 766; Imports and Exports, 801 ;
Religious Equality" 819; Threatening a
Member, 947; Railway Loan Bill, 952, 973,
and 982; Railway Management 'and Construction, 1105.
FRA~ER, Mr. WILLIAM (Creswicll)-Buninyongshire v. Bungaree, 354; National Museum,
749; Industrial Schools, 750 and 752; The
late J. C. Carver, 757; Mrs. Snodgrass and
Mrs. P. H. Smith, 757; Munjcipal Rates, 759;
Public Works Loan Bill, 993; Dominick
Dillon's Case, 1031.
Friendly Societies Statute Amendment Bill-

Received from Legislative Council and read
1;irst time, 528; question by Mr. Whiteman,
657; Bill read second time and committed,
777; further considered in committee, 816;
third reading, 835.
Gaol Returns - Ordered, on motion of Mr.
Butters, 772.
Geary, Inspector-Papers ordered, on motion of
Mr. King, 297; produced, 528.
Geological Department - Question by Mr.
Crews, 777.
George, Mr. Joseph-Case of-Motion by Mr. E.
Cope for committee, 538, agreed to, 539;
report brollght up, 769; motion by Mr. E.
Cope, declaring Mr. George's dismissal to be
too great a punishment, 845; debate~, 846 ;
agreed to, 847.
GILLn;s, Mr. DUNCAN (Ballarat West) - The
Crisis, 13.
Gippsland Lakes, Opening of-Subject discussed
in committee on 1\ ppropriation Bill, 1028.
Gippsland, North-Return ordered, on motion of
Mr. F. L. Smyth, 1011.
Gold Discoveries, Rewards for-Question by
)1r. F. L. Smyth, 658.
Gold, Export of-Question by Mr. Humffray, 988.
Gorman, Coleman-Case of-Question by Mr.
Duffy, 910.
Government Appointments-Motion by Mr. Blair
for return, 664; agreed to, 666; return
produced, 945; further return ordered, on
motion of Mr. Langton, 779.
Government Banking Account-Corre~pondence
ordered, on motion of Mr. McKean, 526 ;
.
produced, 988.
Government Printing-office-Vote for salaries,
wages, &c., discussed, on report from Committee of Supply, 7"75.
Governor, His Excellency the (the Hon. Sir J.
H. T. Manners Sutton)-Motion by Mr.
Walsh for address in reply to speech, 49 ;
seconded by Mr. Thomas, 50; debate adjourned at instance of Mr. McCulloch, 50 ;
amendment of want of confidence in Ministers proposed by Mr. McCulloch, 55;
debate continued by Mr. Fellows, 63; Mr.
Higinbotham, 71 ; Mr. Langton, 82 ; debate
adjourned, 90; resumed by Mr. Jones, 91 ;
continued by Mr. Macpherson, lUO; Mr.
Wrixon, 103; Mr. Duffy, 110; Mr. Blair,
116; debate again adjourned, 122 ; resumed
by Mr. McLellan, 122 ; continued by Mr.
Mc('ombie, 125; Mr. McKenna, 131 ; Mr.
Mackay, 133 ; Capt. Mac Mahon, 139; ¥r.
G. Paton Smith, 148; Mr. KerfE!rd, 152;
Mr. Vale, J 56; Mr. Riddell, 158; amendment carried, committee appointed to prepare address accordingly, and address
brought up, 159 ; address adopted, 160; His
Excellency's reply, 161 ; House resolves to
sit on Saturday. 162 ; resolutions calling for
dismhisal of Ministers, 163. (See Ministry.)
Governor's Messages-Transmitting despatches
re Darling Grant, 281 ~nd 568 ; transmitting
Estimates for 1867, and Supplementary Estimates for 1866, 286; transmitting despatches
re H. R. H. the Duke of Edinburgh, 507 and
631; recommending grant of £20,000 to
Lady Darling, 507 ; transmitting Estimates
for 1868,507; re Public Works Loan, 539;
re re-instatement of Sir Charles Darling in
the Imperial service, 568; transmitting
Estimates for 1867 and 18G8, 686 ; trans-
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mitting Supplementary Estimates for 1866,
786; re Loans for Railways and Public
Works, 815; transmitting'papers re General
, Carey, 1025; re "amount claimed by Sir
Charles Darling as being equitably due to
him," 1092; recommending amendments
in Constitution Act Amendment Bill and
British Pharmacopreia Bill, 1140.
GRANT, Mr. J. M. (The Avoca)-Resiguation of
the Sladen Ministry, 583 : (Introduced on
re-election, 622;) Swamp Leases, 623;
Board of Land and Works, 624 ; Operation
of .the Land Act, 709; Land Grants for
Church Purposes, 738; The Aborigines,
753; Wood-'splitting Licences, 785 ; Lands
at Terang, 824 ; Land Selections, Crossman
and Moog, 843; Wellingtqn Parade, 849 ;
Mr. Alexander McDonald, 879; Railway
Loan Bill, 903; the Surveyor-General,
910; Coleman Gorman, 910; Land Act
(Section 42) Licences-New Regulations,
915,971,989, and 1052 ; ~.ands for Railway
Purposes, 947; Threatening a Member,
947; Flagstaff Reserve, 971; Mr. H.. D.
Scott, 1040 and 1042; Civil Service Furloughs, 1109 ; Land Act Valuations, 1140.
Greenwood's Contract. (See Water Supply.)
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Horticultural Society-Question by Mr. Langton,
755.
Hospitals in the Western District-Return ordered, on motion of Mr. Plummer, 794;
produced, 1024.
HUJUFFRAY, Mr. J. B. (Ballarat East)-The
Crisis, 17 and 19; Michael Cody, 509; Judgments against the Crown, 568; Resignation
of the Ministry, 577 ; Chairmf!>n of Committees, 599 ; Supply, 605 ; Land Grants to Heligious Bodies, 63U; Postal Telegrams, 634 ;
Quartz Mining, 634; Dominick Dillon's
Case, 639 and 652; Mining Leases, 655;
Export of Gold, 988; Official (Mining)
Agents, 988 and 10 I 0; Royal Commissions,
990; Railway Loan Bill (No.2), 1074 ; Coliban Water Scheme, 1092; Sunday Trains,
1108; Inspection of Mines, 1108; Mining
Companies Limited Liability Act, 1108.
Immigration-Question by Mr. Duffy, 785.
Imports and Exports-Explanation by Mr. Francis, 801.
Industrial Schools-Vote discussed in Committee
of Supply, 750; return to order of the
House presented, 1024.
Interculonial Exhibition-Question by Mr. Bindon, 351 ; by Mr. Whiteman, 947.
Interest, Payment of to Public Creditor-Ques.
tions by Mr. Langton, 770 anil 807 ; by Mr.
MacBain, 786; by Mr. Walsh, 910. (See
Dead-lock.)

Hackett, Mr. C. P.-Appointment of, as County
Court Judge-Return ordered, on motion of
Mr. G. Paton Smith, 2119 ; produced, 286.
H.ANNA, Mr. PATRICK (Murray Borou,qhs)Land Grants for Church Purposes, 289;
Grant to Lady Darling, 493 and 547 ; Want Jetties in South Grant-Question by Mr. Lalor,
of Confidence in Ministers, 573 ; the New·
787.
Ministry, 589; Mrs. A. Sievwright, 756 ; JONES, Mr. C. E. (Ballarat West)-Introduced
Railway Loan Bill, 870 and 979 ; Railway
and sworn, 49; Sessional Arrangements, 91 ;
Construction and Management, 1107.
Governor's Speech, 91 ; Saturday Sittings,
HARCOURT, Mr. J. T. (Richmond)-Voting of
162 ; Walit of l 'onfidence in Ministers, 234 ;
~upplies, 586 ; Industrial ~chools, 751 and
Electoral Roll Falsifieation, 269 and 351 ;
752; Thrpatening a Member, 914; MelLand Grants for Church Purposes, 269, 289,
bourne Eye and Ear Institution, 1027.
and 528 ; Electoral Registrar at Warrenheip,
Harcourt, Mr.-Contract of-Papers ordered, on
273; Supply, 285; Buninyong-shire v. Bunmotion of Mr. McKean, 526 ; produced, 622.
garee, 290, 351, and 353; Land Grants for
HIGINBOTHAM, Mr. GEORGE (Brighton)-ElecDenominational Schools, 291 and 296; Grant
tion of Speaker, 4; The Crisis, 6, 7, 10,11,
to Lady Darling, 306, 366, 405,406, 485, 536,
15, 19, and 23; Swearing of Members, 24 ;
540, and 560 ; Boundaries of Shires and Road
Governor's Spepch, 71, 141, and 159;
Districts, 322 and 351 ; Greenwood's ConSaturday Sittings, 162; Want of Confitract, 525; Mr. Patrick Curtin, 526 ; Resig.
dence in Ministers, 216; Supply, 254, 270,
nation of the Sladen Ministry, 582; (Intro282, 284, 601, 602, 605, 60,(,609, and 610 ;
duced on re-election, 622 ;) Towage to GoEastern-hill Reserve, 264; Suspension of·
vernment Piers, 634 ; Dock Accommodation,
Standing Orders, 268, 277, 597, and 598 ;
634; Sandhurst Post-office, 6:15 ; Dominick
Land Grants for l)enominational Schools,
Dillon's Case, 649; Treasury Payments, 656
273 and 292 ; Grant to Lady Darling, 298,
and 842; Railway Trucks, 664, 770, and
325, 337, 405, 462, 475, 529, 533, and 542 ;
825; Murray Navigation, 6iO; Western
Petitions re Dead-lock, 321; BuninyongRailway, 682 ; Cowie's Creek Bridge, 682 ;
shire v. Bungaree, 354 ; Judgments against
Mr. Moses Thomas, 686; Exhibition-build-:
the Crown, 410 and 412; Government Arbi~g, 710,807, and 1110; Colac and the Coast,
trations, 429; Scab Prevention Expiring
110; Endowment of Local Bodies, 739;
Law Continuation Bill, 507; Mordialloc
Beech worth Post-office, 740; Sandridge
Electoral Registrar, 508; Resignation·uf
Town Pier, 757 ; Charge against a Minister,
the Sladen Ministry, 577,579, and 580; the
760; Yan-Yean Waterworks, 770 and 842 ;
NewMinistry,585and 589; Civil Service ExCole's and Raleigh's Wharfs, 776; Belfast
aminations, 597 ; Chairman of Committees,
Harbour, 777; Railway Employes, 777 ;
600 ; Ways and Mean!!, 6 10; Consolidated
Essendon Railway, 784 ; Inspectors of Public
Hevenue (£1,950,000) Bill, 611, 615, 618,
Works, 785; Jetties in South Grant, 787 ;
and 620; Mr. Moses A. Alexander, 680;
Railway Returns, 794; North·eastern R.:'l.ilCharge against a· Minister, 765; Lands
way, 815 ; Railway Loan Bill, 830, 834,882,
Titles Office, 773 ; Railway Loan Bill, 829,
916,979,982, and 1068; Technical Instruc960, 983, and 1062; Railway Loan Bill
tion, 838 ; Railway Cattle Siding, 880; Mel(No.2), 1069 and 1073 ; Constitution Act
bourne and Essendon Railway Vesting Bill,
Amendment Bill, 1113; Public Instruction,
881 ; Threatening a Member. 915; Railway
1130.
Station Accommodation, 915; Railway
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Traffic Charges, 915 and 991; Sandridge Tollgate, 990; North Gippsland, 1011 ; Gippsland Lakes, 1028; RailwayLoanI3ill(No. 2),
1070; Locomotives, 1103; School of Design,
1104; Hail way Construction and Z\-Ianagement, 110-1 and 1108 ; Sunday Trains, II U8 ;
Appropriation Bill, 1140; Constitution Act
Amendment Bill, 1140; British IJharmaeopreia Bill, ) 140; Public Works Loan Expenditure, 1141 ; Railway Loan Expenditure,
1142.
Judgments against the Crown.:-.Question by
Capt. Mac Mahon, !i3; motion by Mr. G.
Paton Smith, requiring the Attorney-1.1eneral .. to defend all aetions broug!lt against
the Crown on Ilceount of claims arising since
the 6th May last." 376 ; debate adjourned,
371} ; resumed, "08 ; amendment by Mr. G.
V. Smith to prefix to motion the statement
that" HiR Excellency's present advisers have
refused to this House all opportunity of
granting Supplies, in accortlanee with the
expression of the public will at the recent
general election," 41 a ; amenoment aceepted,
and motion, as amended, carried, 428 j question by Mr. Humffray, 568.
Mr. G. n. (Tlte Ovens)-The Crisis,
8; (lntl.'oduced on re-election, 53 ;) Governor's Speecb, 152; Eastern-hill Heserve,
244,253 and 262; Sandhurst Sludge Channel, 274; Water Supply, ~86; Northeastern Hailway, 288; Petitions re Deadlock, 321; Buninyong-shil'e v. Bungaree,
354; Judgments against the Crown, 377 ;
Grant to Lady Darling, 3i9, J05. 406, 490,
536, and 541; Government Arbitrations,
430; Greenwoorl'sContraet,:;25; Boundaries
of the Colony, :;28; Want of Confidence in
Ministers, 5iI; Hesignation of ·the ~laden
Ministry, 5i6 ; 'the New Ministry, !i8x; Suspension of Stanlling Orders, 598 ; Chairman
of Committees, 599; Supply, 60 I, 60~, 609,
Rnd 610; Consolidated Hevenlle(£1.950,000)
Bill, 617 and 618 ; Ageney of the Colony in
Englano,624; Parliament and Ministers Bill,
629 ; Uncollected Customs Duties, 632 and
634; Dominick Dillon's Case, 643 and 1031 ;
Sessional Armngements, 654; Mining Tenements Bill, 6!i3, 781, and i83; Hours of
Sitting, 667 ; Public Account!l, 673; Trust
Funds, 682 j Mr. Moses Thomas. 686;
Treasury Payments, 710; Reform of the
Constit1ltion, 739 and 810; Beechworth
Post-office, 740; the Financial Year, 742 ;
Scab Prevention Exphing Law Continuation
Bill, 811; Oats in Bond, 814; Railway Loan
Bill, 829,860, 963, 977, 983, and 1063;
Privilege-James Boughtman, 847; Land
Grants fQr Church Purposes, 8i4; ~Ielbourne
and Essendon Railway Vesting Bill, 880;
Threatening a Memb!:!r, 911; Endowment
of Local Bodies. 970; Public Works Loan
Bill, 999 and 1 142; Discussion of Bills in
Committee, 1009; Charitable Institutions,
1026 and 1028 ; Melbourne Hospital, 1053 ;
Delaying Supplies, 1057 ; Constitution Act
Amendment Bill, 1092 and 1119; Hailway
Management and Construction, 1105; Graving-docK, 1141. .
KERNOT, Mr. CHARLES (E. Geelong)-Water
Supply, 281; j Cowie's Creek Bridge, 682;
Ifotheringham v. The Queen, 784; Railway
Loan Bill, 864/ 951, and 982; Public Works

KERFERD,

Loan Bill, 1003 j British Pharmacopreia
Bill, 1011.
KING, Mr. M. L. (W. Bourlie)-Eastern-hiIl Reserve 267' Inspector Geary, 297 ; Petitions
re De~d-lo~k, 3~ 1 ; the Np.w Ministry, 587 ;
Uncollected CU:;tIllTIS Duties, 660; Endowment of Local llodies, ia9; the Duke of
Edinburgh, 755; European ;\Iail Serv~ce,
842; Wellingt,m Parade, 849; 'rhreatenmg
a Member, 911; Melbourne Eye and Ear
Institution, 1027; Gippsland Llikes, 1028.
Kirkstall Wesleyan Church-Question by Mr.
Bayles, 786.
Kyneton Coroner. (See Civil Service Regulations.)
Mr. PETER (S. Grant)-'Eastern-hiil
Reserve, 2G3 ; Dominick Dillon's Case, 637
and 6-'8 ; Jetties in South Grant, 787; Land
Act (Section 42) Licences, 9i 1 j Abbotsford
Industrial School, I02i.
Land Act, Amendment of-Motion by Mr.
E\'erard, withdrawn, 1092.
Land Act, Operation of-Questions by Mr. T.
Cope, 28;' and 319; return orliered, 011 motion
of Mr. T. Cope, 297; question by Mr. Macgregor, 709.
Land Act (Section 42)-Question by Mr. Wilson,
1)8~ j by Mr. Everard, i09 ; by }Ir. '1'. Cope,
915; by Mr. Duffy, 970; by Mr. Lalor, 971 ;
by Mr. Carr, 98!1 ; discussion thereon, 989 ;
question by Mr. Connor, 10:-'1.
Land Act Valuations-Motion by Mr. LonlZ'more
for dismissal of Mr. R. D. Scott, district
surveyor,Camperdown, 1038; debated, 1040;
withdrawn, 1042; question by Mr. Lougmore,
1140.
Land and Works, Board of-Return as to composition and fum:tions ordered, on motion of
Mr. Blair, 62-'.
Land Grants for Church Purposes-Complaint
by Mr. Longlllore re grant of land on
Eastern-hill, ;v.[elbllurne, fur Roman Catholic church purposes, 2H; statements by
Mr. Longmore and Mr. McCulloch, 253;
question by Mr. Longmore and discussion
thereon, 257; question by Mr. King, 21i7 j
papers re reservation of land at Ballarat
East ordered, on motion of Mr. Jones, and
produced, 269; questions by Mr. Longmore
re Eastern-hill Resene, 273 an0323; papers
produced, 281 ; motion by Mr. Longmore
for select committee, 288; agreed to, 290 ;
committee authorized to sit on no-House
days, 3i6; progress report brought up,
506; complaint by Mr. Jones of newspaper paragrnph reflecting on report, 528 ;
alteration of committee, 562; question by
Mr. Kerferd, 874; committee's report
brought up, 970; question by Mr. Everard,
738; return ordered, on motion of Mr.
E\·erard.787.
Land Grants for Denominational SchoolsMotion by Mr. Longmore against further
grants" until this House shall have had an
opportunity of dealing with the subject,"
290; debated, 291; motion withdrawn, 297.
Land Grants to Heligiolls Bodies - Return
ordered, on motion of Mr. Humfi'ray, 630.
Lapd Heyenlle-Return ordered, on motion of
Mr. Langton, 8;10.
Land Sale-Motion by Mr. Crews for withdrawal
of lot 91, Mulgrave, agreed to, 2R8.
Land Selections-Return re West and Miller
LALOR,
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ordered, on motion of Mr. McLellan, 815;
produced, 915; question by Mr. Fellows re
George Butehart, 824; return re McDonald
ordered, 011 motiou of Mr. Longmore, 840 ;
produced, 915; return re Lynn ordered, on
motion of Mr. McDonnell, 8-12; produced.
1103; motion by Mr. Lon~more for sl-lect·
committee re Crossman and Moog, 84~{;
withdrawn, 845; returns re Keilambete,
Liston, McNeil, and Mills. orden-d, on motion
of Mr. Longmor(', 874; produce,l, 915, 969,
and 1025; question by Mr. Longmore re
McDonald. 879; papers re Farmer ordereo,
on motion of Mr. Longmore, 1038; return
re Grant (of Clunes) ordered, on motion of
Mr. McKean. 1101.
Lands Titles Office-Vote for salaries and
contingencies' diseussed on report from
Committee of Supply. 772. (See Transfer
of Land Stutute Committee.)
Lal)g, Dr.-Accommodated with seat in the
House, 428.
LANGTON, :VIr. EDWARD CW. Melbourne)-Introduced on re·election, 49; Governor's Speech;
82; Sessional Arrangements. 90; Want of
Confidence in Ministers, 167,244, and 572;
Eastern-hill Reserve. 244, 260, and 323;
.Agency of the Colonyin England, 253 and
256; Supply, 254, 270, 281, 282, 286. 323,
526, 60 I, 6U4, 607, 6U8, and 610 ; Suspension
of Standing Orders. 268; Water SupplyPreston Main, 286 and :322; Land Grants
for Denominational ::;chools. 293; Grant to
Lady I larling, 31)4, 333, 40:3, 404, ·4u7. 528,
530, 539, 543. and 559; Petitions re Deadlock. 319 and 3~0; Intercolonial Exhibition,
351 ; Judgments against the Crown, 412,
421, and 568; The Budget, 441, 702, 704,
711, and ,'29: Ways and Means, 539;
Resignation of the ~linistry, 581 ; the New
Ministry, 587; Ways and Means, 610;
Consolidated Revenue (£1,950,000) liill,
620; Uncollected Customs Duties, 632, 658,
and 660; Dominick Dillon's Case, 645;
Privilege, 663; Financial Returns, 664;
Government Appointments, 664, 666, and
779; Public Accounts, 671, 677, and 683 ;
Chairmanship of Committees, 1ii9; Mr.
Moses A. Alexander. 681 ; Electoral Returns,
681; East Collingwood Drainage, 739;
Reform of the Constitution, 739; Agricultural Statistics, 745; Scab Prevention, 752 ;
Horticultural Society, 755; Board of
Agriculture, 755; Charge against a Minister,
764, 802, and 805; The Dead-lock, 770 and
807; Forgeries in the Telegraph Department, 770; Friendly Societies Statute
.Amendment Bill, 779; Actions against the
Urown, 779; the Financial Year, 792;
Railway Returns, 794; Retrenchment in the
Public Service, 798; Religious Equality,
82l; Railway Loan Bill, 827, 829, 832, 892,
961, 933, and 1066; Mr. J. W. H. Williams,
843; Mr. Joseph George, 845; Land
Reyenue, 850; Lotteries, 877; Appropriation Bill, 882 and 1029; Charitable Institutions, 916; Delaying Supplies, 1056;
Railway Loan Bill (No.2), lOi3 and 1075 ;
Exhibition-building, 1110 and 1112; Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 1125.
Legislati ve Assem bly-Vote for salaries of
officers, &c., discussed in COillnll,ttee of
Supply, 742.
Legislative Council-Statement by Mr. Everard
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rc vote for salaries, 742; question by
:Mr. Everard re special appropriation, 879.
Legislative Council, Reform of. (See Constitution Act Amendmf.nt Bill.)
Library, The-Committee appointed, 61)4; report
brought up, 7:38; vote for salar;es, &c.,
discussed in Committee of Supply, 743.
LOBB, Mr. W. J. (E. Bou1'IIe)-Introduced and
sworn, 8-19; Hifle Practice at the Carlton
Butts, 1091.
Local Bodies, Endowment of - Question by
Mr. Williams, 671; by Mr. Connor, 739;
by Mr. King, 739; by Mr. Kerferd, 970.
LONGlIIORE, l\lr. FRANCIS (Ripon and Ilampden)ant of Confidence in Ministers, 242;
Eastern-hill Reserv«=" 244,253,257,262,264,
27:{, and 323; Land Grants for Church
Purposes. 288, 290, 376, 562. 738, 874, and
970 ; Land Grants for Denominationa.l
Schools, 290, 294, and 297; Pet.itions re
Dead-lock, 321; Martin Fitzgerald, 430;
Grant to Larly Par ling, 556; Hesignation
of the Ministry, 583; Supply, 604;
Dominick Dillon's Case, 636, 653, 760, and
1029; Audit of Local Accounts, 655; Chairmanship of Committees, 6i8; The Budget,
735; the Hefres-hment Rooms, 743; Agricultural Statistics, 745; National Museum,
747; Industl'ial Schools, 750; Acelimatisation and Agriculture, 755; Volunteer
Force, 756; Mrs. A. Sievwright. 756 and
776; Volunteers' Land Certificates, 769 ;
:Payment of Memberd, 790; the lfinancial
Year, 792; Privil('ge-James Boughtman,
815. 847, and 848; Land SelectionslVlcDonald, 8-10 and 879; Crossman and
Moog, l:l43 and 844; Keilambete, Liston,
McNeil, 874; Mills, 875; Farmer, 103S;
Hail way Loan Bill, 905 and 961; Threatening a .I\-Iember, 911 and 947; Land Act
(Section 42) Licences, 989; Melbourne Eye
and ~ar Institution, 1027; Mr. R D. Scott,
1038 and 1042; Survey Reports, 1054;
Hailway Loan Bill (No.2) 1069, 1071, and
1075; The Recess, 1140; Land Act Valuations, 1140.
Lotteries-Mr. Hugh Peck's Case-Questions by
Mr. Burtt, 623 and 657 ; complaint by Mr.
Burtt of letter in .Age newspaper, 670 ;
motion by Mr. Whiteman, declaring that no
further proceedings should be taken against
Mr. Peck, 875; debated, 876; withdrawn,

'V

Si8.

Lunatic Asylums-Reports as to ConditionQuestion by Mr. Longmore, 1054. (See
Yarra Bend.)
MACBAIN, Mr. JAMES (The Wimmera)-Want of
Confidence in Ministers, 175; Grant to Lady
Darling, 387; Dominick Dillon's Case, 646
and 683; The Aborigines, 684 and 752; Scab
Prevention, 752; The Dead-lock, 786; Hetrenchment in the Public Service, 797;
Heligious Equality, 822; Hailway Loan
Bill, 8ao and 929; Threatening a Member,
0
914 r..nd ,947.
MCCAW, Mr. MATTHEW (E. Bourke)-Grant to
Lady Darling, 473; Snpply, 603; Hailway
Trucks, 664; Mr. Moses Thomas, 686;
Agricultural Statistics, 814; Threatening a
Member, 914; Hailway Loan Bill, 9i2; Ml·.
R. D. Scott, 1042.
MCCOllfBIE, Mr. THOMAS (S. Gippsland)-Governor's ~peech, 125 j Grant to Lady Darling,
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309, 385, and 549; Public Accounts, 674;
The Aborigines, 684; Hail way Loan Bill,
855,950,952,954, 991,and 1064; The Chinese
and their Vices, 909; Melbourne Eye and
Ear Institution, 1027; Gippsland Lakes,
1029 j Federal Union, 1029 j Delaying Supplies, 1058 j Hailway Construction and
Management, 1104; Constitution Act
Amendment Bill, 1127.
MCCULLOCH, Mr. JAlIlES (Mornington)-The
Crisis, 24 and 27; Formation of the Sladen
Ministry, 25; Governor's Speech, 50, 55, and
159; Sessional Arrangements, 90 and 654 j
Saturday Sittings, 162; Grant - to Lady
Darling, 163, 297, 324, 331, 403, 404, 406,
408,431,474,528,532,540, and 559; VVant
of Confidence in Ministers, 163, 245, and
570; Eastern-hill Heserve, 253, 257, and
323; Supply, 254, 270, 281, 282, 286, 324,
and 526; Agency of the Colony in England, 256 and 624; Suspension of Standing Orders, 267 and 275; Land Grants for
Church Purposes, 290; Land Grants for
Denominational Schools, 297; Petitions re
Dead-lock, 320; Dr. Lang, 428; Buninyong-shire v. Bungaree, 430; Police Force
Reductions, 481; Hl;!signation of the Sladeu
Ministry, 576; (Introduced on re-election,
622;) Ministerial Explanation, 622 ; Treasury Payments, 622, 710, 815, and 909;
Country Postmasters, 624; Board of Agriculture, 624 and 824; Parliament and Ministers Bill, 6'n; Uncollected Customs Duties,
632, 634, and 659; Civil Service Act, 634;
The Ballot, 635; Dominick Dillon's Case,
644 and 653; Audit of Local Accounts,
655; Melbourne and Hobson's Bay Railway Company, 656 and 779; Financial
Returns, 664; Endowment of Local Bodies,
671, 739, and 970; Public Accounts, 6i2;
Chairmanship of Commi.ttees, 678; Mr.
Moses A. Alexander, 681; Trust Funds,
683; Education Report, 683; The Budget,
686, 727, and 730; Reform of the Constitution, 709, 739, 808, and 810; East Collingwood Drainage, 739; the Financial
Year, 741 and 791; Legislative Assembly, 742 j the Refreshment Rooms, 144;
Registrar-General's Department, 745 and
746; . National Museum, 747; Industrial
Schools, 750; Scab Prevention, 752; Expiring Law Continuation Bill, 811 ; Acclimatisation Society, 755; the Duke of Edinburgh, 755; Volunteer Force, 756; Mrs. A.
Sievwright, 756; the late J. C. Carver, 757;
Queen's Plate, 769; Volunteers'Land Certificates, 769; The Dead-lock, 770, 807, and
910; Forgeries in the Telegraph Department, 770; Government Printing-office,
776; Cole's and Raleigh's Wharfs, 776;
Sir Charles Darling, 780 and 1092; Immigration, 785; Kirkstall VVesleyan Church, 786;
Payment of Members, 789; Retrenchment in the Public f::jervice,795; Mrs. 'Snodgrass, 812; Agricultural Statistics, 815;
Ways and Means, 815; Religious Equality,
821 ; Railway Loan Bill, 825,829, 842, 850,
952,957,991, and 1059; Public Works Loan
Bill, 835, 843, 991, 1025, and 1091 ; Appropriation Bill, 835,882, 1025, and 1029; Mr.
Joseph George, 846 j Land Selections, 875 ;
Legislative Council, 879; The Chinese and
their Vices, 909; Intercolonial Exhibition,
947 ; Threatening a Member, 947 and 948;

Royal Commissions, 970; Charitable Institutions. 1025 and 1028; Mr. Thomas Bury,
1038; Melbourne Hospital, 11152; Lunacy
Reports, 1054; Delaying Supplies, 1055 and
1059; Hailway Loan Bill (No.2), 1075;
Rifle Practice at Carlton Butts, 1091 ; Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 1112; The
Recess, I 140.
McDonald, Mr. Alexander-CaRe of-Question
by Mr. Longmore, 879.
.
McDONNELL, Mr.M. A. (Villiers and He.7Jtesbury)
-Introduced on re-election, 53; Judgments
against the Crown, 55 and 411; VVant of
Confidence in Ministers, 180; Transfer of
Land Statute, 288, 739, and 1025; Land
Grants for Denominational Schools, 291 ;
Boundaries of Shires and Road Districts,
351 ; Grant to Lady Darling, 390, 469, and
553 j Government Arbitrations, 429 and
430; Government Appointments, 661); Mr.
Moses A. Alexander, 681; Land Selections,
re Lynn, 842; Threatening a Member, 911 ;
Mr. R. D. Scott, 1042.
McGrath, Constable-Papers ordered, on motion
of Mr. Crews, 708; produced, 760.
MACGREGOR, Mr. JOHN (Rodney)-Sandhurst
Sludge Channel, 274; Grant to Lady Darling, 369, 473, 537, and 556; JUdgments
against the Crown, 378 and 423; Greenwood'sContract,525j Supply,603j Dominick
Dillon's Case, 640 and 651; Murray Navigation, 6iO and 735; Water Supply, 670
.and 786; Mr. Moses Thomas, 685 and
686; Operation of" the Land Act, 709;
Technical Instruction, 749; Mrs. A. Sievwright, 756; Friendly Societies Statute
Amendment Bill, 779; Mining Tenements
Bill, 781; Payment of Members, 790; Railway Loan Bill,825, 831, 916,971,972,983,
and 1064; Railway Station Accommodation,
915 and 1142; Public Works Loan Bill,
1005; Mr. R. D. Scott, 1041; Delaying
Supplies, lO57; Railway Loan Bill (No.2),
1069 and 1073.
MACKAY, Mr. ANGUS (Sandhurst Boroughs)The Crisis, 19; Governor's Speech, 133;
Sandhurst Sludge Channel, 274; Land
Grants for Denominational Schools, 295;
Grant to Lady Darling, 371, 472, 5:13, 536,
548, and 561; Resignation of the Ministry,
584; Supply, 609; Consolidated Revenue
(£ 1,950,00o)Bill, 618; Sandhurst Post-office,
635; Dominick Dillon's Case,642 ; Sessional
Arrangements, 654; Hours of Sitting, 667 ;
Legislative Assembly, 742; Parliament
Library, 743; Charge against a Minister,
764 ; Friendly Societies Statute Amendment
Bill, 778; Mining Tenements Bill, 783;
Workmen's Lien Bill, 786; Retrenchment
in the Public Service, 799; Water Supply,
816; Religious Equality, 823; Railway
Loan Bill, 834, 961, 965, and 974; Technical
Instruction, 839; Land Selections, 844 and
874; Public Instruction, 849, 1092, and
) 135; Threatening a Member, 912; Public
Works LoaI!. Bill, 1006; British Pharmacopreia Bill, 1011; Mr. R. D. Scott, 1042;
Railway Loan Bill (No.2), 1073; Railway
Stations, 1142.
Mackay, Dr.-Case of-Papers ordered, on
motion of Mr. Farrell, 481 ; produced, 507 ;
question by Mr. Farrell, 508.
McKEAN, Mr. JAMES (Maryborough) - The
Criiis, 9, 13, 15, 16, and 19; VVant of
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Confidence in Ministers, 192; Eastern· hill
Heserve, 264; Electoral Heturns, 275; Petitions re Dead-lock, 329; Buninyong-shire v.
Bungaree, 355; Judgments against the
Crown, 377; Grant to Lady Darling, 407,
408, 535, and 559; Constable Well wood,
482 ; Greenwood's Contraet, 525; Mr.
Patrick Curtin, 526; Mr. Harcourt's Contract, 526; (lovernment Banking Account,
526; Personal Explanation, 569; the New
Ministry, 585; Supply, 609; Treasury
Payments, 6i2 and 909; Towage to Government Piers, 634; Dominick Dillon's Case,
651 and 653; Sessional Arrangements, 654 ;
Complaint against Mr. McLellan, 661;
Public Accounts, 675; Chairman of Committees, 678; Mr. Moses A. Alexander, 680;
The Budget, 705; Mining on Private Property, 742; Legislative Assembly, 742;
Parliament Library, 743 i the Hefreshment
Rooms, 744; Penal Department, 747;
Public Library, 747; School of Design, 748;
Mrs. A. Sievwright, 756; Charge against
a Minister, 766; Lands Titles Office, 773 ;
- Sheriffs, 775; Government Printing-office,
775; the Financial Year, 793; Mr. Peter
:Mavor, 811 and 841 ; Board of Agriculture,
824; Railway Trucks, 825; Railway Loan
Bill, 832, 859, 936, 964, and 983; Technical
Instruction, 839; Melbuurne and Essendon
Railway Vesting Bill, 881; Threatening a
Member, 913; Land Act (Section 42)
Licences, 970, 990, and 1101 ; Raywood Postoffice, 990; Public Works Loan Bill, 1009;
Melbourne Eye and Ear Institution, 1027 ;
Customs Penalties, IOi8; Gippsland Lak~s,
) 028; Melbourne Hospital, 1054; Rail way
Loan Bill (No.2) t071 ; Railway Construction and Management, ) 106; Constitution
~ Act Amendment Bill, 1127.
McKENNA, Mr. MAHTIN (Kyneton Boroughs)Governor's Speech, 131; Grant to Lady
Darling, 344 and 489; Volunteers' Land
Certificates, 769; Civil Service Regulations,
786 and 823; Water Supply, 816; Railway
Loan Bill, 972; Kyneton Hospital, 1026;
Railway Loan Bill (No.2), 1075.
McLELLAN, Mr. WILLIAM (Ararat)-;-The Crisis,
13; Governor's Speech, 122; Eastern-hill
Reserve, 264; Grant to Lady Darling, 310,
395, 404, 550, and 561 ; Petitions re Deadlock, 319 and 320; Judgments against the
Crown, 377 and 423; Government Arbitrations, 429 j Resignation of the Sladen
Ministry, 577; the New Ministry, 587;
Dominick Dillon's Case, 650 j Audit of
Local Accounts, 655; Privilege, 661 and
663; Sheriffs, 775; Inspectors of Puhlic
Works, 785, 933, and 977; Land Selections
-West and Miller, 815; Railway Loan Bill,
825, 830,905, and 1068; Mr. Joseph George,
846; Lotteries, 878; Threatening a Member,
914; Melbourne Hospital, 1053; Delaying
Supplies, 1058; Railway Loan Bill (No.2),
1072; Hailway Construction and i\')anagement, 1107; Exhibition-building, 1111.
.
l\uc MAHON, Captain CHARLhS (W. Melbourne)
-The Crisis, 18 and 31 ; Formation of New
Ministry, 25 ; Judgments against the Crown,
53, 378, and 414; Governor's Speech, 139;
Grant to Lady Darling, 256, 526, 537, 539,
and 568 ; Eastern"hill Reserve, 262 ; Supply,
271; Want of Confidence in Ministers, 572;
Dominick Dillon's Case; 646; The Budget,
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707,711, and 731; The Duke of Edinburgh,
755; Charge against a Minister, 763 j Railway Employes, 777; Sir Charles Darling,
780 and !:I65; Religious Equality~ 822 j
British Pharmacnpooia Bill, 825, 1011, and
1102; Railway Loan Bill, 829, 830, 955,972,
981, and 1060; Technical Instruction, 837 ;
General Carey, 880: Melbourne and Essendon Railway Vesting Bill, 881 ; Threatening
a Member, 912; :Flagstaff Heserve, 9·71;
Public Works Loan Bill, 998 and 1025 j
Charitable Institutions, 1028; Mr. R. D.
Scott, 1041; R:;tilway Loan Bill (No.2),
1071; Constitution Act Amendment Bill,
1091, 1112, and '1130; Railway Construetion
and Management, ) 106.
MACPHERSON, Mr. J. A. (Dundas)-Governor's
Speech, 100 and 159; Want of Confidence
in Ministers, 238 and 573; Supply, 285 j
Land Grants for Denominational Schools,
296;" Grant to Lady Darling, 315,398,406,
470, 532, and 541; Judgments against the
Crown, 378; Mr. Joseph George, 539; the
New Ministry, 586; Chairman of Committees, 598 and 600; Dominick Dillon's
Case, 648; Rail way Extension, 653 and 8t5 j
Privilege, 663 j Public Accounts, 674;
Charge against a Minister, 765; Railway
Loan Bill, 830, 83!), 866, 952, 962, and 980 j
Mr. Joseph George, 847; Threatening a
Member, 913; La.nds for Railway Purposes,
947; Railway Construction and l\1:anage'ment, 1107.
Mail Communication with Europe-Question by
Mr. Richardson, 657; by Mr. King, 842.
MASO~, Mr. THOll1AS (WiLLiamstown) - Dock
Accommodation, 634; Treasury Payments,
656 and 842.
Melbourne and .Essendon Railway Vesting Bill
-Brought in by Mr. Casey, and read first
time, 850; second reading, 880 ; considered
in committee, 881 and 965 j third reading,
971.
Melbourne and Hobson's Bay Railway Company
-Papers ordered, on motion of Mr. Whiteman, 351; produced, 375 j ordered to be
printed, 562 ; question by Mr. Whiteman,
656; motion for investing £5,000, paid
under Company's Act, in Government
securities, proposed by Mr. Whiteman, and
withdrawn, 779.
Melbourne Hospital-Treatment of PatientsQuestion by Mr. Davies, 1052; discussion
thereon, 1053.
Members Sworn-3, 24, 49; 53, 285, 480, 622,
632, and 849.
MILLER, Mr. WILLIAlII (Creswick)-Railway
Loan Bill, 927.
Mines, Inspection of-Question by Mr. Humffray, 1108.
Mining Companies Limited Liability Act,
Amendment of-Question by Mr. Bumffray, 1108.
Mining Leases-Question by Mr. Humffray, 655.
Mining on Private Property-Question by Mr.
Bowman, 65!) ; by Mr. McKean, 742.
Mining Tenements Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Kerferd, and read first time, 653 ; motion
for second reading, 781; Bill withdrawn,
783.
Ministry-Formation of, by Mr. Sladen, announced, 25 ; new Ministers introduced and
s\vorn, 49 and 53 ; resolutions calling for
the dismissal of Ministers moved by Mr.
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McCulloch, 163; debated by Mr. Langton,
167; Mr.l!~rancis, 172; Mr. MacBain, 175;
:M r. Wilson, 178; Mr. Mc Donnell, 180;
Mr. Casey, 182; Mr. Cohen, 189; Mr.
McKean, 192 ; debate adjourned, 195; resumed by Mr. Fellows, 204 ; continued by
Mr. Higinbotham, 216; Mr. Duffy, 223;
Mr. G. V. Smith, 228; Mr. Jones, 2:34 ; Mr.
Macpherson, 238; Mr. Connor, 241 ; Mr.
G. IJaton ~mith, 242; Mr. Longmore, 242 ;
resolutions carried, 2H; address founned
on resulutions ordered to be presented to
Governor, 245; His Excellency's reply,
252; referred to select committee,on motion
of Mr. G. V. Smith, 323; alteration of
committee, 376; report of committee
brought up, 4:30; motion by Mr. G. V.
Smith for adoption of report, 495 ; 1I.greed
to, and address fouuded thereon ordered to
be presented to the GO\'ernor, 503; Governor's message acknowledging address,
507 ; resiguation of Ministry announced.
575; formation of Ilew Ministry by Mr.
McCulloch announced, 585 and 590; lJew
Ministers introduced and sworn, 622 and
632; statement hy Mr. McCulloch, 622.
(See Crisis; also, Supply.)
Municipal Ra.tes-Question by Mr. Frazer, 759.
MURPHY, Sir FRANCIS (Grenville)-Election as
Speaker, 4; presented to Governor, 6;
Voting of ~upplies, 602; Amendments of
Legislative Council in Hail way Loan Bill,
lU71. (See tlte Hon. the ~peaher.)
Murray Navigation-Question by Mr. Macgregor, 670 ; papers ordered, on motion of
Mr. Macgregor, 735 ; produced, 814.

Mr. WILLIAM (Warr~am',ool)-Hos
pitals in the Western District, 794.
Police Force Reductions (Sub-Inspector Burton)
-Quest.ion by Mr. McCulloch, 481; papers
ordered, on motion of Mr. McCulloch, 481;
.
produced, 539;
Postage - Underpaid Letters-Question by Mr.
Dyte, 842.
Postmasters - Interference of, in ElectionsQuestion by Mr. Blair, 624.
Precedenee. (See Religious Equalif,!J.)
Preston Main - Estimate of expenditure considered in committee, 1141. (See Water
PLUMMER,

SUPP~ll.)

Previous Question-When moved, 291, 681, and
844.

Privilege-Complaint hy Mr. McKean of words
used by Mr. McLellan in the dining-room,
661; statement by Mr. McLellan, 661; discussion there.m, 662; James Boughtman
(a witness before the selel·t committee on
Dominick Dillon's case) committed to the
custody of the Serjeant - at - Arms, 848;
complaint by Mr. Longmore of threat by
Mr. Andrew Tobin, !Hl; motion by Mr.
Longmore for Mr. Tobin to attend at the
bar of the House. 911 ; debatell, 912; agreed
to, 915; letter from Mr. Tobin, expressing
regret, accepted as satisfaetory, 94 i; order
of the day n·quiring Mr. Tobin's attendance
discharged, 949.
Public Accounts-l\lotion by Mr. Langton for
appojntment of "Committee of Public
Accounts," 671; debated, 6i2; negatived,
6i8; statements by Mr. Langton and Mr.
Casey, 683.
Public Instruction - Vote discussed in Com
mittee of Supply, 754.
Public Instruction-New Hules of Board of Education-Question by Mr. Russell, i(;9 j by
Mr. Mackay, 849; motion by Mr. Mackay
for deferring operation of new rules until
1869, 1.092 j debated by Mr. Burtt, 1096 ;
Mr. Reeves, 1090; Mr. G. V. Smith, 1097;
Mr. Blair, 1098; debate adjourned, 1101;
resumed by Mr. Higinbotham, 1130; continued by Mr. Burrowes, 1132; Mr. J. T.
Smith, 1132; Mr. Watkins, 1133; Mr. F.
L. Smyth, 1130; Mr. Macka.y's reply, 1185;
motion negatived, 1138.
Public Library- -Vote for salaries and contingencies discussed in Committee of Supply,
4

National Museum - Vote discussed in Committee of Supply, 747.
Oats in Bond-Question by Mr. Kerferd, 814.
Official (Mining) .Agents-Question by Mr.
Humffray, 988; return ordered, on' motion
of Mr. HUlllffray, 1010.
Parliament - Opening of, by commission, 3;
by the Governor, 48; prorogation, 1143.
Parliament and Ministers liill-Motion by Mr.
Fellows for leave to introduce, 625 ; agreed
to, and Bill read first time, 630; Bill discharged from the paper, 1101.
Parliamentary Recess-Question by Mr. Longmore, 1140.
Payment of Members-Motion by Mr. Duffy for
select committee to ascertain practice in
other countries, 787; agreed to, 790; progress report brought up, 850.
Penal Department - Vote discussed in Committee of Supply, 747.
Personal Explanations-By Mr. McKean, 569 ;
by Mr. Dyte, 771; by Mr. Francis, 801;
by Mr. E. Cope, 1143.
Petitions - Be Dead-lock and Darling Grant,
267, 319, 351, 3i6, 489, 507, 539, 568, and
569; re Buninyong v. Bungaree, ~i2 ; for
names to be struck off' a petition, 597; re
Gippsland Railway, 632 and 824; Moses
Thomas, 632; against new rules of Board
of Edut:ation, 682 and 739; for amendment
of Land Act, 759 and 970; for railway to
the Ovens, 759, 786, and 879; re charge
against a Minister, 802 and 804; Hugh Peck,
824; re Western Hailway, 824, 849, and 8i9;
re harbour improvements at Belfast, 849.

747.

Public Service, Appointments in. (See Govern" ment Appointments.)
Public Service, Retrenchment in. Motion by
Mr. Everard for rewards, 794; withdrawn,
801.

Public Works, Inspectors of-Question by Mr.
McLellan, 785.
Public Works Loan - Governor's message
brought down, 539; order for consideration
of message discharged, 631.
Public Works Loan Bill-Governor's message
brought down, 815; considered in committee,
and 1lI0tion by Mr. McCulloch in favour of
an appropriation agreed to, 835; reported
and adopted, and Bill brought in and read
first time, 843; second reading moved hy
Mr. :\-lcCu 11och, 991; su pported by Mr.
Sullivan, 992; debated by Mr. Frazer, 993;
Captain Mac Mahon, 998; Mr. Kerferd, 9!l9j
Mr. J. T. Smith, 1002; 1\Ir. Kerllot, 1003;
Mr. Blair, 1004; Mr. Macgregor, 1005 j Mr.
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Mackay, 1006 j Mr. McKean, 1009 j Mr.
Burrowes, 1010 j Bill read second time and
passed through committee, ]010; third
reading, 10.25 j amendments of Legislative
Council considered and agreed to, 1091 j
estimates of expenditure produced, 1091;
considered in committee and adopted, 1140.
Quartz Mining-Question by Mr. Humfi'ray, 634.
Queen's Plate-Qu.estion by Mr. Whiteman, 769.
Railway Construction and Management-Question by Mr. McComlilie, and discussion
thereon, 1104.
Railway Employes-Questions by Captain Mac
Mahon, 777.
Railway Extension-Papers ordered, on motion
of Mr. F. L. Smyth, 653 and 840 j produced,
801,840, and 841 j question by 1\11'. Connor,
682; petitions re Western Railway ordered,
on motion of Mr. Connor, to be printed,
801 j question by Mr. Macpherson, 815 and
947. (See Railway Loan Bill.)
Railway from Essendon to Albury-Report of
survey ordered, on motion of Mr. Witt, 288.
Railway Loan Bill-Governor's message brought
down, 815 j considered in committee, 825 j
motion by Mr. McCulloch in favour of an
appropriation, 825 ; debated, 826 j agreed to,
834; reported and adopted, and Bill hrought
in and read nrst time, 842 j second reading
moved by Mr. McCulloch, 850 j debated by
Mr. McCombie, 855; Mr.·Connor, 857; Mr.
McKean, 8f)9; Mr. Wilson, 859 j Mr. Kerferd,860 j Mr. Kernot, 864 j Mr. Macpherson,
866; Mr. Hanna., 870; Mr. Witt, 872; Mr.
Bayles, 873; debate adjourned,874; resumed
by Mr. Jones, 882 j continued by Mr. Langton, 892 j Mr. Blair, 898; Mr; Butters, 901 ;
Mr. Grant, 903 j Mr. Longmore, 905; debate adjourned, 908; explanation by Mr.
Jones, 916; debate resumed by Mr. Macgregor, 916; continued by Mr. Whiteman,
921; Mr. Vale, 921; Mr. MHIer, 927; Mr.
MacBain, 929 j Mr. F. L. Smyth, 931; Mr.
Aspinall, 933; Mr. McLellan, 933 j Bill read
second time, 936; considered in committee,
949 and 971; third reading, 991 j message
from Legislative Council returning Bill with
amendments, 1059; motion by Mr. McCulloch" that the Bill be laid aside," 1059; debated by Capt. MacMahon, 1060; Mr. Duffy,
1060; Mr. Casey, 1061 ; Mr. Fellows, 1062;
Mr. Higinbotham, 1062; Mr. Kerferd, 1063 ;
Mr. McCombie, 1064; Mr. Macgregor. 1064;
Mr. G. Paton Smith, 10G6; Mr. Langton,
1066; Mr. Everard, 1068; Mr. Jones, 1068 j
Mr. McLellan, 10E8 j Bill laid aside, 1069.
Railway Loan Bill (No. 2)-Brought in. by Mr.
Casey and read first and second time, 1069 ;
considered in committee, 1070; third reading,
1075; estimate of expenditure produced,
1091; considered in committee and adopted,
1142.
Railway Locomotives-Question by Mr. Everard,
1103.
Railway Returns-Ordered, on motion of Mr.
Langton, 794; on motion of Mr. Cope, 840 j
(produced, 879 j) on motion of Mr. Davies,
1092.
Railway Stations-Runnymede and RochesterQuestions by Mr. Macgregor, 915 and 1142.
Railway Traffic Charges-Question by Mr. Burrowes, 915; by Mr. Duffy, 990.
VOL. VI.-40
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Railway Trains on Sundays-Question by Mr.
Humfi'ray, 1108.
Railway Trucks-Question by Mr. Bowman,663 j
by Mr. Riddell, 770; by Mr. Wilson, 825.
Raywood Post-office-Question by Mr. McKean,
990.
.
REEVES, Mr. I. G. (Collingwood)-Election of
Speaker, 4 j The Crisis, 6, 7, 10, and 12;
Grant to Lady Darling, 343, 533, and 558 j
Judgments against the Crown, 408 j the New
Ministry, 587; Civil Service Examinations,
597; Consolidated Revenue (£ 1,950,000)
Bill, 618 j Electoral Act, 655; Reform of
the Constitution, 709 and 809; Yan Yean
Waterworks, 770, and 841; the Financial
Year, 792; Retrenchment in the Public
Service, 799; Hailway Loan Bill,979; Abbotsford Female Refuge, 1027 j Railway
Loan Bill (No.2) 1073; Public Instruction,
1096 j Constitution Act Amendment Bill,
1129.
Refreshment Rooms-Committee appointed, 654 ;
vote discussed in Committee of Supply, 743;
. Registrar- General's Department - Vote for
salaries, &c., discussed in Committee of
Supply, 745.
Religious Equality-Motion by Mr. Bindon for
address to Governor. submitting that the
rules and regulations of the Colonial Service,
dated July, 1867, "~re inconsistent with
that religious equality which is by law
declared and established in this country,"
816 j debated, 819 j agreed to 822; committee appointed to prepare address, 823 j
report brought up, 909 j address to Governor adopted, 110 I.
RICHARDSON, Mr. JOHN (E. Geelol1g) - Land
Grants for Church Purposes, 219; European Mail Service, 657 j Hours of Sitting,
667 j The Dead-lock, 770 j Railway Loan
Bill, 935 and 977; Homreopathy, 1028.
RIDDELL, Mr. J. C. (W. Bourlte)-Election of
Speaker, 4 j The Crisis, 36; Governor's
Speech, 158 j Grant to Lady Darling, 326,
343, 494. 535, and 551 ; Want of Confidence
in Ministers, 571 j the New Ministry, 586 j
Supply, 605 j Railway Trucks, 770 j Essendon Railway, 784 j Melbourne and Essendon Railway Vesting Bill, 881; Hailway
Loan Bill, 983.
HUSSELL, Mr. THOllIAS (Grenville)-Grant to
Lady Darling, 303; Board of Education,
683 and 709; Court Houses, 874.
Sandhurst Post-office-Question by Mr. Mackay,
635.
Sandhurst Sludge Channel-Question by Mr.
Mackay, and discussion thereon, 274.
Sandridge Tollgate-Question by Mr. Whiteman, 990.
Sandridge Town Pier-Question by Mr. Thomas,
757.
Saturday Sittings-Subject discussed, 162.
Scab Penalties, Mitigation of-Question by Mr.
Butters, 880.
Scab Prevention-Expiring Law Continuation
Bill received from Legislative Council and
read first time, 507 ; passed through remaining stages, 811 j subject discussed in CommIttee of Supply; 752.
School of Design-Question by Mr. McKean,
748; by Mr. Burtt, 1104.
.
Scott, Mr. R. D.-Case of. (See Land Act Valuations.)
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Equality, 819 and 822 ; Land Selections at
Sessional Arrangements-Motion by Mr. Fellows
Inglewood, 844; Threatening a Member,
for appointment of days of sitting, 90;
915; Railway Loan Bill, 979; Public Works
debate adjourned, 91 ; order for resuming
Loan Bill, 1002; Railway Loan Bm (No.2),
debate discharged, 631; motion by Mr.
1074; Public Instruction, 1132.
Fellows for appointing days on which
Government business should take prece-. SMYTH, Mr. F. L. (N. GippsZ(wd}-Saturday
Sittings, 162; Government .Arbitrations,
dence, 253 ; debate adjourned, 254 ; order for
430; Bonnda,ries of the Colony, 527; Grant
resuming debate discharged, 631 ; appointto
Lady Darling, 534 and 548; Hailway Exment, on motion of Mr. McCulloch, of days
tension, 653; Rewards for Gold Discoveries,
of sitting and of standing committees, 654 ;
658; (Elected Chairman of Committees,
motion by Mr. Byrne for taking no fresh
668;) Gippsland Railway, 840;· Railway
busincss after eleven o'clock, 666; agreed
Loan Bill, 931.; North Gippsland, 1011;
to, 667; order appointing days of sitting
Public I.nstruction, 1135.
suspended, 1102.
Sheriffs-Vote for Salaries, &c., discussed on Snodgrass, Mrs. Peter-Motion by Mr. J. T.
Smith, in favour' of grant, adopted, 790;
report from Committee of Supply, 774.
motion for Address to Governor proposed
Shires and Road Districts-Boundaries ofin committee, 811; agreed to, 813; reported
Questions by Mr. Jones, 322 and 351.
Sievwright, Mrs. A.-Gratuity to-discussed in
and adopted, 824.
Committee of Supply, 756 ; on consideration Speaker-Election of Sir Francis Murphy, 4;
of report, 776.
presented to Governor, 6.
S:l\UTH, Mr. G. PATON (S. Bourke.)-The Crisis, SPEAKER, Hon. the-Rulings of-Re Amendments on "motions for adjournment pro17; Formation of the Sladen Ministry,
posed for the purpose of enabling the Go26; Governor's Speech, 148; Saturday
vernor to open Parliament," 6, 8, 12, 15, 17,
Sittings, 162; 'Vant of Confidence in Minisand 18; Reading of Documents, 26 ; Personal
ters, 242; Eastern-hill Reserve, 261; Mr.
Expressions, 157; Discussions on motions
C. P. Hackett, 269 ; Petitions re Dead-lock,
for adjournment, 258 and 407 ; Petitions re
320; Grant to Lady Darling, 341, 404, 406,
530, and 545 ; Judgments againstthe Crown,
Dead·lock, 319, 320, and 351 ; Withdrawal
of call for a division, 402; Discussion of
376 and 426; Government Arbitrations,
Governor's Messages, 405 and 407 ; Election
428 ; Mordialloc. Electoral Registrar, 508 ;
Mr. Joseph George, 539 ; Resignation of the
of Chairman of Committees, 600; Time for
demanding a Ballot, 652 ; Time to move an
Sladen Ministry, 581 ; (Introduced on reAmendment, 653 ; Latitudein making Perelection, 622 ;) Lotteries, 623, 657, and 876 ;
Uncollected Customs Dnties,633; Dominick
sonal Explanations, 661; Private Quarrels,
661 ; Taking down of words, 663 ; Reception
Dillon's Case, 647 and 1033; Electoral Act,
of Petitions, 802 ; Privilege-James Bought655; Friendly Societies Statute Amendman, 847; Threatening a Member, '911 ;
ment Bill, 658, 777, 778,816, and 835; PriviOrder of discussion on Bills, 1009; Reports
lege, 663; Fencing Act, 664; Government Appointments, 665; the Refreshment
of Select Committees, 1029 and 1033;
Amendments of Legislative Council in
Rooms, 74'4; Technical Instruction, 749;
Railway Loan Bill, 1068.
Charge against a Minister, 762, 803, and
805; Lands Titles Office, 773; Sheriffs, ~tanding Orders, Suspension of. (See Supply.)
774; Mining Tenements Bill, 781 ; Fother- Strangers ordered to withdraw, 408.
ingham v. The Queen, 785; the Financial SULLIVAN, Mr. J. F. (i~fandurang)-Eastern-hill
Reserve, 264; Sandhurst Sludge Channel,
Year, 792 ; Beechworth Police Force, 794 ;
Mr. Peter Mavor, 811 and 841 ; Mrs. Snod274; North-eastern Railway, 288; Grant to
grass, 813; Railway Loan Bill, 828 and
Lady Darling, 404; (Introduced on re1066; Scab Penalties, 880 ; Melbourne and
election, 622;) Parliament and Ministers
Bill, 627; Quartz Mining, 634; Dominick
Essendon Railway Vesting Bill, 880 ; British
Pharmacopreia Bill, 10 11; Railway Loan
Dillon's Case, 637; Mining Leases, 655;
Bill (No.2.), 1070.
Mining on Private Property, 655 and 742 ;
SMITH, Mr. G. V. (The Ovens)-The Crisis, 10,
Rewards for Gold Discoveries, 658 ; Privilege,
663; Hours of Sitting, 667; Water Supply,
15, and 16; Want of Confidence in Ministers,
228,323,376,495, and 503; Land Grants for
671, 786, and 816; The Aborigines, 684;
Denominational Schools, 294; Petitions re
Charge against a Minister, 761; Geological
Department, 777; Mining Tenements Bill,
Dead-lock, 320; Buninyong-shire v. Bunga783; Public Works Loan Bill, 992 and 1142;
ree, 355; J udgment& against the Crown, 413;
Mr. Wardle and the Coliban Water Scheme,
Grant to Lady Darling, 547; Resignation
of the Sladen Ministry, 578; (Introduced
1092; Inspection of Mines, 1108.
on re-election, 632;) Postal Telegrams, 634 ; Supplies, The-Mbtion by Mr. Fellows declaring
European Mail Service, 657 and 84;2; Pub"That the delay of this House in proceeding
lic Instruction, 709, 754, 849, 1097, and 1137;
to make available the Supplies already voted
for the service of the year is a dereliction of
Industrial Schools, 750; The Dead-lock,
its duty to the people," 1054; opposed by
786; Charge against a Minister, 806;
Underpaid Letters, 842; Mr. Joseph George,
Mr. McCulloch, 1055; debate continued,
845; Privilege-James Boughtman; 847;
1056; motion. negatived, 1059.
RaywoCl.d Post-office, 990; Railway Loan Supply-Governor's speech ordered to be conBill (No.2), 107l.
sidered on a future day, 161 ; motion by
SMITH, Mr. J. T. (W. Bourke)-Land Grants for
Mr. Langton, "That the Governor's speech
Denominational Schools, '291; Judgments
be now taken into consideration," and
against the Crown, 379; Chairman of Comamendment by Mr. McCulloch to substitute
mittees, 599; the Hefreshment Rooms, 744;
"Tuesday, June 16th," for "now," 254;
Mrs. Snodgrass, 790 and 811; Religious
amendment carried, 255 ; question by Mr.
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McCulloch, re suspension of Standing
Orders, 267 j discussion thereon, 268 j
motion by Mr. Langton "That the Governor's speech be now taken into consideration," and amendment by Mr. McCulloch
to substitute "to-morrow" for "now,"
270; amendment carried, 272 j motion by
Mr. McCulloch for suspension of Standing
Orders, 275 ; agreed to, 280 j ordered" That
a supply be granted to Her Majesty," 281 ;
similar motion passed in committee, 281 j
motion by Mr. McCulloch for dealing, on'
future day, with" the parliamentary supplies for 1867, as the same were granted by
the late Legislative Assembly," 282; agreed
to, 285. (See Darling Grant.) Vote of
£20,000 to Lady Darling, proposed by Mr.
Langton, 530; agreed to, 538; motion by
Mr. Langton for postponing Supply until
next day, 539 ; amendment by Mr. McCulloch, "That it is essential that this House
should at once resolve itself into Committee
of Supply to consider the Supplies for
]867," 540; debated by Mr. Fellows, 540;
Mr. Jones, 540; Mr. Macpherson, 541 ;
Mr. Francis, 541 j Mr. Wilson, 541; Mr.
Kerferd, 541; Mr. Vale, 541 j Mr. Whiteman, 542 j, Mr. Higinbotham, 542 j Mr.
Langton, 543 j Mr. Duffy, 544 j Mr. G.
Paton Smith, 545 j ' Mr. Burtt, 545 j Mr.
Crews, 546; Mr. Watkins, 546; Mr. Byrne,
546; Mr. G. V. Smith, 547; Mr. Hanna,
547 ; Mr. Connor, 548; Mr. Wrixon, 548 ;
Mr. Mackay, 548 ; Mr. F. L. Smyth, 548;
Mr. McCombie, 549; Mr. McLellan, 550;
Mr. Blair, 551; Mr. Riddell, 55]; :Mr.
Bindon, 551; Mr. McDonnell, 553; Mr.
Butters, 554; Mr. Cohen, 554; Mr. Casey,
555 ; Mr. Macgregor, 556 ; Mr. Longmore,
556; Mr. Witt, 557; Mr. Bayles, 558;
Mr. Reeves, 5G8 j Mr. E. Cope, 558 j Mr.
Walsh, 559 j amendment carried, 559 j
motion by Mr. Fellows for going into Committee of Supply, 569 j amendment by Mr.
McCulloch for postponing all business
"until an Administration has been fQrmed
enjoying the confidence of this House," 570;
amendment carried, 574 j motion by Mr.
Fellows for going into Committee of Supply,
576; amendment by Mr. Higinbotham for
adjournment of debate, 580; amendment
'carried, 584 j motion by Mr. Higinbotham
for suspension of Standing Orders, 597 j
agreed to, 598; resolutions to form the
basis of a Consolidated Revenue Bill, proposed by Mr. Higinbotham in Committee of
Supply, 601 and 602 j agreed to, 602 and
609 j reported and adopted, 610 j Estimates
for 1867, passed, 735 j Estimates for 1868considered 742, passed 757 j Supplementary
Estimatp.s for 1866, passed, 787. (See
Ways and Means.)
Surveyor-General, The-Question by Mr. E.
Cope,910. (See Civil Service Regulations.)
Swamp Leases-Qnestion by Mr. Blair, 623;
return ordered, on motion of Mr. Blair, 708
Technical Instruction - Subject discussed in
Committee of Supply, 748; motion by Mr.
Bindon for appointment of board to promote technical instruction, 835'; debated,
837 ; agreed to, 840.
Telegrams, Postal-Question by Mr... Humffray,
634.
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Telegraph Department-Forgeries by a ClerkQuestion by Mr. Langton, 770.
THOMAS, Mr. DAVID (Sandridge) - Governor's
Speech, 50; Sa~dridge Town Pier, 757.
Thomas, Mr. Moses-Claim of-Motion by Mr.
Macgregor for select committee, 685;
debated and withdrawn, 686.
Tobin, Mr. Andrew. (See Privilege.)
Towage to Government Piers-Question by Mr.
McKean, 634.
Transfer of Land Statute, Operation of _.
Motion by Mr. Byrne for appointment of
select committee, 287; agreed to, 288;
progress report of 1866 referred to committee, 481; constitution of committee
altered, 636; committee authorized to sit
on no-House days, 739; committee's report
brought up, 1025. (See Lands Titles Office.)
Treasury Payments-Questions by Mr. McKean,
622 and 909; by Mr. Mason, 656 and 842 ;
by Mr. Kerferd, 710 ; by Mr. Dyte, 815.
Trust Funds-Question by Mr. Kerferd, 682.
VALE, Mr. W. M. K. (Ballarat West)-Governor's Speech, 156; Eastern-hill Reserve, 261;
Supply, 271; Water Supply, 286; Land
Grants for Denominational Schools, 293 and
296 ; Buninyong-shire v. Bungaree, 353 ;
Grant to I,ady Darling, 371, 404, 492,535,
541, and 559 ; J udgmen ts against the Crown,
422; Scab Prevention Expiring Law Contimiation Bill, 507; The Budget, 522;
Greenwood's Contract, 526; (Introduced
on re-election, 622;) Uncollected Customs
Duties, 659; Friendly Societies Statute
Amendment Bill, 778; Board of Agriculture, 793; Retrenchment in the Public
Service,798; Oats in Bond,814; PrivilegeJames Boughtman, 815; Rail way Loan Bill,
921 ; Export of Gold, 988 ; Customs Penalties, 1028.
, Visitor-Accommodated with seat in the House,
428.
Volunteer Force-Vote discussed in Committee
of Supply, 756.
Volunteers' Land Certificates-Return ordered,
on motion of Mr. Bindon, 711 ; produced,
760; questions by Mr. McKenna, Mr.
Wrixon, and Mr. Longmore, 769.
WALSH, Mr. FREDERICK (E. Melbourne)-Governor's Speech, 49 ; Grant to Lady Darling,
308, 494, and 55!); The Dead-lock, 910 ;
Coliban Water Scheme, 1142.
Warman, Mr.-Case of-Question by Mr. Everard,481.
Water Supply-Question by Mr. Kernot, 286 ;
statement by Mr. Langton re Preston Main,
322 ; questions by Mr. Macgregor, 670 and
786; estimate of expenditurp, considered in
committee, 1141. (See Public Works Loan
Bill.)
Water Supply-Castlemaine and SandhurstReturn ordered, on motion of Mr. McKenna,
816 ; produced, 849.
.
Water Supply-Greenwood's Contract-Motion
by Mr. Jones for select committee, 525 ;
debate adjourned, 526; order for resuming
debate discharged, 631.
WATKINS, Mr. WILLIAM (Evelyn)-Grant to Lady
Darling, 345,493, 534, and 546 ; Judgments
against the Crown, 378; Government Arbitrations, 429 ; Supply, 603 and 610 ; Board
of Agriculture, 624; Parliament and Minis·
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ters Bill, 629; Dominick Dillon's Case, 648 ;
The Aborigines, 684 and 752; Mr. Moses
Thomas, 686; the Refreshment Rooms,
745; National Museum, 748; Industrial
Schools, 751; Technical Instruction, 839;
Melbourne Eye and Ear !nstitution, 1028 ;
Railway Loan Bill (No.2), 1074; Public
Instruction, 1133.
Ways and Means-Committee ordered to sit,
539 ; motion by Mr. Langton for going into
committee. 559; amendment by Mr. Jones,
560 ; debate adjourned, 562; resolutions to
form the basis of Consolidated Revenue Bill
considered in committee and agreed to, 610 ;
resolutions to form the basis of the Appropriation Bill considered and agreed to, 815.
Wellington Parade (East Melbourne)-Question
by Mr. King, 849.
Wellwood, Constable-Case of-Papers ordered,
on motion of Mr. McKean, 482 ; produced,
622.
WHITEMAN, Mr. JOHN (Emerald Hill)-Introduced and sworn, 285; Grant to Lady
Darling, 342, 482, and 542; Melbourne and
Hobson's Bay Railway Company, 351, 562,
656, and 779 ; Want of Confidence in Ministers, 572 j Resignation of the Sladen Ministry, 583; the New Ministry, 588; Dominick
Dillon's Case, 651 ; Friendly Societies Statute
Amendment Bill, 657 and 778; Mr. Thomas
Bury, 685 and 1038; Queen's Plate, 769 ;
Lotteries, 875; Appropriation Bill, 882;
Railway Loan Bill, 921 and 961 ; Sandridge
Tollgate, 990; Graving-dock, 1l·J,].
Williams, Mr. J. W. H.-Case of-Papers ordered, on motion of Mr. Langton, 843; produced, 843.
WILLIAMS, Mr. WILLIAM (Maldon)-Grant to
Lady Darling, 396; the New Ministry, 586 ;

;nlelbourne:

Endowment of Local Bodies, 671; Railway
Loan Bill, 872 and 980.
WILSON, Mr. WILLIAM (Ararat)-Want of Confidence in Ministers, 178 ; Eastern··hill Reserve, 258 and 263; Grant to Lady Darling,
344, 532, 541, and 562 ; Supply, 602 ; Dominick Dillon's Case, ()45; Land Act (Section
42) Licences, 682; The Budget, 706; the
Refreshment Rooms, 744; Retrenchment in
the Public Service, 800; Railway Trucks,
825 ; Railway Loan Bill, 834 and 859; Railway Loan Bill (No.2), 1069 and 1071.
WITT, .Mr. WILLIA}! (Murray District)-Northeastern Railway, 288; Grant to Lady
Darling, 313 and 557; Beechworth Police
Force, 793 and 811; Railway Loan Bill, 977.
Wood-splitting Licences - Question by Mr.
Duffy, 785.
Workmen's Lien Bill-Question by Mr. Mackay
7S6.

WRIXON, Mr. H. J. (Belfast) - Governor's
Speech, 103 ; Suspension of Standing
Orders, 278; Grant to Lady Darling, 436,
536, and 548; Charge against a Minister,
763; Volunteers' Land Certificates, 769;
Belfast Harbour, 777; Religious Equality,
822; Threatening a Member, 913; Delaying
Supplies, 1058; Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 1 L22,
Yan Yean Waterworks-Questions by Mr.
Reeves, 770 and 841.
Yarra Bend Lunatic Asylum, Appointments at
-Return ordered, on motion of Mr. E. Cope,
1109. (See Lunatic Asylums.)
Young, The Rev. W.-Vote for services in connexion with the Chinese discussed in Uom·
mittee of Supply, 757.

JOHN FERREB,

Printer.

